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A-0001 A rAndomized clinicAl triAl of pillAr pAin After surgery for cArpAl tunnel syndrome: flexor 
tenosynovectomy viA two minimAl incisions versus single-portAl cArpAl tunnel releAse
Akira Hashimoto1, motoki sonohata1, toshiyuki tsuruta2, Hiroko mine2, masaaki mawatari1

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, Saga University, Saga, Japan; 2Tsuruta Orthopaedic Clinic, Ushizu, 
Japan

introduction: scar tenderness, grip strength weakness, and pillar pain after surgery for carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) 
are reported due to the transverse carpal ligament (tcl) division or a wide incision in surgery for cts. we introduced 
flexor tenosynovectomy via two minimal incisions (m-ft) that does not require tcl division and reduces the pressure 
within the carpal tunnel. we hypothesized that m-ft could help achieve grip strength recovery earlier than single-portal 
ectr (s-ectr) and could reduce pillar pain, given that it does not require tcl division or a wide incision. in this study, 
we compared the outcome of m-ft to that of s-ectr for the treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome in a randomized trial. 
methods: A prospective, randomized, single center study was performed on 42 hands of 41 patients with idiopathic 
carpal tunnel syndrome. the m-ft technique was performed on 20 hands (20 patients) and s-ectr on 22 hands (21 
patients). we assessed the presence or absence of pillar pain, a detailed physical examination, electrodiagnostic study, 
and self-reported function assessment were also performed and at 1, 2, 3, and 6 months postoperatively. we assessed 
each parameter in groups by surgery (m-ft and s-ectr) and age (≥65 years old and <65 years old). we compared 
preoperative and postoperative data in each of the two groups (m-ft and s-ectr group) using a paired t-test. we also 
employed student’s t-test to compare the m-ft group and s-ectr group in the preoperative and postoperative periods. 
chi-square test was used to compare the incidence of pillar pain between the two groups
results: seven patients in the s-ectr group and none in the m-ft group had pillar pain. grip strength and side pinch 
(thumb-index finger) significantly improved postoperatively only in patients <65 years in the m-ft group. tip pinch 
(thumb-index finger) recovered postoperatively in those aged <65 years in the m-ft group; no improvement was noted 
in patients aged <65 years in the s-ectr group. in patients aged ≥65 years, the s-ectr group had better postoperative 
two-point discrimination and terminal latency outcomes compared with the m-ft group.
conclusion: the m-ft technique did not result in pillar pain and resulted in better outcomes compared with s-ectr 
in patients <65 years old. therefore, the m-ft technique could be a useful alternative to other surgical methods for 
patients <65 years old.

A-0003 A cAse of severe necrotizing fAsciitis cAused by pHotobActerium dAmselAe witH good out-
come After seriAl surgicAl debridement And reconstruction witH AcellulAr dermAl mAtrix And skin 
grAft
diogo Andrade guimaraes, luis ribeiro, luis vieira, ruben coelho, maria manuel mendes, pedro martins
Hospital São José CHULC, Lisboa, Portugal

necrotizing fasciitis is a severe infection that requires emergent surgical treatment and results in death in a great  number 
of patients. there are several microorganisms which can cause this infection, photobacterium damselae being one of 
them, with only 8 cases previously reported in the literature. in the present article a case of necrotizing fasciitis by this 
microorganism is reported, in which the patient has survived after serial debridement procedures and reconstruction of the 
upper limb with acellular dermal matrix and skin graft. we also perfomed a review of the photobacterium damselae soft 
tissue infection reports as well as the clinical presentation, diagnosis, pathophysiology and treatment of necrotizing fasciitis.
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A-0004 minimAl clinicAlly importAnt difference is lower for cArpAl tunnel syndrome pAtients un-
dergoing injection versus surgery
verena jmm schrier1,2, russell gelfman1, peter c Amadio1

1Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, United States; 2Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands

introduction in studies looking at carpal tunnel syndrome (cts), one of the most commonly used patient-reported 
outcomes is the validated boston carpal tunnel questionnaire (bctQ). whether the aim is to determine if a procedure 
is successful or not, or to show treatment superiority, the added clinical value needs to be addressed. multiple studies 
have reported their minimal clinically important difference (mcid) for the bctQ and recently it has been shown that a 
better distinction in clinical relevance can be found when using a relative mcid. this study was aimed at testing the 
relative mcid calculation in our data set using similar methods and adding a novel analysis by also looking specifically 
at patients undergoing injection. the hypothesis is that expectations and therefor threshold for success might be lower 
when receiving an in-clinic corticosteroid injection versus undergoing a surgical procedure.
metHods bctQ data was abstracted at baseline and at 1 and 3 month post intervention in a cohort of idiopathic cts 
patients undergoing carpal tunnel release surgery (n=128) or injection (n=87). participants also indicated their perception 
of treatment success on a 5-point scale at follow-up. the optimal answer was considered “success” and was used as an 
anchor to dichotomize outcome. logistic regressions with receiver operator curves and subsequent area under the curve 
(Auc) calculations were used as the main outcome. sensitivity, specificity and 95% confidence intervals of the Aucs will 
be reported.
results in the surgical group 85% of patients considered the treatment a “success” versus 55% in the injection group. 
we found an increase in Auc from 0.74 (95%ci: 0.69-0.78) to 0.82 (95%ci: 0.78-0.86) when using the relative mcid versus 
one based on baseline score alone. the optimal cut-off point was associated with a relative mcid of 0.41 with a sensitivity 
of 71% and a specificity of 84%. in the injection group, the relative mcid also had a higher Auc (0.88, 95%ci: 0.83-0.92) 
compared to the conventional mcid (0.82, 95%ci: 0.77-0.87). the relative mcid found for injection patients was indeed 
lower than that of the surgical group with 0.30, which was associated with a sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 74%. 
A similar trend was found with the functional score with a relative mcid of 0.41 for the surgical group and 0.27 for the 
injection group. 
conclusion our data suggests that when using the bctQ in a study or clinically for injection patients, that the relative 
mcid of 0.30 should preferably be used. Assuming that there are additional confounders which can affect success from 
the patient’s perspective, including age, cultural background, workers’ compensation, co-morbidities, as well as differing 
patient preferences and expectations, researchers can consider creating an mcid using a subsample of the specific 
patient population. in broader context, it underlines that when using patient-reported outcomes, a wider view on 
potential confounders should be considered. with patient-centred outcomes being increasingly important as healthcare 
is evaluated, we need to be aware that it provides merely quantification of the subjective rather than an objectification.

A-0007 clinicAl, functionAl And rAdiologicAl outcomes of tHe use of fixed Angle volAr locking 
plAtes in corrective distAl rAdius osteotomy for frActure mAlunion
valerio pace1, chang park2, rita rosati3, giacomo placella4, dimpu bhagawati5, Auro caraffa1

1University of Perugia, Italy; 2North West Thames, United Kingdom; 3Citta di Castello Hospital, Italy; 4San Raffaele Hospital, 
Italy; 5Luton and Dunstable University Hospital, United Kingdom

malunion is a common complication of distal radius fractures. several studies have shown that distal radius fracture 
malunion compications could cause physiological and biomechanical modifications which could consequently cause 
significant anatomical and functional alterations and predispose to early osteoarthritis. 
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the use of volar locking plates in corrective osteotomy for the treatment of acute distal radius fractures has been 
progressively a quite common surgical treatment option. 
the purpose of this study was to assess the clinical, functional and radiological outcomes of corrective osteotomy using 
a fixed angle volar locking plate and bone graft for management of distal radius malunion. 

retrospective study. set time-frame: 10 years. indications for surgery: persistent pain, significant deformity and/or 
reduction of roms, radiological evidence of malunion. 
inclusion criteria: surgical treatment at least 6 weeks after initial trauma; absence of comorbidities or other factors able 
to modify the initial conservative management; availability of standardised clinical and radiological follow up.
evaluation tools: initial, casting and post-op radiographs, displacement-angulation-inclination, radial height, ulnar-
variance, grade of osteoarthritis (knirk and jupiter osteoarthritis grading), roms, dAsH, vAs, mAyo, sf-12 scores.

32 patients. 25w and 7m. mean follow up: 10 months (6-24). mean time between initial trauma and malunion diagnosis: 
40 weeks. mean age: 56 (20-76). no significant complications recorded. 
radiological evidence of fracture consolidation achieved in 28 patients (88%), on average after 12.1 weeks from surgery. 
4 patients (12%) needed another surgical procedure to treat non-union after osteotomy. interestengly synthetic bone 
graft was used for 3 of the 4 cases of non-union. 
A significant improvement of radiographic and functional parameters was recorded in all patients. 
At final follow up: mean tilt 7.2°; ulnar-variance < 2 mm on average (range 1.1-5.40; mean shortening of 2mm; average 
improvement of flexion was 20.2°; average improvement of extension was 24.8°, average improvement of pronation was 
23.9°, average improvement of supination was 22.4°.
A grade not higher than 0 or 1 of osteoarthrosis was recorded for all patients at final follow up. pre op dAsH: 57.8. post-op 
dAsH: 16.2. pre-op vAs 5.6. post-op vAs 1.6. pre-op mAyo 38.5. post-op mAyo 58.6. pre-op sf-12 31. post-op sf-12 46.2.

our series highlight that good clinical, functional and radiological results could be achieve with the use of the studied 
surgical technique for the treatment of distal radius malunion. our results corroborate what has been already proposed in 
literature, showing that the use of fixed angle volar locking plates could allow good anatomical restoration and correction 
of functional and radiological parameters.
level of pain, roms and scales’ values show at final follow up results comparable with those obtainable in the healthy 
population. the absence of significant complications makes the studied procedure safe and feasible. this acquires particular 
value for patients such those described in our cohort as the final aim of the studied procedure is to correct a complex type 
of deformity with significant anatomical and functional alterations. 
looking at the record of non-union cases, we suggest the use of autologous bone grafting in distal radius malunion 
treated with corrective distal radius osteotomy.

 
A-0008 tHe AdvAntAges of type iii scApHoid nonunion AdvAnced collApse (snAc) treAtment witH pAr-
tiAl cArpAl ArtHrodesis in tHe dominAnt HAnd: results of 5-yeAr follow-up
giuseppe rollo1, michele bisaccia2, giuseppe rinonapoli2, Andrea pasquino1, valerio pace2, chang park3, paolo pichierri1, 
marco giaracuni1, Auro caraffa2, luigi meccariello1

1Vito Fazzi Hospital, Lecce, Italy; 2University of Perugia, Italy; 3North West Thames, United Kingdom

the snAc wrist (scaphoid nonunion advanced collapse) is one of the complications following scaphoid fractures treated 
conservatively and one of the causes of wrist arthritis that the hand surgeon has to face most frequently. in these cases 
surgical management is usually warranted. the treatment of choice varies depending on personal preference of the 
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surgeon as well as the stage of osteoarthritis. often the decision is made intraoperatively after the articular surface 
status of the capitate is assessed. 
the aim of our study is to report our experience of a significant number of surgical treated patients with snAc wrist after 
conservative management failure and compare it to the data present in the published literature

set time frame:6 years. 15 snAc wrist cases. Average age: 47.8 (29- 64). 11m, 4f. Herbert classification: 2 type A and 13 
type b. on average patients underwent surgery five years after the trauma. All patients were treated via dorsal incision 
with partial carpal arthrodesis and total scaphoidectomy, associated with denervation of the posterior interosseous 
nerves. A plaster cast was applied to all patients for 3 weeks postoperatively. in the preoperative stage, x-rays of the 
healthy contralateral limb were taken for the measurement of the normal radiocarpal joint space. clinical and radiographic 
follow-up: 1,3, 6 and 12 months from the trauma; then every 12 months. evaluation criteria: visual analog pain scale 
(vAs), average time of radiographic fusion of wrist bones, Active range of wrist motion (wArom), subjective mayo wrist 
score (mws) and the short form ( 36) Health survey (sf-36), return to the main tasks and complications. the evaluation 
endpoint was set at 60 months.  

Average time of surgery: 48.3 minutes. Average time of arthrodesis consolidation: 67.8 days. the vAs and wArom showed 
a gradual improvement in seriated controls, returning to values almost identical to pre-trauma at a 5-year follow-up. 
by this time, the mws and sf-36 scores were similar to pre-trauma. the vAs at the 5-years follow-up returned almost 
identical to the pre-injury value. At the 5-year follow-up after surgery, the average wArom levels were: flexion 79.3 
degrees, extension 81.2 degrees; abduction 11.8 degrees and adduction 40.6 degrees.
on average, the return to pre-injury daily activities occurred in 12.5 months after surgery. there were no complications.

the partial carpal arthrodesis is a safe and effective procedure for the treatment of snAc wrist cases. our results show a 
progressive and significant improvement in rom, vAs and great satisfaction from the patient. in our opinion, in all the 
cases where this procedure is indicated, the partial carpal arthrodesis associated with total scaphoidectomy is certainly 
an interesting, effective and feasible technique which permits to achieve more than satisfactory functional and clinical 
results on the long run if performed by expert surgeons. A more powered study with higher level of evidence is advisable. 

 
A-0009 neurolysis versus neurolysis And Anterior trAnsposition of tHe ulnAr nerve in cubitAl tun-
nel syndrome: A group-control study
valerio pace1, chang park4, rita rosati2, giacomo placella3, Auro caraffa1

1University of Perugia, Italy; 2Citta di Castello Hospital, Italy; 3San Raffaele Hospital, Italy; 4North West Thames, United Kingdom

various conservative treatments and surgical techniques have been reported in the literature as efficient and feasible 
measures to treat the cubital tunnel syndrome. However there has been no consensus on the best management of the 
syndrome. particularly debates still exist on the necessity to perform neurolysis together with anterior transposition of 
the ulnar nerve or perform neurolysis alone. 
we would like to present our experience on the clinical efficacy and outcomes of the surgical technique of both neurolysis 
and neurolysis associated with ulnar nerve anterior transposition at the elbow joint in patients with neuropathic symptoms 
due to cubital tunnel syndrome.

120 patients with cubital tunnel syndrome enrolled and divided into two groups: 1) 52 patients treated solely with 
neurolysis; 2) 68 patients treated with neurolysis and anterior transposition. 45w and 75m. Average age: 54. 29 patients 
were preoperatively diagnosed with significant comorbidities. etiology: idiopathic, post-traumatic, arthritis, elbow valgus 
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deformity, benign neoplasia, medial triceps snapping syndrome.
A pre and postoperative follow up at 2 and 12 weeks were organized. further reviews were organised for cases without 
improvements based on specific clinical needs.
conservative measures were considered, followed by surgical management when appropriate. two secondary referral 
centers for orthopaedic upper extremity conditions involved.
“mc gowan“and “wilson&krout” classification and dash score used to evaluate results. A pre-op electromyography was 
performed for all patients. A satisfaction questionnaire was administered to all patients 2 weeks from surgery. 

All surgeries were successfully performed. overall complications: postoperative haematoma (8%), wound problems (5%). 
recurrence of symptoms: 6%. no improvement of symptoms: 11%.
preoperative mcgowan respectively for group 1 and 2: 0% - 0% (grade 0), 22% - 24% (grade 1), 46% - 43% (grade 2), 
32% - 33% (grade 3). postoperative mcgowan: 34% - 36%, 38% - 39%, 23% - 21%, 5% - 4%.the post op wilson&krout 
was respectively: 46% - 47%(excellent), 26% - 28% (good), 18% - 14% (fair), 10% - 11% (poor). dash score mean was 
respectively 14.5 and 15.1. negative froment’s sign was respectively 73% and 69%. 
the post-op satisfaction questionnaire score in group 1 was 0 for 2 patient, 1 for 6 patients, 2 for 9 patients, 3 for 12  
patients, 4 for 14 patients and 5 for 9 patients.  
the post-op satisfaction questionnaire score in group 2 was 0 for 4 patient, 1 for 8 patients, 2 for 12 patients, 3 for 16 
patients, 4 for 18 patients and 5 for 10 patients.

in our experience the definitive most efficient and feasible surgical technique to treat the cubital tunnel syndrome has 
not been established yet in terms of indications and outcomes. this is supported by data present in literature. good and 
similar results were obtained with both neurolysis and neurolysis associated with anterior transposition of the ulnar nerve 
(in line with the international data). the decision should be taken case by case, taking into account intraoperative findings.
in conclusions more high-quality and powered studies are needed to provide a consensus on indications and techniques 
to treat the cubital tunnel syndrome.

 
A-0011 ArtHroscopic trApezectomy And soft tissue interposition And internAl splitting witH An-
cHor for bAsAl joint ArtHritis of tHumb
jui-tien shih
Armed Forces Taoyuan General Hospital, Taoyuan, Taiwan

objective:thumb carpometacarpal (cmc) arthritis is one of the most common arthrosis of the upper limb. typical 
conservative treatment of this condition consists of activity modification, medication, injections and splinting. the 
most common surgical treatment currently used is trapezium excision combined with a ligament reconstruction and 
tendon interposition (lrti). in an effort to maintain the osseous foundation of the thumb, partial trapezium resection and 
interposition arthroplasty has been described. Advances in arthroscopic technology allow examination and treatment of 
the small joints throughout the body with minimal morbidity. synovitis, osteophytes, and ligamentous tears or lax are 
successfully managed with arthroscopic surgery. moreover, arthroscopy is reliable for direct evaluation and treatment 
of the thumb cmc joint.
materials and methods:  from August 2014 to April 2017, we treated 35 thumbs with symptomatic thumb basal joint 
arthritis (eaton stage ii-iii) using arthroscopic ligament thermal shrinkage, partial trapeziectomy and palmar longus 
tendon interposition, also used 1.4mm  all-suture anchor as internal splinting to provide good stability. the sample 
included 25 women and 10 men with a mean age of 53.2 years (range, 19 to 68 years). 
results: All patients underwent regular clinical follow-up at a mean of 38 months (range, 26 to 78 months). pain scores 
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improved in all patients after operation. the thumb pinch strength significantly improved in all thumbs after operation 
(p < .01). All patients were satisfied with the results and improved the daily activities. 
conclusion:this procedure is very useful for more severe arthritis of thumb basal joint.

 
A-0013 ArtHroscopic bone grAft for intrAosseous lunAte bone gAnglion
lorenzo merlini1,2, christophe mathoulin1

1International Wrist Center, Clinique Bizet, Paris, France; 2Orthopedic and Traumatology Upper Limb Surgery, Hôpital Avicenne, 
Bobigny – Université Paris 13, France

introduction
intraosseous lunate bone ganglia are known to be a cause of chronic wrist pain and disability. standard treatment consists 
of curettage and autologous bone grafting. open procedures have shown good results with few recurrences, but with 
frequent stiffness or persistent pain. Arthroscopic techniques are more recent and seems very reliable, but literature lacks 
studies with large series and significant results. the goal of this study is to report the functional and radiological results 
after arthroscopic bone grafting for intraosseous lunate bone ganglia using a new original technique.
methods
between 2012 and 2018, 13 patients were operated. the surgical technique is described in details and allows easy and direct 
access to the bone ganglia, passing through the intermediate portion of the scapholunate ligament. clinical outcomes 
were: wrist mobility, grip strength, pain and dAsH score. statistical analyses were performed.
results
extension improved from 83% to 100% of the contralateral side (p=0.004), active flexion improved from 77% to 98% 
(p=0.002). grip strength improved from 66% to 101% of the contralateral value (p=0.002). pain visual analogue scale 
decreased from 6.3 to 0.2 (p=0.002). dAsH score improved from 36.4 to 2.3 (p=0.002). radiographies showed bone 
healing in all cases at 6 weeks.
conclusion
the authors present an original, easy, and accurate approach avoiding any damage to the major cartilage surfaces of the 
lunate, with easy and reliable access to the intraosseous lunate bone ganglion, allowing cyst curettage and autologous 
bone graft in a proper and noninvasive way. clinical outcomes showed significant functional improvement and very 
satisfactory lasting results.

 
A-0014 trAumAtic scApHoid or triQuetrAl bony Avulsion of tHe dorsAl intercArpAl ligAment
lorenzo merlini1,2, christophe mathoulin1

1International Wrist Center, Clinique Bizet, Paris, France; 2Orthopedic and Traumatology Upper Limb Surgery, Hôpital Avicenne, 
Bobigny – Université Paris 13, France

background
the dorsal intercarpal ligament, whose role in dorsal stability of the wrist has been shown, can be harmed in case of 
injury of the dorsal scapholunate complex. but it also seems to exist isolated post-traumatic forms of dorsal intercarpal 
ligament rupture, much rarer, through bony avulsion on its scaphoid or triquetral insertion. the authors report the first 
description of this lesion.
case description
between 2018 and 2019, 3 patients have presented this particular injury. they presented a painful wrist with decreased 
range of motion. two have been treated arthroscopically (one patient lost to follow-up before surgery), with reinsertion 
of the ligament on the scaphoid or the triquetrum.
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literature review
this lesion has so far never been reported in the literature, and seems mechanically different from more common injuries 
of the scapholunate complex and dorsal capsule-scapholunate septum to which dorsal intercarpal ligament ruptures 
are frequently associated.
clinical relevance
the diagnosis of this traumatic bony avulsion may not be easy, due to its rareness and lack of description in the current 
knowledge. A magnetic resonance imaging can show the avulsion and arthroscopy will confirm it by direct visualization 
of a bare scaphoid or triquetrum. Arthroscopic repair with an anchor was possible in the 2 patients without difficulty and 
gave very good results at the last follow-up (normal strength and range of motion).

 
A-0015 A review of cyclic testing protocols for flexor tendon repAirs 
min kai chang1, yiwei zeus lim2, yoke rung wong2, shian chao tay2

1Department of Hand Surgery, Singapore General Hospital; 2Biomechanics Laboratory, Singapore General Hospital

background: cyclic testing of flexor tendons aims to simulate post-operative rehabilitation and is more rigorous than 
static testing to characterize the biomechanical properties of flexor tendon repairs. However, there are many different 
protocols, making comparisons difficult. we reviewed these protocols and suggested two protocols that simulate passive 
and active mobilisation.  
methods: literature search was performed to look for cyclic testing protocols used to evaluate flexor tendon repairs. 
preload, cyclic load, number of cycles, frequency and displacement rate were categorised.  
findings: thirty-five studies with 42 different protocols were included. thirty-one protocols were single-staged, while 11 
protocols were multiple-staged. twenty-nine out of 42 protocols used preload, ranging from 0.2 to 5n. preload of 2n was 
used in most protocols. the cyclic load that was most commonly used was between 11-20n. cyclic load with increment 
of 10n after each stage was used in multiple-staged protocols. the most commonly used number of cycles between 100 
to 1000. most protocols used a frequency of less than 1Hz and displacement rate between 0-20 mm/min. 
interpretation: we propose two single-staged protocols as examples. protocol 1: cyclic load of 15n to simulate passive 
mobilization with preload of 2n, number of cycles of 2000, frequency of 0.2Hz.; protocol 2: cyclic load of 38n to simulate 
active mobilization, with the same above preload, number of cycles, and frequency. this review consolidates the current 
understanding of cyclic testing. this may help clinicians and investigators improve the design of flexor tendon repairs, allow 
for comparisons of different repairs using the same protocol, and evaluate flexor tendon repairs more rigorously before 
applying on patients

 
A-0016 clinicAl outcomes And biomecHAnicAl compArison of modified lim/tsAi tendon repAirs
min kai chang1, yoke rung wong2, shian chao tay1,2

1Department of Hand Surgery, Singapore General Hospital; 2Biomechanics Laboratory, Singapore General Hospital 

the most common modification of the lim-tsai flexor tendon repair technique is addition of an extra-tendinous knot 
instead of intra-tendinous knot. there has been no biomechanical and clinical study of the popular modification. the 
biomechanical properties and clinical outcomes of techniques were compared. 

the ultimate tensile strength, load to 2mm gap force, stiffness, mode of failure, location of failure, and time taken to repair 
each tendon were recorded during a single cycle loading test in 20 tendons with each repair method. the retrospective 
clinical study included zone 2 flexor tendon repairs made using the modified lim/tsai technique from january 2008 to 
december 2014. clinical outcome was assessed using the revised strickland and glogovac criteria.
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we found that the ultimate tensile strength and 2mm gap force of the modified lim/tsai repair with extra-tendinous 
knot (56.5 ± 5.2 n and 13.9 ± 2.1 n respectively) were statistically significantly higher than that of the modified lim/
tsai repair with intra-tendinous knot (50.6 ± 7.1 n and 11.4 ± 1.7 n respectively). the overall satisfactory outcome of the 
modified lim/tsai technique was 81.1%. the rupture rate of the modified lim/tsai technique was 2.7%.

we conclude that the modified lim/tsai repair with extra-tendinous knot is stronger biomechanically, despite having the 
same number of core strands. However, based on this retrospective study of patients with zone 2 flexor tendon injuries, 
the clinical outcomes of modified and original lim/tsai techniques are comparable. As such, there is no clinical evidence 
favouring one over the other.

 
A-0017 treAtment of kienbock’s diseAse by sHortening osteotomy of tHe rAdius - 54 pAtients oper-
Ated in tHe lAst 32 yeArs
jose botelheiro1, silvia silverio2, Ana neto2

1Hospital dos Lusiadas, Lisbon; 2Hospital de Sant’Ana, Parede, Portugal

Antecedents and objectives. radius shortening osteotomies were dismissed by lichtman in the 1980s for the treatment 
of kienbock’s disease with carpal collapse and later also for cases with lunate fragmentation or without “ulna minus”. 
we reviewed the files of our 54 cases, many of them with those features.
material and methods. in the last 32 years we treated all our 54 cases of kienbock’s disease without serious wrist 
osteoarthritis with a shortening osteotomy of the radius. 23 had carpal collapse and 25 lunate fragmentation on plain 
x-rays; 17 had neutral ulnar variance and one “ulna plus”. 5 had already signs of wrist osteoarthritis (“lichtman iv”). the 
first 15 patients were operated with straight dorsal plates, the last 39 with distal palmar t plates. to evaluate the clinical 
result of surgery a modified mayo wrist score, without the working status (max. 75 points) was used.
results. Almost all patients improved clinically with surgery. last clinical and radiological review was done 1 to 25 years 
after surgery (medium 8 years). overall, the modified mayo wrist score improved from 31,5 points before surgery to 
57,7 points at the last review and results were not worse in patients with carpal collapse (lichtman iiib), neutral ulnar 
variance or lunate fragmentation. but most patients in stage iv, already with radio-carpal osteoarthritis, had bad results. 
16 patients were reoperated, most of them for removal of dorsal plates.
conclusion. shortening osteotomy of the radius, with a palmar distal t plate, is a sound surgical technique for all cases 
of kienbock ś disease without radio-carpal arthritis.

 
A-0018 29 yeArs of surgery of  trApezio-metAcArpAl instAbility – 40 cAses
jose botelheiro1, silvia silverio2, Ana neto2

1Hospital dos Lusiadas, Lisbon; 2Hospital de Sant’Ana, Parede, Portugal

introduction. the trapezio-metacarpal joint, with great mobility, is stabilised by capsular ligaments and an intermetacarpal 
ligament. trapezio-metacarpal instability, post-trauma or idiopathic, is sometimes very painful and justifies surgery – 
a classic eaton-littler anterior oblique ligamentoplasty, an intermetacarpal brunelli ligamentoplasty or the recently 
described dorso-radial capsulodesis.
we present the cases operated since 1991. 

material. 40 patients were operated, between13 and 58 years (median 29), 22 females and 26 right thumbs. the painful 
instability was idiopathic in 12 cases and post-trauma in 28 - 19 serious sprains, 7 bennett fractures with a very small 
fragment and 2 untreated dislocations (1 with a small fracture).
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methods. 28 cases were operated using either the original brunelli intermetacarpal ligamentoplasty (2) or a modified 
one with a strip of the ecrl tendon (6) or the free pl tendon (20). And in 12 recent cases we did a simple dorso-radial 
capsulodesis as described by rayan and do in 2012. they were all immobilised 4 weeks post-op.

results. All patients were reviewed at least 4 months after surgery. the 28 cases of ligamentoplasty were classified as 
“very good” (painless and a pinch force of at least 75% of the other hand) 12 patients; “good” (pain and pinch clearly 
better than pre-op) 13 cases; “bad” (not better than pre-op) 3 patients. All with a stable trapezio-metacarpal joint and 
a normal or near normal tm mobility.
of the 12 cases of capsulodesis, 7 were classified as “very good”, 4 “good” and 1 “bad” – a serious sprain on a moderate 
rhizarthrosis – all with stable joint and normal tm mobility. in 4  cases, a clear capsular breach was found.

discussion. the importance of the diferent ligaments in tm stability is still discussed. recently the importance of the 
dorso-radial capsule was stressed by anatomical studies and confirmed by the good results of a simple capsulodesis in 
the treatment of tm instability.

conclusion. the results of the rayan and do tm capsulodesis seem comparable to those of the more complicate tm 
ligamentoplasties, but more experience is needed.

 
A-0019 compArison of scApHocApitAte And cApitoHAmAte fusions in stAge iiib And iiic kienböck’s dis-
eAse : combined witH excision of lunAte
kemal kayaokay, tugrul bulut
Izmir Katip Celebi University, Ataturk Training and Research Hospital, Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Izmir, 
Turkey

introductıon: Although its etiology remains unclear, the kienböck’s disease is defined to be the progressive osteonecrosis 
of the lunate. the most commonly accepted option for symptomatic patients is surgical treatment. in stage 3b and 3c 
cases, the excision of collapsed or fragmented lunate tissue, which is the main cause of symptoms, and synovitis is 
reported to reduce the symptoms.due to the cavity that will occur in the wrist after the lunate excision, capitatum and 
scaphoid will migrate to the proximal. this will lead to alteration in wrist joint kinematics  and painful osteoarthritis will 
follow. limited fusions of the wrist have been identified in order to prevent this migration. we aimed to compare the 
clinical and radiological outcomes of capitohamate fusion (cHf) and scaphocapitate fusion (sc) treatments administered 
after lunate excision in patients with advanced stage iii kienböck’s disease. there is no previous study in the literature 
comparing these two fusions.
metHod: we retrospectively evaluated a total of 15 patients between january 2013 and August 2017 at our clinic: All 
patients had stage iiib and c kienböck’s disease and underwent scf and cHf after excision of the lunate. 8 patients subject 
to the capitohamate fusion (group 1) and 7 patients subject to the scaphocapitate fusion (group 2) were compared in 
terms of functional and radiological results.
results:group 1 patients wrist flexion was 79.3% relative to the non-operated hand. this was 65.1% for group 2. extension 
relative to the contralateral wrist was 88.9% in group 1 and 72.4% in group 2. radial deviation was 76.1% in group 1, 
which remained 61.1% in group 2. in functional evaluation, the mean vAs score at the latest follow-up was 0.87 (sd: 
1.24) for group 1 and 1.00 (sd: 1.41) for group 2.   regarding dAsH scores, preoperative mean dAsH scores were 48.85 
(sd: 12.03) and 48.42 (sd: 13.51) in group 1 and group 2, respectively. However, postoperative dAsH scores decreased to 
14.77 (sd: 13.91) in group 1 and to 16.87 (sd: 15.94) in group 2. mean return-to-work periods were 5.37 (sd: 3.20) and 
3.64 (sd: 2.15) months for group 1 and group 2, respectively. As to mean patient satisfaction, the mean scores were 3.75 
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(sd: 0.70) and 3.42 (sd: 1.13) in group 1 and group 2.
conclusion:there was no significant difference between group 1 and group 2 in terms of Q-dAsH,rom and vAs. in 
both treatment methods, excision of the lunate and synovitis were significant factors in terms of pain relief.despite its 
statistical insignificance, the inclusion of the scaphoid in the fusion leads to further limited rom. in advanced-stage 
kienböck’s cases, scf or cHf combined with excision of the lunate and synovectomy is a good alternative from functional 
and radiological perspectives.

 
A-0020 revAsculArizAtion pAtterns of nerve AllogrAfts in A rAt sciAtic nerve defect model
tiam mana saffari1,2, femke mathot1,3, Allen t bishop1, Alexander y shin1

1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA; 2Department of Plastic-, Reconstructive- and Hand 
Surgery, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 3Department of Plastic-, Reconstructive- and Hand Surgery, 
Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands

introduction: After a nerve defect is bridged with an allograft nerve, neovascularization precedes neural regeneration 
to produce a supportive microenvironment. the specific patterns of revascularization of allograft nerves after surgically 
induced angiogenesis remain unknown. the aim of this study was to determine the revascularization patterns of processed 
nerve allografts after surgically induced angiogenesis to the wound bed in a rat sciatic nerve model. 
materials and methods: in 51 lewis rats, 10 mm sciatic nerve gaps were repaired with (i) nerve autografts, (ii) processed 
nerve allografts and (iii) processed nerve allografts wrapped in a pedicled superficial inferior epigastric artery fascia flap 
(sief) to provide vascularization to the wound bed. At two, 12 and 16 weeks, rats were sacrificed and using micro ct and 
photography, the vascular volume and vascular surface area in nerve samples were measured. cross-sectional images 
were obtained over the length of the nerve. these images were divided into three concentric rings and the number of 
vessels in each ring was quantified in the proximal, mid and distal sections of the nerve samples. 
results: At two weeks, the vascular volume of sief nerves was comparable to control (p=0.1). the vascular surface area 
in sief nerves was superior to other groups (p<0.05). At 12 weeks, the vascular volume in sief nerves was statistically 
higher than allografts (p<0.05) and at 16 weeks this was superior compared to other groups (p<0.0001). for the vascular 
surface area, similar trends were seen. the cross-sectional images showed statistically increased number of vessels in 
sief nerves compared to allografts alone in all rings in the proximal section of the graft at 12 weeks  (p<0.05). in the 
mid-section of the graft, the number was statistically superior in the middle and central ring (p<0.05). these described 
differences became even more evident at 16 weeks. 
conclusions: Addition of surgical angiogenesis to the wound bed greatly improves revascularization. in this study, it was 
demonstrated that revascularization occurs primarily from proximal to distal (proximal inosculation) and not from both 
ends as previously believed and confirms the theory of centripetal revascularization.  

 
A-0021 intrAmedullAry HeAdless screw fixAtion for metAcArpAl frActures: A retrospective review 
of 30 frActures
Arjuna thakker1, sanjeev chaand sharma1, manish gupta2

1University of Birmingham, UK
2Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

background
surgical fixation using intramedullary headless screws (iHs) is a relatively new technique for metacarpal fracture repair. 
there are few studies investigating the outcomes of this procedure.
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objectives
we aimed to review the surgical and functional outcomes of a consecutive series of patients operated by a single surgeon 
over a 2.5-year period using iHs.

study design & methods
we retrospectively reviewed the records of 30 fractures in 27 patients who underwent iHs fixation from march 2016 to 
october 2018. there were 4 ring finger and 26 little finger fractures. 7 were caused by accidental injury whilst 23 were 
from self-inflicted punch injuries. 29 were fractures of the metacarpal neck and one was to the metacarpal head. All 
fractures were closed. 23 were transverse and 7 were oblique. range of movement, including flexion and extension of the 
metacarpophalangeal (mcp) joint, flexion of the proximal interphalangeal (pip) joint and total active movement (tAm), 
was measured at postoperative follow-up appointments 4-8 weeks after the initial surgery. patients were also recalled in 
march 2019 for their latest functional measurements. tAm scores were evaluated using the American society for surgery 
of the Hand (AssH) classification system. A QuickdAsH (disabilities of the arm, shoulder and hand) questionnaire was 
used to assess for any residual disability

results
patients were followed up for an average of 2.5 months (range 1 month to 19 months). two patients required revision 
operations for subsequent mcp joint stiffness. All fractures healed within acceptable radiological parameters with 
no mal-unions or rotational deformities. At the march 2019 recall, the mean tAm was 252° and 90% of patients had 
‘excellent’ tAm measurements according to the AssH classification system. 8 patients reported a QuickdAsH score of 0 
at the final follow-up.

conclusions
our findings suggest that iHs fixation is an effective technique resulting in excellent surgical and functional outcomes 
for the treatment of metacarpal fractures. the advantages are a stable fixation with early active motion in the operated 
finger. furthermore, the iHs does not need to be removed following surgery.

 
A-0022 rAdiAl distrAction plAting for distAl rAdius frActure in ulnAr positive wrists
bong mo koo, ji Hun park, in cheol choi, jong woong park, jong woo kang 
Korea University Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Axial shortening after a distal radius fracture leads to an increase of ulnar variance and it can occur even though the 
fracture is fixed by a locking plate. the increased ulnar variance is the major factor in the poor prognosis of distal radius 
fracture. the purpose of this study is to investigate prospectively radiologic and clinical outcomes of radial distraction 
plating which is for anticipative overcoming the axial shortening of distal radial fractures.

from september 2014 to january 2018, 64 cases of distal radius fractures with ulnar positive variance were surgically treated 
by volar locking plate after the approval of the institutional review board (irb). fracture fixation were randomly performed 
in a radial distraction (radial distraction plating, experimental group, 33 wrists) or in an anatomical reduction of fracture 
(anatomical reduction plating, control group, 31 wrists). the fractures of experimental group were manually distracted 
aiming neutral ulnar variance on a neutral position of forearm under c-arm guidance.four plane simple radiographs of 
all wrists were checked up at regular interval to evaluate the progression of fracture healing till 1 year postoperatively. 

background data including age, gender, side of injured wrist, fracture classification, preoperative ulnar variance, the 
presence of the ulnar styloid process fracture, and bone quality (second metacarpal cortical percentage) were collected 
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and the time to union, postoperative ulnar variance, radiologic parameters (radial inclination, volar tilting) of distal 
radius, postoperative vAs (visual analog scales) score, active wrist rom (range of motion) and grip strength against that 
of contralateral intact wrist, mAyo wrist score, and dAsH (disabilities of arm, shoulder and hand) scores were measured. 
statistical analysis was performed by fisher’s exact test and mann-whitney u test to determine the differences between 
the two groups. statistical significance was considered for results with p<0.05.

there were no significant differences between two groups in background data. the time to union (control group: 1.5 ± 0.4, 
experimental group: 1.6 ± 0.5, p = 0.28) and the change of ulnar variance (control group: 0.49 ± 0.6, experimental group: 
0.48± 0.6, p=0.48) were not different. the vAs score (control group: 1.4 ± 1.3, experimental group: 0.8 ± 0.8), the active 
rom (range of motion, %) against that of the intact wrists (control group: 87.5 ± 8.7, experimental: 91.6±7.2, p=0.04), 
and the grip strength (%) against that of the intact wrist (control group: 81.0±15.5, experimental group: 89.3±14.5, 
p=0.01) were better in the radial distraction plating. the mayo wrist score (control group: 76.8 ± 11.0, experimental 
group: 81.5 ± 9.6, p=0.04) and the dAsH score (control group: 54.0 ± 22.1, experimental group: 42.5 ± 15.7, p=0.02) 
were also better in the radial distraction plating.

radial distraction plating for distal radius fracture had better radiologic and clinical outcomes than traditional anatomical 
reduction plating in the ulnar positive wrist. therefore, radial distraction plating should be considered preferentially 
rather than anatomical reduction plating for the surgical treatment of distal radius fractures in the ulnar positive wrists.

 
A-0023 our experience witH needle Aponeurotomy for dupuytren’s contrActure: A simple, sAfe And 
effective treAtment
Arjuna thakker, sanjeev chaand sharma, Anindya lahiri
Department of Plastic Surgery, Sandwell General Hospital, Birmingham, England

introduction: common approaches to managing dupuytren’s contracture include open fasciotomy, fasciectomy, 
dermofasciectomy, needle aponeurotomy (nA) and injection with collagenase clostridium histolyticum (ccH). nA and 
ccH have gained popularity among patients and surgeons as a non-operative approach. we aimed to assess the simplicity, 
safety and cost-effectiveness of nA for dupuytren’s contracture release and to discuss the potential benefit of skin release. 

methods: data was prospectively collected on 30 consecutive nA operations by a single surgeon over a 3-year period. 
primary outcome measurements were change in metacarpal phalangeal (mcp) joint angle, complication and recurrence 
rates. secondary outcomes were healing duration and patient satisfaction. 

results: the mean change in mcp joint angle before the operation compared to post-nA was 72° (range 45-90° pre-
operative to 0° degrees post-operative). the average healing duration was 3.1 weeks (range 2 to 4 weeks). the mean 
follow-up time was 18 months (range 12-36 months). during this period two patients experienced recurrence of their 
dupuytren’s contracture, after 18 months and 30 months. one patient had a repeat nA procedure while the other required 
a surgical fasciectomy as contracture at the proximal interphalangeal joint had developed. this procedure was performed 
without any difficulty in dissection of the previously treated area or any issues with wound healing. no patients experienced 
any other complications. All patients reported they were happy with their experience and would be happy to have nA 
again if needed. 

conclusions: overall, we demonstrate that nA is a safe, effective and cheap option for managing patients with dupuytren’s 
contracture. we also recommend routine skin release.
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A-0024 lengtHening of ulnA by tHe metHod of externAl fixAtion in cHildren witH congenitAl rAdiAl 
club HAnd
natalia v Avdeichik, sergey i golyana, denis yu grankin, Andrey v safonov
The Turner Scientific Research Institute for Children’s Orthopedics, MD, Orthopedic Surgeon of the Department of Reconstructive 
Microsurgery and Hand Surgery, Saint Petersburg, Russia

background. congenital radial club hand (crcH) is characterized by radial deviation of the hand, longitudinal 
underdevelopment of the forearm and dysfunction of the upper limb. shortening of ulna is found in all types of crcH. 
with progression of underdevelopment of the radial bone, the percentage of shortening of the ulna increases compared 
with the intact limb. 
Aim. the study aimed to evaluate the results elongation of ulna by the method of external fixation, depending on the 
level of osteotomy, in patients with crcH type iii-iv.
methods. the results of treatment 36 patients with crcH type iii-iv from 1998 to 2018 years were analyzed. Average 
age of patients -7,4±3,5 years. All patients were divided into three groups, depending on the level of ulnar osteotomy. 
shortening of the ulna, correction of the angle of deformity of the ulna, radial deviation of the hand, period of correction, 
elongation obtained, index of fixation and osteosynthesis, complications, were analyzed.
results. the period of observation were an average of 5.8 years. before surgical treatment percentage of shortening of 
ulna was -33.3%, after surgery -16%. before surgery the angle of deformation was 20.5 ± 14.8°, after surgical - 7.4 ± 5.6°, 
the angle of deformity correction - 63.9%. elongation of ulna was 3,2±1,1 cm. in patients who underwent osteotomy 
in the proximally, the resulting elongation was 32% and 18.4% more than in patients who underwent an osteotomy in 
the middle and in the distal section of ulna. in group i, the correction period was 24.4% and 28.9% more than in groups 
ii and iii. index of fixation in group i was 53.6% and less by 45.7% than in groups ii and iii. After surgery complications 
developed: a false joint (15%), inflammation (10%), forearm deformities (7.5%).
conclusion Оptimal parts of ulna osteotomy is proximal section, in patients with crcH type iii-iv. with hand deviation 
of more than 20 degrees, osteotomy is performed in the distal part, with simultaneous correction of the deformity.
keywords. congenital radial club hand, external fixation, lengthening

 
A-0025 lengtHening of rAdius in pAtients witH congenitAl rAdiAl HAnd club, type ii
natalia v Avdeichik, sergey i golyana, denis yu grankin, Andrey v safonov
The Turner Scientific Research Institute for Children’s Orthopedics, MD, Orthopedic Surgeon of the Department of Reconstructive 
Microsurgery and Hand Surgery, Saint Petersburg, Russia

background. congenital radial club hand (crcH) - it is pathology of the upper limb that is characterized by longitudinal 
underdevelopment of the forearm and hand on the radial surface. underdevelopment can be from hypoplasia to aplasia of 
the radius. more than 50 methods of the correction deformities of forearm, depending on the degree of underdevelopment 
of the radius, were proposed.
Aim. the study aimed to evaluate the results of the treatment patient with crcH by using microsurgical technique and 
external fixation.
methods. the results of treatment 16 patients with crcH type ii, according to the classification of bayne and klug, aged 
4.6 ± 0.9 years, which were observed in the department of the turner scientific research institute from 1994 to 2017 
years, were analyzed. All patients were divided into two groups. group i included patients which were treated by the 
microsurgical autotransplants of epimetaphysis second metatarsal bone with growth plate to the position of the radius 
defect. the patients in group ii were treated by the lengthening of the radius by the external fixation. we analyzed 
the types of deformities and size of the radius defects, range of motion in joints of the upper limb before the stage of 
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the lengthening. external fixation index and number of complications were also determined. the type and number of 
recurrence of deformities and timing of their detection were analyzed. 
results. the period of observation were ranged from 12 months to 10 years (an average of 3.8 years). in group i, good 
results were obtained in 62.5% cases. it was found that after the transplantation of the growth plate of the metatarsal 
bone, work of growth plate continued, which were characterized by the increasing of the length of the radius in the 
distant period of observation.  in group ii, good results were obtained in 50% cases. clinical and x-ray examinations 
showed recurrence of hand deviation, shortening of the radius, which required a repeated lengthening of the radius. 
conclusion the present study showed that microsurgical transplantation of the second metatarsal bone with growth 
plate is more accepting in the reconstruction of the radial bone in patients with congenital radial club hand of type ii 
due to the creation of a growth zone in the distal part of the radius. lengthening of the radius by the external fixation is 
applicable while maintaining the distal epimetaphysis and normal transverse dimensions radial bone.
keywords. congenital radial club hand, lengthening, microsurgical technique, external fixation

 
A-0026 A study on psycHosociAl stAtus of pAtients witH globAl brAcHiAl plexus injury - gAngA Hos-
pitAl experience
tarun chabra
Ganga Hospital, Coimbatore, India

Abstract 
objectives: the purpose of the study was to study the psychosocial status of patients with global brachial plexus injury 
and analyze factors influencing it.
methods:  retrospective analysis of 49 patients with global brachial plexus injury with minimum one year follow-up. 
following factors influencing it like function restored, age, education, time since injury, , pain, involvement of dominant 
hand ,associated injuries to other limbs, occupation, family support were studied. depression was measured with beck 
depression inventory score and short forum -12 score was used to assess mental and physical health. All parameters 
were correlated with psychological status. descriptive statistics were reported as mean (sd) for continuous variable. chi 
–square at 5% level of significance was used to find statistical significance. fisher’s exact test is expected when cell count 
is less than 5.data was statistically evaluated with ibm spss. statistics for windows, version 20.0., ibm corp., chicago, il.
results: statistical analysis showed- though age is not statistically significant but clinically there is more trend towards 
depression between age 16-26 years. education status also is not statistically significant; pain is statistically significant 
factor (p < 0.016) in relation to depression. patients in whom involved side and dominant limb is also right have more 
depression as compared to left limb involvement. there is no significant association between associated injuries along 
with global brachial plexus injuries. dAsH score also does not correlated with depression scores.sf-12 mental component 
score had statistically significant association with mental status (derived by beck depression inventory score) but physical 
component score does not have significant association.
conclusion: global brachial plexus injury significantly affects the psychosocial status of a patient and neuropathic pain 
is the most significant factor affecting psychology.

 
A-0028 HemiArtHroplAsty in comminuted distAl rAdius frActures
cindy bouvet, florence dauzère, jean-yves beaulieu
Geneva University Hospital, Geneva, Switzerland 

introduction
distal radius hemi-arthroplasty is a surgical option not widely used in the management of comminuted fractures of the 
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distal radius in elderly patients. in these cases, open reduction and internal fixation results in frequent complications 
and secondary displacement, particularly due to poor bone quality. the aim of this study was to report the short- and 
mid-term results of distal radius hemi-arthroplasties in c3 distal radius fractures in elderly patients.
material and methods
from july 2016 to may 2019, 17 patients, mean aged of 79 years (68-89), were treated with a cemented radial 
hemiarthroplasty ; in 16 cases with a remotion prosthesis (sbi) and in one case with a sopHiAtm prosthesis (biotech). 
ulnar distal resection (darrach procedure) was done at the same time in 14 patients. clinical, functional and radiographic 
assessments were performed. per and postoperative complications were reported.
results
the average time from injury to surgery was 8 days(2-35) and every patient had a pre-operative ct-scan. postoperative 
care consisted of wrist immobilization in extension for 6 weeks. the mean time for hospitalisation was 11 days. 71% of 
patients came back home without rehabilitation. the mean follow-up was 8 months (3-24). mean wrist range of motion 
was 33 ° (20-60) of flexion, 48 ° (30-70) of extension and a mean pronation-supination arc of 160 ° (140-180). mean grip 
force was 11 kg (5-20). 8 patients had no pain at last follow-up. 3 complications (18%) occurred during the follow-up. A 
case of early infection (2 weeks) required irrigation and debridement with retention of the implant and antibiotherapy 
for 3 months. one patient had a distal radioulnar arthritis treated by ulnar distal resection (darrach procedure). finally, 
radiocarpal instability occurred in one patient at 6 weeks postoperatively with anterior radiocarpal dislocation treated 
by radius osteotomy. x-rays at the last follow-up did not reveal any implant loosening or carpal ulnar translation.
discussion
distal radius hemi-arthroplasty provided rapid recovery, satisfactory early outcome for pain relief and functional wrist 
motion in elderly patients with c3 distal radius. 

 
A-0030 operAtive risk fActors for re-rupture of flexor tendon repAirs
Alice lee1, felix brewer2, mo Akhavani2

1West Middlesex Hospital, London, UK, TW7 6A; 2Department of Plastic Surgery, Royal Free Hospital, London, UK, NW3 2QG

bAckground
flexor tendon injuries are commonly encountered in uk hand trauma units. re-rupture of the repaired tendon is an 
important complication which must be explained in the consent process, occurring in approximately 4% of patients. 
previous studies have found that patients with repairs performed within zone 2, on the dominant hand and with a 
surgical delay of more than 72 hours from injury were at significantly higher risk of re-rupture. However, there has been 
relatively less focus on the contribution of operative factors on risk of re-rupture, such as number of structures repaired, 
type of core suture knot and suture material, which was the aim of this study.

metHods
A retrospective audit of flexor tendon repairs performed in a central london hospital was carried out over an 18 month 
period. demographic data including patient age and AsA grade were extracted. the following operative data were also 
included: number of structures repaired (tendons, arteries and nerves), core suture type and size, epitendonous suture 
type and size, location of injury, zone of injury and use of antibiotics (excluding a single induction dose). each variable 
was assessed for its contribution to risk of re-rupture, with statistical analysis performed (multiple logistic regression, 
chi squared) using medcalc software.

results
during the 18 months analysed, 231 flexor tendon repair operations took place; 8 of which were re-repairs, giving a rupture 
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rate of 3.5%. the mean age of the population was 33 years and the median AsA grade was 1. the number of structures 
repaired and core suture knot type were both significantly associated with re-rupture (p<0.05 for both). for number of 
structures, the or of re-rupture was 1.86 per structure repaired (95% ci 1.24 - 2.79, p=0.0025), after accounting for knot 
type. the cruciate repair was found to be associated with increased risk of rupture (p=0.0033). Age, core suture material 
and size, epitendonous suture material and size, location of injury, zone of injury, and antibiotic use all had no significant 
effect on the probability of tendon rupture (p>0.05). most re-ruptured flexor tendons were in flexor zone two (6/8; 75%) 
and involved the flexor digitorum profundus (fdp; 7/8, 87.5%).

conclusion
our audit identified the number of structures repaired in hand trauma cases to significantly increase the risk of flexor 
tendon re-rupture. this may reflect greater overall trauma to flexor tendons in larger cases and/ or increased difficulty 
in repair, both of which can in turn impede subsequent healing. Alternatively, the higher workload in these cases may 
impact the quality of flexor tendon repairs performed, and more time and senior support may needed for these cases. in 
this population, all re-ruptured flexor tendons were originally repaired with a cruciate core suture knot type. However, 
since there were only 8 ruptures, all with cruciate repair, this result needs to be interpreted with caution and compared 
with other studies and in larger cohorts.

 
A-0033 fAsciectomy under locAl AnAestHetic And AdrenAline for dupuytren’s contrActure in A com-
munity setting in tHe uk
Hussein noureddine1, keren karen vejsbjerg1, martin white2, jaganath chakravathy1, john Harrison1

1Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gateshead, UK; 2Cumbria Medical Services, Cockermouth, Cumbria, UK

Abstract: Aims 
in the uk, dupuytren’s fasciectomies are generally performed under regional or general anaesthetic, with a tourniquet. 
we have changed our practice to use local anaesthetic with adrenaline, and without a tourniquet. we present the outcome 
of a consecutive series of 30 patients. 
methods 
prospective data was collected for 30 patients undergoing open fasciectomy on 37 digits, 7 having 2 digits affected, over 
a 1 year period, under the care of 2 surgeons. A standard post-operative rehabilitation regime was used. pre-operative 
health score, goniometer measurements of mcp, pip and dip contractures, and urAm scores were measured in clinic, 
and repeated at 12 weeks. 
results 
the mean pre-operative deformity was 34.9° at the mcpj, 31.6° at pipj, 0.5° at dipj, and 67.0° for the combined deformity. 
the mean correction was 33.2° at mcpj, 18.5° at pipj, -0.3° dipj, and 51.4° for the combined. 
there was complete correction in 22 digits (59.5%), partial in 14 (37.8%) and none in 1 (2.7%). the mean residual deformities 
for the partial / uncorrected group were mcp 4.0° (0-30°), pip 32.3° (0-85°), dip 2.0° (0-20°). of those achieving full 
correction the pre-operative contracture was less (combined deformity , particularly the pip joint. 
pre-operative urAm scores were higher in the fully corrected group (17.4 versus 14.0) pre-operatively and this continued 
at 3 month post sugery (0.5 versus 4.40), with both groups showing improvements. infections occurred in 2 patients (3 
digits) and were successfully treated with antibiotics. no other complications were noted. 
conclusion 
this study suggests that a fasciectomy performed under local anaesthetic with adrenaline, without a tourniquet, is safe, 
and results in favourable outcomes regarding the degree of correction, function scores, and short term complications. 
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A-0034 unconstrAined proximAl interpHAlAngeAl joint ArtHroplAsty: A systemAtic review
kunal kulkarni, nomaan sheikh, randeep Aujla, pip devall, joseph dias
AToMS-Academic team of Musculoskeletal Surgery, Undercroft, University Hospitals of Leicester, Leicester NHS Trust, Leicester 
General Hospital, Gwendolen Road, Leicester, LE5 4PW. UK

this systematic review appraises the outcomes of pyrocarbon and metal-on-polyethylene (mop) unconstrained proximal 
interphalangeal joint (pipj) arthroplasty. After screening, 30 studies (948 patients, 1,324 joints; 813 pyrocarbon and 511 
mop implants) were included.  mean age was 59 years (range 38 – 78) and follow-up 54 months (range 1.2 – 380). 72% 
had osteoarthritis. mean improvement in pain vAs was 2.8, and rom 10.50, with a trend toward smaller rom gains with 
longer fu. mean increase in grip strength was 3.1kg, and pinch 0.6kg. complications were frequent (23%) although most 
were mild-moderate and did not necessarily correlate with negative outcomes or dissatisfaction. pyrocarbon implants 
demonstrated higher lucency and migration although radiographic changes variably correlated with poorer outcomes. 
reoperation rate was 20%, and revision 11%, both commoner with pyrocarbon. most revisions were within 24 months, 
beyond which survival in longer series’ was maintained up to 10 years.  over two-thirds were satisfied. prospective 
surveillance via a registry is recommended. 

 
A-0035 tHe effect of reHAbilitAtion support on tHe outcome of  surgicAl treAtment for Acute And 
cHronic ulnAr collAterAl ligAment rupture
betül basar1, erdem özden2, gökhan basar3, ömer gezginaslan3, ziya demirci2, Hakan basar2

1Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation , Gaziosmanpasa Taksim Training and Research Hospital ,  University 
of Health Sciences, Istanbul, Turkey; 2Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Gaziosmanpaşa Taksim Training and 
Research Hospital, University of Health Sciences, Istanbul, Turkey; 3Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation , 
Ümraniye Training and Research Hospital ,  University of Health Sciences, Istanbul, Turkey

Aim: the most important problems are the limitation of joint motion, persistent pain, instability and functional outcomes 
failure after surgical treatment of both acute and chronic ulnar collateral ligament (ucl) rupture. the aim of our study is 
to compare the results of the patients received rehabilitation support and the patients not received rehabilitation support 
in both acute tears and chronic tears.
methods: 42 patients had an acute ucl injury. the acute ucl injury was repaired with two soft mini-anchors to bone 
insertion site. 40 patients had a chronic ucl injury. the chronic ucl injury was reconstructed with autograft. the patients 
were divided two groups according to rehabilitation support. All patients were used mcp-stabilizing orthosis up to 6 
weeks. in patients undergoing rehabilitation, unresisted active exercises of the ip joint are encouraged within first 2 
weeks. passive rom exercises started after 2 week. After 4 weeks, the patients started active rom exercises. resistive 
exercises started at 6th week. 38 patients were not received rehabilitation support. After 4 weeks, they removed the 
orthosis and started uncontrolled movement without physiotherapist support.
results: in acute ucl injury group; 19 patients received rehabilitation support, 23 patients did not receive rehabilitation 
support. in chronic ucl injury group; 25 patients received rehabilitation support, 15 patients did not receive rehabilitation 
support. there were no significant differences between the two groups and subgroups in the men/women ratio, mean 
age, mean follow-up period, and dominant/non-dominant.  there was no significant change in grip and tip pinch strength 
in patients with acute ucl injury received rehabilitation support after surgical treatment. However, significantly better 
results achieved in flexion, extension, ulnar and radial deviation. there was no significant change in tip pinch strength 
in patients with chronic ucl injury received rehabilitation support after surgical treatment. significantly, better results 
were achieved in grip strength, flexion, extension, ulnar and radial deviation.
conclusion: the use of rigid mcp stabilization orthosis in acute and chronic ucl ruptured patients was effective in preventing 
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early period insufficiency. early-controlled movement was also affect the results positively in terms of range of motion, 
pain, and joint stability. it was determined that rehabilitation support did not affect the results of acute ucl tears in terms 
of grip and pinch forces, and it did not affect the results in terms of tip pinch strength in chronic ucl tears.

 
A-0036 tHe use of 5- fluorourAcil in tHe prevention of tendon AdHesions:  A systemAtic review
Andrew stuart, omid nazifi, dariush nikkhah
Royal Perth Hospital, Perth Australia 

introduction: this systematic review aims to study the effectiveness of 5-fluorouracil (5fu) in the reduction of tendon 
adhesions post surgical repair. 
method: A systematic review was performed involving four databases, cochrane, pubmed, medline and embase, looking for 
evidence of at least level i or level ii (according to nHmrc) in the use of 5fu in tendon repairs in human or animal studies. 
results: Across the four databases 546 articles were identified. of these 12 were identified as relevant, with a further 2 
being excluded after in depth review. 
conclusions: nine of the ten studies showed that 5fu was effective at reducing tendon adhesions in their respective 
animal studies. one of the ten studies showed no significant change compared to the control group. 

 
A-0041 developing A core outcome set for HAnd frActures And joint injuries in Adults: A systemAtic 
review of treAtment outcomes
sandeep deshmukh1, christos mousoulis1, ben marson2, douglas grindlay1, paul leighton3, Alan montgomery4, Alexia 
karantana1, on behalf of the core outcome set for Hand fractures and joint injuries study group
1Centre for Evidence Based Hand Surgery, University of Nottingham, UK; 2Trauma Outcomes Group, University of Nottingham, 
UK; 3Centre of Evidence Based Dermatology, University of Nottingham, UK; 4Nottingham Clinical Trials Unit, University of 
Nottingham, UK

background
Hand fractures and joint injuries are common, with significant impact on patients. A variety of treatment options and 
inconsistent outcome selection make interpretation of evidence difficult. A core outcome set is an agreed minimum set of 
outcome measurements to be used in clinical research on a particular condition. use of this set would improve consistency 
and comparability between studies, facilitating meta-analysis.
this review aimed to identify outcomes utilised in recent published studies on the management of hand fractures and 
joint injuries (Hf&ji) in adults. we also aimed to assess reporting bias of these outcomes.

methods
electronic searches of seven databases (medline, embase, cochrane centrAl, pubmed, cinAHl, pedro & psycinfo) 
were undertaken from january 2014 to march 2019 in a staged approach consistent with core outcome measures in 
effectiveness trials (comet) initiative recommendations. two authors independently screened the results for eligibility 
(randomised or quasi-randomised studies and prospective observational studies of ≥100 participants). two authors 
extracted all verbatim outcomes independently and assessed for reporting bias. verbatim outcomes were deduplicated 
to ‘unique outcomes’. these were categorised into outcome domains as per the world Health organisation international 
classification of functioning, disability and Health (wHo icf) framework. further analysis was undertaken to compare 
studies involving either a majority or solely distal radius fractures (drf) and those involving other Hf&ji (non-drf).
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results
A total of 22,144 deduplicated articles were screened, yielding 160 studies for review. of these 62% (99/160) were 
randomised controlled trials, 6.9% (11/160) quasi-randomised controlled trials, 28.1% (45/160) prospective cohort 
studies/case series and 3.1% (5/160) were randomised pilot/feasibility studies. these studies recruited a total of 20,228 
participants from 39 countries. 1,777 verbatim outcomes were identified and explored in detail. these were rationalised 
to 639 ‘unique outcomes’ and then categorised using the wHo icf framework into 74 outcome domains. A median of 20 
(iQr 8 to 24) outcome domains were utilised per study.
only 27.7% (492/1,777) of the verbatim outcomes were patient-reported, with 35.6% (632/1,777) being performance-
based outcomes, 30.9% (549/1,777) clinician-reported and 5.9% (104/1,777) a mix.
drf studies comprised 75.6% (121/160) of included studies. there were differences in weighted mean age and gender 
proportion of participants but high overlap in the ten commonest outcome domains in drf and non-drf studies.
the majority of verbatim outcomes were subject to a degree of reporting bias, with 18.4% being ‘unexpected’ (i.e. not 
specified in trial registration or in the study ‘methods’). of the remaining verbatim outcomes that were pre-specified, 
4.8% were not reported at all while 6.9% had only minimal data reported. only 55.1% of the specified outcomes had 
‘complete’ reporting.

conclusion
multiple and varying outcomes are reported, often inadequately, across the literature on Hf&ji. such inconsistency 
hinders data synthesis and meta-analysis, leading to research waste and suboptimal development of the evidence-base. 
A minority of outcomes are patient-reported, suggesting a need for a more patient-centred approach towards outcome 
selection for future research. this review demonstrates the need for, and is an initial step towards, a core outcome set 
for this patient population.

 
A-0042 multifocAl neurilemmomAs of tHe upper limb cAusing cArpAl tunnel syndrome - A rAre cAse 
report
suraj sajeev1, v ravikumar2

1Sengkang health (Singapore City); 2Govt Medical college Kozhikode (India)

the particular aspect of our case were the multiple schwannomas: three in median nerve, one in ulnar nerve and one in 
digital nerve of median nerve causing median nerve compression 53 year old right hand dominant school teacher presented 
with multiple swellings in his left hand and forearm. He noticed the largest swelling in the hypothenar eminence about 5 
years ago and over the last six months he noticed similar swellings in the volar forearm and palm. the swellings caused no
pain, but caused constant numbness and weakness of the thumb and difficulties in hand grip due to the size. He had no 
similar swellings elsewhere.these were non tender, firm and had movement in the transverse plane and no movement 
in the longitudinal plane. thenar muscle atrophy was noted. tinel sign was negative over these swellings.
A contrast mri was done which revealed lesions hyper intense on t2/stir with relatively hypo intense centers (target 
sign) and homogeneous post contrast enhancement.
1. two in the distal volar forearm measuring 15x9 mm and 20x16 mm arising from the median nerve.
2. one in the hypothenar eminence measuring 28x22 mm arising from the ulnar nerve.
3. one in the volar aspect of the palm between the third and fourth metacarpal head measuring 10x10 mm arising from 
the ulnar digital nerve to the third finger.
4. one in the carpal tunnel measuring 7.6x6.2 mm arising from the median nerve. the median nerve is flattened at this level.
there was no peritumoral edema and there were lines of fat around the tumors.
nerve conduction studies showed severe carpal tunnel syndrome of the left hand.
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excision biopsy was performed under supraclavicular nerve block, tourniquet and operative microscope.
intraoperatively, these masses were found to be encapsulated within the nerves and were enucleated by micro surgical 
dissection. nerve fascicles were noted to be intact. the masses had a smooth yellow glistening appearance, with sizes 
conforming to the mri. on cross section, lobulated appearance was noted and no regions of degeneration or hemorrhages 
were noted. Histological examination of the sections revealed Antoni A and Antoni b areas. iHc for s-100 was strongly 
positive.
2 years post operatively, full hand function is present and no new lesions are noted with full recovery of carpal tunnel 
syndrome.

 
A-0043 proximAl interpHAlAngeAl joint ArtHroplAsty witH tActys® implAnt: clinicAl And rAdiologi-
cAl outcomes At meAn follow up of 5 yeArs
emmanuelle richard, etienne gaisne, t loubersac, A griffard, philippe bellemère
Institut de la main, Nantes, France

proximal interphalangeal arthroplasty (pipA) with the tActys® implant, a non constrained anatomical prosthesis fully 
modular, has shown encouraging results at 12 months and 24 months in the literature. the objective was to analyze the 
clinical and radiological outcomes of this prosthesis at 5 years by a retrospective, continuous, monocentric study and 
secondarily compare them to the results at 2 years. three operators used the tActys® implant by dorsal and longitudinal 
approach of the extensor apparatus on symptomatic arthritis (pain and stiffness). with an average follow-up of 68 months 
(42 to 102 months), the pre-operative data, the data at 2 and 5 years of 49 prosthesis from 40 patients (mean age 68.9 
years) were analyzed, based on clinical criteria (grip, pinch, romfe, functional scores of QuickdAsH and prwe, clinodactyly, 
evA and satisfaction) as well as on radiological abnormalities. between 0 and 5 years, there was a strong improvement (p 
<0,001) in the Quick-dash scores (58.4 vs. 35.17), prwe (58.6 vs. 31.9) and evA scores. (6.68 vs 1.33). the romfe increased 
from 43 ° to 46 ° (p> 0.05) with a decrease of 10° between 2 and 5 years, of 0.78kgf for the pinch (3.8 to 3.04kgf) and 
4.67kgf for the grip (18 to 13kgf). correction of clinodactyly and patient satisfaction remained significantly stable between 
2 and 5 years (p<0,001). the survival rate at 2 years was 87.8% and then 67.2% at 5 years, with 6 prostheses removed 
(13.9%), including 5 radiological loosenings and 1 withdrawal for pain. radiologically, there was no fracture, migration, 
premature usury of the centerpiece, or significant radiolucent line. pipA is a less radical alternative than arthrodesis, but a 
predictable decrease in the mobility arc is highlighted in long-term follow-up studies of pipA. our study with the tactys® 
implant confirms these findings. the tActys® implant provides a significant and stable improvement over the medium 
term in pain, correction of clinodactyly and functional scores of prwe and Quickdash. on the other hand, mobility, as 
well as strength, can decrease between the short and medium-term without altering the satisfaction of the patients.

 
A-0045 tHe importAnce of eArly recognition of  compArtment syndrome After trAnsrAdiAl ApproAcH 
for percutAneous coronAry interventions
sofija pejkova1, gordana georgieva1, vladimir ginoski1, tomislav jovanoski1, blagoja srbov1, Hristo pejkov2, gjorgje dzokic1

1University Clinic for Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Medical Faculty, University ‘St.Cyril and Methodius’, Skopje, North 
Macedonia; 2University Clinic for Cardiology, Medical Faculty, University ‘St.Cyril and Medthodius’, Skopje, Skopje, North 
Macedonia

in may 2014, a 59-year old patient was admitted at plastic surgery clinic, with acute compartment syndrome of the right 
forearm as a complication due to repeated transradial (trA) puncture for percutaneous coronary intervention (pci).  At 
high trA interventions volume cardiology clinic (over 6000 trA procedures per year), the patient was twice treated 
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identically receiving i.v. bolus of 10,000 ui unfractionated heparin and loading with 600 mg clopidogrel and 300 mg of 
AsA. pci was both times performed via the same right radial artery with radial introducer sheath 6f and guiding catheter 
6f. At second pci started at cath-lab he received additionally platelet aggregation inhibitor (abciximab) in order to treat 
early in-stent thrombosis. both times after the procedure, routine simple band compression was applied for two hours 
until  access hemostasis was achieved.
complication development: after second procedure following trA pci the small, 4 cm in diameter, hematoma occurred 
around the puncture site. it remains stabile next 24 hours after what fast severe progression of the hematoma 
occurred developed into painful acute compartment syndrome of the forearm. lab results revealed Heparin induced 
thrombocytopenia (Hit).
because of the severity of symptoms the patient was transported immediately after compartment development to the 
plastic surgery clinic for urgent treatment.  
the forearm and the hand were swollen, pulseless, pale, cold and exceptionally painful with severe paresthesia and no 
active range of motion in the hand. the patient underwent emergency right-hand and forearm fasciotomy. All of the 10 
compartments of the hand were released with long incisions. ischemia of the forearm muscles was found and nerves 
and the tendons were severely compressed. After the incisions they were left open following 7 days for open drainage 
and pressure reduction. sensitivity and motion was regained and sites were sutured to close. At 1 month follow up the 
wounds healed completely and there was complete regression of edema and neurovascular symptoms. He attended 
outpatient physical therapy and he was counselled to perform home exercises to prevail over the weakness of the hand. 
At 5 years follow up patient recovered completely without sequelae and disabilities regarding the function of the right 
hand even though the patient is right handed.
Although very rarely reported in literature, recognition of forearm compartment syndrome due to trA pci as well as early 
decompressive fasciotomy was essential in order to avoid permanent complications due to to persistent neurovascular injury.

 
A-0046 results of tHe repAir of 51 flexor tendons in zone 2 by AdelAïde suture (4 strAnds) witH An 
eArly reHAbilitAtion protocol
nicolas bigorre, Alexandre petit, jérome brunet, jerome jeudy, frederic degez, guy raimbeau
Centre de la Main - 47 Rue de la Foucaudiere 49800 Trelaze - France

the management of flexor tendon lesions in zone 2 remains controversial and there is no real consensus on the surgical 
management and rehabilitation program for these lesions. the objective of this study was to evaluate in a prospective 
study a series of patients treated with a 4-strand suture (Adelaide) with early rehabilitation (manchester protocol) 
protected by a short splint.

that was 46 patients (51 tendons) with a mean age of 33.2 years (18 -59) operated between june 2017 and mars 2019 
by a single experienced operator on a flexor tendon lesion in zone 2. in all cases, a 4-strand suture (Adelaide) with 3/0 
braided wire, an epitendinous suture and a release of the pulleys in the tendon excursion was performed. early active 
rehabilitation was started on average at 7,9 days (4-15) protected by a short splint (manchester protocol). patients were 
reviewed at the last follow-up by a neutral reviewer.

forty-two patients (45 fingers) were reviewed at an average follow-up of 4.5 months (3-18). 4 patients (6 fingers) were 
lost of follow-up. the total Active motion (tAm ipp + ipd) was 77.7% (17% to 97%). According to strickland’s criteria, 
the final result was excellent in 29 cases (64.4%), good in 15 (33,3%),and bad in 1 case (2.2%). the QuickdAsH score was 
18,3 (6.8 - 45.5) no significant difference was found on the appearance of a complication between a rehabilitation started 
before j5 or after j5 (p=0,38). the recovery of professional activity could be achieved on average at 2.8 months (1.5-6). 
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At the last follow-up, 20 were very satisfied with the result (47,6%), 17 were satisfied (40,5%), 5 were dissatisfied (11,9%) 
and 0 were not satisfied. one patient (4.2%) found the job well done but was disappointed with the final result. only one 
patient had early re-rupture at 3 weeks (zone 2-d).

this surgical technique provides good clinical results with low re-rupture risk. the use of the manchester short splint 
and early active rehabilitation seems to be interesting and safe for the rehabilitation of flexor tendon sutures in zone 2 
provided that the suture is solid.

 
A-0047 fAst trAcking leArning in microsurgery
nicolas bigorre1, yann saint-cast1, mathurin gomez2, Alexandre petit1, jerome jeudy1, Henri dominique fournier3,4

1Centre de la Main, Trélazé, France; 2CHU Angers, Département de chirurgie osseuse, 4 Rue Larrey,  Angers Cedex 3, France; 3CHU 
Angers, Neurochirurgie, Angers Cedex 3, France; 4Laboratoire d’anatomie, Université Angers, Faculté de médecine, Angers, France

in france, the teaching of microsurgery is done in the university degrees (ud) with an hourly average volume of 100 
hours (45-120) over several months. this formula, which extends over a year, shows its limits: difficulties in maintaining 
supervision or motivation on the part of teachers, in maintaining student achievement, lassitude and respect for financial 
balance. thus certain ud may disappear in view of these difficulties.

we report our experience on a formula, inspired by aeronautical training and practiced in other countries. we focused the 
learning on two weeks (35 hours) with supervision provided by experienced seniors. this teaching since 2016, included 
9 tutorials. the teacher supervised each student (10 students divided into 2 groups) and provided personalized support 
according to each student’s progress. At the end of each tutorials, an evaluation and self-evaluation questionnaire were 
made by the teacher and the student respectively.

the average progression of the students increased by 23.9 / 30 points (20 - 30) during the 3rd tutorial to 26.9 points 
(23 - 30) during the 9th tutorial (p = 0.012). we retrospectively divided the students into 3 level groups at the end of the 
3rd tutorial (good, average and beginner) based on the first assessments. thus, there was a difference in level between 
each group, at the end of 9th tutorial, the 3 groups had a statistically comparable level. during the first week there was 
a significant difference in 7/10 cases in the evaluation questionnaires between students and teachers. this difference 
became non significative in 7/10 cases during the second week.

 
A-0048 dupuytrens fAsciectomy: surgicAl peArls in plAnning And dissection
dariush nikkhah, pennylouise Hever, oliver smith
Royal Free NHS London Foundation Trust

dupuytrens fasciectomy remains the mainstay of surgical treatment for dupuytrens disease at many units worldwide, 
particularly in cases of recurrence after aponeurotomy or enzymatic fasciotomy. in some series this has been reported 
as high as 48% in 3 years. the lead author has since abandoned the use of collagenase all together. 
in this short communication, we describe simple manoeuvres to aid the planning and dissection of a dupuytrens 
fasciectomy. we describe techniques to enable efficient dissection of the cord, and minimise problems when designing 
skin flaps. we also highlight technical points in revision cases.
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A-0052 synostosis of tHe proximAl pHAlAnges As treAtment of tHe complete synostosis of tHe 4-5 
metAcArpAls
Ana maria far riera, carlos perez-uribarri, jose m rapariz-gonzalez, matias esteras-serrano, marta oldrati, marcos 
sanchez-jimenez
Hospital Son Llàtzer, Palma de Mallorca, Spain

Hypothesis: interphalangic synostosis can be an alternative to amputation in complete metacarpal synostosis, especially 
in those with associated lesions that give rise to a short 5th finger where it is not possible to perform osteostomies.

methods: we present a case of a girl of 15 years, right-handed. the patient presented a short 5th finger, abduct of 60 
degrees, with good flexor extension function. on the x-ray a complete fusion of the 4-5
metacarpals, hypoplasia of the median phalange and piramidal–semilunar synostosis were noted. on the mri no other 
malformations were found.
the parents of the patient rejected amputation. the osteotomies were not a good alternative for the short 5th finger 
because of hypoplasia of the phalanges. A capsulotomy was carried out, tenotomy of the digiti minimi abductor and a 
synostosis of the proximal phalanges with screw, in 10 degrees of abduction.

results: After a year the aesthetic improvement of the hand is very satisfactory. the 5th finger has an extension of the 
complete pip. the mcp flexion of the 4th and 5th fingers is 90%, with a tendency to supination of the 5th in flexion as a 
consequence of the interphalangic fusion. Hand grip is limited by the hypoplasia of the medial phalange. the dAsH score 
is 13. the patient and her parents are very happy with the result

summary points: interphalangic synostosis can be an alternative to amputation in complete metacarpal synostosis, 
especially in those with associated lesions that give rise to a short 5th finger where it is not possible to perform osteostomies

 
A-0053 mini-invAsive ApproAcH for pronAtor teres syndrome. A cAse report
Ana maria far riera, carlos perez-uribarri, jose m rapariz-gonzalez, marta oldrati, matias esteras-serrano, marcos 
sanchez-jimenez
Hospital Son Llàtzer, Palma de Mallorca, Spain

background: pronator syndrome is a pain syndrome resulting from compression of the median nerve by any structure in 
the proximal forearm and elbow. it is a dynamic syndrome that is frequently associated with compression of the same 
nerve at the carpal tunnel. some authors claim that if the flexor digitorum test is negative, selective release of the deep 
fascia of the superficial head of the pronator teres ends the symptoms.

methods: we present a case of an 45 years old woman with pain and tingling were only located on the volar surface of 
the left forearm. pain was aggravated by repetitive activities, including lifting items and gripping.

the pronator teres syndrome test assessed compression of the median nerve by the pronator teres muscle during resisted 
pronation. the pronator compression test reproduced the patient’s symptoms in the involved limb.

conservative treatment failed, so surgical treatment was decided

results: we realized a mini-invasive approach described by zancolli et al: a 4 cm oblique skin incision, 6cm distal to the 
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medial epicondyle, over the flexor/pronator muscle mass. we protected the medial cutaneous nerve. the superficial 
fascia of the flexor/pronator muscles was opened transversely. we sectioned the septum between the pronator teres 
and the flexor carpi radialis, exposed the superficial head of the pronator teres and released it, so the median nerve was 
completely decompressed.

At last follow-up 1 year after surgery, the patient remained asymptomatic with no evidence of recurrence.

conclusions: the mini-invasive approach is a more cosmetic approach, easy to reproduce and with good results.

 
A-0054 use of cAnnulAted compression screws for skeletAl stAbilisAtion for digitAl revAsculArisAtion
dariush nikkhah1, juan berner2, mark pickford2

1Royal Free Hospital, London, UK; 2Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead, UK

introduction
osteosynthesis is the first step in digital replantation and of paramount importance for revascularisation in the context of 
open fractures. multiple techniques have been described to achieve this: plate and screws, kirschner wires, intraosseous 
wires and combinations of these. k-wire fixation is the most commonly used, as it is fast and easily accessible in most 
hand units. insertion of two pins can be sufficient to stabilize the bony fragments and control rotation, allowing macro 
and microsurgical reconstruction. However, this technique provides little compression, which results pseudoarthrosis 
rates as high as 35%. plate fixation is able to compress the fracture site but requires refined surgical skills and takes longer 
operative time. in some occasions, this alternative can be inappropriate if the quality of the soft tissues is poor as further 
stripping is likely to affect surrounding vascularity. fixation with parallel or 90-90 intraosseous wires is also associated 
with extended exposure, being particularly difficult in revascularisation cases. 

methods
cannulated compression screws are an additional osteosynthesis modality that has not routinely been used yet for digital 
replantation and revascularisation. it involves temporary fixation with a k-wire that guides the insertion of a screw 
that has differential threading sections distally and proximally. this characteristic allows compression in between the 
threaded segments. we would like to report the use of cannulated screws in two multi-digit cases: the first one involving 
revascularisation through open fractures affecting the proximal phalanx of the index, middle and ring finger; and the 
second case a involving revascularisation through the dipj of the index, middle and ring fingers.

results
for both cases, Aptus (medartis. basel, switzerland) cannulated compression screws were used. After stabilization using 
single axial k-wires, 3.0 mm cannulated screws were used for proximal phalanx fixation and 2.2 mm were used for dipj 
fusion (figure 1-2), in relation to the previously mentioned scenarios. this approach obtained quick and rigid osteosynthesis 
with compression of the involved bony fragments and adequate rotation control. the six digits reported in this series 
were successfully revascularized and union was achieved for all of these in less than 3 months.

conclusions
in our experience, cannulated screws are effective for revascularization cases, particularly when multi-digit injuries 
demand fast and reliable fixation before commencing microsurgical repairs. this technique has the benefit of requiring 
minimal dissection of adjacent soft tissues, preserving surrounding vascularity. the screw size should always be carefully 
measured as an implant which is too big for the medullary canal can brake due to friction beyond its torque capacity. the 
use of this approach might be reserved for selected patients without gross contamination and after adequate debridement 
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has been achieved. it has been reported that removal of these screws can be challenging. we have not encountered this 
situation so far for the cases reported in this letter, or in any other cases fixed in our units so far

 
A-0055 styloidectomy And tfcc reAttAcHment for symptomAtic longstAnding Hypertrofic non-un-
ion of tHe ulnAr styloid bAse frActure
chul ki goorens1, lyne Anthonissen1,2, jean goubau1

1Regional Hospital Tienen, Belgium; 2University Hospital UZ Brussel, VUB, Brussels 

distal radial fractures can be associated with ulnar styloid fractures. most ulnar styloid fractures heal or become 
asymptomatic non-unions. the ulnar styloid serves as attachment for the extensor carpi ulnaris (ecu) tendon sheath, 
ulnocarpal ligaments, and the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc). most of these attachments are at the base of the 
styloid and therefore fractures distal to the base do not cause instability of the distal radioulnar joint (druj). fraction of 
the styloid base fractures become symptomatic over time and require treatment: painful, unstable druj with an esthetical 
displeasing hypertrophic ulnar head deformity.

this prospective study describes the rare symptomatic hypertrophic nonunions at the base of the ulnar styloid with 
distal radioulnar joint instability.

four patients (2 female, 2 male, mean age 49 years) with a long interval period between injury and surgery (range 15-35 
years) were treated by excision of the styloid. Arthroscopy revealed floating of the tfcc due to foveal disinsertion before 
ulnar styloid excision, so subsequent arthroscopic foveal tfcc was able to restore druj stability. the ulnar styloid excision 
caused an additional capsular rent, which could also be sutured arthroscopically at the same time. the QuickdAsH score, 
measuring disability, improved by 77%. pain, according to vAs score, decreased by 71%. mobility and grip strength 
improved to a degree comparable to the contralateral side.

According to our findings, a satisfying clinical outcome can be obtained, even in these long-term remodeled cases, making 
an ulnar styloidectomy with arthroscopic tfcc repair a valuable option for hypertrofic nonunions of the ulnar styloid 
base with druj instability. this technique has benefits over a plate osteosynthesis (nunez et al, jHs 2017) like visible 
correction of the displeasing deformity, no risk of delayed union or hardware problems.

this study underlines the importance of clinical stability testing of the druj joint in case of ulnar styloid base fractures 
and the subsequent need to fix the styloid to avoid these remodeled nonunions.

 
A-0056 design, development And vAlidAtion of A HigH-fidelity “gAnglion cyst” model for cAdAveric 
HAnd surgery trAining
gerrard gan1, tong pei yein1, Amir Adham Ahmad2, thommen thamarapally kuruvilla1, bharathi mohan shanmugam1, 
rebosura cheyenne kate pueblos1, vaikunthan rajaratnam1

1Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore; 2International Medical University, Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia

study design
A design and developmental model with prospective validation

objective 
to design, develop and validate a cadaveric model simulator of a ganglion cyst to train surgeons in its surgical excision.
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methods 
A novel “ganglion cyst” was designed using a latex powder-free glove and water-based, water-soluble lubricant (k-y 
jelly). this ‘ganglion cyst’ was then inserted subcutaneously into a cadaveric hand, positioned over the dorsum of the 
wrist to simulate a ganglion lesion. this simulation model was prospectively validated using post-simulation surveys 
conducted on novices and experts in hand surgery. the simulation was conducted during a basic hand surgery cadaveric 
workshop, which included a practical station on ganglion excision.

results 
both the novices and experts had a concurrent agreement that the simulator provided relevance, realism and value as a 
simulator for the teaching, excision and procedural assessment of ganglions in the hand.

conclusion 
the role of high fidelity simulation has been documented in the literature for surgical procedures. this simple and 
affordable model that we have developed and validated allows for the creation of a high fidelity ganglion simulator in 
the cadaveric hand for teaching, excision and procedural assessment amongst trainees.

 
A-0060 clinicAl outcome of extensor tendon injury (zone4-7) witH  immediAte controlled Active mo-
tion And conventionAl eArly mobilizAtion  
Hirotada matsui
Sapporo Tokushukai Hospital, Sapporo, Japan

introduction
Howell and colleagues reported the immediate controlled active motion (icAm) method to indicate an extensor tendon 
injury in the zones 4–7 using yoke, and starting immediate active flexion and isotonic active extension from the early 
postoperative day. our hospital has been using this protocol after surgery for extensor tendon injury since 2012.
objective
we compared the postoperative results of the icAm method and the conventional method (c method), which involves 
starting early exercise therapy using dynamic splint.
materials & methods
from 2012 to 2017, 20 fingers from 17 cases (12 men) were treated for extensor tendon injury in zones 4–6 using the icAm 
method, and 14 fingers from 9 cases (6 men) were treated using the c method for the same injury. the average ages of the 
injuries in the icAm and c methods were 37.9 and 40.9 years and the average follow-up periods were 9.3 and 7 months, 
respectively. the damaged fingers in the icAm and c methods were 6 and 4 index fingers, 9 and 6 middle fingers, 3 and 
1 ring fingers, 2 and 3 little fingers, and 2 and 4 multiple finger injuries, respectively. the respective damaged zones 
were 4 and 0 cases of zone 4, 10 and 6 cases of zone 5, and 6 and 8 cases of zone 6. the %tAm, total active flexion, and 
extension lag of the pip/mp joint were investigated at 1, 2, and 3 months postoperatively and at the final follow-up period.
results
in the icAm and c methods, the average %tAm was 82.5/91.8/96.2/98.5% versus 71.7/79.4/86.0/87.1%, respectively; 
the total active flexion was 213.8/238/250/255.3° versus 187°/205°/226°/230°, respectively; pip joint extension lag was 
-3.5/−2.3/−2.8/−1.8° versus −7.1/−6.8/−4.3/−4.6°, respectively; and the mp joint extension lag was −2.3/−0.5/−1/−0.3° 
versus -7.5/-4.3/-3.6/-3.9°, respectively.
discussion
in this study, the icAm method acquired a good flexion range within a short duration after surgery; further, the extension 
lag of the icAm method was small. even with multiple finger injuries, similar trends are confirmed, and limitations were 
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noted with respect to patient’s compliance to treatment and the range of indications; however, this method was found 
to be a useful postoperative therapy. further, in hand injury cases, several complex tissue injuries were included, such 
as bone fracture and soft tissues. moreover, this study took a longer time to acquire the range of motion in the extensor 
tendon alone group, and therefore, the results seem inferior. further improvement of post-operative therapy in such 
cases is thus deemed necessary.

 
A-0062 functionAl reconstruction After wide locAl excision of myxoinflAmmAtory fibroblAstic 
sArcomA in tHe cArpAl tunnel, A cAse report
olivia sharp1, devvrat katechia1, collette thomson1,2, sam norton1, nick sheppard1

1Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital, Norwich, UK; 2Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, UK

Aims
myxoinflammatory fibroblastic sarcoma is a rare, low-grade sarcoma that develops in the limbs, has a high rate of recurrence 
and can metastasise. we present a case whom underwent excision and functional reconstruction with tendon grafting 
and free tissue transfer, and review the literature on upper limb conserving surgery in sarcoma.

methods
A 46-year-old patient presented with an eight month history of a mass in her non- dominant wrist associated with median 
nerve paraesthetic symptoms. magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated an extensive soft tissue mass overlying the 
flexor tendons, confirmed on biopsy to be myxoinflammatory fibroblastic sarcoma. After neoadjuvant radiotherapy, 
operative management was wide local excision encompassing the overlying skin, fat, carpal ligament, median nerve 
epineurium and all tendon constituents of the carpal tunnel. reconstruction with a medial sural artery perforator flap 
and tendon grafting from the same donor site was performed.

results 
the specimen was oncologically clear, though close to the deep margin. now nine months post operatively, there are no 
signs of recurrence or metastasis.  the patient is performing her activities of daily living independently and has a modified 
enneking score of 18 and an overall QuickdAsH score of 15.9.

conclusions
Although tumours in the carpal tunnel are rare, surgeons should include these in the differential diagnosis of a patient 
presenting with symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome and a mass at the wrist. the diagnosis of myxoinflammatory 
fibroblastic sarcoma and the planning of treatment requires multidisciplinary expertise.  
we evaluate our strategy of applying a combination of free tissue transfer and tendon grafting in one-stage procedure. 
limb preserving surgery such as this must balance the risk of recurrence and metastasis against maximising the functional 
status of the hand.

 
A-0063 A cAse series reviewing tHe post-operAtive outcomes of volAr plAte-fixAtion in cAses of 
scApHoid deformity or non-union
james kennedy1, saif Ansari2, fizan younis3

1Health Education North West; 2University of Central Lancashire; 3East Lancashire Hospitals Trust

nonunions have been reported in up to 25% of operative cases of scaphoid fractures. we present a case series of 16 patients, 
with dAsH score evaluation in primary fixation of scaphoid fractures with humpback deformity (n=11) and revision orif 
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for nonunion (n=5), using the medartis volar locking plate and bone grafting. scores were obtained pre-operatively 
and post-operatively at 3, 6 and 12 (if required) months. union was clinically and radiological assessed, with 13 patients 
achieving union (5 continuing follow-ups, 3 lost to follow-up).  the mean pre-operative dAsH score was 34.0 (n=16) 
and at treatment completion (discharge or dnA) was 11.5 (n=13), with mean reduction of 18.5 (p=0.03).  At treatment 
completion, mean reduction in dAsH score of revision orif was 13.7 (p=0.27; n=4), compared to 20.7 (p<0.01; n=9) in 
primary fixation with plate. the reduction in dAsH score and rate of union, make this a useful technique in management 
of scaphoid fractures. 

 
A-0067 treAtment of severe trAumAtic HAnd injuries
Hideyuki mizushima
Orthopedic surgery, Nagoya Tokushukai General Hospital, Aichi, Japan

introduction: severe traumatic hand injuries are difficult to treat, even for experienced hand surgeons. this study evaluated 
treatment outcomes. severe traumatic hand injuries were defined as bone and joint injuries involving the carpal and 
metacarpal bones, with associated soft tissue injuries, or soft tissue defects with and without bone and joint injuries.
materials: we reviewed 21 cases (men, 17; women, 4; average age, 46.1 years) of severe traumatic hand injuries treated 
between 2009 and 2017. the injuries included: amputation at a metacarpal or carpal bone (8), bone and joint injury 
between carpal and metacarpal bone, with associated soft tissue injury (4), and soft tissue defect with and without 
bone and joint injury (9). 
results
osteosynthesis and arthroplasty were performed in 13 and 5 cases, respectively. tenorrhaphy, vascular anastomosis, and 
nerve suturing were performed in 13, 9, and 7 cases, respectively. A free or pedicled flap and skin grafting were needed 
in 10 and 13 cases, respectively. Amputated hands were saved in 6 of 7 cases. microsurgical technique was needed in 13 
cases. for functional recovery, joint mobilization, tenolysis, and free or local flaps were performed in 12, 9, and 13 cases, 
respectively. the average number of procedures for each case was 5.8.  
summary
most cases of severe traumatic hand injury require multiple operations, leading to prolonged treatment, and functional 
disorders, such as contractures, tend to persist. optimal treatment requires evaluation of the injured hand at the first 
visit and determination of the treatment goal in each case. Additional operations, such as joint mobilization, tenolysis, 
and free or local flaps must be effectively performed.

 
A-0070 fdp Avulsion injury due to encHondromA:  A uniQue surgicAl ApproAcH
francisco moura, Andrej salibi, Anuj mishra
Wythenshawe Hospital, Manchester, UK

flexor digitorum profundus avulsion injury associated with an enchondroma at the level of the distal phalanx is extremely 
rare. there have been few cases reported to date and most have been surgically managed using a screw and/or bunnell 
pull-out wire technique with or without bone grafting. we describe the first case using a simple interosseus fixation 
technique for the reattachment of fdp tendon without bone grafting. the patient made an excellent post-operative 
recovery. this technique is a simple, effective, patient-friendly and internalised solution which, in addition, may prevent 
the need for bone grafting.
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A-0072 enHAnced nerve AutogrAft witH Added Adipose-derived regenerAtive cells
kaoru tada, mika nakada, masashi matsuta, Atsuro murai, Hiroyuki tsuchiya
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Graduate School of Medical Science, Kanazawa University

introduction
while many studies on peripheral nerve regeneration with nerve grafts, such as artificial nerve grafts and decellularized 
nerve allografts, have aimed to obtain results comparable to those with nerve autografts, few studies have focused on 
strengthening nerve autografts themselves. we report a study of enhanced nerve autograft with added adipose-derived 
regenerative cells (Adrcs).

material and methods
in this study, we used 12- to 14-week-old female wistar rats. Adipose tissue weighing 1.5 g was excised from the right 
inguinal region, and Adrcs were separated by centrifugation. Adrcs can be administered approximately 1 hour after 
collection of adipose tissue. the left sciatic nerve was resected at a length of 15 mm and the defect was bridged by a 
resected nerve autograft. we added Adrcs with 0.5 ml of collagen gel around the nerve autograft in the Adrc group 
(group A) and added 0.5 ml of saline in the control group (group c). At 8 and 12 weeks after surgery, the wet muscle 
weight of the tibialis anterior, the distal latency and amplitude of the compound muscle action potential of the tibialis 
anterior, and the static toe spread factor (stsf) were evaluated by the ratio of left and right sides.

results
wet muscle weight was 50.2% in group A and 50.2% in group c at 8 weeks, and 61.5% in group A and 55.7% in group 
c at 12 weeks. the distal latency was 218.2% in group A and 228.1% in group c at 8 weeks, and 170.5% in group A and 
190.1% in group c at 12 weeks. the amplitude was 39.8% in group A and 38.0% in group c at 8 weeks, and 47.4% in 
group A and 44.4% in group c at 12 weeks. stsf was 0.42% in group A and 0.37% in group c at 8 weeks, and 0.50% in 
group A and 0.49% in group c at 12 weeks. Although no statistically significant differences were observed in any items, 
the results of group A tended to be better than those of group c.

discussion
Adrcs and adipose-derived stem cells added to artificial nerve grafts have been reported to promote axonal regeneration 
through cell supportive effects. this study indicates that Adrcs may also be effective for nerve autografts. since Adrcs 
are an autologous tissue that can be prepared and administered in about an hour after collecting the adipose tissue, this 
method is considered relatively easy to apply clinically. However, it is necessary to evaluate how axonal regeneration is 
promoted by Adrcs.

 
A-0074 Acute complex instAbility of tHe elbow treAted witH internAl joint stAbilizer (ijs-e system)
juan maría pardo garcía, Alba gomez sanchez, lorena garcía lamas, veronica jimenez diaz, miguel porras moreno, 
david cecilia lópez
Hospital Universitario Doce de Octubre, Madrid, Spain

introduction: 
treatment of acute complex fracture-dislocation of the elbow has been associated with high complications rates and low 
patient satisfaction scores despite protocolised surgical procedures.
objective: 
Analyse our preliminary results using the internal joint stabilizer of the elbow (ijs-e system) in acute complex instability 
of the elbow.
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mAteriAl And metHods: 
institutional review retrospective case series of three patients with acute complex elbow instability treated at our 
institution with ijs-e system by a single surgeon from 2018-2019. baseline patients data were collected. in every patient, 
a protocolised surgical treatment was carried out, placing ijs.
results: 
three patients, 2 male and 1 female, average age: 41 years old (24-71) with acute posttraumatic instability. there were 
two cases of terrible triad of the elbow (ttie) and one case of posterolateral instability associating radial head fracture 
with ipsilateral intrarticular radius fracture (2r3c1 –Aotrauma classification). placement of the ijs was based on persistent 
instability or articular incongruence during passive motion after appropiate operative fixation instead of using static 
external fixation. patients were immobilized for one week, after that, there was no restriction of motion. clinical review 
at two, four, eight and twelve weeks until elective hardware removal, checking stability and congruence of the elbow 
and performing manipulation under anesthesia or open contracture release if needed. mean postoperative mep score: 
95 (85-100) and postoperative dAsH: 13,1 (4,2-30,8) .no postoperative complications during follow-up. Average follow-
up: 10 months (8-13) , keeping annual clinical and radiological revision to diagnose mid-term and long-term associated 
complications. 
discusion And conclusion: 
ijs device appears as an effective alternative in the treatment of complex elbow instability instead of using static, hinged-
external fixation or transarticular pinning with similar active range of motion and low rate of complications at least in 
short term follow-up. nevertheless a longer follow-up and prospective studies are needed.

 
A-0075 proximAl interpHAlAngeAl joint fusion to correct recurrent severe joint contrActures in 
dupuytren’s diseAse
michelle spiteri, Alexander bolt, ian mcnab, Henk p giele
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, United Kingdom

in dupuytren’s disease with recurrent severe proximal interphalangeal joint, pipj, contractures of more than 90 degrees 
following previous dermofasciectomy and skin graft  there is a high likelihood of incomplete correction and recurrence 
following revision surgery, especially in cases when incomplete correction was previously achieved following surgery. 
An alternative approach to re-do revision dermofaciectomy and joint release or amputation is a pipj fusion. 
 
we reviewed the outcomes of proximal interphalangeal joint fusions in these cases. recurrence  and patient satisfaction 
were primary outcome measures; complications including surgical revision were secondary outcome measures.
 
patients undergoing this procedure by three hand surgeons in a single hand unit from 2005 to 2018 were identified via 
hospital coding records. patient notes were reviewed, and patients were contacted with a questionnaire enquiring about 
patient satisfaction, return to activities, dAsH score, change in finger posture, and any further intervention or procedure.
 
eleven patients were identified. this involved the little or ring finger in all cases. pre-operative proximal interphalangeal 
joint contracture ranged between 90-110 degrees, with no or mild involvement of the metacarpophalangeal joint. 80% 
of cases had undergone both a fasciectomy and a revision fasciectomy with full thickness skin grafting over the proximal 
phalanx between three to eight years prior to the fusion procedure. the remaining cases had undergone a segmental 
fasciectomy and a fasciectomy with recurrence within less than three years of surgery. At the time of surgery, a segmental 
fascietomy was performed to address disease recurrence and a pipj fusion was performed in 40-50 degrees of flexion. 
there were no reported surgical complications. All patients reported satisfaction with the procedure and returned to 
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their daily activities following surgery. none of the patients had recurrence of pipj disease in the operated finger. 27% 
of patients underwent fasciectomies to adjacent fingers in recent years. when contacted, patients were between one 
and thirteen years following surgery and reported no concerns in the operated finger and no change in finger position 
or further surgery to the finger. none reported numbness or cold intolerance.
 
this review shows that this technique is useful with probably a decreased risk of neurovascular injury and subsequent risk 
of amputation in selected cases of severe recurrent finger pipj contracture  following two or more surgical interventions.

 
A-0076 clinicAl evAluAtion of A wrist sensorimotor reHAbilitAtion progrAmme for triAngulAr fi-
brocArtilAge complex injuries
zhiqing chen, benjamin yap, therma cheung 
Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore 

study design: single-group quasi-experimental design
background: wrist sensorimotor rehabilitation is an emerging concept in hand rehabilitation. wrist ligament injuries 
are often associated with diminished proprioception and neuromuscular control at the wrist. in a ligament-deficient 
wrist, intact neuromuscular control and proprioception of the wrist are inherent for dynamic wrist stability during 
movements. with intact proprioception and neuromuscular control at the wrist, contractions of specific wrist stabilizing 
muscles enhances wrist stability. in triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) injuries, contractions of pronator quadratus 
and extensor carpi ulnaris stabilize the distal radio-ulnar joint. the state of science of wrist sensorimotor rehabilitation 
is still in its infancy with a dearth of evidence on the effectiveness of wrist sensorimotor rehabilitation and established 
rehabilitation programs for tfcc injuries.
purpose: to describe and evaluate the effectiveness of a novel wrist sensorimotor rehabilitation program (wsrp) for 
patients with tfcc injuries. 
methods: wsrp comprises four stages. in the first stage, we emphasize pain control with splinting and gentle pain-free 
active range of motion in the dart throwing motion plane. in stage two, we start strengthening the distal radio-ulnar 
joint stabilizers, pronator quadratus and extensor carpi ulnaris. we also perform strengthening in the dart throwing 
motion plane. in stage three, we begin neuromuscular training with reactive muscle activations, axial loading across the 
wrist and coordination training. during the last stage of wsrp, we focus on movement normalization and function. we 
use proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation upper extremity patterns to integrate the upper extremity into a kinetic 
chain for movement efficiency. there are clearly defined criteria to guide progression to each stage of wsrp. outcome 
measures that we use are grip strength measured with grip dynamometer, pain visual analogue scale, joint position 
sense measurement, axial loading measured with ‘push-off’ test and functional score reported on patient rated wrist/
Hand evaluation.
results: we have been testing our intervention as part of the pre-post trial. we will recruit 12 participants. thus far, we have 
completed five participants. our five participants took an average of 85.8 days to complete wsrp. we calculated the effect 
size cohen’s d between pre and post scores and found large effect sizes of 2.44, 1.35 and 2.87 for improvements in function, 
grip strength and pain respectively. there was moderate effect size of 0.66 suggesting improvement for axial loading. 
conclusions: the use of dart throwing motion and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation in wsrp are novel approaches 
in tfcc wrist sensorimotor rehabilitation. preliminary results from our five completed participants support the effectiveness 
of wsrp for improving function, grip strength, axial loading, and reducing pain. we anticipate, based on the trends seen 
so far, that we will be able to demonstrate significant improvements after wsrp. the findings from this study will help 
to inform current hand therapy practice and contribute to the evidence base of tfcc wrist sensorimotor rehabilitation.
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A-0077 effectiveness of eccentric strengtHening in tHe treAtment of lAterAl elbow tendinopAtHy: A 
systemAtic review witH metA-AnAlysis
zhiqing chen1,2, nancy A baker2

1Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore; 2Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts, USA 

study design: meta-analysis 
introduction: lateral elbow tendinopathy is a common condition with an annual incidence of up to 3% of the population. 
eccentric strengthening has shown promise as a method to treat lateral elbow tendinopathy, but is unclear if it is superior 
to other forms of treatment. 
purpose: to investigate the effectiveness of eccentric strengthening compared to other forms of strengthening and pain-
relieving modalities on pain, strength and function in people with lateral elbow tendinopathy.
methods: five electronic databases were searched. reference lists of selected articles were hand-searched. outcomes 
were defined a priori. meta-analyses were performed using a random effects model with standardized mean differences 
(smds), test of heterogeneity and sensitivity analyses.
results: eight articles were included in this review. when comparing eccentric strengthening to other forms of 
strengthening and pain-relieving modalities, there were significant large effect size of 1.12 (ci: 0.31 to 1.93) and 1.22 
(ci: 0.25 to 2.18) in reducing pain and improving function in the short-term respectively. in long-term, results were 
inconclusive on all outcomes. 
discussion: A multimodal treatment program employing eccentric strengthening of adequate intensity and duration, 
combined with ultrasound, seemed to be most effective for treating lateral elbow tendinopathy. 
conclusions: the state of science of best care for lateral elbow tendinopathy is still in its infancy. large, high-quality 
randomized controlled trials with clearly defined strengthening regime are needed to determine optimal dosage to 
maximize treatment effects. recommendations were provided based on careful synthesis of findings from this review 
and current evidence in literature.

 
A-0080 our ApproucH to treAtment sHoulder internAl rotAtion in cHildren witH ArtHrogryposis
olga Agranovich, Alexey baindurashvili, ekaterina petrova, svetlana trofimova  
The Turner scientific research Institute for children’s orthopedics, St.-Petersburg, Russia

introduction and objective: shoulders deformity is one of the most widespread pathologies in patients with arthrogryposis. 
this anomaly occurs in 80-89 % of cases (sells j.m., 1996). Absence or hypoplasia of deltoid and external rotator muscles 
results in adduction and internal rotation shoulder contractures. it leads to severe disability due to insufficiency to move 
the hand to the mouth because the hand and forearm contact the flank (ezaki m., 2000).  the most widespread operation 
for restoration of   shoulder external rotation is humeral rotation osteotomy.   According our experience this operation 
leads to recurrence of shoulder internal rotational contracture or severe limitation of shoulder internal rotation.   
materials and methods: from 2017 to 2019 were operated 20 patients (23 upper limbs) with adduction and internal 
rotation shoulder contractures due to arthrogryposis. the age of children was from 1 to 8 y.o. we performed restoration 
of shoulder external rotation in 2 variants: 
1. subscapularis muscle and coracohumeral ligament release (6 cases). 
2. subscapularis muscle and coracohumeral ligament release with latissimus dorsi transfer (17 cases). 
results: the results of treatment were estimated in 16 patients (22 upper limbs) from 2 months to 2,5 years. in all cases 
we have seen improvement of passive external rotation and shoulder abduction. the results of treatment were correlated 
with latissimus dorsii muscle strange and active shoulder abduction before operation.  the best results were in cases 
when active shoulder abduction 70° and more before operation and latissimus dorsii muscle strange grade 3 and more. 
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After these operations we have never seen severe limitation of shoulder internal rotation. excellent results were in 27,2%, 
good results in 13,6%, satisfactory in 45,6%, poor 13,6%.
conclusions: soft-tissue release around shoulder with latissimuss dorsii transfer to shoulder external rotation   is a reliable 
therapeutic option to treatment internal rotation shoulder contractures in children with arthrogryposis.

 
A-0081 idiopAtic AvAsculAr necrosis of tHe cApitAte, jöunsson’s diseAse one cAse report
juan maría pardo garcía1, Alba gomez sanchez1, lorena garcía lamas1, veronica jimenez diaz1, miguel Angel porras 
moreno1, david cecilia lópez1,2

1Hospital Universitario Doce de Octubre; 2Universidad Complutense Madrid (UCM)

bAckground: Avascular necrosis of the capitate (Avn) is a rare disease between carpal bones’ Avn distinct of kienböck. 
several surgical procedures have been described to treat this condition.

cAse presentAtion:A 27-year-old woman referred to hand-unit consultation in september 2017 for chronic dorsoulnar 
pain in the left wrist with a possible traumatic history eight months ago. no current diseases nor medications taken. 
non-dominant hand, manual labor worker. normal initial radiographs, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (mri) with a 
report of “non-displaced fracture of capitate bone with signs of nonunion.” in the initial exploration, mobility and strength 
are conserved. initial conservative management, mri control is requested in 2 months. mri showed persistence of edema 
with progressive clinical worsening after one year from trauma. on suspicion of Avn of the capitate, computed axial 
tomography is requested.capitate’s Avn milliez ib with capitolunate and scaphocapitate joints involvement is diagnosed.
After confirming diagnosis and in the absence of improvement after immobilization and analgesia, surgical treatment 
is chosen in August 2018 consisting of minimally invasive technique: wrist arthroscopy.preoperative functional scales, 
visual Analog scale (vAs) at rest:2; vAs with activity:8.the disabilities of the Arm,shoulder and Hand(dAsH)score: 50.8. 
wrist arthroscopy is performed through conventional radiocarpal arthroscopic portals: 3,4 and 6 r and conventional radial 
and ulnar midcarpals.complete involvement of proximal capitate’s pole as well as affectation of the lunate and ulnar 
articular scaphoid portion is confirmed, without other findings of interest.once the complete diagnosis has been made, 
we proceeded to the complete capitate’s proximal pole resection under satisfactory mini c-Arm radiological control.

results: total follow-up of 16 months.postoperative mobility:80º flexion, 65º extension,complete pronosupination, 
radial and ulnar deviation of 20º,similar preserved postoperative force respect contralateral side,postoperative dAsH 
score: 3.1.vAs at rest:0; with activity:1.As an acute complication, a synovial cyst appears in extensor sheath fifth finger 
with spontaneous resolution.no other complications in the immediate-postoperative period or during follow-up.

disscusion: capitate’s Avn is a disease with multifactorial etiology associated with risk factors or recurrent microtrauma 
on a bone with compromised intraosseous vascularization(panagis type i).milliez’s classification only provides descriptive 
value.in the initial stages, conservative management: analgesia and immobilization has good results.However, the 
failure of conservative treatment or progression makes necessary to carry out surgical procedures with good results in 
the short and medium-terms regardless of the technique performed, especially in the disappearance of pain.different 
techniques based on the contribution of vascularized graft have been described without observing advantages of one 
over the other. salvage procedures such as arthrodesis(scaphoidcapitolunate, capitolunate, capitohamate, four corners, 
proximal carpectomy, partial or complete wrist arthrodesis) or wrist denervation are reserved for advanced stages of 
the disease.in our case, we found interesting to use wrist arthroscopy as a minimally invasive technique that allows a 
complete diagnosis of the lesion and besides to perform a fast-easy treatment without complex surgical approaches 
or morbidities at donor areas, reserving other types of treatments as a rescue procedures if necessary.new studies are 
needed to clarify the evolution of this disease in the long term and to improve the indications of of surgical treatment.
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A-0085 dislocAted distAl rAdiAl frActures in Adult pAtients: four weeks versus six weeks of cAst 
immobilisAtion following reduction, A multicenter rAndomized controlled triAl - study protocol
eAk van delft1, fw bloemers2, nl sosef3, Hj bonjer4, nwl schep5, j vermeulen6

1Amsterdam UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Trauma Surgery, Amsterdam Movement Sciences 2) Amsterdam 
UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Trauma Surgery 3Spaarne Gasthuis Hospital, Department of Surgery 
4Amsterdam UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Surgeryrn5Maasstad Hospital, Department of Trauma and 
hand surgery 6Maasstad Hospital, Department of Trauma surgery, The Netherlands

introduction
up to 30% of patients with a dislocated distal radius fracture treated with closed reduction and cast immobilisation suffer 
from long-term functional restrictions. it remains unclear, whether duration of cast immobilisation influences functional 
outcome. the aim of this study is to evaluate whether the functional outcome of dislocated distal radial fractures could 
be improved by shortening the period of immobilisation.

material and methods
A single blinded multicenter randomized controlled trial is initiated. four weeks of plaster cast immobilisation is compared 
to six week plaster cast immobilisation in adult patient with adequately reduced distal radial fractures. 
primary outcome parameters are functional outcome measured with the patient related wrist evaluation after 1 year 
of follow up. secondary outcomes are: disability of Arm, shoulder and Hand score after one year, sf-36 after one year, 
functional outcome earlier in follow up (6 weeks, 12 weeks and 6 months), range of motion, pain level and complications 
(number of re-interventions, secondary displacement, non-/malunion). 

results
the expectation of this study is that a shorter duration of plaster cast immobilisation is beneficial. this risk of specific 
complications is low and generally similar in both treatment options. follow-up is standardized according to current 
trauma guidelines. present literature indicates that both treatment options that are used within this study are accepted 
protocols for treatment of displaced distal radius fractures. 

conclusion
this trial will provide level-1 evidence for the comparison of functional outcome between the two treatment options for 
dislocated distal radial fractures. 

trial registration: 
netherlands national trial register: ntr 6600, Abr: nl62861.029.17
medical ethical committee vumc registration number: 2018.004

 
A-0086 durAtion of cAst immobilisAtion in distAl rAdius frActures, A systemAtic review
eAk van delft1, tg van gelder2, r de vries3, j vermeulen4, fw bloemers5

1Amsterdam UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Trauma Surgery, Amsterdam Movement Sciences; 2Amsterdam 
UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Trauma Surgery; 3Medical Library, Amsterdam UMC, Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam; 4Maasstad Hospital, Department of Trauma surgery; 5Amsterdam UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department 
of Trauma Surgery

introduction
the duration of immobilisation in distal radius fractures is disputed in the current literature. there are still no long term 
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superior outcomes of operative treatment in comparison to non-operative treatment. A systematic review was initiated 
to assess the clinical controversy on the duration of the immobilisation period for non-operatively treated distal radius 
fractures. 

material and methods
A comprehensive search was performed in the pubmed, embase and wiley/cochrane library databases and a manual 
reference check of the identified systematic reviews and meta-analyses was executed. furthermore, trial registers 
were checked for unpublished articles. eligible studies were randomised controlled trials that compared two periods 
of immobilisation, with reported functional, patient reported and radiological outcomes. two reviewers independently 
agreed on eligibility, and assessed methodological quality and extracted outcome data. 

results
the initial search yielded 3384 studies, twelve trials, with in total 1063 patients, were included in this systematic review. 
grip strength and patient reported outcome were better in patients treated by a shorter period of immobilisation. there 
was no difference in pain, range of motion or radiological outcome between different periods of immobilisation. due to 
heterogeneity of studies, data were unsuitable for pooling.

conclusion
included studies showed that there might be a preference for a shorter period of immobilisation in non-operatively treated 
distal radial fractures. However, there remains no clear consensus regarding the appropriate period of immobilisation 
for non-operatively treated distal radius fractures. further studies using homogeneous groups of patients are necessary 
to draw valid conclusions.

systematic review registration number:  prospero 2018 crd42018085524.

 
A-0087 cAst immobilizAtion in dorsiflexion in non-operAtively treAted distAl rAdius frActures, A 
systemAtic review
eAk van delft1, tm van gelder2, r de vries3, j vermeulen4, nwl schep5, fw bloemers6

1Amsterdam UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Trauma Surgery, Amsterdam Movement Sciences; 
2Beatrixziekenhuis, Rivas zorggroep, Department of Emergency Medicine; 3Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Medical Library; 
4Maasstad Ziekenhuis, Department of Trauma Surgery; 5Maasstad Ziekenhuis, Department of Trauma Surgery; 6Amsterdam 
UMC, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Trauma Surgery

introduction and purpose
the position of the wrist during cast  immobilization following closed reduction in patients with distal radius fractures is 
disputed. therefore, a systematic review was initiated to assess if immobilization of the wrist in dorsiflexion during cast 
immobilization in patients with non operatively treated distal radial fractures is to be preferred. 

material and methods
A comprehensive search was performed in the bibliographic databases medline, embase and wiley/cochrane library from 
inception up to 16 january 2019. eligible studies were randomized controlled trials that comparing different positions 
of the wrist in plaster following closed reduction, with reported functional, patient reported and radiological outcomes 
and a minimal follow up of two months. the primary outcome was functional outcome measured by range of motion. 
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secondary outcomes were functional outcomes measured by grip strength, patient reported outcomes, radiological 
outcomes and complications such as secondary dislocation.

results
the initial search yielded 2296 studies. five trials, with 519 patients, were included in this systematic review. range of 
motion and radiological outcome was significant better in patients who were immobilized in dorsiflexion compared with 
palmar flexion or neutral position. there were no significant differences in patient reported outcome, pain, grip strength 
and complications. due to heterogeneity of the included studies, data were unsuitable for a meta-analysis.

conclusion
 in conclusion, this study insinuates that immobilization in dorsiflexion may lead to better range of motion. However this 
difference is not very clear. further studies however, are required to provide a clear treatment advice.
level of evidence: ii
systematic review registration number: prospero 2018 crd42018085546

 
A-0088 regenerAtive tecHnologies in brAcHiAl plexus surgery
Andrii lysak, serhii strafun, vasyl gaiovych, igor gaiovych
State institution “Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics of NAMS of  Ukraine”, Kyiv, Ukraine

Aim: to demonstrate our experience with the use of regenerative technologies (revision area lipofilling, and injection of 
bone marrow punctate into the target muscles) in brachial plexus surgery.
methods: during 2016-2019, in our department surgery were performed to 66 patients (47 (71.2%) - men, 19 (28.8%) - 
women, mean age - 37.2 ± 15.8 years) with brachial plexus injuries. All patients underwent revision area lipofilling and 
injection of bone marrow punctate into the target muscles in postoperative period. 
results: long-term results of surgical treatment were monitored in 48 patients (40 (83.3%) men, 8 (16.7%) women). 
complete recovery of upper limb function was obtained in 13 (27.1%) patients, satisfactory recovery of function in 30 
(62.5%), and unsatisfactory treatment results were observed in 5 (10.4%) patients. if necessary, patients are offered 
orthopedic treatment.
conclusions: Analyzing one center treatment results of patients with brachial plexus injuries using regenerative technologies 
- we can conclude that the revision area lipofilling, and injection of concentrated bone marrow punctate in target muscles 
can significantly improve treatment results of such patients.

 
A-0095 keeping tHe finger on tHe pulse - cArdiAc ArrHytHmiAs in HAnd surgery using locAl AnestHe-
siA witH AdrenAline
uri farkash, Amir Herman, tal kalimian, ohad segal, Amir cohen, Avishag laish-farkash
Hand Surgery Unit, Department of Orthopedic Surgery and Electrophysiology and Pacing Unit, Department of Cardiology, 
Assuta Ashdod University Hospital, Israel 

background: wide Awake local Anesthesia no tourniquet (wAlAnt) in hand surgery is gaining popularity. we aimed to 
prospectively analyze the frequency and type of arrhythmias in patients undergoing hand surgery under local anesthesia 
and to examine whether the addition of adrenaline affects their incidence.
methods: Adult patients undergoing hand surgery under local anesthesia were randomized into two groups: group 
1 - local anesthesia with lidocaine and tourniquet; group 2 - local anesthesia with lidocaine and adrenaline (wAlAnt). 
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patients with history of arrhythmias were excluded. patients were connected to electrocardiogram Holter monitoring 
before the surgery and up until discharge. the records were blindly compared between the groups regarding types of 
arrhythmias, frequency and timing relative to injection and tourniquet inflation.
results: Hundred and two patients were included between 8/2018 and 8/2019 (age 59.7±13.6 years, 71% women, 51 in 
each group). no major arrhythmia (ventricular tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation, atrial fibrillation) or arrhythmias related 
symptoms were recorded for either group. minor arrhythmias (including atrial premature beats, ventricular premature 
beats and atrial tachycardia) were recorded in 68 patients (66.6%) with no statistical difference between the groups there 
were 3 patients with minor arrrhythmias during inflation of the tourniquet. patients in the adrenaline group had 2% sinus 
tachycardia during injection and 4% asymptomatic bradyarrhythmias these findings do not require any further treatment.
conclusions: our results show that hand surgeries under wAlAnt in patients with no history of arrythmia are safe and 
are not arrhythmogenic, therefore there is no need for routine peri-operative continuous ecg monitoring.

 
A-0097 “A-trAction” teHcnics for neglcted mAllet frActure
Artur bezuhlyi, serhii strafun, Andrii lysak, sergii tymoshenko, igor kurinnyi
State institution “Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics of NAMS of  Ukraine”, Kyiv, Ukraine

standard methods for treating of fresh mallet fracture with k-wires, screws and plates in neglected cases does not 
always give accurate reposition of fragments. fragment removal with extensor terminal portion transossal suture to 
the distal phalanx significantly disrupts biomechanics and stability of the distal interphalangeal joint and usually does 
not give satisfactory results.
our method is fundamentally different from others. it consists of an open fragment reposition using the guide wire and 
fixation by and compression loop and k-wire with memory effect.
steps: 1) figured surgical exposure; 2) separation of the fibrous fusion area of fragments, their mobilization and removal 
of fibrotic tissues; 3) open reposition of the fragment by guide wire; 4) carrying out the compression loop; 5) fixation of 
the loop to the wire with memory effect with achievement of traction-compression effect.
proposed method was used in 17 patients (18 fingers) with closed, neglected mallet fracture. consolidation with the 
restoration of anatomical congruence has occurred in all cases.
method is characterized by simplicity of implementation, lack of need for special tools and has significant advantages - 
ability to fix small fragments, constant compression of the fragment and ease of disassembly design that does not require 
additional surgery, which in generally improves outcomes of neglected mallet fracture treatment.

 
A-0102 double blind rAndomized control triAl to Assess tHe outcome of pulley releAse And pulley 
reconstruction for de QuervAin’s tenosynovitis
mohammed tahir Ansari1, burhan salim siamwala2, shah Alam khan3, venkatesan sampath kumar4 
All India Institute of Medical Sciences New Delhi, India

background: 
de Quervain’s disease is a stenosing tenosynovitis of the abductor pollicis longus (Apl) and the extensor pollicis brevis 
(epb) within the first extensor compartment of the wrist. surgical release of the first dorsal compartment is indicated after 
failed conservative management. surgery includes the release of constricting fibrous pulley with or without reconstruction. 
the purpose of the study was to assess the occurrence of painful palmar subluxation of the tendons following release in 
comparison to patients with pulley reconstruction.
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objectives:
to compare the functional outcome of pulley release and pulley reconstruction in de-Quervain’s tenosynovitis through 
a double-blind randomized control trial.

materials and methodology:
the patients were divided into 2 basic groups by a computer-generated randomized table-(1) pulley release and (2) 
pulley reconstruction. both the surgeon and patient were blinded. following parameters were recorded preoperatively- 
finkelstein’s test, “hitch-hiker’s” test, eichhoff’s manoeuvre, wHAt, grip strength of both the affected and the unaffected 
hand, visual analogue score for pain, mayo wrist score and Quick dAsH score. the patient also underwent a preoperative 
ultrasound to look for any subluxation of tendons present pre-operatively. the patients then were followed up post-
operatively at 1 week, 3 months and 6 months and the same parameters were recorded. At the 6 months follow up the 
patient again underwent an ultrasound to look for subluxation of tendons in the two groups.

result:
40 consecutive patients of de Quervain’s tenosynovitis were randomized into 2 groups and 20 patients underwent 
pulley release while 20 patients underwent pulley reconstruction. After a follow up 6 months for the pulley release and 
reconstruction group there was a significant improvement (p<0.05) in pre-operative and post-operative Quick dAsH 
score and mAyo score at the latest follow up. However, there was no significant (p>0.05) difference in the outcomes 
between both the groups at the latest follow up.

conclusion:
surgical intervention in patients with de Quervain’s tenosynovitis has significant improvement in outcome scores. However, 
the difference in outcome between pulley release and reconstruction group was not significant.

 
A-0104 upper limb trAumAtic wounds: presenting tHe series of A lArge level 1 trAumA center
maria joao leite, vitor vidinha, miguel relvas silva, paula vieira, joao lixa, António sousa, pedro negrao
Sao Joao University Hospital, Porto, Portugal

introduction: 
forearm, wrist and hand wounds are common and devastating pathologies with important functional implications. we 
know that the traumatic injuries of the flexor tendons are complex and often complicated with neurovascular involvement. 
on the other hand, the traumatic pathology of the extensor compartments is usually less complex and with fewer 
associated injuries.
 
Aim: 
the objective of this study was the characterization of the upper limb traumatic wounds and to evaluate the outcomes 
of its treatment.

mAteriAls And metHods: 
data were collected retrospectively from the medical records including traumatic wounds of the forearm, wrist and hand, 
that required surgical treatment, including the last 13 years.
traumatic amputations, reimplantations and patients with less than 2 years of follow-up were excluded.
epidemiological characterization, evaluation of concomitant tendon, neurovascular and bone lesions, as well as functional 
and final outcome evaluation were performed.
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results: 
we obtained a sample of 364 patients, 80% male, with an average of 37.9 years. the most frequent location of the lesion 
was at the hand (63%). 
the most common tendon lesion was deep finger flexor (37%), with fifth finger being the most frequently affected (18%). 
About 1/3 had superficial finger flexor injuries, and 22.1% had carpal flexor tendon injuries, with the flexor carpus 
ulnaris(fcu) being the most frequently affected. 
in 26.3% of the patients there were present lesions of the extensor compartments, the most common pattern being 
lesion of more than 1 extensor tendon proper to the fingers (11.6%).
the most common nerve injury was the ulnar nerve (14%) followed by the median lesion (13%).
in the sample, 18.2% of the patients presented a fracture, most often of the phalanx.
the most frequent complication was joint stiffness (6.6%), followed by numbness (6%), furthermore tendon re-rupture 
was present in 2.1% of patients.
regarding outcomes, we obtained a high percentage of discharges without sequelae (68%), however with an amputation 
rate of 8,6%.

discussion: 
we found a predominance of male patients, as described in the literature and possibly conditioned by lesions in the 
context of occupational accidents.
regarding neurological injuries we found that ulnar nerve injury was associated (p<0,05) with higher incidence of 
neurological sequels. we obtained a statistically significant association between these injuries and certain tendon injuries, 
namely between flexor carpus radialis(fcr) and median nerve injuries, between 1st or 3rd extensor compartment injuries 
and radial nerve injury and between ulnar nerve and fcu injuries.
cubital nerve lesions are associated with worse prognosis, with 38.3% of patients having neurological sequelae, a 
statistically significant association.

conclusions: 
this study includes a large sample of patients, allowing us to draw pertinent information on epidemiology, injury patterns 
and treatment options and its results.
we found that there is a significant proportion of patients with associated bone or neurovascular lesions.
Also in the presence of lesion of the fcr, fcu or 1st or 3rd extensor compartments, nerve lesion should be actively searched.  
we also confirm that injuries to the ulnar nerve are associated with worse prognosis and higher risk of sequelae.
despite this, we obtained an important proportion of patients who obtained satisfactory results.

 
A-0107 flexor pollicis longus injuries: treAtment tecHniQues And results
maria joao leite, vitor vidinha, miguel relvas silva, paula vieira, joao lixa, António sousa, pedro negrao
Sao Joao University Hospital, Porto, Portugal

flexor pollicis longus(fpl) is a tendon especially susceptible in trauma because of its location and anatomy. However there 
is still controversy as to the functional consequences of its lesion.the objective of this work is the characterization of the 
fpl injuries and the evaluation of their repair results and expected outcomes.rntraumatic wounds affecting the pfl were 
collected from a level 1 trauma center, from 2006 till 2017. traumatic amputations, reimplantation and patients with less 
than 2 years follow up since injury were excluded. An epidemiological characterization, assessment of other concomitant 
tendon, neurovascular and bone lesions, as well as functional assessment were performed using vAsH, dAsH, pinch and 
grip scores.rnwe obtained a sample of 51 patients, 83.6% male, with an average of 37 years. the site of lesion that most 
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frequently originated pfl injuries was wound of the hand(31%), and the vast majority of patients(88%) underwent 
tenorrhaphy, only with only 10% of reconstruction and 2% of tenodesis. the most commonly associated tendon injury 
is the second finger deep flexor(11.5%), only 2,6% of patients had pulley reconstruction. the most common neurological 
injury was of the digital nerve(41%), followed by de median nerve. (5%). regarding complications, 19% of the patients 
had ifp stiffness and a 3.8% re-rupture rate. 13.5% of the patients had neurological sequelae, mostly numbness (9.6%). 
we obtained positive results, with 31% of patients discharged without deficits, and joint stiffness (12%) was the most 
common sequela, followed by residual numbness (6%). regarding the funcional evaluation, we obtained an average vAs 
of 0,7, lower in patients subjected to tenorrhaphy (p=0,005). the dAsH wasn’t diferente in a significative way between 
the tenorrhaphy and reconstruction groups, however stiffness of the if joint was related to worst functional scores 
(p=0,039). we verified that the pinch was in average 57% lower vs the contra-lateral hand, with tenorrhaphy allowing 
higher pinch values(p=0,021). in the same way we achieved a grip 43% lower when compared with the healthy hand, 
with the tenorrhaphy associated with higher grip values(p=0,044). rnwe obtained a sample with a predominance of 
males at working age, with the most frequent lesion location being at the hand. As expected by anatomical proximity, the 
most common concomitant tendon injury was of the second finger.rnwe obtained a statistically significant association 
(p = 0.002) between fpl and median nerve lesions. there was a tendency to recover some of the acute complications 
of these lesions, with a incidence of if stiffness decreasing from 19% to 12% and numbness decreasing from 9,6 to 6%. 
our sample showed worst mean dAsH score than what’s described in the literature, perhaps because our series is made 
of traumatic lesions, and most of literature is based on non-traumatic cases. Also contrary to the published papers, in 
our series the fpl lesion has important implications, in dAsH, pinch and even grip. our study proved that the fpl has an 
important impact in hand function and should always be repaired, and that tenorrhaphy is associated with better results. 

 
A-0111 A rAre finding in dupuytren’s diseAse – Heterotopic ossificAtion
sebastian H Hediger, dirk j schaefer, konrad mende
Department of Plastic, Reconstructive, Aesthetic and Hand Surgery, University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland

introduction: At surgery to perform fasciectomy on a severe and long-standing dupuytren’s contracture, an ossified nodule 
was encountered within the diseased tissue. to our knowledge only four reports on comparable findings in association 
with dupuytren’s disease exist, each of which suggesting different disease processes. we would like to therefore highlight 
and discuss our rare finding.

case: A 65-year-old man described continuous progression of a dupuytren’s contracture of his left little finger, stage 4 
according to tubiana. we performed fasciectomy over a midline palmar incision. At the level of the intermediate phalanx 
we encountered an ossified structure located next to the ulnar neurovascular bundle. the bony tissue was not connected 
to the adjacent intermediate phalanx and was fully enclosed by diseased dupuytren’s tissue. intraoperative radiography 
confirmed the radiopaque nature of the structure and its localisation close to, but not connected to, underlying bone. 
Histologically the specimen showed tissue of the palmar fibromatosis in contact with cartilaginous tissue with central 
ossification, compatible with metaplasia.
 
discussion:  in 1987, two cases of severe dupuytren’s contracture where palmar fibroblasts had undergone metaplasia 
to osseous and cartilaginous tissue were described. Although these were thought to be bone spurs arising from the 
intermediate phalanges intraoperatively, histology revealed metaplasia within the dupuytren’s tissue. in 1999, three cases 
with insertions of dupuytren’s cords into osseous projections, interpreted as osteophytes, arising from the intermediate 
phalanges were presented. in 2002, five patients with dupuytren’s contractures were reported where the fibrous band was 
attached to a bony spur arising from the shaft of the intermediate phalanx, which was discussed as a response to tensile 
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stresses. recently, in 2011, the first case of heterotopic ossification in dupuytren’s disease, distinct from the previously 
reported findings, was reported. macroscopic findings included a separated bony island surrounded by palmarfibromatotic 
tissue, while the presence of woven and lamellar bone and fibrocartilaginous metaplasia were found histologically. the 
lesion we describe was macroscopically enclosed by dupuytren’s tissue without contact to the intermediate phalanx, 
which was confirmed radiologically. this differs significantly from the previously described bony spurs and osteophytes. 
suggesting that this was a bony spur or osteophyte would further seem imperceptive, because histologically our specimen 
showed cartilaginous tissue with central ossification. overall our findings coincide with those reported in 2011, in that 
they should be primarily interpreted as heterotopic ossification. 

conclusion: our finding suggests that metaplastic activity inherent to longstanding, severely diseased dupuytren’s tissue 
can lead to heterotopic ossification.

 
A-0116 ulnAr lAterAl digitAl flAp for dupuytren’s diseAse of tHe fiftH finger
canelle bakota morrison, Antonia gkotsi, wissam el kazzi, frédéric schuind
Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Cliniques Universitaires de Bruxelles, Hôpital Erasme, Université libre de 
Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium

dupuytren’s disease is a common condition in hand surgery. the fifth finger is frequently affected, presenting the highest 
recurrence rate after surgical treatment. the ulnar lateral- digital flap is used when a skin defect prevents direct closure 
after fasciectomy of the fifth finger at the level of the mp joint. our case series comprises of 8 patients undergoing this 
procedure. their mean preoperative extension deficit was 55° at the mp joint and 30° at the pip joint. full extension of 
the mp joint and a mean of 5° extension deficit at the pip joint was achieved with surgery. All patients maintained full 
extension at the mp joint until last follow-up (between 3 and 12 months). All patients reported being satisfied with the 
result. complications included one small area of necrosis at the tip of the flap (2x2mm2), one case of hypoesthesia on 
the ulnar side of the auricular and one complex regional pain syndrome, all resolved within one to three months after 
surgery. the ulnar lateral digital flap is a simple and reliable alternative when surgically treating dupuytren’s disease 
of the fifth finger.

 
A-0117 treAtment using nigHt-time splint for osteoArtHritis of tHe proximAl interpHAlAngeAl 
joints
Haruhiko satonaka1, masaya tsujii2, yoko nakabayashi1, takahiro Asano1, tadashi tsukamoto1, yoshiaki suzuki1, kakunoshin 
yoshida1, takahisa Hara1, Akihiro sudo2

1Ise Municipal General Hospital, Ise, Japan; 2Mie University Graduate School of Medicine, Tsu, Japan

objective: osteoarthritis (oA) is the most common joint disease and it most frequently involves joints of the hands. 
Although the splint as one of the conservative treatments for the hand oA is common intervention, it is not often performed 
because of concerns about adherence, continuity and low benefit. to our knowledge, there was less report of treatment 
using the splinting for the oA of the proximal interphalangeal (pip) joints. we investigated usefulness of the night-time 
splinting for symptomatic oA of the proximal pip joints.
methods: A prospective, non-randomized, controlled, 3-month trial of the custom splinting to the pip joints was carried 
out. eleven consecutive patients (5 males and 6 females, mean age 66 y) with painful oA of the finger pip joints were 
enrolled in this study. four patients had multiple affected digits in one or both hands, and the subjects were 17 fingers 
(2 index, 5 middle, 9 ring, 1 little). A custom-made gutter splint was manufactured by a hand therapist for each affected 
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finger. their fingers were immobilized in the position of the distal interphalangeal (dip) joints extended and the pip joints 
slightly flexed from fingertip to proximal phalanx. A splint was worn nightly (for at least 6 and no more than 12 h) for 3 
months and their handworks was not restricted on daytime. we assessed the outcomes of the treatment at baseline, after 
1 month and 3 months. the outcome parameters were the continuation rate of the treatment, subjective assessment of 
pain using a 100-mm visual analogue scale (vAs), the circumference of intervention finger at pip joint, total active motion 
(tAm), grip strength ratio compared with the other hand, and patient reported outcome measurements by Hand20.
results: continuation rate of the treatment was 100% after 1 month and 94% after 3 months, because one patient 
dropped out after 1 month owing to improvement of the symptom. the average pain vAs was 47 mm at baseline, which 
was significantly reduced to 27 mm and 13 mm after 1 month and after 3 months, respectively. there had no statistical 
change of mean circumference and tAm of pip joint between before and after the treatment. the average ratio of grip 
strength was significantly improved from 75% at baseline to 87% after 1 month and to 90% after 3 months (p<0.05 
and p<0.05, respectively). the mean score of Hand20 was 8.7 at baseline, which was significantly reduced to 4.4 and 3.1 
at 1 month and 3 months after the treatment, respectively.
conclusions: the night-time splinting for the oA of pip joint was effective for pain relief as well as improvement of the 
grip strength, regardless of short-term results. in addition, this intervention did not appear to give rise to non-adherence, 
increased stiffness or restriction of joint motion. the patients’ satisfaction were also high as represented by patient 
reported outcome measurements by the Hand20. based on the effectiveness and the simplicity, we believe that the 
night-time splinting could be suitable for the first choice of the treatment for the oA of pip joint.

 
A-0118 ArtHroscopic inside-out suture tecHniQue witH isometric suture metHod for tfcc foveAl 
repAir
keiji fujio 
Kansai Electric Power Hospital, Osaka, Japan

the aim of this current study is introducing inside-out technique with isometric suture technique and its e results for 
tfcc foveal repair
technique & methods: 3–4, 4–5 portal, druj-r and druj-u are created. 1.9 mm wrist arthroscope is iused. the hook 
test, and the floating sign, in which tfcc around fovea is floating during suction with a shaver, is usually helpful to 
make decision from rcj. tfcc foveal region is checked from druj scope directly. from druj-r, scope is inserted, and 
debridement is performed from druj-u with shaver. if it is difficult to manage from dorsal side, shaver is inserted from 
direct fovea portal. 1.5cm longitudinal skin incision is made just volar to the ulnar styloid. single lumen curved guide is 
inserted through the 4-5 portal, targeting the fovea. An appropriate entry point for the isometric point is just dorsal and 
radial to the recess seeing from rcj according to literature. in neutral or slightly supinated position, the needle through 
the curved guide is easier to aim towards the center of fovea because the ulnar styloid moves volar direction. passing 
wire with suture tape is drilled via the curved guide through the tfcc and distal ulna bone and comes out on the ulnar 
aspect of ulna cortex, and fixed to ulnar cortex using swieve lock system. 100 patients were surgically treated for foveal 
tear. plaster fixation with the arm neutral was applied for 3weeks. Active rom starts from cast removal, and passive rom 
starts 6 weeks after operation. All patients were evaluated with modified green &o’brien scoring system. 
results: Averaged vAs improved from 8.8 to 0.8, and returned their previous work or sports. clinical score with modified 
green and o’brien scoring system averaged 93.1 points.   
conclusion: recent reports suggested the tfcc at fovea was great role on druj stability. our current results encourage 
the repair of the tfcc at fovea arthroscopically. in spite of the good results, whether the factor of age (traumatic or 
degenerative), and duration from injury to surgical repair effect on the result was considered in the future problem. 
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A-0119 ArtHroscopic cm ArtHroplAsty witH suture-button suspensionplAsty -middle term follow-up-
keiji fujio, kazuaki tsuyuguchi
Kansai Electric Power Hospital, Osaka, Japan

(objctive) surgical techniques for cm arthroplasty has developed as arthroscopic partial resection of trapezium with mini 
tight rope (tr) suspension method. the aim of current study is to introduce our surgical technique and evaluate the results.
(methods) our technique is shaving only subchondral trapezium and beak osteophyte completely in order to medialization 
to 1st metacarpus. tr is inserted from 1 st metacarpal base just volar Apl attachment to 1/3 of 2nd metacarpus. 42 cases 
were operated arthroscopic hemitrapeziectomy with mini tight rope suspension method. Averaged age was 60.8 y.o. 
and mean follow-up periods was 30.2 months. palmar abduction angle and radial abduction compared to contralateral 
side before and after operation respectively. visual analogue score (v.A.s.), pulp pinch power, and dAsH score were 
evaluated 3 months after operation and 6 months after operation respectively regarding clinical evaluation. trajectory 
(distance between proximal joint space to tr insertion point divides length of second metacarpus) and subluxation 
between metacarpal base and trapezium edge on lateral xp regarding xp evaluation.
(results) postoperative palmar abduction and radial abduction were 91.5% and 93.5% respectively. preoperative, 
3 months after operation, and 6 months after operation of v.A.s. were 72.2±20.5, 19.3±15.7 (p<0.05), 14.3±18.0 
(p<0.05) respectively. preoperative, 3 months after operation, and final f/u of pulp pinch (kg) were 3.1±1.7, 3.6±1.1 
(p=0.41) 4.0±1.3 (p=0.15) respectively. preoperative, 3 months after operation and 6 months after operation of dAsH 
score were 40.1±18.8, 27.7±21.6 (p=0.12), 21.2±27.2 (p<0.05) respectively. trajectory was 0.35±0.08. preoperative, 3 
months after operation, and final f/u of subluxation (mm) were 2.19±0.74, 3.60±1.82(p<0.05), and 4.79±2.27 ( p<0.05) 
respectively. Although there was no correlation between trajectory and postoperative rom (r=0.28), there were weak 
negative correlation between trajectory and v.A.s. (r=0.39).
(conclusion) this method may change the axis of thumb rotation and make suspension effect for cm joint. there was no 
correlation between trajectory and postoperative rom under 1/2 of metacarpus. there was weak negative correlation 
between trajectory and v.A.s. in spite of middle term follow up. 

 
A-0126 in vivo study for tHe effects of cnts yArns on neurite outgrowtH : peripHerAl nerve defect 
model
Akira kodama1, masakazu ishikawa1, marcio d lima2, nobuo Adachi1

1Dept. of Orthopaedic Surgery, Biomedical and Health Sciences, Hiroshima University; 2Nano-Science & Technology Center 
(NSTC), LINTEC OF AMERICA, INC

Hypothesis: we focused on carbon nanotubes (cnts) as a possible substrate that could promote peripheral nerve 
regeneration. A cnt is a cylindrical nanostructure with a diameter as small as 1nm, and has unique combination of 
properties including flexibility, electrical conductivity, and mechanical strength. cnts are also biocompatible and show 
promise in the biomedical and tissue engineering applications. several studies have demonstrated that cnt substrates 
are able to sustain neuronal survival and promote neuronal process outgrowth. However, there are few studies have been 
performed on the in vivo efficacy of cnts in the regeneration of neural tissues. we hypothesize that the cnt promote 
neuronal regeneration on peripheral nerve gaps in vivo. 
metHods:    our research methods were reviewed and approved by the ethical committee of Hiroshima university. carbon 
nanotube implant: the carbon nanotube yarns (cyarn®) were manufactured by spinning vertically aligned multiwall carbon 
nanotube forests (drydraw® at lintec of AmericA, inc. nstc, texas, usA) . each cyarns® is approximately 15±1μm thick 
in diameter. experimental animals and surgical procedures: 8-week-old female sd rat were used in this experiment. for 
surgery, 10mm of the sciatic nerves were removed and 17mm silicone tubes filled with 15mm cyarn® fibers were used to 
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bridge a 15mm nerve defect. experimental design: we created five experimental groups [c0: control group, silicon tube 
only; cn 2: filled with a cross-sectional density of 2% cyarn®s in silicon tube; cn5: 5%; cn10:10%; and cn35: >35%]. (n = 7 
in each group). eight weeks after implantation, the motor function was evaluated by electromyography and sciatic nerve 
functional index. then, the grafted implants were harvested for macroscopic, histological, and immunohistochemical 
evaluations. 
results:    electromyography showed compound muscle action potentials (cmAps) in five rats in the cn2 group, six rats 
in the cn5 group, and three rats in the cn10 group. However, c0 or cn35 group showed no cmAps. the mean latency was 
4.86 msec in cn2, 4.95 msec in cn5, and 5.37 msec in cn10 respectively. At the micrographs of sagittal-sectional view 
of harvested tussues stained with Hematoxylin-eosin, all cases in the cn2, cn5, cn10 groups showed that the defected 
nerve was crosslinked by the regenerated tissue. However, no meaningful tissue regeneration was occurred in c0 or 
cn35 groups. in immunohistochemistry, the neurofilaments extended along the cyarn®s and to the distal nerve in cn2, 
cn5, cn10 groups. 
summary:  cyarn® fibers promoted peripheral nerve regeneration in vivo. our results support future clinical application 
of cyarn® as artificial nerve conduit material.

 
A-0128 HAnd reHAbilitAtion progrAms for second to fiftH metAcArpAl frActures: A systemAtic lit-
erAture review 
monique keller1, roline barnes2, corlia brandt1

(1)Department of Physiotherapy, School of Therapeutic Sciences, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Witwatersrand, 
South Africa; 2Department of Physiotherapy, School of Therapeutic Sciences, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Free 
State, South Africa 

background: metacarpal fractures are one of the most prevalent upper limb fractures accounting for 10% of all bony 
injuries, has an incidence rate of 13.6 per 100000 with a prevalence of 33%.  boxer’s fractures account for 20% of all hand 
fractures. the mechanisms of injury causing metacarpal fractures are motor vehicle accidents, falls and when the hand 
makes contact with a solid surface. 
poverty, unemployment and high alcohol consumption in the rural, semi-rural and township communities of south Africa 
(sA) are the social factors causing violence and trauma which then lead to injuries like metacarpal fractures. A lack of 
resources influencing decision making between conservative and surgical management for second to fifth metacarpal 
fractures also exists in sA. 
no evidence-based rehabilitation program exists for second to fifth metacarpal fractures for the sA context which 
predisposes this population to poor Health related Quality of life (HrQol), decreased hand function and disability. A need 
to review existing literature on types of hand rehabilitation programs had been identified with the aim of developing an 
evidence-based program for sA that may be generalized to other populations. 

research Question: what hand rehabilitation programs are being used measuring outcomes but not limited to, hand 
function, HrQol, disability, grip strength and digital range of motion (rom) after conservative and post-surgical 
management, for humans between 20 and 59 years of age, who sustained a single or multiple second to fifth metacarpal 
fractures?

study design: A systematic literature review following preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-Analysis 
(prismA) guidelines was conducted.

methods: experimental study designs, quasi-experimental, cohort studies and case control studies for the period january 
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2008 to september 2018, restricted to the english language, were included. two reviewers independently identified, 
screened for eligibility, included and extracted data from the sources. databases searched included: medline, Academic 
search ultimate, cinAHl, cAb Abstracts, Health source - consumer edition, Health source: nursing/Academic edition, 
sportdiscus, Africa-wide information, masterfile premier, web-of-science and scopus. Approval from the Health sciences 
research ethics committee of the university of the free state (ufs-Hsd2019/0046/2602) and systematic literature review 
registration with prospero (crd42019132620) had been obtained.

results: three articles on hand rehabilitation met the inclusion criteria out of the original identified 1015 sources. A total of 
262 participants with the following fracture areas: fifth metacarpal (neck, shaft, base), spiral or long oblique metacarpal 
shaft, single metaphyseal or diaphyseal second to fifth metacarpal reported on the following outcomes: satisfaction of 
outcome on a likert scale, QuickdAsH, eQ-5d, clinical fracture healing through palpation, metacarpophalangeal joint 
(mcpj) extensor lag, digital rom, grip strength and dAsH scores for hand function.

conclusion: Home exercise, immediate active and passive mobilization and self-care programs after conservative and post-
operative management for second to fifth metacarpal fractures can be as effective as traditional physiotherapy and hand 
rehabilitation. Hand therapists should consider immediate early active mobilization and home exercise programs. these 
programs should still allow and not disrupt complete fracture healing to improve hand function and prevent disability.

 
A-0131 post-operAtive HAnd elevAtion – does it mAtter?
jia choong, ss jing
Queen Elizabeth Hospital,  Birmingham, UK

introduction
elevation of the upper limb is a standard practice following surgery to the hand. theoretically it minimises swelling 
and stiffness. However, there is little evidence to support it. we evaluated patients’ adherence to post-operative hand 
elevation and its influence on early post-operative outcomes. 
methods
fifty-two patients were assessed within a few days of surgery in a high-volume tertiary hand centre. their compliance 
and status of early hand elevation were compared with subjective perception of dressing tightness and post-operative 
pain scores.
results
twenty four percent of patients were non-compliant with hand elevation following surgery. this occurred in recovery 
in 13% of the patients. post-operative pain scores were positively correlated with patients’ subjective level of dressing 
tightness and poor hand elevation at 48 hours. elective cases faired worse than trauma cases. the practice of hand 
elevation and advice given by surgeons were extremely varied. based on this study, we have developed a departmental 
protocol to improve our service.
conclusion
to date, there is no consensus on the routine practice of high arm elevation following hand surgery. our study demonstrates 
that poor hand elevation is associated with early post-operative pain and it should not be underestimated. knowledge 
of this allows hand surgeons to standardised their practice and improve patients’ experience. 
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A-0135 tHe clAssificAtion of mutilAted injuries of tHe HAnd And tHe metHods And tHe clinicAl out-
comes of sucH injuries reconstructed
gaofeng liang, yongming guo, yunsheng teng, zhao zhang, junwen dong
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, Xi’an, China

objective: to investigate the classification of mutilated injuries of the hand and the methods and the clinical outcomes 
of such injuries reconstructed.      

methods: from october 1996 to october 2011, a retrospective study of 195 cases of mutilated injuries of the hand was 
carried out, including 341 fingers. the injuries were divided into two types, including simple type and complex type.
the simple type of mutilated injuries of the hand was reconstructed by the following methods of the hallux nail flap, the 
part of the second phalange transplanted, modified reconstruction,and full-shaped reconstruction. the complex type 
was divided into seven subtypes, which were reconstructed primarily by the composite methods of the free anterolateral 
thigh flap, the hallux nail flap, the part of the second phalange transplanted, dorsalis peals flap .

results: venous crisis happened in 14 cases, thrombus formed in anastomosis, venous crisis was solved by vascular grafted 
and the blood vessels re-matched. Arterial crisis happened in 8 cases, thrombus formed in 2 cases, arterial crisis was solved 
by vascular grafted and the blood vessels re-matched. vascular pedicle reversed in 3cases, arterial crisis was solved by 
re-adjusting the place of the blood vessels and re-anastomosis. soft tissue tension is too large in 3 cases , arterial crisis 
was solved by re-stitching the wound and skin grafted. the distal part of the flap was necrosis in 6 cases, the wound 
healed by debridement and skin grafted, the rest of the organization survived primarily. According to the upper limb 
function of the chinese medical Association Hand surgery society, the upper limb partial function of the evaluation trial 
standard: reconstructed thumbs were excellent in 60 cases, good in 33 cases, fair in 16 cases, reconstructed fingers were 
excellent in 87 cases, good in 114 cases, fair in 23 cases, poor in 8 cases.

conclusion: the classification of mutilated injuries of the hand is useful for the selective of proper operative procedures, 
it guides and regulates the reconstruction of mutilated injuries of the hand, the clinical outcome is satisfactory with a 
good appearance and function after reconstruction.

key words: mutilated injuries, hand, combined transplant

 
A-0136 A free vAsculArized fibulA grAft for tHe infectious bony defect of upper limb
gaofeng liang, yongming guo, yunsheng teng, zhao zhang, junwen dong
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, Xi’an, China

objective: to explore the clinical application and effect of a free fibular transplantation in the treatment of the infectious 
bony defect of upper limb.

methods: form April 2009 to january 2015, the infectious bony defect of upper limb was treated by a free vascularized 
fibula graft, 11 patients suffered such bony defect,including 2 humeral shafts, 6 radial backbones and 3 ulnar backbones. 
the infection was confirmed by sinus secretions preoperatively and bacterial culture at the lesion intraoperatively. After 
debridement, the length of bone defect was 5-20cm. 6 cases were suffered by emergency surgery, 5 cases by elective 
surgery, bone defects were repaired with single fibular graft for all patients. the blood supply of the free vascularized 
fibula graft was monitored by the fibular flap in 9 cases. All the persons, fibulas were fixed by plates, the survival of the 
transplanted fibula and the healing of the bone were performed by imaging assessment postoperatively.
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results: All cases were followed up for 12 months to 39 months , with an average of 24.5 months. All transplanted fibula 
survived and bone defect site achieved bone healing, the averaged length of transplanted fibulas was(6 ± 20) cm. the 
mean healing time of graft and bone graft was (5.5 ± 1.2) months, the supplyment of bone and reception of bone were 
no dysfunction, no infection recurrence and no stress fracture occurred for transplantation of fibulas.

conclusion: it is conducive to treat the infectious bony defect of upper limb by the free fibular transplantation , the bony 
defect of upper limb achieved high bone healing rate ,it is the ideal treatment.

 key words: bony defect, infectious, upper limb, fibular transplantation

 
A-0137 modified reconstruction of tHe defect of tHe distAl tHumb
gaofeng liang, yongming guo, yunsheng teng, zhao zhang, junwen dong
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, Xi’an, China

objective: reported clinical effects of the hallux nail flap, the part of the second phalange, the part of the third phalange, 
the fibular flap of the toe transplanted for remodeling and reconstructing of the defect of the distal thumb or the mid 
and proximal segment defect of the distal thumb.

methods: According to the appearance of the toe, the hallux nail flap, the part of the second phalange, the part of the 
third phalange, the fibular flap of the toe were chosen as the donor. in 45 cases the blood circulation was reconstructed 
by the use of the artery of the thumb anastomosed to the artery of toe, the vein of the thumb anastomosed to the vein 
of toe. there were 48 cases of the defect of the distal thumb or the mid and proximal segment defect of the distal thumb.

results: 47 reconstructed thumb all survived. the fibular flap of the toe was necrosis in one case ,which was reconstructed 
by the neighbour’s flap of phalange .the patients were followed-up from 1 year to 3 years(averaged 1.5years), According 
to the upper limb function of the chinese medical Association Hand surgery society, the upper limb partial function of 
the evaluation trial standard: excellent in 40 cases, good in 5 cases, fair in 4 cases, the excellent rate was 93.8%.

conclusion: According to the demands of the patients, flexibly choosing the hallux nail flap, the part of the second 
phalange, the part of the third phalange, the fibular flap of the toe transplanted for reconstruction the defect of the distal 
thumb or the mid and proximal segment defect of the distal thumb. what is the principle is “what is missing, what to 
fill”, to achieve good functions and appearance. the transplantation of four kinds of free flap from the great toe was the 
optimal way to reconstruct the defect of the distal thumb or the mid and proximal segment defect of the distal thumb .

key words: the hallux nail flap, modified reconstruction, flap, thumb

 
A-0138 reconstructing tHe trAumAtic defects of tHumb witH tHe personAlized treAtment progrAm
gaofeng liang, yongming guo, yunsheng teng, zhao zhang, junwen dong
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, Xi’an, China

objective: the traumatic defects of thumb significantly affect the function of the hand,it is a challenge that how to 
reconstruct the traumatic defects of thumb with the proper treatment program for patient and microsurgeon according 
to the amputation level and defective tissue of the thumb,so it is critical to choose the proper treatment program for 
reconstructing the traumatic defects of thumb.
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methods:in our report, we made use of several reconstruction strategies, based on the amputation level and defective 
tissue of the thumb, such strategies were used for reconstructing the traumatic defects of thumb in 25 patients,and 
include one or several combined methods, which were applied for reconstructing of the traumatic defects of thumb,and 
are as follows:the fibular flap of big toe,the wrap-around flap of big toe,the composite flap of big toe or second toe 
,pollicization,other free flap and iliac bone. All procedures were performed successfully.

results: patients were very satisfied with the function and appearance of the reconstructed thumb and donor.

conclusion: these results indicate that if the treatment program is properly for reconstructing of the traumatic defects of 
thumb based on the amputation level and defective tissue of the thumb,the function and aesthetics of the reconstructed 
thumb and the donor will be maximum return for patient.

key words: thumb, defects, reconstruct,personalized treatment

 
A-0139 reconstructing tHe bony defect of tHe open metAcArpAl frActure witH tHe mAsQuelet tecH-
niQue
junwen dong, gaofeng liang, yongming guo, yunsheng teng, zhao zhang
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, Xi’an City, China

objective: to explore the clinical application and effect of the bony defect of the open metacarpal fracture with the 
masquelet technique.
methods: form january 2014 to january 2017,21 patients suffered the bony defect of the open metacarpal fracture,including 
4 female and 17 male aged from 20-45 years with suffering crush,the length of the bony defect of the metacarpal :
2cm-4.6cm,such bony defect was reconstructed with the masquelet technique including 2 stages.the first stage includes 
the following methods:debridement,fracture reduced and fixed with plate or and kirschner wire , the bony defect filled 
with bone cement, the defects of other soft tissue repaired with microsurgical technique simultaneously.with excluding 
infection,6-8 weeks after the first stage,the second stage followed, the bone cement was removed in the bony defect 
of the metacarpal bone without damaging induction membrane,and cancellous bone was filled in the bony defect site.
followed up for 2 years, the healing of the bone were observed by imaging assessment postoperatively.
results: All cases were followed up for 2 years , all the patients acquired bone healing in the bony defect of the metacarpal 
bone, the averaged length of the bony defect of the metacarpal bone was(2.9 ±0.3) cm. the mean healing time of the 
bony defect of the metacarpal bone was (3.2 ± 0.5) months,there was no infection occurrence and no 
bone resorption in the bony defect site.
conclusion:it is simple and fracture healing rate is high ,and it is the ideal treatment for reconstructing the bony defect 
of the open metacarpal fracture with masquelet technique.
key words: bony defect, masquelet technique, induced membrane, metacarpal

 
A-0140 modified cAmitz opponensplAsty for treAtment of severe cArpAl tunnel
juan Antonio calle garcía, javier gonzalez lópez, corona poy gual, joan carles bonilla lópez
Traumatology Service, Hospital Universitari Germans Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Barcelona

paralysis of opposition of the thumb secondary to advanced severe carpal tunnel involves loss of useful pincer grasp.

there are multiple palliative surgical techniques using several motor tendons. in case of palmaris longus, its transfer by 
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means of a reflection pulley formed in the radial border of the flexor retinaculum and a combined docking of the abductor 
pollicis brevis into the aponeurosis and of the extensor pollicis longus into the radial border enables restoration of flexion, 
abduction and pronation movements of the column of the physiological thumb, restoring pincer grasp. 

functional results and the surgical technique used in 10 patients with severe carpal tunnel and opposition paralysis 
were analyzed.

thumb opposition was clinically assessed using the kapandji score before and within 4 months of the surgery. the dAsH/
Quick dAsH scale to assess the result of the surgery was measured through phone interviews between 4 and 12 months 
after the surgery.

the modified camitz technique enables restoration of thumb opposition without complications and with minimum loss 
of the motor function of the transferred muscle. compared with the original technique, it corrects the abduction of the 
thumb and improves its flexion and pronation.

 
A-0141 AestHetic reconstruction of tHe pArtiAl defect of tHe terminAl tHumb witH A free flAp from 
tHe big toe
gaofeng liang, yongming guo, yunsheng teng, zhao zhang, junwen dong
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, Xi’an, City, China

objective: the traumatic defects of thumb significantly affect the function of the hand,however,the aesthetics of the 
reconstructed thumb and the function and aesthetics of the big toe of donor are neglected by patient and microsurgeon 
in most instances; thus, the aesthetic reconstruction is very important for thumb and the big toe of donor,such concept 
pays more attention the aesthetics of the reconstructed thumb and the function and aesthetics of the big toe of donor.

 methods: in our report, three aesthetic reconstruction strategies of toe-to-thumb transplantation, based on the amputation 
level and defective tissue of the thumb, were used for aesthetic reconstruction of thumb in 31 patients with the traumatic 
defects of thumbs,are the fibular flap of the big toe,the partial wrap-around flap of the big toe,the composite flap of 
the big toe,respectively .

results: All procedures were performed successfully. patients were very satisfied with the function and appearance of 
the reconstructed thumb and the big toe of donor .

 conclusion: these results indicate that if the method of the aesthetic reconstruction is properly selected based on the 
amputation level and defective tissue of the thumb, aesthetic reconstruction of the partial defect of the terminal thumb 
is popular with a free flap from the big toe for patient and microsurgeon.

key words: Aesthetic reconstruction, the big toe, thumb

 
A-0146 eArly Active mobilizAtion After primAry repAir of tHe flexor pollicis longus tendon
koji moriya, takae yoshizu, naoto tsubokawa, Hiroko narisawa, yutaka maki
Niigata Hand Surgery Foundation, Seiro-machi, Japan 

objective: there have been surprisingly few studies reporting primary flexor tendon repair of the thumb following early 
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active mobilization (eAm), unlike the finger. this study examined the treatment and outcomes of patients managed by 
eAm after primary repair of the flexor pollicis longus (fpl) tendon.
methods: this study was a retrospective review of a case series. between 1999 and 2019, 17 thumbs of 17 consecutive 
patients with complete zone 1 or 2 fpl lacerations were treated using the yoshizu #1 technique, followed by eAm. the 
average time between injury and primary flexor tendon repair was 2 days (range, 0–17 days). two thumbs had zone 1 
and 15 had zone 2 fpl lacerations. during surgery, venting of the A2 pulley and the partial or entire oblique pulley was 
performed in seven thumbs and a complete release of the oblique pulley in nine thumbs. the remaining digit was incised 
at the proximal half of the oblique pulley and the A1 pulley. twelve of the 17 operations (70%) were performed by less 
experienced specialists. mobilization of the thumb began on the first postoperative day with a combination of active 
extension and passive and active flexion. during mobilization, the thumb was protected in a dorsal splint that held the 
wrist 0° with the thumb abducted by 30° from the long axis of the index finger and prevented the thumb from extension 
beyond the position of 10° of flexion the carpometacarpal joint, 30° of flexion at the metacarpophalangeal joint and 0° 
at the interphalangeal (ip) joint. the follow-up period averaged 7 months (range, 3–18 months). the percentage of total 
active motion of the thumb was computed as the sum of the active motion of the two joints divided by 140°, according 
to the method of pan. functional outcomes were graded according to the criteria of strickland and of tang.
results: three tendon ruptures occurred between 0.5-6 weeks after repair (rupture rate of 18%). All repair ruptures 
occurred in thumbs treated by inexperienced surgeons. no tendon bowstringing occurred in any of the patients, nor 
did any wound complications or infections develop. excluding the three thumbs with tendon ruptures, the mean total 
active motion at the final follow-up was 117° (range, 61–152°). extension deficit of the ip joint occurred in 10 thumbs 
with zone 2 injuries. the mean deficit was 9°  (range, 2–18°). According to strickland’s criteria, the outcomes of eight 
thumbs were excellent, three were good, one was fair and five were poor. According to tang’s criteria, seven thumbs were 
ranked excellent, four good, one fair, two poor and three failure. the three ruptured tendons were rated as poor or failure.
conclusions: the rupture rate in the thumb was much higher than in fingers with corresponding injuries. this study 
provides evidence of a relationship between repair rupture and the level of expertise of the surgeon. in addition to tendon 
rupture, a poor outcome may result from an increased ip joint extension deficit.

 
A-0148 determinAtion of tHe AccurAcy of An AutomAted system for meAsurement of tHe rAnge of 
motion of tHe wrist joint
koji fujita1, naoto ienaga2, masaru watanabe2, yuta sugiura2, Akimoto nimura1, Atsushi okawa1, Hideo saito2

1Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Tokyo, Japan; 2Keio University, Kanagawa, Japan

objective
measurement of the range of motion of a joint is essential for diagnosis and evaluation of the patient status. However, 
the examiners need adequate practice and experience. if patients can measure the range of motion accurately and easily 
by themselves, it would be useful to evaluate the current status or progress of rehabilitation programs and to promote 
the appropriate clinic visit. Here, we evaluate the accuracy of a newly developed smartphone application that enables 
patients to measure the range of motion of the wrist by themselves.

methods
we recruited 8 healthy males (16 hands) with no relevant medical history or complaints in the wrist joint. the participants 
recorded a video of the motion of the wrist of one side using a smartphone in the other hand. the wrist was moved from 
full extension to full flexion. we developed an application in the android format to measure the range of motion. the 
application extracted pictures of full extension and flexion from the video and automatically binarized them to calculate 
the range of motion of the wrist. the range of motion of the wrist in full extension and flexion measured simultaneously 
by skilled hand surgeons using a goniometer were considered correct values. the 2 values obtained were compared.
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results
 the range of motion values obtained for full extension and full flexion were 74.6° and 71.6°, respectively. the correct 
values measured by hand surgeon were 67.7° and 70.5°.. thus, the absolute error values were 8.74° ± 4.63° and 4.82° 
± 3.93°, respectively.

discussion
 previous studies reported an inter-examiner error of 0.8-0.9 while measuring range of motion of the wrist joint; further, 
the skill and experience of the examiner affected the values. with this app, the absolute error was within 10% in examiners 
without any experience of measurement. moreover, this result was comparable or better than that obtained using a 
goniometer, suggesting that patients can measure the range of motion by themselves outside the hospital or clinic. 
However, some studies have reported significant errors owing to bowing of the dorsal surface of the palm or insufficient 
lateral view. therefore, we plan to apply the machine learning method for error measurement and build the algorithm 
to increase its accuracy. furthermore, the measurement of radial and ulnar flexion in the wrist or extension and flexion 
of finger will be evaluated in the future studies.

conclusion
we developed a smartphone application for automated measurement of the range of motion of the wrist joint. in this 
study, the accuracy of the application was superior to the classic measurement using goniometer when used by examiners 
with no experience. this system would be used by patients to assess their physical conditions by themselves.

 
A-0152 increAsing of growtH fActor expression in injury microenvironment to enHAnce tendon 
HeAling by nAnopArticle-mediAted co-delivery of bfgf And vegfA genes
you lang zhou, Qian Qian yang, Qiuhong wang, fei ju, shu guo xing, luzhong zhang, jin bo tang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China 

background: due to the lack of sufficient growth factors, healing of disrupted digital flexor tendon is troublesome and the 
process is lengthy. bfgf and vegfA genes were proved to be responsible and critical for promoting tendon healing. we 
proposed to continuously enhance expression of these genes in injured tendons and surrounding subcutaneous tissues 
may be more beneficial to the healing of tendon tissues. 
methods: plgA nanoparticles as vehicle were used to delivery bfgf and vegfA genes into injured tendon tissues or 
surrounding tissues. 168 completely transected digital flexor tendons of 84 white leghorn chickens were randomized 
into four groups: non-injection; tendon injection; subcutaneous tissue injection and tendon and subcutaneous tissue 
combined injection group. After treatment, ultimate strength of the healing tendons was detected in an instron testing 
machine. Adhesions were scored and tendon gliding excursion and work of digital flexion were measured at week 6. we 
used two-way analysis of variance followed by post hoc dunnett’s t-test to analyze the differences in adhesion scores, 
gliding excursions, work of flexion and ultimate strengths. 
results: the protein expressions of bfgf and vegfA were significantly increased after transfection of nanoparticle/
bfgf+vegfA gene complexes. After treatment, the ultimate strengths of repaired tendons in the tendon and subcutaneous 
tissue combined injection group (13.1±6.1n at week 2, 21.4±4.3n at week 3, 31.5±5.6n at week 4, 83.7±15.5n at week 
6) were significantly greater than that of non-injection group (8.7±2.0n at week 2, 12.2±3.1n at week 3, 21.0±2.3n at 
week 4, 45.7±5.4n at week 6) (p=0.047 at week 2, p<0.001 at week 3, p<0.001 at week 4, p<0.001 at week 6).  At 6 
weeks after treatment, adhesion scores, tendon gliding excursion and work of digital flexion were slightly improved in 
the combined treatment group, but there was no significant difference compared with the non-injection group. 
conclusions: enhancing the growth factors expression of the injury microenvironment was found to remarkably enhance 
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the tendon healing strength to 149%, 175%, 151% and 183% of the corresponding non-injection control at 2, 3, 4 and 
6 weeks after treatment respectively. this approach of nano-gene therapy may be an effective biological strategy for 
enhancing tendon healing. 

 
A-0153 effects of vegfA And bfgf on tendon-to-bone HeAling in A cHicken model of flex tendon Acute teAr
shu guo xing, Qian Qian yang, Qiuhong wang, fei ju, you lang zhou, jin bo tang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China 

background: the failure of tendon-to-bone healing after repair is an unresolved surgical issue. vascular endothelial growth 
factor A (vegfA) and basic fibroblast growth factor (bfgf) are good candidates for promoting tissue healing, however, 
their effect on tendon-to-bone healing remains unknown.

purpose: to determine the effects of vegfA and bfgf on tendon-to-bone healing in a chicken model of acute flex tendon torn.

methods: sixty long toes from thirty white leghorn chickens were used to establish an acute flex tendon tear model. 
the bilateral flexor digitorum profundus tendons were detached completely in its insertion area and were repaired with 
the modified kessler method in a transosseous manner. in group A (the non-injection control group), the tendons were 
sutured without any injection. in group b, a total of 10 μl nanoparticle/vegfA +bfgf gene complexes containing 2.5 
μg plasmids were injected into the end of the cut tendon. in group c, beside 10 μl nanoparticle/ vegfA +bfgf gene 
complexes were injected into the end of the cut tendon, another 10 μl nanoparticle/ vegfA +bfgf gene complexes was 
injected into the soft tissues around the suture site. At the end of two and four weeks, the toes were harvested and the 
insertion of tendons was tested for determination of the load-to-failure strength. the morphology regarding healing 
status and adhesions around the repair site was evaluated. we used two-way analysis of variance followed by post hoc 
dunnett’s t-test to analyze the differences in adhesion scores and ultimate strengths.

results: At 2 weeks after surgery, ultimate failure load was significantly greater in group b (20.2±7.4n) and group 
c(18.7±6.4n) than that of group A(11.6±4.2n) (both p<0.05). At 4 weeks after surgery, the ultimate failure load was 
24.9±9.2n for group A, 35.2±17.1n for group b, and 59.1±19.5n for group c, and group c showed significantly higher 
load-to-failure values than the other groups (p<0.01). the midsubstance tear rate, which presented stronger tendon-
to-bone healing than insertional tear, was 11.1% in group A, 22.2% in group b, 20% in group c, but the differences were 
not statistically significant (p>0.05). statistically, the grading of adhesions was the same among all three groups at 2 
and 4 weeks. 

conclusion: vegfA and bfgf accelerated tendon-to-bone healing in the acute flex tendon tear repair model, enhancing 
the biomechanical strength and didn’t affect the formation of adhesion. 

 
A-0154 tHe effectiveness of engineered mirnAs tArgeting cyclooxygenAses on improving strengtHs 
of HeAling AcHilles tendons
you lang zhou, Qian Qian yang, Qiuhong wang, fei ju, shu guo xing, jin bo tang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China 

objectives: previous studies have found that in the chicken flexor tendon injury model, inhibition of cyclooxygenases 
expression by plasmid/nanoparticle hydrogel can significantly reduce adhesion formation, more importantly, it can 
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significantly promote tendon healing. for this reason, we want to further investigate whether this treatment can promote 
healing in other tendon injury models, and provide more basis for future clinical application.
materials and methods: in this study, the engineered mirnA plasmid targeting the rat cyclooxygenases (cox-1 and 
cox-2) was designed and constructed, and the plasmid loaded nanoparticle hydrogel was prepared according to the 
previous method.
48 completely transected Achilles tendons of rats were equally randomized into four groups: non-treated; hydrogel; 
hydrogel containing nanoparticle/negative plasmid complexes and hydrogel containing nanoparticle/cox-1 and cox-2 
mirnA plasmid complexes group. At 2 and 3 weeks after surgery and gene therapy, ultimate strengths of the healing 
tendons were tested in an instron testing machine. we used two-way analysis of variance followed by post hoc dunnett’s 
t-test to analyze the differences in protein expressions and ultimate strengths. 
results: we found that hydrogel containing nanoparticle/cox-1 and cox-2 mirnA plasmid complexes can significantly 
down-regulate cox-1 and cox-2 gene expression in tendon tissues. At 2 weeks after treatment, ultimate strengths in 
the cox-1 and cox-2 mirnA plasmid/nanoparticle group (37.8±3.3n) were significantly higher than that of negative 
plasmid/nanoparticle group (22.4±6.4n) (p<0.001), unloaded hydrogel group (23.5±9.5n) (p=0.007) and non-treatment 
group (25.0±5.9n) (p=0.001). similarly, at 3 weeks after treatment, the healing strengths in the cox-1 and cox-2 mirnA 
plasmid/nanoparticle group (56.8±7.2n) was significantly greater than that of negative mirnA plasmid/nanoparticle group 
(40.8±10.5n) (p=0.02), unloaded hydrogel (36.9±8.0n) (p=0.002) and non-treatment group (31.1±6.6n) (p<0.001). 
conclusions: inhibition of the cyclooxygenases cox-1 and cox-2 was found to have remarkably increased the tendon 
healing strengths to more than 150% of the control. this approach may offer an effective therapeutic strategy to increase 
tendon healing strength.

 
A-0156 tHumb motion recovery After cArpAl tunnel releAse: tHumb 3d motion AnAlysis
Akira kodama1, Hiroshi kurumadani2, shota date2, nobuo Adachi1, toru sunagawa2

1Dept. of Orthopaedic Surgery, Graduate School of Biomedical and Health Sciences, Hiroshima, Japan; 2Laboratory of Analysis 
and Control of Upper Extremity Function, Graduate School of Biomedical and Health Sciences, Hiroshima University

introduction
the pathokinematics of the thumb associated with carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) are not well understood. one of the 
reasons is that the evaluation method of thumb motor function has not been established in carpal tunnel syndrome. the 
purpose of this study was to examine the validity of three-dimensional (3d) motion analysis as an evaluation of thumb 
movement in carpal tunnel syndrome. 
materials and methods
thirteen hands of 11 patients who underwent carpal tunnel release for idiopathic carpal tunnel syndrome were 
included. there were 2 males and 9 females. the mean age at the time of the surgery was 64.8 years (range:49-77 years). 
neurophysiological classification due to padua was moderate 2 hands, severe 7 hands, extreme 4 hands. 3d kinematics 
of the thumb were obtained a retroreflective surface-based marker method using motion capture system (venus 3d, 
nobby tech inc., japan). total of 10 markers were attached to the thumb tip, proximal phalanx, 1st and 3rd metacarpal. 
the angular motion of cmc, mcp and ip joint during circumduction were computed. And we traced the thumb tip and 
calculated the path length and the envelope area. All patients were evaluated with semmes-weinstein monofilament test, 
grip and pinch strength, range of joint motion by goniometer, electrophysiological study and patient-rated evaluation 
(dAsH, ctsi). follow up took place at 3 months, 6 months and 1 year. 
results
in the 3d motion analysis, the range of joint movement was significantly improved by flexion / extension and abduction 
/ addition of the cmc joint, and flexion / extension of the ip joint. the path length and envelope area of the thumb tips 
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improved significantly from 254 mm and 3310 mm2 before surgery to 287 mm and 4390 mm2 one year after surgery, 
respectively. dAsH, ctsi and Apb-cmAp showed statistically significant improvement at 1 year compared with preoperative 
value. muscle strength improved only with key pinch, and there was no significant difference in kapandji score. the range 
of joint movement measured by goniometer was improved only by the radial abduction of the cmc joint and ip joint 
extension. the path length of the thumb tips was negatively correlated with the terminal latency of the Apb.
discussion
this study was able to evaluate the thumb motor function recovery due to the surgery for carpal tunnel syndrome by 
multidimensional evaluation. the results of 3d motion analysis seemed reasonable as a result of the thumb motor function 
recovery after carpal tunnel release. from the trajectory length and area of the fingertip, it was considered that a simple 
and useful index of thumb motor function evaluation in carpal tunnel syndrome could be established.

 
A-0157 mAnuAl Ability in HAnd surgery pAtients: vAlidAtion of tHe AbilHAnd scAle in four diAgnostic 
groups
ghady el khoury1,2, xavier libouton1, jean-louis thonnard2, philippe lefevre2, massimo penta2, olivier barbier1

1Service D’Orthopédie et Traumatologie, Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc, Brussels, Belgium; 2Institute of Neuroscience, 
Université Catholique de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium

Hand surgery (Hs) outcomes are measured to assess treatment results, complication risks, and intervention reliability. 
Quantitative analysis of functional recovery requires a unidimensional, linear scale, as can be developed using state-of-
the-art psychometric methods. the aims of the present work were to develop an adapted AbilHAnd questionnaire using 
the rasch model for use specifically in hand surgery patients and to examine the validity of the resultant instrument. 
A preliminary 90-item questionnaire was presented to 216 patients with a variety of conditions, including distal radius 
fracture, basal thumb arthritis, carpal tunnel syndrome, and heavy wrist surgery, during the early recovery period and 
in later follow-up assessments. patients rated their perceived difficulty with queried activities as impossible, difficult, or 
easy. the rating scale model was used to select 23 items to constitute a unidimensional, linear measure of manual ability 
with good reliability across all included diagnostic groups (0.90). the resulting scale was found to be invariant across 
demographic and clinical subgroups. AbilHAnd-Hs patient measures correlated with QuickdAsH, 12-item short form, 
and numerical pain scale assessments, further supporting the conclusion that the AbilHAnd-Hs is a robust measure of 
manual ability in Hs patients. AbilHAnd-Hs can tolerate missing responses, which enables it to remain valid even in 
patients for which some of the queried activities are rarely performed or not permitted during the recovery period. the 
ability to detect patient misfit can identify those patients whose responses do not fit the model due to random or careless 
answers, a particular injury, or comorbidities.

 
A-0158 modificAtion of mgH repAir using looped sutures for flexor tendon lAcerAtion – biomecHAn-
icAl study for A novel 4-strAnd core repAir tecHniQue
wang Qiao, wong yoke rung, duncan Angus mcgrouther
Singapore General Hospital, Singapore

background and objectives
massachusetts general Hospital (mgH) repair is one of the widely used 4-strand repair technique which has shown 
superior biomechanical strength compared with other 4-strand designs. However it requires two single stranded core 
sutures, which is time consuming to complete the repair and may cause imbalance of the load across the repair. using 
the advanced loop sutures, we simplified the original design based on its double cross-locks configuration with one 
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run of the suture instead of two, named looped mgH repair. three different loop sutures, supramid®, tendo-loop® and 
fiberloop®, were tested in this study.

material and method
we harvested 40 porcine flexor tendons. A transverse cut at the middle of the tendons was made for tendon repair. 
the looped mgH repair and original mgH repair was used for the repairs. the original mgH repair was performed with 
prolene® 4-0. the looped mgH repair was performed with three different loop sutures, supramid® 4-0, tendo-loop® 
4-0 and fiberloop® 4-0, respectively. the repaired tendons were pulled until failure using a mechanical tester. time to 
perform the repair, ultimate tensile strength, load to 2-mm gap force, stiffness, and mechanism of failure were recorded 
for comparison. one-way AnovA test was used with bonferroni correction to compute the statistical difference of mean 
values between groups. p < .05 is considered to be statistically significant different.

results
no statistically significant difference between the original mgH repair and the looped repair using supramid® regarding 
ultimate tensile strength (40.9±8.8 vs. 46.9 ± 6.3 n, p = 1), 2mm gap formation force (21.1±3.9 vs. 19.7±3.1n. p=1) 
and stiffness (3.98±0.3 vs. 3.98±0.7 n/mm). looped mgH repair using tendo-loop® and fiberloop® showed significantly 
higher ultimate tensile strength than the other two repairs(108.6±15.6n and 70.2±9.2 n, p<0.001) and fiberloop® had 
highest 2mm gap force (34.7±8.6n, p<0.001). there was significant difference of time to complete the repair among 
looped mgH repair using supramid®, tendoloop® and fiberloop® (5.8±0.8, 7.4±0.4 and 6.6±0.3 min, p<0.05) with 
supramid® being the shortest. All of those repairs consumed significant less time compared to original mgH repair using 
prolene® (10.4±0.8 min, p<0.001). 

conclusion
the results showed that our proposed repair technique consumes significantly less time to complete the flexor tendo repair. 
using fiberloop® suture is able to achieve the optimum repair strength to facilitate early post-operative mobilisation. 

 
A-0160 effect of low moleculAr weigHt HepArin cAlcium combined witH diclofenAc sodium on bleed-
ing volume After free flAp surgery
du xiaolong, liu yafei, ou xuehai, song tao
Xi’an Honghui Hospital, Xi’an China

objective: to explore the effect of combined application of low molecular heparin calcium and diclofenac sodium on 
bleeding after free flap operation and improve the survival rate of free flap. methods: 54 cases of free anterolateral 
thigh flap transplantation in our hospital from january 2016 to january 2017 were randomly divided into group A: low 
calcium + diclofenac sodium group (18 cases); group b: diclofenac sodium group (18 cases); group c: low molecular 
weight heparin group (18 cases), the other drugs were the same. After routine wound dressing,the bleeding of dressing 
was observed, blood loss was estimated, blood routine was monitored, and blood transfusion and fluid replacement 
were given if necessary. the bleeding volume, vascular crisis and survival rate of the three groups were compared, and 
the results were analyzed by paired f-test, snt-q test andχ2 test. 
results: the average bleeding volume in group A, group b and c was 452ml, 187ml and 201ml; the number of vascular 
crisis in each group was 7, 2 and 1. the survival rates of all skin flaps were 88.9%, 94.4% and 100% in each group. 
conclusion: the combined using of low molecular weight heparin calcium and diclofenac sodium increases the amount 
of bleeding after free flap operation, hematoma oppresses vascular pedicle and forms vascular crisis, and it is not 
recommended to be used in postoperative.
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A-0162 demogrApHic And clinicopAtHologicAl predicting fActors of electrodiAgnostic study re-
sults in pAtients witH clinicAlly confirmed cArpAl tunnel syndrome 
lance g warhold1, xiangyu zhao1,2, sarah m trainor1, erik r bergquist1, jeffrey A cohen1

1Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, USA; 2Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth, Hanover, USA

carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) presents with a constellation of symptoms including hand dysesthesia, paresthesia, and 
thenar muscle weakness due to compression of the median nerve at the wrist. clinical diagnosis can be substantiated by 
electrodiagnostic studies (eds), which include nerve conduction studies and electromyography. However, eds results 
do not necessarily align with clinical manifestation and physical exam findings. this study was designed to identify 
demographic and clinicopathological predictors of eds results among patients with clinically diagnosed cts.
A retrospective cohort study was conducted in consecutive patients with clinically diagnosed cts who were referred for 
eds at dartmouth-Hitchcock medical center (dHmc) from 2008 to 2011. information regarding patients’ demographic 
and clinicopathological characteristics was extracted by two independent orthopedic surgeons and recorded into the 
red-cap system. chi-squared test was adopted to examine the association between eds results and selected factors, 
such as gender, age, tobacco use, employment status, specialties of referring physicians, and medical comorbidities. 
multivariate binary regression was used to identify significant predictors using risk ratios adjusted for confounding effects.
four hundred and thirty-one cts patients were included and 77% showed positive eds results. predictors of positive eds 
result for clinical diagnosed cts included age ≥50 years, male gender, retired employment status, diabetes, negative 
smoking status, as well as past/concurrent cardiac and renal/urinary medical comorbidities. factors predicting a negative 
eds result for cts included unemployment and psychiatric medical comorbidities. multivariate regression analysis 
further revealed that age ≥50 years, male gender, negative smoking status, and cardiac comorbidities were significant 
predictors for positive eds results among subjects. model sensitivity and specificity were both set at 0.72, returning 
positive and negative predictive values of 0.90 and 0.43, respectively. in general, these significant demographic and 
clinicopathological factors could help physicians reconcile conflicting eds outcomes in patients presenting clinical 
evidence of cts. understanding how medical and psychosocial factors might influence eds results could also facilitate 
appropriate cts diagnosis.  
key words: carpal tunnel syndrome, electrodiagnostic study, nerve conduction study, electromyography, median nerve 
compression.

 
A-0165 combined locAl delivery of tAcrolimus And stem cells in fibrin gel is A viAble potentiAl 
treAtment for enHAncing peripHerAl nerve regenerAtion
tiam mana saffari1, katelyn chan2,4, kevin j zuo2,3,5, gregory H borschel2,5, Alexander y shin1

1Division of Hand and Microvascular Surgery, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA; 2Division of 
Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, ON, Canada; 3Neurosciences and Mental Health, SickKids 
Research Institute, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, ON, Canada; 4Institute of Biomaterials & Biomedical Engineering, 
Department of Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada; 5Division of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery, Department 
of Surgery, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada

background: the outcome of scaffold-based stem cell transplantation in peripheral nerve injury remains unsatisfactory 
due to poor survival of transplanted cells, most likely associated with the immune rejection. systemic immunosuppression 
could overcome rejection, but causes various undesired side effects. recently, the neuroregenerative potential and bimodal 
dose effects of tacrolimus (an fdA approved immunosuppressant) have been explored in addition to its immunosuppressive 
role. the aim of this study was to determine the feasibility and effectiveness of combining local, sustained delivery of 
tacrolimus with stem cells. 
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methods: first, the drug release profile from the local tacrolimus delivery system was validated. tacrolimus was 
incorporated into fibrin gel in poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (plgA) microspheres in concentrations of 0.01 ng/ml and 100 
ng/ml, as previously described by tajdaran et al. (2015). microspheres were prepared and characterized using the validated 
protocol by tajdaran et al. (2015). drug release from the tacrolimus-delivery system was analyzed by incubating the gels in 
phosphate-buffered saline (pbs) at physiological temperature, replenishing and collecting release media for every 3 days 
up to 35 days. release media was characterized using liquid chromatography mass spectrometry to plot a drug release 
profile. secondly, adipose derived mesenchymal stem cells (mscs) were cultured in the fibrin gel to test their interaction 
with tacrolimus and the gel. 103 mscs were seeded in (i) gel only, (ii) plgA empty microspheres+gel, (iii) 0.01, and (iv) 
100 ng/ml of tacrolimus encapsulated in plgA microspheres+gel. mscs were cultured in drug release media collected 
at day 7, 15 and 28 to mimic systemic exposure representing released concentrations at these days from 0.01 ng/ml and 
100 ng/ml microspheres. After 72h, cytotoxicity assays and immunofluorescence staining against canonical msc surface 
marker cd90 were conducted to confirm stem cell viability and characterization, respectively. live/dead staining was 
performed at 24h, 48h, 72h, and seven days. 
results: from tacrolimus microspheres containing 100 ng/ml, a sustained release of up to 35 days was detected, with a 
total of 200 µg tacrolimus released for the duration of the study. microspheres containing 0.01 ng/ml showed depletion 
of tacrolimus by 13 days. the drug release profile is consistent with that of tajdaran et al. (2015), in which an inflection 
point is observed around 15 days due to almost complete erosion of fibrin gel, which results in an increase in the rate of 
tacrolimus release. for mscs cultured in the gel groups, and in the tacrolimus drug release media from 7, 15 and 28 days 
release, cell viability was approximately 80% and 100% respectively, and insignificantly different across groups, when 
compared to mscs cultured in untreated media (negative control). cd90 staining confirmed stem cell characterization 
and live/dead staining confirmed viability up to seven days. 
conclusions: encapsulation of 100 ng/ml tacrolimus in plgA microspheres and mscs in fibrin gel is feasible and has 
strong potential to enhance survival of transplanted cells, which may ultimately lead to improved nerve regeneration.   

 
A-0166 surgicAl Angiogenesis to nerve AllogrAfts improves eArly functionAl recovery in  A rAt sci-
Atic nerve defect model
tiam mana saffari1,2, femke mathot1,3, Allen t bishop1, Alexander y shin1

1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA; 2Department of Plastic-, Reconstructive- and Hand 
Surgery, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 3Department of Plastic-, Reconstructive- and Hand Surgery, 
Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands

background: it is widely accepted that functional results are poor when nerve grafts are transplanted in severely scarred 
tissue beds and that independent blood supply of nerve grafts could improve outcomes. optimized processed allografts 
(opA) have no vascular supply. Addition of vascularization to the opA promotes immediate revascularization and minimizes 
the period of ischemia, diminishing fibrosis and central necrosis potentially enhancing functional recovery. the purpose 
of this study was to determine how addition of vascularization to nerve allografts would affect functional recovery. 
methods: sixty lewis rats were divided into three groups of 20 animals each. nerves harvested from sprague dawley rats 
were decellularized according to protocol (Hundepool et al, 2017), irradiated and stored until use as opA. unilateral 10 mm 
sciatic nerve defects were repaired with (i) opA, (ii) opA wrapped with a superficial inferior epigastric fascial (sief) flap 
to provide vascularization to the nerve bed, and (iii) autografts. twelve and 16 weeks after surgery, nerve regeneration 
was assessed using functional, electrophysiologic, histomorphologic, and immunofluorescence analyses (n=10/time 
point). ultrasound was used during the survival period to noninvasively evaluate muscle atrophy. 
results: rats in which a well-vascularized sief flap was provided to the nerve allograft showed significantly better 
isometric tetanic force (itf) recovery at 12 weeks, compared to allograft alone. itf recovery normalized between groups 
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at 16 weeks. ultrasound showed a trend toward less atrophy in sief rats, compared to allograft only, however, this was 
not significant. electrophysiology showed superiority of autografts at both time points. Histomorphometric analysis 
revealed no differences between groups with regard to axon area, axon count and myelin area, however, the n-ratio was 
significantly inferior in allografts at 12 weeks compared the autograft and sief group. using immunofluorescence, the 
expression of cd34, indicating vascularity, showed significantly improved levels in sief samples compared to allografts at 
12 weeks, and highest expression at 16 weeks compared to all groups.  protein gene product 9.5 (pgp9.5), a pan-neuronal 
marker, did not reveal any differences between groups at 12 or 16 weeks. 
conclusions: this study suggests that addition of a well-vascularized fascial flap to the nerve allograft bed increases 
vascularity in the nerve allograft, subsequently improving early functional recovery, comparable to autografts. 

 
A-0167 A compArAtive study of open reduction And internAl fixAtion viA volAr ApproAcH And dorsAl 
ApproAcH in tHe treAtment of distAl
du xiaolong, ou xuehai, liu yafei, song tao
Xi’an Honghui Hospital Xi’an, China

 objective: to evaluate the efficacy of open reduction and internal fixation through volar approach and dorsal approach 
in the treatment of distal radius fractures (Ao 23-c2). methods: from september 2017 to september 2018, 17 cases of 
distal radius fracture (Ao 23-c2 type) were treated by volar approach, 17 cases of distal radius fracture (Ao 23-c2 type) 
were treated by dorsal approach, all patients were treated by Henry incision and oblique t-type volar plate, and functional 
exercise began 3-5 days after operation. patients with dorsal approach were treated with dorsal longitudinal incision 
and dorsal double mini-locking plate. functional exercise began 3-5 days after operation. x-ray films were followed up 
at 1, 3 and 6 months after operation. radial height, palmar inclination and ulnar deviation were observed and recorded 
according to dAsH score. results: the fracture line disappeared in 17 patients with distal radius fracture (Ao 23-c2) 
treated with oblique t-plate through volar approach at 3 months after operation, with an average of 10 degrees of palmar 
inclination and 19 degrees of ulnar inclination. the average dAsH score was 35.7 points. the fracture line disappeared 
in 10 patients 3 months after dorsal approach with double mini-plates. the average palmar inclination angle and ulnar 
deviation angle were 12 degrees and 22 degrees respectively. the average dAsH score was 32.4 points. conclusion: both 
palmar and dorsal approaches can achieve good results in the treatment of distal radius fractures (Ao 23-c2 type). the 
choice of operative approaches needs to evaluate the displacement of fracture fragments and the experience of the 
operator based on preoperative ct.

 
A-0170 tHe role of plAte locAtion And Age on tHe prevAlence of HArdwAre removAl After ulnAr 
sHortening osteotomy: A systemAtic review And metA-AnAlysis
joris sebastiaan teunissen1,2, zeynep tuna3, ruud w selles3, steven er Hovius1, stefan Hummelink1, brigitte van der Heijden1

1Radboud UMC, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; 2Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 3Gazi University, Ankara, Turkey

ulnar shortening osteotomy (uso) is often used for the surgical treatment of ulnar impaction syndrome. the most reported 
complication after an uso procedure is hardware removal due to irritation. the prevalence reported in the literature 
ranges between 0 and 72%. it was hypothesized that this large heterogeneity can be explained by the location of the 
fixation plate on the ulna. besides, a very recent study showed that a patient’s age is associated with hardware removal. 
this systematic review investigates the effect of plate location and age on the prevalence of hardware removal due to 
irritation after uso. A total of 41 articles with 1635 patients were included in this study. the hardware removal prevalence 
rates were analysed by a mixed-model subgroup analysis for three different plate locations (dorsal, volar and ulnar) and 
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meta-regression for the age. the pooled-estimates within the palmar, dorsal and ulnar plate placement groups were 
17% [95% confidence interval: 10-25], 22% [13-33], 24% [12-39] respectively (p= 0.54). plate location accounted for 
0.0% of the heterogeneity of the prevalence rates.  meta-regression of the results showed that age was not significantly 
associated with the prevalence of hardware irritation (p= 0.23). in conclusion, according to this meta-analysis of literature, 
not only the location of the plate but also the patient’s age do not explain the variance between studies in the hardware 
removal rates due to irritation after uso. 

 
A-0171 suture button suspensionplAsty for tHumb cmc ArtHritis – results At meAn 2 yeAr follow up
carla nunes, pedro xavier fernandes, raquel teixeira, Hugo ribeiro
Hospital de Sao Francisco Xavier, Lisbon, Portugal

objectives/interogation
suture button suspensionplasty is an option for thumb cmc arthritis. it follows the same principle as ligament 
reconstruction and tendon interposition, with a faster recovery time. we would like to present the results of our series, 
with clinical and radiological evaluation.

methods
we evaluated 20 patients submitted to 22 procedures of suture button suspensionplasty. we excluded 4 cases as they were 
hemitrapezectomies and another 4 that were revision procedures. the remaining 14 were submitted to trapeziectomy 
and suture button suspensionplasty. one patient died. we reviewed the charts of the remaining 13 patients. At latest 
follow up Quick dAsH score, vAs and trapezial height as measured by the yang and weiland index were obtained. we 
also recorded mobility and strength. the statistical analysis was based on spss® statistics 21 program and applied t-test, 
pearson correlation and non-parametric tests.

results and conclusions
the patients were 11 females (1 bilateral) and 1 male, the average age was 63,8 years. there were 7 left hands and 6 right, 
only 4 dominant limbs. the arthrosis was primary in all cases but one (rheumathoid arthritis) and the eaton classification 
stage was iv in 10 cases and iii in 3 cases. the average follow-up were 26 months. the post-operative QuickdAsH was 
20,28. there was an improvement of 52,08 that is statistically significant (p>0,05). the mean post-operative vAs was 
2,23. this value correlates with the Quick dAsH without statistical correlation. the trapezium space as evaluated by the 
yang and weiland index had an average value of 0,16.  the post-operative QuickdAsH correlates negatively with the yang 
and weiland index and is not statistically significant. All patients had kapandji score of 9 or 10, the reported improvement 
in grip strength was significant. one patient had the implant removed due to pain and another had transient dysesthesia 
over the second metacarpal.
there was a clear functional improvement as measured by the Quick dAsH score. both lower vAs and maintenance of 
trapezial space correlated with improved QuickdAsH scores. the complication rate was low. 

 
A-0177 functionAl outcome of eArly And lAte ArtHroscopic one-tunnel trAnsosseous repAir of tri-
AngulAr fibrocArtilAge complex (tfcc) foveAl teArs
ji Hun park, jung wook lim, young woo kwon, jong woo kang, in cheol choi, jong woong park 
Korea University Medicine

purpose: this study compares outcomes at different time points after arthroscopic triangular fibrocartilage complex 
(tfcc) transosseous foveal repair.
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methods: eighty patients treated with arthroscopic tfcc foveal repair using the uniform one-tunnel transosseous suture 
technique were assessed retrospectively. patients were assigned to 1 of 3 groups according to the time between injury 
and surgery: group A (< 6 months, n = 38), group b (6–12 months, n = 20), or group c (> 12 months, n = 22). pain visual 
analog scale (vAs) responses, grip strength, modified mayo wrist scores (mmws), Quick disabilities of the arm, shoulder 
and hand (QuickdAsH) scores, and distal radioulnar joint (druj) stability were assessed at 2 years, along with overall 
patient satisfaction and complications.
results: no differences were found among the three groups in pain vAs responses, grip strength, and mmws and QuickdAsH 
scores (p > 0.05). overall, patients exhibited significant functional improvement at 2 years (vAs: 3 to 0, p < 0.001; grip 
strength: 77.1% to 95.6%, p < 0.001; mmws: 65 to 90, p < 0.001, QuickdAsH: 20.5 to 4.5, p <. 001). median changes 
showed similar improvements among groups (p > 0.05). A total of 78 patients (97%) saw druj stability restored, and 70 
patients (87%) were satisfied with treatment.
conclusions: patients with a tfcc foveal tear who underwent repair surgery more than 12 months after injury exhibited 
no differences in outcome measures compared with patients who underwent surgery within 6 months or between 6 and 
12 months after injury. Arthroscopic tfcc one-tunnel transosseous foveal repair can therefore be an effective treatment 
even when performed more than 12 months after injury.

 
A-0178 tHe clinicAl result of revisionAl ArtHroscopic one-tunnel trAnsosseous triAngulAr fibro-
cArtilAge complex foveAl repAir
young woo kwon, in cheol choi, ji Hun park, joon suk lee, jong woong park
Korea University Medicine

purpose: the purpose of this study is to report the clinical outcome of revisional arthroscopic triangular fibrocartilage 
complex (tfcc) foveal repair using an one-tunnel transosseous suture technique after failed previous tfcc repair. 
materials and methods
eight cases of revisional arthroscopic triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) foveal repairs using an one-tunnel 
transosseous suture technique were performed between 2014 and 2018. the tfcc status was re-evaluated after the 
initial surgery in 8 patients through arthroscopic exam with a mean time to revision of 15.1 months. All patients showed 
persistent wrist pain and druj instability despite initial tfcc repair without any further traumatic event after initial 
operation except two patients. we performed revisional tfcc repair surgery using an arthroscopic one-tunnel transosseous 
repair technique. clinical outcome was evaluated using modified mayo wrist score (mmws) and quick dAsH score. pain, 
stability of druj, grip strength and active range of motion (rom) of wrist joint were assessed at final follow ups. mean 
follow-up period was 14.4 months (range, 5 to 36).
was performed with the techniques of arthroscopic tfcc repair (Atzei technique) in 6 cases, arthroscopic all-inside repair 
in 1 case, and arthroscopic transosseous suture technique in 1 case. All of 8 cases showed repairable tfcc remnants around 
their foveal insertion area.  After revisional tfcc foveal repair, all patients demonstrated improved pain and stable druj. 
there was improvement of grip strength, mean active wrist rom. there was improvement of mmws (from 61.7 to 81.7) 
and quick dAsH score (from 40.5 to 15.4). 

conclusion
this study provides evidence that the revisional tfcc repair using an arthroscopic one-tunnel transosseous foveal suture 
technique shows reliable restoration of druj stability with improving wrist function and decreased pain. Also, there are 
more comfortable and uncomplicated benefits than complex anatomical reconstruction for druj instability.
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A-0180 oncologicAl treAtment considerAtions differ Across surgicAl subspeciAlties treAting mA-
lignAnt peripHerAl nerve sHeAtH tumors: An internAtionAl survey
enrico martin1, willem-bart m slooff2, winan j van Houdt3, thijs van dalen4,5, cornelis verhoef6, j Henk coert1
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background: malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (mpnsts) are rare and aggressive soft tissue sarcomas that, 
because of their origin in nerve tissue, are operated by several surgical subspecialties. while surgical oncologist consider 
mpnsts as part of their sarcoma population requiring radical excision, plastic surgeons and neurosurgeons operating 
peripheral nerve lesions regard them as a malignant form of nerve sheath tumor, which are treated by nerve-sparing 
surgery. such a difference in perspective could affect clinical decision-making. this study investigated differences in 
oncological considerations both within as between surgical subspecialties.

methods: A survey was sent to the members of the dutch society for surgery of the Hand (nvvH), the peripheral nerve 
section of the dutch society for neurosurgery (nvvn), the American society for peripheral nerve (Aspn), the dutch society 
of surgical oncology (nvco), the peripheral nerve section of the european Association of neurosurgical societies (eAns), 
and the soft tissue and bone sarcoma group of the european organization for research and treatment of cancer (eortc).  
differences within and between subspecialties were analyzed by χ2-tests. 

results: in total, 85 plastic surgeons, 30 neurosurgeons, 30 surgical oncologists, and 29 ‘others’ filled out the survey. 
Annual caseload, tumor sites operated, and fellowship training differed significantly between subspecialties. while 
most surgeons agreed upon preoperative use of mri, the use of radiological staging and fdg-pet use differed between 
subspecialties. surgical oncologists agreed upon core needle biopsies as ideal type of biopsy while other subspecialties 
differed in opinion. on average, 53% of surgeons always consider preservation of function preoperatively, but 42% 
would never perform less extensive resections for function preservation. respondents agreed that radiotherapy should 
be considered in tumor sizes >10cm, microscopic, and macroscopic positive margins. preferred sequence of radiotherapy 
administration differed between subspecialties. there was no consensus on indications and sequence of administration 
of chemotherapy in localized disease. 

conclusion: surgical oncologists generally agree on preoperative diagnostics, other subspecialties do not. considering 
preservation of function differed among all subspecialties. surgeons do agree on some indications for radiotherapy, yet 
the use of chemotherapy in localized mpnsts lacks consensus. preferred sequence of multimodal therapy differs between 
and within surgical subspecialties, but surgical oncologists prefer neoadjuvant radiotherapy. combining expertise from 
several surgical subspecialties may be beneficial for outcomes and filling knowledge gaps in mpnsts.
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A-0181 do surgicAl strAtegies And tHe use of reconstructions After resection of mpnst differ be-
tween surgicAl subspeciAlties? An internAtionAl survey
enrico martin1, willem-bart m slooff2, winan j van Houdt3, thijs van dalen4,5, cornelis verhoef6, j Henk coert1

1Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands; 2Department of 
Neurosurgery, University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands; (; 3Department of Surgical Oncology, Netherlands Cancer 
Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 4Department of Surgical Oncology, University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands; 
5Department of Surgery, Diakonessenhuis Utrecht, The Netherlands; 6Department of Surgical Oncology, Erasmus Medical Center 
Cancer Institute, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

background: malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (mpnsts) are aggressive and highly morbid sarcomas. postoperative 
motor deficits have been described in up to 30% of resected cases. despite their rare nature, mpnsts are operated by 
different surgical subspecialties due to their tissue of origin. Altogether, more can therefore be learned on surgeons’ 
operative and reconstructive considerations. this study investigated whether these considerations differ among surgical 
subspecialties.

methods: the survey was sent to the members of the dutch society for surgery of the Hand (nvvH), the peripheral nerve 
section of the dutch society for neurosurgery (nvvn), the dutch society of surgical oncology (nvco), the American 
society for peripheral nerve (Aspn), the peripheral nerve section of the european Association of neurosurgical societies 
(eAns), and the soft tissue and bone sarcoma group of the european organization for research and treatment of cancer 
(eortc).  survey responses were summarized per surgical subspecialty (surgical oncology/neurosurgery/plastic surgery/
other) and differences were analyzed. 

results: A total of 30 neurosurgeons, 85 plastic surgeons, 30 surgical oncologists, and 29 ‘others’ filled out the survey. 
surgical oncologists had the highest case load (p<0.001). most respondents operated extremity tumors (75.0-93.0%). 
functional status was usually considered preoperatively among all subspecialties (65.1%); 42.2% never considered 
performing less extensive resections to preserve function. neuropathic pain and motor deficits were present in 40.9±22.9% 
and 36.7±25.5% respectively among all respondents. neuroma prevention was most commonly performed by burying the 
stump into bone/muscle/vein (39.3%). functional reconstructions for motor and sensory deficits were more commonly 
considered by plastic surgeons and ‘others’. relative contraindications for reconstructions did not differ between 
subspecialties (p>0.05). most surgeons would reconstruct directly or directly unless radiotherapy would be administered 
(62.7%). on average, surgeons would consider functional reconstructions at a mean survival of 3.0±2.0 years.

conclusion: practice variation exists both within as well as between surgical subspecialties treating mpnsts. neuropathic 
pain, motor deficits, and sensory deficits are common to cause postoperative morbidity in mpnst patients.  consensus has 
yet to be reached on the preservation and reconstruction of function in mpnst. surgical oncologists and neurosurgeons 
see the most patients, but these subspecialties are least likely to consider functional reconstructions in mpnst patients 
even though relative contraindications are similar between subspecialties. surgeons agree that functional reconstructions 
may be considered in local mpnsts with a life expectancy of more than three years.
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A-0182 pAtients witH HigHer treAtment outcome expectAtions Are more sAtisfied witH tHe results of 
non-operAtive treAtment for tHumb bAse osteoArtHritis: A coHort study
lisa Hoogendam1,2, mark jw van der oest1,2, eleni-rosalina Andrinopoulou1, robbert m wouters1,3, guus m vermeulen2, 
Harm p slijper2, ruud w selles1, jarry t porsius1,2

1Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 2Xpert Clinic, Eindhoven, The Netherlands; 3Handtherapie Nederland, 
Utrecht, The Netherlands

background: satisfaction with treatment outcomes is important, from both patients’ and healthcare providers’ perspective. 
following non-operative treatment for thumb base osteoarthritis (cmc-1 oA), large variability is seen in patient satisfaction 
with treatment outcomes. moreover, it is unknown which factors are associated with satisfaction with treatment outcomes 
following non-operative treatment for cmc-1 oA.

to better understand satisfaction with treatment outcomes and to improve pre-treatment counselling, we investigated 
how baseline factors, including patient characteristics, symptom severity, and patient mindset, are associated with 
satisfaction with treatment outcomes for patients receiving non-operative treatment for cmc-1 oA. 

methods: we included patients who have been treated non-operatively for cmc-1 oA between september 2017 and 
february 2019. non-operative treatment included hand therapy, an orthosis, or both. After three months of non-operative 
treatment, patients rated their satisfaction with treatment outcomes on a 5-point likert scale. “good” and “excellent” 
was considered “very satisfied”, other answers were considered as “less satisfied”. in addition, at baseline, we collected 
data on patient characteristics and patient mindset, including treatment expectations (credibility and expectation 
Questionnaire; ceQ). data on patient reported hand performance were collected at baseline and three months using 
the michigan Hand outcome Questionnaire (mHQ). we used multivariable logistic regression analysis to identify factors 
associated with satisfaction with treatment outcomes.

results: in total, 308 patients were included, 141 reported being very satisfied, while 167 patients reported being less 
satisfied. ceQ expectation score was the only baseline factor that was significantly associated with satisfaction with 
outcomes (or = 1.15, 95% ci 1.07-1.25). using post-hoc mediation analysis, we found that only 33% of the effect of ceQ 
expectation score on satisfaction with outcomes was due to patient reported hand function (total mHQ score) at three 
months. 

conclusions: in this study, we found that patients with higher expectations are more likely to be satisfied with the 
outcomes of non-operative treatment for cmc-1 oA. this association could only partially be explained by the positive 
association between treatment expectations and better treatment outcomes. these results suggest that optimizing 
treatment expectations may positively influence satisfaction with treatment outcomes. However, experimental studies 
are needed to test this hypothesis.

 
A-0185 microsurgicAl vAsculArized free fibulA As An optimAl metHod for closing extensive bone 
defects in cHildren
tatiana i tikhonenko, sergey i golyana, n s galkina 
The Turner Scientific Research Institute For Children’s Orthopediс’s, Pushkin, Russia

objective. the total number of pseudoarthrosis and bone defects is one of the leading factors in the disability of patients 
and can reach 60 percent. to provide the patient with a functional extremity, vascularized free fibula transfer has become 
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the best type for bony reconstruction
patients and methods. this is a retrospective study of 26 pediatric patients who underwent reconstruction of bony defects 
with a vascularized fibula flap from 2015 to 2019. perioperative and long-term complications were noted. functional 
outcomes were analyzed.
results. the etiology was post-traumatic bone defect for 19 of them and 7 had neurofibromatosis. we used fibula free flap 
to reconstruction 10 shin, 11 forearm and 1 hip. the median follow-up was 60 months. overall, survival was 98 percent 
and flap survival was 100 percent. we have not the perioperative surgical complication. the overall union rate was 95 
percent. the median time to union was 9 months. 
conclusion. vascularized fibula free flap is the ideal material for long bone reconstruction with a definitive result. it allows 
children with early ambulation, provides good functional resalts

 
A-0187 tHe supply of outdAted sl dissociAtion witH tHe 360 degree box tecHniQue
gabor szalay
Department of Trauma, Hand and Reconstructive Surgery; University Hospital Giessen; Justus-Liebig-University of Giessen, 
Germany

the injury to the scapholunate ligament is the most common injury to the carpus, usually caused by either a fall on the 
hand or a strong distortion trauma. it is usually misjudged and untreated leads to a collapse of the proximal and distal 
carpal rows with resulting degenerative changes. patients describe dorsal wrist pain at the level of the sl ligament, a loss 
in strength, and a malfunction of the hand. different surgical procedures have been described in recent years. despite 
elaborate research with very different therapeutic approaches, it did not succeed to establish a gold standard for the fresh 
and certainly not for the old scapholunate ligament rupture. one searches in vain for publications with larger patient 
groups using a uniform technique in a homogeneous collective. depending on the published technique and the biological 
conditions, the results are very inhomogeneous, especially in the case of outdated injuries. while some practitioners still 
risk the reconstructioning in case of outdated sl-ligament injuries, the majority tends to wait and see, with a subsequent 
salvage surgery as symptoms increase. most reconstructive procedures exclusively address the dorsal part of the sl 
ligament and, in addition to the inhomogeneous results, have one thing in common: after surgery, the operated wrist is 
immobilized for 6 to 12 weeks using a temporary kirschner wire arthrodesis. in order to maintain a lasting integrity of the 
carpal bones, we believe that the reconstruction of all three parts of the sl band is required. the present work describes 
the results in 15 patients with an average 12,75 months old sl ligament rupture after reconstruction of both the palmar 
and dorsal portion of the scapholunate ligament using three swivelock anchors, a tendon strip of the pl or the fcr tendon 
and a suture tape augmentation. in addition to the already established all dorsal swivelock  technique, we modified it 
and call this techniques “the 360 degree box technique”. in advance, both static sl dissociation and cartilage damage 
in terms of slAc were ruled out. postoperative immobilization was completely abandoned, and instead the wrist was 
mobilized early without stress. A similar procedure for this patient population has not been described.

 
A-0189 results of tHe treAtment of cHronic, refrActory crps witH ketAmine infusions: A preliminAry 
report
Andrzej zyluk
Department of General and Hand Surgery, Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin, Poland

chronic, refractory complex regional pain syndrome remains very difficult to treat. A sub-anaesthetic low-dose ketamine 
has shown promise in advanced crps. we investigated the efficacy of ketamine in anaesthetic dosage in chronic, refractory 
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crps patients that had failed available standard therapies.  five female patients, aged a mean of 34 years with long-
standing, a mean of 8 years’, crps received ketamine in anaesthetic dosage over 10 days. the patients received 1-5 ketamine 
courses. the effect of gradual pain reduction was observed beginning on the 4th-5th day of treatment, associated with a 
decrease in the intensity of the allodynia (pain at light touch). no improvement in function (finger range of motion, grip 
strength) of the affect¬ed hands was noted in any patient. this beneficial analgesic effect was confined to 1.5-2.5 months 
after treatment and then pain relapsed to the baseline level. the results of this study show a short-term analgesic effect 
for this therapy, with no effect on movement and function of the affected limbs. nevertheless, this method brings hope 
to the most severely ill patients who cannot be offered any other reasonable treatment option

 
A-0190 pAin control in cHronic, refrActory crps by continuous brAcHiAl plexus AnAlgesiA 
Andrzej zyluk
Department of General and Hand Surgery, Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin, Poland

crps may present in “chronic refractory” or “longstanding” forms. this form affects almost exclusively young women and 
is characterised by severe pain, hyperpathia, allodynia, need for regular strong analgesic consumptio, severe functional 
impairment of the affected extremity and no- or poor responsiveness to the treatment. we report outcomes of treatment for 
severe pain associated with long-standing, refractory crps in 10 female patients by continuous brachial plexus analgesia. 
duration of the disease prior to treatment was 3.5 years on average and baseline pain intensity was a mean of 8.3 in nrs. 
All patients met the budapest criteria of crps diagnosis. spinal catheter was implanted into the brachial plexus via open 
axillary approach. results. each patient had performed a mean of 4.4 (range 2-8) spinal catheter implantations. rapid and 
strong analgesic effect was obtained immediately after beginning of injection of bupivacaine solution: pain decreased 
from a mean of 8.3 to 1.6. duration of maintaining the catheter in the brachial plexus and effective analgesia was 5.3 
months (range 2-12). After removal of the catheter the pain returned to baseline. no patient obtained permanent or at 
least partial reduction of her pain after completion of this therapy.

 
A-0191 outcomes of tHe treAtment of HAnd degloving injuries witH greAter omentum flAps
Andrzej zyluk, zbigniew szlosser
Department of General and Hand Surgery, Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin, Poland

degloving injury consists in tearing out the soft-tissue integument from skeleton of the hand, with accompanied nerves 
and vessels. the whole hand degloving has bad reputation and one of worst prognosis, even worse than total hand 
amputation. the range of possible salvage procedures in these cases is limited and their outcomes are unsatisfactory. 
one of the suitable methods is wrapping the skinned hand with pedicled or free greater omentum flap, retrieved from the 
abdominal cavity. the article reports outcomes of the treatment of 5 patients at a mean of 8 years after total degloving of 
their hands and coverage with omental flaps. All flaps healed uneventfully, but in none of the patients the whole length 
of the fingers was preserved. division of stumps of 3 fingers was possible in one patient, two others had three-digital 
hands and remaining two had only separated thumb. dexterity of injured hands was limited with a mean of score dAsH 
questionnaire of 43 points. Quality of life as measured by sf-36 questionnaire was fair (58 and 53 points in physical and 
mental domain, respectively). regardless this, all patients were satisfied with achieved outcomes and all returned to 
work, which was a confirmation of the effectiveness of the method used in their treatment.     
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A-0192 undergrAduAte microsurgicAl trAining: A preliminAry experience
Andrzej zyluk, zbigniew szlosser
Department of General and Hand Surgery, Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin, Poland

microsurgical training is organized almost exclusively in a post-graduate setting, usually for residents of various surgical 
specialties. the aim of this study was to present an undergraduate microsurgical training model directed toward medicine 
students of clinical years. curriculum design and results. two six-participant groups of students interested in training 
were recruited. the program consisted of 15 three-hour classes (2 hours’ work under the microscope) and divided into 
basic and advanced training parts. the simulation model used in this course was a chicken thigh. the basic training 
program consisted in placing sutures on a latex glove followed by preparation of chicken thigh neurovascular bundle and 
performing femoral nerve and artery anastomoses. Advanced part of training consisted in practising of acquired skills 
and introduction of new techniques such as end-to-side arterial anastomosis, artery and nerve repair with vein conduit. 
A “6-stitches test” was used as an outcome measure of acquired microsurgical skills. After 15 weeks and 30 hours of 
training and performing 31 anastomoses the undergraduate microsurgical course was completed. 
conclusion. the results of this study show that the undergraduate, facultative microsurgical training is effective in acquiring 
microsurgical skills, competence and confidence for participating students. 

 
A-0194 tHe effect of unilAterAl cArpAl tunnel releAse on tHe non-operAted, contrAlAterAl HAnd
Andrzej zyluk, pawel dec
Department of General and Hand Surgery, Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin, Poland

carpal tunnel syndrome frequently involves both hands. it has been suggested that patients with bilateral disease may 
benefit in the non-operated hand after unilateral surgery. 
objectives. the objective of this study was an investigation into the effect of unilateral carpal tunnel release on the 
non-operated, contralateral hand. 
methods. in 186 patients with bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome, the following measurements were performed prior to 
the operation: subjective pain intensity on a numeric rating scale, digital sensibility with filaments, grip strength and the 
levine questionnaire. objective measurements were performed in both hands. patients received mini-invasive carpal 
tunnel release in one hand, under local anaesthesia, with the use of a tourniquet. upon discharge, the patients were 
scheduled for the next hand operation, with a mean of 3 months delay. of the 186 patients who underwent operation 
on the one hand, 170 (91%) were admitted to the hospital for surgery to the other hand. the same measurements were 
performed as prior to the first operation. the results of these measurements were compared.
results. All subjective variables were statistically significantly better in the hand which was scheduled for operation as 
the second one. pain intensity was lower by a mean of 0.8 in nrs; the levine symptom and function scores were lower by 
a mean of 0.7 and 0.3, respectively. digital sensibility and grip strength were also better, but with no clinical or statistical 
significance. Asked directly about status of the non-operated hand, 109 patients (64%) reported improvement, 40 (23%) 
noted no change and 21 (13%) deterioration. 
conclusion. regardless of the reasons for improvement, this study demonstrates that 64% of patients feel partial relief 
in the non-operated hand after unilateral carpal tunnel release.
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A-0195 locAlizAtion of pArestHesiAe in pAtients witH cArpAl tunnel syndrome
piotr puchalski, urszula Abramczyk, dawid dziubinski, wojciech jedut, Andrzej zyluk
Department of General and Hand Surgery, Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin, Poland

most of authors consider typical occurrence of these features within palmar surface of i-iv digits, innervated by compressed 
median nerve. observations of patients from authors’ institution show that some patients feel parasthesiae in all digits of 
the affected hand and within the forearm. the objective of this study was investigation of distribution of parasthesiae in 
patients diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome and verification of the hypothesis that their occurrence in area beyond 
the innervation by the median nerve is an atypical manifestation of the syndrome. patients and methods. Questionnaires 
and notes filled at baseline examination of 276 patients admitted to authors’ institution for carpal tunnel release over 
a peroiod of   1 year were reviewed. the group consisted of 211 women (76%) and 65 men (24%) in a mean age of 59 
years. results. 274 patients (99%) reported feeling of paresthesiae within the involved extremity, but two did not, while 
complained from pain and reduced sensation. most patients - 140 (51%) felt paresthesiae on a palmar surface of all five 
digits, including the little finger. 78 persons (28%) reported „typical” distribution of paraesthesiae within digits i-iv 
and 31 (11%) in digits i-iii. As many as 152 patients (55%) felt paresthesiae in the little finger, most of them being cases 
with numbness and tingling present in all five digits. feeling of paresthesiae in the midhand, closely to involved digits 
was reported by158 patients (57%). conclusion. we found that the distribution of symptoms in carpal tunnel syndrome 
does not closely match the anatomy of the median nerve and this presentation should be not longer considered atypical. 

 
A-0197 outcomes of cArpAl tunnel surgery in pAtients witH And witHout medicAl comorbidities 
witH speciAl Attention to QuAlity of life
Andrzej zyluk, zbigniew szlosser
Department of General and Hand Surgery, Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin, Poland

the objective of this study was to compare the outcomes of carpal tunnel surgery in patients with and without medical 
comorbidities typical in this age range, with particular attention to evaluation of their quality of life. the outcomes of 
carpal tunnel release at 6 months after operation in 128 patients, 70 (55%) with and 58 (45%) without comorbidities were 
compared. the measurements were performed preoperatively and at 6 months after the operation and included pain 
intensity, grip strength, sensation, hand dexterity with the levine and quality of life with the rAnd sf-36 questionnaires. 
results. At baseline, the patients with comorbidities had significantly poorer hand function and reduced perception of 
light touch. carpal tunnel release resulted in significant improvement for all patients, although outcomes at 6 months 
were less favorable for those with comorbidities in terms of quality of life and general health status. this however does 
not mean that the presence of the comorbidities is prejudicial to the outcome of cts surgery. 

 
A-0199 clinicAl outcome of fixAtion versus conservAtive mAnAgement of bAsAl frActures of tHe ul-
nAr styloid following volAr plAte fixAtion of tHe distAl rAdius
Ahmed Afifi
Orthopedic Surgery Department, Kasr Al-Ainy Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt

objectives: to compare functional outcome after fixation and conservative management of basal fractures of the ulnar 
styloid after volar plating of distal radius fractures without druj instability.

methods: this is a prospective randomized control trial conducted at an academic level 1 trauma center between 2015 and 
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2017. the study included 31 patients (22 males and 9 females). the mean age was 36 years (20-50 years). the dominant 
hand was affected in 14 cases and the non-dominant hand was affected in 17 cases.patients were divided into 2 groups; 
the first group included 15 patients to whom ulnar styloid fixation was done. the second group included 16 patients with 
conservative management of ulnar styloid. randomization was done by using the double blind method. patients were 
assessed for pain by visual Analogue scale (vAs) and grip strength compared to the sound side. functional evaluation 
was performed by using the modified mayo wrist score (mmws) the Quick-dAsH (disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and 
Hand) questionnaire.

results and conclusions: in the first group, the mean postoperative visual analogue scale (vAs) for pain was 0.46 (range, 
0 to 2), the mean quick dAsH score was 26.23 (range, 17 to 35) and the mean postoperative mayo modified wrist score 
(mmws) was 75 (range, 65 to 85). the mean grip strength was 61.33 % of the sound side (range, 45 to 80%).
in the second group, the mean postoperative visual analogue scale (vAs) for pain was 0.44 (range, 0 to 2), the mean 
quick dAsH score was 23.67(range, 16 to 34) and the mean postoperative mayo modified wrist score (mmws) was 72.78 
(range, 70 to 85). the mean grip strength was 54.38 % of the sound side (range, 30 to 80%).
to conclude, results were comparable in both groups and differences were statistically insignificant.

keywords: ulnar styloid, druj, instability, fixation

 
A-0201 A review of four corner fusions rAdiolucent locking dorsAl plAtes witH A novel bone grAft-
ing tecHniQue
ss jing1, jia choong2, e laugharne1, subodh deshmukh1

1Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, Birmingham, UK; 2Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

introduction 
four corner fusion is indicated for mid-carpal osteoarthritis, mid-carpal instability, slAc and snAc wrists. However, it is 
not without its complications including non-unions. we report our short to intermediate results of using the peek ( poly 
ethyl ether ketone) xpode® plate with a novel bone grafting technique in 24 four corner fusions. 
methods 
A retrospective review of 23 patients (11 females, 12 males, mean age: 55.4 years) treated for symptomatic snAc and 
slAc wrists in a tertiary centre between 2010 to 2019 was performed. A radiolucent locking dorsal plate (xpode®) and 
a novel dowel bone grafting technique was used in all cases. patient demographics, pre- and post- operative functional 
scores (dAsH and QdAsH) and vAs score for pain were analysed. radiological union was assessed by plain radiographs 
and ct where indicated.  
results 
the mean follow-up time was 33 months. All but one patient achieved bony union. one patient had fatigue wear of a 
screw. majority of the patients had an improvement or no pain. return in function was variable. two patients underwent 
additional surgery: 1) total wrist fusion for persistent pain after non-union and 2) ulnar shortening for impaction syndrome.
conclusion 
xpode® is an uncommonly used implant for four corner fusion. it is radioluscent and is made of peek. peek has a young’s 
modulus closer to that of normal bone than any metal. this series illustrated that the implant is safe to use. it allows better 
visualization of bony union and has a good union rate. However, long term data is required to determine its true benefit. 
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A-0202 HAnd function restorAtion in cHildren witH AtypicAl forms of cleft HAnd
igor shvedovchenko, Andrey koltsov
 Federal State Budgetary Institution «Federal Scientific Center of Rehabilitation of the Disabled named after G.A. Albrecht» of 
the Ministry of Labourand Social Protection of the Russian Federation, St. Petersburg, Russia

purpose: to analyse the 1st ray formation variants in children with atypical cleft hand.
materials and methods. the data of patients age from 1 to 16 years, 66 of them were observed in children orthopedic 
clinic named by turner in 1976–1999 and 51 were observed in the state rehabilitation centre named after Albreht in 
2002 – 2017. All the patients underwent the surgery.
discussion. the deformations in both groups of patient were divided according to the our classification into simple, 
complex and atypical forms.
those who had only 1-2 rays absence and typical cleft belonged to the simple form. complex form is one of two central rays 
absence and concomitant deformities of the rest digits (flexing contracture, clinodactyly, metacarpal bones concrescence, 
syndactyly). Atypical forms are from one to four radial and central fingers absence with metacarpal bones maintenance, 
transversely located phalanges and in all cases combination with cleft foot. disfunction is maximal in atypical forms.
if compared, the analysis shows that in 1976–1999 and 2002–2017 these forms had such proportions: 18.2% / 56.1% / 
25.2%, and 17.6% / 21.6% / 60.8%, respectively. 
so, during last 15 years we observed mostly atypical forms of cleft hand, in their rehabilitation we used the following 
techniques of pollex restoration.
metacarpal bones transposition (23 operations) included one of ulnar metacarpal bones transfer to the pollex place 
followed by carpo-metacarpal joint formation, metacarpal bone together with os capitatum shift or transferring of 
metacarpal bone together with transversely located phalanx.
4th finger pollicization (2 cases) was used in case of 4-5th fingers retention in syndactyly. during surgery, the adherent 
fingers were disconnected and simultaneously the 4th finger were transferred radially with neuro-vascular bundle.
toe-to-hand transfer was used in 15 cases. the 5th finger was taken from the clef foot with only 1st and 5th rays. in 10 
patients only phalanges were transferred, in 5 cases phalanges with metatarsal bone fragment were shifted.
central fingers formation using transversely located phalanx (27 operations) was performed in 2 stages. the first stage 
the phalanx were turned backward, juxtaposed with available metacarpal bone and then artificial syndactyly with 
medially located finger was formed. At the second stage the syndactyly was disintegrated and the centrally located 
finger was formed.
thus, 48 patients with atypical cleft hand underwent 67 surgeries.
conclusion. grip function in atypical congenital cleft hand is successfully restored using native tissues or toe-to-hand 
transfer.

 
A-0203 reference vAlues for sl Angle And sl gAp in 1.5 t mri
pardis fotovatfard1, robin bülow2, Andreas eisenschenk1, carsten schmidt3, simon kim1

1Unfallchirurgie, Universitätsmedizin Greifswald, Germany; 2Radiologie, Universitätsmedizin Greifswald, Germany; 3Community 
medicine, Universitätsmedizin Greifswald

background
the population-based study ‘study of Health in pomerania’ in the northeast of germany collects clinical data from a 
random sample population with more than 4000 individuals. An optional module with clinical examination and mri of 
both hands was taken by 297 individuals. we present preliminary reference data of scapholunate (sl) angle and proximal, 
middle, and distal sl gap.
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methods 
the volunteers received an mri examination of both hands in a 1.5 t device. the volunteers were supine with elevated 
arms, the wrist and hand strapped onto a thermoplastic splint and wrapped into a coil. in the pd weighted fat suppressed 
sequence, the scapholunate angle [degrees], and proximal, middle, and distal scapholunate gap [mm] was measured. 
non-parametric tests for differences among gender was performed by kruskal-wallis-test, for differences between right 
and left hand by wilcoxon-test.

results
of 161 female and 136 male volunteers, values of 293 right hands and 275 left hands could be obtained. the average age 
was 53.97 (sd 11.91) years. on the right hand, proximal sl gap was 0.31 (sd 0.09), middle sl gap 0.25 (sd 0.06), distal 
sl gap 0.25 (sd 0.06), and sl angle 48.42 sd (8.62). on the left hand, proximal sl gap was 0.32 (sd 0.08), middle sl gap 
0.26 (sd 0.05), distal sl gap 0.27 (sd 0.06), and sl angle 47.66 (sd 8.83). comparison of values between male and female 
showed no difference. sl angle and proximal sl gap of right and left hand were not different. middle and distal sl gap 
were significantly different (p< 0.001). 

conclusion
in a random population sample, there is a significant difference of sl gap between right and left hand. if values before 
trauma or operation are not available, significant differences of sl gap between index and control hand cannot fully 
explained by trauma or operation.

further analysis with clinical data will be performed and presented after data quality check in jan. 2020. 

 
A-0209 first metAcArpAl dorsAl periosteAl flAp suspensionplAsty for mAnAgement of tHumb bAsAl 
joint osteoArtHritis 
mohamed maklad, luis martul pestana, timothy cresswell
Pulvertaft Hand Unit, Derby, United Kingdom

introduction
trapeziectomy is the standard surgical option for end stage carpo-metacarpal joint (cmcj) osteoarthritis of the thumb1.  
excision of the trapezium creates a space between the metacarpal and the scaphoid. the space created after a trapeziectomy 
usually forms a pseudo joint between the trapezium and the scaphoid. during this stage, collapse of the first metacarpal 
can happen2 with pain and reduced power grip. different techniques have been described to suspend the first metacarpus 
during this healing phase. these techniques include flexor carpi radialis (fcr) supenison3, Abductor pollicis longus (Apl) 
sling 4,5, tightening of the first cmcj capsule and k wire suspension. we describe a different technique of soft tissue 
interposition that has been performed by the senior author since 2005.

technique
the procedure is usually performed under regional block. A dorsal incision is marked over the first metacarpal bone. skin 
flaps are raised and branches of radial artery and superficial radial nerve are identified and preserved. the first metacarpus 
is approached between the extensor pollicis longus (epl) and extensor pollicis brevis (epb) tendons.  A proximally based 
rectangular periosteal flap is marked over the first metacarpus and meticulously raised in a distal to proximal direction. 
once the first cmcj is reached, sharp dissection of the flap is continued until the whole trapezium is exposed. the 
trapezium is fully excised and further assessment of the scapho- trapezio- trapezoid (stt) joint is completed. the flap 
is passed under the fcr tendon and redraped over its donor site again. the periosteal flap is passed under fcr tendon. 
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before the final inset of the flap, a small part of the dorsal surface of the first metacarpus is nibbled using a rongeur to 
enhance the re attachment of the flap to the bone. the thumb ray is pulled to length avoiding mcp hyperextension. the 
flap is secured in place by suturing its edges to the first metacarpus periosteum using 3/0 polyester suture (ethibond r). 
telescoping of the first metacarpus is assessed to ensure adequate suspension. the skin is closed in a single layer using 
poliglecaprone (monocryl r). the wound is dressed and bandaged. no plaster of paris is applied. 
 
discussion
the aim of associating ligamentoplasty with trapeziectomy in the treatment of osteoarthritis of the first carpometacarpal 
joint is to create a stable and painless thumb with satisfactory strength and reasonable movement and avoiding 
scaphometacarpal collapse. 

A possible risk of scaphometacarpal arthritis from complete collapse of the metacarpal onto the distal pole of scaphoid 
after removal of the trapezium has been used as a reason for suspensionplasty, though recent reports have not shown 
that this is the case after trapeziectomy alone6. However, most studies have not followed the patients for sufficiently 
long to detect whether this problem will occur or not down the line. 

the technique we present provides strong stability of the first metacarpal bone, is easy to perform and precludes 
unnecessary exposure of the scaphoid which can be easily done by junior surgeons during their learning curve. 

 
A-0210 treAtment of trigger finger witH proximAl interpHAlAngeAl joint positionAl contrActure
takanori Hatanaka, jun nishida, taro nagai, yuichi ichikawa, toshiyuki tateiwa, takashi koyama, kengo yamamoto
Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan

background
open release of the A1 pulley is a widely known procedure for the treatment of trigger finger, and the postoperative 
results are usually excellent. However, in some cases symptomatic flexion contracture of the proximal interphalangeal 
(pip) joint remains after the operation. in patients in whom complete extension of the pip joint was not obtained after 
release of the A1 pulley. we performed ulnar slip superficialis tendon resection (ussr) and obtained relatively favorable 
results. in ussr, a small skin incision is made on the palm, ulnar side of the pip joint, the flexor digitorum superficialis 
tendon (fds) on the A3 pulley is cut away and extracted to the A1 pulley, while preserving the A2 pulley.

methods 
in this study, 45 trigger fingers with pip joint contracture from 41 patients who were treated by ussr between march 
2016 and july 2019 were retrospectively reviewed.  the patients comprised 21 women and 20 men, with an average age 
of 69.4 years (range, 49-84 years). the middle finger was the most frequently affected (35 fingers). the ring finger and 
index finger followed with 6 and 3 fingers respectively. the mean follow-up period was 12 months (range, 6-41 months). 
we evaluated the clinical symptoms (preoperative tenderness, snapping, grip strength, pip joint flexion, and extension 
angle), pathological findings, and preoperative and postoperative dAsH scores of each finger. in addition, tendon proximal 
phalanx axial area ratios at the proximal 20%, 40%, and 60% region compared with age and sex matched control were 
calculated from the ct images. the 2 groups were compared using the paired t-test, and p<0.05 was considered to 
indicate a statistically significant difference between 2 groups.

results
All patients showed tenderness on the A1 and A2 pulleies, and 26 patients had snapping. grip strength was 85.6% of the 
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unaffected side postoperatively compared with 63.3% preoperatively, and the pip joint flexion angle improved to an average 
of 92.8° postoperatively compared with an average of 81.9° preoperatively (p<0.05). the extension angle improved to 
-8.4° postoperatively, compared with an average of -25.1° preoperatively (p<0.05). the dAsH score also improved from 
an average of 31.1 points to 15.5 points (p<0.05). Histopathologically, mild inflammatory cellular infiltration, mainly of 
lymphocytes, was observed in 35 out of 45 fingers, whereas there was minimal inflammatory cellular infiltration in 10 
fingers. All fingers showed disordered or discontinuous collagen fibers. on ct imaging, the preoperative tendon proximal 
phalanx axial area ratio was significantly larger in the proximal 20% part, with a healthy ratio of 161% (p <0.05), but at 
the proximal 40% part and 60% part there were no differences compared with the control group.

summary 
surgical treatment for trigger finger with pip joint flexion contracture include A2 pulley dissection and total resection 
of the fds. ussr does not cause any bowstringing as the A2 pulley is preserved, and muscle strength can be maintained 
by preserving the radial side of the fds tendon. ussr is hence considered to be a useful method to treat trigger finger 
with pip flexion contractures.
 
 
A-0211 morpHologic cHArActeristics of tHe sigmoid notcH of tHe distAl rAdius in pAtients witH pe-
ripHerAl triAngulAr fibrocArtilAge complex teAr
byung sung kim, Hyun kwon kim
Department of Orthopedic Surgery Soonchunhyang university Bucheon hospital, South Korea

purpose: stability of the distal radioulnar joint (druj) is primarily controlled by the soft tissues, especially the triangular 
fibrocartilage complex (tfcc), including the radioulnar ligaments. nevertheless, osseous constraints also contribute 
~20% of the total stability. we hypothesized that patients with avulsed tfcc from the ulnar fovea have a characteristic 
morphology at the sigmoid notch of the distal radius.
methods: we included 76 wrists (23 women; 53 men) with peripheral tfcc injury including foveal avulsion(n=49) 
diagnosed arthroscopically. the preoperative axial ct images of the affected wrists were reviewed. we also included 76 
wrists (22 women; 54 men) who underwent wrist ct
for various diagnoses without obvious druj injuries as controls. patients with fractures of the radius or ulna, osteoarthritis of 
the druj, and history of any wrist surgery were excluded from this study. using the axial ct images of the druj, we classified 
the patients into 4 groups according to the type of sigmoid notch, namely flat face sigmoid, ski-slope sigmoid, “c” type
sigmoid, and “s” type sigmoid, as described by tolat and colleagues. we also measured the tilting angle, depth, and 
width of the sigmoid notch. statistical analysis was performed using the fisher’s exact test or paired t-test (p < 0.05).
results: the proportions of flat face sigmoid, ski-slope sigmoid, “c” type sigmoid, and “s” type sigmoid in the patients 
with peripheral tfcc injuries were 42%, 22%, 29%, and 7%, respectively, whereas those in the control group were 33%, 
1%, 65%, and 1%, respectively (p < 0.05). the tilting angle was (tfcc injury: 84.5°; control: 86.2°(p < 0.05)), depth (tfcc 
injury: 1.0 mm; control: 1.5 mm(p > 0.05)), width (tfcc injury: 14.8 mm; control: 14.5 mm(p > 0.05)) and rur(tfcc 
injury: 0.67; control: 0.56)(p < 0.05).

conclusion: the proportion of ski-slope sigmoid was significantly higher in the patients with peripheral tfcc injuries 
than in those without. the patients with peripheral tfcc injuries had a tendency to have a more dorsally tilted sigmoid 
notch. individuals with ski-slope or a more dorsally tilted sigmoid notch could be at risk for peripheral tfcc injuries.
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A-0212 clinicAl outcome of eAr cArtilAge resurfAcing ArtHroplAsty togetHer witH suture-button 
suspensionplAsty for symptomAtic tHumb cArpometAcArpAl joint ArtHritis
usami satohi, kawahara sanshiro, takemitsu masashi, shimizu Hiroaki, inami kohei
Tokyo Hand Surgery and Sports Medicine Institute, Takatsuki Orthopaedic Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

introduction:  
suture-button suspensionplasty (sbs) is a relatively new minimally invasive procedure among symptomatic thumb 
carpometacarpal joint arthritis with a good mid-term outcomes. However, postoperative problems; such as subsidence 
of the first metacarpal bone or failed sbs were reported. to prevent and salvage these unfavorable conditions, we 
developed a new procedure involving a combination of ear cartilage resurfacing plasty and sbs. purpose of this study is 
to evaluate an effectiveness of this procedure. 
materials and methods: 
 from 2017 to 2018, a total of 16 joints in 16 patients, with one eaton stage ii, 12 stage iii and 3 stage iv cases, underwent 
this surgery. in the operation, initially, the ear cartilage was harvested in the shape of a circle or ellipse from posterior 
incision. next, the joint surface of the trapezium is shaved and removed using a bone saw with thickness of 2 to 3 mm 
through dorso-radial approach above thumb carpometacarpal joint. After adequate suspention with a mini-tightrope 
device between first and second metacarpal bones, harvested ear cartilage was inserted to cover the shaved surface of 
the trapezium without suture fixation.
Active range of motion (thumb radial abduction and palmar abduction), grip strength, pulp and side pinch, Quick disability 
of the Arm, shoulder, and Hand (qdAsH) score, and a visual Analog scale (vAs) for pain were compared statistically before 
and after surgery. for radiological assessment, the trapezial space ratio (dividing the trapezial space by the proximal 
phalangeal length) was measured at pre-operation, immediately after surgery and most recent follow-up.
results:
there was no complication without one patients of radial nerve sensory disturbance. mean age of patients is 67 years 
old. with mean 15.2 months follow-up (12 to 27 months), active range of motion in thumb carpometacarpal joint was 
maintained, and grip strength, vAs and qdAsH were improved significantly (p<0.05). As a complication, radial sensory 
nerve palsy was observed in 2 hand, but these concerns decreased gradually. Average trapezial space ratio was 103.1% 
and 96.4% of the before surgery at the just after surgery and recent follow-up, respectively.
conclusion
combination therapy involving ear cartilage transfer and suture-button suspensionplasty offer effective pain relief and 
maintain thumb carpometacarpal joint motion. moreover, postoperative trapezial space was maintained adequately in 
short follow-up.

 
A-0219 tHe AssociAtion between cArpAl And cubitAl tunnel syndrome 
nick johnson, dimitirius chasiouras, oliver darwin, l chris bainbridge 
Pulvertaft hand centre, Derby, UK

cubital (cuts) and carpal tunnel (cts) syndrome are very common conditions. despite the frequency in which these 
conditions are encountered their aetiology is not fully understood. we sought to investigate if there is a relationship 
between the two conditions.
data from consecutive patients between 1997 to 2018 who underwent carpal tunnel release, cubital tunnel release or 
both procedures was analysed. A geographical area served by our unit was defined and only patients from this area were 
included in the study. incidence rates were calculated for the three groups and age, gender and deprivation rank compared. 
8352 patents underwent carpal tunnel release(women:5562, men:2790) during the study period. 1681 underwent cubital 
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tunnel release(women:673, men:1008). 692(women:291, men:401) patients underwent both procedures. 
cts only rate was 12.7 per 10,000 people/year(men 8.6, women 16.5), cuts only rate was 2.5 per 10,000 people/year(men 
3.1, women 2.0). 
rate of cuts in patients with cts was 38.3 per 10,000 people/year(men 62.8, women 24.9).
rate of cts in patients with cuts was 145.8 per 10,000 people/year(men 142.3, women 150.9).
patients with cts are 15 times more likely to undergo cuts surgery than those without cts
patients with cuts are 11.5 times more likely to undergo cts surgery than those without cuts
effect seems larger in men. patients who undergo cts followed by cuts surgery(51.4 years) are significantly younger 
than those who undergo cts surgery only(56.8 years, p=0.0003). 
patients should be informed they are at risk of developing the other condition.
this study suggests a possible shared underlying aetiology to cts and cuts.

 
A-0231 diAgnostic AccurAcy of ultrAsound in diAgnosing stener lesions compAred to intrA-operA-
tive findings: A systemAtic review And metA-AnAlysis
karishma shah1, zahi Qamhawi2, gareth kiernan2, christine Azzopardi2

1Nuffield Department of Orthopaedics, Rheumatology and Musculoskeletal Sciences, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 2Radiology 
Department, Oxford University Hospitals, Oxford, UK

background:
ulnar collateral ligament (ucl) thumb injuries can be difficult to assess clinically, and a valgus stress test during examination 
can cause a full thickness tear. ultrasound is commonly used to assess whether a stener lesion is present which is a key 
indication for surgical repair. However, ultrasound is user dependant and imaging assessment of subacute and chronic 
injuries may be misinterpreted. 

Aim: 
A systematic review and meta-analysis was performed to assess the diagnostic test accuracy of ultrasound in diagnosing 
stener lesions compared to intra-operative findings.

methods:
this review was performed in line with prismA guidelines. medline, embAse, and pubmed were searched from inception 
to 23rd April 2019. eligible studies assessed the ucl and the possibility of stener lesions using ultrasound, and then provided 
intra-operative results. risk of bias and concerns regarding applicability of the primary studies were quantified with the 
QuAdAs-2 tool. A meta-analysis of diagnostic accuracy tests for ultrasound was performed. 

results:
the search produced 919 results (394 duplicates were then excluded). 499 articles were excluded at title and abstract 
screening, and 15 articles excluded at full text screening. eleven studies were included in meta-analysis. ten out of the 
eleven studies had a high risk of bias, whilst one had a low risk of bias. All eleven studies had low applicability concerns.

the number of patients in each study ranged from 14-127, the time between presentation and ultrasound ranged between 
4 hours-203 days, and the time between ultrasound to surgery was between 14-708 days. 

ultrasound has a pooled sensitivity of 80% and pooled specificity of 80%. the pooled positive likelihood ratio was 3.6 
whilst the pooled negative likelihood ratio was 0.1
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conclusions:
most studies were of high risk of bias, but there was little concern about applying their results clinically. time to ultrasound 
and then to surgery was heterogenous between studies.

ultrasound is able to correctly diagnose stener lesions in 80% of cases, and a positive ultrasound increases the probability 
of a stener lesion being present by 15-30% (“moderate increase”). it is also able to correctly rule out a stener lesion in 
80% of cases, and a negative scan decreases the chance of a stener lesion being present by 45% (“large decrease”). 
the results support the use of ultrasound as the first line imaging modality of choice but results should be interpreted 
carefully alongside clinical findings. 

 
A-0233 meniscAl AllogrAft ArtHroplAsty for tHe treAtment of trApeziometAcArpAl ArtHritis of tHe 
tHumb 
paul s shapiro, justin smith, katherine swank, edward diao
Beaumont Health, Royal Oak, Michigan, USA

Abstract: 
background: 
Arthritis at the trapeziometacarpal joint of the thumb is common. several surgical options exist showing favorable results. 
metacarpal subsidence, donor site morbidity, and foreign body reactions can be avoided using allograft. we report the 
outcomes after interposition of allograft knee meniscus for thumb trapeziometacarpal arthritis.  

methods:  
twenty-three patients (25 thumbs) had surgery for thumb trapeziometacarpal arthritis using knee meniscal allograft 
tissue. eleven thumbs had a minimum of 24 months follow-up, 2 thumbs had a minimum of 12 months, and 12 thumbs 
had less than 6 months. dAsH questionnaire scores, pain levels, grip strength, pinch strength, range of motion, and 
radiographic measurements were performed.  

results:  
between the preoperative and 24 month follow-up measurements, patient pain levels were reduced. there was a 
significant improvement in dAsH scores. comparisons between preoperative and postoperative strength measurements 
showed increase in grip strength and key pinch strength.  trapeziometacarpal subsidence was 5.5%, and subluxation 
index measurements decreased 3.9%. there was no clinical or radiographic evidence of foreign body reaction, and no 
other complications occurred. 

conclusions:  
our results are comparable results to other surgical techniques for tm arthritis with respect to pain, outcomes, strength, 
surgical time, and cost. we found superior results with regard to oppositional motion, metacarpal subsidence, and 
complications requiring revision surgery. these results support the use of this technique in the surgical management of 
stage ii and iii arthritis of the tm joint. further follow-up and clinical studies are warranted. 
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A-0234 distAl rAdius refrActured witH A bent volAr locking plAte. A cAse report of A rAre complicAtion
marcos sanchez-jimenez, tomas pujol oliver, isabel maria ruiz Hernandez, tania roldan bataneros, marta oldrati, Ana 
maria far riera
Hospital Universitario Son Llatzer, Spain

background
distal radius fractures are one of the most common fractures in the upper extremity. 
palmar plate fixation of unstable distal radial fractures is quickly becoming the standard treatment for this common 
injury. According to the epidemiological survey of traumatic fractures, distal radius fractures accounted for more than 4% 
of fractures in adults and up to 12% of fractures in the elderly, only behind hip fractures and spinal fractures. However, 
multiple studies have reported a high incidence of postoperative complications following volar locking plate fixation of 
distal radius fracture. we present a closed reduction of a refracture of the distal radius with hardware bent in a patient 
who was originally treated with a volar locking plate. 

case presentation
A 70 years old woman presented to our emergency hospital alter a fall on her left wirst. first examination showed a 
angulation deformity of the left wirst, and the patient felt pain. we performed a neurological examination of the hand 
that didn’t showed syntoms of median nerve compression despite of the evident deformity.
the patient was operated twelve years before in germany with volar loking plate without complications.
x-ray was performed and showed us a distal radius refractured with a bent volar locking plate.

clinical outcomes
we performed a close reduction with local anesthesia (10cc of mepivacaine 2%). fluoroscopic images after the procedure 
showed an acceptable reduction of the fracture 

discussion
A case is presented of a woman who sustained a refracture of the distal radius after fixation with a volar locking plate. 
we performed a urgent reduction of the fracture, with bending of the locking plate. we attempted to perform a closed 
reduction and retain the hardware. we achieved an acceptable reduction of the fracture
we realize this is a rare case and we do not recommend close reduction to be a standard procedure, however this case 
shows that close reduction in the operation room is a safe procedure to perform in the first hours. it is important to notice 
a well fixed plate and a good bone quality to avoid complications. we recomend removing bent plate and perform an 
open procedure to a new osteosynthesis with a volar locking plate in the next days after the refracture.

 
A-0235 mAllet finger in HAndbAll plAyer
marcos sanchez-jimenez, tomas pujol oliver, isabel maria ruiz Hernandez, tania roldan bataneros, marta oldrati, Ana 
maria far riera
Hospital Universitario Son Llatzer, Spain

background
injuries to the hand are quite frequent in contact sports, especially those played with a ball. Handball is the 3rd collective 
sport in spain by number of licenses. Hammer toe injury is the closed rupture of the extensor tendon at its insertion 
in the distal phalanx. early recovery in athletes is very important, especially in handball players where it has special 
management of the pathology.
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objectives
it is intended to redefine the management of mallet finger pathology in athletes, especially handball players, who need 
an early recovery. 
because of the current controversy in the surgical or conservative treatment for this pathology we thought in both options. 

study design & methods
we conducted a bibliographic review of the pathology described in athlete patients as well as in the general population. 
we placed special emphasis on treatment recommendations that promoted an early recovery as well as the existing 
bibliography in athletes. we decided conservative treatment with stack splint and early return to sports.

results
we describe conservative management with stack splinting and early restart of collective training. the return to competition 
occurred at 6th week with a full function of mobility and painless. the patient stayed away from the ball contact for the 
first two weeks, beginning teamwork with contact of the injured hand with stack’s splint. At 6th week full extension 
(1.8º), and full flexion was checked. He had no pain with an evA 0. the only complication was skin realted because of 
humidity between weeks 2nd and 4th. the patient was followed closely until 6 months. 

1st to 6th week stack splint immobilization 24h/day
week 0-2nd: no contact sport. week 2nd-6th: stack splint training and flexo-extension exercises. 
6th to 12th weeks stack splint nocturnal immobilization 8h/day; competition with buddy taping.
full competition without bandage: 12th week 

conclusions
in patients who require aggressive management of this pathology, the protocol we describe can be effective in terms of 
early return to play and excellent final functionality. further studies are required for the application of this protocol safely.

 
A-0238 long-term functionAl outcome of open reduction of dorsAl trAnsscApHoid perilunAte frAc-
ture–dislocAtions
xiaokun gu, jianhui gu, Aidong deng
Hand Surgery Department, Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China

purpose transscaphoid perilunate fracture–dislocations(tsplfd) are complex injuries. open reduction and internal fixation 
is a effective treatment option for these injuries. the purpose of this study was to evaluate the long term functional 
outcome of treating tsplfd with open reduction and internal fixation.
methods between 2006 and 2014, we treated 23 patients for dorsal transscaphoid perilunate fracture–dislocations with 
open reduction and internal fixation, 20 male patients and 3 female patients. mean time from injury to surgery was 6 
days(3-12). with a mean age of 37 years(21-52). A total of 8 patients complicated with other fractures; of these, 4 were 
transtriquetrum, 2 were transradial-styloid, 4 were transulnar styloid and 1 were metacarpal fracture. All patients were 
treated with open reduction and internal fixation, 17 were performed through a dorsal approach and 6 were combined 
volar approach.
results postoperative follow-up averaged 79 months(50-117). At final evaluation, all carpal fractures healed , the average 
pain scores were 0.4(0-2). the wrist extended limited significantly(p<0.05), averaged 78% of the uninjured side. the 
wrist active rom of all patient except extension, grip strength, radiographic evaluation, mayo wrist scoring system with 
no significant difference between the injured and uninjured side, respectively, also no significant difference between 
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scaphoid fracture fixation group and combined other fixation group. no patients required secondary procedures. 
conclusions patients with dorsal transscaphoid perilunate fracture–dislocations can be treated with open reduction 
internal fixation, with satisfactory results. 
key words: perilunate fracture–dislocation, scaphoid fracture, carpal instability, wrist

 
A-0240 tHe effect of frActure line distribution on tHe rAdio-ulnAr ligAment injury in type c distAl 
rAdius frActure
Aidong deng1, xiaokun gu1,2, jialing gao1,2, zhongwei Qian1, jianhui gu1

1Department of Hand Surgery, Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China; 2Nantong University School 
of Medicine, Nantong, Jiangsu, China

objective using fracture map technology to study the comminuted distal radial fracture characteristics and to provide 
reference data for clinical and biomechanical studies.
methods 59 cases of otA/Ao 23c distal radius fractures and 15 volunteers were admitted to our hospital from january 2018 
to december 2018. these fractures were scanned by thin-slice ct and then imported into mimics medical software for 
three-dimensional reconstruction. fracture line was imported into the template after standardization, and the fracture 
map was created. the length of distal radioulnar ligament was obtained by measuring the distance between sigmoid 
notch and basal part of styloid process of ulna and recess. measurements of the length of palmar superficial radioulnar 
ligaments (ps-ru), dorsal superficial radioulnar ligaments (ds-ru), palmar deep radioulnar ligaments (pd-ru), dorsal deep 
radioulnar ligaments (dd-ru), the gap and the width of the sigmoid notch in the 3-d models. in addition, the fracture 
lines crossing the sigmoid notch were plotted from the fracture images and were then superimposed on one another 
and oriented to fit a standard template.
result on the radio-carpal surface, there was a greater crossing concentration of fracture lines in the dorsal area of the 
radius than in the volar area. on the distal radio-ulnar joint (druj), the fracture lines were focused around two specific 
concentrated regions of the middle and dorsal side in the sigmoid notch. there was no significant difference in the length 
of ps-ru , ds-ru , pd-ru , and dd-ru among the subtypes of type c distal radius fractures (c1, c2, c3) (p > 0.05). compared 
with the control group (n=30), there was a significant difference among ps-ru , ds-ru , and dd-ru when the fracture 
line located at 1/3 of the volar side and 1/3 of the dorsal side in the sigmoid notch (p < 0.05).
conclusion the fracture map can directly display fracture information. the results of this study showed that the crossing 
concentration of fracture lines on the radio-carpal surface and the fracture line concentrated regions of the middle 1/3 
and the dorsal 1/3 of the sigmoid notch. when the fracture lines are distributed in the volar 1/3 and dorsal 1/3 of the 
sigmoid notch, there is a risk of distal radioulnar ligament injury.
key words fracture mapping; distal radial fracture; distal radial-ulnar ligament; tfcc

 
A-0241 tHe reliAbility of kirscHner wire fixAtion in ulnAr-sHortening osteotomy
Aidong deng1, jialing gao1,2, jianhui gu1,2, xiaokun gu1

1Department of Hand Surgery, Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China; 2Nantong University School 
of Medicine, Nantong, Jiangsu, China

purpose to compare the clinical and radiographic outcomes of patients before and after metaphyseal ulnar shortening 
osteotomy (uso) with kirschner wire fixation for ulnocarpal impaction syndrome (uis).
methods we reviewed 10 patients with uis who underwent our technique of metaphyseal uso and fixation with kirschner 
wires. All patients completed a preoperative physical examination and then underwent plain radiographic evaluation 
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preoperatively and during every follow-up examination. the clinical assessments of the patients included testing for 
range of motion of the wrist and grip strength. they were also evaluated for pain using a visual analog scale (vAs) score 
and for global wrist function using the mayo wrist score (mws), as well as the disabilities of the arm, shoulder, and 
hand (dAsH) score.
results the mean follow-up period was 30 months. the average ulnar variance of the affected wrist decreased from 
4.0 mm preoperatively to 1.6 mm on postoperative day 1 (p<0.001). clinically relevant differences were detected when 
comparing the following before operation and at the final follow-up: extension (61° vs 70°), flexion (60° vs 68°), radial 
deviation (14° vs 18°), ulnar deviation (25° vs 35°), pronation (58° vs 71°), and supination (75° vs 84°). similarly, clinically 
relevant differences were also found in grip strength (11.3 ± 2.0 kg vs 20.9 ± 3.3 kg), vAs scores for pain (8 ± 1 vs 1 ± 
1), and dAsH scores (72 ± 13 vs 11 ± 3).
conclusions these results suggest that fixation with kirschner wires is a reliable, effective, and safe option for metaphyseal 
uso for uis. the use and subsequent removal of kirschner wires was convenient and can be done in the clinic, thus not 
requiring a formal operation. lastly, this method is more cost-effective than other, more invasive procedures.
keywords ulnar shortening osteotomy, ulnocarpal impaction syndrome, kirschner wire, oblique metaphyseal osteotomy.

 
A-0242 pAtients witH tHumb bAse osteoArtHritis scHeduled for surgery HAve more symptoms, worse 
psycHologicAl profile And HigHer expectAtions compAred to non-surgicAl counterpArts: A lArge co-
Hort AnAlysis
robbert m wouters1,2,3, Ana-maria vranceanu4, Harm p slijper2,3,5, guus m vermeulen5, mark jw van der oest2,3,5, ruud w 
selles2,3, jarry t porsius2,3,4,5, the Hand-wrist study group
1Center for Hand Therapy, Handtherapie Nederland, Utrecht, the Netherlands; 2Department of Plastic, Reconstructive and 
Hand Surgery, Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 3Department of Rehabilitation 
Medicine, Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 4Integrated Brain Health Clinical 
and Research Program, Department of Psychiatry, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA; 
5Hand and Wrist Center, Xpert Clinic, Eindhoven, the Netherlands

background: psychological characteristics, such as depression, anxiety or negative illness perception are highly prevalent in 
patients with several types of oA. it is unclear whether there are differences in the clinical and psychological characteristics 
of patients with thumb carpometacarpal (cmc-1) osteoarthritis (oA) scheduled for non-surgical treatment and those 
with surgical treatment. 

Questions/purposes: (1) what are the differences in baseline sociodemographic characteristics and clinical characteristics 
(including pain, hand function, and health-related quality of life) between patients with thumb cmc-1 oA scheduled for 
surgery and those treated non-operatively? (2) what are the differences in psychological characteristics between patients 
scheduled for surgery and those treated non-surgically, for treatment credibility, expectations, illness perception, pain 
catastrophizing, and anxiety and depression? (3) what is the relative contribution of baseline sociodemographic, clinical, 
and psychological characteristics to the probability of being scheduled for surgery?

methods: this was a cross-sectional study using observational data. patients with cmc-1 oA completed outcome measures 
before undergoing either non-surgical or surgical treatment. between september 2017 and june 2018, 1273 patients 
were screened for eligibility. in total, 584 participants were included: 208 in the surgery group and 376 in the nonsurgery 
group. baseline sociodemographic, clinical, and psychological characteristics were compared between groups, and a 
hierarchical logistic regression analysis was used to investigate the relative contribution of psychological characteristics 
to being scheduled for surgery, over and above clinical and sociodemographic variables. baseline measures included pain, 
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hand function, satisfaction with the patient’s hand, health-related quality of life, treatment credibility and expectations, 
illness perception, pain catastrophizing, and anxiety and depression.

results: patients in the surgery group had longer symptom duration, more often a second opinion, higher pain, treatment 
credibility and expectations and worse hand function, satisfaction, HrQol, illness perception and pain catastrophizing 
compared with the non-surgery group (effect sizes ranged from 0.20 to 1.20; p values ranged from < 0.001 to 0.044). 
After adjusting for sociodemographic, clinical, and psychological factors, we found that the following increased the 
probability of being scheduled for surgery: longer symptom duration (standardized odds ratio [sor], 1.86; p = 0.004), 
second-opinion visit (sor, 3.81; p = 0.027), lower satisfaction with the hand (sor, 0.65; p = 0.004), higher treatment 
expectations (sor, 5.04; p < 0.001), shorter perceived timeline (sor, 0.70; p = 0.011), worse personal control (sor, 
0.57; p < 0.001) and emotional response (sor, 1.40; p = 0.040). the hierarchical logistic regression analysis including 
sociodemographic, clinical, and psychological factors provided the highest area under the curve (sociodemographics 
alone: 0.663 [95% confidence interval 0.618 to 0.709]; sociodemographics and clinical: 0.750 [95% ci 0.708 to 0.791]; 
sociodemographics, clinical and psychological: 0.900 [95% ci 0.875 to 0.925]).

conclusions: patients scheduled to undergo surgery for cmc-1 oA have a worse psychological profile than those scheduled 
for non-surgical treatment. our findings suggest that psychological characteristics should be considered during shared 
decision-making, and they might indicate if psychological interventions, training in coping strategies, and patient 
education are needed. future studies should prospectively investigate the influence of psychological characteristics on 
the outcomes of patients with cmc-1 oA.

 
A-0243 psycHologicAl cHArActeristics, femAle sex, And opioid usAge predict Acute postoperAtive 
pAin in pAtients surgicAlly treAted for tHumb bAse osteoArtHritis – A coHort study
robbert m wouters1,2,3, jarry t porsius2,3,4,5, mark jw van der oest2,3,5, Harm p slijper2,3,5, sebastiaan s souer5, ruud w 
selles2,3, joy c macdermid6,7,8, the Hand-wrist study group
1Center for Hand Therapy, Handtherapie Nederland, Utrecht, the Netherlands; 2Department of Plastic, Reconstructive and 
Hand Surgery, Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 3Department of Rehabilitation 
Medicine, Erasmus MC, University Medical Center Rotterdam, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 4Integrated Brain Health Clinical 
and Research Program, Department of Psychiatry, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA; 
5Hand and Wrist Center, Xpert Clinic, Eindhoven, the Netherlands; 6School of Physical Therapy, Western University, London, ON, 
Canada; 7School of Rehabilitation Science, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada; 8The Hand and Upper Limb Centre, St 
Joseph’s Health Centre, London, ON, Canada

Aims: to investigate the influence of type of surgery, preoperative sociodemographics, preoperative patient-reported 
outcome measures (proms), psychological characteristics, and postoperative opioid usage on acute postoperative pain 
24h postoperatively following surgery for thumb carpometacarpal (cmc-1) osteoarthritis (oA). secondly, preoperative 
and acute postoperative pain were compared.

patients and methods: 215 participants were included in this cohort study. type of surgery, preoperative sociodemographics, 
preoperative proms, psychological characteristics, and postoperative opioid usage of patients surgically treated for cmc-1 
oA were prospectively collected during usual care in sixteen clinics for hand surgery and therapy in the netherlands. 
Hierarchical regression was used to identify predictors of acute postoperative pain 24h postoperatively, measured using a 
numeric pain rating scale (nprs, range 0-10). potential predictors collected preoperatively included pain, hand function, 
satisfaction with hand, Health-related Quality of life (HrQol), treatment credibility and expectations, illness perception, 
pain catastrophizing, anxiety, and depression. 
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results: in the final model, female sex, opioid usage, higher preoperative satisfaction with hand and higher self-reported 
consequences and coherence predicted greater postoperative pain, with 31% explained variance. mean postoperative 
nprs score was lower (5.1±2.4) than preoperative pain, measured using visual Analogue scales (during past week: 
6.7±1.7 and physical load: 7.5±1.7) and michigan Hand Questionnaire (6.4±1.4, p<0.001).

conclusions: psychological factors, female sex, and opioid usage enhance the prediction of acute postoperative pain beyond 
surgery type, preoperative sociodemographics, and proms. female sex and opioid usage were the strongest predictors, 
even after controlling for psychological factors. postoperative pain management was sufficient in most patients, although 
future studies may investigate sex-based approaches and patient education.

take home message:
- psychological factors, female sex, and opioid usage predict acute postoperative pain following surgery for cmc-1 oA
- female sex and opioid usage were the strongest predictors
- Although suppressed by analgesics, acute postoperative score was lower than preoperative pain

 
A-0247 A cAse series of two complex pAediAtric distAl rAdius frActures
fadi Hindi1, luis martul pestana1,2

1Queen Alexandra Hospital, Portsmouth, UK; 2Pulvertaft Hand Centre, Royal Derby Hospital, Derby, UK

we present two cases of complex wrist trauma in children.
15 year old male fell of his mountain bike onto his left wrist. initial imaging showed a physeal injury with a separate intra 
articular fragment. this was nor reducible closed. open reduction via a dorsal approach demonstrated a radial fragment 
with dorsal displacement in a sH ii pattern with the ulnar aspect of the epiphysis split in two with a dorsally displaced 
fragment and a volar fragment rotated 180° under the lunate. the ulnar fragments were reduced and plated dorsally with 
an epiphyseal raft of screws. the radial fragment was stabilised via a single transphyseal k-wire. He was kept in a plaster 
for 6 weeks and the wire was then removed. At three months he is progressing well and is now awaiting removal of plate.
12 year old male fell of his mountain bike onto his right wrist. on manipulation that evening the fracture position was 
improved but there was an irreducible fragment under the distal ulna. He was elevated overnight and underwent ct 
showing a sH 2 volarly displaced fracture with a separate fragment under the distal ulna probably representing the 
sigmoid notch. in theatre a volar approach was performed. the main radial fragment was reduced and stabilised with 
two k-wires.  the fragment under the distal ulna was confirmed to be the sigmoid notch. this was reduced and stabilised 
with a single screw. the volar radioulnar ligament was repaired with bony anchors. He was in plaster for 4 weeks at which 
point the k-wires were removed and then spent a further 2 weeks in plaster.
both our cases demonstrate a highly unusual and complex pattern with intraarticular fragments necessitating open 
reduction and internal fixation. we have been unable to find similar patterns reported in the literature. 

 
A-0248 An unusuAl cAse of two concurrent tumours in tHe HAnd
fadi Hindi1, luis martul pestana1,2

1Queen Alexandra Hospital, Portsmouth, UK; 2Pulvertaft Hand Centre, Royal Derby Hospital, Derby, UK

A 45 year old right hand dominant female presented to our department initially 3 years ago with signs and symptoms of 
carpal tunnel syndrome confirmed on nerve conduction studies. A mass on the palm of her hand over the 2nd and 3rd 
mcpjs was also noted and the patient reported this had been present as long as she can rememeber and was not growing 
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and only occasianally troubled her. x-rays showed what appeared to be an atypical exostosis arising from the middle 
finger p1 base. she underwent carpal tunnel decompression and after an mri suggested this mass was consistent with an 
exostosis but could not rule out a soft tissue element. excision was planned but this was then delayed due to uncontrolled 
hypertension. the patient was re-referred in the last year as she was finding her mass increasingly problematic. she had 
also continued to have signs and symptoms of carpal tunnel though only to index and middle finger and less severe than 
before her decompression. x-rays confirmed no change in the exostosis but a repeat mri showed a plexiform neurofibroma 
involving the common digital nerve to index and middle finger from its origin at the median nerve to distal to the mcpjs 
overlying the exostosis. After further discussions we opted to in the first instance excise the exostosis as previously 
planned. At time of surgery the plexiform neurofibroma was found as reported on the mri and found to directly lie over 
the exostosis. the exostosis was excised. we are now assesing wether relieving the pressure effect on the neurofibroma 
improves her symptoms whils we consider and counsel her regarding possible excision and nerve graft.
we have not been able to find a similar case in the literature and to our knowledge no known link between these types 
of benign tumours has been described.

 
A-0249 is ArtHroscopic treAtment of A fibromA in tHe wrist possible? – cAse report
pedro xavier fernandes, raquel teixeira, Hugo ribeiro, joao silva, carla nunes
Hospital Sao Francisco Xavier, Lisbon, Portugal

introduction
fibroma is an uncommon, slowly growing, usually painless benign soft tissue neoplasm. most frequent in males, between 
20 and 50 years old, predominantly located near wrist flexors and typically after a traumatic event. it makes differential 
diagnosis with giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath and with bone and cartilage neoplasms. it ś excision must be complete 
given that the recurrence rate is 24%. usually the excision is open, with no cases described of arthroscopic wrist excision.

objective
case report of an arthroscopic therapeutic approach for a rare wrist pathology.

methodology
right-handed 18-year-old female patient, referenced by a scaphoid cyst, right wrist, detected 3 months ago. she had 
sporadic pain complaints at the radial edge of the wrist, worsening in recent weeks (vAs 7/10), with no trauma history. on 
objective examination, pain was highlighted by palpation of the radial edge of the scaphoid and radiographically regular 
bone defect lesion on the outer edge of the scaphoid was detected. An mri was requested and described “remodeling 
of the radial scaphoid contour due to synovial synovial edema, associated with a 30x4x6mm cystic image located at the 
depth of the short and long radial carpal extensor tendons, with no intrinsic scaphoid lesions”. the diagnostic hypothesis 
of the synovial cyst of the outer edge of the wrist (bed of the short radial carpal extensor) was presented. the patient 
was proposed for arthroscopic excision of the lesion.

results
during wrist arthroscopy, a yellowish, soft, friable lesion surrounded by synovitis was observed on the outer surface of 
the scaphoid and in relation to the short and long radial extensor of the carpus, about 3 to 5 mm. shaver arthroscopic 
debridement was performed and material was collected for histological analysis. of which stands out “dense fibrous 
connective tissue without synovial membrane with very little nonspecific mononucleated infiltrate. there is no evidence 
of giant cell tumor. ” the postoperative period was uneventful, with good clinical evolution and, at this moment, she has 
an asymptomatic follow-up of 8 months and no limitations in the range of motion.
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conclusions
we believe this case report demonstrates a surgical alternative to a rare condition. on the other hand, it demonstrates 
that the clinical and imaging exams can guide the diagnosis of wrist injuries, however the definitive diagnosis will always 
be with histological analysis.

 
A-0250 fixAtion of distAl rAdius frActures As dAy cAse surgery under regionAl block - our experi-
ence of 107 pAtients
mayank kumar, sam vollans, pawan kumar gupta, rajesh sethi
Leeds Teaching Hospitals Trust, Leeds, UK

background - distal radius fractures are managed in the uk in accordance with the british orthopaedic standards for 
trauma (boAst). the recent guidelines published in 2017 advocate operative fixation of distal radius fractures(drf), where 
indicated. timing of surgical intervention suggested has added to the ever increasing pressure for the nHs.
in our busy tertiary level hospital, to improve our waiting times in line with boAst and to avoid cancellations on the day a 
dedicated wrist list was created within our hand unit with all procedures performed under regional block and as day cases.

Aim - this study aims to assess the safety of distal radius fracture fixation as a day case procedure under regional anaesthesia 
in a major trauma centre in uk. this study also aims to evaluate the immediate post-operative period post block cessation 
to assess safety of regional blocks and any complications post procedure.

method - patients undergoing a distal radius fracture surgery over the last 2 years, 2017-2019 in our day surgery unit were 
identified. electronic health records of these patients were reviewed for data collection and analysis.

results – one hundred and seven patients underwent the surgery under the protocol. Among them, 94 patients (88%) 
underwent an orif and 13 patients (12%) had manipulation & k-wire fixation. left side was affected slightly higher (52.3%) 
compared to the right side (47.7%). mean age of the patient was 55.3 years (range 18 to 83 years). the mean American 
society of Anaesthesiology (AsA) grade for the cohort was 1-2. regional block (Axillary approach) was used exclusively for 
all the patients, with 2 patients (2.1%) requiring sedation along with the regional block. median regional block effect was 
26 hours (range 12-74 hours). post block cessation, 30% patients required paracetamol only, with further 30% requiring 
a combination with either ibuprofen or dihydrocodeine. no patient required stronger opioids for post-operative pain. 
there was no case of readmission in immediate post-operative period. no reported cases of compartment syndrome in 
the cohort. there was only one case of cancellation on the day, due to equipment issues.
this list helped bring the waiting periods for distal radius management by about 30% and made our unit compliant 
with boAst guidelines for extra articular fractures. the savings for the trust in admission nights & cost of gA has been 
estimated around £64000. 

conclusion – day care treatment of drf using regional blocks can be a safe and cost efficient way of managing rising 
number of drf. there is no increase in the incidence of complications with the use of regional block. regional blocks have 
a good effect in the immediate post-operative period. over the counter analgesia can be effective used for pain relief 
once block recedes. day case surgery model also helps to achieve higher patient satisfaction outcomes as this cohort had 
100% patient satisfaction in the immediate post-operative period. 
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A-0252 reconstruction of lArge bone defects of proximAl pHAlAnges witH A vAsculArized tHird 
metAcArpAl bone grAft in 14 pAtients witH tHe follow-up of 2 yeArs
yadong yu, xu zhang, yali xu, li lyu, xinzhong shao, li wang, zhemin zhang
Third Hospital of Hebei Medical University, Shijiazhuang, Hebei, China

purpose: large bone defects of the proximal phalanges may be the results of trauma, infection, osteomyelitis, removal 
of dead bone, and excision of tumors. the aim of this study is to introduce the reconstruction of large bony proximal 
phalangeal defect with a vascularized third metacarpal bone graft in 14 patients with the follow-up of 2 years. 

methods: from january 2016 to november 2018, 14 patients with segmental osteomyelitis or dead bone of the proximal 
phalanges were treated in our hospital. All patients had combined previous injuries with the loss of some fingers of the 
same hand. there were 13 male and 1 female patients, with the mean age of 34 years (range, 19–53 years). the mean 
size of the bone defect was 22 ×8 × 7 mm (range, 14× 6 × 7 mm to 33 × 9 × 7 mm); and the mean size of the bone 
graft was 25 × 8 × 7 mm (range, 16 × 8 × 4 mm to 37 × 8 × 7 mm. postoperative hand function was assessed based 
on the disabilities of the shoulder, Arm, and Hand questionnaire.

results: bone healing was achieved at both the distal end (mean, 5 weeks; range, 4–8 weeks) and proximal end (mean, 
5 weeks; range, 4–6 weeks) of the grafted sites. the mean follow-up period was 26 months (range, 24 to 29 months). At 
the final follow-up, the mean disabilities of the shoulder, Arm, and Hand score for hand function was 29 (range, 12–40).

conclusions: the third metacarpal bone can be a good donor site for harvesting a vascularized bone graft. with the use 
of the graft, osseous healing may be improved for reconstruction of large defects of the proximal phalanges, especially, 
in the cases that nonvascularized grafting most likely results in graft failure.

 
A-0253 midterm results of semicontrAined isis® trApeciometAcArpAl ArtrHoplAsties witH tHreAded 
trApezium cups
juan rodríguez fernández, manuel rubén sánchez crespo, Higinio Ayala gutierrez, maría Ángeles de la red-gallego, 
josé couceiro otero, fernando del canto Alvarez
Marques de Valdecilla Universitary Hospital, Santander, Spain

bAckground 
degenerative thumb carpometacarpal (cmc) joint osteoarthritis is a common condition affecting the general population. 
the use of threaded cups in trapeciometacarpal joint replacement arthroplasty has been traditionally associated with a 
high percentage of complications. the isis threaded trapezial component (evolutis, roanne, france), has been specifically 
designed to address these complications. 
objective 
the authors report the results of their case series of isis® trapeciometacapal joint replacement arthroplasties using 
threaded trapezium cups. 
mAteriAl And metHods
A total of 51 semi-constrained isis® cmc arthroplasties, were implanted in 48 patients at our institution between April 
2014 and november 2018. the patients were prospectively followed up, with postoperative yearly visits. All of the cases 
were operated through a dorsal approach. the cup was positioned under fluoroscopic guidance in all of the cases. the 
visual analog scale for pain, the range of motion, and the grip strength were all collected at each postoperative visit for 
every patient. the functional capacity was evaluated individually for each patient using the Henck & van capelle test, 
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ranging from 0 to 40. the eaton grade, peri-implant osteolysis and the distance between the base of the first metacarpal 
and the distal surface of the trapezium, were measured on the latest x- rays. complications were collected for all of the 
patients.statistical analyses were performed 
results
A total of 46 patients with 49 implants were followed for at least one year. two patients were excluded from the study, 
as the trapezium component was intraoperatively converted to a cemented cup. the mean age was 59.5 years (+/- 5.6), 
41 patients were women (89%). the dominant hand was affected in 22 cases (44%). the average follow-up was 2,1 years 
(+/-1,4), 43 of our patients (93%) were active workers at the time of surgery. the mean preoperative van capelle score 
was 20 (15-23), and it was 32,7 (+/-4,8) at the latest follow-up. the mean vAs score improved to 1,6 (+/-1,7)  at the last 
postoperative visit. the mean grip and pinch strength increased a mean of 5,8 kg and 1,7 kg respectively postoperatively. 
the mean postoperative patient satisfaction was 9,5 (+/-1,9). none of our cases progressed to eaton stage iv osteoarthritis 
or developed any signs of osteolysis. the mean trapezium to the base of the first metacarpal distance was increased by 
2.5 mm postoperatively, there was no decrease in this distance at the latest follow up.
there were a total of 7 complications: 3 de Quervain tenosynovitis, 2 intraoperative metacarpal fractures, 1 carpal tunnel 
syndrome, and 1 of the patients had some remaining symptomatic osteophytes. no secondary surgeries were required 
to treat these complications.
conclusions
results with the isis carpometacarpal thumb arthroplasty can be considered good in the short and midterm, with 
no component loosening or disease progression, our results are comparable to the ones published for impacted or 
cemented trapezium components. A good surgical technique is essential to optimize the results and minimize the risk of 
complications, it is the authors’ impression that intraoperative image guidance for the correct placement of the trapezium 
cup is of paramount importance

 
A-0259 dermAl mAtrix mAtriderm - initiAl clinicAl experience in HAnd surgery
lucie smrckova, Alena schmoranzova
Hand and Plastic Surgery Institute, Vysoke nad Jizerou, Czech Republic

matriderm is a three-dimensional matrix composed of native structurally intact collagen fibrils and elastin to support 
dermal regeneration.
the aim of treatment is to construct a neodermis, in order to improve the quality of reconstituted skin, reduce scarring, 
prevent wound contraction and restore funcionality.

our case studies will demonstrate the use of matriderm, applied in a one-stage surgical procedure in combination with 
a skin grafts to reconstruct the defect in hand surgery.

 
A-0271 complicAtions of steroid injections in tHe HAnd And wrist
mark maher, omar jaweesh, michelle spiteri
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, United Kingdom

soft tissue and intra-articular steroid injections are regularly performed to treat or improve symptoms in hand conditions, 
such as trigger finger, tenosynovitis, carpal tunnel syndrome and osteoarthritis. prior to these injections, patients are 
counselled about the risks of infection, tendon and nerve injury, steroid flare, fat atrophy and skin discoloration. 
the aim of this review was to assess complications following these injections performed in a dedicated out-patient clinic 
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between june 2017 and may 2019. intra-articular injections were performed using fluoroscopic guidance.

Hospital and patient records were reviewed to identify complications as all patients attended appointments in the hand 
clinics for review following these procedures. 
685 patients attended this clinic for a steroid injection. the majority of these patients, 72%, were female with a mean 
age of 68.4 years (range: 26 - 91). A total of 876 injections were performed; 773 were intra-articular joint injections, 
and the remaining 103 injections were soft tissue injections. 89% of patients underwent unilateral injections and 11% 
of patients had bilateral injections. the most common site of these injections was the first carpometacarpal joints. 13% 
had multiple injections performed into two of more interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joints in the same hand. 
none of the patients attended or were treated for infection by their general practitioner, in the emergency department 
or in the hand clinic. no patients reported tendon or nerve dysfunction, and there were no cases of skin discoloration and 
fat atrophy. patients subjectively reported varying degrees of pain following injections but not all patients completed 
the pain diary supplied. therefore, patients who sought advice from their general practitioner or from the hand clinic 
for increased pain which lasted more than five days, consistent with a significant prolonged steroid flare were noted. 
this occurred in five patients, 0.73% of patients and following 0.57% of all injections. this was reported by patients to 
have lasted two weeks and in this series occurred following unilateral isolated intra-articular injections into the first 
carpometacarpal, scaphotrapeziotrapezial and proximal interphalangeal joints. 
this review shows that joint and soft tissue injections can be performed safely in this setting with a low incidence of 
complications and morbidity without compromising future treatment options such as joint arthroplasty and fusion.

 
A-0272 five yeAr outcome of locked metAcArpopHAlAngeAl joints
mark bugeja1, michelle spiteri2

1Mater Dei Hospital, Malta; 2Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, United Kingdom

osteoarthritis of the small joints of the hand is a common condition which involves the metacarpophalangeal (mcp)  
joints less frequently. early osteoarthritis of these joints is not immediately noted by patients as symptoms such as 
pain and stiffness progress slowly and can cause mild and intermittent symptoms initially. during the early stages of 
osteoarthritis of these joints, locking of the joint can occur when the accessory collateral ligament gets caught behind 
a prominent osteophyte.

the aim of this study was to assess patient symptomatology before, after and five years following an episode of locking 
of the metacarpophalangeal joint. need for further treatment or intervention within this time was also noted.
patients who presented with this condition were identified prospectively from hospital attendance records. notes and 
patients were reviewed to assess function and any symptomatology prior to the episode and five years later.

thirteen patients attended a single centre with a locked middle or index finger mcp joint between 2007 and 2012. 
mean age at the time of the event was 56 years (range, 48-65. All patients denied symptoms prior to this episode. All 
patients had pain and inability to fully extend the mcp joint through the final thirty to forty degrees of extension. the 
episodes occurred after lifting large diameter heavy objects, such as boxes, small electrical appliances or large plant pots. 
radiographs showed an asymmetrical joint space on the posteroanterior view; and a prominent osteophyte of the head of 
the metacarpal was visible on an oblique view. closed manipulation following joint insufflation with a local anaesthetic 
agent in the emergency department or in clinic enabled reduction in most cases. two patients required closed reduction 
under general anaesthesia in theatre. full or near full extension was achieved following the procedure. pain and swelling 
improved significantly within four to six days of the procedure allowing return to activities. range of motion continued 
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to improve within the first three months following the procedure. this was maintained at five years, with intermittent 
episodes of discomfort following manual activities and no recurrence of locking or need for treatment, intervention or 
surgery during this period of time.
this review shows that locked mcp joints have a satisfactory outcome with early return to activities and no progress of 
symptomatic arthritis within five years.

 
A-0273 construction of A low profile rAdiAl nerve pAlsy ortHosis
deborah A schwartz
Orfit Industries America, Leonia, NJ USA

the radial nerve begins its course through the upper extremity as a branch of the posterior cord of the brachial plexus 
with contributions from c5, c6, c7, c8, and t1.  it divides near the elbow into its two terminal branches—the posterior 
interosseous nerve (motor) and the dorsal sensory radial nerve. this nerve innervates all of the extensor muscles of 
the elbow, wrist, finger metacarpal-phalangeal (mcp) joints and thumb. it also innervates the supinator muscle of the 
forearm, but does not innervate any intrinsic hand muscles.
mechanisms of injury to the radial nerve most often involve humeral fractures and /or compression. radial nerve palsy 
is characterized by paralysis of the wrist and finger extensors, which prevents the natural tenodesis action that enables 
grasp and release functions. 
the inability to extend the wrist and finger mcp joints and thumb interferes significantly with hand function. therapists 
have fabricated a variety of orthoses, both static and dynamic, to enable wrist and hand function for patients with radial 
nerve palsy.  this poster explains the construction of a simple low profile design.  this dorsal design is easily tolerated 
by older individuals due to the lightness of the material and the absence of heavy outrigger components.  multiple 
photographs and diagrams will illustrate the construction process.  A full list of references will be included.

 
A-0278 morpHologic study of long extensor tendon of toe As tendon grAft in reconstructive surgery
chaiyos vinitpairot1, pobe luangjarmekorn1, pravit kitidumrongsook1, thanasil Huanmanop2

1Department of Orthopedics, Faculty of Medicine, Chulalongkorn University, King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital, Bangkok, 
Thailand; 2Department of Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

background: long extensor tendon of toe is one of the alternative free tendon grafts in ligament and tendon reconstructive 
surgery. in many situations such as the requirement of multiple tendon grafts and lack of palmaris longus and plantaris 
tendons, extensor digitorum longus provided abundant source of tendon graft. only few articles described about this 
tendon.
purpose: to evaluate the configuration of all long extensor tendon of toes and determine the relationship between the 
tendon diameter and surface anatomy of toe.
methods: seventy cadaveric lower extremities were included. extensor digitorum longus of all toes were dissected. width, 
thickness and length of tendon and second to fifth toes were measured. the correlation between the tendon and surface 
anatomy of toe was evaluated. regression model was used to predict the width and thickness of tendon from the toe. 
result: the width of long extensor tendon of second to fifth toes were 3.3, 3.7,3.7 and 3.3 millimeters, respectively. the 
thickness is approximately 1 millimeter in all toes. length of second to fifth long extensor tendon were 31.3, 30.6, 23.9 and 
20.8 centimeters, respectively. third and fourth toes have some correlation with their tendons (r=3.7,3.5 with p<0.05). 
from regression analysis, the coefficient of third and fourth toes were 0.23 and 0.16, in order. the intercept values were 
0.63 and 1.61 for third and fourth toes, respectively.
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conclusions: extensor digitorum longus is the attractive source of free tendon graft due to its configuration, number 
and low morbidity. long extensor tendon of second and third toes provided longer tendon graft than others. third and 
fourth toes offered larger diameter tendon graft than second and fifth toes (Approximately 10%). width of long extensor 
tendon could be estimated by [0.23(3rd toe width)+0.63] for third toe and [0.16(4th toe width)+1.61] for fourth toe.the 
thickness of tendon is constant among toes.
clinical relevance: diameter and length of tendon in this study provided the information to select the appropriate long 
extensor tendon graft from toes for each reconstruction procedures.

 
A-0279 compAring wrist motion And strengtH between jApAnese And cAucAsiAn populAtions
ronit wollstein1, yoshihiro tsukamoto2, shuichi matsuda2, dennis kunichoff1, Andrew brash1, ryosuke ikeguchi2

1New York University School of Medicine, NY, USA; 2Kyoto University, Kyoto, Kyoto, Japan

introduction:
normal values for wrist range of motion (rom) have been established and are important to understand and compare 
pathology, results after treatment, and functional outcomes. factors affecting wrist rom include gender, age, occupation, 
and race. some studies have found anatomical and functional differences between Asian and caucasian populations. the 
purpose of this study was to compare wrist rom and grip strength between normal caucasian and japanese populations.
methods: 
one hundred normal japanese and 198 caucasian wrists were evaluated. wrist extension, flexion, radial and ulnar 
deviation pronation and supination were measured using a goniometer. grip strength was evaluated using a jAmAr 
dynamometer and an average of three measurements. the data was compared using a t-test or non-parametric test 
depending on sample distribution. multivariate analysis was performed to identify the importance of each factor in 
predicting motion and strength.
results: 
there were significantly more females than males in the caucasian group. on further analysis gender did not significantly 
affect grip strength or motion in this study. the caucasian cohort had more wrist flexion and more radial deviation 
than the japanese cohort, while the japanese cohort had more wrist extension and ulnar deviation (p<0.001). the 
caucasian population had stronger grip strength (p<0.001). multivariate analysis: demonstrated that age and gender 
were significant predictor of grip strength while hand dominance and occupation were not. Age alone was a significant 
predictor of wrist motion.
conclusions:  
1) there are significant differences in wrist motion and grip strength between normal japanese and caucasian populations. 
these differences in normal values may be used when comparing data and outcomes between different populations.
2) Age had a significant effect on motion and grip strength and the caucasian population had a stronger grip. this is in 
tandem with other studies of wrist motion and grip strength.
3) extension seemed to be coupled with ulnar deviation while flexion was coupled with radial deviation. it is possible 
that these differences stem from underlying structural differences in the radiocarpal and midcarpal joints. further study, 
specifically evaluating structure can help in understanding the reason for these disparities.

 
A-0280 QuAntifying muscle over tHe cArpAl tunnel-A pilot study
ronit wollstein, trevor simcox, lauren seo, dennis kunichoff, catherine petchprapa, kevin dunham
New York University School of Medicine, NY, USA

introduction: 
the pathophysiology of carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) is multifactorial and some of the factors are likely yet unknown. 
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while occupation and use of the hand may affect the occurrence of cts, anatomic variation and static features may affect 
cts frequency as well.
some static characteristics include hand shape while others such as hand size are less defined. we suspect that some of 
the muscles in the hand, specifically those that are found immediately volar to the transverse carpal ligament and that 
cross the area of the carpal tunnel, have a dynamic role in the etiology of cts, especially in manual laborers that use their 
hands in a forceful manner and in a repetitive fashion. the purpose of this study was to quantify the amount of muscle 
crossing the area of the carpal tunnel in normal individuals and to compare it to the amount of muscle in the wrists of 
patients with cts. we hypothesized that patients with clinical signs and symptoms of cts will have more muscle crossing 
the carpal tunnel (as measured on magnetic resonance imaging (mri)) than normal controls (without cts).
methods: 
case-control retrospective review of wrist mris performed as standard of care and their corresponding charts. we 
excluded mris with pathology in the carpal tunnel. we measured the amount of muscle overlying the carpal tunnel in 
millimeters using axial cuts at the level of the tip/hook of the hamate. the two or three cuts in this area and proximal 
to it were assessed for the thickness of overlying muscle (in millimeters) and for accepted signs of pressure within the 
carpal tunnel (bowing of the transverse carpal ligament and changes in shape and signal intensity of the median nerve 
within the carpal tunnel). 
results: 
forty mris were reviewed. six carried the diagnosis of cts (15%). preliminary analysis found no significant differences in 
muscle measurements between the two groups but there was a trend towards more muscle overlying the carpal tunnel 
in the cts group. the largest differential was at the level of the capitate and trapezoid on the axial cuts. we had a low 
interobserver reliability in some of the measurements such as muscle depth at the level of the hamate.
conclusions:
1) we will need a larger sample to achieve significance.
2) it is possible that the largest difference is at the level of the capitate and trapezoid (distally) but interobserver reliability 
was low for some other areas of muscle measurements and may explain the lack of significance.
3) the relationship between these findings and the clinical implications of muscle quantity necessitates further study as 
to the amount and location that are mechanically significant.
 
 
A-0281 exAmining tHe diAgnosis And prognosis of cArpAl tunnel syndrome by mri
shinji taniguchi1,2, yusuke matsuura1, takayuki sakai3, takane suzuki1, tomoyo Akasaka1, ei ozone1, michiaki mukai1, 
yoshiyuki matsuyama1, takahiro yamazaki1, takeru ohara1, Hiromasa wakita1, yasuchika Aoki1,3, koichi nakagawa2, seiji otori1

1Department of General Medical Science, Graduate School of Medicine, Chiba University, Chiba, Japan; 2Department of 
Orthopaedic Surgery, Toho University Sakura Medical Center, Chiba, Japan; 3Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Eastern 
Chiba Medical Center, Chiba, Japan

introduction
the nerve conduction study (ncs) is useful in diagnosing carpal tunnel syndrome and is an index of severity. However, 
ncs is difficult to perform when the thenar muscles are severely atrophied. in recent years, there have been reports that 
mri is useful for the diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome. However, there are many reports of results by surgical method, 
and reports that describe the indications of conservative treatment and surgical treatment by mri are not as far as we 
can intervene. the purpose of this study is to clarify various parameters of mri related to the diagnosis of carpal tunnel 
syndrome and the prognosis of conservative therapy. 
materials and methods
eighty-six wrists of 56 patients(n=86) with diagnosed cts at the eastern chiba medical center from April 2015 to june 
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2017 entered in this study. forty-eight wrists of 34 patients(n=48) (21 females, 13 males; mean age: 62.9 years; range: 
33-92 years) who excluded exclusion criteria in these patients were considered. exclusion criteria included a prior history 
of trauma or surgery on the wrist(n=6), rheumatoid arthritis(n=5), dialysis(n=2), cervical spine disease(n=6), and 
diabetes(n=14). we performed ncs and mri on all patients. exclusion criteria included cases that mri was unclear(n=1) 
and ncs could not be performed due to muscle atrophy(n=4). At the first visit, ncs and mri were taken to measure the 
median nerve cross-sectional area(mncsA) at the distal radius, proximal carpal tunnel, center, and distal, and fractional 
Anisotropy (fA) values. regarding the diagnosis, the correlation between the latency of ncs at the first visit and the 
parameters of mri was examined. twenty-eight wrists who underwent conservative therapy(splint, medication, injection) 
for 6 months were performed ncs again after 6 months, and the difference between the latency of ncs at the first visit 
and after the 6-month was taken as ncs improvement amount. regarding the prognosis of conservative therapy, we 
compared the parameters of mri for the improvement group(n=16) and the non-improvement group(n=12) according 
to ncs improvement amount. 
results
there were correlation between the latency of ncs and mncsA at the distal radius(ρ=0.70) and proximal carpal 
tunnel(ρ=0.37), and fA value(ρ=-0.32). there was no significant difference in mri parameters between the improvement 
group and the non-improvement group. 
discussion
it was suggested that we can diagnose cases that cannot be performed ncs due to muscle atrophy by measuring mncsA 
and fA value on mri. However, parameters related to the prognosis of conservative therapy could not be clarified. 
we considered many factors such as patient background and methods of conservative therapy had an effect on the 
improvement of the latency of ncs.

 
A-0282 A rAre cAse of cutAneous tricHopHyton verrucosum of tHe foreArm in A 51-yeAr-old cAttle 
fArmer
Alissa gübeli1, philipp Honigmann1,2, marco keller1

1Kantonsspital Baselland, Department of Handsurgery, Liestal, Switzerland; 2Medical Additive Manufacturing research lab, 
Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Basel, Switzerland

trichophyton verrucosum is a pathogen causing superficial mycoses in cattle worldwide and one of few zoophilic 
dermatophytes. farmers and veterinarians are at a higher risk of infection due to frequent direct animal contact. An 
increase of cases among humans has been observed in the last few years. 
in this case, a 51-year-old local cattle farmer presented to the general practitioner (gp) with erythema and fluctuating 
swelling on the dorsal side of his left distal forearm. He reported that the skin lesion had appeared a week prior, he was 
not able to rule out a possible insect bite in the region. He had no history of immunodeficiency or other skin diseases. 
According to the patient, his cattle showed no skin abnormalities. the gp suspected a simuliidae bite and incised the 
swelling, followed by antibiotic treatment first with co-Amoxicillin p.o., two days later with ciproxin p.o. due to persistence 
of symptoms. two weeks after appearance of the first symptoms, the patient presented to the emergency unit with 
progression of the swelling, increasing size of the primary lesion and three satellite lesions on the forearm. we excised 
the lesions and took biopsies for histologic and microbiologic examination. on recommendation of our infectiologist, 
the antibiotic treatment was paused. surprisingly, the microbiology results of our laboratory were negative for bacteria, 
yeast, nocardia, mold and actinomyces. After discussing the case with our infectiologists, we decided to send the samples 
to a specialized central laboratory for further analysis, where an infection with atypical mycobacteria and francisella 
tularensis was excluded. the pcr for Hsv 1 and 2 and paravaccinia virus were also negative. the pathological findings 
suggested a profound mycosis with folliculitis. An additional analysis for fungal pcr showed growth of trichophyton 
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verrucosum 2.5 weeks postoperatively. we initiated adequate treatment with terbinafin 250mg per os 1x/day, which 
lead to a continuous regression of the skin lesions. due to a drug-induced exanthema 2 weeks into terbinafin intake, 
we continued with itraconazol 200 mg per os 1x/day. 7.5 weeks after surgical intervention and 5 weeks after initiation 
of antimycotic treatment the patient showed a complete wound healing. An examination of the patient’s cattle by the 
local veterinarian showed no cases of trichophyton verrucosum among the animals.
in conclusion, extensive initial investigation of the patient’s clinical history facilitates finding the correct diagnosis. 
taking biopsies for histologic and microbiologic examination is crucial to prevent a delay of correct treatment. After initial 
exclusion of common pathogens, it is important to exclude rare infectious and occupational diseases. for this, samples 
must sometimes be sent to specialized laboratories. At presentation of patients with unclear skin lesions, it is important 
to think of zoophilic dermatophytes as possible pathogens, especially among risk groups such as cattle farmers and 
veterinarians. Affected farmers should have their cattle examined for dermatophytes by a veterinarian.

 
A-0283 A cAnnulAted compression screw witH A vAriAble locking plAte for smAll joint ArtHrodesis
gj blok
Union Hospital, Johannesburg, South Africa 

introduction: traumatic induced osteo-arthritis can be an indication for an arthrodesis of the affected joint. work related 
injuries in young general workers can lead to persistent pain and instability. return to work and inability to perform 
normal duties can be the consequence.
the recent introduction of a combination of a cannulated screw with a variable angle locking plate is an interesting 
alternative for a pain-free stabile finger joint.
results: from 2016 to date 25 patients presented for a possible joint arthrodesis. in 17 patients 18 Hps fusion systems 
were used. of the 18 affected joints 16 stable and pain-free joints were achieved. 
discussion: where many different techniques of a small joint arthrodesis of the hand are described a combination of a 
cannulated screw with a variable angle locking plate has not yet been described in the literature.
complications: post operative wound dehiscence lead to the removal of one plate and screw (successfully re-introduced 6 
month later). malpositioning lead to an adjustment in four cases. Hard ware prominence lead to the removal of two plates, 
where the cannulated screw was left in place. in one patient eventually a partial finger amputation was deemed necessary.
conclusion: a cannulated screw with a variable angle plate can be a useful alternative for an small joint arthrodesis of 
the hand in the young patient with trauma induced osteoporosis-arthritis.

 
A-0286 dimension reduction in flAp design-tHe wAveform design
ding pan, ju-yu tang
Xiangya Hospital, Changsha, China

purpose:
the aim of this report is to introduce our experience of dimension reduction in flap design in repairing irregular skin and 
soft tissue defects.

mAteriAls-metHods:
between january 2009 and november 2019, we covered irregular soft tissue defects of 59 patients (33 male cases and 26 
female cases) with waveform design perforator flaps. the mean age of the patients was 35.5 years (range: 5-68 years). 
14 cases (23.7%) presented with soft-tissue defects in the upper limbs, and the 45 cases (76.3%) in the lower limbs. the 
size of the defect ranged from 15×10 cm to 35×20 cm.
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results:
in 59 cases, the flaps of 55 cases survived smoothly, while 4 cases need further exploratory surgery. the marginal necrosis of 
the flap was seen in 3 cases which healed after dressing change and partial flap necrosis in 1 case which was reconstructed 
using flap grafting again. the success rate of the limb salvage is 93.2%. the recovery of limb function was satisfactory, 
and no severe complication of donor site occurred.

conclusions
the waveform design perforator flaps are reliable and versatile flaps for the reconstruction of irregular soft-tissue 
defects. reconstruction with these flaps is a single-stage procedure that can improve the appearance and function of 
the recipient sites and donor sites.

 
A-0287 ApplicAtion of skin-stretcHing device in tHe closure of flAp donor sites
ding pan, ju-yu tang
Xiangya Hospital, Changsha, China

purpose
the purpose of this article is to report our clinical experience in expanding the application of skin-stretching device (ssd) 
in the primary closure of skin flap donor sites.

materials and methods
from july 2017 to february 2019, the ssds were used to close the wound of flap donor site in 102 patients (128 wounds). 
male was 87 and female was 15, with a mean age of 36 years old (ranging from 2 to 75 years). the initial maximum width 
of donor site ranged from 4.0~15.0cm, average 8.5cm. 68 flap donor sites were located on the lateral thigh, 32 in the 
back, 16 in the lower leg,7 in the dorsal side of the forearm and 5 in the abdomen.

results
A total of 102 patients (128 wounds) were performed in the series. the patients were followed up for 1~22 months (mean 
10 months). 116 patients got one stage healing and 6 patient got partial skin grafting. scar hyperplasia occurred in 3 
patients and delayed healing occurred in 3 patients. only 1 patient had changes of pregnancy patterns in the donor site. 
the one stage healing rate by the using of the skin-stretching device was 90.6%.

conclusion
ssd can help to get the primary closure of the flap donor site. it has a lot of advantages, such as more minimally invasive, 
more efficient, simple operation, less complication, good function and appearance. moreover, skin–grafting and local 
flap are not necessary for the closure of the flap donor site. it’s worthy of clinical application.

 
A-0289 cHArActeristics And demogrApHics of cAses referred to tHe HAnd tHerApy clinic in kuwAit
mohammed sH nadar
Kuwait University

introduction: Hand injuries are reported to be one of the most common injuries worldwide that result in serious physical 
and psychosocial dysfunctions that affect the individual’s functional level. the purpose of this study was to identify the 
characteristic, frequency, onset, and etiology of hand injuries referred to the only Hand therapy clinic in kuwait. 
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methods: A checklist was used to collect data pertaining to the referral and patient characteristics that were received by 
the only hand therapy clinic in kuwait.

results:  the majority of the referrals were males 73%, kuwaitis 55%, and students 26%.  the mean age of referred patients 
was 34 years old. most of the patients were referred from the Al-razi orthopedic Hospital (83%) and by hand surgeons 
(88%).  falls and work injuries were the main causes for referral (26-23%), and flexor tendon injuries and phalangeal 
fracture were the most common hand diagnosis (28% and 26% respectively). A short waiting list was present, yet 90% 
of the patients were treated within the same week from referral date. 

conclusion: obtaining background information about patients’ demographics, onset, etiology, and injury ensured a more 
precise therapeutic intervention and outcome. fall and work injuries prevention programs may be needed to decrease the 
prevalence of hand injuries. local academic curricula pertaining to hand rehabilitation can also benefit from this data to 
provide a more focused educational program that reflect the most prevalent hand injuries in kuwait.

 
A-0290 results of ArtHroscopic HemitrApeziectomy witH suture button suspensionplAsty for 
tHumb cArpometAcArpAl ArtHritis
ryosuke ikeguchi, souichi ohta, takashi noguchi, Hisataka takeuchi, sadaki mitsuzawa, maki Ando, shuichi matsuda
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan

introduction
we hypothesized that arthroscopic partial trapezium resection combined with suture button suspensionplasty is an 
effective surgical option. 

methods 
eighteen cases of thumb carpometacarpal arthritis in which conservative treatment had been ineffective were included 
(mean age 65.1 years, 48 to 81 years old). eleven patients were female and seven were male. the surgical method is partial 
resection of the distal trapezium articular surface under carpometacarpal arthroscopy and suture button suspensionplasty 
between the first metacarpal base and the second metacarpal shaft. postoperative treatment is one week of immobilization 
followed by active range of motion exercise.

results 
preoperative vAs scores (mean 76.7) were significantly (p<0.001) reduced after the operation (mean 13.8). range of 
motion of the thumb carpometacarpal joint (mean preoperative palmar abduction 58.3°and radial abduction 45.7°) 
was significantly improved (mean postoperative palmar abduction 70.7°p<0.05 and radial abduction 61.0°p<0.05). 
preoperative qdAsH scores (mean 36.5) were also significantly (p=0.0003) improved (mean 14.9).

discussion and conclusion
Arthroscopic hemitrapeziectomy with suture button suspensionplasty is considered an effective treatment option offering 
significant pain relief and preserving joint motion.
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A-0294 percutAneous double screws plAcement for Acute scApHoid frActure:  A prospective com-
pArison of robot-Assisted procedure witH conventionAl tecHniQue
yang guo, liying sun
Jishuitan Hospital, Beijing, China

the Aim of this study was to investigate a robot-assisted volar insertion of double percutaneous scaphoid screw for 
acute scaphoid fracture and to compare insertion time, accuracy, and radiation exposure to the traditional technique. 
method
twenty patients with acute Herbert b2 scaphoid fracture were classified into robot-assisted versus traditional volar 
percutaneous scaphoid screw placement. robot system we used was tirobot® , which is an orthopedic surgery robot 
registered in china and can be used to aid screw insertion. time of the overall procedure, set-up time, time for ideal 
guide wire placement, and radiation time were recorded. number of guide wire attempts was also recorded.  student’s 
t-tests were used to determine whether the differences in outcome variables between computer-assisted and free hand 
techniques were significant. postoperative outcome measures included time to union based on computed tomography, 
visual Analogue scale (vAs), grip and pinch strength, range of motion and modified mayo wrist score.
results
double screws were placed in each patient both in the robot-assisted group and in the freehand group.Average follow 
up time was 6.8 months ( 6-12).no postoperative complications or revisions were reported. All fractures healed before 
8 weeks post-operatively based on ct scan. no difference was observed between vAs, wrist range of motion, pinch and 
grip strength and modified mayo score between the 2 groups. the overall time and the set-up time were higher in robot-
assisted group. the time for placement of the guide wire, radiation exposures and the number of guide-wire attempts 
needed for accurate guide wire placement were lower in robot-assisted group. global time of the procedure was higher 
in robot-assisted group but without significance. 
summAry
robot-assisted technique for double volar percutaneous scaphoid screw placement takes slight more time than traditional 
methods but significantly reduces the amount of radiation exposure to the patient. this technique also significantly 
reduced the number of incorrect placement of the guide wire compare to free hand guide wire insertion.

 
A-0296 delAyed tendon HeAling After injury in tetrAnectin-deficient mice
megumi Hanaka, kousuke iba, Hikaru Hayakawa, toshihiko yamashita
Sapporo Medical University School of Medicine, Sapporo, Japan

background :tetranectin belongs to the family of c-type lectins and was originally purified from human serum on the 
basis of its plasminogen kringle 4-binding properties (wewer and Albrechtsen, 1992; Høgdall, 1998; clemmensen et al., 
1986). previous studies demonstrated that tetranectin has a role in tissue remodeling, with a particularly important role 
in the early phase of tissue healing (iba et al., 2001; 2009; 2013). in this study, we investigated whether tetranectin has 
a significant role in injured tendon healing.
methods :the wild-type and tetranectin-null mice (c57/bl/6j background) used in this study were described previously 
(iba et al., 2001). the wild-type mice were littermates and served as controls. All animals were maintained in our animal 
facility under specific pathogen-free conditions, and all animal work was reviewed and approved by the institutional 
Animal care and use committee of the university.
using the patella tendon injury model in tetranectin-null mice, the healing processes of the injured tendon were evaluated 
by histological and immunohistochemical analyses and measurement of the expression of tetranectin, type 1 collagen 
(col 1), tenomodulin, scleraxis, tgfβ, il-1β, il-6 and tnf-α.  
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data were expressed as means ± sd. statistical analyses were performed using student’s t test. p < 0.05 was considered 
to indicate statistical significance.
results :At the early phase within 7 days after the injury, involvement of inflammatory cells and the expressions of il-1β, 
il-6 and tnf-α were significantly decreased in tetranectin-null mice. tetranectin expression increased at 1 day and peaked 
at 3 days, and finally disappeared at 7 days after the injury in wild-type mice. with regard to the long-term processes, the 
tendon healing period and maturity were significantly delayed in the tetranectin-null mice, although the injured tendon 
eventually healed and matured to the same level as that in the wild-type mice. expression levels of type 1 collagen and 
tenomodulin in tetranectin-null mice were significantly lower than those in the wild-type mice until 70 days after injury; 
however, there were no significant differences in their expression at the final stage of the healing process. 
conclusion :the period of tendon healing after injury in tetranectin-null mice was significantly delayed in comparison with 
that in wild-type mice. on the other hand, the healing and maturation processes of the injured tendon were eventually 
completed, with only the early healing process being impaired. these findings suggest that tetranectin has a role in 
injured tendon healing.

 
A-0297 HumAn AllogrAft screw for distAl interpHAlAngeAl joint ArtHrodesis of tHe finger. A pro-
spective koHortstudy, witH tHe sHArk - screw®  implAnt 
c krasny, c radda, r polke, c wurnig
First Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Hand Surgery, Orthopaedic Hospital, Vienna Speising, Vienna, Austria

bAckground: 
Arthrodesis of the distal interphalangeal (dip) joint is a reliable method to improve fingerfunction in osteoarthritis. the 
aim oft he study was to evaluate the shark screw® implant in arthrodesis of the distal interphalangeal (dip) joint, with 
an new allograft, which is made of cortical humane bone. 
metHod: 
in a prospective kohort study we  includet 20 consecutive, patients (3 male, 17 females) with a mean age of 64,8 yeras 
(range 21 to 86 years). overall 24 dip-joints were fused, performing the dip-Arthrodesis in lokal anästhesia with the shark 
screw® implant. All patients were followed-up clinically and radiographically with respect to fusion, complications and 
outcome at a minimum of 12 months postoperatively (mean 15,9 months). x-rays, dAsH score and visual analog scale 
(vAs) scores were recorded preoperatively and at the visits, 6 weeks, 12 weeks, 6 months, 12 months and subsequent 
visits postoperatively. 
results:
the dAsH score improved significantly from preoperative 38.7 points to postoperative 12.5 points at the final visit after 
one year. the visual analog scale (vAs) score improved significantly from preoperative 7.5 to postoperative 0.2 points 
at first year. in our series there was no failure of bony fusion  or pseudoarthrosis. no other severe complications such as 
deep infection, intraoperative or postoperative fracture, wound healing problems or regional dystrophy were observed. 
no patient reported numbness or dysästhesiea of the fingertips.
conclusion:
Arthrodesis of the distal interphalangeal (dip) joint with the shark screw®  implant is reliable, innovativ and save method. 
the fact, that the implant is made of cortical human bone, shows a complete bone integration oft the screw within 12 to 14 
months. therefor no removal of implants are necessary. complications, that we know from metal implants, can be avoided.
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A-0298 ulnAr HeAd prostHesis – A 2 yeArs follow up
c krasny, c radda, r polke, c wurnig
First Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Hand Surgery, Orthopaedic Hospital, Vienna Speising, Vienna, Austria

bAckground: 
osteoarthritis is a common problem. An option to solve stability, painreduction and function could be the arthropalsty 
oft he ulnar head. 
metHod: 
in a prospective kohort study we  includet 15 consecutive, patients (3 posttraumatic, 12 osteoarthritis) with a mean age 
of 62,3 yeras (range 49 to 76 years). All patients underwent drug replacement surgery with the uHp-implant ® (kls 
martin) and were followed-up clinically and radiographically with respect to funktion, complications and outcome at a 
minimum of 24 months postoperatively (mean 28,8 months). x-rays, dAsH score and visual analog scale (vAs) scores, 
mHQ score and power measurements were recorded preoperatively and at the visits postoperatively. 
results:
the dAsH score improved significantly from preoperative 50.0 points to postoperative 8.8 points at the final visit after 
2 years. the visual analog scale (vAs) score improved significantly from preoperative 5.3 to postoperative 1.7 points at 
first year. the mHQ improved from 43,0 to 83,7 %.
in our series weh ad no revision surgery in any case. x-rays showed a significant remodeling at the distal ulnar, which 
had no clinical relevance. 
conclusion:
Arthroplasty of the ulnar head is a save and reliable procedure with very good mid term results in cases of osteoarthritis. 
further studies are necessary to evaluate the clinical outcome after much longer periodes. 

 
A-0299 Hubbert-little opponensplAsty for tHe mAnAgement of type ii tHumb HypoplAsiA
osman Hernán josé benavides gonzales1, josé medina Henriquez2, mario román lópez2, Ariadna santana2, isidro jimenez2, 
carlos thams3

1Hospital Universitario de Gran Canaria Dr. Negrín, Las Palmas, Spain; 2Complejo Hospitalario Universitario Insular Materno 
Infantil, Las Palmas, Spain; 3Hospital Perpetuo Socorro, Las Palmas, Spain

thumb hypoplasia is one of the most challenging pathologies in pediatric hand surgery. we report a case of a 5-year old 
male with type ii thumb hypoplasia managed with the Abductor digiti minimi opponensplasty described by Hubbert 
and little. A first web four corner z-plasty, and a reinforcement of the ucl were also performed. immobilization was 
removed after five weeks with no soft tissue complications. three-month post operation aesthetic look was acceptable, 
improvement of the thumb to index pinch was evident.  eight-month follow up presented an extreme opposition arch, 
with a kapandji score of six, with no other complications.

 
A-0301 bone reconstruction of ii metHAcArpAl due to A cHondrAl tumor
osman Hernán josé benavides gonzales, josé manuel rivero colmenares, Adrian Hermenegildo suarez cabanas, iván 
miguel beirutti ruiz
Hospital Universitario de Gran Canaria Dr. Negrín, Las Palmas, Spain

we report a case of a 20-year old male, right handed, diagnosed with a diafisial chondral tumor of the second methacarpal 
of the right hand. He was managed with resection of methacarpal diafisis preserving only distal and proximal epyphisis 
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and reconstructed with tricortical iliac creast autograft and fix with kirschner wires. three month follow-up with complete 
range of motion and no tumoral recurrence. 

 
A-0302 open vs percutAneous tenorrHApHy in treAtment of,,mAllet finger’’ injury – our experience
sofija pejkova, tomislav jovanoski, smilja tudzarova gjorgova, elizabeta zhogovska mircevska, igor peev, bisera nikolovska, 
gordana georgieva, vladimir ginoski, blagoja srbov
University Clinic for Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Skopje, North Macedonia

introduction
flexion deformity of the finger at dip (distal interphalangeal) joint or mallet finger is a condition caused by the disruption 
of the extensor tendon apparatus at the joint alone or combined with fracture of the distal phalanx.
the aim of this study is to compare functional results after treatment of mallet finger injuries using open or closed 
technique.  
for the aim of this study we have retrospectively analyzed 36 patients treated at university clinic for plastic and 
reconstructive surgery in the period from january 2015 – december 2018.    All patients were selected according precisely 
defined criteria for inclusion in the study. patients were divided in two groups, group A ( 20 patients ), where open 
tenorrhaphy was performed and group b ( 16 patients ), where percutaneous tenorrhaphy  was treatment of choice.  Age, 
sex, type of injury, dominant or non-dominant hand, type of treatment, complications were recorded for every patient. 
patients were followed-up weekly, 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months after treatment. the functional outcome after the treatment 
of the injury was assessed using the crawford criteria.
According the crawford criteria an excellent outcome was found in 12 patients (60%) from group A and 11 patients 
(68,75%) from group b,  good outcome was found in 8 patients (40%) from group A and 4 patients (25%) from group b. 
there was only 1 fair outcome in patient from group b (6,25%) and no poor outcome at all. our results shown that there 
were only excellent and good outcomes with average of 3,5±0,5 degrees extension deficit in patients that have had open 
tenorrhaphy and also excellent and good outcomes with one fair outcome in patients with percutaneous tenorrhaphy 
with average of 3,2±0,8  degrees extension deficit. 
the results of our study have shown that there is no statistical difference in the final outcome between these two 
operative techniques. 
key words
‘’mallet finger’’; ‘’baseball finger’’ ‘’drop finger’’ operative treatment of mallet finger; non-operative treatment of mallet 
finger.  

 
A-0303 burn’s seQuelAe of  tHe cHild HAnd
ismahal Halima beressa, Halima zerougua, Hamid belmaaziz, lila khamkhoum, slimane Allout, mohamed Azzouz
Medecine University, Pediatric Orthopédic Departement, Boukhrofa AEK Child’s Hospital, Oran, Algeria

introduction
burns are verry common in young children they are frequently  due to  domestic accident. hand burns are the most 
common .
 it   leads  functional sequelae wich disturb  learning, schooling and psychological development of the child.
material and method :
retrospective study concerning children treated for sequel of  hand’s burn .
result:
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12 children and  15 hands were operated . Average age of surgery was  2 years. contact burns are the most frequent 
(boiling oil in 70%). in 90% of cases the palmar hand is affected  and  commissure’s retraction   is   present  in almost cases.
our operative technique was as follows: after surgical exploration , we excised the  fibrous bridle  and    performed a 
z-plasty in 75% of cases, a commissural reconstruction by omega flap ,if the first commissure was affected  we performed 
a trident plasty or  a “pseudo-kite” flap . the skin coverage was provided by a total skin graft. Associated procedures 
were performed : arthrolysis 5% of cases, pinning  in 25% of patients and placement of directional splint in 50% of cases.
functional and esthetic postoperative results were good  in 85% of cases, however, recurrence of the bridle or retraction 
of the commissure appeared   in 15% of patients.
discussion.
the surgery allowed a complete correction of the deformity this result is maintained in the long term by the wearing 
of splint in maximum cutaneous correction. the recurrence is explained by the fact that the postoperative care was not 
performed by entrained teams . the arthrolysis was necessary when the burn is located on the dorsal hand it is  in our 
opinion due to dorsal skin  wich is very thin, creating a mobility plan dedicated to the flexion of the fingers. 
conclusion:
the functional , aesthetic consequences and especially psychological of  childs burns imposes  multidisciplinary treatement. 
the bridles appear during the growth  so a long-term follow-up is the only guarantee of a good result and  its maintenance 
over time.

 
A-0305 HAnd surgicAl mAnAgement of greig cepHAlopolysyndActyly syndrome
osman Hernán josé benavides gonzales1, Adrian Hermenegildo suarez cabanas1, Alberto marcos2, mario román lópez2, 
josé medina Henriquez2

1Hospital Universitario de Gran Canaria Dr. Negrín, Las Palmas, Spain; 2Complejo Hospitalario Universitario Insular Materno 
Infantil, Las Palmas, Spain

we report a case of a 20-month old male with greig cephalopolysyndactyly syndrome history. He presented a wassel iv 
polysyndactyly of left hand and a wassel ii polysyndactyly of the right hand. both hands with postaxial sesyl polydactyly. 
He was managed with simple excision of preaxial deformities and reconstruction of collateral ligaments. on both hands 
z-plasty of first web space were needed. follow-up at ten weeks the patient presented slight deficit of range of motion 
and no soft tissue complications. 

 
A-0306 role of tHe pronAtor QuAdrAtus muscle in distAl rAdius frActures: A prospective rAnd-
omized compArAtive study About suture versus non-suture After osteosyntHesis
claudia lamas gómez, roger rojas-sayol, javier Arenas-romera, manel fa-binefa, sara wahab-zuriarrain, marta Almenara-
fernandez
Hand Unit and Upper Extremity, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Universitat Autonoma 
de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

background:  pronator Quadratus (pQ) muscle is a stabilizing structure of the distal radioulnar joint (druj) and supplies 
epiphyseal and metaphyseal vascularization to the distal radius through its deep fascicle. the pQ is a muscle that is usually 
injured in displaced distal radius fractures and can injury this vascularity. several authors recommend a surgical repair 
of the superficial fascicle of the pQ. the objective of the study is to evaluate the role of the suture vs non-suture of the 
superficial fascicle of the pQ muscle after plate osteosynthesis in distal radius fractures. 
material and methods:  from january 2016 to june 2018 a prospective, randomized and comparative study about 70 
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patients with distal radius fractures were included. the ethical committee of our institution authorized the study and 
it was registred in clinicaltrials nct3371030. All cases were operated with a volar plate osteosynthesis. we randomized 
the patients. group A with pQ muscle suture and group b with pQ muscle non-suture.  out of 70 patients, 5 cases lost 
the follow-up and 5 cases with follow up less than one year were not included.  finally 60 patients were included in the 
study.   demographic data, clinical features, type of fracture, surgical repair of pQ, image studies (x-ray/mri postop) 
and patient outcomes to evaluate druj instability were analysed. we assess druj instability after osteosynthesis with 
clinical and radiological parameters. the mino ś criteria in the mri were used to evaluate the stability of the druj and 
the subluxation of the ulnar head respect in the sigmoid notch.  
results: 60 patients were included in the study.  there were 19 male and 41 female patients with a mean age of 50,8 years 
old (range, 20-76). the average follow-up period was 12 months. the distal radius fracture was on the right side in 39 
patients. there were 42 patients with intraarticular fracture. the articular surface of the druj was type 1 in 12, type 2 in 
14, type 3 in 22 and type 4 in 11 patients. At final follow up the mean visual analog scale (vAs) was 1 (0-3). mean wrist 
range of motion was 65º/ 58º/ 85º/90º. mean grip strength was 45 kg in the affected side and 50 kg in the unaffected side. 
the group A included 29 patients with surgical repair of the pQ muscle. the group b included 31 cases with non-surgical 
repair of the pQ muscle. the mino ś criteria were positive in 8 patients independently of the group studied. the statistical 
analysis of the data (chi-square test) demonstrated that surgical repair of superficial fascicle of the pQ muscle and the 
morphology of the sigmoid notch in the druj were not statistically significantly correlated with chronic instability after 
osteosynthesis in distal radius fractures  (p value = 0.51 and p= 0.56 respectively).
conclusion: the study supports that surgical repair of the superficial fascicle of the pQ muscle in distal radius fractures 
treated with plate osteosynthesis does not appears to play a main role in the druj stability.

 
A-0307 tfcc foveAl re-AttAcHment by modified ulnAr tunnel tecHniQue - significAnt clinicAl im-
provement At one-yeAr follow-up
robert gvozdenovic, sabine Hessler simonsen, soeren ohrt-nissen
Hand Surgery Unit, Department of Orthopaedics, Gentofte/Herlev Hospital, Hellerup, Copenhagen, Denmark

introduction
traumatic disruption of the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) is a common cause of ulnar sided wrist pain, often 
associated with decreased grip strength and impaired function.tfcc injuries are present in up to 80% of displaced distal 
radius fractures, occurring after a minor wrist trauma. tfcc injuries that do not respond to conservative treatment should 
be offered diagnostic arthroscopic surgery and re-attachment if indicated.
purpose
the aim of this study was to evaluate the clinical and patient-reported outcome one year after tfcc foveal re-attachment 
by modified ulnar tunnel arthroscopic technique. 
materials and methods
between April 2013 and june 2018, 32 patients underwent surgery with the modified iwasaki ulnar tunnel technique for 
foveal re-attachment of tfcc injury. All patients had ulnar-sided wrist pain and mild instability of the distal radioulnar 
joint (druj). diagnosis was finally established intraoperatively by the hook-test. All patients were immobilized for 2 weeks 
in a sugar tong splint and then with a removable orthosis with limited rotation for further 4 weeks. full weight-bearing 
activities were allowed at 3 months. prospective evaluation included assessment of pain (vAs score), grip strength, range 
of motion and q-dAsH score. 
results 
the study included 32 patients with 31 available for one-year follow-up. 21 patients had preoperative mri of which 13 
(62 %) showed no signs of tfcc injury. mean follow-up was 18 months [12-48]. median preoperative activity vAs score 
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was 60 [50-70], which decreased to 14 [6-20] (p=0.001). median q-dAsH score was 41 [36-43], which improved to 11 
[4-25] (p ≤ 0.001). grip strength also improved significantly (p ≤ 0.001), while improvement in rotation of the forearm 
was observed without significance. All patients achieved full stability, except one who needed re-fixation due to early 
discontinuation of the splint. one patient underwent synovectomy without improvement of symptoms. one patient was 
referred to sl ligament reconstruction. 
conclusion
modified ulnar tunnel method improves stability and symptoms in patients with tfcc injury. preoperative mri is not 
sensitive for tfcc injury and should primarily be considered for differential diagnostic purposes. 

 
A-0309 bony Avulsion frActure of tHe flexor digitorum profundus tendon: A new treAtment witH A 
Hook plAte for jersey fingers types 2 And 3
claudia lamas gómez, manel fa-binefa, roger rojas-sayol, javier Arenas-romera, sara wahab-zuriarrain, marta Almenara-
fernandez
Hand Unit and Upper Extremity. Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Universitat Autonoma 
de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

background: Avulsion fractures produced by flexor digitorum profundus (fpd) types 2 and 3 in flexor zone 1, also called 
jersey finger (jf), are an uncommon pathology requiring surgical treatment. during the last 20 years they have been 
treated with a wide spread of surgical techniques including anchor suture, pullout button sutures, screws and other 
techniques. However, due to difficult surgical fixation of fragments around finger joints, limited access to ligaments 
and tendons and the lack of cases none of the techniques have turned as a clearly option above others. previous authors 
had assessed usage of plates to treat fdp avulsions in animal models and cadaveric models founding a biomechanical 
advantage of volar plates in comparison to other methods.
objectives: the aim of this study was to asses the fixation with hook plate was an accessible and reliable option in terms 
of clinical outcomes to repair fdp tendon flexor avulsions types 2 and 3 in zone 1. 
material and methods: between july and August 2018 we treated 2 consecutive patients’ zone 1 fdp injuries. jersey 
finger morphology was the following: 1 type 2 and 1 type 3.  patients were aged 37 and 39, man and woman respectively. 
the finger affected was middle finger in one case and ring finger in the other. the same surgeon with hook plates and 
1.2x7mm screws included in medartis Aptus Hand fixation system set ® treated surgically both patients. we described 
the surgical technique, and tips and tricks to reduce complications. functional outcomes evaluated were pain, range of 
motion (rom), grip strenght (jamar dynamometer) and disabilities of the arm, shoulder and hand (Quick-dAsH). pain 
was assessed using a visual analog scale (vAs). 
results: All patients completed 12 months follow-up. At final follow up the mean vAs was 1 (0-2). mean wrist rom was 
70º/ 65º/ 90º/90º. mean grip strength was 40 kg in the affected side and 45 kg in the unaffected side. excellent functional 
and radiological results. none presented complications or residual disability. 
conclusion:  Hook plates placed in distal phalanx emerge as surgical treatment for fdp avulsions types 2 and 3 in flexor 
zone 1, with excellent clinical outcomes and no associated morbidity. A higher number of cases must be taken to assess 
that the clinical results are equal to or greater than the classic techniques.

 
A-0310 obstetricAl brAcHiAl plexus pAlsy: HAnd’s lAte surgery results
ismahal Halima beressa, Halima zerougua, Hamid belmaaziz, lila khamkhoum, slimane Allout, mohamed Azzouz
Medecine University H’med Benbella 1, Pediatric Orthopedic Departement, Boukhrofa Aek Child’s Hospital, Oran, Algeria

introduction
nerve reconstruction is indicated in case of total palsy; the goal of this surgery is to have sensitive and functional hand.  
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in literature this result is obtained in 60 %. 
but what about patient which didn’t have nerve surgery? 
through this study we present the result of hand secondary procedures.  
material and method:
retrospective study concerning over than 30 children presenting total plexus palsy;  operated in our department.
result:
Average age was four.
preoperative assessment showed that:
- All patient had shoulder abduction less than 90°,50% of cases had none or incomplete  elbow  extention and global  
mallet score  varied between 1 to 3,4 .
- in 70 % of cases the hand was classified 3 according to gilbert and rAimondie score. the most common problem was  
thumb abduction paralysis and  weak flexion .
- in 80 % surgery was performed in order to reanimate wrist extension. 
discussion :
wrist extention transfer and radial osteotomy is the most commun surgery ; frequently associated to shoulder 
surgery 
late surgery increase hand function  on all most cases .but this  results depend of initial mobility of thumb , fingers , and 
pinch thumb index finger force . 
unfortunately in 30% cases it is not sufficient to obtain functional hand.
conclusion  :
late surgery increase hand’s function but not sufficient to obtain functional hand when this one   is scale i or ii.

 
A-0312 cAn ct pre-operAtive meAsurement of HumpbAck deformity, dislocAtion And tHe size of bony 
cysts predict tHe union rAte And time to HeAling of scApHoid nonunions? 
robert gvozdenovic, benjamin presman, morten bo larsen, dimitar radev, stig joerring, claus Hjort jensen
Hand Surgery Unit, Department of Orthopaedics, Gentofte/Herlev Hospital, Hellerup, Copenhagen, Denmark

background: 
non-union is reported to occur in approximately 10% of all scaphoid fractures. it is known, that the occurrence of nonunion 
is affected by factors such as fracture location, displacement and the time from injury to treatment. However, the impact 
of humpback deformity and bony cysts on union rate and time to healing after surgery for the scaphoid nonunion has 
not been studied.
purpose: 
the purpose of this study was to examine, if the degree of humpback deformity, dislocation or the size of cysts along 
the nonunion line besides different treatment methods are associated with the union rate and healing time following 
surgery of scaphoid nonunion.
material and methods: 
63 patients with scaphoid delayed or nonunion and preoperative ct scans were retrospectively analyzed. four orthopedic 
surgeons and one radiologist independently analyzed the ct scans. the dorsal cortical angle, intra-scaphoid angle, the 
height/length ratio, the size of the cysts and displacement of the fracture were measured. Healing was assessed by ct 
scan or by conventional x-ray and clinical examination. 
results: 
open surgery was the treatment of choice in 49 patients, 8 patients were treated arthroscopically and 6 patients with 
delayed union were operated with percutaneous method. overall union rate was 86% (54/63) and was achieved after 
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84 days (mean). the failure rate and time to healing was not associated with the degree of the humpback deformity, 
size of the cysts or displacement of the nonunion. though, a larger dislocation is associated with a lower union rate in 
the nonunions of the scaphoid shaft (p<0.05).
patients treated arthroscopically achieved significantly faster healing (42 days) as compared to patients treated by 
open techniques (92 days) (p≤0.05). time from injury to surgery was significantly correlated with time to union but not 
associated with the union rate (p≤0.05, p≤0.4, respectively). 
conclusion: 
the degree of humpback deformity and the size of cysts along the line of the scaphoid nonunion have no predictive 
value for the surgical result. However, the lower union rate was associated with a larger dislocation in the nonunions of 
the scaphoid shaft. time to healing following surgery is influenced by the  the time from injury to the surgical treatment 
and the surgical technique in the treatment of scaphoid nonunions. 

 
A-0313 tHree dimensionAl AnAlysis of displAcement And reduction of distAl rAdius frActures
yuichi yoshii1, shin teramura2, yasukazu totoki3, tomoo ishii1

1Tokyo Medical University Ibaraki Medical Center, Ami, Japan; 2Tsukuba Gakuen Hospital, Tsukuba, Japan; 3Tsukuba University 
Hospital, Tsukuba, Japan

introduction: three dimensional evaluations of fracture based on ct images are commonly performed, and are useful for 
planning the surgical treatment. to assess the three dimensional displacement pattern and reduction shape of distal radius 
fracture, we developed a computer based analyzing method. the objective of this study is to investigate the direction 
and extent of displacements in the distal radius fracture using measurement indices based on the 3d reference points, 
and evaluate the relationship with reduction shape.

methods: seventy wrists of 68 distal radius fracture patients who performed osteosynthesis were evaluated. All patients 
had pre- and post-operative ct scans to evaluate the displacement and reductions of distal radius fractures. based on 
the dicom data, 3d images of the distal radius were created. the displacement direction and degree for the preoperative 
image, and reduction position for postoperative image were evaluated. in the 3d image, the plane which is parallel to the 
radius long axis and passes through the deepest part of ulnar notch from radial styloid process was defined as coronal 
plane. the plane that includes the long axis of radius and is perpendicular to the coronal plane was defined as sagittal 
plane. the plane perpendicular to the coronal plane was defined as axial plane. in the pre- and post-operative 3d images, 
three reference points which are (1) tip of radial styloid process, (2) sigmoid notch volar edge, and (3) sigmoid notch 
dorsal edge were marked. the three-dimensional coordinates of each reference point and the barycentric coordinates 
of the plane connecting the three reference points were evaluated. in the postoperative image, the intersection of joint 
surface and radius long axis was defined as the origin. the distance and direction from the origin of each reference point 
before and after surgery were evaluated.

results: before the surgery, each reference point was located (1) 17.6 +/- 3.6 mm radial-dorsal side, (2) 13.6 +/- 4.7 mm 
ulnar-palmar side, (3) 16.6 +/- 3.3 mm ulnar-dorsal side, to the origin. the barycentric coordinate was located 7.7 +/- 2.6 
mm ulnar-dorsal side to the origin. fifty-six wrists were displaced to the dorsal direction, 14 wrists were displaced to the 
palmar direction. After the surgery, each reference point was located (1) 14.6 +/- 1.7 mm radial side, (2) 17.1 +/- 2.5 mm 
ulnar-palmar side, and (3) 14.1 +/- 2.2 mm ulnar-dorsal side to the origin. the barycentric coordinate was located 5.8 
+/- 1.9 mm ulnar-palmar side to the origin. After the surgery, each reference point moved to (1) 11.1 +/- 5.5 mm (2) 6.8 
+/- 3.4 mm (3) 7.2 +/- 4.0 mm in the ulnar-palmar direction relative to preoperative position. the barycentric coordinate 
moved 7.8 +/- 4.1 mm ulnar-palmar side to the preoperative position
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discussion: this method and the reference points may be helpful in understanding the direction and extent of displacements 
in the distal radius fracture. this is one method for grasping in what direction and how much each reference point needs 
to be reduced with respect to the radius axis.

 
A-0314 is tHe outcome of plAce And Active Hold metHod compArAble witH eArly Active or pAssive 
mobilizAtion? A group compArison metHod
maryam farzad, fereydoun layeghi, Hossein Abdolrazaghi, erfan shafiee
School of Physical Therapy Western University, Roth Mcfarlane Hand and Upper Limb Centre, St. Joseph’s Hospital, London, 
ON Canada; Department of Occupational Therapy, The University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences, Tehran, Iran

background: Attempts at implementing active exercises in the management of zone 2 flexor tendon repairs are defined 
by a balance between the strength and the bulk of the repair. it is not clear if stronger repairs following by active exercises 
lead to greater motion. we hypothesized that final motion is independent from number of strands.
methods: ninety five fingers in 83 consecutive patients with zone 2 flexor tendon repair were enrolled in a prospective 
cohort study: 29 patients with 4-strand cruciate repair were treated with early active mobilization (eAm) and 54 were 
repaired with modified kessler suture assigned to either place and active hold (pAH) exercises or control passive mobilization 
protocol (cpm).  eight weeks after surgery, evaluation was done in terms of total active motion (tAm) based on strickland 
criteria. 
results: there was a significant difference in the mean range of tAm between three groups (p<0.05). dunnet test indicated 
no significant difference between pAH and eAm group in the mean range of tAm (p=0.15). there was a significant 
difference between the mean range of tAm between eAm and cpm group (p<0.05).  the mean of tAm was 146 in eAm 
group and 101 in cpm and 132in pAH group respectively. 
conclusions: place and active hold protocol with modified kessler sutures may provide results comparable to fully active 
motion protocols with cruciate sutures after zone 2 flexor tendon repair, but further study is needed.
keywords: flexor tendon, place- hold, active mobilization, passive mobilization

 
A-0315 vAlidAtion of pAtient rAted wrist/ HAnd evAluAtion: confirmAtory fActor AnAlysis And rAscH 
AnAlysis
maryam farzad1,2, joy c macdermid3, ze lu4,5

1School of Physical Therapy Western University, Roth Mcfarlane Hand and Upper Limb Centre, St. Joseph’s Hospital, London, 
ON Canada; 2Department of Occupational Therapy, The University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences, Tehran, 
Iran; 3Clinical Research Lab, Hand and Upper Limb Centre, St. Joseph’s Health Centre, London, Ontario, Canada; 4School of 
Rehabilitation Science, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario Canada; 5Roth McFarlane Hand and Upper Limb Centre, St. 
Joseph’s Hospital, London, ON Canada

background: 
the wrist/hand version of patient-rated wrist evaluation was developed as a wrist joint specific measure of pain and 
disability in hand condition. rasch analysis has been endorsed as a newer method for analysing the clinical measurement 
properties of self-report outcome measures. 
purpose:
the objective of this study was to test the clinimetric properties of prwHe.
study design: the rasch model was used to assess the overall fit, reliability, validity and construct unidimensionality; 
confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to assess the factor structure. Higher order factor analysis was used to explore 
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the hierarchical structure of the items. 
methods: A convenience sample of 206 patients (men: women-66: 139, with mean age of 40), with various hand injuries, 
from a Hand rehabilitation clinic, completed the persian version of prwHe (prwHe-p) at 2-month post-injury. rasch 
analysis and factor analysis was conducted using winsteps and lisrel software respectively. 
results:  prwHe items fit well to the rasch model, except for one items from the pain scale: “pain – when it is at its 
worst”. the prwHe-p had a good item reliability (0.82) and good internal consistency (0.7). the explained variance (67.2%) 
indicated good construct validity. both rasch analysis and confirmatory factor analysis supported unidimensionality of 
the questionnaire. 
conclusions: the results of this study indicated that prwHe-p is a reliable and valid assessment tool and could be used 
in patients with different wrist/hand disabilities.
keywords
rasch analysis; factor analysis; Hand injuries; self-reported; outcomes; prwHe, 

 
A-0318 postmArketing surveillAnce of A tin ring splint for osteoArtHritis of tHe distAl inter-
pHAlAngeAl joint
Atsuro murai, kaoru tada, mika nakada, masashi matsuta, Hiroyuki tsuchiya
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Graduate School of Medical Science Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan

objectives
conservative therapy is the first-choice treatment for painful osteoarthritis of the distal interphalangeal (dip) joint; 
splinting, which constitutes an important conservative therapeutic approach, shows good results in most patients. we 
introduced a ring splint made of a tin alloy for dip joint osteoarthritis, which has been used clinically since january 2018. 
we performed postmarketing surveillance to investigate pre- and postintervention pain and patient satisfaction with 
regard to the appearance and usability of the splint.
methods
we investigated 50 patients (4 men, 46 women) with painful dip joints of the fingers excluding the thumb. the mean 
patient age was 54.8 years. patients were not instructed regarding the frequency or duration of splint use; this decision 
was guided by patients’ pain. A questionnaire survey was performed 2 weeks after initiation of splint use. pain levels before 
and after splint use were evaluated using a 10-point scale (0=no pain to 10=extremely painful). patient satisfaction with 
regard to the appearance and usability of the splint was also evaluated using a 10-point scale (0=extremely dissatisfied 
to 10=extremely satisfied).
results and conclusions
pain levels recorded before and after splint use were 5.71±0.33 vs. 3.12±0.29 (mean±standard deviation), respectively. 
our results indicated significantly improved pain levels after splint use (p <0.001). patient satisfaction with regard to the 
appearance and usability of the splint was 7.52±0.27 and 7.06±0.28 points, respectively. splinting is considered useful 
conservative therapy for osteoarthritis of the dip joints. Although splinting is effective for dip joint osteoarthritis, in our 
view, patient adherence to splinting is not always satisfactory. the appearance and usability of the splint are important 
considerations in addition to its pain-relieving effect to ensure improved adherence to splinting. during postmarketing 
surveillance of our newly introduced device, we observed that splint use was associated with improved pain from an early 
stage along with high patient satisfaction with regard to splint appearance and usability. our study results indicate that 
a tin alloy ring splint is an effective conservative treatment option for dip joint osteoarthritis.
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A-0319 in vivo 3-dimensionAl tHumb kinemAtics After tHumb cArpometAcArpAl joint ArtHroplAsty 
using A bAll-And-socket prostHesis
Atsuro murai, kaoru tada, mika nakada, masashi matsuta, Hiroyuki tsuchiya
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Graduate School of Medical Science Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan

objectives
thumb carpometacarpal (cmc) joint arthroplasty using a ball-and-socket prosthesis with a fixed rotation center is 
associated with relatively good outcomes. However, dislocation is one of the most common complications of thumb 
cmc joint arthroplasty. in our view, reconstructing physiological movements of the first metacarpal after thumb cmc 
joint arthroplasty is an important strategy to prevent dislocation. therefore, using 3-dimensional bone models, we 
investigated the ideal position and rotation center of ball-and-socket cmc joint arthroplasty to determine the smallest 
position change after arthroplasty.
methods
the study included 5 healthy men aged 23-52 years (mean 32.4 years). computed tomography scans were obtained in 
four comparable positions of the thumb during motion from maximum extension to maximum flexion and maximum 
abduction to maximum adduction. we constructed eight 3-dimensional models of the thumb metacarpal and trapezium 
for each participant. we used three independent variables (r, φ, and h) representing the distance from the rotation center 
to the metacarpal axis (r), the angle formed by the abduction-adduction axis and the line between the rotation center and 
the metacarpal (φ), and the distance between the point intersecting the perpendicular drawn from the rotation center 
to the metacarpal axis and the metacarpal head (h). using these variables, we constructed new eight 3-dimensional 
bone models after arthroplasty. we analyzed these variables when the position change of each of the eight bone models 
between the primary and new bone models was the smallest, and we determined the ideal position and rotation center 
of ball-and-socket cmc joint arthroplasty.
results and conclusions
minimal changes were observed in the position of the metacarpal when r=5.2±0.5 mm, φ=126±4.9°, and h=42.8±1.0 
mm (mean±standard deviation). the rotation center was located on the palmar and ulnar aspects of the metacarpal 
and on the ulnar and slightly distal aspect of the proximal articular surface of the trapezium. few reports have described 
biomechanical studies performed in patients before and after ball-and-socket thumb carpometacarpal joint arthroplasty. 
the mechanism of reconstructing the physiological movement of the first metacarpal using a ball-and-socket prosthesis 
is unclear in the saddle-shaped thumb cmc joint. we observed that the ideal rotation center was located on the palmar 
and ulnar aspects of the metacarpal and on the ulnar and slightly distal aspect of the proximal articular surface of the 
trapezium in the five healthy men included in our study. we conclude that a ball-and-socket prosthesis with an optimal 
position and rotation center can achieve movement that is close to physiological movement.

 
A-0320 tfcc foveAl teAr witH distAl rAdius frActure
Hiroshi ono, daisuke suzuki, kyotaro fujitani
Hand Surgery Center, Nishinara Central Hospital, Nara, Japan

purpose: this study aims to evaluate the hypothesis that tfcc foveal tear is accompanied by distal radius fracture (drf) 
with severely dislocated distal fragment of the radius. we also determined which specific radiological parameters were 
associated with tfcc foveal tear.
methods: we retrospectively reviewed consecutive 150 patients with unstable drfs treated by arthroscopic orif during a 
3-year periods from july 2015. there were 119 female and 31male, 71 right and 79 left hands, mean age 69y.o. According 
to Ao classification, type A was 28, b was 6, and c was 116 cases.
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radiographic parameters such as radial inclination (ri), ulnar variance (uv), volar tilt (vt) of preoperative standard pA 
and lateral radiographs were measured in all cases.
At operation, tfcc foveal insertion was observed arthroscopically by druj approach or radiocarpal approach through teared 
tfc disc proper if possible. the tfcc foveal insertion was divided into three groups (normal, partial tear, and total tear). 
we compared the radiographic parameters between three groups by AnovA and post-hoc test. the roc analysis was 
performed to investigate the cutoff value.
results: there were 17 cases in total tear, 29 in partial tear and 104 in normal group. the mean ri, uv, vt of three groups 
(total/partial/normal) was 14.3/13.5/17.1 (degree), 6.0/3.1/2.4 (mm), -24.2/-19.9/-8.9 (degree), respectively. vt was 
significantly different between total + partial tear and normal. the roc analysis showed the vt had the area under the 
curve at 69.1%. using a cutoff of -13.2 degree, vt had 58% specificity and 75% sensitivity for tfcc foveal tear. uv was 
different between total and partial + normal. the roc analysis showed the uv had the area under the curve at 65.6%. 
using a cutoff of 1mm, uv had 34% specificity and 94% sensitivity for tfcc foveal total tear.
conclusion: our data demonstrated more severely dislocated the distal radial fragment of drf, more severely tfcc foveal 
tear, .
if the vt is smaller than -13.2 degree and uv is larger than 1mm, the tfcc ulnar foveal insertion should be observed 
directly or arthroscopically.

 
A-0321 treAtment of nonunion following ulnAr sHortening osteotomy witH ulnAr sHortening 
plAte
il-Hyun koh, yun-rak choi, jin-chul oh, Ho-jung kang
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Yonsei University College of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea 

we report three cases of nonunion and delayed union after ulnar shortening osteotomy using a 2.7-mm lcp ulnar 
osteotomy system between 2016 and 2018.

case 1. A 39-year-old woman with a 1.6-mm ulnar positive variance underwent a 2-mm oblique ulnar shortening with 
a 6-hole ulnar shortening plate. 

case 2. A 51-year-old woman with a 2.5-mm ulnar positive variance underwent a 3-mm oblique ulnar shortening 
osteotomy with a 6-hole ulnar shortening plate.

case 3. A 62-year-old woman with a 2.3-mm ulnar positive variance underwent a 3-mm oblique ulnar shortening osteotomy 
with a 6-hole ulnar shortening plate.

in case nonunion occurred after ulnar shortening osteotomy, good results were obtained by using 8-hole ulnar shortening 
plate after curettage of the nonunion site and autoiliac bone graft. for younger patients with more activity, it is assumed 
better to use a 8-hole ulnar shortening plate after ulnar shortening osteotomy to make firmer fixations. in case the pain 
was not severe in the osteotomy site and no tenderness or screw loosening occurred, there were some cases of recovery 
if the patient waited while observing the progress. oblique osteotomy could increase the contact surface of the plane of 
osteotomy, which is helpful for bone union, but it was difficult to fix and press the osteotomy site in case of reoperation 
due to nonunion or something else
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A-0322 meAsurements on sAgittAl ct scAns of tHe scApHoid bone. wHAt Are tHe normAl vAlues?
robert gvozdenovic, caecilie west guldbrandsen, dimitar radev
Hand Surgery Unit, Department of Orthopaedics, Gentofte/Herlev Hospital, Hellerup- Copenhagen, Denmark

introduction
scaphoid waist fractures are often non-displaced but can be complicated by a humpback deformity with or without 
union. it is believed that not only nonunion, but also malunion can cause impaired outcome. However, there are no 
consensus on reliable measurements of scaphoid mal- or nonunion to predict functional and subjective outcome. the 
lateral intrascaphoid angle (lisA) has previously shown to be a good predictor of outcome but is suspected to have poor 
inter- and intra-rater reliability. Height-length ratio (Hlr) seems to have a high intra- and interrater reliability but a poor 
predictor of outcome and the dorsal cortical angle (dcA) seems to be less prone to observer bias than lisA but a poorer 
predictor of outcome. to our knowledge, the normal values of Hlr, lisA and dcA, have never been investigated on a 
larger population of normal scaphoids.
purpose
to determine the normal values of the most commonly used measurements (Hlr, lisA, dcA) on a sagittal ct scans of 
the scaphoid bone.
materials & methods
we included ct scans of normal wrists and scans with pathology not related to the scaphoid. exclusion criteria were 
age younger than 18, any type of scaphoid pathology, signs of carpal instability, osteoarthritis and wrist-near fractures 
among others. All ct scans were reformatted along the long axis of the scaphoid and images of 0,5-2mm thickness were 
obtained. 3 observers (1 musculoskeletal radiologist, 1 hand surgeon and 1 orthopedic resident) applied the measurements. 
descriptive values were calculated using measurement from all three observers. inter- and intrarater reliability was 
estimated using intraclass correlation coefficient.
results
we investigated ct scans from 62 patients (53 % men), mean age was 39 years. the mean Hl-ratio was 0,58 (range 
0,49-0,70), mean lisA 27 degrees (4-58) and mean dcA was 128 degrees (106-151). interrater reliability was good (0,83) 
for Hl-ratio, moderate (0,74) for dcA and poor (0,03) for lisA. intrarater reliability was correspondingly good (0,88) for 
Hl-ratio, good (0,84) for dcA and poor (0,35) for lisA.
conclusion
this study provides an impression of the normal values of the scaphoid and may be used as reference in clinical practice 
in decision making when defining malunion. we suggest that lisA cannot be utilized as a measure of deformity. further 
studies on the correlation between Hl-ratio, dcA and clinical outcome are needed. 

 
A-0325 modified snow tecHniQue witH wAlAnt for centrAl slip injury
can emre bas1, egemen Ayhan1, orhan kunu1, cigdem Ayhan2

1Dışkapı Yıldırım Beyazıt Education and Research Hospital, Turkey; 2Hacettepe University Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation 
Department, Turkey

extensor mechanism injury at proximal interphalangeal (pip) joint may compromise the integrity of the central slip (cs), 
lateral bands or both. once the butonierre deformity has occurred; surgical treatment with good results is difficult to 
get. due to these difficulties in the treatment of the central slip injury, there are many surgical treatment methods. we 
hypothesized that modified snow technique with wAlAnt improves the prognosis of the surgically treated central slip 
injuries. wAlAnt enables the surgeon to test for the reliability of the repair by making the patient actively extend the 
pip joint intraoperatively.  A total of 13 patients with chronic boutonniere deformity included in the study. there were 
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7 men and 6 women with an average age of 41 years.the mean interval between the injury time and the surgery was 
55.7 (sd ; range 15 to 180) days. the mean follow-up period was 17.84 months (sd 10.27). pip transfixation was done for 
immobilization in 7 patients; boutonierre splint was used in 4 patients and relative motion splint was used in 3 patients. 
early active physiotherapy (in transfixation group dip joint active motions) was started immediately after the operation 
under supervision of a physiotherapist. the outcomes were evaluated according to criteria for assessing standard of 
functional results, which is based on active pip flexion, pip extension loss and active and dip flexion measurements. All 
the scores were defined as poor, fair, good and excellent. the grip strength and dAsH were completed in nine patients. 
the average pip flexion was 104.830 (sd 5.8; range 950 to 1150) and the loss of pip extension was 6.150 (sd 7.94; range 
00 to 200). the average of the dip flexion was 65.380 (sd 8.02; range, 500 to 750). the average of the grip strength was 
29.97 kg (sd 11.63; range 15 kg to 46 kg). the dAsH score was 13.24 (sd 13.9; range 0.83-41.37).  seven cases had excellent, 
4 patients had good and two patients had fair results. the results demonstrated that modified snow technique with 
wAlAnt has improved results for chronic central slip injury treatment with good results. 

 
A-0328 mid-term outcome of tHe extensor retinAculum flAp procedure for extensor cArpi ulnAris 
tendon instAbility
peter kaiser1, luzian Haug1,2, markus gabl1, Ansgar rudisch1, Andrea klauser3, rohit Arora1

1Departement for trauma surgery, Medical University Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria; 2Departement for Plastic, Reconstructive 
and Hand Surgery, Inselspital, Bern University Hospital, Bern, Switzerland; 3Departement of Radiology, Medical University 
Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria

background
An extensor carpi ulnaris (ecu) tendon instability is often treated surgically using an extensor retinaculum flap. However, 
there are no follow-up reportings on the tendon stability afterwards.

objectives(or Aim)
the aim of our study was the assessment of the mid-term outcome of patients treated with a pediculated extensor 
retinaculum flap for ecu tendon instability including postoperative tendon stability control.

methods
twelve patients treated with an extensor retinaculum flap for symptomatic ecu tendon instability were retrospectively 
evaluated. follow-up examinations included functional and radiologic assessment. the range of motion, grip strength, 
dAsH score, prwe score, krimmer score and subjective satisfaction were recorded. A rotation-movie mri was conducted 
before and after surgery to visualize tendon displacement. 

results
wrist extension was 65.8° (sd 10.0°), flexion 64.2° (sd 12.2°), radial deviation 15.8° (sd 6.0°), ulnar deviation 32.1° (sd 
7.2°), pronation 82.5° (sd 9.4°) and supination 85.0° (sd 9.0°). mean grip strength was 30.5 kg (sd 8.9 kg). six patients 
presented an excellent, four a good, one a fair and one a poor result on the krimmer score. the dAsH and prwe scores 
showed a mean of 24.2 (sd 25.1) and 32.2 (sd 29.4) points. mri showed a dislocation (n = 7) or subluxation (n = 5) of the 
ecu tendon preoperatively. five patients showed an unchanged
displacement pattern postoperatively.

conclusions
the pediculated extensor retinaculum flap as a treatment for a symptomatic ecu instability shows good to excellent 
results and a high subjective satisfaction independent of postoperative ecu tendon displacement
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A-0329 is tHe dorsAl fiber-splitting ApproAcH to tHe wrist sAfe? A kinemAtic AnAlysis And introduc-
tion of tHe window ApproAcH
francois loisel1, kyle morse2, jinseong kim3, kathleen meyers2, lauren wessel2, scott w wolfe2

Investigation performed at the Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Hospital for Special Surgery, NY; 1Besançon Teaching 
Hospital, Besançon, France; 2The Hospital for Special Surgery, New York, NY; 3Icahn School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai, New York, NY

introduction: the fiber-splitting capsulotomy is the most commonly used surgical approach to the dorsal wrist and was 
developed to preserve the “secondary stabilizers” of the scapholunate joint. A recent anatomic study demonstrated the 
critical importance of the lunate attachment of the dorsal intercarpal ligament (dic) in stabilizing the proximal carpal row. 
the purpose of our study was to compare the kinematic effects of the fiber-splitting approach (fsc) to a novel “window” 
capsular approach to the radiocarpal and midcarpal joints that spares all ligaments. we hypothesize that 1) fiber-splitting 
approach for a complete scapholunate interosseous ligament (slil) disruption will result in significant alteration of proximal 
carpal bone alignment when compared with the window approach, and 2) suture anchor repair of the ligament-split 
approach would improve carpal bone posture when compared with the described side-to-side closure.methods: 12 matched 
cadaveric hand-wrist-forearm pairs (63 yo, 8 males, 4 females) were mounted in a custom loading jig  and randomized 
to either the dorsal fsc or the window approach following complete slil division. loaded posteroanterior and lateral 
standardized fluoroscopic radiographs were obtained at baseline and after each study condition (intact slil, slil division, 
Approach, and closure) following cyclic loading.. radiographic measurements included scapholunate gap (slg), radiolunate 
angle (rlA), scapholunate angle (slA), and dorsal scaphoid translation (dst). Half of the specimens in fsc group underwent 
closure with suture anchors to the scaphoid and lunate (Anchors) , while the other half and all window approaches were 
closed by a simple running suture (standard). generalized estimating equations adjusting for age and sex were used to 
compare radiographic measurements between surgical approaches and within groups. statistics were calculated using 
an alpha value of   p = 0.05. results: there were no significant differences between the four radiographic parameters 
during the intact and following complete slil division between surgical approaches or between each loaded phase for 
the window group. following the fsc, significant increases in slg (5.0 ± 0.6 mm), rlA (20.3° ± 2.9°), slA (35.6° ± 4.0°), 
and dst (5.1 ± 1.0mm; p<0.001) were identifed. following standard closure, there were no significant improvements 
in slg, rlA, slA or dst. However, after closure with suture anchors, there were improvements in slg (4.4±0.4mm), rlA 
(11.1° ±2.5°), slA (24.2°± 4.2°), and dst (3.2 ± 0.9mm; p<0.05). discussion: the window approach to the dorsal wrist 
preserved the critical dorsal ligament stabilizers of the wrist and resulted in no postural abnormalities when compared 
to baseline, in this model of slil disruption. the fsc approach consistently produced significant postural deformities 
which were not created with the new window approach. the carpal postural malalignment was not corrected with the 
standard closure specified in the original technique, but was statistically improved with re-attachment of the dic and 
drc to the lunate and scaphoid. these data focus attention on the importance of the dorsal wrist ligaments as critical 
stabilizers of the proximal carpal row and how the window approach may facilitate scapholunate ligament repair and 
reconstruction without creating additional iatrogenic instability. 

 
A-0330 tHree-dimensionAl reconstruction of HAnd from biplAnAr rAdiogrApHs: evAluAtion of Ac-
curAcy And reliAbility
francois loisel1,2, stan durand2, laurent obert1, sébastien Aubry1, xavier bonnet2, philippe rouch2, wafa skalli2

1Besancon Teaching Hospital, Besancon, France; 2National School of Arts and Crafts, ENSAM, Paris, France

introduction: wrist disabilities are commonly first investigated using conventional x-ray imaging. However, 2d radiographs 
provide limited information and are subject to bone overlapping and projection biases. this present work presents a 3d 
hand reconstruction method from biplanar x-rays.
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material and methods: using biplanar x-rays, we developed an approach allowing 3d reconstruction of the hand bony 
structure. this approach consists in the deformation of a generic hand model onto the biplanar radiographs through 
manual and automatic processes. 6 healthy hands (6 subjects, 3 left, 3 male) were considered. since the gold standard 
is the manual segmentation of ct-scans, the trueness of the method was evaluated through a comparison between 
reconstructions from biplanar x-rays with the corresponding reconstructions from ct-scans. the mean error of the point 
to surface distance and were calculated as well as the measurements of 3 clinical parameters (scaphoid length, radius 
depth, trapezium height) to compare the ct-scan and the biplanar x-rays reconstructions. the reliability to investigate 
inter- and intra-operator variability was obtained by two trained operators repeated three times each reconstruction 
from biplanar x-rays (precision of the measurements, according the international organization for standardization 5725). 
the precision of the biplanar x-rays reconstruction was then estimated considering the 95% confidence interval (95% 
ci) as 2 x the standard deviations of precision.
results:   in average, for all the hand bones, the point to surface difference between biplanar x-rays and ct-scans 
reconstructions was 0.27mm (below the ct-scan resolution: 3mm slice thickness). the mean distance between the 
clinical parameters measured on the 3d reconstruction from the ct-scan and the biplanar x-rays were about 0,7 mm for 
the scaphoid length, 1.3 mm for the radius depth and 0.6 mm for the trapezium height. in addition, inter-intra observer 
variability showed a precision at 95% ci below 0.5mm for all the bones regarding the surface reconstruction, below 
1.5mm for the position of bones in space (bones’ centroid).
discussion: the present method achieves an accurate 3d reconstruction of the hand and the wrist compared to the 
traditional segmented ct scan. by improving the automation of the method, this would allow the surgeon to quickly 
obtain objective information on bone position. the interest could lie in the early diagnosis of certain ligament pathologies 
(carpal instability). this novel method has also implications ranging from surgical planning to personalized hand finite 
element modelling.

 
A-0333 pArtiAl ArtHroscopic trApeziectomy witH ligAment reconstruction for tHumb cArpometA-
cArpAl osteoArtHritis: results in pAtients under 60 yeArs
pierre desmoineaux, sharon Abihssira, marie vigan, tiphanie delcourt, nicolas pujol
Versailles Hospital, France

introduction 
thumb carpo-metacarpal osteoarthritis is a common condition to which many surgical options exist. risks of reduced 
strength and height of the thumb column after total trapeziectomy or loosening after joint arthroplasty are substantial, 
and particularly unsuitable in young patients. this study assessed the results of partial arthroscopic trapeziectomy (pAt) 
combined with ligament suspension using the abductor pollicis longus tendon in patient aged 60 years or younger. 

material and methods 
A retrospective analysis was conducted on all patients under 60 years who underwent surgery in a single center between 
2007 et 2017. they presented with isolated basal joint arthritis, stage i to iii according to eaton- glickel classification, 
symptomatic despite a well-conducted conservative treatment. pain level, range of motion, strength, radiographs and 
subjective scoring (nelson Hospital score and prwe) were collected. 

results   
twenty-seven patients (24 women, 3 men) with a mean age of 54 years (41-59) were operated, and six of them had a 
bilateral surgery (33 thumbs). the mean follow-up was 5.4 years (0.9-11.4). 
pain level, grip and pinch strength improved (p<0.001), regardless of the gender (p=0.54). no significative difference 
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was found for the kapandji index (p=0.2) or the hyperextension of the thumb (p=0.06). At the last follow-up, mean 
nelson Hospital score and prwe were respectively 83.2 ±19.4 and 15.4 ±17.9.  on average, patients returned to work 
at 5.4 weeks post-operatively (1-24). two patients, both manual workers, did not return to work. on radiographs taken 
at the last follow-up, 14 patients had a moderate joint space narrowing compared to the post-operative aspect; and 10 
had developed scapho-trapezio-trapezoid arthritis. we did not report complex regional pain syndrome or symptoms 
related to injury to the superficial branch of the radial nerve. one patient needed a second surgery for persisting pain 
without loss of strength.  

discussion 
young patients treated with this mini-invasive procedure are likely to achieve sustainable results in terms of pain relief 
and strength improvement, without worsening of thumb hyperextension. 
total trapeziectomy and pyrocarbon implants have also been evaluated in a young active population: pain relief and 
strength improvement were reported to balance with poorer satisfaction and intrinsic complications of implants. with 
a short work disruption and low morbidity, this choice of treatment is strengthened in patients under 60 years. 

 
A-0334 tHe role of “spAre pArts” surgery in complex HAnd trAumA
mohamed Abdelshaheed
Mansoura University Hospitals, Egypt

every hand injury or deformity is unique and reconstruction should be tailored to the injury, the patient, and the skills of 
the treating physician. spare-parts concept depends on harvesting tissues needed for reconstruction from non-salvageable 
parts that will be discarded. 
this interventional prospective study was done in a university hospital setting. in this study, we classified “spare-parts” 
according to the most commonly harvested tissues into six types and we applied this concept to patients admitted with 
hand problems requiring amputation or resection of certain parts and reconstruction of others. we assessed outcomes 
as regard successful reconstruction without or with limited donor site morbidities and overall patient satisfaction and 
we have got good results. 
reconstruction with “spare-parts” has many advantages; no additional donor site morbidity, replace “like-with-like”, better 
aesthetic outcome and a more rapid recovery and return to work. in cases with crushed hand injuries, it’s better to postpone 
finger ray amputation till other injuries of the hand are settled as its tissues may be needed to manage these injuries.  

 
A-0335 outcome of open tfcc reinsertion
reinier feitz1, mark jw van der oest1,2, brigitte van der Heijden3, steven er Hovius1,3, ruud w selles2

1Xpert Clinic, The Netherlands; 2Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 3Radboud MC, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

patients with triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) injury report ulnar sided wrist pain and impaired function. tfcc 
reconstruction aims to improve function of those patients who have substantial symptoms. therefore, the purpose of 
this study was to investigate the outcomes of tfcc reinsertion. we report on 271 patients who received an open tfcc 
repair between december 2013 and december 2018. our patients completed the patient rated wrist evaluation (prwe) 
questionnaire, vAs pain and function scores. range of movement (rom) was assessed by experienced hand therapists. 
our patients reported clinically significant improvements in both pain and function postoperatively, with continuing 
improvement at both 3 months and 12 months. this study arms surgeons with data to guide patients in joined clinical 
decision making as to the potential outcomes of open tfcc reinsertion
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A-0338 ArtHroscopy control in neglected cmc tHumb dislocAtion
jose manuel méndez-lópez1,2, juan miguel gomez-fernandez1, eva rodriguez-ferrer1, javier garcia-reas1, Artiz ortega cabol1

1MC-Mutual Hospital, Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Universitario del Sagrat Cor, Barcelona, Spain

dislocation of the first carpometacarpal joint(cmc) is a rare event. treatment of this dislocation varies from closed 
reduction and casting to ligament repair. neglected dislocation or incomplete reduction of the 1st cmc causes chronicjoint 
instability and painful arthritis.
cmc arthroscopy gives a magnified view of intra-articular structures and it allows direct vision and assessment of the 
joint surfaces, ligaments, and synovium with minimal disruption of the important ligamentous structures.

clinical case:
A 24-year-old male patient , without medical background of interest, suffered a strain of his hand and wrist while 
manipulating large screws. He is referred to our clinic 6 weeks after the trauma, presenting an inveterate but reducible 
dislocation of the cmc joint of the thumb.
A reduction of the dislocation by traction and subsequent arthroscopy of the cmc was performed. three portals dorsoradial, 
dorsoulnar and tenar, which showed significant synovitis. the affected ligaments and dorsal ligaments were visualized. 
As well as chondral injuries in trapezium and base of the first metacarpal. After debridement of the ligamentous lesions 
and synovitis, the joint was stabilized with 2 k wires. they were removed  4 weeks later.
3 months later the patient presents a complete mobility of the thumb and a clamp and grip force almost symmetrical to 
the contralateral hand. with discomfort doing maximum efforts.

discussion:
there are different options for the treatment of cmc dislocations of the thumb from closed reduction and stabilization 
with plaster, until performing ligamentous plasty, through ligament reconstruction and stabilization with kirschner wires.
cmc arthroscopy is a minimaly aggressive technique. the traction made on the column of the thumb to be able to visualize 
the joint helps us in the reduction of the dislocation.
joint vision is useful for assessing ligamentous injuries, but also allows us to evaluate the chondral lesions of the trapezium 
and the base of the first metacarpal that will determine in the future prognosis of the joint.

conclusion:
we believe that cmc arthroscopy can be useful in the treatment of dislocations of this joint.

 
A-0346 cAn intrAmedullAry HeAdless screw fixAtion improve tHe results in pHAlAngeAl And metA-
cArpAl frActures? 
Andrea poggetti1, Alessandro fagetti2, mario cherubino2, sandra pfanner1

1Hand and Reconstructive Microsurgery Unit, AOUC, Florence, Italy; 2Microsurgery and Hand Unit, ASST, Varese, Italy

phalangeal (p) and metacarpal (mc) fractures are common injuries, with potentially residual impairment, deformities 
and/or stiffness. in most cases, conservative treatment represents the strategy of choice, but in unstable fractures and/or 
high-demanding patients, surgical fixation could be required. ideally, the best treatment choice could be an intramedullary 
fixation system, if possible, without the hardware related complication. intramedullary headless screw fixation could 
be a reliable option to achieve a primary fixation, allowing an early active movement. the Authors reported the results 
(follow up 48,6 month, min 8 max 60) of intramedullary multicentric experiences (imme) in 173 extra-articular unstable 
fractures (38 phalangeal and 135 metacarpal fractures) fixed with intramedullary headless compression screws. All fractures 
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healed with no major complications. After surgery, patients underwent early mobilization without splinting and returned 
to daily activities. the results of the study suggest that this technique could be a gold standard in order to obtain early 
mobilization and quick return to work after a phalangeal or metacarpal fracture, especially in high-demanding patients.

 
A-0347 extrAcorporeAl sHock wAve tHerApy for Avulsion frActures of tHe sublime tubercle of tHe 
ulnA in sport AtHletes. : A report of tHree cAses 
yasumasa nishiura1, kenta tanaka2, Akihiro kanamori2, takane nakagawa3, yuki Hara2, sho kohyama2, masashi yamazaki2

1Tsuchiura Clinical Education and Training Center, Tsukuba University Hospital, Tsuchiura, Japan; 2Department of Orthopaedic 
Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan; 3Kasumigaura Medical Center, Tsuchiura, Japan

introduction: Avulsion fractures of the sublime tubercle of the ulna occur in athletes. they are stress fractures and 
sometimes fail to heal with conservative treatment. this report shows that extracorporeal shock wave therapy (eswt) 
was effective for them in three cases. 
patients and methods: case 1: 15-year-old male, high school baseball pitcher, case 2: 16-year-old male, high school 
baseball pitcher, case 3: 15-year-old female, high school tennis player. they came to our clinic after one or three months 
after the first incidence of pain. Anteroposterior radiography and computed tomography showed a bone fragment in 
the sublime tubercle of the ulna. eswt was performed about a month later. the focused shock wave generator was used 
(epos ultra®; dornier medtech gmbH, wessling, germany). At the start of treatment, the most painful point of the medial 
elbow was confirmed to be the sublime tubercle by ultrasound. the shock waves were delivered to the highlighted site. 
patients received 3500 impulses at 0.36 mj/mm2  without anesthesia, and the energy was gradually increased (total, 
1300 mj/mm2). the elbow was immobilized with a splint for 4 weeks after eswt and then range of motion exercises were 
allowed. pain subsided and bone union was identified on anteroposterior radiography. the patients were allowed to return 
to sport in 3 months after eswt. no elbow pain had been reported 6 months after eswt. there were no complications.
discussion: in the present cases, stress fractures of the sublime tubercle of the ulna that did not heal after resting were 
successfully treated with eswt. to the best of our knowledge, there are a few reports in the english   literature regarding 
this type of fracture. According to these reports, conservative treatment is performed initially. As a secondary treatment, 
bone fixation or ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction is performed when bone union cannot be achieved. However, 
they are invasive. in the meantime eswt is believed to stimulate bone turn over, activate osteoblasts and neovascularize 
surrounding the fracture and has been successfully used to treat delayed unions and avascular necrosis. there are also 
several reports with encouraging results of eswt in stress fractures of other sites. eswt can be a novel treatment for 
delayed-union avulsion fractures of the sublime tubercle of the ulna. 
conclusion: eswt appears to be a good non-invasive therapy to achieve bone union for stress fracture of the sublime 
tubercle of the ulna and allow the patient to return to sport.

 
A-0349 treAtment of ulnAr vAriAtion witH instAbility of lower ulnAr And rAdiAl joint
ning yu, yansheng wang, fang ye, yong shen
Affiliated Center Hospital of Shenyang Medical College, Shenyang City, Liaoning Province, China

treatment of ulnar variation with instability of lower ulnar and radial joint.
objective: to explore the choice of treatment of uis complicated with druj instability by arthroscopy and classification.
methods: seven patients treated in our hospital were analyzed and summarized retrospectively. before operation, x-ray 
film, ct and mri examination, pre-operation x-ray evaluation, ulna variation, diagnosis of druj instability by symptoms, 
signs and physics, wrist arthroscopy exploration, simple wrist arthroscopic debridement, repair of deep tfcc injury, 
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classification according to wrist arthroscopy. in turn, it provides a treatment for the next treatment, whether to perform 
uso surgery, or sk surgery. According to mayo wrist scoring system after operation, the pain score, wrist function, mobility 
and grip strength were evaluated. x-ray examination was performed before and after operation. the ulna variation and 
improvement before and after operation were compared, and the stability of lower ulna and radius joint was compared.
results: through the arthroscopy of the wrist, for the case of type iiA and iib, the arthroscopy of the wrist was performed, 
and then the uso was performed. in the case of the iic and the iid, the deep repair of the tfcc was performed under 
the wrist arthroscopy. in the case of iie type, the articular surface is worn seriously, sk operation can be performed, the 
average follow-up for 2 years after the operation, the average healing time of the fracture is 12 weeks, the radiographic 
and morphological bone healing at the osteotomy of the 7 patients, no adverse complications, and the instability of the 
lower ruler and the joint after the operation is recovered, the mean variation of ulna decreased from 4 mm to -2 mm. 
According to the mayo score system, the scores of the pain score, the function of the wrist joint, the range of motion and 
the grip strength were compared, and the results were excellent.
conclusion: it is possible to provide an optimized treatment plan for the treatment of uis and the instability of the druj 
in the next step by examining the arthroscopy of the wrist joint of the patients with the uis and the druj instability.

 
A-0350 long-term follow-up of tHe tHree-ligAment tenodesis for scApHolunAte complex lesions: 
results over 9 yeArs
sofie goeminne1, Anton borgers2, luc de smet2, ilse degreef2

1AZ Herentals, Belgium; 2University Hospitals Leuven, Belgium

we report on long-term results of fifty cases of three-ligament tenodesis for scapholunate instability. At average 33 
months, 15 cases (30%) needed salvage surgery (11 proximal row carpectomy, 2 partial fusion, 2 total fusion), and are 
considered “failed cases”. of the 35 remaining (“successful”), 19 (54%) refused and 16 (46%) passed review, at average 
111 months. we observed good functional results (quickdAsH 21/100, prwe 33/150, pain 2/10, satisfaction 8/10) and 13 
of them returned to work (81% of reviewed cases). grip was 83% of the opposite side. radiological review showed relapse 
of divergence, not correlated to function. in failed cases, we noticed lack of radiological correction in the short-term. 
five complications (10%) were seen (2 scaphoid necrosis, one septic arthritis and 2 algoneurodystrophy). we conclude 
that, despite radiological decay, 3lt gives satisfactory wrist function in some patients, but we noticed high failures and 
complication rate. 

 
A-0351 lunAte morpHology is not AssociAted witH cArpAl collApse in pAtients witH scApHolunAte 
ligAment lesions
sofie goeminne1, laura lemmens2, luc de smet2, ilse degreef2

1AZ Herentals, Belgium; 2University hospitals Leuven, Belgium

purpose to investigate a possible relation between lunate morphology and dorsal intercalated segment instability (disi) 
of the wrist in patients with a scapholunate ligament lesion. 
methods we retrospectively reviewed patients diagnosed with scapholunate ligament lesions between 2000 and 
2017. lunate morphology was categorized types i or ii according to viegas and galley based on radiographs and, when 
available, mri. radiolunate angles > 15° and scapholunate angles >60° were considered disi and scapholunate instability 
respectively. scapholunate distance > 3mm was considered as widening and carpal height ratio <0.5 was considered as 
carpal collapse. we used a fisher exact test to determine differences between groups. we calculated kappa to determine 
agreement between radiographs and mri and to determine inter-and intra-observer agreement. we used a pearson 
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correlation coefficient to determine the relation between capitate-to-triquetrum distance (ct distance) and disi or 
scapholunate instability. 
results of 119 patient files, 79 wrists met the inclusion criteria of which 25 were type i lunates and 54 type ii. we found 
no significant difference within both groups regarding disi, scapholunate instability and scapholunate widening based 
on radiographic classification of the lunate, even after adding mri findings. in the presence of carpal collapse, ct distance 
was significantly higher. we found a substantial inter- and intra-observer agreement for lunate classification. 
conclusion we found no relation between the prevalence of disi deformity or scapholunate dissociation and type i or ii 
lunate morphology. the viegas classification is a reliable and reproducible classification system.

 
A-0352 tHe distribution, incidence And time-loss of HAnd frActures And dislocAtions in englAnd And 
wAles professionAl cricketers: five yeAr dAtA from injury surveillAnce
sandeep deshmukh1, ella donnison2,3, Alexia karantana1, david newman3, nicholas peirce3,4

1Centre for Evidence Based Hand Surgery, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK; 2Pulvertaft Hand Centre, Royal Derby 
Hospital, Derby, UK; 3England and Wales Cricket Board, Lord’s Cricket Ground, London, UK; 4National Centre for Sport and 
Exercise Medicine, Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK

background
Hand injuries are common in cricket, one of the first sports to develop an international injury surveillance consensus 
statement in recognition of the value of gathering such data. despite there being a number of injury surveillance papers 
on a broad scope of injuries in professional cricketers, studies on hand fractures and dislocations in cricketers have 
generally been limited to single hospital settings. comprehensive review of the relevant injury data might lead to injury 
prevention strategies in future.

objectives
to describe the anatomical distribution, incidence and impact on playing time of hand fractures and dislocations in 
registered professional male players of all 18 first class england and wales county cricket (fccc) clubs over a five year 
period.

methods
review of prospectively collected data from the england and wales cricket board (ecb) injury surveillance performance 
profiler system (2010-2014). data extraction for all hand fractures and dislocations in registered players of first class 
county cricket during 1st and 2nd team matches and training, including anatomical injury location, activity when injured, 
hand dominance, whether surgical management required, time-loss and recovery time. exposure data used to calculate 
incidences and prevalence.

results
over five years there were 109 hand fractures and 53 dislocations, constituting 4.1% (162/3,929) of all recorded injuries. 
these hand injuries were commonest during fielding (59%, 96/162). exposed parts of the hand including the tips of all 
digits and the borders of the index finger, thumb ray and little finger ray were most frequently injured. the little finger 
ray was most commonly injured with 31.5% (51/162) of hand fractures and dislocations, with the index finger ray (36/162, 
22.2%) second most common.
match injury incidence had varied risk profiles according to match format. for the bowlers, fielders and wicket-keepers, 
incidence was higher in one-day and twenty20 matches, while for batsmen it was higher in the four-day matches. surgical 
intervention was required for 13.8% (15/109) of hand fractures but only 7.5% (4/53) of dislocations. time-loss was incurred 
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in 82% (89/109) of hand fractures but only 47% (25/53) of dislocations. in total, this constitutes 7.1% (114/1,614) of all 
recorded time-loss injuries.

conclusions
this is the first study to comprehensively analyse hand fracture and dislocation data from the official ecb injury surveillance 
system for all registered cricket players in fccc matches and training. our study confirms the propensity for these injuries 
whilst fielding, with the exposed parts of the hand most frequently injured. these injuries impact affected players and 
professional teams through time-loss. injury surveillance in professional cricket is widely regarded as important. detailed 
analysis of player position or timing of injury (e.g. early/late in the day) may guide injury prevention through specific 
strategies to improve protection, training and potentially the properties of equipment (e.g. bat handles, gloves and the 
ball itself). in order to fulfil its potential, accurate and comprehensive data collection is vital. clinical staff should be 
encouraged to capture high-quality injury data. similarly, exposure data must be precisely recorded to derive accurate 
incidence and prevalence figures. future work should focus on potential prognostic factors (such as fielder position) and 
injury prevention strategies.

 
A-0353 necrotising fAsciitis: A 10 yeAr review of AssociAtions between initiAl presentAtion And 
eventuAl outcome
t jegathesan, fung sy gerald, Ang lt michelle
Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore

objective
necrotising fasciitis is a potentially fatal disease, associated with significant morbidity and mortality. earlier studies have 
identified clinical parameters and markers that aid the early diagnosis of the disease, such as the lrinec score. the aim 
of our study was to investigate the associations between initial presentation (including lrinec) and eventual surgical 
outcomes of the patient. 

materials & methods
this is a retrospective study where data was collected on patients diagnosed with necrotizing fasciitis from 2008 to 2018 
in a single institution in singapore. 

patient demographics, initial clinical presentation, laboratory & radiological investigations were examined, and surgical 
outcomes including number of surgeries, eventual amputation and whether definitive resurfacing surgery was performed 
was collected and analysed with spss software using both univariate & multivariate analysis. 

further data including the offending microbiological bacteria and antibiotic sensitivities were also looked at. 

results & conclusion
A total of 180 cases have been identified and are still undergoing further analysis and will be ready for presentation by 
the time of the conference. 

the early diagnosis and intervention of necrotising fasciitis is essential in achieving good clinical outcomes. 

we hypothesize that the duration to presentation, duration to surgery, degree of lrinec score and involved organisms 
are all important factors predicting the eventual outcome of the patient, having possible associations with any eventual 
amputation surgeries and mortality rates. 
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A-0355 cHAnge in joint distAnce during flexion And Abduction of tHumb cArpometAcArpAl joint
masashi matsuta, kaoru tada, mika nakada, Atsuro murai, Hiroyuki tsuchiya
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Kanazawa University

objects
thumb carpometacarpal joints are the joints with high frequency of osteoarthritis and it has not been clarified what 
kind of movement causes the osteoarthritis. we considered the joint distance of the carpometacarpal joint of the thumb 
had relation to osteoarthritis, and we evaluated the changes of the joint distance from ct images which we performed 
at multiple finger positions during flexion and abduction. 

methods
the subjects are five hands of five healthy men whose average age is 44.4 years old. we performed the ct scan at the four 
finger positions during flexion. the positions were determined by dividing the movement from the maximum extension 
position of the thumb to the maximum flexion into three equal parts.
we similarly performed the ct scan at the four finger positions during abduction.
we defined the joint distance perpendicular to the joint surface of metacarpal as dm and the distance perpendicular to 
the surface of trapezium bone as dt, and evaluated the minimum dm and minimum dt in each finger position. 

results
in extension and flexion movement, when the thumb was at the flexion position, minimum dm was smallest (average 
0.51mm) and the palmar side of the joint surface of the metacarpal bone tended to narrow. in adduction and abduction 
movement, when the thumb was at the abduction position, minimum dm was smallest (average 0.34mm) and the palmar 
radial side of the joint surface of the metacarpal bone tended to narrow.
in extension and flexion movement, when the thumb was at the flexion position, minimum dt was smallest (average 
0.52mm). At extension position the palmar side of the joint surface of the trapezium bone was narrow, and instead 
of flexion, the palmar side of the joint surface of the trapezium bone tended to narrow. in adduction and abduction 
movement, when the thumb was in the abduction position, minimum dt was smallest (average 0.35mm) and the radial 
side of the joint surface of the trapezium bone tended to narrow.

discussion and conclusion
it is considered that the site where the joint distance is narrow is likely to cause degeneration since the load on the cartilage 
increases. the result of this study suggests that degeneration of joint surface of the metacarpal bone may begin from 
the palmar side by flexion and abduction, and in trapezium bone, entire joint surface may be degenerated by extension 
and flexion and the radial side of joint surface may be degenerated by adduction and abduction.

 
A-0357 trAction injury of tHe brAcHiAl plexus –  A cAse report
gordana georgieva, sofija pejkova, boro dzonov, gjorgje dzokic, bisera nikolovska, tomislav jovanoski, vlatko ginovski
University Clinic for Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Medical Faculty, Skopje, University St. Cyril And Methodius, North 
Macedonia

injury of the brachial plexus is a severe peripheral nerve injury that causes physical disability and functional damage 
because this nerve network controls movement and sensation in the shoulder, arm, wrist, hand and fingers. we present 
a 59 year old patient injured with metal cutting machine, with rollers and belts in july 2019. on the day of the injury, 
the patient presented with avulsion of the skin and soft tissues on the right scapula, with avulsion of the scapular spine, 
fracture of the acromion, and lesion of the deltoid muscle. during the physical examination, neurological deficit of the 
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right arm was noticed. motor weakness of the right forearm and hand, with no extension in the wrist and fingers. inability 
to flex the fingers and wrist, aggravated range of motion in the elbow. the sensibility was impaired, pins and needles 
sensation without pain. the examination and the mechanism of injury, showed traction lesion of the right brachial plexus 
without vascular lesion. the mri after 24 hours, showed postganglionic  stretch injury of the plexus. the emg suggested 
that the lesion is not degenerative, so conservative treatment was indicated. dAsH score was used to measure the impact 
of the injury on function of the upper extremity. After   5th day after the injury, the patient already could do some flexion 
in the fingers, and the dAsH score was 87,5. 6 weeks after the injury the emg showed signs of spontaneous recovery 
and good prognosis. 4 months after the injury, the patient can flex and extend the elbow, has flexion and extension in 
the wrist and fingers, without any pain. the dAsH score is 10. during this period, physical therapy was included in the 
treatment. brachial plexus palsy in adults most commonly is a result of a high energy trauma. thorough examination 
can help us obtain accurate diagnosis. the extent of the brachial lesion depends of the mechanism of injury and the type 
and magnitude of the forces that caused it. initial assessment is important in determining the course of action. mri also 
has a role in management of the injury. because of the major influence on quality of life, early and right treatment gives 
better outcome.    

 
A-0361 ApplicAtion of popliteAl intermediAte cutAneous Artery islAnd flAp in treAtment of soft 
tissue defects or scAr of knee joint
li wang, xinzhong shao, li lv, zhemin zhang, fengyu wang, wenxu duan
The Third Hospital of Hebei Medical University, Shijiazhuang City, China

0bjective; to investigate the clinical effect of the soft tissue defects repair in the knee joint after scar resection or legs 
amputation by using the popliteal intermediate cutaneous artery (picA) island flap

methods 
from january 2012 to August 2015, eleven patients were enrolled in this study, including seven patients with soft tissue 
defects at knee joint after lower leg amputation and four patients with knee joint scar. eight patients were male, three 
patients were female, the average age was 43 (from 34 to 58). the flap area ranged from 14cm×10cm to 23cm×12cm.
results 
eleven flaps all survived. four donor sites closed directly, and seven donor sites were covered with free skin graft. All 
patients were followed-up postoperatively, the average follow-up time was 25 months (from 11 to 36 months). the color, 
texture and appearance were similar to the surrounding tissue.
conclusions
blood supply of the popliteal intermediate cutaneous artery island flap is reliable, donor and recipient region are adjacent., 
which is one of the ideal flap for repairing the knee joint wound.
key words: popliteal intermediate cutaneous artery, island flap, knee, scar

 
A-0363 mediAn nerve motor brAncH trAnsfer for treAtment of severe cubitAl tunnel syndrome
li wang, xinzhong shao, zhemin zhang, li lv
The Third Hospital of Hebei Medical University, Shijiazhuang City, China

Abstract
objective: 
this study aimed to present a modified method for treatment of severe cubital tunnel syndrome (cuts), using ulnar nerve 
anterior subfascial transposition and an additional median nerve motor branch transfer to ulnar nerve.
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metHods: 
from may 2013 to october 2016, 41 patients with grade iii cuts based on mcgowan’s classification were enrolled. All 
patients were treated with same procedure: 1. ulnar nerve neurolysis and anterior subfascial transposition at the elbow, 
2. median nerve motor branch of pronator quadratus transfer to motor branch of ulnar nerve at the forearm. patients 
were followed at 3, 6, 9, 12 months postoperation. All patients underwent preoperative and final follow-up assessments 
of  disabilities of the Arm, shoulder, and Hand (dAsH) score , nerve conduction velocity (ncv), 2-point discrimination, and 
pinch and grip strength. the mean follow-up time was 33 months using the modified bishop scores system. 

results: 
At the final follow-up, the average dAsH score, ncv, 2-point discrimination, and grip and pinch strengths improved in 
all patients. At least a 1-mcgowan grade improvement was achieved in 37 patients (90.2%). According to the modified 
bishop scores, 34 patients (82.9%) achieved good or excellent outcomes, 5 patients achieved fair outcomes (12.3%) and 
2 patients (4.8%) had poor outcomes. 

conclusions: 
the modified method using ulnar nerve anterior subfascial transposition and an additional median nerve motor branch 
transfer to ulnar nerve, is a reliable and safe treatment option for treatment of patients with mcgowan grade iii severe 
cuts , with satisfactory mid-to-long term functional and patient-rated outcomes

 
A-0365 brige mode trAnsfer of free flAp witH modified fisciA-flAp covered   pedicle  to repAir tHe 
defect of lower limbs
yong shen, yansheng wang, ning yu
Hand Surgery Department, Central Hospital Affiliated to Shenyang Medical College, China

obejective: to study the modification of the cover of pedicle by fascia fiap in brige mode free flap(Alt,ldf,etc) grafting 
to repair the defect of lower limbs.
method : in 10 patients with massive tissue defect of lower limbs.we using free flap(Alt,ldf,etc) grafting to repair the 
defect,when the condition of the injured limb is bad ,we use the uninjured side’posterior tibial artery and accompanying 
veins to support the free flap .to cover the pedicle and protect the vessel in it ,we cut the uninjured side’fascia flap in near 
region and cover it around the pedicle.
result:in all 10 cases ,the wound in the uninjured side could be closed directly ,need no skin graft as usual.the vessel in 
the pedicle is well protected by the fascia flap ,and all the free flap survived well.
conclusion:using fascia flap to cover the pedicle of brige mode free flap grafting to repair the defect of lower limbs
is safe and feasible.and it can greatly improve the free flap’s survival .

 
A-0366 incidence of glenoHumerAl dysplAsiA in pAtients witH obstetric brAcHiAl plexus pAlsy
maria Hortencia coria doncel, luis fernando del rio escobar, gustavo javier nizzo miguens, Agustin torres
Hospital de Clínicas José de San Martin, Buenos Aires, Argentina

in the past few years, our hospital has become a reference centre of brachial plexus palsy. consequently, our population 
has increased, leading us to pose some questions about these patients. during the study of paediatric patients with 
obstetric brachial palsy (obp), it was observed that the glenohumeral dysplasia is a common condition among patients 
that frequently goes unnoticed. we also realized that there is no epidemiological data about this particular condition; 
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therefore, we decided to study this parameter. this is a prospective study design. 
we included 30 patients aged 11months-7 years. comparative shoulder ct scans were used to examine the patients. mallet 
scale was applied to classify them according to the presence of glenohumeral posterior luxation and glenoid dysplasia.  
Humeral head hypoplasia was associated to a third of the patients. A 16% of them had a history of neurosurgery in the 
first year of life, while a 60% had glenohumeral posterior luxation, and a 60% of these patients had glenoid dysplasia. 
As 66% of our study population presented glenohumeral dysplasia, we considered this value as a high incidence. we 
consider that patients should have a corrective surgery before age eight to preserve the glenohumeral joint. 

 
A-0367 Active versus pAssiv mobilisAtion After flexor tendon repAir - A prospective rAndomised triAl
sara chevalley, maria tenfält, martina Ahlén, joakim strömberg
Department of Hand Surgery, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden

background
flexor tendon injuries are commonly treated in all of the seven Hand surgery clinics in sweden. in our unit we have used 
modified kleinert with active hold after flexor tendon repair for many years, while many other centers have changed to 
active mobilisation. the objective of this study was to investigate any differences in results between the two methods 
regarding range of motion, grip strength and ruptures.

method
64 patients with a flexor digitorum profundus-injury (with or without a concomitant flexor digitorum superficialis-injury) 
in zone i or ii were included in the study between november 2013 and august 2017. more severe injuries with concomitant 
fractures, joint injuries and soft tissue defects were excluded. the operations were standardised for all patients, with 
a four-stranded core suture and an epitendinous suture. After surgery the patients were randomised to either active or 
modified kleinert mobilisation with active hold. the patients were followed up at 4, 6, 8 and 12 weeks and 6 and 12 
months. the primary outcome measures were range of motion, grip strength, rupture rate and dAsH score.

result
the overall results were slightly better in the modified kleinert-group even though there was no statistically significant 
difference in range of motion, grip strength, rupture rate or dAsH score between the two mobilisation methods.

discussion
there was no significant difference in the two mobilisation groups, however there was a tendency for better results in the 
modified kleinert group. Additionally the three patients with the most inferior range of motion were all in the active group.

 
A-0368 modified sAHA trAnsfer: An AlternAtive to glenoHumerAl stAbility in brAcHiAl plexus pAlsy
maria Hortencia coria doncel, luis fernando del rio escobar, gustavo javier nizzo miguens, Agustin torres
Hospital de Clínicas José de San Martín, Buenos Aires, Argentina

the saha technique is a modification of the bateman technique carried out by saha in 1967. According to saha technique, 
the patient must be in lateral decubitus position as if sat on a beach chair. An ‘l’ approach is made, starting from the 
scapula edge and it extends towards the vertebral edge of the scapula. the paralyzed deltoid is evidenced and an incision 
is made in the longitudinal axis of the humerus until its head is exposed.
the conoid ligament is visualized and a distal incision is made with the gigli saw; subsequently, the same technique is 
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used to make an incision at the beginning of the acromial process. once the incisions are made, the trapezium is separated 
from the clavicle and the acromial and taken towards the greater tubercle and fixed with two screws. 
to demonstrate that our surgical technique allows us to achieve the same glenohumeral stability as the one obtained 
by the saha technique. 
this is a descriptive study design
the modified saha technique was performed in three patients with sequelae of brachial palsy. As an indication criteria for 
the procedure, the patient had to present a low bmi, elbow flexion and preserved function of the periescapular muscles.
the modification perfomed by our team consists on placing the patient in lateral position, with protection at the axillary 
space level. An “l” approach is made on the scapula which makes it possible to obtain a flap with aponeurotic tissue 
from the infraspinatus and the musculus levator scapulae. the flap is taken towards the greater tubercle. in addition, a 
rerouting of the trapezium is performed. the acromial and clavicular insertion of the trapezoid is used and it is slid below 
the acromion towards the greater tubercle. 
it should be remembered that the vast majority of patients with brachial plexus palsy sequelae are subjected to 
neurotizations using the spinal nerve. As a consequence, the trapezius muscle is weakened. by adding the musculus 
levator scapulae, we help patients to recover some of the loss force in the aforementioned procedure. 
A stable articulation was shown in three patients when applying the maneuvers. they also showed an anterior flexion 
of> 30 degrees and an abduction of> 25 degrees.
this surgical procedure allowed us to obtain a stable and functional joint that improves the patient’s day-to-day life with 
brachial plexus paralysis. this technique produces less blood loss than the saha technique and the shoulder arthrodesis 
technique.

 
A-0369 exAminAtion of bone tumors in tHe HAnd
Hirotaka ogi1, michio sano1, tomokazu sawada1, Hikaru soneda1, yukihiro matsuyama2

1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Shizuoka City Shizuoka Hospital, Japan; 2Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Hamamatsu 
University School of Medicine, Japan

introduction
bone tumors in the hand are very rare. in addition, surgery requires knowledge and experience of hand surgery as well 
as a tumor surgical approach. we examined the characteristics of the lesion and the treatment results.
subjects and methods 
of the 838 bone and soft tissue tumors that were treated at our hospital during the 10 years from 2008 to 2017, 198 bone 
and soft tissue tumors occurred beyond the wrist joint. Among them, there were 38 bone tumors and bone tumor-like 
lesions that occurred beyond the carpal bone. the site of occurrence, preoperative pathological fractures and pain, 
pathological diagnosis, and recurrence were examined.
results
the age ranged from 5 to 82 years, with an average of 47.1 years. there were 20 males and 17 females. the right hand 
was 25 and the left was 13. the occurrence sites were carpal bone 1, thumb 8, index finger 5, middle finger 7, ring 
finger 11, and little finger 6. the phalanx was metacarpal bone 5, proximal phalanx 11, middle phalanx 13, and distal 
phalanx 8. the malignancy was only one case of grade1 chondrosarcoma. (26%). the average postoperative follow-
up period was 196 months. the most common pathological diagnosis was endochondroma 21, bone cyst 4, bizarre 
parosteal osteochondromatous proliferation(bpop) 2, and 1 other case. seven cases had pathological fractures before 
surgery, and all were endochondromas. local recurrences occurred in 4 cases: endochondroma 1, bpop 1,bone cyst 1, 
osteochondromatosis 1.
discussion 
According to various reports, the most common bone tumor in the hand is enchondroma, accounting for 70-90%. in this 
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report, the number of endochondroma was 21 cases, 56.8%. examining 7 cases of endochondroma with preoperative 
pathological fracture, 2 cases were ring finger and 5 cases were little finger, 4 were in the proximal phalanx, 2 were in 
the middle segment, 1 in the distal segment and 1 in the distal phalanx. there were 4 recurrences, and bpop recurred 
twice in the same case. in this case, the pathological diagnosis was initially osteochondroma, but when the second 
resection was performed, the pathological diagnosis was re-examined and the patient was diagnosed bpop. during the 
third surgery, the cortical bone was resected and no recurrence occurred. regarding the approach to endochondroma, 
basically, the proximal and middle phalanges were operated from the part of phalanx side, and the distal phalanx was 
operated from the palm side.
summary
we studied 38 cases of hand bone tumors operated in our hospital during the 10 years from 2008 to 2017, and examined 
the occurrence site, pathological diagnosis, and recurrence. endochondroma was the most common, followed by bone 
cyst, bpop. in bpop, recurrence is likely to occur in simple resection, so resection including cortical bone is necessary.

 
A-0370 compArison between tomogrApHy And ultrAsound in pAtients witH seQuelAe of obstetric 
brAcHiAl pArAlysis
maria Hortencia coria doncel, luis fernando del rio escobar, gustavo javier nizzo miguens, Agustin torres
Hospital de Clínicas José de San Martin, Buenos Aires, Argentina

in patients with sequelae of obstetric brachial plexus palsy, the glenohumeral joint undergoes morphological changes 
which are shown by ct scan and classified according to waterś  scale.
to carry out this study in our patients, sedation is often necessary, in addition to the exposure to ionizing radiation 
involved in the study.
this research arises from the need to obtain, in an easy and quick way, measurable and objective anatomical data of the 
glenohumeral joint .
the objectives are to compare the data obtained from the study of both shoulders using ct scan and ultrasound in patients 
with obstetric brachial palsy and to use ultrasound as a diagnostic study in patients with obstetric brachial plexus    palsy.
All patients undergo a comparative study of both shoulders through ct scan and ultrasonography. the same imaging 
specialist performs every ultrasonography.
A 60% of our patients present glenohumeral dysplasia in the ct scan, while only a 30% present glenohumeral dysplasia 
in the ultrasound. 
the results are insufficient since the ct scan cannot still be replaced by the ultrasound as a method to perform a classification 
that allows us to define a therapeutic plan.
this is an ongoing investigation and the number of cases are still insufficient.

 
A-0371 modified l´episcopo tecHniQue for brAcHiAl plexus pAlsy
maria Hortencia coria doncel, luis fernando del rio escobar, gustavo javier nizzo miguens, Agustin torres
Hospital de Clínicas José de San Martín, Buenos Aires, Argentina

in 1934, joseph battiato ĺ episcopo described a surgical technique in order to improve external humeral rotation in 
pediatric patients. the technique included the transposition of teres major and latissimus dorsi to the lateral side of 
the humeral shaft.
Hoffer described a modification of that technique ,in wich the transfered muscles are inserted in the humeral major 
tuberosity, knowed as modifyed ĺ episcopo. this modification should improve the elevation and external rotation of 
the shoulder.
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the technique is performed with patient in dorsal decubitus with abducted upper limb, an incisión is made at the axilar 
posterior edge. it is identified the latissimus dorsi and the teres major muscle which should be re-routed through a dorsal 
path towards the proximal humeral shaft, and then they are inserted in humeral major tuberosity, between triceps and 
deltoid muscle. we also perform, axilar nerve decompression and scapular osteotomy if needed.
we have performed 12 procedures between june 2018 and june 2019 in patients with average age of 4 years old. every 
patient had been assesed by mallet score. we obtained significant improvements in abduction, external rotation and 
hand to mouth index. we conclude that this is a suitable procedure for this kind of patients.

 
A-0373 result of treAtment of primAry volAr plAte fixAtion in HigH grAde open frActures of distAl 
rAdius
Hongje kang, minsu joo, Hyuntak kang, yeongchang lee, Hoiyoung kwon
Wonkwang University Hospital, Iksan, South Korea

introduction: external fixation was commonly used for open distal radius fractures. in low-grade open distal radius 
fractures (gustilo & Anderson classification type i), volar locking plate fixation is limitedly used. However, there has 
been no study showing the outcomes of volar locking plate fixation in high-grade open distal radius fractures (gustilo & 
Anderson classification type ii & iii). therefore, the authors are to report the result of treatment of primary volar locking 
plate fixation in high-grade open distal radius fractures (gustilo & Anderson classification type ii & iii).
subjects and methods: from march, 2010 to march, 2018, we performed a retrospective study among 527 patients who 
underwent surgical treatment with distal radius fractures in our hospital. the subjects were the patients who were able 
to follow up more than 12 months, among the ones who had high-grade open distal radius fractures (gustilo & Anderson 
classification type ii & iii). in 24 cases, volar locking plate fixation was used as primary surgery. for functional outcomes, 
the range of motion (rom) and modified mayo wrist score were measured. for radiological outcomes, we measured the 
bone union period, radial inclination, volar tilt, radial length, and ulnar variance. in addition, we investigated complications 
such as nonunion, malunion, infection, joint stiffness, and reoperation.
result: At the final follow-up, flexion was 46.0°, extension was 48.6°, ulnar variance was 19.5°, radial deviation was 
12.2°, supination was 80.9°, pronation was 79.0°. in modified mayo wrist score, excellent was 5, good was 13, fair was 4 
and poor was 2. radiologically, the mean bone union period was 13.2 weeks. in radiological outcomes, radial inclination 
was 22.7°, volar tilt was 6.4°, radial length was 10.9mm, ulnar variance was 0.65mm. 1 patient showed nonunion as 
postoperative complication. 
conclusion: in high-grade open distal radius fractures, primary volar locking plate fixation showed excellent results in 
radiological and functional outcomes at the time of the last follow-up. in high-grade open distal radius fractures with 
soft-tissue injuries, primary volar locking plate fixation with adequate management for accompanied injuries can have 
satisfactory 

 
A-0374 tHe cHAnge of bone density witH iv zoledronic Acid for tHe pAtient treAted surgicAlly in os-
teoporotic distAl rAdius frActure
Hongje kang, minsu joo, Hyuntak kang, yeongchang lee, Hoiyoung kwon
Wonkwang University Hospital, Iksan, South Korea

introduction: purpose of this study is investigation the effect of intravenous zoledronic acid to bmd and clinical results 
in patient treated with volar locking plate fixation in an osteoporotic distal radius fracture.
mAteriAls And metHods: A total of 54 female patients after menopause who had been treated with volar locking 
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plate fixation for osteoporotic distal radial fractures between january 2017 and may 2018 were included. pre-operative 
bmd and biochemical bone marker were measured, and patients whose bmd score under -2.5 and who had never been 
treated for osteoporosis were included. in this cases, 32 patients had injected zoledronic acid were divided into group A 
and 22 patients had not injected zoledronic acid were divided group b. the patients in group A were injected with 5mg 
zoledronic acid, at 3 days after surgery. post-operative radiographic findings confirmed the bone union period. bone union 
period by radiologic examination and bone marker test were performed at 3 months and 1 year, respectively. bmd was 
measured at 1year follow up. we also investigated and side effects and complications after dosing. 
results: the mean bone union period of group A and b was 6.8 and 6.7 weeks. there was no case of nonunion or delayed 
union in two group. As a result of 1 year follow-up, bmd (t-score) increased by 0.4(-3.0 -> -2.6) points in group A. but 
group b was decreased by 0.3(-2.9 -> -3.2). Also, bone turnover markers(osteocalcin, ctx) decreased at 3 months and 1 
year follow-up in group A and there was no significant change in group b. the average rom was flexion 67.2 °, extension 
65.1 °, ulna deviation 26.5 °, radial deviation 15.4 °, supination 80.5 °, and pronation 75.6 ° in group A and there was no 
significant difference between two group . the incidence of mild side effects such as mild fever after administration in 
group A was 18.7% (6/32) and no serious complications such as renal failure were reported. 
conclusion: in patients with osteoporotic distal radial fractures, early administration of zoledronic acid did not significantly 
negative affect bone union, radiological and clinical results, but improved bone density. therefore, the use of intravenous 
zoledronic acid may be considered to prevent fractures in osteoporosis patients with radial fractures and effective 
treatment for increasing bone mineral density.

 
A-0376 biomecHAnicAl compArison of two druj reconstruction tecHniQues using A suture-button 
construct
robert kalapos, felix riano, gabriel merlin
USA

biomechanical comparison of two druj reconstruction techniques using a suture-button construct

introduction
tears of the triangular fibrocartilage complex along with the distal oblique bundle result in distal radio-ulnar joint 
instability (druj). this study tests functional ranges of motion from pronation to supination of the wrist and forearm, 
after reconstruction with a suture-button construct placed perpendicular to the druj, versus reconstruction with a 
suture-button construct placed 45° to the druj (following the anatomy of the distal oblique bundle from the proximal 
ulna to the distal radius). we hypothesize that the perpendicular reconstruction with suture-button construct has less 
range of motion but is more stable than a reconstruction with suture-button construct placed 45° to the druj. 
methods
this study will make use of twenty lower arm specimens from fingertip to above the elbow, and be split into two groups 
of 10. the first group is reconstructed with a mini tightrope™ (Arthrex inc., naples) perpendicular to the druj and the 
second group reconstructed with mini tightrope™ (Arthrex inc., naples) shot at 45° from the line of the druj. 
in the pilot study using a matched pair of lower arm cadavers, the dorsal and volar distal radioulnar ligaments along 
with the distal oblique bundle were severed with a size 15 blade through the skin at the level of the druj, to reproduce 
complete instability. All other surrounding soft tissue, muscles and extrinsic stabilizers were left intact. the two specimens 
then underwent one reconstruction respectively. ranges of motion were measured by goniometer strapped to the 
wrist with a magnet and rubber bands, while the humerus above the elbow was gripped in a vice at 30° of flexion. the 
ranges of motion were compared to each other, and also to functional ranges of motion of a separate native matched 
pair without druj injury. paired t-tests were used to average means for pronation and supination. stability was checked 
with a ballottement test.
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results
gathering data after 10 rounds of passive pronation to supination, a paired t-test found a mean of 49.71°±4.12° pronation 
and 49.65°±4.23° supination with total degree of arc of 99.36°±8.35° in the perpendicular reconstruction, and a mean of 
73.05°±4.57° of pronation and 55.52°±4.13° of supination with total degree of arc of 128.57°±8.7° in the 45° reconstruction. 
the native matched pair cadavers without injury used for control had 73.41°±1.59° of pronation and 70.56°±1.84° 
of supination, with total degree of arc of 143.97°±3.43°. ballottement test showed the perpendicular construct was 
subjectively more stable than the 45° construct.
conclusion
we conclude that the perpendicular construct has less range of motion compared to the 45° construct. though the 45° 
construct more closely resembles anatomy, it did not show to be as stable as the perpendicular construct. the perpendicular 
construct is also easier to reproduce and is technically less demanding. the solution of using a suture-button construct 
for a complex problem such as druj instability, might be worth looking further into, as it shows restoration of stability, 
range of motion, potentially less postoperative immobilization, and earlier return to activity. 

 
A-0377 lengtH cHAnges of scApHolunAte interosseous ligAment witH resisted ulnAr deviAtion in 
full supinAtion using 4-d ct
jun tan, jing chen, weifeng wang, yucheng sun, Haoyu bian
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, China

objective 
in daily life, the wrist may experience load in either ulnar or radial deviation. little is known about the length changes of 
the scapholunate interosseous ligament (slil) with the wrist resisted ulnar deviation in full supination. this study was 
designed to study the biomechanical characteristics of the scapholunate ligament during the radial-ulnar deviation of wrist 
joint with the wrist resisted ulnar deviation at full forearm supination in vivo using 4-d computed tomography (ct) scans. 
methods six volunteers were recruited for this study. After meeting the requirements, all the volunteers were trained 
to move their wrist from the radial deviation to ulnar deviation under an applied force. force was applied to the ulnar 
side of the hand and asked the volunteer to actively ulnarly deviate the wrist. the applied force was about 20n. the 
wrist movement were scanned by 4-d ct. All the ct images were imported into mimics software for three-dimensional 
reconstruction of scaphoid and lunar bone. each volunteer had 30 groups of reconstructed images, which were named 
as group 1-30 in time sequence. the scapholunar ligament were divided into three parts: palmar, dorsal, and proximal 
subregion. each of the 3 subregions of the slil was further divided into 3 zones. thus, nine corresponding points on the 
scapholunate were measured and analyzed with computer modeling. the images are imported into geomagic software, 
and the scapholunate and the measuring points on the scapholunate are merged separately. the other reconstructed 
scaphoid and lunar images were imported into geomagic software, and then fitted with the first scaphoid and lunar 
bone respectively. the fitted images were imported into mimics software. the distances between anchoring points on 
scaphoid and lunar bone were measured in turn to observe the biomechanical characteristics of the scapholunar ligament. 
result changes in length of the palmar and proximal of the slil gradually decreased with the increase of ulnar deviation 
angle in all volunteers. no obvious trend change in the dorsal parts of the slil was found with the increase of ulnar 
deviation angle. 
conclusion this study showed the different effect on the different subregion of the slil of the loaded wrist at forearm full 
supination. this suggests that the palmar and the proximal subregions were less strained with resisted ulnar deviation 
with forearm full supination. 
keywords four-dimensional ct; scapholunate interosseous ligament; loaded wrist
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A-0378 tHe correlAtion between sHApe of tHe sigmoid notcH of tHe distAl rAdius And tHe risk of 
triAngulAr fibrocArtilAge complex foveAl teAr
Hyoung seok jung, jae sung lee
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical Center of Chung-Ang University School of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea

the aim of this study was to analyze the association between the shape of the distal radius sigmoid notch and triangular 
fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) foveal tear.  
between 2013 and 2018, patients were retrospectively recruited in 2 different groups. the patient group comprised 
individuals who underwent arthroscopic trans-osseous tfcc foveal repair for foveal tear of the wrist. the control group 
comprised individuals presenting with various diseases around wrist not affecting the tfcc. the sigmoid notch shape 
was classified into 4 types (flat face, c, s, and ski-slope types) and three radiologic parameters related to the sigmoid 
notch, namely, the radius curvature, depth and version angle were measured. the association of radiologic parameters 
and sigmoid notch types with the tfcc foveal tear was investigated in univariable and multivariable analyses. receiver 
operating characteristic curves were used to estimate a cutoff for any statistically significant variables.
the study recruited 176 patients (58 patients, 118 controls). univariable analysis showed that the flat face type was more 
prevalent in the patients than in the control group (43% vs. 21%, p-value=0.002), while the c-type was lower in the 
patients than in the control group (3% vs. 17%, p-value=0.011). the depth and version angle of sigmoid notch showed 
a negatively association with the tfcc foveal tear in the multivariable analysis (depth: odds ratio (or) 0.380, p = 0.037; 
version angle: or 0.896, p = 0.033). estimated cutoff values were 1.34 mm for the depth (area under the curve (Auc) = 
0.725) and 10.45° for the version angle (Auc = 0.726).
the proportion of flat face sigmoid notch type was greater in the patient group than in the control group. the depth and 
version angle of sigmoid notch were negatively associated with tfcc foveal injury.

 
A-0379 single-port endoscopic cArpAl tunnel releAse using wideA AwAke locAl AnestHesiA no tour-
niQuet (wAlAnt) tecHniQue
frank thiele1, itai pasternak2, vera urban1, claudia meuli-simmen1, thuan v ly1

1Kantonsspital Aarau, Clinic for Hand, Plastic and Peripheral Nerve Surgery, Aarau, Switzerland; 2Spital Muri, Muri, Switzerland

purpose: 
we report on patient and surgeons experience after single-port endoscopic carpal tunnel release using wide awake local 
anesthesia no tourniquet (wAlAnt) technique.
methods:
from july to november 2018 patients undergoing endoscopic carpal tunnel release with wAlAnt were prospectively 
included. follow-up was three months. patient ratings before, during, and after the operation were collected. the surgeon’s 
experience during surgery in comparison to the endoscopic carpal tunnel release under local anesthesia with exsanguination 
and tourniquet was recorded. complications were defined as nerve injury, infection, or the need for revision surgery.
results: 
the cohort consisted of 20 patients including 24 wrists. All patients except one reported complete or substantial decrease 
of symptoms. the two surgeons involved judged the procedure technically more demanding due to impaired visualization 
(33%) caused by increase bleeding and edema in the operative field. there was one conversion from endoscopic to open 
surgery.
conclusions: 
we recommend starting single-port endoscopic carpal tunnel release using wAlAnt with a non-inflated tourniquet in 
place to use when necessary.
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A-0380 necessity of AcceptAble rAdiologic Alignment by preoperAtive closed reduction for unstA-
ble distAl rAdius frActures treAted witH volAr locking plAtes
Hyoung seok jung, jae sung lee
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Hospital of Chung-Ang University of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea

the purpose of this study was to demonstrate the necessity of achieving acceptable radiographic alignment by preoperative 
closed reduction in unstable distal radius fractures (drfs) to improve preoperative pain and obtain satisfactory outcomes 
after surgery. 
from 2013 to 2016, patients who received volar locking plates for drfs were retrospectively reviewed. patients were 
classified into acceptable and non-acceptable reduction groups based on immediate post-reduction radiographs. to 
avoid potential bias, a matched-pair analysis was performed, and paired patients were categorized into non-acceptable 
reduction (group A) and acceptable reduction (group b) groups. preoperative pain level, mean length of stay, operation 
time, postoperative complications, and surgical outcomes were analysed. the preoperative pain level and functional 
results were assessed by the visual analogue scale (vAs) and disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand (dAsH) scores.
of the 239 patients, 80 had non-acceptable and 159 had acceptable reductions. Among these patients, 201 (66 in group 
A vs. 135 in group b) were matched in a 1:2 matched ratio. Although the radiological parameters after closed reduction 
were better in group b, there were no significant differences in the preoperative pain vAs score, mean length of stay, 
operation time, and postoperative complications between the groups. in addition, radiologic parameters and the dAsH 
score at a 1-year follow-up were also not significantly different between the groups.  
our results suggest that obtaining acceptable radiologic alignment by closed reduction is not necessary for patients who 
make an informed decision to undergo volar plating for unstable drfs.

 
A-0384 review of five yeArs results wHen treAting iv stAge of  dupuytren’s diseAse witH needle fAs-
ciotomy
sinolichka djambazova
University Clinic for Traumatology, Orthopedics, Anesthesiology and Intensive Care, Skopje, North Macedonia

purpose:the purpose of this study is to report results,reduction of contracture,complications and recurrence after five 
years.A common protocol for review was made.dupuytren’s disease(dd) previous surgery,age 44-74,affected family,bilateral 
dd,degree of contracture.perkutaneous needle fasciotomy (pnf) is a minimally invasive technique used to manageiv stage 
of dupuytren’s contracture.methods:we selected 129 fingers with dd stage iv according to tubiana’s classification.the 
contracted dupuytren’s tissue is divided longitudinally along multiple points so that the finger can stretch out straight 
again.the procedure is performed with a needle trought the skin and the sharp ,small bevel of the needle is used to cut 
the dupuytren’s tissue beneath the skin.we also amninister a corticosteroid injection to the treatment area at the time 
of the procedure.stretching,exercises and extension splinting during the recovery phase are important to gain maximum 
benefit from the procedure.the patients were evaluated preoperatively and  per-operatively at one ,eight,twenty-four 
weeks,after one,two,three,four,five years.117 patients with 129 fingers were operated.median age was 59(44-74) with 
114 man and 3 women.results:finger most seriously affected was little .mcp joint was affected in 129 fingers and pip was 
affected at the same time as mcp in 42 cases .side affects like edema was present in 17 cases.lokal puncture pain was 
variable and disappeared after  two days.skin rupture occurred in two cases.complete healing was  evident after seven 
days.treatment of  mcp in cases of both joints,mcp and pip,affected usually obtained complete mcp elongation ana pip 
complete elongation.one week after surgery ,patients were allowed to return to full work activities.no cases of flexor  
tendons lesions,hematomas or infections were registerd.no scar formation,no palpable cord occurred.conclusions:needle 
fasciotomy is a good method for treatment of iv stage dd.patients  feel  very comfortable as minimal side effects and can 
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avoid the operating theater.needle fasciotomy does not involve incisions to the skin of the hand,so there is less tissue 
damage,less swelling,less pain,less down time quicker healing,less expensive   and less time-consuming. pnf is a good 
alternative in cases with iv stage of dd because of these preliminary good results and low morbidity.

 
A-0387 clinicAl relevAnce of screw position in displAced scApHoid wAist frActures
rafaella reginato, josé luis cifras, pedro Astorga
Hospital Clínico Mutual de Seguridad, Santiago, Chile

introduction: scaphoid waist fracture is the most frequent fracture of the carpal bones. different studies demostrate that 
a central position of the screw in the axis of the bone and perpendicular to the fracture line is a more stable configuration, 
but this has only been demonstrated in biomechanical studies. 

objective: the aim of our study is to evaluate if the position of the screw in relation to the line of fracture or to the 
scaphoid axis has clinical relevance in patients operated of displaced scaphoid waist fractures.

metHods: we retrospectively reviewed 29 patients operated of displaced scaphoid waist fracture with a single cannulated 
screw between 2012-2018, postoperatively controlled with ct, with no additional injuries and early diagnosed. we measured 
the angle between the screw and the fracture line (screw/fracture angle) and classified them as oblique or perpendicular. 
we also measured the angle the between the screw and the scaphoid axis (axis/screw angle) and classified them as 
parallel or oblique. we correlated this measures with clinical outcomes as risk of nonunion and time to labour recovery. 
the analysis was then stratified with the confounding factors of fracture line angle, scapholunate angle, intrascaphoid 
angle correction and time to surgery.

results: All patients were men, average age 31 years. the main mechanism was an accident on a two-wheeled vehicle. in 
relation to the screw/fracture angle, we found 40% of perpendicular configuration and 60% oblique. in the perpendicular 
group, we found no complications or additional surgeries. in the oblique group, we found 24% cases of nonunion; this 
was an or 3.3* times more in the perpendicular group. in relation to the axis/screw angle, we found 40% of parallel 
configuration and 60% oblique. in the parallel group we found 27% of nounion in comparison to 11% in the oblique 
group. the or was 1,8* times more in the parallel group, but when stratifying by the confounding factor of line of fracture 
angle, the risk of nonunion was higher if this was an oblique line of fracture fixed with an oblique screw compared with 
the other groups*.

discussion
there is discussion regarding the optimal screw position in scaphoid fractures, but this has been demonstrated mostly 
in biomechanical studies. According to our results, the chance to evolving with scaphoid nonunion is higher if the screw 
position is oblique in relation to the line of fracture. in relation to the scaphoid axis, there is a higher risk if the screw is 
in an oblique position in an oblique fracture line. in spite that this is a small case series and has the limitations proper of 
a retrospective study, our results are consistent with the literature and with biomechanical studies. further studies are 
required to determine if the screw position has implications in long-term clinical outcomes.
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A-0389 pHyseAl Arrest of tHe distAl rAdius by meningococcAl sepsis. treAtment by seQuentiAl elon-
gAtion of tHe rAdius. About A cAse And literAture review
Alvaro Alvarez garma, luis enrique reboso morales, yolanda martín Hidalgo, rayco garcía gutierrez, Aida orce rodriguez, 
caleb baz figueroa
Hospital Universitario Nuestra Señora de Candelaria, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Tenerife, Spain

injuries to the reserve or proliferative zones of the physis can result in permanent damage to the physis. most cases of 
physical closure of the distal radius are due to traumatic sequelae of fractures affecting the physis, but there are other 
aetiologies such as vascular ischemia associated with freezing, compartmental syndromes, haematological diseases, 
infections in young children, irradiation, tumours or stress trauma. 

physeal arrest can be treated with different surgical techniques, depending on several factors: the time elapsed since 
the primary lesion, the degree of involvement of the physeal cartilage, the growth potential of the physeal cartilage 
and the alignment and dysmetry present. in cases of positive ulnar variance, procedures as ulnar shortening  osteotomy 
or radial lengthening are necessary.

we present the case of a 9-year-old girl who showed a  complete physeal arrest in the distal radius as a result of a septic 
process several years earlier, with persistence of ulnar growth with a discrepancy of 3 cm. sequential lengthening was 
performed in two periods, at 9 and 12 years old, by means of monolateral external fixation, associating at the end of the 
second procedure a surgical distal ulna epiphysiodesis. An elongation of the radius of 6 cm was achieved. no additional 
surgical procedures were needed on the distal radioulnar joint.

sequential elongation may be a good alternative for physeal arrest of the distal radius in important radio ulnar discrepancies 
to avoid a significant shortening of the forearm with respect to the contralateral limb but has the disadvantage of needing 
more than one surgery and the knowledge of an intermediate period where there is a recurrence of the initial deformity.

 
A-0390 prospective study compAring tHe evolution on tHe results After tHe treAtment of rizAr-
tHrosis by totAl prostHetic replAcement versus resection-tendon interposition ArtHroplAsty of tHe 
cArpo-metAcArpAl joint of tHe tHumb
fernando del canto Alvarez, Higinio Ayala gutierrez, josé couceiro otero, maría Ángeles de la red-gallego, manuel rubén 
sánchez crespo, germán galindo juárez
University Hospital Marqués de Valdecilla, Santander, Spain

introduction. several techniques have been described for the treatment of thumb rizarthrosis, although neither has proven 
to be clearly superior. the two most frequently used are prosthetic replacement and those based on trapecectomy, with 
or without tendon suspension-interposition.

objectives: the intention of the work was to discern which technique, among the two most used, allows to achieve better 
and/or earlier results after the surgical treatment of rhizarthrosis.

material and method. we prospectively compared the results at 3, 6 and 12 months after the intervention in 60 consecutive 
patients who received surgical treatment for rhizarthrosis by total prosthetic replacement (30 cases) or resection-tendon 
interposition arthroplasty according to weilby’s technique (30 cases). we measured the results in terms of pain relief 
according to the visual analogue scale, the functional result through the ability to perform five activities of daily life, 
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the range of motion, the fist and pinch forces measured with a jamar® dynamometer and the global summation. to 
measure the degree of patient satisfaction we also use a visual analogue scale. we statistically compared the results at 
3, 6 and 12 months of follow-up.

results. we have obtained good results in all aspects with both techniques. the improvement in function, motion, 
global strength, pinch strength, overall result and subjective satisfaction were significantly greater in the patients of 
the prosthetic group at the 3rd  month follow-up. At 6 months of follow-up, function, motion, pinch strength and overall 
function were still greater in the same group. At one year of evolution there were no statistically significant differences 
between the groups.

conclusions we believe that both treatments are good options in the management of patients with rhizarthrosis, once 
overcoming conservative management. recovery with the use of an implant seems to be significantly faster and to a 
greater level, although the results after one year from the intervention tend to equalize. that is why we propose the use 
of prosthetic replacement in the patients with worst functional preoperative state and those with greater functional 
requirements.

 
A-0391 restorAtion of sHoulder flexion/elevAtion witH free functionAl grAcilis trAnsfer for Ante-
rior deltoid pAlsy: A cAse series of tHree pAtients
olga politikou, clemens gstöttner, petra gettinger, stefan salminger, oskar c. Aszmann
Clinical Laboratory for Bionic Extremity Reconstruction, Medical University of Vienna, Austria

Axillary nerve injury necessitating surgical revision after proximal humerus fractures is common. the nerve impairment 
is usually the result of a complex fracture-dislocation pattern or of a demanding fracture fixation. Although the majority 
of these impairments is usually transient with a spontaneous recovery in three months, there are few cases where the 
axillary nerve and especially its branch to the clavicular head of the deltoid muscle is severely damaged. therefore, this 
can lead to an irreversible atrophy of this part of the muscle and result to loss of shoulder flexion. 
we report a case series of three patients with identical injury pattern. the preoperative sonographic assessment revealed 
that the nerve was not reconstructible due to the hardware and significant scar tissue formation. 
in these cases, we have restored the shoulder elevation with a free functional transfer of gracilis muscle connected to 
the axillary nerve at the level of the posterior cord. 
we will present you in details our indications, surgical procedure, rehabilitation’s protocol and long-term results.

 
A-0395 A rAndomized controlled clinicAl triAl About tHe efficAcy of A fAsciAl treAtment witH me-
cHAnicAl fibrolysis in tHe cArpAl tunnel syndrome, compAred to A trAditionAl brAcing treAtment
giorgia pilotto, giovanni pegoraro, stefano tognon, emanuela furfaro
Padova University, Padova, Italy

the aim of this study is to verify the effectiveness of a fascial treatment of mechanical fibrolysis in patients with carpal 
tunnel syndrome, comparing this technique to a classic immobilization treatment with a custom-made thermoplastic brace.
materials and methods
21 patients between the age of 23 and 90 years, with an average age of 50,62 years suffering from carpal tunnel syndrome 
(unoperated or operated for at least 3 months with still invalidating symptoms), were addressed to conservative treatment 
after a specialist surgical visit.
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the patients, evaluated at the beginning and at the end of the treatment, were randomly divided into two experimental 
groups. the group 1, composed of 11 patients treated with mechanical fibrolysis, and the group 2, composed of 10 patients, 
with control treated with a guardian.
within group 1, 1 patient left the study at the third session. 6 patients performed 8 sessions, the remaining 4 patients 
performed 6 sessions.
within group 2, 10 patients wore the brace day and night for 2 weeks, and only at night for the next 3 months.
results
the investigation carried out within group 1 shows an improvement in the extent of sensory deficits, with a reduction 
in the localization of symptoms (p-value = 0.01563). it shows an improvement in frequency of appearance, with a 
reduction in both daily symptoms (p-value = 0.01563) and nocturnal symptoms (p-value = 0.03125), and finally shows 
an improvement in the symptoms severity scale, sss (p-value = 0, 02148).
the statistical survey does not show any difference between patients addresseds to 6 sessions and those addresseds to 8.
the comparison between group 1 and group 2 does not report statistically significant results regarding the diurnal 
(p-value = 0.1582) and nocturnal (p-value = 0.18023) vAs, the extension of the sensory deficit (p-value = 0.3613) and 
the nocturnal frequency of appearance of symptoms (p-value = 0.3291).
there are significantly statistical results about the daytime frequency of symptoms (p-value = 0.0246).
conclusions 
it is not possible to say that treatment with mechanical fibrolysis leads to a more significant improvement in the patient’s 
symptoms compared to a treatment with brace, when considering the tingling vAs of day and night, the extention of the 
deficit and the frequency of nocturnal deficit. it significantly improves the frequency of daytime deficit.
A general improvement in the patients’ clinical situation emerges from the internal study in the group 1 treated with 
fibrolysis.

 
A-0396 new ApproAcH to frActures of tHe bAse of tHe first metAcArpAl: AnAtomicAl study
luis felipe náquira1, juan guillermo ramírez1, mario Arcila1, miguel gómez1, mauricio villegas-gonzález1, victoria e 
restrepo-noriega2

1Instituto Colombiano del Dolor, Medellin Colombia; 2Clemi, Bogota Colombia, Universidad Ces, Medellin Colombia

the surgical approach to intra-articular fractures of the base of the thumb is performed either by radiopalmar incision 
or by a curved incision described by wagner. However, we seek to describe an exclusively dorsal approach  between the 
first and second metacarpal, which allows a better anatomical exposure and a lower rate of neurological complications. 
methodology: we perform dissection of 4 cadaveric specimens using an exclusively dorsal approach to expose the 
carpometacarpal joint of the thumb and subsequently photographic record of the findings. results: the exclusively 
dorsal approach of the hand allowed to find in all cases, the dorsal sensory branch of the radial nerve,  and the exposure 
of more than 80% of the articular surface of the carpometacarpal joint. discussion: the exclusively dorsal approach for 
the treatment of intra-articular fractures of the base of the first metacarpal allows adequate protection of the dorsal 
sensory branch of the radial nerve and a better exposure of the fracture and the articular surface, which would reduce 
the risk of long-term complications.

keywords: fracture, bennet, rolando, wagner, dorsal, joint, nerve.
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A-0399 versAtility And customizAtion of tHe greAt toe trAnsfer for reconstruction of tHe defects 
of tHe fingers And tHumb
jorge boretto, gerardo gallucci, ezequiel zaidenberg, pablo de carli
Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Argentina

purpose
great toe transfer has evolved from its complete transfer to onyco-osteo-cutaneous transfers. this evolution has allowed 
versatile and adapted reconstruction to different digital size defects using the hallux as a donor site. the purpose of 
this study was to evaluate the versatility and results in patient with finger and/or thumb amputations who underwent 
reconstruction by a customized partial great toe transfer.
material and methods
for this retrospective study, patients with a finger or thumb reconstruction with a great toe transfer during a 6 year-period 
were included. reconstruction with second toe-to-hand transfers were excluded. 
demographic variables, cause, size and site of the defect, and the time between the defect and the reconstructive surgery 
were recorded as preoperative variables. 
the intraoperative variables analyzed were transfer type, arterial and venous anastomosis performed, recipient vessels 
used, type of donor site closure and, intraoperative complications. furthermore, we assessed the flap survival rate and 
the postoperative complications of the transfer and the donor site.
results:
eight patients were included. four men and 4 women with a mean age of 39 years-old (range 8 to 74 years). At the time 
of surgery, no patient smoke. one patient had comorbidities.  
in 2 cases the cause of the defect was a tumor resection, in one case the cause was iatrogenic and, in the rest the defect 
was due to trauma. in 5 cases the defect was in the thumb and in 3 cases in the fingers. the range of time between the 
defect and the reconstructive surgery was between 0 days and 20 years.
in 6 cases the artery suture was in end-to-end fashion and in 2 cases end-to-side. vein suture was end-to-end in all 
cases. in 1 case a hallux pulp transfer was done, in 4 cases the partial great toe transfer was onyco-osteo-cutaneous, in 
2 cases a wrap-around was performed and, in 1 case a twisted-to-toe was the type of transfer. in none patient the first 
phalanx of the hallux was transferred. 
All the transfers survived. on the donor site, 1 patient underwent a hypertrophic scar, one patient suffered a superficial 
infection of the wound and, other patient experienced pain during the first 6 weeks. no patient needs additional surgery. 
conclusions
the partial great toe transfer is a versatile reconstructive option that allows to treat different defects both, in fingers 
and thumbs. customization of the transfer achieve reconstruction in three-dimension defects yielding good contour 
and aesthetic results.  
minimal morbidity of the donor site could be obtained by avoiding taking the first phalanx

 
A-0400 An overview of skills And mAteriAls reQuired to mAnufActure custom-mAde 3d printed 
splints
michele chim1, belinda smith2, mark Hile2

1North Shore Hand Therapy, Sydney Australia; 2Department of Hand and Peripheral Nerve Surgery, Royal North Shore Hospital, 
Sydney, Australia

bAckground And rAtionAle
A variety of hand splints are produced in hand therapy practices using low temperature thermoplastics. with long-term 
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use, patients describe that these splints become sweaty and uncomfortable because of their solid, non-breathable 
structure. 3d printing methods and materials provide an opportunity to design a lightweight, more flexible splint with 
a mesh-like appearance for breathability, but retaining rigidity for support. 

purpose
to provide an overview of our experience with scanning apps, computer modelling programmes, the 3d printer technology 
and filaments of varying properties

metHod
to produce a 3d image of an individual patient’s hand, a number of scanning methods were assessed, ranging from 
phone apps with phototelemetry to hand held laser scanners. the resultant image is then used in computer-Aided design 
(cAd) programmes to create the custom-fitted splint; a variety of cAd programmes were evaluated for their relevance 
to the anatomy/functionality of the splint required and ease of use. 3d printer options were also considered to allow for 
appropriate size of splint construction and compatible materials, as well as the cost outlay for this project.

A review of materials available for use in 3d printing was undertaken. the filament properties of type of plastic, strength/
hardness, bio-compatibility standards, recyclability and cost were compared.

results
A phone app suitable for scanning hands was identified, along with a cAd programme for designing the splint. the 3d 
printer most appropriate for the production of hand splints in a hand therapy practice setting has been purchased and 
is in use.

design elements (e.g. percentage of perforations possible without comprising strength), in combination with filament 
options, continue to be refined to produce an optimal splint to meet both therapist and patient requirements.  our analysis 
of the pros and cons of each will be discussed.

discussion
3d printing is now common in the medical industry. it is possible to design and produce hand splints with this technology, 
though numerous specific computer skills need to be acquired. patients are interested in the options currently being 
refined. these are of lighter weight, increased breathability and can be custom designed in a number of ways to satisfy 
long-term users whilst retaining the properties to be satisfactory as a splint.

clinicAl relevAnce
with optimal scanning, programs, printer and filaments identified, this process has shown good potential for clinical use 
especially for those with long standing splinting needs.

 
A-0403 AnAtomic study on vAsculArrized elbow joint HArvesting to AcHieve vAsculArized AllogrAft
ju-yu tang, ding pan
Xiangya Hospital, Changsha, China

objective: vascularized composite allotransplantation (vcA) reconstruction of elbow joint may be a hope for the treatment 
of end-stage arthritis, because there is no functional and durable treatment. the purpose of this study is to understand 
the distribution of blood vessels and nerves in elbow joint, and to provide anatomical basis for the transplantation of 
allogeneic elbow joint with blood vessels.
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methods: 11 fresh adult cadavers were injected with red latex. the recognition and measurement of arteries, nerves and 
their branches are relative to the medial epicondyle. we measured the diameter and length of the main blood vessels 
in the structure of the bone and joint capsule of the elbow, prepared two fresh upper limbs, and established a vcA 
transplantation scheme of the elbow joint combined with vascularization of the elbow joint.

results: the arterial supply of the elbow consisted of continuous branches, which were helpful for the medial, lateral and 
posterior blood supply. the humeral osteotomy plane is 9cm above the medial epicondyle of the humerus, the ulnar and 
radial osteotomy plane is 9cm away from the olecranon of the ulna; the internal fixation plate is placed on the lateral 
side of the humerus, the ulnar dorsum and the metacarpal side of the radius; the biceps and triceps of the humerus are 
used as the starting points of the flexor and extensor muscles; the ulnar artery / radial artery and the brachial vein are 
used for the blood circulation reconstruction; the articular branch of the median nerve and the radial nerve are used for 
the nerve reconstruction.

conclusion: the vascular anatomy of the elbow vcA is consistent with the surgical technique we proposed, which is 
feasible in technique. in the future, the evaluation of elbow perfusion after cadaveric transplantation will reveal a new 
vcA animal model.

 
A-0406 A compArison of mAteriAls used in creAting A long tHumb spicA: trAditionAl low temperA-
ture tHermoplAstic vs 3d printer filAments
michele chim1, belinda smith2, mark Hile2

1North Shore Hand Therapy,  Australia; 2Department of Hand and Peripheral Nerve Surgery, Royal North Shore Hospital, Australia

bAckground
low temperature thermoplastics have been traditionally used by hand therapists to create splints.  with the rise of 
3d printing technology, options have become available to use a number of different materials to create similar splints.

rAtionAle
our institution is investigating the feasibility of using 3d printed splints in the future and comparing the advantages and 
disadvantages of the overall product compared to traditional materials from both clinical and environmental points of view.

purpose
to determine the environmental footprint of materials using a long thumb spica as an example.

metHod
ten hand therapists (both occupational and physiotherapists) were asked to fabricate a long thumb spica on the same 
volunteer for standardisation purposes. the therapists were instructed to create a splint they would typically make (with 
material of choice) for a patient with cmc osteoarthritis.

using our institution’s protocol of scanning, cAd programming, 3d printer methods and filaments recently developed for 
thumb splint investigations, a long thumb spica for the same indication and volunteer hand was designed and printed. 
the process is being repeated with varying filaments and designs.

parameters of material used, weight of material required, weight of resultant splint, percentage waste, recyclability and 
biodegradability were recorded by an independent investigator.
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results
the ten therapists choose to prepare their thermoplastic splints from orfit colours (n=6) and polyflex ii (n=4), neither of 
which are recycled or biodegradable. the mean weight of material used, for the splint alone excluding straps, was 73.6g 
(range 48-110g) to produce a splint weighing a mean of 56.0g (range 32-81g). the percentage waste produced was up 
to 66% (mean 32.6%; range 9-66%).  

the 3d printed spica used 10.69g of filament, with the resultant splint being 10.08g (i.e. percentage waste of 5.7%). As 
the 3d printing process is precise, all replicates using the same design gave the same results. this filament – fillamentum 
plA – provided an acceptable splint in strength and flexibility and is a biodegradable material. further investigation 
is underway with other fillamentum products: petg and tpe which are 100% recyclable, and reflow’s petg (sourced 
from recyclers) to assess whether these provide stronger constructs whilst also minimising the environmental impact. 

discussion
whilst the 3d printed thumb spica design has not been fully tested biomechanically, this pilot design is believed to be of 
acceptable strength for the purpose of cmcj oA support. if its construct were to be doubled for strength reinforcement, 
the material used remains less than 50% of that used in traditional thermoplastic fabrication. the percentage waste 
incurred is lowest with 3d printing. because of the 3d printing process, these factors are replicated without the variation 
seen in manual preparation of splints. numerous filaments with environmental endorsements are available to reduce 
the plastic footprint of hand therapy. 

 
A-0407 systemAtic review of tHe QuAlity of tHe cross-culturAl AdAptAtions of disAbilities of tHe 
Arm, sHoulder And HAnd
ilkem ceren sigirtmac, cigdem öksüz
Hacettepe University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Occupational Therapy Department Sıhhiye, Ankara, Turkey

introduction:the disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand (dAsH) outcome measure is a widely used 30-item prom 
designed to measure physical, psychological and social role function in patients with upper limb function used in 
musculoskeletal conditions. it has been translated into many different languages. the aim of our study was to evaluate 
the quality of translation procedures and assessment of the psychometric properties of cross-cultural adaptations of (dAsH). 
methods: pubmed, the cochrane library, medline, and embAse were searched on september 2017 to identify all published 
studies of cultural adaptations of dAsH questionnaire. Also an e-mail was sent to the contact person introduced in the 
available translations web page of dAsH. studies related to cross-cultural adaptation of the dAsH in a specific language/
culture were included. guidelines for the process of cross-cultural Adaptation of self-report measures, Quality criteria 
for psychometric properties of Health status Questionnaire and cosmin checklist for cross-cultural validity were used 
for assessment. 
results: 25 articles with 26 versions for dAsH cross-cultural adaptation versions were included in this study. only the 
porto rico version followed all six of the processes of cross-cultural adaptation whereas portuguese version followed 
none of the process. none of the versions assessed all eight measurement properties for Quality criteria for psychometric 
properties of Health status Questionnaire and none of them has a positive rating from agreement, internal consistency, 
responsiveness and interpretability. And also, all of the studies got a poor rating according to the “worst score counts” 
method according to cosmin checklist. 
discussion: none of the versions had a good rating from all three checklist. based on our findings, we recommend that 
all versions need more investigation.  especially supplementary tests for the adaptations are necessary, especially for 
assessing agreement, responsive- ness, and interpretability. Although there are well-established guidelines for cross 
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cultural translation, adaptation and validation of patient reported outcome measures, a great variation in the use of these 
approaches continues to prevail in the health care literature. we think that following those guidelines will maximize the 
quality of the cultural adaptation process.

 
A-0408 replAcing tHe scApHoid witH A 3d printed, pAtient-specific scApHoid prostHesis
Anton borgers, matthias vanhees, frederik verstreken
AZ Monica, Antwerp, Belgium 

background 
As a direct consequence of poor blood supply, complicated scaphoid fractures often lead to nonunion, avascular necrosis 
and late degenenerative changes (snAc wrist). in symptomatic patients, salvage procedures, such as partial or total wrist 
arthrodesis or proximal row carpectomy are indicated, but all have their inherent disadvantages. recent advances in 3d 
technology allow the production of custom patient specific implants, that have become a valid treatment option for a 
selected group of patients.
case presentation 
six patients with non reconstructable scaphoid problems due to a combination of bone resorption, avascular necrosis 
and degenerative changes were treated with a patient specific 3d printed scaphoid replacement, based on ct images of 
the contralateral scaphoid. the implant is printed out of titanium and incorporates eyelets for ligament reinsertion and 
a tunnel for ligament reconstruction with a tendon graft. 
outcome
follow-up ranges from 6 months up to 2 years. one implant had to be removed 5 months postoperative due to symptomatic 
palmar subluxation. All other implants maintained their correct alignement on radiographs. clinical testing confirms 
significant improvement in functional scores and patient-reported pain and outcome scores. 
discussion 
3d printed scaphoid implants, show promising early results and may become a valid alternative or at least delay the 
need to perform salvage procedures. 

 
A-0416 osteosyntHesis using olecrAnon cAncellous bone grAft for deformed little finger metA-
cArpAl nonunion
jongjin lee, young Ho shin
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea

purpose: the purpose of this study was to evaluate the outcomes of osteosynthesis using olecranon cancellous bone graft 
for the treatment of deformed little finger metacarpal nonunion. 

patients and methods: six consecutive patients (mean age: 30.8 years, range: 24-37 years) with little finger metacarpal 
nonunion (three neck and three shaft) were treated with osteosynthesis using olecranon cancellous bone graft between 
April 2012 and march 2014. the final osteosynthesis surgery was done on average 10.8 months (range 9–14) after the 
initial trauma. 

results: patients were followed up for an average period of 13.2 months (range: 12-15). fracture union was achieved in 
all cases and the mean time to union was 7.8 weeks (range: 6-12). All patients regained full range of motion in the fifth 
metacarpophalangeal joint by the postoperative twelve weeks. the mean pain vAs was 1.3 (range 0–3) and the mean 
dAsH score was 3.5 (range 0–10) at final follow up.
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conclusions: osteosynthesis using olecranon cancellous bone graft appears to be an efficient method for the treatment 
of deformed little finger metacarpal nonunion with satisfactory functional and radiologic outcomes.

 
A-0421 giAnt cell tumor of tendon sHeAtH in tHe HAnd And foot: cAse series And AnAlysis of risk fAc-
tors for recurrence in 45 cAses
nasa fujihara, yuki fujihara, shunsuke Hamada, masahiro yoshida, satoshi tukushi 
1Aichi Cancer Center, Nagoya, Japan; 2Nagoya Ekisaikai Hospital, Nagoya, Japan

background: 
giant cell tumor of tendon sheath (gct-ts) is one of the most common soft tissue tumors of limbs and well known for its 
high recurrence rate (7-44%). the purpose of this study was to examine the recurrence rate of gct-ts in hand and foot 
after surgical resection, and analysis the related factors of tumor recurrence.

methods:
using case records from Aichi cancer center from january 2009 to june 2019, a total of 45 patients diagnosed with hand 
or foot gct-ts were included. All patients were surgically treated. patient’s age, sex, tumor features from preoperative 
imaging, tumor recurrence and postoperative complications were studied. related factors for recurrence (anatomical 
site, localized or diffused, single or multiple, pressure erosion of the adjacent bone, involving neurovascular bundle) 
were tested to estimate the recurrence rate during the study period. statistical analysis was done by chi-square test and 
mann-whitney test to compare categorical variables(p<0.05). 

results:
in all 45 cases, 29 cases (64.4 %) was male and 16 cases (35.6 %) was female. Average age of this study group was 42.5 
years (17-72), and follow up period was 19.6 months. recurrence after surgery was observed in 3 cases (6.5 %), and 
mean time for recurrence was 14.7 months. diffuse type, multiple disease and tumor remaining were positively related 
for recurrence. All three recurrent cases were extra-articular diffuse type, and two have multiple tumors with recurrent 
lesions also presenting multiple tumors. no major complications were observed.

conclusion:
the presented risk factors in this study was quite similar as those of previous studies.  Although the total rate of recurrence 
was relatively low, a careful preoperative planning is especially recommended in case of diffuse type, or multiple tumor. 

 
A-0422 considerAtions on tHe effects of Astm f2003 AccelerAted Aging on uHmwpe wHen gAmmA ir-
rAdiAted in Air 
fiona mangan1, martin Hintner2, manuel ferle2, eimear m o’Hara1, brendan boland1, gerry clarke1

1Loci Orthopaedics, Galway, Ireland; 2Endolab GmbH, Germany

background
Astm f2003 exists as a standard for accelerated aging of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (uHmwpe) orthopaedic 
implant components. 
this aging process is mandated by the us food and drug Administration (fdA) for uHmwpe gamma sterilised in air and 
is typically performed in advance of mechanical testing. 
As the oxygen exposure and elevated temperature of this standard may affect the mechanical performance of uHmwpe 
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components, it is seen as a worst-case aging method for the evaluation of implants. 
while Astm f2003 is only applicable for uHmwpe gamma sterilised in air it is noted that the us fdA may ask medical 
device manufacturers to follow Astm f2003 regardless of their sterilisation method. 
the authors sought to determine the effects of Astm f2003 on three different material and sterilization combinations.

methods
wear testing of uHmwpe components fabricated from (1) conventional uHmwpe gamma sterilised in air, (2) conventional 
uHmwpe eto sterilised and (3) vitamin e blended uHmwpe gamma sterilised in air was conducted for 0.5 million cycles 
and the wear rate compared between each group. 
vitamin e blended uHmwpe was chosen as a comparator group as the addition of vitamin e is understood to partially 
negate the oxidative stresses associated with the application of Astm f2003. 
eto sterilized conventional uHmwpe was chosen as a comparator group as eto does not have the same oxidative effects 
as gamma irradiation. 
each component was of identical dimensional characteristics with the relevant uHmwpe supplied by orthoplastics ltd. 
results 
delamination was seen in the conventional gamma sterilised in air uHmwpe group after 0.3 million cycles. this reflects 
the high oxidative stress state associated with gamma sterilisation combined with the application of Astm f2003 
no delamination and no difference in wear rates of the vitamin e uHmwpe gamma sterilised in air and the conventional 
uHmwpe eto sterilised groups were seen after 0.5 million cycles. 
the addition of vitamin e to uHmwpe results in substantially increased material characterisation tests required by the 
us fdA in comparison to standard uHmwpe.  
in view of this, the eto group was chosen as the preferred group and tested beyond 2.5 million cycles without negative 
effects.
conclusion
the consequences of gamma sterilisation in air combined with the high oxidative stresses of Astm f2003 should be 
considered by eu manufacturers currently gamma sterilising in air.  
the additional testing and characterisation requirements, as laid down by the us fdA, of uHmwpe with added vitamin 
e should also be considered in any choice of material for orthopaedic implants. 
this study demonstrates that eto sterilisation in air-permeable packaging remains a very viable option for medical 
implant manufacturers using uHmwpe when faced with pre-conditioning and oxygen bombardment per Astm f2003 
in us regulatory submissions. 

 
A-0423 exAminAtion of pAtient-specific functionAl scAle According to tHe icf in upper limb injuries
mustafa sari1, zeynep tuna2, özge buket cesim3, cigdem öksüz3, deran oskay2

1Lokman Hekim University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, Ankara, Turkey; 2Gazi 
University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, Ankara, Turkey; 3Hacettepe University 
Faculty of Health Sciences Department of Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey

objective: the patient specific function scale (psfs) is based on verbal expression of the three most difficult functions of 
the patient in daily life due to injury or disease. the aim of this study was to examine the psfs items that were expressed 
by the patients with upper limb injuries within the framework of the international classification of functioning, disability 
and Health (icf) model.
materials and methods: eighty-four patients receiving treatment for upper extremity injuries were included in the 
study. patients’ age, sex, dominant side influence, working status and area of injury were recorded. each patient was 
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asked about the three activities that were most challenging in everyday life within the context of the psfs. A total of 
74 separate items, expressed by the patients were matched to icf model components (body structures and functions, 
activity or participation) by thematic analysis techniques by an occupational therapist.
conclusions: the average age of the patients 41.19±14.92 and the female sex ratio were found to be 47.6%. All of the 
analyzed items (100%) could be matched with the icf model components. A percent of 52.71 of the items indicated by the 
patients were assigned to the activity component, 13.39% to the participation component and 5.86% to the impairment 
component. Additionally, 28.04% of the items overlapped and were included in both activity and participation.
discussion: Activity was the most affected one among the icf components for the patients with upper limb problems. 
participation was less and body structures and functions was least affected components in those patients. therefore, 
self-reported psfs items expressed by the patients may remain limited in reflecting the impairment component. for this 
reason, it may be appropriate to support this scale with clinical outcomes regarding impairment evaluation. Additionally, 
while developing new self-reported questionnaires, researchers should mostly include activity items as it appears to be 
the most affected component in patients with upper extremity conditions.

 
A-0425 combined tiled flAps from foot witH bone grAft for reconstruction of tHumb defects
zhijin liu, jihui ju, shengzhe liu
Ruihua Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, Suzhou Ruihua Orthopaedic Hospital, Suzhou, China

Abstract: objective  to explore the operative technique and clinical outcomes of tiled flaps from foot with bone graft for 
reconstruction of thumb defects.    
methods:  from january 2008 to december 2013 in our hospital, eight cases of thumb defects with varying degrees 
were treated with tiled flaps from foot and iliac bone graft. Among them, 4 cases caused by emergency trauma, the 
other 4 cases was old defect after trauma. only one case was double hands thumb defect that caused by electrical burn. 
the thumb defects was caterorized as type I A in 1 case, type I b in 2 cases, type II A in 1 case, type II b in 2 cases and 
type  III A in 2 cases. five cases in which were treated with free wrap-around flap from the ipsilateral big toe and tibial 
lateral-flap from the opposite second toe, three cases using free wrap-around flap with series connection of dorsal artery.  
results:  All 8 reconstructed thumbs were survived. the wound healed primarily. in 1 cases, the unhealed wound was 
healing after dressing where skin grafts in the donor sites of the foot were partial necrosis. postoperative follow-up ranged 
from 6 to 72 months, the appearance of the thumb was satisfying when was compared with normal thumb. thumb nail 
grew well, the blood supply is good, and sensory recovery from s2 to s4. According to the criteria issued by the Hand 
surgery society of chinese medical Association for functional assessment of reconstucted thumb and fingers, 5 were 
excellent and 3 were good. the donor site skin graft had no scar contracture and no ulceration. there was no apparent 
impairment on the foot function. the patient feels were satisfied.  
conclusion:  combined tiled flaps from foot and iliac bone graft for reconstruction of thumb is a good method, which can 
recovered the appearance of thumb without sacrificing toes of the donor foot.
key words: thumb;  defect;  surgical flaps;  bone graft;  shape

 
A-0426 bilobed iliAc flAp pedicled witH fAsciAl pedicle of superficiAl circumflex iliAc Artery to re-
pAir complex tissue defect of foot
shengzhe liu, zhijin liu, jihui ju
Ruihua Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, Suzhou Ruihua Orthopaedic Hospital, Suzhou, China

Abtract objective to discuss the clinical outcome of bilobed iliac flap pedicled with fascial pedicle of superficial circumflex 
iliac artery to repair complex tissue defect of foot. method retrospective analysis from october 2009 to february 
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2017,bilobed iliac flap pedicled with fascial pedicle of superficial circumflex iliac artery were used in 11 cases with 
complex tissue defect of foot.there were 9 males and 2 females with an average age of 25 years(range,18-59 years).All 
these cases accompanied with metatarsal defect of foot,tendon defect and skin defect. 
the arteriae circumflexa ilium superficialis was located by doppler preoperatively.the iliac flap with the pedicle of superficial 
circumflex iliac artery were designed according to the shape and size of the defect wound.due to the width of the wound 
was more than the width of the donor area witch need to suture directly,the flap were designed fasciae pedicle bilobed 
flap.the width of the flap was replaced by the length of the flap to repair the complex tissue defect of foot. result All 
the 11 cases were survived and no vascular crisis happen.All the 11 cases were follow-up for 10 to 48 months(average,17 
months).the flap were soft and elastic.3 cases of flaps were overstaffing and carried out the thinning surgery and the 
flaps have a good appearance after surgery.pain, temperature, touch, and protective sensation were recovered in there 
flap.the transplanted iliac bone healed smoothly, the time of bone healing was 8 to 12 weeks and the internal fixation 
material were removed at 12 to 24 weeks after operation.the function of ankle joint plantar flexion and back extension 
was well restored and walking function was basically unaffected. 10 cases had linear scar left in the lower abdomen of 
the donor area.1 cases had mild hypertrophic scar in donor site and had no obvious contracture. conclusion using bilobed 
iliac flap pedicled with fascial pedicle of superficial circumflex iliac artery to repair complex tissue defect of foot can repair 
bone defect,cover the wound and mitigate the damage of the donor area effectively.
key words: foot ; surgical flap ; composite tissue; microsurgery technique

 
A-0428 cup And cone tecHniQue for mcp1 joint ArtHrodesis witH HumAn corticAl bone screw grAfts. 
A cAse series
klaus pastl
Klinik Diakonissen Linz, Austria

background
end-stage arthritis, instability and / or deformity of metacarpophalangeal-1 joint (mcp1) are commonly treated with 
arthrodesis. A variety of different modalities are available for this arthrodesis.
the cup and cone technique is an established procedure for the arthrodesis of the metatarsophalangeal-1 joint in foot 
surgery. it also offers advantages over conventional procedures in arthrodesis of the mcp1 joint. on the basis of previous 
cases, the strengths of this new osteosynthesis technique in combination with a human cortical bone screw graft are 
described and presented. 
methods
only patients who were operated on using the cup and cone technique with concomitant osteosynthesis with the human 
cortical bone screw graft (shark screw® cut, surgebright) were followed up. the indications were primary and secondary 
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, fatal joint instability and one septic joint destruction. All five cases were performed 
with a posterior incision on the mcp1 joint and a minimal cartilage-bone resection of both articular surfaces using the cup 
and cone technique. then they were fixed with only one human cortical bone screw graft. postoperatively, all patients 
received a thumb cast for 6 weeks. the used surgical technique will be described in detail. x-rays were performed routinely 
after 6 weeks, 3, 6 and 12 months. the average follow-up period is 19 months. it is also demonstrated histologically on 
an in vivo human explant how gentle the surgical procedure is.
results
both, clinical (pain level, satisfaction, complications) and radiology (consolidation, dislocation, failure, osseous restoration) 
outcome was very good. we had no infection. in the present cases there was no rejection reaction of the allograft. in all 
cases bony consolidation was achieved. osseointegration of the transplant was seen in all cases. there was no case of 
transplant failure or transplant loosening. within a year, the graft was remodeled into the patient’s own bone and no 
longer visible in the x-ray.
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conclusion
the cup and cone technique is ideal for mcp1 arthrodesis. setting the optimal arthrodesis angle is simple and accurate. 
osteosynthesis with the human cortical bone screw graft is rotationally stable and thus a solid bone bridge. After 
remodeling, the shark screw®cut transplant is no longer detectable via x-ray. A contact area of maximum size between 
transplant and recipient bone ensures efficient incorporation of the transplant. it promotes vascularization and thus 
direct bone healing. Among several techniques, the cup and cone technique, in combination with the transplantation of 
the human bone screw is a safe and easy alternative to conventionally used fixation systems.

 
A-0429 replAntAtion witH vessel AnAstomosis for treAtment of HAnd degloving injuries
zhijin liu, jihui ju, shengzhe liu
Ruihua Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, Suzhou Ruihua Orthopaedic Hospital, Suzhou, China

A 43-year-old female suffered a degloving injury of her left hand in a printing machine during her work. she was admitted 
to our hospital after 2 hours of the injury. the skin was avulsed from distal forearm to the fingertip. the bone, joint, 
tendon, nerves of the thumb and fingers and the intrinsic muscle remained relative intact. complete debridement was 
performed under axillary block anaesthesia in emergency. relative intact of the degloved skin was found. the dorsal 
and palmar skin was bruised. the proper digital arteries of index, middle, ring and small finger was amputated at the 
level of the distal interphalangeal joint, and their nerves were extracted at the wrist level. the proper digital arteries of 
thumb was amputated at the level of fingertip. And then relantation was performed: 6 dorsal veins and 5 palmar veins 
were anastomosed as well as the amputated proper and common digital arteries. debulking procedure and compression 
bandaging were done for the dorsal and palmar skin. the replanted skin, thumb and all the four fingers survived 12 
days after operation. drainage occurred in the distal phalanx of the index finger 3 months after operation. x results 
suggested bone absorption occurred in the distal phalanx of the index finger. so the distal phalanx of the index finger was 
amputated. the patient was followed up 2 years after the operation. the texture of the dorsal and palmar skin was good. 
the appearance of the thumb and the fingers was satisfactory. the abduction and opposition function of the thumb was 
recovered. the extension and flexion function of the fingers were satisfied by the patient. the digital sensation was s2-s3.

 
A-0430 loop drAinAge for pyogenic distAl interpHAlAngeAl joint ArtHritis of HAnd
yong Ho che, Akane maeda, kazuhiro uesugi, kinya nishida
Teine Keijinkai Hospital, Sapporo, Japan

loop drainage was originally invented as the treatment of subcutaneous abscess. since loop drainage is very reasonable, 
easy and effective treatment, this became the standard drainage for pyogenic abscess in our hospital. therefore, we 
also applied loop drainage to pyogenic distal interphalangeal joint arthritis of hand. Here we retrospectively report 
the clinical results of 8 cases of pyogenic distal interphalangeal joint arthritis treated with loop drainage. under local 
anesthesia, two small skin incisions were made at radial and ulnar side of extensor on the distal interphalangeal joint. 
three millimeters width of thinned penrose drain was passed from one portal to the other portal under the extensor and 
capsule of distal interphalangeal joint. two ends of the plastic drain were sutured together outside of finger to form loop. 
drain was removed at a mean of 8.1(3-14) days from surgery. wound healing was observed at a mean of 22.6(15-65) days 
from surgery. no recurrence was found during follow-up period (a mean of 90.8 (29-205) days). mean range of motion 
in distal interphalangeal joint recorded in 4 cases was 18.8(10-30) degrees. so far, loop drainage could control pyogenic 
distal interphalangeal arthritis well and would preserve the better joint function than arthrodesis.
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A-0433 innovAtion And ApplicAtion in limb wound repAir by different forms of perforAtor flAp
shengzhe liu, zhijin liu, jihui ju
Ruihua affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, Suzhou Ruihua Orthopaedic hospital, Suzhou, China

Abstract As the latest achievement in flap transplantation surgery, perforator flap has been widely used in clinical 
application to improve the appearance and function of the recipient site while reducing the injury of the above two 
aspects in donor site. the form and concept of perforator flap have also been developed and unified. from january 
2013 to december 2017, for different types of limb wound defects, we used seven different forms and different types of 
perforator flaps to repair   184 cases of limb wounds were repaired with 7 different forms and types flap transplantation 
depend on the types of the wounds of the limbs and soft tissue defect,  including 20 cases with multiple blood sources 
over length trans-donor perforator flaps, 66 cases with anterolateral bifoliate or multi-leaf perforator thigh flaps, 27 cases 
with flow-through anterolateral thigh perforator flaps, 18 cases with lower abdomen perforator flaps, 11 cases of limb 
wounds near the joint with perforator flaps pedicled descending genicular artery, 17 case of ankle wound with perforator 
flaps pedicled posterior tibial artery in 3 types and 25 case of hand wounds with free flaps pedicled with descending 
branches of the dorsal carpal branch of ulnar artery. following up for 6-65 months (average 26months), the quality flap 
recovered satisfactory. 7 cases with bloated appearance of the flap were thinned and the other flaps were satisfactory 
in appearance. 2 healed cases of flap necrosis patients were followed up for 2 years without deep tissue exposure. the 
donor sites were directly sutured, leaving linear scars and no scar contracture and hyperplasia occurred in the long term. 
different forms of perforator flaps on limb wounds repair persisting in technological innovation and improvement with 
retaining the advantages of the original operation, it can maximize the advantages of perforator flaps, overcome their 
shortcomings and deficiencies, and reduce the complications in the donor and recipient sites.
key words: perforator flaps; different forms; donor sites; recipient sites; complications 

 
A-0434 tHe diAgnostic druj ArtHroscopy for type1-b injury of tfcc And tHe druj instAbility
yoshihiro dohi
Yao Tokushukai General Hospital, Yao, Japan

objectives: we evaluated palmar 1-b injury with 2.7mm 70° oblique arthroscope. though foveal tear of tfcc is checked 
by Hook test from radiocarpal joint is standard evaluation, we compared results of hook test and actual image of foveal 
tear in druj. furthermore, we compared druj instability and actual image of foveal tear in druj.
methods: the evaluation with 1.9mm 30° and 2.3mm 70° oblique arthroscope was undergone for 30 cases of wrist 
surgery. in druj, the cases that whole image of foveal region was in visible were classified to excellent, the cases partial 
image of it were good, and the cases no image of it were fair. the cases had difficulty in druj viewing were classified 
to poor. the foveal region was classified to complete tear, partial tear, or intact. the diagenetic accuracy between hook 
test and foveal tear was evaluated. druj instability was graded using the nakamura’s criteria for ballottement test, and 
the association with the foveal tears was evaluated statistically.
results: with 30° oblique arthroscope, 3 cases were excellent,20 cases were good, and 7 cases were fair. with 70° oblique 
arthroscope, 27 cases were excellent, 3 cases were good. the 70° oblique arthroscope achieved better view of druj than 
30° oblique arthroscope in all cases. there were 7 cases of complete foveal tear, 15 cases of partial tear, 8 cases of intact. 
the sensitivity of hook test for foveal tear including complete and partial tear was 59%, and the specificity was 75%. the 
sensitivity of hook test for foveal complete tear was 71%, and the specificity was 57%. the average grades of ballottement 
test were 1.8 for foveal complete tears, 1.0 for partial tears, 1.0 for intact cases (p=0.05).
conclusions: the 2.3mm 70 degrees oblique arthroscope was serviceable for class 1-b injury. Hook test was high specificity 
for foveal tear and high sensitivity for complete tear. the foveal tear affected the druj instability. when hook test is 
positive, druj arthroscope was recommended.
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A-0435 predictions of distAl screw lengtHs for volAr locking plAte bAsed on distAl rAdius trAns-
verse diAmeter
totoki yasukazu1,2, yoshii yuuichi1, sakai shinsuke1, ishii tomoo1

1Tokyo Medical University Ibaraki Medical Center, Japan; 2University of Tsukuba, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Japan

background
in the osteosynthesis of distal radius fractures, volar locking plates are widely used. on the other hand, complications 
such as tendon rupture and insertion to the joint due to inappropriate screw choices have been reported. it is necessary 
to select an appropriate screw length to prevent these complications. due to the complex morphology of the distal radius, 
it is difficult to predict the distal screw lengths in prior to the surgery. in this study, we investigated if anteroposterior 
diameter of the radius along the screw axis can predict from the transverse diameter of the radius on the volar locking plate.
methods
sixty-nine wrists of 68 distal radius fracture patients who treated with volar locking plates were evaluated. All patients 
had pre- and post-operative ct scans to evaluate the displacement and reductions of distal radius fractures. the stellar2® 
(HoyA technosurgical) volar locking plates were used in this study. the transverse diameter (t) of the radius was measured 
at the position of the third screw hole from the proximal edge. the anteroposterior diameter (r) of radius was measured 
along the axes of the distal screws. the screw holes of distal row was defined as r1, r2, r3, and r4 from radial to ulnar 
side. the screw holes in the second distal row were excluded due to differences in the directions depending on the plate 
size. correlation analysis between the results of transverse diameter and anteroposterior diameter, and single regression 
analysis were performed for each screw hole. the correlations among the results of anteroposterior diameter were 
assessed using pearson’s correlation coefficient.
results
the transverse diameter was 17.5±2.1mm. the anteroposterior diameters were 16.5±1.9mm, 20.1±1.7mm, 19.9±2.0mm, 
and 18.6±2.0 mm for the r1, r2, r3, and r4, respectively. the correlation coefficients between transverse diameter 
and anteroposterior diameters were 0.54, 0.58, 0.55, 0.42 for r1, r2, r3, and r4, respectively (p<0.05). the regression 
equations were r1 =7.99 +0.49t, r2 =11.8 +0.47t, r3 =10.8 +0.52t, r4 =11.5 +0.46t. the correlation coefficients among 
anteroposterior diameters were 0.85, 0.64, 0.59, 0.70, 0.61, and 0.80 for r1-2, r1-3, r1-4, r2-3, r2-4, and r3-4, respectively 
(p<0.05). there were significant correlations in the anteroposterior diameters among all screw holes.
discussion 
in this study, it was found that the measurement of the transverse diameter was useful for predicting the distal screw 
length in the osteosynthesis of distal radius fractures. the regression equations which showed in this study may be helpful 
to predict distal screw lengths. this may be one method to shorten the operation time and prevent complications due 
to inappropriate screw choices. since the position to measure the transverse diameter varies, it is necessary to define 
precise position to measure the diameter. there were strong correlations for the anteroposterior diameters among the 
screw holes. it may possible to predict whole screw lengths from the one distal screw length measurement. 

 
A-0440 rAdiovolAr ApproAcH of midcArpAl ArtHroscopy for Assessment of dorsAl scApHolunAte 
interosseous ligAment in distAl rAdius frActure. 
daisuke suzuki1, Hiroshi ono1, ryotaro fujitani2, shohei omokawa3

1Nishi-Nara Central Hospital, Nara, Japan; 2Ishinkai Yao General Hospital, Yao, Japan; 3Nara Medical University, Kashihara, Japan

objectives: dorsal scapholunate interosseous ligament (dslil) is the primary stabilizer of scapholunate joint, and its 
rupture results in scapholunate instability. However, we hardly observe dslil through conventional dorsal portals of 
midcarpal arthroscopy. to evaluate the ligament completely by arthroscopy, we developed a midcarpal radiovolar (mcrv) 
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approach. in the cases of distal radius fracture (drf), mcrv portal could be made easily and safety by switching technique 
using trans-fcr approach. we would demonstrate its procedure and results of 76 drf cases. 

metHods: After volar locking plate fixation of drf using trans-fcr approach, we observed the membronous portion 
of scapholunate ligament by radiocarpal arthroscopy and checked the instability of scapholunate joint through dorsal 
midcarpal portals. A 1.8mm diameter k-wire was inserted from midcarpal ulnar portal and penetrated the volar capsule 
on the distal edge of scapholunate joint interval. extra-articular tissues were easily retracted through volar incision. 
mcrv portal was made as switching technique. we could observe dslil directly just dorsal and distal to scapholunate 
joint interval. scaphotriquetral ligament also could be seen distal to dslil. using dorsal midcarpal portals as working, we 
could probe the tension of the ligaments. we evaluated the relationship between the status of dslil and sl instability 
diagnosed by geissler’s classification.

results: we could observe dslil completely in all cases. the dslil was elongated in 13 cases, and ruptured in 7 cases. 
we reveled that dslil was intact in 97.6% of geissler’s grade 1 or less cases. by contrast, dslil was injured in all cases 
with geissler’s grade 3 or more. in cases with geissler’s grade 2, the status of dslil is varied.

conclusions: this novel technique provides complete observation of dorsal scapholunate interosseous ligament and 
may be helpful to decide the intervention of scapholunate joint instability. 

 
A-0443 A toe-tHumb trAnsplAntAtion is cleArly of Added vAlue for dAily functioning – despite tHe 
long recovery period
guusje besteman, tanja bakker
Dijklander Ziekenhuis, Hoorn, The Netherlands

when should you opt for a toe-thumb transplantation?
• There are no absolute medical grounds
• If the patient is motivated
• Amputation level is proximal to the MCP joint
• Restoring opposition is restoring the grip (grasp function)
• Cosmetic aspect
pre-surgical information is very important
because:
- recovery of
• motion: relatively quick
• strength: takes a long time
• sensation: takes a long time
- you have to talk about the expectations of the patient
- there is a chance of cold intolerance
- the second toe will be used
- movements of the thumb will be limited.
there is no explicit post-treatment:
use guidelines for replantation
the protection of the osteosyntheses, tendontransfers and nerve suture is very important for increasing exercise load and 
functional training. functional training takes a lot of effort as a result of reduced motion sensation and sensitivity. take 
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notice of the range of the web space. if there is a contracture, consider splint therapy and scar management.
treatment of the foot involves:
wound care, reducing edema, scar treatment, increasing the level of exercise load, support inlays
summary
- pre-surgical information is very important
- final recovery and function depend on
• blood supply
• sensibility
• adhesions
• scar tissue
• position of the thumb
• motivation of the patient (keep practising and have patience)
important
After the rehabilitation the recovery is still ongoing.

 
A-0444 3d printing tecHniQue combined witH free fibulA flAp for tHe treAtment of bone defect of 
tHe lower extremities
du xiaolong, liu yafei, ou xuehai, cong fei, song tao
Xi’an Honghui Hospital, Xi’an, China

objective: the aim of this report is to explore the clinical effect of 3d printing in large segment bone defect and free 
fibula flap designing. 
patients and methods: four patients with bone defect were included. from january 2014 january -2016, they were all 
treated in the department of bone microsurgery, red cross Hospital Affiliated to xi’an jiaotong university school of 
medicine, all patients were underwented osteotomy and fibula flap transplantation. All the fibula flaps were designed 
accordingto the length, the width and the shape of the bone defect of 3d printing. 2 patients were femoral bone defect, 
the free fibula flaps were double osteotomy then were transplanted; 1 case was medial malleolus defect, free fibular 
head was cuted and osteotomy, then was used to reconstructed the medial malleolus; 1 case was tibia bone defect, the 
free fibula flap was cutted off then transplantation. All patients were followed up for 12 months -18 months, with an 
average of 15 months. All patients were followed up postoperation 1,3, 6, 12 and 18 months. bone healing was observed 
and compared with the contralateral bone. the width of the corresponding bone segments were measured, the activity 
of the related joints was measured, and the joint function was evaluated. 
results: postoperation 1 month there was no obvious healing, 3 months part of visible bone healing, visible bone graft 
junction with callus formation after 6 months when the bone healing, bone graft junction visible healed 12 months after 
operation, bone healing, and cortical quality was thicker than before, the patients can walk. 1 months postoperation ,the 
adjacent joint activity was about 50% of contralateral , 3 months 70%, 6 months 80%, 12 months 90%. 
conclusion: 3d printing technology can guide the designing of fibula flap preoperation, so that the shape of fibula flap is 
closer to the shape of bone defect, and is more conducive to the healing and functional recovery of bone defect.
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A-0446 ArtHroscopy Helps resolving longstAnding wrist pAin in Adolescents And cHildren 
raphael fischer1, stefan g Holland-cunz2, dirk j schaefer1, Alexandre kämpfen1,2

1University Hospital Basel, Plastic Reconstructive, Aesthetic and Handsurgery, Basel, Switzerland; 2University Childrens Hospital 
Basel, Paediatric Surgery Basel, Switzerland

purpose: long standing wrist pain is difficult to treat in children and young adolescents. the purpose of this study was to 
evaluate if arthroscopy is a justified and effective tool for diagnosis and treatment in children and adolescents.
methods: we retrospectively analysed collected data from medical records of ten patients who had undergone wrist 
arthroscopy by the senior author between 2015 and 2017 for long standing wrist pain. findings from preoperative 
magnetic resonance imaging (mri) were compared to the intraoperative diagnosis, and midterm results were gathered 
by a telephone interview. All included patients suffered from chronic wrist pain and were 16 years old or younger.
results: eight of ten patients had undergone conservative therapy before surgery, and 60% had a history of single trauma. 
in 6 out of ten patients, the arthroscopic diagnosis correlated with the mri findings. eight out of ten wrists (80%) showed 
a tear of the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc). only 4 of the 8 tfcc tears were correctly identified by 3 tesla mri.
conclusions: wrist arthroscopy seems to be an effective tool not only to diagnose, but also to treat relevant tfcc lesions 
both in adolescents and children suffering from persistent wrist pain. A 3 tesla mri was neither sensitive nor specific 
enough to correctly diagnose most of the lesions in small paediatric wrists.

 
A-0447 tHe role of dsA in preoperAtive design of free flAp
du xiaolong, zhang shihui, ou xuehai, zhang wentao, cong fei, song tao
Xi’an Honghui Hospital, Xi’an, China

object: to investigate the role of digital subtraction angiography (dsA) in the assessment of preoperative vascularization 
of free flaps in order to make the best choice for surgical procedures. 
methods: from january 2014 to june 2017, the department of bone microsurgery at the xi’an Honghui Hospital assessed 
the vascular conditions of the affected area and the donor area before arterial angiography before free flap surgery. 
vascular conditions to determine the surgical program, a total of 20 cases, including the receiving area of the ideal 
vascular conditions in 17 cases, 3 cases of poor vascular conditions. the patients with good vascular conditions selected 
11 cases of free anterolateral thigh flaps and 6 free iliac artery perforator flaps. Among the 3 patients with poor vascular 
conditions, 2 cases of dsA showed only one major blood vessel supplying blood to the distal limb and 1 patient. the dsA 
showed no major arterial blood supply to the distal limb. two of the patients with only one main blood vessel in the distal 
limb received flow-through of the anterior anterolateral thigh flap to reconstruct the distal blood supply. one patient 
had no main arterial blood supply in the distal limb and chose free bridge anterolateral thigh. flap reconstruction for 
repair of skin defects. 
results: All cases were followed up for 2-12 months, an average of 8 months, and flaps survived in 19 cases. one of them 
had necrosis on the edge of the flap and the wound was infected. After a thorough debridement, dressing change and 
skin graft healing, the wound healed. 
conclusion: patients with preoperative flaps with well-developed main arteries have good skin flaps after surgery. patients 
with poorly-developed main arteries in the pre-operative skin flaps should be treated individually according to specific 
conditions. the risk is greater, preoperative dsA evaluation of the vascular conditions in the affected area can better 
formulate the surgical plan and reduce the risk of flap necrosis, which can be clinically used.
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A-0451 tHe presentAtion, diAgnosis And mAnAgement of non-trAumAtic wrist pAin: An evAluAtion of 
current prActice in secondAry cAre in tHe uk nHs
benjamin dean1,2

1MOWP Study Group; 2University of Oxford

Abstract
non-traumatic wrist pain represents a diverse group of clinical conditions and relatively little research has been carried 
out relating to it.

objectives
the study aims were to assess the burden of non-traumatic wrist pain in terms of numbers of referrals to secondary care, 
and to characterise how patients present, are diagnosed and are managed in secondary care in the united kingdom 
national Health service.

methods
ten consecutive patients presenting with non-traumatic wrist pain were identified retrospectively at each of 16 participating 
hospitals and data was extracted for twelve months following the initial referral.  

results
the 160 patients consisted of 100 females and 60 males with a median age of 49, accounting for approximately 13% of 
all new hand/wrist referrals.  the dominant wrist was affected in 60% of cases and the mean symptom duration was 
13.3 months. diagnoses were grouped into: osteoarthritis (oA) (31%), tendinopathy (13%), ganglion (14%), ulnar sided 
pain (18%) and other (25%).  the oA group was significantly older than other groups, while all other groups contained 
a predominance of females.

the non-surgical interventions in decreasing frequency of usage were: steroid injections (39%), physiotherapy (32%), splint 
(31%) and analgesics (12%).  of those who underwent surgery, all patients had non-surgical treatment, however 42% had 
undergone only one non-surgical intervention. surgery was less likely to occur in those who had undergone no non-surgical 
treatments (p=0.002).  there was no clear association between having a steroid injection and undergoing surgery.  surgical 
intervention was undertaken in 43 patients (27%) and this had a diagnostic component in 17 patients. the most common 
types of primary surgery were arthroscopy (9 patients), ganglion excision (9 patients), tendon decompression (5 patients), 
arthrodesis (4 patients), arthroplasty (4 patients), soft tissue reconstruction (4 patients) and ulnar osteotomy (3 patients).  

conclusions  
non-traumatic wrist pain represents a significant burden to secondary care both in terms of new patient referrals and 
in terms of investigation, follow up and treatment.  those presenting with osteoarthritis are more likely to be older and 
male, while those presenting with other diagnoses are more likely to be younger and female.  

 
A-0452 new opponensplAsty using extensor indicis muscle And tendon of extensor pollicis brevis
yusuke matsuura, takahiro yamazaki, takeru ohara, shinji taniguchi, masahiro wakita
Chiba University Hospital, Chiba, Japan

various methods have been reported for the opponensplasty for severe carpal tunnel syndrome with thenar muscle 
atrophy, including the camitz method. However, problems have also been pointed out, such as restriction of thumb mp 
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joint extension, bowstring of transferred tendon, and tendon adhesion associated with pulley creation of transferred 
tendons. the burkhalter method using the intrinsic extensor tendon is more suitable for thumb opposition and thumb 
internal rotation, but the tendon is short and it is difficult to suture tightly to the flexor pollicis brevis tendon. on the 
other hand, kimori et al. reported a opponensplasty that transferred extensor pollicis brevis tendon to the long palmar 
muscle as a technique to overcome the disadvantages of the camitz method. combining these benefits, we devised 
opponensplasty, which provides strong interlacing suture extensor pollicis brevis tendon to the extensor indicis muscle 
for initial range of motion rehabilitation. there were 4 cases of severe carpal tunnel syndrome. All women had an average 
age of 77.0 ± 6.8 years and an average follow-up period of 18.6 (12-31) months.
in nerve conduction study of all patient, compound muscle action potential of flexor pollicis brevis muscle were absence. 
the palmar abduction angle and thumb-ring finger confrontation angle improved from 23.7 ± 8.7 ° and 82.5 ± 11.4 
before surgery to 45.8 ± 4.1 ° and 47.3 ± 11.9 °, respectively. this method using extensor indicis muscle innervated by 
the radial nerve as a donor could be a good option for opponensplasty.

 
A-0453 mAnAgement of metAcArpAl sHAft frActures in Adults: A multi-centre cross-sectionAl study
rowa taha1, metacarpal shaft fracture group2, tim rc davis3, Alan montgomery4, Alexia karantana1,4

1Centre for Evidence Based Hand Surgery, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom; 2Bristol Royal Infirmary, 
Bristol, Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds, Royal Sunderland Hospital, Sunderland, Stoke Mandeville Hospital, Ayelsbury, University 
Hospital Wales, Cardiff, United Kingdom; 3Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham, United Kingdom; 4Nottingham Clinical Trials 
Unit, Nottingham, United Kingdom

background
metacarpal shaft fractures are common traumatic hand injuries, which usually affect young patients. However, there is 
a lack of high-quality data describing treatment or patient outcomes following metacarpal shaft fractures.

Aim
to describe the epidemiology of metacarpal shaft fractures in adults, assess variation in practice and evaluate the 
morbidity and costs of current treatments.

methods
A multi-centre, retrospective, cross-sectional study of management of metacarpal shaft fractures at six secondary care 
centres in the united kingdom. the healthcare records, operative notes, and radiographic imaging of adult patients 
presenting within ten days of an acute metacarpal shaft fracture, affecting the second to fifth metacarpal in a 12-month 
period were reviewed. data extracted includes demographic details (age, gender, hand dominance and occupation), fracture 
characteristics, mechanism of injury, presence of concomitant injuries, treatment (including number of radiographs, 
outpatient attendances, rehabilitation and therapy appointments) and occurrence of complications. data analyses is 
primarily descriptive with 95% confidence intervals (ci) to quantify uncertainty in estimates, where appropriate. baseline 
data are summarised to check comparability between treatment groups and estimates of effects are presented with 
95% confidence intervals.

results
we collected data from all patients with metacarpal shaft fractures presenting between 1st August 2016 and 1st August 
2017 at six centres, incorporating a mixture of major trauma centres, district general Hospitals and specialist hand units. 
there were 899 fractures in 795 patients (75% male, 25% female) with a mean age of 34.1years (95% ci 32.83 to 35.39). 
metacarpal shaft fractures accounted for 0.09% of all Accident and emergency attendances; 88% (701/795) were isolated 
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injuries and punch was the most commonly reported mechanism of injury (35%, 275/795). mean number of radiographs 
performed was 1.76 (95% ci 1.69 to 1.84). transverse was the most common fracture pattern (34%, 310/899); 83% 
(661/795) of patients were treated non-surgically. there was some evidence of an association between fracture pattern, 
displacement and treatment modality. multi-fragmentary fracture patterns were most likely to be treated surgically and 
long oblique patterns least likely. occupation was not associated with treatment modality. 5% (39/795) experienced a 
complication and 21% (161/785) did not attend at least one or more appointments.

conclusions
metacarpal shaft fractures are a common injury in young males of working age. there is variation in treatment across the 
united kingdom, with the majority treated non-surgically in the selected centres. despite a relatively low complication 
rate, they cumulatively require significant secondary care resources. further research into the optimal treatment modality 
for these injuries is needed.

 
A-0454 A systemAtic review of surgicAl versus non-surgicAl treAtment interventions for metAcAr-
pAl sHAft frActures in Adults
rowa taha1, douglas grindlay1, sandeep deshmukh1, Alan montgomery2, tim rc davis3, Alexia karantana1,2

1Centre for Evidence Based Hand Surgery, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom; 2Nottingham Clinical Trials 
Unit, Nottingham, United Kingdom; 3Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham, United Kingdom

background
metacarpal shaft fractures are a common traumatic hand injury. there is wide variability in their management with no 
consensus on the best-practice management approach. we conducted a systematic review to assess the quality and 
strength of published evidence supporting key treatment modalities.

Aim
to establish the benefits and risks of surgical and non-surgical treatments for metacarpal shaft fractures, to assess the 
quality and strength of evidence supporting each treatment modality and where available, to report any recommended 
thresholds for surgical treatment, such as acceptable degrees of angulation, displacement or presence of rotational 
deformity. we hope to highlight areas of uncertainty and identify learning points for the design of future studies.

methods
we developed a preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-Analyses (prismA) compliant comprehensive 
search strategy. multiple bibliographic databases were searched on 17/09/2019: pubmed, medline, embase, the cochrane 
central register of controlled trials (centrAl), cinAHl, web of science and pedro. no date or language limits were applied. 
included were randomised controlled trials (rcts) and non-randomised comparative observational studies. risk of bias 
was assessed using the cochrane risk of bias tool for randomised controlled trials and quasi-random studies and the 
risk of bias in non-randomised studies of interventions (robins-i) for comparative non-randomised studies. synthesis 
of results was narrative. the protocol is registered on prospero (crd42018106950).

results
1606 results were identified, 699 records were screened after removal of duplicates and only 7 records included. there 
are no randomised controlled trials comparing surgical to non-surgical treatment for metacarpal shaft fractures. A single 
non-randomised study compared surgical to non-surgical treatment. three studies compared surgical treatments and 
three compared non-surgical treatments; of these two were randomised controlled trials and the remainder retrospective 
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cohort studies. there was considerable heterogeneity in eligibility criteria, study design, treatment groups and length of 
follow-up, and a lack of consistency with regard to endpoints, surgical techniques, and measures of clinical and patient 
reported outcomes within the literature. All studies were assessed to be of serious or critical risk of bias.

conclusions
there is a paucity of high-quality clinical studies to support the treatment of metacarpal shaft fractures. the heterogeneity 
in data and risk of bias in the literature does not allow conclusions to be reached regarding comparison of any one treatment 
modality with another. this highlights the need for well-designed, multi-centre randomised controlled trials to identify 
the most effective and cost-efficient treatment for metacarpal shaft fractures in adults.

 
A-0455 redo flexor tendon grAfting: How mucH cAn we improve?
irina miguleva1,2, Aleksei fain1

1Sklifosovsky Clinical and Research Institute for Emergency Medicine; 2Hand Surgery Department, State Clinical Hospital No. 
29, Moscow, Russia

objective: in every article on zone 2 flexor tendon suture or grafting greater or less percentage of failures and complications 
is mentioned, but the problems of subsequent surgery for such cases are not often discussed in the literature.
purpose: the aime of the study was to evaluate the outcomes of the redo zone 2 flexor tendon grafting after failed 
previous procedures.
methods: our experience comprises 79 patients to whom flexor tendons have been re-operated in 89 digits. in 36 cases 
the first unsuccessful procedure in our hand surgery clinic had been carried out, to these patients either single-stage or 
two-stage fdp grafting was performed - in 15 digits (41,7%) and in 21 digit (58,3%) respectively. in 53 cases previous 
failed flexor tendon surgery in various general trauma or surgery units had been carried out, surgical history was listed 
as having two failed procedures in 5 patients, three procedures in 3 and four procedures in 1 patient; in only 3 (5,7%) 
of these cases it was possible to perform single-stage fdp grafting, in other 50 digits (94,3%) two-stage fdp grafting 
was performed, besides in 13 cases adjunct surgical procedures were required. tendon rupture was the most frequent 
indication for re-surgery (72 cases of 89), 32 cases presented after tendon suture and in 40 cases graft had ruptured. in 13 
cases patients presented for re-surgery for finger contracture: 3 for tenogenic contracture and 10 for severe bow-stringing. 
overall three swan-neck deformity correction procedures, one cross-finger flap and ten z-plasties were performed.
results: the functional outcomes were clinically evaluated at follow-up examination 6 months after the last surgery. 
we analyzed two factors affecting functional return: failed surgery type (tendon suture vs grafting) and medical unit 
type where the failed procedure had been performed (hand surgery department vs general trauma/surgery unit). the 
unsuccessful cases from hand surgery department were re-operated with 25±4,7% rate of excellent results, 44,4±8,3% 
of good, 2,8±2,7% of fair results and 13,8±3,2% rupture rate. the failures from other units after our re-do procedures 
were rated as excellent in 9,4±4% of cases (t=2,5; p<0,05), as good in 28,3±7,2% and as fair in 20,7±5,6% of cases 
(t=2,9; p<0,05) with 3,8±2,6% of ruptures (t=2,4; p<0,05). our re-do procedures for failed flexor tendon suture and 
for unsuccessful fdp grafting were rated as excellent in 11,4±4,8% and in 20±5,9% of cases respectively, as good in 
25±6,5% and in 44,4±7,4% (t=2; p<0,05), as fair in 13,5±5,1% and in 13,3±5,1% of cases; the rupture rate was 6,8±3,8% 
and 8,8±3,2% respectively . the overall infection rate was 3,4%. four patients declined stage 2 surgery. six patients 
(representing 6,7% of cases) were lost for follow up and 13 patients are still having ongoing treatment.
conclusions: redo zone 2 flexor tendon grafting is rather complicated, we managed to restore full finger motion only 
in 15,7% of our cases (excellent results) and to obtain good results in 34,8% of cases. the redo surgery for failures and 
complication cases coming from general trauma and surgery units was followed by the worth results.
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A-0456 tHe results of AutoplAsty of tHe distAl rAdius witH A giAnt cell tumor
volodymyr protsenko, yevhen solonitsyn
Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics of NAMS of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

introduction:
the distal radius is affected by a giant cell tumor in 10-12% of cases. the surgical treatment of a giant cell tumor of the 
bone is the main treatment for this pathology. when a giant cell tumor is localized in the distal radius, the proximal 
fibula autograft is usually used, the articular surface of which is identical to the articular surface of the radius. the use 
of an autograft of the proximal fibula for plastic surgery of the distal radius of the radius, after removal of the giant cell 
tumor, allows you to restore the function of the wrist joint.
purpose of the study:
to show the effectiveness of autoplasty of the distal radius of a radial bone in a giant cell tumor of the bone.
material and methods:
from 2000 to 2016, 32 patients underwent autoplasty of the distal radius with a giant cell tumor of the bone. An autograft 
of the proximal fibula and a metal osteosynthesis plate were used. the functional result of the operated limb was calculated 
on the msts scale. Quality of life was determined by the eortic-QlQ-c30 questionnaire.
results:
postoperative complications were 6.25%. relapse of the tumor - 3.12%. the functional result of the limb after autoplasty 
of the distal radius was 76.2%. the quality of life of patients after autoplasty improved from 42 to 84 points.
discussion:
complications after autoplasty depend on the size of the tumor, ablasticity and radicalism during the operation. our 
results of autoplasty of the distal radius, after removal of a giant cell tumor, practically coincide with the results of other 
researchers, where complications are 6-10%, tumor relapses up to 7%. to obtain more effective treatment results, an 
improvement in the technique of surgical intervention is necessary.
conclusion:
Autoplasty of the distal radius is a promising area for the surgical treatment of giant cell bone tumors by improving the 
functional result of the wrist joint.

 
A-0457 intrAmusculAr injection generAl AnestHesiA for experimentAl surgery in rAts
irina miguleva1,2, marina petukhova1, Andrei savotchenko2, Aleksei fain1, Aleksandr vaza1

1Sklifosovsky Clinical and Research Institute for Emergency Medicine; 2Department of Hand Surgery, State Clinical Hospital 
No. 29, Moscow, Russia

injection general anesthesia is commonly used in rats for need of survival experimental surgery, intraperitoneal route 
of administration is preferred, intramuscular injection of ketamine is considered painful and resulting in tissue necrosis. 
we would like to share our experience with the use of intramuscular injection general anesthesia in laboratory rats.
methods: intramuscular general anesthesia was used in 200 white cross-breed rats to perform the segmental tibial bone 
defect and osteosynthesis for regeneration study purpose. we use shaft of tibia as a model because of its subcutaneous 
position similar to hand phalanges and metacarpals. Anesthetic protocols had been preliminarily elaborated in 17 rats: 
in 7 animals sol. ketamini hydrochloridi 5% as basic anesthetic was used combined with sol. xylazini 2%, sol. droperidoli 
0,25%, sol. Atropini sulfatis 0,1%; in 10 animals zoletil 100 as basic anesthetic was used combined with sol. xylazini 2% 
and sol. Atropini sulfatis 0,1%. All the 17 rats survived. induction time, body temperature, heart rate and respiratory 
rate per minute throughout the anesthesia were registered. ketamine based mixture was used for surgery in 123 rats of 
200 and zoletil based mixture - in 77 rats.
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results: the main difference between two protocols lies in surgical anesthesia period length. zoletil based mixture 
provided surgical anesthesia maintenance for about 2 hours marked by considerably more decrease in heart and respiratory 
rate: 200±10 beats/min at induction, 158±11 beats/min at the end of the first hour, 171±26 beats/min after two hours 
compared with more than 300 beats/min throughout all stages in ketamine group. the respiratory rate of “zoletil” and 
“ketamine” rats at induction was recorded as 107±5 and 123±6 breaths/min respectively, at the end of the first hour – as 
78±4 breaths/min and 94±4 breaths/min, after two hours in “zoletil” group – as 66±5 breaths/min; at recovery – as 
92±6 breaths/min and 102±6 breaths/min. much deeper and prolonged hypothermia in “zoletil”-anesthetized rats was 
recorded compared with “ketamine”-anesthetized. At induction in “ketamine” group the average body temperature was 
35,9±0,4°С, in “zoletil” rats – 35,3±0,2°С, at the end of the first hour – 33,2±0,2°С and 32,6±0,3°С (less than 32°С in 
16% of animals), after two hours in “zoletil”-anesthetized rats the temperature was 32,1±0,1°С (less than 32°С in 45% 
of rats); at recovery – 35,7±0,2°С and 35±0,3°С. the induction time ranged from 3 to 6 min in “ketamine”- and from 4 
to 6 min in “zoletil”-anesthetized rats. overall animals anesthetic mortality rate has been 4%: 1 rat of 123 (0,8±0,8%) 
in “ketamine” group and 7 of 77 “zoletil” rats (9±3,3%), the difference is significant: t=2,4; p<0,05.
conclusions: two balanced intramuscular mixed general anesthesia protocols for rats based on either medical ketamine 
or veterinary zoletil 100 were developed and clinically approved. both anesthesia protocols proved to be reliable, safe and 
effective in rat survival experimental surgery. postanesthetic hypothermia correction requirement in either case never 
posed any real problem. our experience has shown that intramuscular injection route of anesthetic mixture administration 
consistently delivers rather short induction time, is simple and safe and has not been associated with soft tissue irritation.

 
A-0459 pArtiAl stAbilized scApHoid prostHesis
patricia gómez barbero1, daniel montaner Alonso1, josé garcía moreno1, pau rey vidal2, josé luis rodrigo pérez1

1Hospital Universitario Doctor Peset, Valencia, Spain; 2Hospital Lluis Alcanyis, Xátiva, Spain

introduction:
the scaphoid represents the cornerstone of the carpal biomechanics. An early diagnosis and treatment of scaphoid 
fractures is vital to avoid pseudoarthrosis, since despite the appropriate treatment, between 12-30% evolve towards non-
union. there are different surgical techniques to achieve consolidation, but there are cases of resistant pseudoarthrosis 
or osteonecrosis with proximal pole fragmentation where palliative surgeries represent the only alternative.

the first scaphoid prosthesis dates from 1945, however the different models have fallen into disuse either by the materials, 
by the morphological design or by its stabilization. we have designed a partial anatomical scaphoid prosthesis, stabilized 
at the proximal and distal levels, as an alternative for young-active patients who want to control pain while maintaining 
functionality.

mAteriAl And metHods:
we present a sample of 26 cadaveric scaphoids where a 3d-ct study and macroscopic measurements for prosthetic design 
were performed. our implant replaces the proximal 2/3 of the scaphoid respecting the distal part. for its stabilization it 
has a distal flat articular facet that is attached to the remnant scaphoid bone using a retrograde cannulated screw and 
at its proximal level it has tunnels that allow the reconstruction of the scapholunate ligament with a ligamentoplasty 
to the lunate. 
the implant functionality is evaluated in 6 cadaver forearms by applying loads on the main tensile muscles and studying 
the carpal rotational and carpal-midcarpal movements with flexion-extension (f-e), radio-ulnar deviation (dr-du) and 
dart throwing movement (dtm).
results:
our sample of 26 scaphoids has an average age of 70.38 years, an average length of 26.2 mm and a thickness of 9 mm 
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at the waist, 5.14 mm at the proximal pole and 6.39 mm in the distal pole with macroscopic measurement versus, 26.5 
mm, 9.49 mm, 4.9 mm and 6.91 mm respectively with digital measurement. using these measures, 3 prosthesis sizes are 
designed in order to cover the entire population. subsequently, we performed an in-vitro biomechanical study observing 
a lower rotational movement after implant placement in the scaphoid (-15.4º with f-e) and in the capitate (-19.3º with 
f-e and -11.78º with dr-du) (p<0.05). rotational movement in the scaphoid and capitate is not affected with the dtm, 
nor the scaphoid movement with the radio-ulnar deviation. relative to the lunate, movement is increased but without 
statistically significant differences (p>0.05).

After the intervention, a decrease in the movement between the scaphoid and lunate with flexion-extension is observed, 
not being affected by dr-du or dtm.

conclusion:
After placing the prosthesis, the movement of the capitate and scaphoid decreases with flexion-extension movements 
without affecting the lunate. the implant adequately reproduces the cinematic behavior of these bones during radio-
ulnar deviation and dtm. only the rotational movement of the capitate is reduced with the radio-ulnar deviation. there 
are no differences in the relative movement between the scaphoid and lunate with the ligamentoplasty with dtm and 
deviations but is decreased with flexion-extension movements. 

therefore, we think that a partial scaphoid prosthesis, proximally and distally stabilized, represents a suitable alternative to 
maintain functionality in those hands with not repairable proximal necrosis, as it adequately reproduces the scapholunate 
ligament anatomy and biomechanics.

 
A-0460 outcome of modified HemiHAmmAte ArtHroplAsty in pAtients presenting After six weeks of 
injury
mohammed tahir Ansari, vivek shankar
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Delhi, India

introduction: we are presenting our experience in treating the patients of type 3 and type 4 palmer lip injuries of proximal 
inter-phalangeal (pip) joint that presented late. such injuries are difficult to treat as bone fragments have malunited, few 
are resorbed and in some cases, the pip joint also becomes stiff. we hypothesize that he hemi-hammate arthroplasty with 
modification in surgical technique should be performed in such cases. there has been modification in surgical technique 
in late cases by other surgeons, which include use of external fixator for distraction or extensor tendon tenolysis from 
dorsal side. we performed dorsal capsular release from proximal fragment and intend to report our results. 
objective:to assess the functional and radiological outcome of modified hemihammate arthroplasty in patients presenting 
after six weeks of injury
material and methods: this is retrospective study included 7 patients presented to us between jan 2015 to jan 2019 with 
comminuted and or displaced (unstable) palmer lip fracture. mode of injury was sports in 3, road traffic accident in 2 and 
fall in 2 patients. shotgun approach was used in all patients. Average middle phalangeal articular involvement was 62% 
on ct scan while volar lip involvement was 60%. in all patients we have used hemihamate autograft and fixed with 2 
1.3 mm ao screw.  Average timing of presentation was 12 weeks (8-15). Average time to surgery was 85 days (60- 110). 
range of motion, stability, and grip strength were measured at a mean follow-up evaluation of 12 months. radiographs 
were evaluated for union, graft incorporation, and/or collapse. 
results: All the patients had average of 90 degree of flexion at pip and average of 60 degree of flexion at dip. there was 
an average of 5 degree of extension lag. in all patients pain was not a complaint in follow up rather swelling persisted 
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for long and took 6-8 month to resolve. All patients had bony union in follow up and grip strength was 80% of normal 
side. they were able to return their daily routine on average 3 month post surgery. 6 patients were very satisfied while 
one is satisfied.
conclusion: Hemi hamate arthroplasty with modification in surgical technique is one of the reliable and reproducible 
surgical option for reconstruction of the articular surface of the base of middle phalanx in patients of fracture dislocation 
of the pip joint who present late. 

 
A-0462 tHe effect of lengtH of tHe plAtes And tHe number of screws on construct stiffness in fixA-
tion of type A2 distAl Humerus frActures: A biomecHAnicAl study using finite element metHod (fem)
Amir r kachooei1, Ahmadreza zarifian1, Ali Akbarinezhad fough1, denise eygendaal2,3, michael rivlin4, seyed Ali mousavi 
shaegh5, babak shojaie6

1Orthopedic Research Center, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran; 2Department of Orthopedic Surgery, 
Amphia Hospital, Breda, the Netherlands; 3Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Academic Medical Center, University of 
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 4Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Division of Hand Surgery Rothman Institute, 
Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, USA; 5Orthopedic Research Center, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, 
Iran Clinical Research Unit, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran; 6Department of Orthopedic and Trauma 
Surgery, Division of Hand Surgery, St Marien Stift Hospital, Friesoythe Germany

objective : we assessed the effects of plate length and screw count on orthogonal double-plate fixation (odpf) of a model 
type A2 distal humeral fracture (A2dHf). methods : Humerus ct scan of a healthy 32-year-old man was used to create 3d 
models. An A2dHf was simulated with a 2-mm gap. odpf was done with four screws in the distal segment of both plates 
and incrementally increasing the length of plates and number of screws in the proximal segment, starting from 2 in the 
medial and 2 in the lateral plate (m2*l2). Assembly was done in solidworks and finite element method (fem) analyses 
using Abaqus measured stress distribution, fracture displacement, and construct stiffness.
results : the 5 th screw in the lateral plate increased stiffness substantially, possibly through bypassing the stress riser 
area. with 5 screws or more in the proximal segment, construct stiffness under bending force even surpassed that of the 
intact bone. under bending, m4*l2 and m5*l3 constructs were stronger than m3*l3 and m4*l4, with the same screw 
count. m4*l2 construct had comparable stiffness with m4*l3, m4*l4, and m5*l4 under bending. same results were 
found testing the models under torsional forces.
conclusion : m4*l2 construct had optimum stiffness to resist displacement, implying that plates are better to end at 
different levels. lengthening double-plate fixation, although may increase overall construct stiffness, takes more time and 
cost and increases the risk of nerve and soft tissue damage. insertion of more screws does not always imply superiority, 
as they might not be involved in the biomechanical fixation.

 
A-0464 eArly experience witH cmc HemiArtHroplAsty
jorge orbay1, mark Henry2

1The Miami Hand & Upper Extremity Institute, Miami, United States; 2Hand & Wrist Center of Houston, Houston, United States

introduction – the goal in the treatment of trapeziometacarpal (tm) arthritis is to alleviate pain while maintaining 
function. current surgical options are limited: arthrodesis limits motion, trapezial excision limits strength and available 
implant arthroplasties have failed or have demonstrated limited survivorship. we present our initial experience with 
the stablyx® cmc hemiarthroplasty system.  
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method – 30 patients were treated for cmc oA using the stablyx ® cmc hemiarthroplasty system and followed prospectively 
for a minimum of 24 months. grip and pinch strength was measured in comparison with the contralateral hand. QuickdAsH 
scores were taken to assess function/ disability. range of motion was evaluated using the kapandji scoring system. 
passive (while resting) and active (while opening a jar) pain was evaluated using a 10-point visual analogue scale (vAs). 

results –the average grip strength was 99.8% of the contralateral hand. similarly the average pinch strength was 98.3% 
of the contralateral hand. QuickdAsH scores were 10.2. kapandji scores of 9.7 were achieved. passive and active pain was 
reported as 0.3 and 2.0 respectively. 

conclusions – our early results with a stabilized saddle hemiarthroplasty are encouraging. pain relief is comparable with 
the historical results of trapezial excisional procedures. dAsH scores, strength and motion seem to compare favorably.

 
A-0465 tHe ‘microsurgery ArenA’ - A new device to develop microsurgicAl skills
francesco costa1, thomas giesen1, ivan tami1, jeyaram srinivasan2

1Centro manoegomito, Gravesano, Switzerland; 2Royal Preston Hospital, Lancashire, UK

introduction
the usefulness of low fidelity simulators to improve microsurgery skills and mastering them in clinical practice has been 
well documented. we developed a portable, reusable device to help trainees to practice at their convenience and improve 
wrists and finger movements, besides fluidity and coordination.

materials and methods
by using cAd and 3-d printing technologies, we designed a 'microsurgery Arena' trainer that contains a middle circular 
section with 8 projections with holes, arranged as a circle. the microsuture - preferably 7/0 or 8/0 sutures, is passed in a 
clockwise manner with the needle passing 'out to in' and 'in to out' through each hole. this central 'circle' is surrounded by 
a 3d-printed silicone mesh. this section can allow the trainees to apply correct tension on the suture to make a secure knot.

results
the circular section of the arena allows the trainee to gain wrist flexibility and achieve better control over the micro 
needle. the multiple grids available allow adequate opportunity to practice knot tensioning.

conclusions
this innovative, low-cost reusable device is designed to introduce trainees to microsurgery. it could allow development, 
maintenance, and progression of the microsurgical basic skills.

 
A-0466 predictive fActors of bAsAl joint ArtHritis: A generAlized lineAr mixed model AnAlysis
christina e freibott1,2, seth c shoap1, brandon george2, kelly r esposito1, melvin p rosenwasser1

1Columbia University Medical Center, USA; 2Thomas Jefferson University, USA

background and purpose: the carpometacarpal joint (cmc) is a complex joint which allows movements in three different 
planes. while there have been numerous reports on the physiology and symptomatic care of the disease, little definitive 
information has been provided in regard to its etiology and epidemiology. the purpose of this study is to query a nationally 
representative database in order to assess predictive factors of basal joint arthritis. 
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methods: the 2017 national Health interview survey (nHis) includes data that is collected through personal household 
interviews and made publicly available through the centers for disease control and prevention. A subset of this data 
collects information on adult conditions including general joint pain, right/left thumb joint pain, and arthritis diagnosis. 
this database was utilized to identify adults (18 years or older) with a recorded response to presence or absence of thumb 
pain and arthritis diagnosis. descriptive statistics were conducted to report on demographic characteristics of the sample 
population, as well as the incidence of thumb pain and arthritis diagnosis within different populations. A generalized 
linear mixed model was utilized to assess the effect of age, sex, race, bmi, arthritis diagnosis, and ability to see a specialist 
(afford a specialist) on the presence of thumb pain.

results: the average age of interviewed participants was 50.97 (n=53,484; range: 18-85; sd: 18.61), with 11,874 (58.61%) 
of respondents being women, and 8,384 (41.39%) being men. of these participants, 20,258 (37.88%) reported having joint 
pain, with 15,124 (28.28%) having a diagnosis of arthritis. 4,620 (22.81%) participants specifically indicated experiencing 
pain in either the left or right thumb. of those reporting thumb pain, 65.9% (n=3,045) were women, 88.9% where white, 
and 68.4% were overweight or obese. 41.2% (n=403 of 979) who could not afford to see a specialist reported thumb pain, 
compared to 28.8% (n=4217 of 15638) of those who could afford to see a specialist reported thumb pain.

the generalized linear mixed model analysis investigating factors that predict thumb pain found a significant correlation 
with age, when controlling for sex, race, bmi, arthritis diagnosis, and ability to see a specialist, and within-household 
clustering as a random effect (f1,10120=60.92, p<0.0001). there was a significant association between thumb pain and 
sex (f1,24=35.92, p<0.0001), arthritis diagnosis (f1,10=172.92, p<0.0001), and ability to see a specialist (f1,11=28.96, 
p-0.0002).

conclusions: basal joint arthritis is a debilitating clinical condition and understanding its epidemiology can help better 
treat those in need. increasing age and female sex are significant predictors of thumb pain. furthermore, this analysis 
found that ability to see a specialist had a significant effect on reporting thumb pain. nearly half of those who could not 
see a specialist reported thumb pain, indicating an access to care gap that needs to be addressed. 

 
A-0467 Aptis distAl rAdioulnAr joint ArtHroplAsty
miguel tovar bazaga, samuel pajares cabanillas
Fundación Jiménez Díaz, Madrid

introduction
instability and distal radioulnar joint (druj) osteoarthritis surgical treatment has been studied for years without a 
standardized protocol. several surgical techniques like darrach, sauvé-kapandji or bower are associated to complications 
such as loading pain and range of movement restrictions. non-constrained prostheses are an alternative in these cases. 

the aim of this research is to analyze our experience using semi-constrained Aptis prothesis and, describe functional and 
clinical outcomes and long-term complications. 

mAteriAl And metHods
we performed a retrospective study, reviewing patients treated with a semi-constrained druj prothesis during a six years 
period (2013-2019). twenty three patients, 52% women and 48% men with an average age of 48 years were included; 
83% of them suffered from post-traumatic osteoarthritis and 17% rheumatoid osteoarthritis. most frequent referred 
symptoms were pain, instability and serious functional restrictions. clinical data such as range of motion, strength, vAs 
pain, dAsH and radiological controls were included.
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results
eighteen of our patients underwent previous surgery (darrach, sauvé-kapandji or ulnar shortening). remaining patients 
were treated using Aptis prostheses. vAs pain score decreased 5 points (p<0.01) and dAsH from 76 to 40 points (p<0.01). 
mean satisfaction score was 8.6 out of 10 (sd 2.1). 

most minor complications did not require revision surgery. only three major complications happened in patients who 
underwent revision surgery. the first one was related to aseptic loosening, which was solved with two-staged cemented 
revision prothesis. the second one suffered a second compartment tenosynovitis caused by a long screw which was 
replaced. the third one was infected, so the prothesis was removed and in second-stage surgery, a single forearm 
technique was performed.

conclusion
total semi-constrained Aptis prothesis is a reliable option for druj pathology for middle-aged patients with druj pathology. 
our results are encouraging: improve patients’ quality of life, good functional results and low rate of major complications.

 
A-0471 utilizAtion of ilizArov mini-fixAtor in HAnd surgery
reiji nishimura, shintaro matsuura, kazuhiro maeda, mitsuhito yukawa, yuji nagamine, wataru Akaishi, takeshi miyawaki
The Jikei university school of medicine, Hand surgery center, Tokyo, Japan

in the 20th century, Hoffman, charnley, and other pioneers introduced and popularized the concept of the external fixator 
in the western world. in contrast, ilizarov had developed another external fixator system in russia. 
Although the circular ilizarov external fixator is popular and utilized in various field including limb lengthening, the ilizarov 
external mini-fixator for hand surgery is not yet popular.  in this presentation, we will show our clinical cases with the 
ilizarov mini-fixator and describe its features and indications.
we performed a retrospective study of patients in our institution treated with the ilizarov mini-fixator between 2013 and 
2019. All patients were classified into clinical reasons for treatment. basically, this external fixator consists of fixator units 
to fix wires, 2 or 3 wires for each unit, and one connecting rod. Additional parts are chosen depending on the purpose of 
treatment. the wires pass through both bone cortices, and are bent into a diamond shape so that the units are located 
several millimeters above the skin surface. 
we utilized the mini-fixator for 116 patients. clinical reasons were osteogenesis in 28 patients, comminuted fracture in 
21 patients, fracture dislocation in 16 patients, open fracture in 9 patients, finger replantation in 6 patients, osteotomy 
and/or bone graft in 6 patients, to maintain the thumb in abduction in 4 patients, to fix the brittle bone after bone tumor 
resection in 3 patients, to fix an infectious bone in 1 patient, and to expand the soft tissue of the finger in the short axial 
direction in 1 patient.
the ilizarov external mini-fixator is neither a normal unilateral nor bilateral fixator. the body of this fixator is unilateral 
with both bilateral and multiplanar features. this fixator avoids putting the fixator into the injured or infected area, 
and causes less disruption of the soft tissues, like other external fixators. in addition, the ilizarov mini-fixator unit can 
be moved in parallel, keeping the restored position and changing its configuration freely by combining various parts. 
the most important characteristic of the ilizarov mini-fixator is its flexible bent wires. Adjusting the positions of the 
fixator units by bending the wires allows fine tuning of the traction/compression direction. the diameter of the wires 
is relatively small and these bent fine wires limit the rigidity of external fixation. the wider the distance between the 
bone and fixator frame, the weaker the stability of the fixator. because of these features, the ilizarov mini-fixator is a 
specialized external fixator for the hand where the applied load is smaller than for the lower extremity, the soft tissue 
layer is relatively thin, and the space for the external fixator is very limited. this versatile and flexible external fixator is 
a useful option in hand surgery.
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A-0472 compArison of different treAtments for first cArpometAcArpAl joint ArtHritis
yuben xu, meng lu, jie bai, lei xia, Qiang li, peng li
Xi’an Honghui Hospital, Xi’an, Shaanxi, China

purpose:compare and summarize the different treatment methods of first carpometacarpal joint arthritis in different stages.
methods: this study is based on the summary and follow-up of 23 cases of first carpometacarpal joint arthritis treated 
by our department within 3 years. All the cases were searched and classified according to the stage of the disease and 
the surgical method applied, namely reconstruction of  palmar ligament, arthroplasty of trapeziectomy and ligament 
reconstruction and arthrodesis. we also analyzed the effects of surgery, bone  healing, wrist function recovery and pain.
results:the first carpometacarpal joint arthritis is divided into 4 stages according to different imaging findings. stages I 
and II are feasible for reconstruction of palmar ligament. stages III and IV with obvious clinical symptoms are feasible 
for arthroplasty of trapeziectomy and ligament reconstruction. Arthrodesis can be applied in cases with radiological 
evidence of joint damage, the presence of moderate to severe persistent pain and non-surgical treatment to be invalid.
conclusion: there are both advantages and disadvantages of different surgical methods. According to the patient’s 
imaging performance, clinical symptoms, and development of the disease, satisfactory treatment results can be achieved 
by selecting the appropriate surgical method.

 
A-0474 flow-tHrougH AnterolAterAl tHigH flAp for tHe treAtment of soft tissue defects of tHe pAlm 
And tHe Avulsion AmputAtion of tHe fingers
xuejun yu, linglong zhao, yunsheng teng, wen zheng, shengtao xiang, wei An
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, XI’AN, Shaanxi, China

flow-through anterolateral thigh flap for the treatment of soft tissue defects of the palm and the avulsion amputation 
of the fingers
Abstract objective to investigate the clinical effect of flow-through anterolateral thigh flap in the treatment of soft tissue 
defects of the palm and the avulsion amputation of the fingers. 
methods from june 2014 to january 2018, 4 patients with  soft tissue defects of the palm and the avulsion amputation 
of the fingers. males, aged 20-53 years, averaged 32 years old, were caused by machine crush injuries. injuries: 1 case 
showed that the middle finger was disconnected, the remaining finger blood was normal. 1 case showed thumb off, 
the middle finger had no blood. and 2 cases were middle and ring finger disconnected, no blood except the thumb.four 
patients more or less had nerve, tendon, bone and joint injuries. 4 patients had shallow palm and deep palm injury. in 
2 patients, the back of the hand was lightly damaged, and the venous anastomosis of the detached finger was directly 
performed. in 2 patients, the back of the hand was severely damaged, and vascular bridging was needed to reconstruct 
the return of the finger . flow-through anterolateral thigh flap was used to first-stage repair the defect of the soft tissue 
of the palm skin,restoring the shallow arch and using the muscles of the perforating vessels to restore finger blood. if there 
is no suitable position of the muscle to perforate the vessel, the vascular bridge of the dorsal vein is taken to reconstruct 
the blood supply of the finger. direct repair or graft repair of veins, tendons, and nerve defects. results one case of ring 
finger necrosis and partial necrosis of the flap were performed. the second stage of latissimus dorsi muscle flap was freely 
transplanted and the ring finger was trimmed. one case was severely damaged due to the indication. when the first 
phase was repaired, the finger was cut off and the tiger’s mouth was opened at the same time. one patient developed 
a ring small finger vein crisis, which recovered after exploration. the rest of the palms and fingers were in good blood 
and the flaps survived smoothly. four patients underwent flap thinning and 3 patients underwent manual functional 
reconstruction. All patients were followed up for 10 to 20 months (mean 14.5 months). At the last follow-up, the flaps were 
not swollen and the donor site healed well. According to the evaluation criteria of the upper limb part function evaluation 
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of the Hand surgery branch of the chinese medical Association: 2 cases were good, 1 case was fair, and 1 case was poor. 
conclusion the application of flow-through anterolateral thigh flap for the treatment of soft tissue defects of the palm 
and the avulsion amputation of the fingers is a better limb salvage method for such complex injuries, which can restore 
the hand function to the greatest extent.
keywords flow-through flap; segmental defect of the palm; avulsion amputation of the fingers

 
A-0476 tHe pArt of defect in tHe middle of tHe finger wAs repAired by selective pArtiAl trAnsplAntA-
tion of tHe free second toe
xuejun yu, linglong zhao, yunsheng teng, wen zheng, shengtao xiang, wei An
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, XI’AN, Shaanxi, China

objective: to explore the clinical effect of the selective application of free second toe partial transplantation in repairing 
the part of defect in the middle of the finger.
methods: from june 2012 to february 2018, 7 patients with 8 traumatic  partial defect in the middle of the finger in our 
hospital were treated with vascular anastomosis and selective partial transplantation of the second toe.Among them, 
there were 6 males with 7 fingers and 1 female with 1 finger, aged 17 to 52 years old, with an average age of 30.1 years 
old.cause of injury: 4 cases of machine crush injury, 1 case with 2 fingers of gear wring injury, 2 cases of tamp injury.
injury type: 3 cases defect in the middle of the finger, 2 of which were index finger and 1 of which was middle finger.
there were 3 cases of proximal finger defect, including 1 thumb, 1 middle finger and 1 ring finger.there were 2 cases 
of interphalangeal joint defect, 1 case of index finger and 1 case of middle finger.emergency repair was performed in 
3 cases, and sub-emergency surgery was performed in 4 cases with 5 fingers in 3-7 days after injury.All patients were 
repaired by autotransplantation of the free second toe of arteriovenous vessels anastomosis.in the donor site, 2 patients 
had 2 toes stump repaired, 1 patient had 1 toe fused the distal phalanges with the proximal phalanges, 2 patients had 
3 toes fused the residual middle phalanges with the proximal phalanges, 2 patients had 2 phalanges grafted with iliac 
crest and flap to repair the donor site defect.the surgical indications, the selection of surgical methods, the key factors 
of successful surgery and the therapeutic effect were analyzed and summarized, and the safety and efficacy of clinical 
treatment were discussed.
results:the 7 cases of 8 fingers survived, all the wounds healed and all the transplanted toes survived.the 6 finger incisions 
healed at stage I.2 mild infection in the finger incision was healed after dressing change. A venous crisis was found in one 
patient 12h after toe transplantation, venous thrombosis was found through surgical exploration, and the finger survived 
after thrombectomy and re-anastomosis.follow-up ranged from 6 months to 3 years, with an average of 1.9 years.According 
to the chinese medical association hand surgery society upper limb function evaluation trial standard to evaluate.results 
4 cases were excellent, 1 case was good, 1 case was dependable, 2 cases were poor,the excellent rate is 75%.
conclusion: selective free second toe partial transplantation is an ideal method to repair the part of defect in the middle 
of the finger.

 
A-0479 ulnAr nerve decompression or trAnsposition under wide-AwAke locAl AnestHesiA witHout 
tourniQuet mAnAgement of cubitAl tunnel syndrome
shu guo xing, tian mao, guheng wang, jin bo tang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, China

objective: ulnar nerve decompression or transposition at the elbow traditionally requires regional or general anesthesia. 
the purpose of this study was to assess the feasibility and the outcome of performing these procedures under wide-awake 
local anesthesia without tourniquet and sedation.
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methods: we examined retrospectively the charts of 23 consecutive patients having undergone ulnar nerve entrapment 
surgery under wide-awake local anesthesia without tourniquet. All the patients were performed in minor operating 
procedure suites. 14 patients were performed in situ decompression with minimal incision; 5 patients were performed 
in situ decompression with long incision; 4 patients were performed ulnar nerve anterior subcutaneous transposition. 
the bleeding and pain during the operation was evaluated. the complications of this procedure were surveyed. After 
the operation, the patients were asked how patients feel about this procedure.

results: All the patients had successful decompression of ulnar never under local anesthesia without tourniquet and 
sedation. during the operation, adequate pain control was reported by all the patients, adequate bleeding control was 
achieved with no need for a temporary tourniquet. there were no hematoma and infection of incision in the group. All 
the patients stated that they would choose to have the operation performed under wide-awake local anesthesia without 
tourniquet again, but one would have favoured general anaesthetic because of anxiety.

conclusion: ulnar nerve decompression or transposition at the elbow under wide-awake local anesthesia without 
tourniquet is a reliable procedure and is well tolerated by the majority of patients. 

 
A-0480 extending ApplicAtion of wide-AwAke surgery: flAp HArvest And trAnsfer in tHe HAnd in 46 
pAtients
shu guo xing, tian mao, guheng wang, jin bo tang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China

objectives  
it is advised that wide-awake surgery under local anesthetic with epinephrine (wAlAnt) should not be used for flap 
surgery. we used wAlAnt in harvesting flaps in 46 patients. we report our experience of using wAlAnt in the flap 
harvest and transfer in the hand.

methods  
from may 2018 to july 2019, we used local anesthetic with epinephrine injection to the hands of 46 patients (18 to 68 
years old, 27 man, 19 women) in performing 23 extended segmuller flaps, 5 homodigital reverse digital artery flaps and 
18 Atasoy flaps. the anesthetic with epinephrine was injected to proximal, middle and distal parts of the finger along volar 
midline before flap harvest. we evaluated intra-operative pain levels, easiness of flap harvest, and observed pulsation of 
the digital arteries during surgery. we also assessed postoperative flap survival and patient satisfaction.

results  
during the operation, no patients required the use of a temporary tourniquet, and our technique achieved adequate 
bleeding control. we observed normal pulsation of the digital arteries in all 28 digital artery pedicle flaps. no procedures 
required termination because of pain. All patients had successful transfer of the flaps with good blood perfusion to the flap 
4-5 hours after surgery. All flaps survived completely, except that one extended segmuller flap had a 3 mm wide strip of 
skin necrosis, likely caused by tight skin closure, which healed after simple debridement. the patients are satisfied with 
this approach and stated that they would choose this approach if they had the flap surgery in the hand again.

conclusions  
our patient series showed that flap surgery in the hand can be performed under wAlAnt. the digital artery pulsates 
normally after epinephrine injection. we found digital artery pulsation is not affected by local epinephrine injection and 
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injection of epinephrine does not cause flap failure. the one flap with narrow skin necrosis in one patient was due to tight 
skin suture, which appears unrelated to the epinephrine injection. wAlAnt is safe and provides excellent anesthetic in 
our cases in flap harvesting and transfer in the hand.

 
A-0482 incidence And operAtions of cArpAl tunnel syndrome, ulnAr And rAdiAl neuropAtHies in fin-
lAnd: A nAtionwide register study
sina Hulkkonen1, kaisa lampainen1, juha Auvinen2,3, jouko miettunen 2,3, jaro karppinen3,4, jorma ryhänen1

1Department of Hand Surgery, Helsinki University Hospital and University of Helsinki, Finland; 2Center for Life Course Health 
Research, University of Oulu, Finland; 3Medical Research Center Oulu, Oulu University Hospital and University of Oulu, Finland; 
4Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Oulu, Finland

the aim of this study was to investigate the incidence rates and operations of carpal tunnel syndrome, other median 
neuropathies, and ulnar and radial neuropathies in the finnish population. patients diagnosed with entrapment 
neuropathies of the upper extremity were identified from the care register for Health care, 2007–2016. there were 
76,019 incident cases in 54,095,070 person-years diagnosed in specialist care, including both inpatient- and outpatient-
based services. the total crude incidence rates per 100,000 person-years among women and men were 196.5 and 104.8 
for carpal tunnel syndrome, 3.0 and 2.4 for other median neuropathies, 25.8 and 36.0 for ulnar neuropathies, and 5.7 
and 8.5 for radial neuropathies, respectively. of these, carpal tunnel syndrome was operated on in 63% of women and 
61% of men, other median neuropathies in 41% of women and 31% of men, ulnar neuropathy in 43% of women and 
47% of men, and radial neuropathy in 11% of women and 7.7% of men. incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome and ulnar 
neuropathies increased up to late middle age, while other median neuropathies and radial neuropathies were less common. 

 
A-0483 clinicAl ApplicAtion of free foot lobulAted flAps to repAir multiple skin And soft tissue de-
fect of HAnds
linglong zhao, yunsheng teng, xuejun yu, wen zheng, shengtao xiang, wei An
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, Xi’an, Shaan Xi, China

objective to explore the surgical method and clinical effect of free foot lobulated flaps for repairing multiple skin defects 
of hands. 
methods 5 cases of multiple skin and soft tissue defects of hands with tendon and/or bone exposure were treated with 
free foot lobulated flaps between jun 2013 and jun 2019.the cases contained 4 males and 1 female with the average 
age of 36 years(range,25—47years). injury mechanism: machine planing injury in 2 cases, crush injury in 2 cases and 
electrical injury in 1 case. the defects involved 2 fingers in 3 cases with a defect on each finger and involved hand and 
finger in 2 cases. the defects were repaired by free dorsalis pedis flap associated with lateral tarsal flap in 1 case, by free 
dorsalis pedis flap associated with the second toe tibial lateral flap in 1 case, by free great toe fibular flap associated with 
dorsalis pedis flap and lateral tarsal flap in 1 case, by free medial tarsal flap associated with lateral tarsal flap in 1 case 
and by free medial tarsal flap associated with dorsalis pedis flap. the perforators of the flaps were determined by doppler 
preoperatively. the dorsal foot artery with its accompanying veins and superficial veins served as the vascular pedicle of 
the flap, carrying the deep peroneal nerve or its branches. through a subcutaneous tunnel or skin incision, the vascular 
pedicle of the flap was led to snuff nest where the artery was anastomosed with the radial artery or its branch, the veins 
were anastomosed with a radial vein and the cephalic vein and the deep peroneal nerve was anastomosed with dorsal 
hand branch of the superficial radial nerve.
result All 5 cases were followed up for 3 months to 1.5 years, with an average of 9 months. All flaps survived with flap 
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edge infection in 1 case, which healed by dressing. the donor foot wound healed well and the patients walked normally 
without lameness, pain and other sequelae.
conclusion foot flap is an ideal method for repairing multiple skin and soft tissue defects in hand with the advantages 
of good texture, similar to hand skin, thin flap, aesthetic appearance after repair and facilitating early finger movement. 
this method is worth popularizing.
key words lobulated flaps, Hand, skin defect, repair  

 
A-0484 reconstruction of tHumb And finger AmputAtion in cHildren
linglong zhao, yunsheng teng, xuejun yu, wen zheng, shengtao xiang, wei An
521 Hospital of Norinco Group, XI’AN, Shaan xi, China

objective: to explore the necessity, age and precautions of toe-to-finger reconstruction in children, and to emphasize the 
psychological treatment after operation, so as to provide some experience for finger amputation reconstruction in children.
methods: from july 2010 to may 2018, 28 children with traumatic thumb and finger amputation were treated with thumb 
and finger reconstruction. there were 18 males and 10 females, aged from 3 to 12 years, with an average age of 5.2 years. 
there were 13 cases of thumb, 9 cases of index finger and 6 cases of middle finger. All the patients underwent emergency 
debridement, and second stage surgery was performed 3-7 days after injury. the thumb was reconstructed by the great 
toe flap in 5 cases; the thumb was reconstructed by trimmed great toe in 2 cases; the thumb and finger were reconstructed 
by the second toe transplantation in 21 cases. to analyze and summarize the indication of operation, surgery options, 
critical points and treatment effect, and to explore the safety and effect of clinical treatment. 
results: all the reconstructed fingers survived. there was small necrosis of the skin margin in 2 cases, 1 case healed after 
transposition of the local skin flap of the hand, and the other case healed after dressing change. the skin grafting of the 
foot wound survived completely and the function was good. during the follow-up of 1-9 years, the shape of the thumb 
reconstructed by the toenail flap and trimmed great toe is “like with like”. the fingers reconstructed by the second toe 
have good function and poor appearance. According to the evaluation criteria of upper limb function of hand surgery 
branch of chinese medical Association, 21 cases were excellent, 5 cases were good and 2 cases were fair. the donor foot 
walked normally without lameness, pain and other morbidity.
conclusion: thumb and finger amputation in children need reconstruction. the best age is about 4 years old. the excellent 
and good rate of reconstructed fingers is higher than that of adults. the intervention of postoperative psychotherapy 
can help hand function recovery.
key words children  thumb and finger  amputation  toe-to-hand reconstruction 

 
A-0485 surgicAl excision of encHondromAs And osteocHondromAs in tHe HAnd under locAl AnAes-
tHesiA witHout tourniQuet
shu guo xing, tian mao, guheng wang, jin bo tang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, Jiangsu, China

objectives  
wide awake local anesthesia no tourniquet (wAlAnt) technique has been used for some bone procedures in the hand, 
including fracture fixation and trapeziectomy, but bone tumor excision in the hand under wAlAnt is less reported. we 
extended the use of this technique into surgical excision of benign tumors in the hand including enchondromas and 
osteochondromas and reported the result in this study. 
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methods  
from march 2018, we have excised enchondromas in 14 patients and osteochondromas in 4 patients under wAlAnt. 
we infiltrated the areas all around the targeted bone with anesthetic mixture, but not only the area where tissues will 
be dissected to approach the bone. this will cause the terminal branches of the nerves and blood vessels were numbed 
and infiltrated with the locally injected anesthesia before they course into the bone. the bleeding and pain during the 
operation was evaluated. the complications of this procedure were surveyed. After the operation, the patients were 
asked how patients feel about this procedure.

results  
during the operation, we observed that wAlAnt technique achieved adequate bleeding control. no patients required 
the use of a temporary tourniquet or electrocautery for haemostasis. no patients experienced pain from the incision site 
or from bone. when questioned how patients feel about this procedure, all patients stated that they would choose this 
technique again if they had need of further hand surgery. in follow-up, the patients reported only minimal discomfort 
for a couple of days after the surgery, managed solely with ibuprofen and Acetaminophen. there were no complications 
associated with the surgery and anaesthetic technique, including surgical infection and soft tissue necrosis.

conclusions  
based on our patient series, we conclude that wAlAnt can be used efficiently and safely for excision of benign bone 
tumors without causing pain or excessive bleeding, especially enchondromas or osteochondromas in the hand.

 
A-0500 correlAtion between bone involvement And relAps After glomus tumor surgery
Huseyin can yucel1, mehmet korkut2, Alirza jahangirav3, gaye torna4, Atakan Aydin5

Istanbul University Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey

introduction: glomus tumors are rare benign vascular neoplasms commonly found in the hand. Although this tumor 
can be found anywhere on the body, most common site of its occurrence is distal phalanx of the fingers, especially in the 
subungual region. though this is true in case of female population, males often have these tumors in other parts of the 
body . these tumors usually present as a bluish or pinkish red discoloration of the nail plate with classical triad of localised 
tenderness, severe pain, and cold sensitivity. complete surgical excision is essential for relief of symptoms and 4–50% 
recurrence rate after the surgical excision is noted in the literature. the purpose of this article is to review recurrence rate 
after surgery whether is related to bone involvement (bone invasion / depression ) and quality of life  after tumor excision. 
mAteriAls And metHods: this is a retrospective study of 27 patients with glomus tumors of the upper extremity who were 
operated  within 10 years. we have 24 female and 3 male ,  mean age is 38.5 ( min 28-max 68) patients. surgery is basically  
named transungual treatment including nail split incision , tumor excision  and in case of bone involvement curettage also 
performed. radiologic or clinical bone involvement was detected in 6 patients. Quality of life was invastigated  before 
and after surgery using the numeric pain rating scale.
result: we have followed up patients for ten years. three relapses were detected during follow-up and all of them are 
female. one of the patient that detected relaps has radiographic and clinical bone involvement . this relaps developed 
4 years after surgery. other two relapses didn’t have bone involvement . one of them developed 2 years the other one 
developed 8 years after surgery. over all our relapse rate is %11.1 (3/27). the mean numeric pain rating score had 
improved from 8.2 preoperatively to 1.1
conclusion: glomus tumors result from hyperplasia of glomus bodies and have been reported in many parts of the human 
body, but most of them are found in the hands. they account for 1% to 5% of all hand tumors and are commonly found 
in the distal phalanx, particularly in the subungual region. in our series all our relapse rate is %11.1 (3/27).we couldn’t 
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see any correlation between bone involvement and relaps .when we check our glomus tumor patient secondery tumor 
relaps and quality of life. most of our patient are happy about pain score after the surgery according to the numeric pain 
rating scale (nrs) evaluation system .

 
A-0501 symptomAtic recurrent extensor cArpi ulnAris tendon dislocAtion in tennis plAyers: A re-
port of two cAses
sho kohyama1, Akihiro kanamori1, yuki Hara1, yasumasa nishiura2, Akira ikumi1, eriko okano1, yasukazu totoki1, masashi 
yamazaki1

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan; 2Tsuchiura Clinical Education 
and Training Center, Tsukuba University Hospital, Tsuchiura, Japan

introduction
symptomatic recurrent dislocation of the extensor carpi ulnaris (ecu) tendon is increasingly reported among young 
athletes participating in racquet sports. the cause of the injury is considered to be the ecu subsheath insufficiency caused 
by forceful forearm supination, wrist flexion, and ulnar deviation. However, concomitant pathologies have not been 
thoroughly investigated. Here, we report two cases of injury that occurred in tennis players and discuss the pathology. 
case presentations
case 1: A 21-year-old male professional tennis player forcefully supinated his right forearm while returning his opponent’s 
serve and felt pain on the ulnar aspect of the wrist. Active forearm supination and wrist flexion caused a painful click on 
the dorsal ulnar side of the wrist. magnetic resonance imaging (mri) performed with the forearm in the neutral position 
revealed effusion in the sixth compartment, and the ulnar head was dorsally subluxated. the triangular fibrocartilage 
complex (tfcc) seemed intact. ultrasonography revealed that the ecu tendon on the affected side had dislocated from 
the distal ulnar groove on supination. we diagnosed him with acute ecu tendon dislocation. eighteen days after the initial 
injury, we performed surgery. the ulnar side of the ecu subsheath as well as the dorsal capsule of the distal radioulnar 
joint (druj) was loosened. we reconstructed the ecu subsheath by direct suture, but it was not enough to sufficiently 
stabilize the tendon. we stabilized the ulnar head by additional repair of the loosened dorsal capsule of the druj, and 
this eventually stabilized the ecu tendon. the patient could resume playing professional tennis 3 months postoperatively.
case 2: A 23-year-old male university-level tennis player forcefully supinated his left forearm while returning his 
opponent’s overhead and felt pain on the ulnar aspect of the wrist. He was diagnosed with ecu dislocation at a clinic. 
despite conservative therapy, the dislocation recurred many times in daily life behaviors. He was referred to us 5 months 
after the initial injury. mri performed with the forearm in supination revealed dislocation of the ecu tendon from the 
distal ulnar groove. ultrasonography revealed that the ecu tendon on the affected side had dislocated on supination. 
eight months after the initial injury, we performed surgery. the ecu tendon subsheath was damaged and loosened. 
moreover the antebrachial fascia superficial to the ecu tendon and proximal to the extensor retinaculum was very thin 
and loosened. we reconstructed the subsheath using extensor retinaculum, but that did not sufficiently stabilize the ecu 
tendon. Additional repair of the loosened antebrachial fascia stabilized the tendon. He returned to competitive tennis 
5 months postoperatively.
conclusion
in these two cases, the repair of the ecu subsheath was not sufficient to obtain good stabilization of the ecu tendon. these 
findings suggest that in addition to ecu subsheath insufficiency, concomitant pathologies such as damage to the druj 
capsule (case 1) and antebrachial fascia (case 2) may have contributed to the ecu tendon dislocation. further investigations 
are needed to verify this. for better outcomes, appropriate treatment depending on the pathology is warranted.
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A-0502 tHree-yeAr results of dupuytren contrActure After multipoint percutAneous needle fAsci-
otomy Among AsiAn populAtion
fang yu, ju-yu tang, panfeng wu, zheng-bing zhou, xiaoyang pang, yong-bing lei, xiao zeng, ding pan, liming Qing, rui liu
Xiangya Hospital, CSU, Changsha, China

background: dupuytren’s contracture is a common disease causing a progressive flexion contracture of digits in europe. 
few studies have been reported about Asian population. we assessed treatment outcome of combination of multipoint 
percutaneous needle fasciotomy and home hand exercises from china.
methods: 34 fingers in 20 patients were included in our study, diagnosed with dupuytren’s contracture (tubiana grade 
ii-iii). our treatment protocol was multipoint fasciotomy combined with home hand exercises for more than 12 weeks, 
without splint application. the outcomes were recurrence, extension or flexion deficit, and patient satisfaction.
results: 34 fingers in 20 patients (19 males and 1 female with a median age of 65.7 years) were treated by needle 
fasciotomy between june 2016 and january 2017, and were followed for average 3.1 years. the median total passive 
extension deficit (tped) of mp joint was 43.5°, and decreased significantly to 9.4° postoperatively. the tped of pip joint 
was 31°, and decreased significantly to 7.7° postoperatively. no severe complication such as nerve or tendon injuries 
were reported. At final-follow up of 34 fingers the median tped was still significantly reduced to 15.2° of mp joint and 
18.6° of pip joint. seven fingers retained full correction of the contracture. All patients were satisfied with treatment, 
and none required more surgery. 
conclusions: this study showed that multipoint needle fasciotomy with hand exercises is a safe procedure, rapid recovery 
and high satisfaction for dupuytren’s contracture, with excellent immediate reduction.
keywords: dupuytren’s contracture, needle fasciotomy, multipoint

 
A-0503 efficAcy of totAl elbow ArtHroplAsty in tHe treAtment of frActures And frActure-relAted 
complicAtions of tHe distAl Humerus
efstratios Athanaselis, fotios papageorgiou, dimitrios deligeorgis, p karakitsios, konstantinos malizos, sokratis varitimidis
Department of Orthopaedics and Musculoskeletal Trauma, University of Thessaly, Larissa, Greece

introduction: total elbow arthroplasty (teA) provides very satisfactory results in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis or 
degenerative osteoarthritis of the elbow. the aim of this study is to present results of teA when it is applied as a treatment 
option for complex fractures of distal humerus or as a treatment option for complications after nonoperative treatment or 
failed osteosynthesis of distal humerus fractures.rnmaterials and methods: the population of the study included patients 
who underwent teA as a treatment option for: 1) complex distal humerus fractures and 2) complications which occurred 
after non-operative treatment or failed osteosynthesis of a distal humerus fracture. the study revealed 16 patients (13 
women and three men). six patients were treated primarily with teA for complex fractures of the distal humerus and 10 
patients were treated secondarily with teA after failed previous treatment of a distal humerus fracture. these 10 patients 
included four patients with nonunion, three patients with infection at the site of the osteosynthesis and three patients 
with osteoarthritis that resulted after operative or conservative treatment of the fracture. the coonrad-morrey prosthesis 
was used in all procedures. septic elbows were operated in two stages to eradicate infection. patients’ demographics, 
operative features, perioperative complications and mid/long-term functional results (rom, upper limb length, daily 
activities) were recorded. radiographs were studied for osteolysis, implant migration and heterotopic ossification.
rnresults:  mean age of patients was 68 years (from 62 to 76). All patients had a follow-up longer than 2 years (mean 3,4 
years, range from 2 to 7 years). there was no superficial or deep infection, post-operative neurovascular complication 
or periprosthetic fracture. in two patients there was a need for revision of the ulnar component due to loosening. rom 
analysis revealed a mean flexion of 125o and a mean loss of flexion of 24o. mean mayo elbow performance score was 
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90.5 and mean upper limb length discrepancy was 2,1 cm. All patients reported compliance with the limited load that 
the operated limb can endure. no significant functional outcome differences were found between primary and secondary 
teA treatment groups.rnconclusions: teA can provide very satisfactory results either when applied as an initial treatment 
in complex distal fractures or as a secondary treatment in fractures that initial treatment (operative or non-operative) 
has failed. nevertheless, complications can occur and must be early recognized and treated. patients should always be 
reminded that activity and loading of the operated extremity should be restrained.rn

 
A-0504 correlAtion between bone involvement And relAps After giAnt cell tumor of tHe tendon 
sHeAtH tumors surgery
Huseyin can yucel, mehmet korkut, Alirza jahangirav, gaye torna, Atakan Aydin
Istanbul University Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey

introduction: giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath is the most common form of giant cell tumors and is the second 
most common soft tissue tumor of the hand region after ganglion cyst. giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath is more 
common between the ages of 30 and 50 years, with a female predominance in a ratio of approximately 3:2. it mostly 
occurs as tumor growths in the hands, mainly in the radial fingers, frequently close to the distal interphalangeal joint. it 
is a slowly growing, usually painless benign lesion of soft tissues. the tumor affects individuals between the age of 30 and 
50 years old and is found more often in women than men.despite its benign character, local recurrence after excision has 
been reported in up to 45% of cases. many factors are considered as causing recurrence, including proximity to the distal 
interphalangeal joints, presence of degenerative joint disease, pressure erosions in the radiographs, increased mitotic 
activity. but the only consistent observation by various authors in preventing recurrence is complete surgical excision with 
removal of all satellite nodules if present. the purpose of this article is to review recurrence rate after surgery whether 
is related to bone involvement (bone invasion /  depression ).
mAteriAls And metHods: this is a retrospective study of 50 patients with glomus tumors of the upper extremity who 
were operated within 10 years. we have  33 female and 17 male ,  mean age of 43.2 ( min 15-max 70) patients. surgery 
is basically  complete excision of the tumor with preservation of the adjacent structures , in case of bone involvement 
curettage also performed. radiologic or clinical bone involvement was detected in 8 patients.
result: we have followed up patients for ten years. six relapses were detected during follow-up. three of them are female 
and the others are male. three of the patients that detected relaps has radiographic and clinical bone involvement . two 
patients with relapse were cured after the second operation. the other one was cured after fourth surgery. other three 
relapses didn’t have bone involvement . All of them were cured after second surgery. over all our relaps rate is %3 (6/50)
conclusion: reported rate of recurrence of giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath is 9–44% and some authors have 
reported recurrence rate as high as 45%. in our series all our relapse rate is %3 (6/50).we checked our giant cell tumor of 
the tendon sheath patient secondery tumor relaps. we couldn’t see any correlation between bone involvement and relaps.

 
A-0505 recurrent cArpAl tunnel syndrome. treAtment witH tHe use of HypotHenAr fAt pAd flAp
efstratios Athanaselis, ioannis Antoniou, vasileios kontogeorgakos, zoe dailiana, konstantinos malizos, sokratis varitimidis
Department of Orthopaedics and Musculoskeletal Trauma, University of Thessaly, Larissa, Greece

Aim: to present results after treatment of recurrent carpal tunnel syndrome with the use of hypothenar fat pad flap.
material and methods: twenty patients underwent a procedure for recurrent carpal tunnel syndrome. the average age 
was 53 years (range: 32-79). symptoms included persisting pain, numbness, tingling and weakness. surgical intervention 
consisted of repeated nerve decompression, alone or accompanied with external or internal neurolysis, tenosynovectomy, 
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and the use of hypothenar fat pad flap to cover the median nerve. in one patient, the decompressed and neurolyzed 
median nerve was wrapped with an autologous saphenous vein graft. each patient was evaluated preoperatively with 
nerve conduction studies and postoperatively by clinical examination, including range of motion, grip strength, pain 
rating score and dAsH score.  
results: mean follow-up was 6 years (from 1 to 10). during this time, no significant complications were observed, and 
functional improvement was notable in the majority of patients. five patients complained of residual symptoms, especially 
after heavy or repetitive manipulating activities. the mean period to return to previous activities was 4 months.  rom 
of the hand and fingers was normal, grip strength was 26 kgr and dAsH score was 8.  two-point discrimination was 4-8 
mm. none of the patients required additional operations. 
conclusion: recurrent carpal tunnel syndrome is becoming recognized as a significant and challenging clinical problem. 
treatment with the hypothenar fat pad flap provides satisfactory results with return to previous activities and relief of 
pain and numbness although decreased compared with the index procedure.

 
A-0506 treAtment of soft-tissue defects of HAnd witH free rAdiAl collAterAl Artery polyfoliAte 
perforAtor flAp
fang yu, ju-yu tang, panfeng wu, zheng-bing zhou, xiaoyang pang
 Xiangya Hospital, CSU, Changsha, China

background: the radial collateral artery perforator flap is a popular flap for hand resurfacing. despite its many advantages, 
its use is restricted by the available width of the flap. we describe the application of polyfoliate perforator flap, achieving 
primary closure of the donor site and resurfacing complex defects.
methods: from september 2017 to october 2019, 9 hands with soft tissue defect were reconstructed with radial collateral 
artery polyfoliate perforator flap. All patients were male. they were 27 to 52 years old, with an average age of 42.5. the 
time from injury to admission was 4 h~3 weeks, with an average of 7.3 days. the wounds located on the dorsal side of 
hand in 4 cases, on the dorsal side of fingers in 3 case, and on the thumb and web space in 2 case. the sizes of perforator 
flap were from 11cm×4.5cm~5cm×4cm. the posterior branchial cutaneous nerve was included in flap. All the donor 
sites were closed directly. the cosmetic appearance of the donor and recipient sites were evaluated in a follow-up visit.
results All flaps survived uneventfully. postoperative follow-up ranged from 2 months to 23 months, with an average of 
11.5 months. cosmetically acceptable results were achieved for all patients. only linear scar was left in the donor area. 
no radial nerve injury occurred, and elbow function was not affected. one patient underwent dactylotomy and flap 
defatting 6 months after surgery. 
conclusion the radial collateral artery polyfoliate perforator flap is an excellent method of resurfacing wide defect or 
two adjacent defects of the hand involving two subunits with less morbidities of the donor site.
key words perforator flap; reconstruction; radial collateral artery; polyfoliate

 
A-0507 flexor tendon reHAbilitAtion in complex HAnd injuries. 
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flexor tendon rehabilitation in complex hand injuries. 
early passive mobilisation or controlled active motion? A field report of the last 10 years.
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„it would be totally inappropriate to employ a cookbook recipe for all flexor tendon repairs“ strickland 1989

in case of complex hand injuries, rehabilitation is a great challenge for all those involved due to the different healing 
processes of the affected structures. the rehabilitation of the injured flexor tendon(s) is essential for achieving an adequate 
hand function. for this reason, this lecture focuses on the topic of occupational therapy for flexor tendon injuries as a 
result of a complex hand injury.

our department treats actively flexor tendons for complex hand injuries whenever possible. in the last 10 years 180 of 
the 225 patients with complex hand injuries have been treated with early Active motion - eAm (elliot 1994) and 45 with 
kleinert regime (slattery 1988). we recorded a total of 13 ruptures (5. 8 %) with predominant use (85%) of only 2 strand 
suture after flexor tendon injury. A comparison between 2 strands and 4 strands showed no difference in the rupture rate.

the advantages of active aftercare should be demonstrated and our own experiences, problems and obstacles should be 
presented. the resulting specialization for us occupational therapists (wong/peck 2014), the positive aspect of eAm on the 
activation of the cortex (sultana et al. 2013), the plasticity of the brain (lundborg 2014) as well as the exact application of 
the eAm regime at our department and the splint position (elliott/giesen 2013, kursa et al. 2006) will be discussed in the
lecture. the advantages and disadvantages of the kleinert regime compared to the eAm are also mentioned.

An appreciative interdisciplinary cooperation between doctors and occupational therapists has fundamental importance in 
order to ensure a satisfctory rehabilitation for patients with complex hand injuries. we consider the active rehabilitation/
treatment of flexor tendons in complex hand injuries despite the mostly used 2 strand suture (wong/peck 2014, strickland/
cannon 1993) as a great enrichment for our work and a positive possibility to let the patients actively participate in the
therapy. we did not get a higher rupture rate. from our experience, we can strongly recommend eAm as rehabilitation 
for flexor tendon injuries in the context of a complex hand injury and encourage other colleagues to use it as well.

 
A-0508 evAluAting tHe AccurAcy of HAnd models obtAined from two 3d scAnning tecHniQues
fang yu, lei zeng, ding pan, xinlei sui, juyu tang
Xiangya Hospital, Changsha, China

purpose: to compare the accuracy of 3d hand integument measurement techniques and direct measurement integument 
hand features.
methods: three different methods were used to obtain measurements of 10 participants: (1) direct measurement; (2) 
3d ct scanning; and (3) gemini3d structured-light scanning. statistical differences in the measurements were assessed 
by 99% probability, with clinical significance at >0.5 mm.
results: reproducibility of 3d ct scanning and the gemini 3d structured-light scanning methods was better (p<0.01, 
both) than that of direct measurement, but did not differ significantly from each other (p = 0.462). of the 19 (31.58%) 
measurements obtained, 6 showed significant differences (p<0.01). significant differences were observed more often 
for circumference dimensions (5/9, 55.56%) than for differences in length dimensions (1/10, 10%). mean absolute error 
(Ae) of the 10 subjects was very low for 3d ct (0.29±0.10 mm) and structured-light scanning (0.30±0.11 mm). Absolute 
percentage error (Ape) was 4.69±2.33% and 4.88±2.22% for 3d ct and structured-light scanning, respectively. Ae for the 
pip circumference between the 3rd finger (0.58 mm) and 4th finger (0.53 mm) scan was >0.5 mm, indicating significant 
difference between direct measurement and 3d ct at the level of 99%probability.
conclusions: compared to the “gold standard” direct measurements, measurements obtained using the two indirect 
techniques did not show any statistically or clinically insignificant difference in the values of the remaining 17 of 19 
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direct measurements (89.47%). therefore, either of the two alternative techniques could be used instead of the direct 
measurement method.
keywords: three-dimensional imaging, Hand, structured-light scanning, linear measurement accuracy

 
A-0510 reconstruction of tHumb loss using distAl cHimeric rAdiAl collAterAl Artery perforAtor flAp
fang yu, ju-yu tang
 Xiangya Hospital, CSU, Changsha, China

background: the thumb loss is a challenge region to reconstruct functionally and cosmetically. some patients refuse 
to toe-to-hand transplantation, which has been considered as a routine procedure to reconstruct the thumb. Here, we 
present the results obtained using a chimeric radial collateral artery perforator flap for reconstruction of thumb loss.
methods: six patients with an average age of 42.0 years (range, 35–52 years) underwent thumb soft tissue and bone 
reconstructions using a chimeric radial collateral artery perforator flap between 2017 and 2019. flaps with a skin flap and 
humeral bone segment were harvested on the basis of independent perforators. the flaps were designed with extension 
onto the forearm. the sizes of perforator flap and humeral bone segment were from 16cm×4cm~8cm×2.5cm and 
2cm×0.8cm~ 3cm×1cm respectively. the posterior branchial cutaneous nerve was included in flap. All the donor sites 
were closed directly. the cosmetic appearance of the donor and recipient sites and the static two-point discrimination 
of the thumb were evaluated in a follow-up visit.
results: postoperative venous or arterial congestion occurred in none case. All flaps survived without necrosis or infection. 
the mean follow up time was 16.5 months (range, 10–31months). the union of bone components was observed in all of 
the cases at an average period of 4.5 months (range 3–6 months). the donor site healed with a linear scar. cosmetically 
acceptable results were achieved for all patients. the average of the static two-point discrimination scores was 9 mm 
(range 7–10 mm). 
conclusions: with the aims of avoiding toe sacrificing, functional and cosmetic reconstruction of thumb, primary donor 
site closure, and sensation recovery, distal chimeric radial collateral artery perforator flap were employed. it could be an 
effective option for thumb reconstruction because no major donor-site complications were found.
key words: perforator flap; Humeral bone segment; chimeric; reconstruction; thumb

 
A-0511 tHe effect of ulnAr sHortening osteotomy on tHe recovery of distAl rAdioulnAr joint trAns-
lAtion in idiopAtHic ulnAr impAction syndrome 
jong-pil kim, jeongsang kim, junkyom kim, jong-Heon yang
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Dankook University Hospital, Cheonan, South Korea

introduction
ulnar shortening has often been successfully used to relieve such an impaction between the ulna and lunate and also 
help in stabilizing the distal radioulnar joint (druj) by increasing the tension in the triangular fibrocartilage complex 
(tfcc). However, little is known about biomechanical effect of ulnar shortening on the distal radioulnar joint translation 
in patients with idiopathic ulnar impaction syndrome. 
the aim of this study is to quantify translation of the druj after ulnar shortening and to determine its clinical implications.

material and method
the study included 75 consecutive patients who had undergone ulnar shortening osteotomy in idiopathic ulnar impaction 
syndrome between march 2013 and january 2018. ct scans of symptomatic and asymptomatic contralateral wrists were 
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performed with the hand in 70° supination, neutral, and 70° pronation preoperatively and at 1-year after ulnar shortening. 
four ct methods for diagnosing subluxation of the distal radioulnar joint were used: the radioulnar line method; the 
epicenter method; the radioulnar ratio method; and the subluxation ratio method. in addition, ulnar variance was assessed 
at coronal reconstruction image. correlations between ct parameters and clinical outcomes including vAs, range of 
motion, grip strength, and dAsH and prwe scores were assessed. 

results 
All clinical outcomes significantly improved after surgery. An average preoperative ulnar variance of +2.43 mm (95% ci, 
0.12 to 6.26 mm) was reduced to an average of –0.19 mm (95%ci, -2.69 to +3.69 mm) postoperatively. significant changes 
of ulnar translation were observed in neutral and pronation position with all ct methods, except epicenter method with 
pronation position after uso. there were significant correlations between preoperative ulnar variance and the degree of 
subluxation of the ulnar head in neutral position with the epicenter (r=0.36, p=0.008) and the radioulnar ratio methods 
(r=0.39, p=0.004) and in supination with the epicenter method (r=0.60, p<0.001). However, no significant correlation 
was observed after surgery. the differences between preoperative and postoperative dAsH and prwe scores showed a 
significant correlation with the changes of translations of the druj, when measured by radioulnar line method (r=0.345, 
p=0.011; r=0.357, p=0.009; respectively) and subluxation ratio method (r=0.355, p=0.009; r=0.364, p=0.007; 
respectively) at pronation position

conclusion 
the data of this study demonstrated that uso relieves impaction and reduces translation of the druj in idiopathic ulnar 
impaction syndrome. clinical outcomes of ulnar shortening are associated with the recovery from abnormal translation 
of the druj. 

 
A-0513 estAblisH A video bAsed microsurgery evAluAtion system in microsurgery trAining
rui liu1, juyu tang1, xianwei wang2, panfeng wu1, zhengbing zhou1, fang yu1, liming Qing1, xiaoyang pang1, lei zeng1, 
ding pan1, wei du1, yongbing xiao1

1Department of Hand and Microsurgery, XiangYa Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, China; 2Department of Clinical 
Technique Training Center, XiangYa Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, China

purpose: 
to establish a video scoring system for evaluation of microsurgery training student’s practice ability standard and 
objectively.
mAteriAls-metHods: 
we recruited 120 doctors who has the demand of microsurgery training from 4 different hospitals. After basic microsurgery 
skill training course including theory study about microsurgery, microscope and microsurgery instrument introduction, 
practice of rubber gloves and 1mm diameter silicon tube suture. An examination of end-to-end anastomosis of 1mm 
silicon tube suture were practice as evaluation for the training course. the questionnaire about the evaluation system 
were sent to both examiner and examinee. the examination practice also recorded by video. An cross-blind evaluation 
was down by video. the score of between live evaluation and video evaluation was compared and analyzed.  
results: 
the video scoring system showed similar y difficulties and distinction compare to live group and cross evaluation group. 
After the training, the pass rate decrease from 92.3% to 68.9% if choose mean score as pass line instead of 60 score. 
100% of student think the training is useful, it has the necessity to popularize basic microsurgery training to non-
microsurgery specialized doctor. the gender, education background, the title level of doctor, resident training year do 
not have significant difference. 
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conclusion: 
the quick and economic training and evaluation system can provide a quick introductory training for doctor who need 
microsurgery skill but not in this speciality. the video evaluation system can provide evidence for determine whether 
student could proceed to next stage training. 
keywords: microsurgery training,video evaluation system for microsurgery technology

 
A-0514 experience About polArizAtion of perforAtor flAp by cAdAver And surgery bAsed leArning course
rui liu, juyu tang, panfeng wu, zhengbing zhou, fang yu, liming Qing, xiaoyang pang, lei zeng, ding pan, wei du, 
yongbing xiao
Department of Hand and Microsurgery, XiangYa Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, China

purpose: 
to evaluation effect of our perforator flap course based on cadaver and surgery based learning.
mAteriAls-metHods: 
40 senior doctor who have demand of perforator flap learning was recruit every year for 6 years. A cadaver and surgery based 
perforator flap course was practiced for 1 week every year. the questionnaire about the their perforator flap practice cases 
and effect was send half year after they took part in the course. total 240 participants’ data were collected and analyzed.  
results: 
the perforator flap rates increase significantly after participates took part in the course. the successful rate also increase 
significantly. After the training, 100% of student think the training is useful, it has the necessity to popularize this 
perforator flap training course. the gender, education background, the title level of doctor, resident training year do not 
have significant difference. 
conclusion: 
it is necessary and meaningful for this perforator flap course based on cadaver and surgery based to popularize. the 
web-teach will be a convenient way to expand its participants.  
keywords: microsurgery training, perforator flap training course

 
A-0515 tHe importAnce of neuromusculAr Activity in osteoArtHitis of tHe tHumb
Adriana martinez-catasus, Alex pasarin, daniela gonzalez- paesani, marta risap, oscar gasquez, jordi faig
Sant Rafael Hospital, Barcelona, Spain

introduction
thumb- base osteoarthritis (oA) is a common cause of pain and disability. stability of the thumb carpometacarpal joint 
is based on equilibrium between its ligaments, muscles and joint congruity. muscle contraction is important and there 
are extrinsic and intrinsic muscles that intervene in it and they have to be in perfect balance.

mAteriAl And metHods
A prospective study was performed on 97 patients (26 male and 71 female), divided in two groups (68 healthy group and 
28 patients with symptomatic trapeziometacarpal oA).
the participants performed isometric contraction in termino-terminal and termino-subterminal key pinch, grip in neutral 
position while superficial electromyographic activity of 6 channels is registered. we recorded and analized the activity of 
the first dorsal interosseous, extensor pollicis longus, flexor pollicis longus and adductor pollicis muscles.
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results
As the age of the participants increases, a reduction of the activity of the intrinsic muscles and an increase of the activity 
of the extrinsic muscles were observed in women, when we compare the arthritic group and the healthy group, specially 
in key pinch.
in men, when we compared both groups, we observed the opposite results. there was a decrease of the activity of the 
extrinsic muscles and an increase of the  activity of the intrinsic muscles.

conclusions
the study shows a different neuromuscular pattern related with  gender and age influences in the lost of strength of 
the thumb.
we can consider that intrinsic muscular potentiation with physiotherapy could be useful in initial stages of oA.

 
A-0516  limb fosterAge replAntAtion
rui liu, juyu tang, panfeng wu, zhengbin zhou, fang yu, yinan guo
Department of Hand and Microsurgery, XiangYa Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, China

objective: to determine the indications and benefits of ectopic implantation in the salvage of amputated limbs. methods: 
4 patients (3 male adult, 1 child) suffered limb amputation and 1 male adult patient with his amputated limb banking 
in his leg were enrolled and treated in our hospital, from 2004 to 2016. in previous 4 cases, the amputated limbs were 
temporarily ectopically implanted onto either leg or abdomen with microvascular anastomoses. And after a average of 
31d, with stump condition improved, 4 the ectopic limbs were replanted to their anatomic positions with elaborate plan of 
vascular and nerve anastomoses. in the fifth case, the re-plantation is unsuccessful due to a insufficient initial debridement 
which lead to tissue necrosis. Among all 5 cases, perforator flaps were also designed and dissected for skin and tissue 
defeats (ranging from 15*6cm2-26*8cm2). results: 4 out of 5 limbs survived the temporary ectopic implantation and 
second-stage re-plantation. After a mean follow of 1.5 year of the 3 upper limb amputation cases, partial sensation and 
certain limbs functions as holding and grasping were achieved. in the lower limb amputation case, limb lengthening is 
performed recently since the re-plantation turned out to be stable, . cosmetic appearances were also managed. conclusion: 
temporary ectopic implantation of amputated parts provides an alternative procedure for the salvage of amputated limbs 
in the most exceptional circumstances, especially for patients suffered a prolonged  ischemic states. given the limited 
data and current knowledge that there are only a few well defined conditions under which this technique should be 
considered, thus this procedure deserve a special attention in reconstructive microsurgery.
key words: ectopic; implantation; reconstruction; salvage; limbs

 
A-0518 cubitus vArus corrective osteotomy And grAft fAsHioning using computer simulAted bone 
reconstruction And custom-mAde cutting guides,A cAse report study 
Amir r kachooei1, babak shojaie2, Ashkan sedigh2, mohammad zohoori3, mohammad ebrahimzadeh4

1Orthopedic Research Center, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran; 2Department of Orthopedic and Hand 
Surgery, St Marien Stift Hospital, Friesoythe, Germany; 3Orthopedic Research Center, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, 
Mashhad, Iran; 4Orthopedic Research Center, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran; 5Orthopedic Research 
Center, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran

case presentation:An 18-year-old man was referred with left elbow cubitus varus following a supracondylar fracture in 
childhood . in order to be precise in varus correction, we decided to use the preoperative planning using the computer-
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based software. we applied the computed tomographic (ct) cuts of both normal and the affected elbow to reconstruct 
the elbow joint. we then overlapped both sides to calculate the exact amount of correction required in all 3 planes .based 
on this modeling, 40 degrees of angulation was measured and a wedge of the same degrees was designed to be cut and 
move. given that, we designed a cutting jig to guide for the wedge to be cut . during surgery, the wedge was cut and 
placed over the lateral border of the distal humerus fragment to create the distal segment .by reducing the distal segment 
to the proximal humerus, the 40 degrees deformity was corrected and alignment was achieved precisely 
 patient was followed for 4 months. bone healing was present . range of motion was complete in compare to the opposite 
side and visual analogue scale (vAs) at activity was 2 and vAs at rest was 4 out 10.
discussion:there are some reports using custom-made cutting guides to correct a cubitus varus with different surgical 
techniques. it seems that bone reconstruction and computer simulation is a reliable method to make custom-made 
cutting guides for precise correction of deformities. it helps shorten the surgery time and increases the accuracy of 
deformity correction.

 
A-0519 complex Acute cArpAl injuries: An All-inclusive clAssificAtion
gregory i bain1, melanie Amarasooriya2,3

1Department of Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgery, Flinders University and Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, South Australia, 
Australia; 2Base Hospital Diyatalawa, Sri Lanka; 3University of Colombo, Sri Lanka

introduction
carpal instabilities and dislocations have been studied since 1855. However, a comprehensive management-oriented 
classification that can explain the pathomechanics do not exist. 

methodology
the authors have reviewed scientific communications on carpal dislocations and instabilities published in english over 
the last 50 years. A pathomechanics based classification that can guide management decisions is devised.

results and discussion
this classification combines greater, lesser, trans-lunate and inferior arc injuries and Axial injuries leading to carpal 
instability. coronal plane injuries leading to carpal instabilities such as volar barton fracture and midcarpal fracture 
dislocation are added.

the classification is based on four fundamental concepts.
1. plane of instability 
2. relation to the carpal keystone, the lunate, and whether it is stable
3. whether the instability is a result of ligamental or osseous disruption and 
4. whether it is a true dislocation (pld) or dislocation -relocation injury/ instability (plind).

All described carpal injuries are categorised according to plane of instability, transverse, sagittal and coronal instability. 
transverse instabilities represent the perilunate, trans-lunate and infra lunate injuries. greater arc and lesser arc describe 
the osseous and ligamental components of perilunate injuries. sagittal instabilities are previously described axial injuries. 
they are subcategorised into radial, ulnar and combined patterns. coronal plane instabilities occur as a result of coronal 
plane shear. they result in radiocarpal fracture dislocations (volar barton’s fracture) and midcarpal fracture dislocations.

management and prognostication will depend on the factors considered in the classification.
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initial reduction will depend on the plane of instability, transverse, sagittal or coronal. 
respecting the plane of instability is important in stabilising the dislocation. repair takes into account whether the carpal 
keystone is preserved. if not carpal key stone has to be restored as the reference point. then, further repair of ligaments 
or osseous structures can be done.
in sagittal plane instabilities, wire stabilization respecting the plane of instability leads to good results. prognosis however 
will be affected by soft tissue status.

salvage procedures will depend on similar principles. if the articular surface cannot be reconstructed, salvage has to 
address the plane of instability / articular deformity; by fusing the non-salvagable articulations. in addition, fusion 
depending on the exact indication can be considered. 

conclusion
complex acute carpal injuries: an all-inclusive classification is a pathomechanics based classification, that can guide 
management decisions. 

 
A-0520 ArtHroscopic-Assisted reconstruction of cHronic foveAl triAngulAr fibrocArtilAge 
complex(tfcc) teArs witH pAlmAris longus tendon grAft
zhang wen, sun luyuan, liu shenghe
Department of Orthopeadics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University Affiliated Sixth People’s Hospital, Shanghai, China

backgroud and purpose
the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc), especially its deep fibers inserted at the ulnar fovea, is the key component 
for the distal radioulnar joint (druj) stability. chronic injuries of the tfcc foveal insertion usually do not have good 
clinical results due to poor vascularity, scar formation and therefore, reduced healing potention. treating these patients 
with anchor or transosseus sutures may have result in high rates of fixation failure and thus cause recurrence of pain or 
instability of the druj. we describe a new minimally invasive surgical technique for treatment of instability of the druj 
due to chronic foveal detachment of the tfcc. we hypothesis that the arthroscopic assisted method of reconstruction 
with an autologous tendon graft not only minimizes joint capsule and soft tissue dissection, it is also more mechanically 
stable and has better healing potention than suture fixation. 
methods  
eighteen patients who underwent tfcc foveal repair were retrospectively evaluated. the mean period from injury to 
surgery was 9.7 months(range 6-30 months). the mean followup period was 31.1 months. the patients were diagnosed as 
having foveal tear of the tfcc based on the foveal sign, ballottement test, mri, and hook test on arthroscopic examination. 
the tears were reconstructed arthroscopically using two loops of autologous palmaris longus tendon graft. A 3mm drill 
hole was made through the ulnar metaphysis 1.5–2 cm proximal to the tip of the ulnar styloid. the palmaris longus(pl) 
tendon graft was harvested and was folded to form two limbs. the ends of these limbs were pull through the ulnar tunnel 
from its proximal entrance to distal exit. then the two limbs were retrieved from the fovea to the exterior and sutured 
onto itself at the proximal entrance. postoperative outcomes that were evaluated included visual analogue scale (vAs) 
for pain, wrist range of motion, grip strength, mayo wrist score, Quick disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand (Quick 
dAsH) score, and postoperative complications.
results 
on arthroscopic examination, all eighteen patients showed palmer 1b type peripheral tfcc tears with foveal disruption. 
fourteen patients had a proximal component tfcc tear (Atzei class 3) and four patients had a complete tfcc tear (Atzei class 
2). At last follow up, the range of forearm pronation–supination(p = 0.03) and grip strength(p = 0.03) was significantly 
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increased. thirteen patients had normal stability of the druj and five patients showed mild laxity compared with the 
contralateral side. the mean vAs for pain perception decreased from 5.7 to 1.2 (p = 0.001). the modified mayo wrist 
score(p = 0.001) and Quick dAsH score(p = 0.001) showed significant functional improvement. no surgery-related 
complications, including ulnar styloid fracture, infection, and nerve injury occurred.
conclusions 
the present study shows that arthroscopic-assisted reconstruction of tfcc tears with pl tendon graft is an effective method 
of treating chronic tfcc foveal tears. patients report improvement in reliable pain relief, function and re-establishment 
of druj stability. 

 
A-0521 Howe severe is tHe pAin wHen recurred After receiving corticosteroid injection?
Amir r kachooei1, babak shojaie2

1Orthopedic Research Center, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran; 2Department of orthopedic and Hand 
Surgery, St Marien Stift Hospital, Friesoythe, Germany

objective:According to the cause, every year a large number of patients referring to an orthopedic clinic with diagnose 
of “de quervain tenosynovitis” and “enthesopathy of the extensor carpi radialis brevis (tennis elbow)”,had been injected 
with local corticosteroids, but nevertheless, many patients after injection, experiences of recurrence symptoms, and 
the course of their illness leading to surgery. in this study, we try to determine the severity of pain and disability before 
corticosteroid injections (based on patient memory) and the time of onset of relapse after injection and check the time 
between injection and relapse (painless period) in these patients.
methods &materials: this study is a cross-sectional study and its research community is formed from the patients who 
referred to the orthopedic clinic during the years 2016-2019. patients referring to the orthopedic clinic in enumeration 
form,with one of the aforementioned illnesses (tennis elbow or de quervain tenosynovitis) is included in this study if 
they have recurrence of symptoms after an painless period due to corticosteroid injection. total of patients that had been 
studied was 100 (each of diseases was 50 separately).demographic information and the time of onset of symptoms, 
time of corticosteroid injection, and painlessness period after injection are recorded.patients also records the pain level 
based on the vAs before the injection(memory-based) and during the visit for recurrence of symptoms.patients also 
complete the Q-dAsH form at the time of the current visit and once for the corticosteroid injections based on memory. 
the severity of pain and the severity of disability before the injection will be compared with the recurrence time. Also, 
the mean time for asymptomatic period  between the injection and the recurrence of symptoms is calculated, and is 
reported for each disease.
results: considering the statistical significance level of95% (α<0.05), 
in both of the two diseases totaly, and separately in each disease, we saw an increase in the mean of Q-dAsH score  and 
vAs scores the difference between the mean of scores obtained from the Q-dAsH questionnaire before the injection of 
corticosteroid from relapse time indicating the severity of disability at the relapse time after corticosteroid injection.
this results indicate a significant difference between the severity of pain and the severity of disability at the time of 
recurrence after corticosteroid injection compared to the time before injection. in other words, corticosteroid injection 
in the two diseases that discussed if leads to relapse, would lead to relapse with greater pain intensity Also, the severity 
of the disability was higher. Also, the average duration of painless time of patients before recurrence was 5.61±2.15 in 
the case of de quervain tenosynovitis and 6.9±4.05 in the case of tennis elbow and in the two diseases was 6.25±3.29.
conclusion: the result of this study  confirmed the worsening of the pain and severity of disability in the above diseases 
at the time of recurrence after corticosteroid injection compared to the time before injection.
key words: de quervain tenosynovitis, tennis elbow,corticosteroid injection, recurrence of pain and disability.
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A-0523 curAtive effect AnAlysis of tHe reconstruction for tHe dAmAged HAnd
ou xuehai, wei dengke, li gang
Honghui Hospital Affiliated to Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xian, China

Abstract: objective: to analyze the  curative effect of the reconstruction for the damaged hand of avulsion injuries, 
summarized damaged hand reconstraction’s indications and improved the reconstraction methods. methods: 2014-1 
~ 2018-4, our department had treated 13 cases of hand damaged  patients, two cases had been amputated in period 
i, the hand had been reconstracted in11 cases. rapid debridement, simple and effective external fixation and internal 
fixation using microsurgical methods to repair blood vessels, nerves.  fibular transplantation;flap  transplantation 
,tendon reconstruction by the remaining tendons. postoperation giving anti-inflammatory, anti-spasm, anticoagulation, 
rehydration and analgesic treatment, pay close attention to the blood supply situation. results: the transplante tissue 
survival  patency rate: 100%, the incidence of skin necrosis: 23.3%; muscle necrosis rate: 16.4%; period ii debridement 
rate: 46.1%; 1 case of thumb torn off injuries replantation patients died and the thumb had been reconstructed by toe 
transplantation; one case of postoperative acute venous embolism, emergency exploration and anastomsis blood vessels. 
patients were followed up for 6-15 months, an average of 11 months. After 6 months of the reconstraction hands function 
assessed according to the chinese medical Association limb amputated limb functional trial standards: the average score 
of 61.5 points, function had been recovered partly. conclusion: the damaged hand of avulsion injuries for microsurgery 
is still a very difficult problem, but the rational utilization of the remaining tissue and fibular transplantation and flap  
transplantation would recover beter function of the damaged hand. skilled microsurgical techniques can improve the 
successful rate of  reconstraction.

 
A-0524 dupuytren’s diseAse; A new infogrApHic witH montgomery proof consent
david warwick, nicholas uren
University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation Trust, UK

bAckground: there are various treatment options for dupuytren’s disease which have to be individualised to each 
patient. in modern surgical practice, the surgeon’s role is to explain treatment options so that the patient can choose.  
the surgeon does not tell a patient what to do. failure to follow this process of informed consent may lead to successful 
litigation especially in the united kingdom.  this project examines the law concerning informed consent and how the advice 
given to patients with dupuytren’s disease can comply with the law.  An infogrApHic is a pictorial information sheet. 

Aims: to design an infographic comparing the treatment options for dupuytren’s disease so that patients are fully informed 
in alignment with the legal principles of informed consent. 

metHod: A review of case law identified the key principles of informed consent. the literature regarding the standard 
treatment (limited fasciectomy, dermofasciectomy, collagenase, percutaneous needle fasciotomy and radiotherapy) 
was reviewed to determine key outcomes relevant to patients (recurrence, recovery rate, initial contracture correction, 
long-term complications, short-term complications and cost). An infographic was then designed and field-tested using 
a focus group of 5 doctors and 1 focus group of 5 patients. Qualitative analysis using categorisation techniques was used 
to amend the initial infographic and form the final version. 

results
An clear, accurate and patient-centred infographic was produced. this infographic will be made freely available from 
the senior author’s website
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A-0525 speciAl forms of perforAtor flAp: derivAtion And development of perforAtor flAp
ju-yu tang
Xiangya Hospital, Changsha, China

purpose:
retrospect special forms of perforator flap application in 20 years and exhibit our new derivation of combination of 
multiple kinds of perforator flap.

mAteriAls-metHods:
the 364 cases including 5 kinds of special forms of perforator flaps (flow-through perforator flap, microdissected thin 
perforator flap, polyfoliate perforator flap, conjoined perforator flap and chimeric perforator flap) in xiangya Hospital in 
recent 20 years were collected. on the base of these five special forms of perforator flap, we put forward to derivative 
types of special forms of perforator flap which resulted from the combination of two or more of these five basic types. the 
operative ways, indications and clinical effects of each derivative types were concluded for accurate clinical application.

results:
in 364 cases, flow-through perforator flap constitute 12% (47 cases), microdissected thin perforator flap constitute 14.6% 
(53 cases), polyfoliate perforator flap constitute 29.1% (106 cases), conjoined perforator flap constitutes 3.6% (13 cases) 
and chimeric perforator flap constitute 39.8% (145 cases). the indication of the derivative type is the sum of indications 
of each basic type that compose the dericative type. the indication of the derivative type is the sum of indications of each 
basic type that compose the dericative type.

conclusions:
special forms of perforator flap are the derivation and development of traditional perforator flap, which inherits essence 
of traditional perforator flap, presents as an advanced form of perforator flap, enriches connotation and broadens the 
indication of perforator flap.

 
A-0526 How to sAve tHe trApezium : double tHumb ArtHroplAsty for combined tmc And stt osteoAr-
tHritis
raphaelle gibaud-dumartinet1, nicolas bigorre2, Alexandre petit2, jerome brunet2,  jerome jeudy2, fabrice rabarin2, 
bruno cesari2, guy raimbeau2, yann saint-cast2

1Département de chirurgie osseuse, CHU Angers, Angers, France; 2Centre de la Main, Trelaze, France

trapeziectomy is considered as the gold standard to treat combined trapeziometacarpal (tmc) and scaphoide-trapezium-
trapezoid (stt) osteoarthritis. with arthroplasty development, double thumb arthroplasty seems to be an interessant 
alternative solution. double thumb arthroplasty with to interposition implant has shown good results. 

the aim of this study was to evaluate clinical and radiological results a minimal two years of follow up of an interposition 
implant on stt combined to a prosthesis on tmc.

this  retrospective monooperator study involved every patient who underwent double thumb arthroplasty using a 
pyrocardan™ on stt and a moovis™ or a maïa™ on tmc between november 2012 and october 2017.the evaluation was 
performed by an independent observer, analyzing the clinical (kapandji scale, dAsH, satisfaction index, pinch and jamar 
force) and radiological results.
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seventeen patients (22 thumbs) at the mean age of 68 years (sd 8,64) have been reviewed a minimal two years of follow 
up. the mean follow up was 39 month (sd 17,6). the mean vAs was 1,2 (sd 2,02). the opposition was good with a kapandki 
scale at mean 9,57 (sd 0,93). the mean grip strength measured by the jamar digital Hand dynamometer was 108% (sd 
39,80) and the mean lateral pinch strength measured by a pinchmeter was 119,8% (sd 63,41) compared to healthy side. 
the mean Quick dash score was 21,6 (sd 20,81).  the satisfaction rate showed that 89,5% of patients were very satisfied.  
94,7% of them thought they had «forgotten » their thumb in everyday life. 

double thumb arthroplasty shows good results after two years. long term follow-up should be interesting to study.

 
A-0527 customized reconstruction of complex tHree-dimensionAl defects in tHe extremities witH 
individuAl design of vAstus lAterAlis muscle-cHimeric multi-lobed AnterolAterAl tHigH 
liming Qing, juyu tang, panfeng wu, zhengbing zhou, fang yu, yongbing xiao, xiaoyang pang, ding pan, lei zeng, rui liu
Department of Orthopedic, Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, China

background the anterolateral thigh perforator (Altp) chimeric flap was one of the most popular procedures for 
reconstruction of three-dimensional defects in the extremities. However, the problems of donor-site morbidity and 
inability to repair very large defects at one-stage remain. the purpose of this study was to present a novel design of Altp 
chimeric flap and its various designs for customized reconstruction of complex three-dimensional defects in the extremities.
methods from january 2009 to june 2017, we retrospectively analyzed 25 patients who suffered with complex three-
dimensional defects in the extremities. All patients in this series underwent extremity reconstruction by using vastus 
lateralis (vl) muscle-chimeric multi-lobed Altp flap, which consists of multi-lobed skin paddles and muscle segment 
on the same pedicle from the descending branch of the lateral circumflex femoral artery. 
results three different types of vl muscle-chimeric multi-lobed Altp flaps were performed in the study. the sizes of the 
multi-lobed skin paddles range from 10×6cm and 9×7cm to 19×9cm and 20×9cm, and the sizes of muscle segments 
ranged from 9×6 cm to 4×4 cm. All the flaps survived. only one case required re-exploration because of venous congestion. 
the primary closure of donor site was successfully achieved in all patients. the mean follow-up time was 14.08 months. 
most of cases showed satisfactory contour. 
conclusion the vl muscle-chimeric multi-lobed Altp flap is a reliable option for reconstruction of complex three-
dimensional defects of the extremities. it provided various designs for customized coverage of complex three-dimensional 
defects with limitation of donor site morbidity

 
A-0528 free multilobed posterior interosseous Artery perforAtor flAp for multi-finger skin defect 
reconstruction
lei zeng, panfeng wu, zhengbing zhou, fang yu, xiaoyang pang, ding pan, yongbing xiao, lingming Qing, rui liu, 
ju-yu tang
Department of Hand/Microsurgery, Xiangya Hospital of Central South University, Changsha, China

background: the posterior interosseous artery (piA) perforator flap can be used for reconstruction of soft-tissue defects of 
fingers. based on the multiple perforators from the posterior interosseous artery, we describe a technique to reconstruct 
the multi-finger defect in the use of the free multilobed piA perforator flap.methods: piA perforators from different 
areas of the forearm were used to design a free multilobed skin paddle for multi-finger skin defect reconstruction. each 
paddle without the deep fascia had separate perforators. to increase the perforator pedicle length, the courses of the 
piA perforators were dissected from the superficial layer of the deep fascia to the subcutaneous layer.results: the flap 
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was raised as a unilateral free bilobed piA perforator flap in 7 cases of two finger defects, a free trilobed piA perforator 
flap in two cases of three-finger defects, and a bilateral free bilobed piA perforator flap in one case of four-finger defects. 
the average effective vascular pedicle length and trunk pedicle length were 8.5 and 3.5 cm, respectively, for the bilobed 
flap, and 5.2 and 3.3 cm, respectively, for the trilobed flap. All flaps survived. At 10 months (range, 3-37 months) after 
surgery, 10 cases showed satisfactory cosmetic appearance, while the fingers were bulky in the one cases. All paddles 
recovered protective sensation. conclusions: free multilobed piA perforator flap is a good candidate for reconstruction 
of multi-finger skin defect.

 
A-0529 one-stAge procedure for refrActory scApHoid nonunion witH fpl tendon rupture
Hiroshi ida1, keikichi kawasaki2, takeshi sakai2, katsunori inagaki1

1Showa University, Department of Orthopaedic, Japan; 2Showa University Yokoham Northern Hospital, Department of 
Orthopedics, Japan

introduction
for scaphoid nonunion with flexor pollicis longus (fpl) tendon rupture,  to perform procedures of bone graft and tendon 
graft at the same time is controversial. we report  simultaneous vascularized bone grafting for scaphoid nonunion and 
tendon grafting for fpl rupture.
  
case
A 69-year-old right-handed male 
patient was referred to our university with a major complaint of loss of strength on thumb flexion and persistent right 
wrist pain. the onset was sudden with mild thumb pain. He had a history of pain in his right wrist joint during gymnastics  
40 years ago. until this time, he was aware of limited wrist joint range of motion and mild wrist pain. He was suddenly 
unable to flex the right thumb and was referred to our orthopedics department about 5 weeks later. 
thumb ip joint could not be flexed actively, and the tenderness was found on the snuff box. radiologically, there was a 
scaphoid waist nonunion. He was diagnosed as fpl tendon rupture by instability of long-standing scaphoid nonunion.

surgery
we curettaged the part of scaphoid nonunion, and performed vascularized bone harvested by zaidemberg method into 
volar bone defect, and fixed the nonunion site with  two headless screws. next, we transplanted palmaris longus tendon 
for defect of fpl tendon. the thumb and wrist active flexion/extension exercise has been started at post-operative 3 
weeks. six months after surgery, the scapoid bone united,and secured pain free and functional arc of thumb and wrist. 
range of motion of wrist dorsal flextion / palmar flextion was 45 degrees / 45 degrees. in clinical score, Hand20 was 
28/100, dAsH score was 8.3 points and mayo wrist score was 75 points. so, the patient satisfaction is high. pathologically, 
the specimen of the part of proximal scaphoid was diagnosed as osteonecrosis.

summary
stimultaneous vascularized bone graft and tendon graft is a useful procedure for the scaphoid nonunion with fpl tendon 
rupture.
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A-0530 use of A seQuentiAl cHimeric perforAtor flAp for one-stAge reconstruction of complex soft 
tissue defects of tHe extremities
liming Qing, panfeng wu, fang yu, zhengbing zhou, juyu tang 
Department of Hand and Microsurgery, Xiangya Hospital of Central South University, China

study was to present our clinical experience using sequential chimeric perforator flaps for reconstruction of complex 
extremity defects with primary closure of the donor site. 
methods: from August 2013 to march 2017, twelve patients with complex soft tissue defects underwent extremity 
reconstruction using sequential chimeric perforator flaps, which were comprised of a chimeric anterolateral thigh perforator 
(Altp) flap and an additional free perforator flap. the skin paddles were placed side-by-side to cover the large surface 
soft tissue defects, and the muscle component was used to obliterate the dead space. of these patients, one was injured 
by a crushing accident, while the other eleven patients were injured in traffic accidents.
results: the size of the skin paddles ranged from 26 cm × 8cm-10 cm × 6cm to 30 cm × 8.5 cm-29 cm × 9 cm. the muscle 
paddle size ranged from 2 cm × 3 cm × 4 cm to 22 cm × 4 cm × 2 cm. All components of the sequential chimeric flaps 
survived in all patients. vascular compromise was observed in one case. one case suffered minor wound-edge necrosis 
and was treated conservatively. primary closure of donor-site was successfully achieved in all patients, and all donor-site 
wounds healed uneventfully. the mean follow-up time was 15.25 months. most of cases showed a satisfactory contour, 
and only two patients presented with mildly bulky appearance that treated with a debulking procedure. 
conclusions: the sequential chimeric perforator flap is an alternative procedure for reconstruct complex soft tissue 
defects of the extremities. this approach allows for flexible design, a larger cutaneous area, and low donor site morbidity.

 
A-0532 identificAtion of A novel frAmesHift mutAtion in tHe nog gene AssociAted witH proximAl sym-
pHAlAngism
lei zeng, jie-yuan jin, ji-Qiang He, rong xiang, ju-yu tang
Department of Hand/Microsurgery, Xiangya Hospital of Central South University, Changsha, China

proximal symphalangism(sym1) is an autosomal dominant disorder manifested by absence of the proximal interphalangeal 
joints of fingers, carpal and tarsal bone fusion, and conductive hearing loss. Herein, we clinically characterized a chinese 
patient with fusions of the bilateral proximal interphalangeal joints in the 2–5 digits without conductive hearing loss. 
A novel heterozygous frameshift mutation (c.635_636insg, p.Q213pfsx57) of noggin(nog) was identified and co-
segregated with the affected family members. the mutation is predicted to change the original stopcodon and result in 
prolonged protein. our work indicates that the c.635_636insg mutation is likely the pathogenic mutation in the family. 
this finding broadens the spectrum of nog mutations associated with sym1 and will help to provide genetic counseling 
to the affected family.

 
A-0533 tHe epidemiology of upper limb AmputAtions in singApore: A cAse series
ian dhanaraj, gerrard gan, claris shi, tong pei yein, rajaratnam vaikunthan
Khoo Teck Phuat Hospital Singapore

background
upper limb amputations are reported to be a major but preventable public health problem that is associated with profound 
economic, social and psychological effects on the patient and family. one-third of all amputations are of the upper limb. 
of these, approximately 8 percent are major amputations. the most common indications for upper limb amputations 
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are pathologies related to trauma, ischaemia, infection and malignancy. in singapore, data on upper limb amputations 
is sparse. this study aims to shed light on and evaluate the local epidemiological data of these upper limb amputations.

materials & methods
this is a single centre, retrospective, 6 year study of patients who underwent upper limb amputations between june 
2012 and july 2018 in a tertiary hospital in singapore. recruitment was independent the indication for amputation. 
finger terminalisations were excluded from our study. patient demographics, indications for surgery, and outcomes 
were reviewed and evaluated. 

results
36 patients who underwent a total of 39 upper limb amputations were included in this study. the mean age was 57.6 
(26-95) years with a male preponderance (22, 61.1%). the most common indication for amputation was infection (26, 
66.67%) with nearly all affected patients having a background of poorly controlled diabetes mellitus and a cigarette 
smoking history. the upper limb amputations were performed at various levels with the ray amputation being the most 
common (18, 46.20%). other levels of amputations performed included disarticulations distal to the metacarpo-phalangeal 
joint (15, 38.5%), wrist (3, 7.69%), transmetacarpal (2, 5.13%), transradial (1, 2.56%). the most common postoperative 
complication from these amputations was for infection and delayed wound, of which 3 patients required reoperation. 
the most common organism isolated was methicillin sensitive staphylococcus aureus (mssA). 

conclusion
our study has demonstrated the etiology of upper limb amputations in singapore. the distribution of amputations by 
indication and level of amputation have been discussed. Amputations performed for traumatic etiologies, were mostly 
from workplace injuries. A review of employers workplace safety protocols and education of laborers will be crucial as 
a preventive measure. the study has shown that the most common indication for upper limb amputations in our local 
population were for infection. there is a direct causal link with diabetes mellitus, a major health concern in singapore, 
which is increasing in prevalence. optimisation of glycaemic control and cardiovascular co-morbidities among at risk 
patients may reduce the incidence of these amputations. there is potential for more research and development of care 
pathways and protocols for the prevention of and rehabilitation in patients undergoing upper limb amputations. 

 
A-0534 tHe novel compound Heterozygous mutAtions of ecel1 identified in A fAmily witH distAl Ar-
tHrogryposis type 5d And webbing of elbows
lei zeng, jie-yuan jin, Qi-feng ou, ju-yu tang, rong xiang
Department of orthopaedics, Xiangya Hospital of Central South University, Changsha, China

distal arthrogryposis type 5d (dA5d) is an autosomal recessive disease. the clinical symptoms include camptodactyly of 
the hands and/or feet, clubfoot and/or a calcaneovalgus deformity, extension contractures of the knee, unilateral ptosis, a 
round-shaped face, arched eyebrows, a bulbous upturned nose and micrognathia, without ophthalmoplegia. ecel1 is the 
causative gene of dA5d, which encodes a membrane-bound metalloprotease, endothelin-converting enzyme-like 1. And 
ecel1 plays important roles in final axonal arborization of motor nerves in limb skeletal muscles and the neuromuscular 
junction formation during prenatal development. we reported a chinese family with dA5d and webbing of elbows. 
Appling whole exome sequencing (wes), we identified the novel compound heterozygous mutations of ecel1 (c.69c>A, 
p.c23* and c.1810g>A, p.g604r) in the proband, expanding the spectrum of known ecel1 mutations and contributing 
to the clinical diagnosis of dA5d.
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A-0535 trAnsplAntAtion of A cHimeric flAp of tHe vAsculArized greAt toe nAil flAp witH joint flAp 
from tHe second toe for tHumb reconstruction
yongbing xiao, juyu tang, panfeng wu, zhengbing zhou
Department of Hand and Microsurgy, Xiangya Hospital, Changsha, China

objective: this study aimed to evaluate a novel surgical method for reconstruction of the thumb by transplanting a 
chimeric flap of the vascularized great toe nail flap with joint flap from the second toe and to determine its clinical effects.
methods: A chimeric flap of the vascularized great toe nail flap with joint flap from the second toe was transplanted 
to reconstruct the thumb in 7 patients. of these patients, 6 were males and 1 female. According to the nails sizes, 
circumferences and lengths of the contralateral thumb, we designed corresponding great toe nail flap sizes and the lengths 
of joint flap from the second toe. rematching the great toe nail flaps and the second toe joint flaps to reconstruct new 
thumbs, the great toe donor site defects were repaired by nail flaps of the second toes. the appearances and functions 
of reconstructed thumbs were evaluated postoperatively in the outpatient department.
results: all the 7 patients in this study were followed up for an average of 30 months. 6 reconstructed thumbs survived 
well, one patient had partial necrosis of the reconstructed thumb which was repaired with the lateral tarsal flap in the 
second stage. based on the criteria set forth by the standard on Approval of reconstructed thumb and finger functional 
Assessment of the chinese medical Association, the results were considered excellent for five cases and good for two 
cases. the success rate was 100%. the sizes, circumferences and lengths of all reconstructed thumbs were similar to 
the contralateral thumbs, and all reconstructed thumbs were with good skin texture, good shape and good function.
conclusion: transplantation of a chimeric flap of the vascularized great toe nail flap with joint flap from the second toe 
is one of the ideal methods to reconstruct the thumb.

 
A-0536 combined trAnsplAntAtion of bilAterAl perforAtor flAp bAsed on tHe descending brAncH of 
tHe lAterAl circumflex femorAl Artery for tHe reconstruction of lArge tissue defects of upper limbs
zheng-bing zhou, ju-yu tang
Department of Hand and Microsurgery, Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, Hunan, China

objective :to investigate the feasibility and clinical effect of combined transplantation of bilateral perforator flap based 
on the descending branch of the lateral circumflex femoral artery for the reconstruction of large tissue defects of upper 
limbs methods : from january 2014 to june 2018, 22 cases with large skin and soft tissue defects of upper limbs were 
repaired by combined transplantation of bilateral perforator flap based on the descending branch of lateral circumflex 
femoral artery ,and the donor site was directly closed. the wound involves the upper arm, forearm, hand and elbow 
stump; defect area: minimum 16x13 cm2, maximum 40x15 cm2. results: in this group of 22 cases, 21 cases survived 
completely (95.45%); one case was complicated by partial necrosis of one paddle and required further skin grafting. the 
donor site was closed primarily and complications was not observed in any of the cases. the follow-up period ranged 
from 3 to 38 months, being 20 months on average. the appearance and function of the reconstructed upper limbs were 
satisfactory. conclusion: the combined transplantation of bilateral perforator flap based on the descending branch of 
the lateral circumflex femoral artery enables a customized reconstruction of large defects of upper limbs for all types of 
patients and direct closure of the donor site.
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A-0537 trAnsplAntAtion of vAsculArized rAdiAl bone flAp for tHe treAtment of scApHoid nonunion 
yongbing xiao, juyu tang, panfeng wu, zhengbing zhou
Department of hand and microsurgy, Xiangya hospital, Changsha, China

objective: this study aimed to evaluate a novel surgical method for the treatment of scaphoid nonunion by transplanting 
a vascularized radial bone flap and to determine its clinical effects.
methods: between may 2008 and november 2018, 22 patients with scaphoid nonunion were received a surgical procedure 
of transplanting a vascularized radial bone flap after thorough debridement of scaphoid nonunion area. the healing of 
scaphoid nonunion and function of wrist were evaluated postoperatively in the outpatient department.
results: the patients were followed up for 9~135 months, with an average of 84 months. x-ray showed that 22 patients 
had good scaphoid healing and improved wrist function without complications. conney wrist joint score was excellent 
in 15 cases, good in 7 cases, the excellent and good rate was 100%. 
conclusion: vascularized radial bone flap is one of the ideal methods to treat scaphoid nonunion.

 
A-0539 bipArtite scApHoid witH remnAnt “os centrAle”, 3 cAses witH 3d AnAlysis
justine dufour1, caley orr2, sebastien durand1

1CHUV Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois, Lausanne, Switzerland; 2University of Colorado, Denver, USA

introduction
from the first tetrapodes (300 million years ago) to the appearance of Homo sapiens (300’000 y.a.), a progressive 
disappearance of central bones of the carpal segment is observed. the presence of an os centrale is unusual among 
humans. if present, it materializes in a bipartite scaphoid by lack of fusion of the radial with central carpal bones.
this might be difficult to differentiate from a scaphoid fracture or nonunion. the aim of this study is to present the 
radiological, embryological and phylogenetical clues speaking in favor of scaphoid bipartition.
material & methods
we studied 3 bipartite scaphoids, 4 cases of scaphoid fracture or nonunion, 4 scaphoids that weren’t yet fused from 
embryos carnegie stage 19 and 20 and 12 adult apes’ scaphoids presenting without fusion between the os centrale and 
the scaphoid (1 ateles, 1 colobus, 2 macaca, 3 papio, 5 pongo).
All scaphoids were reconstructed in 3d from ct-scan images or histological sections either with manual segmentation 
(software used: mimics, surfdriver) or automatically. we used msc patran v9 (from msc software) to do the geometric 
calculation. the centers of mass and the three main inertia centers were calculated. we defined the central axis (axis z) 
as the axis having the smallest moment of inertia. we drew a line between the centers of mass of the ossicles forming 
the bipartite scaphoids, that we named “line c”.
results
the main axis of human, embryologic and simian bipartite scaphoids was globally perpendicular to the “line c” (between 
the ossicles’ centers of mass). this was different from scaphoid fractures. 
the os centrale is smaller than the main portion of the scaphoid and is located dorsally. these two bones overlap regarding 
the main axis.
in case of nonunion, as both fragments are angulated, the centers of mass’ disposition might seem similar but the articular 
contact surfaces between the two parts are different from the bipartite scaphoid.
conclusion
bipartite scaphoid must be distinguished from a scaphoid fracture or nonunion because their treatment differ radically. 
bipartite scaphoid is a rare entity but its very existence should not be contested in light of the radiological, embryological 
and phylogenetic arguments exposed in this study. the authors will specify the impact of the disappearance of the centrale 
nodule in humans and its pathological consequences in case of persistency. 
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A-0540 distAl dorsAl perforAting brAncH of digitAl Artery neurocutAneous propeller flAp for fin-
gertip defects
zheng-bing zhou
Department of Hand and Microsurgery, Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, Hunan, China

purpose:we describe a technique to reconstruct a fingertip defect with a pedicled dorsal neurocutaneous propeller flap 
based on the distal dorsal perforating branch of the digital artery.
methods:twenty-five distal dorsal perforating branch of digital artery neurocutaneous propeller flaps were used to 
reconstruct fingertip defects in twenty-five fingers. eighteen males and seven females with a mean age of 33 years (range 
7.5-52 years) were enrolled. the involved fingers included thirteen index fingers, six middle fingers, five ring fingers and 
one little finger. the mechanism of injury was cuts in four cases, chainsaw injury in ten cases, wringer injuries in eight, 
and blunt trauma in three cases. the sizes of larger paddles ranged from 1.3cm × 3.0cm to 2.0cm × 5.5cm and the sizes 
of smaller paddles ranged from 0.4cm × 0.6cm to 0.4cm × 2.1cm. All flaps were harvested from the injured finger. donor 
sites were primarily closed in 16 patients, and required skin grafting in 9 patients.
results:All flaps survived without complications, except one case with partial necrosis in the distal part of the flap that 
healed after dressing changes, and one case with total necrosis repaired by another flap. the mean follow-up period 
was 11.5 months (range: 7-29 months). postoperative appearance and texture of the flap was close to normal with a 
6-10mm two-point discrimination, except two cases which achieved protective sensation. function of the fingers was 
good, without tendon stickiness or scar contracture. postoperative extension and flexion function was evaluated by the 
total active movement (tAm) system of finger joints, and was excellent in 19 fingers, good in 4 fingers and fair in 1 finger.
conclusion:the distal dorsal perforating branch of digital artery neurocutaneous propeller flap is a reliable and relatively 
simple flap for reconstruction of fingertip defects.

 
A-0541 non-vAsculArized iliAc crest bone grAft for types iiib And iv congenitAl tHumb HypoplAsiA: 
A rAdiogrApHic follow-up study
wen tian, wenyao zhong, junhui zhao, yang guo, zhongzhe li
Beijing Jishuitan Hospital, Beijing, China

for modified blauth’s type iiib and iv hypoplastic thumb, reconstruction of a 5-digit hand instead of pollicization was 
chosen by some parents and several techniques are recommended. but there are very few reports about the use of non-
vascularized iliac crest bone graft for hypoplastic thumb. this study evaluates the first metacarpal reconstructed by this 
method in the x-ray. 20 patients (20 thumbs) were treated with non-vascularized iliac crest bone graft with an average 
follow-up of 1.3(range 0.2-2.5) years. we evaluate the serial x-rays and measure the length of the reconstructed first 
metacarpal. 17 cases showed a relatively stable first metacarpal. According to the data, 11 of them were found decrease 
in length (range 0.68-7.47 mm) and 6 metatarsals had linear growth (0.85-9.5mm). significant bone resorption happened 
in 3 cases. we performed iliac bone graft again and acceptable results were observed. 
for type iiib and iv hypoplastic thumb, non-vascularized iliac crest bone graft is a feasible method to reconstruct the first 
metacarpal, despite risk of resorption and limitation of growth, at a short-term follow-up. 
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A-0542 two-stAge “on-top plAsty” for tHumb polydActyly witH severe HypoplAsiA
wenyao zhong, wen tian
Beijing Jishuitan Hospital, Beijing, China

the author reports 3 cases of thumb polydactyly with severe hypoplasia treated with two-stage “on-top plasty” technique.3 
patients (3 thumbs) underwent this two-stage procedure between 2016 and 2019.  for all the 3 cases, the ulnar thumbs 
floated in the first web with a narrow pedicle, and the radial thumbs presented hypoplasia of different degree.  preoperative 
assessment showed “on-top plasty” was indicated, but a single stage procedure may result in insufficient length of the 
reconstructed thumb and a contracture first web.  so we designed a two-stage “on-top plasty” technique for these 
atypical cases. the first operation included a radial transplantion of the ulnar floating thumb and construction of a skin 
tube containing the neurovascular bundle. there was no vascular compromise and unions were all achieved when they 
were followed up 2 months later. pinch and grip were also practiced well. At the time of the second operation, the skin 
tube was opened up, the neurovascular bundle was transposed to the reconstructed thumb, and the first web plasty 
was performed. At the final follow-up, each case showed a good result in cosmetic appearance especially the length of 
the thumb and a wide first web. the motion of the interphalangeal joint was limited because of the original hypoplasia 
nature, but the overall function was satisfactory to the parents. for thumb polydactyly with severe hypoplasia, two-stage 
“on-top plasty” is a safe and reliable method.

 
A-0543 scApHo-lunAte tApe Augmented reconstruction – A new option witH A “minimAl – invAsive“ 
ApproAcH. surgicAl tecHniQue And eArly results
Hans-georg damert
HELIOS Bördeklinik Germany, Department for Plastic, Aesthetic and Hand Surgery, Oschersleben/Neindorf, Germany

the ideal, reliable, reproducible and anatomic acute and reducible chronic s-l reconstruction technique is still a dilemma.  
over many years, numerous different surgical techniques have been proposed.  there is no true gold standard to date.  
the long-term results are usually modest but they do not reach patient and surgeon expectations. based on an all dorsal 
tape augmented sl reconstruction, we developed a modification for the treatment of acute / subacute sl ruptures and 
also for chronic instabilities with a reducible dissociation.
our technique uses fiber-tape or suture-tape (Arthrex, inc – naples, fl) along with two forked tip swivelock anchors. 
the strong high-molecular material on these tapes, has a longstanding clinical history in shoulder, knee, and foot and 
ankle surgery. After preparation of the dorsal capsule, the dorsal band structures are preserved and are opened only 
for the introduction of the swivelock anchor. the anchors with their fork shaped tip allow the tape to be inserted after 
reduction of the carpal bones with a desired preload. An additional trans-fixation of the carpus has been discontinued, as 
clinically and radiologically we noticed a stable situation when examining intraoperative range of motion. postoperatively, 
a forearm splint for 4 – 6 weeks is applied. the patient is then allowed full load bearing starting week 12 at tolerance.
in our series, 19 patients with a suitable indication have been treated with this method. the longest follow up with an 
extracapsular tape augmented technique (either with a 2.5mm pushlock or a 3.5mm swivelock) fixation period of a 
patient is 5 years. follow up findings show a clinical and radiological stable reduction. mobility and power / grip strength, 
dAsH compared to the contralateral side can be rated as good. our average surgical time was 50 minutes.
our first clinical outcomes are promising. A larger case series and long-term results are needed to demonstrate whether 
this technique can prevail in the long run. An advantage of this method is the reduced surgical trauma, the preservation 
of intact ligaments, the avoidance of an additional trans-fixation and the shorter immobilization time.
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A-0545 zone 2 flexor tendon injuries - surgicAl trAining in tHe ‘‘no mAn’s lAnd’’ 
jia choong, rajive jose
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham, UK

introduction: zone 2 flexor tendon ruptures of the hand are challenging injuries to treat, even to experienced surgeons. 
traditionally known as the ‘‘no man’s land’’, its combination of challenging anatomical characteristics and need for 
meticulous surgical technique, these injuries often entail high complication rates and poor outcomes.  

methods: 104 patients who underwent surgery for zone 2 flexor tendon ruptures in a high-volume tertiary hand centre. data 
was collected on rupture rates and post-operative rehabilitation outcomes and compared against the level of supervision.

results: 4 patients had re-rupture of tendon following surgery, 3 were performed by unsupervised trainees and 1 was 
performed by a supervised trainee. the rupture rate did not differ by level of supervision, p>0.05. 20 (19%) of patients 
required further surgery, due to contractures (n=14), re-ruptures (n=4), infection (n=1) and wound dehiscence (n=1). 
procedures performed by unsupervised trainees had a higher rate of needing secondary operation (29%) compared to 
supervised trainees (22%). functional return was similar in both groups.

conclusion: to date, there is no consensus on the routine practice of zone 2 flexor tendon repairs. complication rates are 
high and its complexity should not be underestimated. we advocate for supervised trainee led operation in a supportive 
environment.

 
A-0546 first experience witH An unicompArtmentAl, isoelAstic, distAl rAdius prostHesis
jörg Hainich, xenia startseva, samuel christen, peter larsson, jörg grünert
Kantonsspital St. Gallen, Switzerland

severely comminuted and displaced fractures of the distal radius in patients with marked osteoporosis are still an unsolved 
problem regarding operative treatment.

volar locking plate osteosynthesis as performed in younger patients often fails in this population. secondary dislocation is 
often seen as a consequence of poor bone quality, inability to control the load of the injured wrist and limited compliance.

radio-scapho-lunate arthrodesis can be a reliable alternative to osteosynthesis in such cases. nevertheless, it is best 
performed after fracture healing and implies an extended operative intervention often with the need of cancellous 
bone graft usage.

total wrist prosthesis implantation as another option requires extended bone resection and suffers from unreliable 
metaphyseal fixation in the osteoporotic bone.

ichihara et al 2015 presented an unicompartmental, resurfacing prosthesis with intramedullary support. the surgical 
technique is simple and straightforward, suitable even in the acute instable fracture situation.

we present preliminary, promising results of 10 elderly patients treated in a tertiary trauma center with implantation of 
the distal radius hemi-prosthesis performed through a dorsal approach.

in our opinion the unicompartmental distal radius prosthesis is a reliable treatment option for complex distal radius 
fractures in low-demand patients with poor bone quality.
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A-0548 effect of grAfting tHe contrAlAterAl c7 nerve from tHe nonpArAlyzed side to tHe pArAlyzed side
Hui zhang, yansheng wang
Central Hospital Affiliated to Shenyang Medical College, Shenyang, China

spastic limb paralysis due to injury to a cerebral hemisphere can cause long-term disability. we investigated the effect 
of grafting the contralateral c7 nerve from the nonparalyzed side to the paralyzed side in a young patient with spastic 
arm paralysis due to chronic cerebral injury.
methods: we choose a 16 years old patient who had unilateral arm paralysis for more than 15 years to undergo c7 nerve 
transfer plus rehabilitation. the primary outcome was the change from baseline to month 6 in the total score on the 
fugl–meyer upper-extremity scale and the modified Ashworth scale.
results:the increase in fugl–meyer score in the paralyzed arm was 12. the spasticity measured on the modified Ashworth 
scale (an assessment of five joints, each scored from 0 to 5, with higher scores indicating more spasticity), the thumb 
having a 2-unit improvement. there were no significant differences from baseline to month 6 in power, tactile threshold, 
or two-point discrimination in the hand on the side of the donor graft. transcranial magnetic stimulation and functional 
imaging showed connectivity between the ipsilateral hemisphere and the paralyzed arm. 
conclusions: in this case, the patient had unilateral arm paralysis due to chronic cerebral injury for more than 15 years, 
transfer of the c7 nerve from the nonparalyzed side to the side of the arm that was paralyzed was associated with a 
greater improvement in function and reduction of spasticity than rehabilitation alone over a long period. physiological 
connectivity developed between the ipsilateral cerebral hemisphere and the paralyzed hand.

 
A-0549 long-term outcomes of locking plAte ArtHrodesis for tHumb trApeziometAcArpAl ArtHrosis
lei xia, yuben xu
Department of Hand Surgery, Xi’an Honghui Hospital, Xi’an, Jiaotong University Health Science Center, Xi’an, China

purpose the purpose of this paper is to review the long-term results of locking plate arthrodesis for thumb 
trapeziometacarpal(tm) arthrosis with respect to clinical outcomes, union, development of adjacent joint arthritis, and 
complications.
methods A retrospective review of thumb trapeziometacarpal arthrodeses performed between 2005 and 2015 was 
undertaken. Among a total of 18 arthrodeses performed, (12women, 6 men) treated for osteoarthritis were available 
for follow-up evaluation. pre- and postoperative clinical and radiographic data were reviewed. the average age was 59 
years (range 41–73). supplemental bone graft was used in 18 thumbs. preoperative appositional (key) pinch, oppositional 
(tip) pinch, and grip strengths were 2.8 kg, 3.0kg, and 15kg, respectively. the average pain score on a scale of 0–10 was 
5 (range 4–6). the average follow-up was 8.5years (range 3–14 years).
results All 18 patients were unions. the appositional pinch, oppositional pinch, and grip strengths improved to 6.0 
kg, 5.6 kg, and 25 kg, respectively(p<0.01). the average pain score improved to 0(p<0.01). radiographic progression 
of scaphotrapeziotrapezoid arthritis occurred in 3 cases; however, only 1 of these were symptomatic; none have been 
clinically relevant. 11 and 7 thumbs were either in satisfactory or very satisfactory condition. radial nerve irritation 
or neuritis was noted in 2 thumbs. However, inability to flatten the hand can be seen as drawbacks of an arthrodesis.
conclusions for most patients tm arthrodesis reduces pain, improves function and results in excellent patient satisfaction. 
tm arthrodesis remains a viable option for the treatment of tm osteoarthritis in select patients requiring good thumb 
stability. 
key words: thumb arthritis, arthrodesis, trapeziometacarpal joint.
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A-0550 clinicAl AnAlysis of tHe cAuses for revision surgeries following tHumb polydActyly operAtion 
lei xia, yuben xu
Department of Hand Surgery, Xi’an Honghui Hospital, Xi’an Jiaotong University Health Science Center, Xi’an, China

objective  to explore the causes for revision surgery after thumb duplication correction and propose measures to decrease 
the incidence of subsequent deformities.
 methods  charts of 42 thumbs in 41 patients with congenital  thumb polydactyly  that needed reoperation between 
january 2010 and August 2014 due to subsequent deformity were retrospectively reviewed. the deformities were 
identified according to wassel classification. bone and joint development was evaluated on radiographs of the thumb.  
intraoperative  findings were analyzed for surgical pathology of the malformed  thumbs. 
results  there were 5 wassel  type II cases, with radial deviation of the interphalangeal joint and flexor pollicis longus 
deviation and skin contracture in 3 and ulnar deviation and instability of the interphalangeal joint in 2 cases. there were 
34 wassel type iv cases, which all presented adduction deformity of metacarpophalangeal joint, relaxed radial joint 
capsule, absent abductor pollicis brevis insertion, and restricted abduction. Among the residual bone protuberance 
was seen in 31, ulnar deviation of the interphalangeal joint in 28, and zigzag deformity in 4 case. there were 2 cases of 
wassel type v with bone protuberance proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joint and 1 ease of wassel type VII with 
a triphalangeal thumb and ulnar deviation.
conclusion  secondary deformities following thumb polydactyly operation that require surgical revision ale most frequently 
seen in wassel type iv thumbs.the most common presentations included adduction of the metacarpophalangeal joint 
without abduction and ulnar deviation of the interphalangeal joint. this deformity is attributed to the residual proximal 
phalanx and metacarpal head of the excised thumb, and the lack of reconstruction of the radial joint capsule and abductor 
pollicis brevis insertion.
key words  thumb; polydactyly; clinic analysis; secondary deformities

 
A-0552 outcomes And complicAtion rAtes following tHe use of tHe mAtortHo pipr ArtHroplAsty sys-
tem in tHe mAnAgement of proximAl interpHAlAngeAl joint osteoArtHritis
timothy g Hardwick, christopher rp williams
Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust, UK

introduction:
proximal interphalangeal joint (pipj) arthritis can be a chronically disabling condition. the previous use of a monobloc 
silicone spacer has yielded acceptable/good clinical outcomes. in more recent years, new materials such as metal on 
polyethylene and pyrocarbon implants have been used with newer surgical techniques and tailored rehabilitation in an 
attempt to improve patient outcomes. 
the pip-r is a 2 part cobalt-chromium and polyethylene joint replacement designed to mimic the kinematics of a healthy 
pipj achieving good function via the preservation of functioning collaterals with a conforming anatomical bearing design1.   
methods:
A total of 50 patients (65 pip joints) with a mean age of 64 years (range 41-85) underwent pip joint replacement using the 
pipr implant between march, 2011 and december, 2017 at bsuH (brighton and sussex university Hospitals) nHs trust. 
patient records were used to assess the surgical approach, average arc of motion and complications of surgery including 
stiffness, deformity, dislocation and revision surgery.  
A diagnosis of primary osteoarthritis was made as the underlying pathology in 92% of patients, secondary osteoarthritis 
(post traumatic) in 4% with inflammatory arthritis being present in the remaining 4%.
results:
of the 65 arthroplasties 36% were performed via a dorsal approach (lazy s), 58% via an ulna lateral approach and 6% via 
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a volar approach. A total of 13 prostheses were implanted in the index finger, 31 in the middle finger, 19 in the ring finger 
and 2 in the little finger. there was post-operative data on range of movement available in 56 out of the 65 implants. the 
average arc of movement post operatively was 54 degrees (range 10-90 degrees) at an average of 14 weeks follow-up 
(range 6-24 weeks).
A total of 9 patients (13.8%) required revision surgery (3 revision arthroplasty and 6 revision to pipj fusion). the most 
common indication for revision was dislocation and central slip failure (5 cases) followed by persistent pain with fixed 
deformity (3 cases) and loosening (1 case). soft tissue complications included 7 patients (10.7%) who required central slip 
repair and stabilisation for dislocation and 8 patients (12.3%) who had ongoing stiffness with a fixed flexion deformity (ffd) 
or fixed swan neck deformity requiring either a volar plate release or tenodesis. 1 patient required a sorl reconstruction 
and 1 underwent a matev procedure.
2 patients (3%) had a superficial wound infection managed successfully with a course of oral antibiotics and 1 patient 
had an ulna digital nerve injury. A total of 24 (36%) arthroplasties required a subsequent surgical procedure with the 
most common complications being that of central slip failure and dislocation (17%) and persistent stiffness/deformity 
(hyperextension/ffd – 17%). there was no significant difference between the surgical approaches and the development 
of complications. 
conclusions:
the use of third generation implants, such as the pip-r remain a good option for pipj osteoarthritis with both pain relief 
and improvement in functional scores reported1. However complication rates are not insignificant and patients need to 
be appropriately counselled about the potential for instability, persistent stiffness and deformity and re-operation rates.   

 
A-0555 HigH ulno-mediAn pAlsy repAired witH multiple tendon trAnsfers in A wAlAnt single time 
surgery
javier gonzalez lópez, juan Antonio calle garcía, ester mora solé, joan carles bonilla lópez, corona poy gual
Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Spain

introduction:
wAlAnt (wide Awake local Anesthetic non tournique) technique, offers good anesthesia combined with an effective 
hemostasis, and permits in situ evaluation of the tension in tendon transfer procedures.

case presentation:
we present a case report of a patient with a high ulno-median palsy secondary to a tumor resection surgery at the level 
of the lower trunk of the right brachial plexus. 
the patient was unable to perform opposition and flexion of the thumb, flexion of distal phalanx of second and third 
fingers, ulnar claw, thenar, hipothenar and first web space athropy, with wrist extensors preserved, a hypoesthesia of 
the ulnar nerve, median and radial sensibility preserved.
we treated him with multiple tendon transfers performed in a single surgical time under wAlAnt anesthesia. 

surgical technique:
to give opposition to the thumb we performed a burkhalter tendon transfer (extensor index proprius to Abductor pollicis 
brevis, for flexion to the thumb we performed a tenodesis effect tendon transfer with the flexor pollicis longus to the  
braquiorradialis and to address the cubital claw, we performed a brand procedure, using the extensor carpi radialis 
brevis prolonged with a plantaris and a palmaris longus graft.

results:
eight weeks after the procedure the patient only refers minimum discomfort, maintaining a pain free mobility, and is 
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capable of performing active opposition and flexion of the thumb and a correct flexion of the fingers
our last report at the time of writing is from 3 months before the procedure, mantaining a progresive improvement of 
function.

discusion:
wAlAnt is an innovative application of a well know anesthetic technique that presents a good range of advantages. 
Allows faster an minimally invasive surgeries, almost bloodless without the need of a tourniquet, in situ interaction with 
the patient permitting a more precise correction and adjusting better the tension of the transfer, instantaneous check, 
looking for mobility stops and a suture that can withstand the traction, and can be applied to multiple surgical areas at 
the same surgical time.
At the time of the writing of this article, we are not aware of the use of wAlAnt in a multiple tendon transfer in a single 
surgery time. our experience this time alone was well satisfactory to begin applying this technique in future surgeries 
of the same kind.

 
A-0556 optimizing tHe side-to-side tendon suture tecHniQue by fridén et Al.: A biomecHAnicAl AnAlysis
christina wilhelm1, nikolaus wachtel1, carina micheler2, jan lang2, christine Hagen1, riccardo giunta1, marc englbrecht1

1Department of Hand-, Plastic- and Aesthetic Surgery, Ludwig-Maximilian-University, Munich, Germany; 2Experimental 
Orthopedics, Technical University of Munich, Germany

objectives / interrogation:
A tendon transfer is predominantly used to restore limb-function after trauma of the central or peripher nervous system 
and/or trauma impairing muscle function of the extremities. the standard suture for a tendon transfer is a woven technique 
first described by pulvertaft (pt) et al. interestingly, recent studies conclude that a new technique, the side-to-side tendon 
suture by fridén (fr) et al., provides both higher stiffness and stability. the aim of this study was to assess the stability 
of the previously published side-to-side tendon suture with regard to different suture material. Additionally, we tested 
a variation of the fr technique, termed woven-fridén (wf).

methods:
in a first experimental series, fr sutures were assessed with regard to different suture materials: fiberwire (Arthrex), 
ethibond (ethicon), and ti-cron (medtronic, all 3-0). secondly, we compared different suture techniques: pt, fr and wf. All 
sutures were performed using porcine extensor tendons with a 3 cm tendon overlap. for each group 12 tendon-to-tendon 
sutures were performed. tendon and suture caliber (bulk ratio), first failure load, ultimate load and stiffness were compared.

results and conclusions:
the use of different suture materials did not affect the outcome of suture stability. As for the comparison of suture 
techniques, the mean ultimate load was lowest for the pt technique with statistically significant differences to fr as well 
as wf.  furthermore, wf sutures showed the highest ultimate load with statistically significant differences to both pt and 
fr. the bulk ratio was highest in pt sutures. A tendon suture with high stability and a low bulk permits early mobilization, 
resulting in minimized adhesion, improved range of motion and tensile strength. the results of our study therefore show 
a possible advantage of the side-to-side tendon by fr as well as wf when compared to pt sutures. 
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A-0558 A retrospective study of new tecHniQue in rAdiAl dome osteotomy witH volAr plAtes And 
vikers ligAment releAse in mAdelung’s deformity
Andrea leti Acciaro, roberto Adani, mario lando
C.S. of Hand Surgery and Microsurgery, AOU Policlinico of Modena, Italy

A retrospective study of 11 children (12 wrists) with “distal radius” variant of madelung’s deformity, operated with 
dome osteotomy and volar plate fixation, was performed. there were 10 female and 1 male. three of the patients (two 
sisters) presented a leri-weill dyschondrosteosis with cts associated in the sisters and treated with carpal tunnel release 
added to the osteotomy. All wrists were treated by personal technique of distal radius osteotomy, stabilized with volar 
locking plate, and vikers ligament release between 2010 and beginning 2019. mean age in the children group at the 
time of surgery was 15.4 years (ranging from 11 to 19). one patient was treated bilaterally. All wrists were symptomatic, 
presenting permanent pain or pain and functional impairment during minimal everyday activity. the mean follow-up 
time was 3,8 years (ranging from 6 months to 8 years), evaluated according to clinical and radiological examinations. All 
patients were treated recurring to dome-shaped osteotomy with release of vickers ligament. the author modified the 
dome osteotomy in a concave proximally one, reversing the original technique, widely used in literature, and proposed by 
carter and ezaki. during the dissection to expose the radial metaphysic  the vickers ligament was isolated and accurately 
released. in five cases a bone wedge was removed from the radial side to avoid impingement with the diaphysis during 
translation-rotation, and it was then placed into the opening ulnar side. the main outcome indices were selected according 
to pain relief, wrist motion, and radiographs measures for radial inclination, lunate subsidence, and longitudinal ulnar 
axis. bone union was obtained in all cases. the evaluation of cosmetic deformity, functional outcomes and pain relief (vAs 
0-10) was detected according to the dAsH score, presenting at the follow up a mean postoperative value of 16% (only 
one patient reported 35%). pain relief was achieved in all treated cases, presenting vAs 0 at rest and mean 1,6 during 
activities. the more relevant improvement in rom was respetively detected in extension, supination and flexion of the 
wrist with mean improvement of 21°, 14° and 10°. on radiographic features the radial inclination increased more than 
15° and lunate subsidence more than 4 mm. Authors’ surgical modifications of the dome osteotomy presents advantages 
in better correction of radial inclination and lunate subsidence, achieving a much more dorsal and radial translation and 
allowing reverse wedge osteotomies, mainly in the more severe variant of the madelung’s deformity. this technique 
avoids the interposition of the distal fragment cortex to the medullary of the proximal radial axis when grater angular 
corrections are required. the synthesis with volar plates and angular stability screws allows an early rehabilitation 
program and a better compliance of the very young patients.  the adequate long term follow-up of this study allows the 
patients to be themselves pleased with cosmetic correction and pain relief. functional impairment is detected according 
to work-related evaluations and not only educational ones. x-ray comparison are already most determined in adult age. 

 
A-0562 ArtHroscopic-Assisted treAtment of tHumb cArpometAcArpAl joint post-trAumAtic instAbility
josé sous, javier cervera, rubén maestro, carlos rodríguez, sandra ballester, emilio calvo
Fundación Jiménez Díaz University Hospital, Madrid, Spain

isolated traumatic dislocation of the trapeziometacarpal joint (cmc) is a rare lesion. most cases can be managed by closed 
reduction with or without additional fixation. However, persistent instability requires ligament reconstruction surgery. 
the conventional technique of ligament reconstruction was proposed by eaton and littler in 1973, in which a stabilization 
is performed using a hemitendon plasty of the flexor carpi radialis. Although this technique often achieves satisfactory 
stability of the cmc, an extensive exposure of the joint is needed.
the purpose of this study is to present an alternative technique of reconstruction, minimally invasive, assisted by 
arthroscopy and with cmc stabilization with a button-suture implant.
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we present a relatively new use of suspensionplasty with mini tightrope (Arthrex) for ligamentous reconstruction (in 
contrast to its usual use after partial or total trapecectomy in cases of cmc arthritis) in a patient with persistent cmc 
instability after failure of conservative treatment.

At 13 months follow-up since the procedure there have been no complication. the patient does not feel any pain and 
has been able to fully return to his previous level of both work and sports activity with a high degree of satisfaction. the 
thumb has a full range of motion without clinical residual instability and a significant improvement in pinch strength 
was observed. radiological controls demonstrate normal joint congruence without evidence of subluxation.

in conclusion, the described technique is an alternative method of ligamentous reconstruction effective, minimally invasive 
and easily reproducible, in cases of persistent post-traumatic instability of the cmc joint. However, we must recognize 
the limitations of this study, since it is a single case, so further studies including more patients and long-term follow-up 
are needed to establish robust conclusions.

keywords: thumb cmc, dislocation, instability, arthroscopy, suture button, mini tightrope.

 
A-0563 outcomes of nerve trAnsfer And grAfting for sHoulder reconstruction After trAumAtic in-
jury to tHe suprAclAviculAr brAcHiAl plexus
tim Hems
Scottish National Brachial Plexus Injury Service, Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, Glasgow, UK

Aim
this study reviews outcomes of reconstruction for shoulder movement, including accessory to suprascapular nerve 
transfer, after traumatic supraclavicular brachial plexus injury.

methods
patients who had undergone accessory to suprascapular nerve transfer between 2001 and 2017 were identified from 
the service database. details recorded included age, mechanism of injury, delay between injury and operation, the 
extent of the brachial plexus injury, the type of reconstruction for the axillary nerve and elbow flexion. the accessory to 
suprascapular nerve transfers were carried out via an anterior approach after exploration of the supraclavicular plexus. 
when possible, the axillary nerve was repaired separately by nerve grafts from c5 or transfer of the medial head triceps 
branch of the radial nerve. evaluation included mrc muscle grading (grade 3 was defined as movement against gravity 
over most of the range of movement of the joint), the range of active shoulder abduction against gravity, and the range 
of active external rotation. 

results
there were 29 patients, 27 men and two women, with a mean age of 29 years (range 14 – 67) at the time of the injury. 
the cause of injury was a road accident in 24 cases, a fall from height in 3, assault for one, and iatrogenic injury for one. 
the mean delay between injury and operation was 106 days (median 83, range 11 – 414). fifteen patients had injury to 
c5-6 nerve roots, six to c5-7, four to c5-8, and four had c5 -t1 complete plexus injuries. 
in 26 cases repair was carried out for the axillary nerve including nerve grafts from c5 in 15, transfer from the medial 
head triceps nerve in 10, and intercostal nerve transfer in one.
follow-up was available for 26 patients, mean 39 months (range 10 – 111). thirteen had mrc grade of 3 or greater for 
supraspinatus and 11 for deltoid. mean active shoulder abduction was 90° (range 30 – 180) with 17 having 80° or more. 
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mean external rotation was -1° (range -40 – 70) with 13 able to rotate to neutral or beyond. median narakas score for 
overall upper limb function improved from 34 to 42.
for the 15 patients who had nerve grafts for reinnervation of the axillary nerve, mean shoulder abduction was 106° 
(40 – 180), whereas for the 10 triceps branch transfers abduction was 76° (30 – 160) (p=0.15). the results were poor in 
three patients over age 50. there was a trend towards better outcomes in c5-6 compared with more extensive injuries.
two patients, who had very good recovery in deltoid were observed to have scapular instability as a result of the weakness 
of the middle and lower trapezius after the accessory nerve transfer.

conclusions
Accessory to suprascapular nerve transfer combined with reconstruction of the axillary nerve after supraclavicular brachial 
plexus injury can provide satisfactory active shoulder abduction. Although outcomes appeared better when nerve grafts 
were used for the axillary nerve, the difference didn’t reach statistical significance. good active external rotation was 
obtained in some cases, but is less predictable.

keywords:  traumatic brachial plexus injury, shoulder, nerve transfer, nerve graft

 
A-0564 foreArm corrective osteotomy witH 3-d plAnning in Adult, 37 yeArs After tHe initiAl injury: 
review of tHe tecHniQue And results
maria-josé pérez-ubeda, dolores gimeno garcia-Andrade, fernando del canto Alvarez, camila Arvinius, Alberto rodriguez 
gonzález, fernando marco martinez
Hospital Clínico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

A 46-year-old male, right-handed, industrial plant inspector, suffered a right forearm fracture at the age of nine, and he 
consulted now because of  progressive pain at the shoulder, elbow and wrist. He showed also an important limitation of 
the pronosupination of the forearm.the patient is increasingly restricted in his daily activities with progressive difficulty 
in writing.
At the physical exploration the pronosupination was of 20º/40º (80º/90º contralateral), with normal elbow flexoextension. 
the patient presented also epitrochlear and distal radioulnar pain when forcing pronation and subacromial shoulder pain 
due to overuse to compensate the lack of pronation. 
to perform the osteotomy proposed to correct the bones, we used  templates of cut in 3d, in order to obtain the maximum 
possible correction.
bilateral x-ray and ct of both forearm bones were requested to assess the deformity (mainly angulation and malrotation).
After studying the images, the forearm presented a proximal deformity of the radius (angular and rotational) which collided 
with the ulna in pronation (as seen in the intraoperative video); deformity of the ulna was more distal and also combined.
the calculation of rotational deformity was complicated by the scarcity of prominent anatomical references and their 
anatomical variability comparing side by side.
combining correction of angular and rotational deformities was also difficult because rotation around an oblique osteotomy 
automatically induces a change in angulation. 
 A limitation of this 3-d imaging calculation is that it does not take into account the influence of the ligaments of the 
distal and proximal radioulnar joint as well as the interosseous membrane in the result. final corrective decisions were 
necessary  intra- operatively based on the desired rotator motion goals. despite all these difficulties, a 3-d planification 
was made and osteotomy templates were useful during the surgery. 
finally, bones consolidated and the patient achieved total supination and 65º of pronation. we compared the postoperative 
ct  with the previous ct to evaluate the degree of correction achieved.
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it should be remarked that planning this surgery with 3-d software is expensive and involves radiating more to the 
patient,  but in this case it could be justified because of the age and time elapsed since the initial injury, that increased 
the risk of pseudoarthrosis of the osteotomies.

 
A-0566 trApeziectomy-ligAment reconstruction compAred to trApeziectomy witH or witHout ten-
don interposition in cArpometAcArpAl (cmc) tHumb osteoArtHritis (oA): A systemAtic review (sr) And 
metA-AnAlysis (mA)
Ana gonzalez-garcia1, pablo martin-vasallo2, Agustin dorta-fernandez1, carlos Heras-palou31, roberto s rosales1

1Unit for Hand and Micro Surgery, GECOT, Tenerife, Spain; 2School of Medicine, Univeristy of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain; 3Pulvertaft 
Hand Centre, Royal Derby Hospital, Derby, UK

bAckground
whether the trapeziectomy - ligament reconstruction (tlrti) is superior to trapeziectomy with or without tendon 
interposition (t/tiA) remains unclear. the purpose of this paper was to investigate if tlrti  presented better outcomes 
in terms of pain, function and adverse effects compared to t/tiA.
metHods
A systematic review (sr) of the literature  was conducted in two electronic databases from the inception up to june 2019. 
only randomized controlled trials (rct) in patients with cmc thumb oA, at one year of follow up . outcomes variable 
were: vAs pain (mm) and number of patients with pain one year after surgery, function ( key pinch  strength  in kg and 
pro instruments); and   number of adverse effects. two reviewers  (rsr, Agg) assessed the quality of the evidence from 
the studies independently based on jadad scale. combined effect was calculated based on relative risk (rr) weighted by  
mantel-Haenszel or  by the inverse of variance random effect  model (iov rem) for categorical variables . combined mean 
difference and  “ cohen ś d” size effect weighted by the inverse of variance (fixed effect model) were used for continuous 
variable. the homogeneity test based on the “Q” statistic, which follows the law of chi square with k-1 degrees of freedom, 
was used to assess the significance heterogeneity statistics considering those values when  p <0.10. the parameter “i²” 
was used for measuring the percentage of variability of the different studies considering the degree of heterogeneity as:  
25% mild, 50% moderate, and 75% high. publication bias was assessed by egger regression test (p<0.10) and funnel plots.
results
A total number of 9 studies were enrolled in the quantitative synthesis.  there were 2 studies which compared vAs pain 
(n =97) with a weighted mean difference   of -4.51 (95% ci : -14.3 to 5.3) (i2 = 16.68, p= 0.27);  6 studies (n=518) which 
compared number of patients with pain one year after surgery presented a m-H combined rr of 1.05 (95% ci: 0.74 to 1.5) 
(i2 = 27.17 , p = 0.24);  9 studies (n=808) which compared pinch strength showed a weighted mean differences of 0.04 
(95% ci: -0.19 to 0.27) (i2 = 0, p=0.86); 7 studies which compared different pro instrument or scales for function (n= 
654) (1 study used vAs function in mm,  3 studies used the dAsH, 2 studies used the pem, and 1 study used the prwHe) 
demonstrated a “ coheń s d” of –0.02 (95% ci:  -0.17 to 0.13) ( i2 = 0, p= 0.45);  and 9 studies which compared the number 
of adverse effects with a  weighted rr (iov rem)  of 1.06 (95% ci : 0.75 to 1.52) (i2 = 0, p= 0.44)
conclussions
the tlrti compared to t/tiA presented similar risk of pain and adverse effects one year after surgery with the same 
function and pinch strength.
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A-0567 results of revision cArpAl tunnel decompression treAted witH A porcine extrAcellulAr mA-
trix nerve wrAp
rizwana imran, joel schneider, samuel george, dominic power
University Hospital Birmingham, UK

background:
revision carpal tunnel surgery accounts for up to 2.7% of all carpal tunnel surgery in uk. A failed carpal tunnel 
decompression can be due to an incomplete release, scarring resulting in an adherent nerve or complications from nerve 
injury resulting in a persistence, deterioration or recurrence of symptoms. the challenge of preventing scar formation 
after a revision decompression and neurolysis has resulted in a variety of described techniques from vein wraps to tissue 
interposition flaps. we present our experience with using a porcine submucosa extracellular matrix nerve wrap (Axoguard 
nerve protector, Axogen inc., Alachua, fl). Axoguard is a layered collagen extracellular matrix membrane processed from 
the submucosa of porcine small intestine , which has been tested in an animal model to create a vascularised tissue gliding 
layer between the nerve and the wound bed2. Aim of this study was to evaluate the clinical results of patients presenting 
with persistent or recurrent symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) treated with revision decompression, neurolysis 
and nerve wrapping with porcine extracellular matrix. 
methods: 
A retrospective review of patients with recurrent or persistent cts over a period of 32 months from january 2017 to 
september 2019 was performed. twelve patients who underwent revision surgery, neurolysis and nerve wrapping with 
Axoguard were included. post-operative outcomes were measured objectively and subjectively looking at pain with the 
visual Analogue scale (vAs). patient reported outcome measures (prom) used included patient satisfaction score as 
well as the impact of Hand nerve disorders (i-Hand) scale version 2. the i-Hand is a validated questionnaire developed 
in the university of east Anglia3.
results: 
the mean age of 12 patients was 55.8 years (range, 30-79 y), 5 patients had recurrent symptoms and 7 had persistent 
symptoms following the primary surgery. the median time period between primary and revision surgery was 2.75 years 
(range, 2 mo-30 y). 8 patients had neurophysiology prior to revision surgery which showed deteriorating parameters 
in 2 cases, borderline lesions in 2, mild compression in 2 and studies were normal in 2 cases. intra-operative findings 
included scarred and adherent median nerves in 6 cases, 1 case of palmar cutaneous branch of median nerve scarring 
and 1 case of incomplete decompression. the median follow-up period was 7.5 weeks (range, 3-69 w). there were no 
complications related to the use of the Axoguard wrap. post-operative review showed significant reduction in pain scores 
from a pre-operative vAs of 8.9/10 (n=10) to 3.4/10 (n=11). Average patient satisfaction with symptom resolution was 
81% (range, 20-100, n=10). there was a 14.8% reduction in i-Hand scores with a pre-operative average of 70.3% (range, 
40.6%-89% n=8) compared with a post-operative average of 55.5% (range, 18.8% - 81.2% n=10), with higher scores 
indicating greater disability.
conclusion:in this study we found that the technique of treating revision carpal tunnel with an extended neurolysis and 
porcine extracellular matrix nerve wrapping was an effective and safe method in treating recurrent or persistent cts. 
this is an efficient alternative to the nerve surgeon’s armamentarium, saving time and negating the need for additional 
donor tissue harvesting.
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A-0568 sepArAtion of congenitAl embryonic syndActylies in cHildren: dorsAl or volAr flAp? About 
A compArAtive retrospective series
A bruyere1, m delord2, p vernet1, p loréa3, philippe liverneaux1, jm clavert3, l schneider3, f moutet2, e sauleau5, A forli2, 
p gicquel3,4, sybille facca3,4
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introduction
congenital syndactylies account for 1 to 2 out of 2000 birth defects. Although several types of syndactylies exist, we only 
studied embryonic syndactylies. the goal of our study was to compare 2 types of coverage flap for the reconstruction of 
the finger web spaces: a volar flap described by blauth and a dorsal flap described by gilbert.  

material and methods
between 1993 and 2015, children affected by simple and complex syndactylies (partial or complete) were treated in 2 
french pediatric hospitals and were selected for our analytic, comparative, retrospective review. the 2 hospitals used 
different surgical techniques: one used a volar flap described by blauth and the other a dorsal flap described by gilbert.
the children were followed up to look for signs of web space according to the stages of the classification of withey and 
to evaluate a global result according to the score of withey. our secondary criteria of judgement were the aspect of the 
surgical scar according to the vss (vancouver scar scale) and the satisfaction of the parents and children. the age of the 
children, need for a surgical revision and time of last follow-up were also studied.

results
we found statistically significant differences between group i (volar flap) and group ii (dorsal flap) in favor of the volar 
flap: higher scores of withey (even when the number of commissures) was increasing and better vss (regardless of the 
number of web spaces treated).
there was no statistically significant difference between the 2 groups in terms of age, follow-up, our rate of surgical revision.
discussion and conclusion
All in all, the volar flap presented less sequela in terms of scar retraction. regardless of the flap used, the cosmetic results 
of the full-thickness skin graft used impacted the final result both on the receiving site (dyschromia, hairiness) and the 
donor site. An alternative to full-thickness skin graft remains: the use of a dermal substitute combined to a thin skin graft.

 
A-0569 ultrAsound for diAgnosis of digitAl flexor fendon sHeAtH pHlegmon
guillaume prunières, juan-josé Hidalgo, priscille lazarus, stéphanie gouzou, philippe liverneaux, sybille facca
SOS Main, Hand Surgery, Hopital de Hautepierre, Strasbourg, France

some authors have shown the usefulness of ultrasound in the diagnosis of phlegmon of the flexors of the fingers. the 
primary hypothesis was to show that the ultrasound diameter of the flexor sheath in the vicinity of the A2 pulley was 
superior in the presence of phlegmon compared to the healthy contralateral finger. the secondary hypothesis was to 
show the reproducibility of these measurements. 
our series included 20 patients operated for a phlegmon of digital flexors, including 12 men and 8 women. the average 
age was 41.7 years old.
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the average diameter of the digital sheath measured opposite A2 on cross-sectional and longitudinal ultrasound sections 
was 5.01mm, transverse 5mm, longitudinal 5.03mm on infected phlegmon fingers, and 4.17mm in all cases on healthy 
contralateral fingers. reproducibility, as measured by the intra-class coefficient between transverse and longitudinal 
values was 0.910 for infected fingers and 0.928 for contralateral fingers, was excellent. 
the hypotheses being verified, a unilateral increase> 20% in diameter of the flexor sheath measured in transverse or 
longitudinal echographic section facing the pulley A2 makes it possible to put a surgical indication in front of a phlegmon 
table of the finger flexor sheaths.

 
A-0570 tHe interest beHind tHe “micro-montre” pedAgogicAl tool concerning tHe evAluAtion of tHe 
AcQuisition And tHe mAintenAnce of skills in microsurgery
naji kharouf1, isabelle talon1, nadia bahlouli2, stéphanie gouzou3, philippe liverneaux2,3, sybille facca2,3

1INSERM UMR 1121, Strasbourg University 2ICUBE CNRS UMR 7357, Strasbourg University 3SOS main, Hand Surgery, Strasbourg 
University, Hôpital de Hautepierre 2, 1 av Molière, 67200 Strasbourg

objectives
this study was done using a pedagogical tool called « micro-montre » inspired by the experience called “round-the-clock”. 
it has allowed the measurement of the students’ progression, the evaluation of their scores and the test’s duration prior 
to the transition to the higher level. it also made the microsurgeons’ skills assessment possible.
methods
fifteen monitors (three sub-groups of five people) have only done the test « micro-montre » once. However, nine students, 
who were learning microsurgery techniques, have done it nine times during their training. the stability and manipulation 
of the instruments were evaluated during each group’s attempt and were graded from 1 to 3. the test duration was 
measured in seconds. All the results were processed by statistical studies.
results
on one hand, there was no significant difference among the three monitors’ sub-groups (interns, assistants and seniors) 
concerning the stability evaluation, the manipulation of the instruments and the duration of the test. on the other 
hand, we observed the tests students made and noted that there is a significant improvement of the fluid movement’s 
proportion as well as an improvement of the duration between the first and the last test. nevertheless, we also noted 
that there was no significant difference from the forth test regarding the test duration.
conclusion
this new instrument called « micro-montre » turned out to be useful and reliable for teaching microsurgery and testing 
the maintenance of the certificated microsurgeons’ skills. 
keywords : microsurgery, microsurgical skills, training, training model, evaluation, simulation  

 
A-0572 modified ArteriAlized venous flAp for tHe reconstruction of 21 digits 
jing chen, jun tan, jin bo tang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, China

objective: the key to improving the survival rate of the arterialized venous flap is to ensure a good venous return to reduce 
venous congestion. to mitigate the problem, we designed modified flaps to restrict shunting and aimed to report our 
clinical experience and outcomes.
methods: we performed 21 arterialized free venous flaps in 21 patients for digital reconstruction using our modified 
method between february 2017 and may 2019. the mean age was 40 (range 6-74) years old. the mean area of flaps was 17 
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(range 5-36) cm2. the number of venous pattern of flaps was 9 (ii-pattern) and 12 (H-pattern), respectively. All flaps were 
harvested from the palmar aspect of the ipsilateral forearm. the distal ports of the two veins were ligation. the length 
of proximal vein pedicles was depended on the recipient site. partial fat was eliminated and the all connecting minute 
branches between the two veins were ligation under microscope in order to achieve the thorough shunt restriction. then 
the flaps were positioned over the recipient site without inversion. we usually select the thinner vein as the arterialized 
vein, which was anastomosed in a retrograde manner, with the inflow running against the valves. the other vein was 
anastomosed with the superficial vein of digit. close postoperative monitoring is performed. routine postoperative 
anticoagulant therapy is used. the patients were followed.
results: the average operation time was 101 (range 75-150) minutes. the average follow-up time was 11 (range 6-18) 
months. All flaps survived entirely. the wounds of donor sites were sutured directly except one case. the color, turgor, 
temperature of 8 flaps resemble the conventional arterial flaps after operation and during follow-up. thirteen flaps 
demonstrated mild-to-moderate venous congestion without any treatment and the swelling of flaps gradually subsided 
in 7-10 days after operation. At the final follow-up, the appearance of the flap had no difference with those usually 
observed in arterial flaps. the average s2pd of the flaps was 12 mm (6–20 mm). the average size of the sw monofilament 
measured in the flaps was 4.01(2.83–6.65).
conclusions: Arterialized free venous flaps with thoroughly restriction of arteriovenous shunting can offer decreased 
congestion of venous flaps and improved survival rate. the flap constitutes an ideal donor to repair a small or medium-
sized defect of the hand.

 
A-0573 meAsurement of finger joint rAnge of motion After flexor tendon repAir: An AlternAtive 
metHod using smArtpHone pHotogrApHy
jing chen, jun tan, jin bo tang
Affliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, China

objective: none have validated measuring the finger range of motion (rom) using smartphone images, especially in 
patients. the purpose of this study was to assess if smartphone photography is as reliable and valid as clinical goniometry 
for measuring interphalangeal (ip) joints rom and to determine if this method can substitute for manual goniometry to 
evaluate the functional outcomes of flexor tendon repair.
methods: we conducted a retrospective review of the patients who underwent flexor tendon repairs of zone 2 including 
33 fingers in 28 patients (7 women and 21 men) with a mean age of 35 years (range, 17-65) from january 2016 to january 
2019. firstly, a surgeon used a manual goniometer (mg group) to measure the patients’ ip joints rom of injured finger, 
including the full active flexion and extension. then the patients placed their forearms, wrists and hands on the table and 
paralleled to the table. the smartphone aligned on the axis of the finger, then another surgeon recorded an image. the 
degrees of finger flexion and extension of the digital photographs (dp group 1) were measured using analytic software. 
in order to evaluate the interobserver reliability of this method, the same procedures including taking photographs and 
measurement using software were performed by a therapist (dp group 2), and interclass correlation coefficients (icc) 
was calculated. functional outcomes of fingers were evaluated with the tang criteria. pearson correlation coefficients 
and bland-Altman plots were used to illustrate the agreement between the dp and the mg groups. 
results: the mean rom of the ip joints was 150+/-28 degrees and 153+/-29 degrees in mg group and dp group, 
respectively. no significant difference was found (p=0.73). According to the tang criteria, the number of fingers were 
rated as excellent, good, fair, poor and failure was the same among the three groups. pearson coefficient was 0.866, and 
the bland–Altman plots demonstrated that 31 of 33 smartphone measurements were within the 95% ci of the manual 
measurements. in order to determine interobserver reliability, measurements of rom obtained from photographs taken 
by therapist compared with surgeon photographs were compared and no significant difference was found (p= 0.59). the 
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interclass correlation coefficients and pearson coefficient was 0.852 and 0.872, respectively.
conclusions: smartphone photographs are a valid and reliable method to measure rom of the ip joints of fingers and to 
evaluate the functional outcomes of flexor tendon repair. patients don’t need to come to the hospital after they learn 
the method of taking photos at follow-up. the number of lost patients will be reduced. 

 
A-0574 compArison of tHe effectiveness of Hybrid splint And HAnd-bAsed tHumb spicA in pAtient 
witH tHumb osteoArtHritis: A pilot study
lai ying gloria tang
Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastern Hospital, Hong Kong

osteoarthritis (oA) is a degenerative process that every joint in our body could be affected. Among the oA in the upper 
extremity, the first carpometacarpal joint (1-cmcj) is the second most susceptible site and commonly seen in the hand 
therapy clinics. 

splintage was recommended as one of the conservative treatments for patient with 1-cmcj oA. various splint designs 
were found to be effective in reducing the basal thumb pain, but still lacking consensus on the seniority of the splint 
designs. in our local practice, custom-made hand based thumb spica involving the metacarpophalangeal joint in flexion 
using thermoplastic is commonly prescribed. However, patient usually felt less convenient and comfortable to put 
on the hard orthosis during daytime. in view of this, a newly derived hybrid splint was established by bani in 2003. it 
only includes 1-cmcj and combine the use of the soft neoprene and thermoplastic to improve on the usability.  none 
of the studies has been comparing the effect of these two splintage using the local population yet. therefore, the aim 
of the study was to compare them in term of effectiveness in pain reduction, improving hand strength, hand function 
performance and splintage satisfaction. 

it was a single-blind, randomized, prospective study recruited 26 patients with 33 hands and randomized into two 
groups. both splints were worn for 4 weeks. the outcome measures included pain score by visual analog scale, pinch 
strength, grip strength and upper limb functioning using the self-rated disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand (dAsH) 
questionnaire. the splintage satisfaction was measured with another in-house questionnaire. 

All data were analyzed using spss software. both splints were found to be effective in reducing pain and improving the 
pinch strength. However, no statistical significant difference was found between groups. the reduction in pain may due 
to the immobilization effect bought by splintage to decrease the local inflammation, increase proprioception with the 
cmcj being stabilized and limit certain activities being engaged in. due to the pain relief effect, improvement in pinch 
strength was then expected. Hybrid splint was found statistically significant in improving dAsH score but not differ 
from the thumb spica. other studies speculated that patients did not exhibit expressive functional loss at the baseline 
measurement and thus no significant functional improvement was observed. in addition, some of the items in dAsH 
were not specific to the hand or thumb use, thus it has limited application to this disease group. positive changes in grip 
strength were observed in both groups, but the changes were not significantly different. this suggested that splint can 
be used without loss of strength. from patient perspective, they felt more comfortable and rated higher for the hybrid 
splint as patient usually prefer short and soft orthosis which impede less on their daily activities. 

to conclude, similar effect in pain reduction and pinch strength improvement were achieved in both splints. therapist 
can consider using either splint and may prescribe them based on the patient needs and preference in treating the grade 
1 to 2 cmcj oA.
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A-0576 diAgnostic AccurAcy of scAles, QuestionnAires And HAnd symptom diAgrAms for tHe diAgno-
sis of cArpAl tunnel syndrome: A systemAtic review of diAgnostic test AccurAcy
Armaghan dabbagh1, joy c macdermid1,2,3, joshua yong2, luciana g macedo2, tara l packham2

1School of Physical Therapy, Faculty of Health Science, Western University, London ON, Canada; 2McMaster University, Hamilton, 
ON, Canada; 3Roth McFarlane Hand and Upper Limb Centre, St. Joseph’s Hospital, London, ON Canada

background: carpal tunnel syndrome cts is the most prevalent compressive neuropathy of the upper extremity. good 
clinical tests can support accurate diagnosis and management of cts. 
objective: to summarize and evaluate research on the accuracy of clinical diagnostic scales, questionnaires and hand 
symptom diagrams/maps (Hsd) used for diagnosis of cts.
methods: A comprehensive literature search of medline, cinAHl, and embase databases, using keywords related to the 
diagnostic accuracy of cts, was conducted on August 2, 2018. prismA guidelines were followed. Quality assessment 
of bias and applicability was conducted using the QuAdAs-2 tool. diagnostic accuracy properties were summarized. 
results: out of 5552 citations, 21 articles met the inclusion criteria. twelve articles reported on the diagnostic accuracy 
of scales and questionnaires: bland questionnaire, kamath and stothard questionnaire, cts-6, boston carpal tunnel 
questionnaire, wainner clinical prediction rule, lo carpal tunnel prediction rule. positive likelihood ratios (lrs) ranged 
from 0.94 for boston carpal tunnel questionnaire to 10.5 for cts-6 scale, and negative lrs ranged from 1.05 to 0.05 for 
the same diagnostic tools. nine studies were identified on the diagnostic accuracy of katz and stirrat Hsd. positive and 
negative lrs ranged from 1.42 to 8, and from 0.78 to 0.05, respectively. only four studies had high methodologic quality. 
conclusion: limited evidence supports high accuracy of cts-6, kamath and stothard questionnaire, and katz and stirrat’s 
Hsd. other scales have lesser and more conflicting evidence. further high-quality studies are necessary to examine the 
diagnostic accuracy of these tests to assist ruling in or out for cts.
keywords: carpal tunnel syndrome; diagnostic accuracy; diagnostic scales and questionnaires; hand symptom diagram/map

 
A-0579 open zone 3 extensor tendon injuries mAnAged witH immediAte wound excision, tendon grAft 
And flAps
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introduction
open injuries to the extensor mechanism in zone three (dorsum of the proximal interphalangeal joint) have poor outcomes 
(geldmacher et al. 1990; carl et al., 2007). 

methods
this retrospective case series (n = 25) examines the outcome of zone 3 injuries treated with wound debridement, primary 
tendon graft to reconstruct the extensor tendon, local or pedicle flaps (homodigital, heterodigital or metacarpal artery) to 
vascularise the zone of injury and immediate short arc motion therapy. results were assessed according to the geldmacher 
et al., (1990) assessment criteria (sum of range of motion of all joints, sum of extension lag of all joints, range of motion 
deficit per joint and pulp to palm distance).

results
using the geldmacher et al., (1990) scoring system, it was predicted that 72% of cases would result in a poor outcome 
and 28% of cases a satisfactory outcome. by applying the same assessment method to the results achieved in this study, 
52% were excellent, 32% good and 16% satisfactory.  A chi-square test revealed that there was no significant correlation 
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(r = 0.21, p = 0.31) between the pre-operative prognosis and the post repair outcome. partial or complete loss of the 
central slip did not influence the outcome. 

conclusion
there is paucity of literature regarding the management of open extensor tendon injuries in zone three.  this study 
demonstrates that improved results can be achieved with wound excision, primary tendon graft and soft tissue 
reconstruction with local or pedicle flaps. 

 
A-0580 ArtHroscopic findings of distAl rAdioulnAr joint in tHe gAleAzzi luxofrActure
martin caloia, Andres garcia puerta stevent, diego gonzalez scotti, sergio emanuel ronconi, juan Andres pinzon, german 
barrozo, matias lois, maria emilia serur, lautaro Avogadro
Hospital Universitario Austral, Buenos Aires, Argentina

introduction the incidence of galeazzi lux fracture is 3% of all forearm fractures in children, with peak presentation 
between 9 and 12 years; and 7% in adults. there are no studies yet that report the importance of wrist arthroscopy in 
the integral treatment of this pathology.

objective:
describe the lesions associated with the galeazzi lux fracture, determined by wrist arthroscopy, and try to define a pattern 
of predictability and association between them.

materials and method
literature review and case series, composed of patients with luxo galeazzi fractures treated by open reduction and internal 
fixation plus complex wrist arthroscopy, in the period between june 2008 and february 2019.

inclusion criteria: patients with luxo galeazzi closed fracture, younger than 60 years, without associated previous injuries, 
minimum follow-up of 6 months and patients operated by the same surgical team. 
exclusion criteria: exposed fractures and patients who did not complete the treatment or minimum follow-up. we went 
from an original sample of 19 patients to one of 15. the literature search was conducted in pubmed, intramed and scielo. 
A weekly clinical and radiological follow-up was carried out until the month and then once a month until the year. the 
functional assessment was made using the vAs scale (visual analog scale) and Quick dash.

results:
the average age was 38.3 years, with a range of 19 to 56 years; 4 female patients (26.6%) and 11 male patients (73.3%). 
According to the rettig classification we found 7 (47%) lux fractures type i and 8 (53%) type ii. in the first group we found 
100% associated lesions of the triangular fibrocartilage; while in those of type ii we found 3 patients (38%) without 
injuries and 5 (62%) with triangular fibrocartilage lesions. in type i we also find 3 patients with associated lesions of the 
scafolunar ligament.

discussion
rettig and raskin proposed that radial axis fractures more than 7.5 cm from the wrist joint were generally not associated 
with distal radial ulnar joint injuries.
p. croutzet, proposed the arthroscopic management of extra-articular fractures of the distal radius in search of intra-
articular damage. in 35 cases he found frequent association with tfcc lesion. A new study of 7 cases carried out by the 
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same author, proposes to integrate wrist arthroscopy into galeazzi fractures to diagnose possible ligament injuries and 
repair them.
in our series, we found a direct association between galeazzi lux fracture and tfcc lesions: 100% in type i and 62% in 
type ii. for this reason, our team systematically performs wrist arthroscopy before galeazzi lux fractures.

conclusions:
in relation to the results obtained, 100% of the lux fracture of galeazzi type i and 62% of type ii presented an associated 
lesion of the triangular cartilage fibro complex. therefore, we believe that it is mandatory to perform a wrist arthroscopy 
in the same procedure for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.

 
A-0582 ArtHroscopic treAment of osteocHondritis dissecAns in unusuAl locAtion of HumerAl trocHleA
martin caloia, Andres garcia puerta stevent, diego gonzalez scotti, sergio emanuel ronconi, juan Andres pinzon, german 
barrozo
Hospital Universitario Austral, Buenos Aires, Argentina

introduction osteochondritis dissecans (ocd) is the injury to level chondral with loss of bone beneath the cartilage. 
commonly in the upper limb in the capitellum, rarely located in the humeral trochlea.
presenting an incidence of 3.4% vs 1.3 - 1.6% reported previously; multifactorial (repetitive trauma, vascular, inflammatory 
origin and genetic), more athletes presentation.
objective:
show excellent results functional, with the use of Arthroscopy debridement and drilling in high-performance patient. 
material and method:
case report, retrospective and descriptive,a patient treated surgically in june 2017 by ocd, follow up of 12 months. 
evaluated  with Quick dash, may elbow score and oxford elbow score,and the function  using goniometry.case:male 
16-years-old with pain in left elbow of two years of evolution, pain to the extension of 40th degrades, atraumatic, rugbyer, 
Arthroscopy failed november 2016, mnr  with microcoil: the image’s edge external humeral epicondyle anteroinferior 
region sclerotic with detachment osteochondral of 7 mm in diameter. was held back and complex portals anteromedial 
Arthroscopy conventional finding signs of injury, slipped 5 x 5 mm and cartilage lesion grade iv peripheral softening 
and important synovitis, is practiced synovectomy, resection of escrow and the fragment of cartilage, then drilling by 
verifying the presence of local bleeding. 
results:
After a one  year of  follow up the patient presents an extension of elbow 0 ° and 150 °, prono-supination full flexion, the 
Quick dash score: 0, may elbow score: 100 points and oxford elbow score: 44 points.discussion:rnit is believed that the 
stress caused by the microtrauma is the cause of the pathology. However, the mechanism that causes the ocd trochlear 
is not clear yet, because of the low number of clinical pathology reports. marshall suggested that the lesion trochlear is 
the result of the blood pressure which is under the trochlea with the microtrauma. patel and weiner reported a case of 
ocd treated conservatively, and 2 years of follow-up were evident radiographic signs of consolidation, themselves in one 
case performed curettage of the lesion with a later recovery of all ranges of mobility and a asymptomatic patient but not 
demonstrated radiographically level consolidation. iwasaki present a case in an adult who was treated with cartilage 
graft, useful in those where the potential for redevelopment of the cartilage has declined; but osteotomy of olecranon 
near the area of the lesion as well as the application of stem cells is required for this technique. the treatment of the ocd 
is defined by clinical findings and radiological .no having a treatment standard within the suggested management. rn 
rnconclusion rn rnAlthough there are multiple treatment options for the ocd, drilling retrograde and the microfractures 
are a method simple and minimally invasive that may accelerate the process of repair joint. then being one of the first 
choices in dealing with patients with ocd.
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A-0583 dupuytren’s fibrosis: outcome of dermAtofAsciectomy And full tHickness grAft
jeff ecker1,2, karolina pavleski1

1Hand and Upper Limb Centre, Perth, Australia; 2Curtin University, Perth, Western Australia

bAckground
735 patients attended the dupuytren’s clinic between 2011 and january 2019.  Approximately 50,400 measurements of 
range of motion and contracture have been documented.  these measurements formed the clinical basis as to whether 
to monitor the contracture or intervene. treatment options included percutaneous needle aponeurectomy with steroid 
injections (pcA), collagenase injection and dermatofasciectomy with full thickness graft (ftg).  this study analyses the 
outcome of these interventions.

metHods
during this time, 657 pcA, 334 collagenase injections and 44 ftg were performed.  of the 44 ftg, 5 were performed as 
a primary procedure and 39 were performed subsequent to another intervention.  6 of these had a collagenase injection 
performed as a ‘staging procedure’ prior to ftg.  A recurrence was defined as an increase in contracture of 20° when 
compared to measurements performed 6 weeks post treatment.

results
pcA was found to have a 17% recurrence at 2.5 years, collagenase injection a 20% recurrence at 1 year and ftg a 4.5% 
recurrence at 1 year. the data was analysed according to the degree of contracture (stage n = nodule, stage 1 = <45°, 
stage 2 = 45-90°, stage 3 & 4 = >90°). it was found that the greater the degree of contracture the higher the recurrence 
rate and the shorter amount of time in which it recurs. 

conclusion
based on these observations, we recommend intervention for primary or recurrent fixed flexion contracture of the pipj 
measuring 20-30°.  collagenase can be used as a staging procedure to correct the fixed flexion contracture and, if or when 
a recurrence of 20 to 30° occurs at the pipj, a dermatofasciectomy and ftg performed.  measurements of contractures 
and range of motion every 6 to 12 months allows early intervention and improved outcomes. 

 
A-0585 content vAlidAtion of tHe kAmAtH And stotHArd QuestionnAire: A cognitive interviewing study
Armaghan dabbagh1, joy c macdermid1,2,3, tara l packham2, luciana g macedo2

1School of Physical Therapy, Faculty of Health Science, Western University, London ON, Canada; 2McMaster University, Hamilton, 
ON, Canada; 3Roth McFarlane Hand and Upper Limb Centre, St. Joseph’s Hospital, London, ON Canada

study design: cross-sectional cognitive interviewing study
introduction: Accurate diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) is essential for directing appropriate treatment; and 
for making decisions about work injury claims. the kamath and stothard questionnaire (ksQ) is a self-reported tool 
used for the diagnosis of cts. comprehensibility and comprehensiveness of this questionnaire is critical to diagnostic 
performance and need to be established.
purpose of the study: to describe how potential respondents, clinicians and measurement researchers interpret ksQ 
questions, in order to identify and resolve potential sources of misclassification.
methods: Hand therapists (n=4), measurement researchers (n=4), participants with cts (n=5) and a control group (n=5), 
were interviewed using cognitive interviewing techniques (talk aloud, semi-structured interview probes). A content 
analysis was conducted on the verbatim transcribed interviews using a cognitive interview framework and classification. 
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findings: Areas where questions were unclear to some participants were recorded and categorized into five themes: 
clarity and comprehension (52%), relativeness (38%), inadequate response definition (4%), perspective modifiers (4%), 
and reference point (2%). respondents also identified several symptoms of cts that are not covered by the ksQ that 
might be of diagnostic value, e.g. weakness and dropping items.
discussion: the problematic questions identified in the study have been reported to have low specificity and negative 
predictive values in a previous quantitative study. the content validity issues identified may explain poor performance. 
recommendations were made to modify the wording of the ksQ and the potential addition of three new questions.
conclusion: future studies should determine whether the modified questionnaire can provide better diagnostic accuracy.
key words: carpal tunnel syndrome, diagnosis, kamath and stothard questionnaire, content validation, cognitive 
interviewing.

 
A-0586 combined using of microsurgicAl tecHniQue And tHe pAlmAr pocket metHod: A new strAtegy 
for sAlvAge of tHe AmputAted fingertip
b Hou, s-l xie, m-j liu, f yang, z-x He, x-j Huang, x-j xiao
Affiliated Nanhua Hospital, University of South China Hengyang, China

objectives: since the first successful finger replantation in 1968 by komatsu and tamai, much progress has been made 
in microsurgery, leading to some success rates.However, finding venous vessels suitable for venous drainage can be 
difficult in crush and avulsion type injuries. to overcome these problems,we combined arterial anastomosis with the 
palmar subcutaneous pocket method for fingertip replantation. 
methods: between 2015 and 2018 we treated 23 patients (26 fingers) by a new algorithm for distal finger replantation. 
blood supply for survival of the amputatued fingertip was performed according to arterial anastomosis, and venous 
reflux was performed with a palmar subcutaneous pocket approach. All patients had sustained complete fingertip 
amputations across or proximal to the lunula in digits other than the thumb. in every case the amputation was a crush 
or avulsion type injury and venous anastomosis was not feasible.the outcomes of replantation were evaluated using 
standard evaluating systems.
results: twenty-three (88.5 %) replanted fingers survived completely. two(7.7%) replanted digits developed necrosis 
involving more than half of the replant and both fingers were missing the fingernail. one(3.8%) finger developed necrosis 
involving less than half of the replant but a hooked nail deformity. follow-up period ranged from 12 to 24 months (average, 
18 months). At final follow-up examinations, the average value of static two point discrimination test was 6.2 mm in the 
sixth month after the operation. the esthetic outcome evaluated by self-report questionnaire was satisfified(87%), and 
82.6% of the patients could use their injured finger normally in daily work.
conclusions:combined using of microsurgical technique and the palmar subcutaneous pocket method replantation can 
provide satisfactory cosmetic and functional results for crush and avulsion type injuries . Adequate venous drainage can 
be obtained by the palmar subcutaneous pocket strategy.

 
A-0589 functionAl perforAtor flAp reconstructing tHe speciAl needs defect in A single stAge
Hong chen, xin wang, jia-dong pan
Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

objectives: to evaluate the clinical curative effect of functional perforator flap reconstructing the special needs defect 
in a single stage.
materials and methods: from february 2017 to june 2018, 44 patients received surgery for skin defect with bone, tendon, 
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nerve or muscle defect. different functional perforating flaps were designed: 8 cases of dorsoulnar artery perforator (duAp) 
flap, 18 cases of anterolateral thigh perforator (Altp) flap, 10 cases of medial sural artery perforator(msAp) flap, and 8 
cases of superficial iliac circumflex artery perforator(scip) flaps, aged 20-50 years old (mean age 34.3). postoperative 
follow-up was performed to observe the survival of the flap, functional recovery of the affected area and complications.
results : All patients were followed up for 3-14 months, median 6 months. All wounds healed in one stage, and all flaps 
survived, and the texture was soft, the color was close to the surrounding skin, and there were no complications such as 
infection, flap and donor skin necrosis., and the function of the affected area recovered well.
conclusions : the functional perforating flap reconstructing the special needs defect in a single stage, the survival rate of 
the flap was high and the appearance was good, the function of the affected area recovered well and the complications 
were few. it is worthy of clinical application.

 
A-0592 tribute to tAkAyosHi HondA or tHe role of flow-tHrougH-flAps in replAntAtion HAndsurgery
elmar fritsche, thomas giesen, urs Hug
Cantonal Hospital, Lucerne, Switzerland

1984 takayoshi Honda  published the first case of a replantation of a single digit with the help of a venous flow-through 
flap. with this flap he could revascularize succsessfully  the amputated digit and cover the vessels and the soft-tissue 
defect. A new concept in handsurgery was born. since then this concept is used worldwide in replantation handsurgery. 
we present a series of 5 single digits and and one hand where we used interosseous anterior  and anterolateral thigh 
flow-through flaps for the revascularisation of the amputated parts and cover at the same time soft tissue defects. in 
one case we lost the amputated thumb, but the flow-through flap survived and we could cover the stump with the flap 
without shortening the bone. we will honour t.Honda for introducing this milestone-concept in handsurgery and present 
the cases with questions of the indications and discuss technical details.

 
A-0593 investigAtion of reoperAtive cAses of cArpAl tunnel syndrome in pAtients undergoing He-
modiAlysis
takema nakashima1, toshiyuki tsuruta2, Hiroko mine2, miho inoue2, motoki sonohata1

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, Saga University, Japan; 2Tsuruta Orthopaedic Clinic, Japan

introduction 
carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) in hemodialysis patients has a high recurrence rate due to continuous amyloid deposition 
even after carpal tunnel release. However, only few cases of reoperation for cts in hemodialysis have been reported. the 
purpose of this study was to examine the surgical outcomes of recurrent cts in hemodialysis patients.
materials and methods
from january 2009 to july 2018, we surgically treated 27 hands in 20 hemodialysis patients for recurrent cts and performed 
follow-up for >7 months. of the patients, 9 were male, accounting for 13 hands, and 11 were female, accounting for 14 
hands. the mean age at first surgery was 65.2 ± 8.9 years, and the mean dialysis duration was 21.7 ± 8.8 years. the mean 
follow-up period from reoperation to the last follow-up was 4.6 years. we investigated the presence or absence of re-
reoperation, the period from operation to reoperation, and the period from reoperation to re-reoperation. we evaluated 
the patients using the semmes-weinstein monofilament test (s-w test), muscle power of the abductor pollicis brevis 
(Apb), grip power, distal latency of the median nerve, and disability of the hand, arm, and shoulder (dAsH) score. these 
factors were compared using a paired t test. the statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. At the reoperation, the carpal 
tunnel was released using the conventional method, and the synovium of the flexor tendon was reduced as much as 
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possible. when the flexor tendon was thickened by amyloid deposition, partial resection of the tendon was also performed. 
results
the mean (sd) follow-up period from the first operation to reoperation was 8.0 (4.7) years. two patients (7.4%) underwent 
re-reoperation, and the mean period from reoperation to re-reoperation was 5.3 years (6.5 and 4 years, respectively). the 
muscle power of the Apb, grip power, distal latency of the median nerve, and dAsH score were not significantly improved. 
only the s-w test score was significantly improved.
discussion
in this study, the re-recurrence rate was 7.4%, and the period from reoperation to re-reoperation was 5.3 years. recurrent 
cts in dialysis patients is caused by persistent amyloid deposition and synovitis. As a reoperation method, reducing the 
carpal tunnel volume can be considered as a useful method for extending the period until re-reoperation.

 
A-0597 clinicAl ApplicAtion And tHerApeutic effect of one-per-million tumescent solution witHout 
tourniQuet for cArpAl tunnel syndrome surgery 
xiaoling zhou, xueyuan li
Department of Hand Surgery, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

Abstract  objective  to investigate the clinical application and therapeutic effect of one-per-mil tumescent solution which 
including 1:1, 000,000 epinephrine combined with 0.2% lidocaine under local anesthesia in carpal tunnel syndrome 
surgery.methods  from october 2017 to october 2018, 32 patients with carpal tunnel syndrome,with an average age of 
50.5 years, including 7 males, 25 females, 7 bilateral patients, 25 unilateral patients , followed up for 3-6 months, were 
adopted under 1:1000,000 epinephrine combined with 0.2% lidocaine local anesthesia without tourniquet. clarity of 
operative field was categorized as totally bloodless,minimum bleeding,acceptable bleeding,and bloody.in the surgeries 
under local anesthesia,we also recorded self-reported intra-operative pain using vAs score,onset of pain,and conversion 
of anesthesia .results  the injected amount of the tumescent solution ranged from 9 to 22 ml,one patient could not 
tolerate pain and 0.2mg of dexmedetomidine was added.the length of surgery ranged from 7 to 30min.the amount of 
bleeding ranged from 0 to 3 ml.intraoperative pain score were vAs 0 in 26 cases, vAs 1 in 3 cases, and vAs 2 in 3 cases.
postoperative pain score were vAs 0 in 7 cases, vAs 1 in 10 cases, vAs 2 in 7 cases, vAs 3 in 6 cases, vAs 4 in 2 cases.
conclusion  the clinical application of 1:1, 000,000 epinephrine combined with 0.2% lidocaine under local anesthesia 
in carpal tunnel syndrome surgery,has created  bloodless field,  significant analgesic effect .it proved safe and effective 
for a wide range of indications.
key words  epinephrine; lidocaine;Hemostatic technique;carpal tunnel syndrome

 
A-0598 tHe ApplicAtion of turbocHArging tecHniQue in repAiring lArge defect witH free perforAtor flAp
Haoliang Hu, xueyuan li
Department of Hand Surgery, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

Abstract  0bjective  to investigate the feasibility and clinic outcome of the turbocharging technique in repairing large 
defect with free perforator flap.  methods  from january 2017 to december 2018, 6 patients with defect of over length 
or large size were repaired with free perforator flaps, anterolateral thigh(Alt)flap in 3 cases and deep inferior epigastric 
artery perforator(diep)flap in 3 cases in department of Hand surgery, ningbo no.6 Hospital. there were 4 males and 2 
females, aged 29 to 54 years old, with an average age of 41 years old. it was found that the size of the flap beyond the 
perforasome, while multiple perforators in the flaps were not from the same pedicle. the turbocharging technique was 
applied in the operation. the distal perforator of the flap was anastomosed with the proximal pedicle branch. the flap 
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size ranged from 20.0 cm × 8.0cm to 25.0 cm ×12.0cm. the donor sites were closed directly for 3 cases and skin grafting 
for 3 cases. results  All the flaps survived successfully , no case occurred the distal necrosis of the flaps. the patients were 
followed up for 3 to 12 months, with an average of 9 months. All flaps survived well with satisfactory appearance and 
pliable texture . the healing of skin graft was satisfactory in 3 cases in donor site. no skin graft contracture occurred. the 
donor sites closed directly in 3 cases had linear scar in donor site, no obvious contracture occurred. the flap sensation 
returned to s2 ~ s3. conclusions  if the size of the flap is super long or large , beyond the perforasome, while multiple 
perforators in the flaps were not from the same pedicle, the application of turbocharging technique can avoid partial 
necrosis of the flap and improve the survival rate of the flap, which is an ideal alternative.
key words   Alt flap; diep  flap; turbocharging; microsurgieal operation 

 
A-0599 tHe free sensory proximAl ulnAr Artery perforAtor flAp bAsed on pure perforAtor vessels
jia-dong pan, miaozhong li, yaopeng Huang, xin wang
Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

it has remained a great challenge to find an effective technique to repair of skin soft defects in the hands that balance 
the reconstruction of appearance and sensory function. in this study, we proposed a novel pure perforator free proximal 
ulnar artery perforator flap transplantation technique that can achieve both appearance and sensory function.
metHods: (1) for anatomical guidance, 3-dimensional (3d) blood vessel reconstruction was performed in 4 upper-limb 
samples to determine the consistent presence of perforating vessels in the proximal ulnar artery. (2) free proximal ulnar 
artery perforator flap transplantation repair was performed in 17 patients with skin defects at different sites on the 
hand. color doppler ultrasound was used to mark the perforating vessels before surgery. intraoperative evaluation was 
conducted to check for anastomosis of the perforating vessels at the marked sites and the vessel anastomosis conditions. 
if both requirements were present, free proximal ulnar artery perforator flap transplantation was performed. if the 
perforating vessel was not in the marked position or if the anastomosis condition was not met, arterialized venous flap 
repair was performed.
results: (1) the 3d blood vessel reconstruction showed that thick perforating vessels radiated from the proximal ulnar 
artery and its branches in the forearm, and they had a consistent position. the average vessel diameter was 0.71 ± 0.15 
mm, and the average length was 4.3 ± 0.90 cm. (2) in 15 cases of transplantations, there was no vascular crisis, flap 
necrosis, or wound infection after surgery. Arterialized venous flap repair was performed in 2 cases. postoperative swelling 
and blistering of flaps were managed with conservative treatment, and the flaps survived uneventfully. postoperative 
follow-up was conducted for 6–36 months. the appearance of the flap was satisfactory; the texture of the flap was soft; 
sensation was well restored; and hand function was not limited. the 2-point discrimination of the flap was 7.6 ± 2.2 mm.
conclusion: our flap transplantation is a safe and reliable surgical technique with respect to restoration of both appearance 
and sensory function.
keywords: sensory reconstruction, ulnar artery, perforator flap, 3d blood vessel reconstruction, skin defects

 
A-0600 wHicH level effects Are roled on HAnd function in cHildren witH obstetric brAcHiAl plexus pAlsy?
zeynep Hosbay1, müberra tanriverdi2, safiye özkan3, Atakan Aydin4

1Biruni University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, İstanbul, Turkey; 2Bezmialem 
Vakif University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, Istanbul, Turkey; 3Istanbul 
University, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Istanbul, Turkey

in the literature, impaired arm and hand function are the main problems in about half of affected children and are the 
main factors contributing to disability in activities of daily living (Adl). the extent of upper extremity involvement varies 
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between individuals, with the most common deformities being internal rotation at the shoulder, elbow flexion, forearm 
pronation, wrist and finger flexion, and thumbin-palm. the aim of our study was to investigate the realtion between 
hand function and Adl in children with obstetric brachial plexus palsy. thirty children with brachial plexus palsy were 
included in our study. “pediatric outcome data collection instrument (podci)” which is used to evaluate daily living 
activities. the podci, developed by a workgroup assembled by the pediatric orthopaedic society of north America, is a 
questionnaire used to measure functional outcomes in pediatric orthopaedics. functional dimensions assessed include 
upper extremity functioning, transfers and basic mobility, sports and physical function, comfort/pain, global function (an 
average of the four previous scores), and happiness with physical condition. scores for all dimensions are scaled from 0 
to 100, with 100 being the highest level of function or happiness. spss package program was used for data analysis. the 
mean age was 8.53±2.54 (min-max= 5-14) years, birth weight was 4091.72±562.29 (min-max= 2890-5350) gramm. 
when examined the involvement types 4 (13.3%) of narakas type 1, 17 (56.7%) of narakas type 2, 5 (16.7%) narakas 
type 3, 4 (13.3%) narakas type 4 were found. there was no statisticially significant relationship between upper extremity 
sub-title of podci and sex (r=0.071; p=0.710), age (r=0.169; p=0.373), birth weight (r=0.311; p=0.100), involvement 
type (r=0.093; p=0.630). while considering subtitle of podci there was a statisticially significant relationship between 
upper extremity and transfers and basic mobility (r=0.629; p=0.000), happiness (r=0.511; p=0.004), global functioning 
(r=0.797; p=0.000); there was no statisticially significant relationship with sports and physical function (r=0.207; 
p=0.274), comfort/pain (r=-0.072; p=0.705). According to the results obtained although hand functions are related 
with transfers and basic mobility, happiness and global functioning; not related with sports and physical function and 
comfort/pain. it suggesting us a insturments are not spesificially for evaluating children with obstetrical brachial plexus 
palsy. more detailed and appropriate scales are needed.

 
A-0601 A pilot study: A novel metHod of dynAmic infrAred tHermogrApHy to detect tHe perforAtors 
in upper And lower extremities by utilizing tHe tourniQuet 
xin wang, jia-dong pan, Heng xu
Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

background:
perforator flaps are well described for the reconstruction of soft-tissue defects. However, the current methods for detection 
of perforators can be unreliable. the emergence of dynamic infrared thermography provided a new method of perforator 
detection. this approach requires further modification, though, to increase its accuracy of perforator identification. 
this study introduces a new method of dynamic infrared thermography to detect the perforators in upper and lower 
extremities by utilization of the tourniquet.
methods:
posterior tibial artery, reversed sural artery flap, and posterior interosseous artery perforator flaps were performed in 
nine patients with soft-tissue defects in upper and lower extremities. pre-operatively, a tourniquet (60kpa for lower 
extremities and 40kpa for upper extremities) was placed in 3min on the proximal extremities, and the perforators were 
observed to facilitate flap designation. computed tomographic angiography (ctA) was performed to verify the accuracy 
of the thermography. 
results: 
A reliability of each perforator for an “observing window” was ~12-89s post-tourniquet being released. tAtim had a high 
concordance rate with ctA as ~93%. the flap design for each perforator was confirmed and planned intraoperatively. 
one flap had a 1×2cm partial necrosis with the rest of the flap surviving successfully.
conclusions: 
the tourniquet assisted dynamic infrared thermography is a reliable, quick, and easy-to-approach method to identify 
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perforators in upper and lower extremities. it could potentially be a useful tool to determine the perforators during 
designing the extremities’ flaps.

 
A-0603 reconstruction of two types of totAl degloving HAnd, AcHieving A good sHApe And function-
Al recover botH for tHe HAnd And donor feet
xin wang1, jia-dong pan1,2, miaozhong li1,2,3, dong-chao xiao1,2,3,4, Hong chen1,2,3,4,5

Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

objective to explore the surgical indications, techniques and curative effects of the reconstruction of two types of total 
degloving hand, in which both of the skinless hand and the donor foot were reconstructed with a variety of free foot 
flaps and perforator flaps. methods from february 2012 to october 2019, 17 total degloving hands of 16 patients were 
included in this study. 11 hands (11 thumbs and 26 fingers) of the type 1 that the major skeleton of the skinless hand is 
not damaged were reconstructed with the bilateral wrap around flaps of the big and second toes. 6 hands (6 thumbs 
and 6 fingers) of the type 2 that most of the digital skeleton of the degloving hand ismangled were reconstructed with 
multiple free flaps including an extended wrap around flap of big toe, a second toe and perforator flap. meanwhile, for 
all cases, the donor feet were resurfaced with free perforator flaps in a single stage.results All the transferred foot tissue 
flaps survived uneventfully except 2transferred second toes who underwent arterial crisis and were salvaged finally 
after take-back. 2 flaps for the donor feet were partial necrosis and were recovered with a split thickness skin graft. the 
follow-up ranged from 5 to 28 months. According to the evaluation criteria from chinese medicine Association for hand 
surgery:  excellent in9 hands, good in 8 hands. According to the maryland foot function score standard: excellent in 13 
cases, good in 3 cases. conclusionthe total degloving hand could get a good hand shape, reliable sensation recovery and 
flexible hand mobility after the multiple foot tissue flaps transfer. besides, the free flap resurfacing for the donor feet in 
a single stage could reduce the donor morbidity.
key words  toe to finger transfer; perforator flap; free tissue transfer; degloving hand

 
A-0604 tHe cost performAnce of HAnd reconstruction
xin wang
Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

- objectives (small letters)*: to explore the cost performance of hand reconstruction, hand results and patient’s expenses 
should be both considered.
- materials and methods (small letters)*: november 2011 to october 2018, three types of surgery were described to 
raise the cost performance in 80 cases about hand and donor foot reconstruction. Hand reconstruction with a variety of 
perforator flaps: piAp (10 cases), lobulated piAp (6 cases), lobulated lAp (10 cases), duAp (4 cases), kiss Altp (10 cases), 
flow-through Altp (6 cases), conjoined Altp (4 cases), ultra-thin scip (4 cases). toe transfer & donor foot reconstruction 
in a single stage (16 cases). full skinless hand reconstruction in a single stage (10 cases): Hand reconstruction with wrap-
around flap and tdA flap, donor foot reconstruction with Alt flap.
 - results (small letters)*: All hand and donor foot reconstruction survived at last. the follow-up ranged from 5 to 33 
months. According to hand results (sense recovery, range of motion, the power of pinch & grip and the shape of hand & 
fingers): excellent in 55 cases, good in 25 cases. According to patient’s expenses (donor site morbidity, total expense of 
money, the number of surgeries, the duration of reconstruction & rehabilitation): excellent in 62 cases, good in 18 cases.
- conclusions (small letters)*: to improve the cost performance of hand reconstruction, we should consider not only hand 
reconstructed results, but also patient’s expenses, the donor site morbidity, the number of surgeries and the duration 
of reconstruction & rehabilitation.
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A-0607 AnAtomicAl And rAdiologicAl description of ligAment insertions on tHe rAdiAl Aspect of tHe 
scApHoid
sylvano mania1,3, sana boudabbous2, bénédicte mA delattre2, christophe lamy2, jean-yves beaulieu3,4

1Department of Orthopaedic surgery and Traumatology, Nidwald Cantonal Hospital, Stans, Switzerland; 2Division of Radiology, 
Diagnosis Department, Geneva University Hospital, Geneva, Switzerland; 3Unit of Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine of Geneva, 
Geneva, Switzerland; 4Unit of Hand and Peripheral Nerve Surgery, Geneva University Hospital, Geneva, Switzerland

background :
Among the ligaments involved in the scaphoid stability, there has been a long debate on which one is the principal stabilizer. 
biomechanical studies, by short et al. (2007), concluded that the scapho-lunate interosseous ligament is the principal 
ligament and that the scapho-trapezial ligament (stl) and dorsal intercarpal ligament (dicl) only acted as secondary 
stabilizers.  However masquelet et al. (1993) hypothetize that the stl is stabilizing the distal pole, and stabilizing surgeries 
have been developped following this logic by brunelli et al. (1995). what is known of the distal peri-scaphoid ligament 
configuration is based on ancient anatomic studies, from mizuseki et al (1989) and savelberg et al. (1992), which both 
suggest connections between the dicl and stl. description of the stl and the radial collateral ligament (rcl) have also 
been made but not their relation to one another on the lateral aspect of the scaphoid. 

method :
magnetic resonance imagery (mri) examination were performed on 5 cadaveric formaldehyd-fixed wrist, and analysed 
with a segmentation software (slicer3d, v. 4.10) to confirm the localisation of the ligaments
prosections aiming to isolate the ligaments on the dorsal and radial side of the scaphoid are performed, to measure length 
and width at their insertions. the footprint of the ligaments on the scaphoid was measured as the insertion width of the 
dicl at its junction with the stl and rcl.
the angles of the stl and rcl were measured in reference with the dicl plane in various hand position. 
Anatomic and mri data were compared.

results :
the mri analysis, with oblique reconstruction, confirmed the results of anatomic analysis.
on the five samples, the stl and dicl fibers were merging together on the dorso-radial aspect of the scaphoid bone with 
a mean angle of 74° (sd 28) in neutral position. the mean dicl width at its insertion with the stl was 6 mm (sd 2mm). 
moereover the rcl was joining the dicl on a slightly more ulnar position from the stl insertion on the dorsal ridge of 
the scaphoid bone, with a mean distance of 11 mm (sd 3). the mean angle of this junction in neutral position was 86° 
(sd 24). its mean width at its insertion at the dicl was 7 mm (sd 3)
the mean footprint occupied by the merging area of the dicl, rcl and stl was 67.1 mm2 (sd 33.5)

intracarpal pronation stress produced major angle variation of the stl-dicl angle with a mean angle of 20° (sd 18). 
while flexion and ulnar deviation only slightly influenced this angle with 6° (sd 8) and 10° (sd 4) changes respectively.

conclusion:
this anatomic and radiologic study confirm that the same dorso-radial ligament configuration is systematically present 
at the distal pole of the scaphoid. the performance of 3d sequences on mri to detect these structures encourage us to 
systematically analyse this area in case of scapho-lunate instability. futher biomechanical study should be performed 
to assess its role in the scaphoid stability and its association to the other peri-scaphoid ligaments. 
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A-0611 reconstruction of pAlmAr finger soft tissue witH proper digitAl Arteries And nerves de-
fects by using  free mediAl plAntAr Artery flow-tHrougH flAp
wei zhang, gaofeng liang, yunsheng teng
Department of Hand Surgery, 521 Hospital of the Chinese weapons Institutes of Health, Xi’an, China

objective  to investigate the surgical techniques and the treatment outcomes of repairing soft tissue with proper palmar 
digital arteries and nerves defects by using free medial plantar artery flow-through flaps. methods  from january,2016 
to january, 2018, 12 patients with soft tissue of palmar side and segmental proper palmar digital and nerve defects 
were treated with free medial plantar artery flow-through flaps, to reconstruct the fingertip feeling and blood supply 
while covering the volar side of the wound. the data included 8 males and 4 females, with the mean age of 36 years 
old(range,8-47 years old). there were 6 index fingers, 4 middle fingers and 2 ring fingers, with 7 cases of crush injury, 4 
cases of saw injury and 1 case of snake-bite. 10 cases with unilateral proper palmar digital artery and nerve defects and 
2 cases of bilateral defects. the nerve defects ranged from 2.0cm to 4.0cm and the artery defects from 1.5cm to 5.5cm, 
while the skin defects ranged from 2.0 cm × 2.5cm to 5.0 cm × 8.0 cm. All the donor site of the flap repaired by skin graft. 
the results were evaluated according to the upper extremity functional evaluation standard set up by Hand surgery 
branch of chinese medical Association with 1 month,3 months,6 months,12 months and 24 months of postoperative. 
results All the flaps survived in 12 cases.venous thrombosis was happened in one case and flap survived after emergency 
exploration and vascular bypass. these cases were followed-up form 8 to 24 months,average 15 months. All the flaps 
got satisfactory appearance and the fingers flexion and extension activity were normal. the 2-pd of the flap averaged 
7.5 mm, ranging from 5.0 mm to 9.5mm. the skin graft of donor site healed well and no walking discomfort. conclusion  
the free medial plantar artery flow-through flap was a effective method to reconstruct soft tissue of the palmar finger 
accompanied by proper palmar digital artery and nerve defects, can restore the fingers appearance and reconstruct the 
fingertip feeling and blood supply simultaneously.

 
A-0612 tHe identificAtion of risk fActors for recurrence After cubitAl tunnel releAse: A retrospec-
tive study
Hans smit, yaxi Hu, richard brohet, Annet van rijssen
Isala Hospital Zwolle, the Netherlands

ulnar nerve entrapment is the second most common upper extremity compression neuropathy. Although risk factors 
are known for primary surgery, only one study focused on risk factors for revision surgery. the aim of this study is to 
investigate specific potential risk factors for recurrent surgery. A retrospective cohort study was performed by using current 
procedural terminology codes for all patients who underwent cubital tunnel release from january 2012 till november 
2018. primary outcome was the need for ipsilateral revision surgery after initial cubital tunnel release. univariate and 
multivariate analysis were performed to identify potential risk factors for revision surgery. younger age and having spinal 
disc herniation at the cervical level are associated with an increased risk of revision surgery.

 
A-0615 c-sHAped flAp HArvested from middle pHAlAnx of A tripHAlAngeAl tHumb to reconstruct 
first web spAce 
Qi-feng ou, fang yu, tang juyu
Department of Hand and Microsurgery, Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, China

Abstract: An 8-month-old baby boy had congenital deformity on both hands, in which both thumbs had three phalanxes, 
and both first web spaces were as narrow as the 4th web space. in addition, the left thumb was duplicated on distal 
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two-section phalanx. on the right thumb, soft tissue around middle phalanx was harvested as a c-shaped flap based on 
neurovascular bundle of radial proper palmar digital artery and corresponding vein/nerve, and then transferred ulnar-
directedly under the subcutaneous tunnel to broaden the first web space. meanwhile, the whole thumb was shortened 
to two-section with a removal of residual middle-section phalanx, followed by a proximal transfer of the distal end’s all 
component, which was pedicled with the ulnar proper palmar digital artery. similar procedure was conducted on the 
left hand, but differently the soft tissue on duplicated thumb’s middle phalanx was remained to prolong the c-shaped 
flap to achieve better broadening effect. flaps on both hands survived uneventfully, and grasp/pinch were achievable 
at 1-year follow-up.
the c-shaped flap harvested from middle phalanx achieved a preservation of soft tissue to reconstruct a wide first web 
space and simultaneously, allowed a proximal transfer of vascularized distal phanlax to reconstruct the thumb. we 
believe this delicate design has a value of reference to reconstruct hand abnormality of triphalangeal thumb combined 
with narrow first web.

 
A-0617 clinimetrics in HAnd tHerApy: HAnd Assessment recommendAtions for tHerApy (HAndArt), 
including A europeAn delpHi study
lucelle Aw van de ven-stevens1, maud jl graff2, Alexander cH geurts2

1During project: Radboud University Medical Centre, Department of Rehabilitation, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, Now: policy 
Officer - Dutch Association of Occupational Therapist  (Ergotherapie Nederland); 2Radboud University Medical Centre, Donders 
Centre for Neuroscience, Department of Rehabilitation, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

background:
Hand injuries and hand disorders (i.e. “hand conditions”) may have a large impact on the performance of people’s daily 
life activities. it is important to evaluate not only body functions (impairments) but also a person’s activities (limitations), 
participation (restrictions) and environmental factors. 
A delphi study was conducted to reach multidisciplinary european consensus on the assessment tools for patients with 
hand conditions. 

method:
experts of the european societies for Hand therapy, Hand surgery, and physical and rehabilitation medicine were invited 
to participate in the delphi study. first, participants were asked which of the 13 preselected categories of the brief  icf 
core set for Hand conditions should be assessed. subsequently, they were asked for each category to choose which of 55 
preselected instruments they preferred by confirming or rejecting instrument-specific statements.

results:
thirty experts, including occupational therapists, participated. the response rate was 90%. All 13 preselected icf categories 
were considered relevant. consensus was based on ≥75% agreement. After 3 rounds, 9 instruments were definitively 
selected that could be related to 4 icf categories regarding body functions and 5 icf categories regarding activities and 
participation.

conclusions: 
in this european delphi study, multidisciplinary consensus was reached on which instruments should be selected for the 
HandArt core set of instruments to assess patients with hand conditions.

Application to practice:
the HandArt delphi study is an important step forward in clinical practice and research in patients with hand conditions, 
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enabling clinicians and researchers to select the best available tests and facilitate comparisons between clinical studies.

reference:
- van de ven-stevens lAw, graff mj, selles rw, schreuders tAr, linde van der H, spauwen pHm, and geurts AcH. 
instruments for assessment of impairments and activity limitations in patients with hand conditions: a european delphi 
study.journal of rehabilitation medicine 2015;47:948–956.

 
A-0619 profile speciAlizAtion HAnd-occupAtionAl tHerApist
lucelle Aw van de ven-stevens1,2, karin boer2, madelein vroomen2

1Dutch Association of Occupational Therapists, (Ergotherapie Nederland - EN; 2Member of “Advisory board Hand-Occupational 
Therapy” of the Dutch Association of Occupational Therapists

Hand therapy is the art and science of rehabilitation of the upper extremity of the human body. it has become a 
specialisation for occupational therapists (ot) and physiotherapists (pt) in theory and practice, combining knowledge 
of the upper extremity and conceptual issues involved in rehabilitation.
in the process of acknowledgment of the specialization of Hand-occupational therapists (Hand-ot) the ‘profile 
specialization Hand-occupational therapist’ has been realized (boer-vreeke e.a., 2015) by the dutch Association of 
occupational therapists (en) and dutch society for Hand therapy (nvHt). relevant occupational therapy publications 
as well as the internationally acknowledged ‘Hand therapist profile’ were used.  
the ‘profile specialization Hand-occupational therapist’  describes the knowledge and skills that are required and the 
bottom-up approach as well as the top-down approach that are used within hand-occupational therapy. the hand-ot will 
however always navigate between the bottom-up and the top -down approach, and decide when and which approach 
is the most effective and most appropriate. Here arises the ‘customization’ of the occupation-based, client-centred 
approach of a hand-ot.
based on competences, knowledge and skills, described in this ‘profile specialization Hand-ot’, the procedure and criteria 
for a ‘register of specialized Hand-ot’s’ have been developed.

 
A-0625 modified greAt toenAil flAp witH preservAtion of pArtiAl toe-nAil for AestHetic reconstruc-
tion of tHumb And fingers
s-l xie, b Hou, m-j liu, f yang, z-x He, x-j Huang, x-j xiao
Affiliated Nanhua Hospital, University of South China Hengyang, China

objectives: to illustrate the surgical methods and clinical efficacy of modified great toenail flap with preservation of 
partial toenail for aesthetic reconstruction of thumb and fingers.
methods: between 2013 and 2018, 43(2 cases of thumb defect and 41 cases of other fingers defect) patients underwent 
reconstruction with our improved microsurgical approach. bilateral combined half great toenail flap and unilateral 
great toenail flap were harvested to reconstruct thumb and fingers, respectively. the donor site of great toe-nail flap 
was repaired by artificial dermis. At the final follow-up visits, static two-point discrimination, visual analogue scale, 
michigan hand outcome questionnaire, foot and Ankle disability index score, and return-to-work(rwt) time were used 
to evaluate surgical outcomes. 
results: All cases survived well. the contour of the reconstructed digits was similar to the contralateral one. follow-up 
period ranged from 6 to 30 months (mean 18 months), mean two-point discrimination of reconstructed digits was 6.2 mm 
(range, 4 to 8 mm). the average vAs scores for the aesthetic appearance of the donor site 9.2 (range 8.5-9.7). the average 
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michigan Hand outcome Questionnaire (mHoQ) score for hand function (reconstructed hand) was 8.5 (range 6-15).mean 
foot and Ankle disability index score was 98(range 96-100). the average rtw time was 12.4 weeks (range 9-15 weeks).
conclusions: reconstruction of thumb and fingers with a modified great toenail flap, preserving  partial toenail, results 
in excellent contour and functional outcome for surgical site. donor site morbidity in the foot was minimal.

 
A-0626 combined trAnsplAntAtion of AnterolAterAl tHigH perforAtor flAps to repAir of lArge AreA 
skin And soft tissue defect of upper extremity
panfeng wu, juyu tang, zhengbing zhou, fang yu, xiaoyang pang
Xiangya Hospital Affiliated to Central South University, Changsha, China

[abstract] objective to investigate the feasibility of combined transplantation of anterolateral thigh perforator flaps for 
repairing large area skin and soft tissue defects of upper limbs, and to report its preliminary clinical application. methods 
from january 2011 to october 2018, 15 patients with large area skin and soft tissue defects of upper limbs were treated. 
the anterolateral femoral perforating branches were identified and labeled by doppler detection before operation. during 
the operation, according to the shape and size of the wound and the “kneading experiment”, the width of the donor 
area could be determined, and the cloth could be cut. based on the principle that the donor site could be closed directly, 
the appropriate perforators were selected and the skin flap were cut. the “t” shaped vascular pedicle was carried. the 
combined transplantation was used to repair the upper limb wound. the blood vessels of the donor area and the recipient 
site were anastomosed to reconstruct the blood supply of the skin flap. the donor sites of the flaps were closed directly. 
results the minimum area of skin flaps was 15 cm *7 cm+8 cm *7 cm, and the maximum area was 33 cm *10 cm+32 
cm *10 cm. the flaps of 14 patients survived smoothly after operation. one of the anterolateral thigh perforator flaps 
showed venous crisis on the second day after operation. the flaps survived completely after operation by anastomosing 
the subcutaneous vein and performing internal decompression. All flaps healed in one stage. All cases were followed up 
for 3 to 36 months (average 12 months). the appearance and function of the recipient area were satisfactory, and only 
linear scar remained in the donor area. conclusion the combined transplantation of anterolateral thigh perforator flaps is 
an ideal method for repairing large area skin and soft tissue defects of upper limbs, which is worthy of clinical application.

 
A-0633 HAnd tHerApists’ experiences of cHAnging reHAbilitAtion regime from kleinert to eArly Ac-
tive motion After flexor tendon injury
madeleine winberg
The Rehabilitation Unit at the Department of Hand Surgery, University Hospital in Linköping, Sweden

background
flexor tendon injuries are one of the most common injuries at the specialist department of Hand surgery at the xxx hospital 
in xxx, xxx. patients suffering from these injuries need proficient surgery and extensive skilled hand rehabilitation to 
regain an optimal hand function. for many years, rehabilitation according to the kleinert regime (passive glide of the 
flexor tendons with rubber bands) has been used at our department. the focus worldwide has now moved to early active 
motion (eAm) in order to achieve the best possible hand function as soon as possible. we have therefore been treating 
our patients with both these rehabilitation regimes. 

Aim
the purpose of this qualitative study was to describe the experiences of using both the kleinert regime and the eAm 
regime among seven skilled hand therapists. 
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method
interviews were conducted with seven hand therapists using a questionnaire with open-ended questions. data was 
analysed with qualitative content analysis.

result
the hand therapists describe the eAm regime as more simple for them to manage compared to the kleinert regime. the 
advantages were described as easier instructions to the patients, better comfort in the plaster with a more functional 
position and more timesaving. further, both the therapist and the patient can notice tendon function and a tendon rupture 
is easier to detect with eAm regime. Another advantage was that the patient is more involved in the rehabilitation and 
can follow the rehabilitation progress more easily.
A challenge described with eAm was to give clear instructions about finger flexion with the right amount of force to avoid 
a tendon rupture. expressions like ”imagine that you gently squeeze the size of a tennis ball” or ”imagine that you catch 
a butterfly” were used as descriptions for the patients. Another challange described was to initiate the motion from the 
distal joints to achieve optimal glide of the flexor digitorum profundus tendon. several therapists also mention having to 
handle their own fear of tendon rupture in the eAm regime compared to the kleinert regime due to the transition from 
passive glide of the tendon to active gliding exercises.
many of the therapists experience that the challenge in both regimes is to maintain good extension of the pip-joints- thus, 
the shape of the plaster and the ability to extend the pip joints in the plaster, is crucial. several of the therapists also 
describe lack of patient compliance as the main problem regardless of eAm or kleinert regime, as it will not succeed anyway.

conclusion
five out of seven therapists would like to use only the eAm regime in the future and two therapists wished for a flexible 
regime based on the patient’s needs.

key words: flexor tendon injury, early active motion, kleinert regime, hand therapy, experiences.

 
A-0639 is sufficient treAtment of kienböck`s diseAse possible using tHe osteocHondrAl flAp from 
tHe lAterAl femorlA condyle?
christian m windhofer1,2, Heinz k bürger3, maria Anoshina4, Alexander gaggl5 
1Trauma Department, Unfallkrankenhaus Salzburg, Austria; 2Ludwig-Boltzmann-Institut for Experimental and Clinical 
Traumatology, Vienna, Austria; 3Privat Hospital Maria Hilf, Klagenfurt, Austria; 4Millesi Center For Surgery of the Peripheral 
Nerves, Vienna, Austria; 5General Hospital Salzburg, Department of Maxillar Surgery, Salzburg, Austria

introduction:
cause of kienböck`s disease is still not clear, so the approaches of surgical treatment are versatile. in our opinion 
vascularization is the central problem of the lunate. because of this we use the vascularized osteochondral flap from the 
medial femoral condyle (mfcc) since many years for this indication, many times with continuing good results. Aim of this 
procedure is to reconstruct the most time damaged proximal articular surface of the lunate and to revascularize the bone. 
in cases, where the approach to the medial condyle is not possible or the region is altered because of trauma or prior 
surgery, we use since some years, the osteochondral flap from the lateral femoral condyle (lfcc). vascularization of this 
region is well documented and dependably.

methods:
between 2012 and 2019 we operated on 17 patients because of kienböck s̀ disease using the lfcc. the patients suffered 
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from different stages of kienböck`s, most of them stage 3. there have been nine women and eight men.
we used volar or dorsal approaches to the carpus, depending on the most affected part of the lunate. the flaps were 
fixed press fit or with k-wires or screws. the wrists were stabilized with forearm cast for eight weeks following intensive 
hand therapy. the knees were not fixed, weight bearing mobilization started three days after surgery. physiotherapy is 
focused on strengthening the quadriceps especially centering of the patella.  
bony healing is checked using ct scan. 

results:
median age of the patients was 36.6 years (19 to 66). they suffered on wrist pain between six and 70 months. eight of 
the patients showed balanced ulna length, four an ulna plus and four an ulna minus variant. 
Approach had been carried out from volarly in six and dorsally in ten patients.  without two, all patients showed sufficient 
bony healing in the follow-up. two patients reported same pain level or worsening compared to before the operation. 
the remainders reported significant pain reduction up to total pain relieve. 
radio-scaphoid angle remained nearly constant with median 60,85° before and 58,5° after reconstruction. we found 
similar results of modified carpal-height ratio with a median of 1,405 before and 1,43 after operation.
donor site troubles lasted two to three months in most of the affected. only two patients indicated from pain after 
walking downhill over longer time. there have been no reports of instability or luxation of the patella. x-rays showed 
no signs of arthritis.

conclusion:
in our hands the lfcc seems to be an interesting and reliable alternative to the mfcc in treatment of kienböck s̀ disease. 
especially in stage 3a-c, there you can reach nearly anatomical results with good functional outcome. 
because of midterm follow up to 70 months we think that further progression of the lunate destruction can be avoided 
in many cases. many of the affected can come back to their earlier job.
limitations from donor-site fade away after two to three months on average and comeback to sport is possible most time.

 
A-0641 pAin And pHysicAl functioning improve After scApHoid nonunion surgery
Abigael cohen1, max reijman1, lisa Hoogendam1,2, Harm p slijper2, ruud w selles1, joost w colaris1

1Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 2Xpert Clinic, Eindhoven, the Netherlands

objectives / interrogation: scaphoid nonunion can lead to scaphoid nonunion advanced collapse and is therefore generally 
treated surgically. recovery of physical functioning and pain are not reported yet in these patients. we aim to report the 
recovery of physical functioning and pain one year after scaphoid nonunion surgery. secondly, we will evaluate which 
variables are related to recovery of physical functioning.

methods: we performed a retrospective study with prospectively collected data. Adult patients with scaphoid nonunion 
who were treated with scaphoid osteosynthesis in one of the 18 xpert clinic locations in the netherlands were eligible 
for inclusion. scaphoid nonunion is defined as failed union, minimally 12 weeks after the initial trauma. the database 
consisted of patient demographics, comorbidities, and patient-reported outcome measures. we only included patients 
when the preoperative and one year postoperative patient rated wrist/Hand evaluation (prwHe) were available.  we 
evaluated the recovery of physical functioning by the difference between the preoperative and one year postoperative 
prwHe score (∆ prwHe) and improvement of pain by the visual Analog scale (vAs) score during activity (∆ vAs). we 
performed a multivariable linear regression analysis to evaluate the relationship of variables on ∆ prwHe. 
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results and conclusions: A total of 141 patients completed the preoperative prwHe questionnaire, of which 75 patients 
completed the preoperative and postoperative questionnaire. we found no difference in baseline characteristics between 
the 75 patients that completed both questionnaires and those that only completed the baseline questionnaire. the study 
population consisted of mainly men (89%) with a median age of 26 years [iQr 21 – 34]. the treating physician reported 
postoperative union in 58 patients and postoperative nonunion in 11 patients (information of 6 patients is missing). 
the median vAs score decreased significantly from 48.5 [iQr 21.5 – 63.0] preoperative to 9.5 [iQr 2.0 – 31.3] one year 
postoperative (∆ vAs 35 [iQr 11 - 59]). the median prwHe score decreased significantly from 51 [iQr 33 - 63] preoperative 
to 16 [iQr 7 - 27] one year postoperative (∆ prwHe 31 [iQr 15- 46). 
we found that female gender, scaphoid nonunion on the dominant side, better preoperative physical functioning and 
postoperative nonunion were associated with significantly less improvement of physical functioning. when we corrected 
the model for postoperative nonunion, the estimates in the regression model hardly change. we found no association 
between the recovery of physical functioning and age or time between the trauma and operation.  
our results show that scaphoid osteosynthesis in patients with scaphoid nonunion improve recovery of physical functioning 
and severity of pain. the recovery of physical functioning is associated with gender, side of affected wrist, preoperative 
physical functioning and postoperative union. this can be used to clarify patient expectations about postoperative 
physical functioning and severity of pain. 

keywords: scaphoid bone. scaphoid nonunion functional outcome. pain

 
A-0646 ArtHroscopic treAtment of stAble ib triAngulAr fibrocArtilAge lesions in distAl rAdius 
frActures: prospective compArAtive study: debridement vs. suture
martin caloia, Hugo caloia, maria emilia serur, emanuel sergio ronconi, Andres garcia puerta stevent
Hospital Universitario Austral, Buenos Aires, Argentina

introduction: the lesions of the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfc) are associated in 17-60% with fractures of the 
distal radius (drf) and are a frequent cause of functional alterations, hence the importance of its management in acute 
form. Arthroscopy as a treatment co-adjuvant is offered as a diagnostic and treatment tool. Although the importance of 
the simultaneous treatment of tfc lesions of the ulnar border (ib) is mentioned, there are few publications that mention 
the type of arthroscopic treatment to be performed. objective: to carry out a prospective comparative study of the 
functional results of arthroscopic management of acute lesions of tfc type ib stable in drf, by means of: 1- debridement 
that stimulates further healing, 2- repair by means of stitches.
materials and methods: during the period from june 2015 to june 2017, a total of 123 drf (c1-Ao) were treated surgically, 
using orif and arthroscopic assistance.
inclusion criteria: a) frd treated by orifand associated arthroscopy, b) presence of tfc type ib stable lesion, according 
to palmer classification, subtype class i Atzei and col. c) Arthroscopic management at random, by means of: - peripheral 
synovectomy or –repair repair by vertical points. d) minimum follow-up of 1 year, d) operated by the same surgeon. 
exclusion criteria: unstable or isolated tfc lesions, with less than 1 year of follow-up.
the patients were evaluated by rx. post-operative and objective functional results by means of mobility range, grip 
strength, distal radio-cubital stability (ballotment maneuver) and fovea sign, and subjectively by pain evaluation with 
the analog visual scale, the Quick dAsH questionnaire, and the scale of the mayo clinic modified.
results: A total of 60 patients were selected divided into two groups: group A: with arthroscopic repair with peripheral 
points outside outside, group b: Arthroscopic synovectomy with shaver tip. of the 60 patients, 36 were female and 24 
male, average age 39.8 years. dominant side: left
the functional results were: Average grip strength 50% of the healthy wrist and 47% of the operated wrist. the average 
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pop pain according to the vAs scale was 1.2 (0-4). the Quick dAsH questionnaire averaged 5.4% and the scale of the 
mayo clinic was 85.4 / 100 points (range 50-100)
in relation to pop complications, paresthesias were recorded in the ulnar border, after the procedure with sutures and cases 
of residual instability when performing arthroscopic debridement and secondary to an insufficient reduction of the fracture.
conclusions: the lesion of the tfc associated with the drf can generate residual pain in the ulnar edge of the wrist as a 
postoperative sequel. Arthroscopy represents a tool for the diagnosis and eventual treatment of tfc lesions. the treatment 
that should be performed on stable ib de palmer lesions is controversial. dot repair produced better objective and subjective 
functional results compared to simple synovectomy, although a greater number of transient complications were detected.

 
A-0648 continuous vAcuum seAling drAinAge combined witH free flAp trAnsplAntAtion in tHe treAt-
ment of severe HAnd pressure injury
jianwu Qi
Department of Hand Surgery, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

objective: to investigate the clinical effect of continuous vacuum suction combined with free skin flap in the treatment 
of severe hand thermal pressure injury. method: from january 2015 to june 2019, 37 patients with hand thermal pressure 
injury were treated with debridement, escharectomy and continuous vacuum suction covering the wound. After the wound 
was clean and granulation tissue was fresh, the free skin flaps were transplanted to repair the wound. 12 anterolateral 
femoral flaps, 12 superficial iliac circumflex artery flaps, 6 external arm artery flaps, 4 superior ulnar artery wrist perforator 
flaps and 3 posterior interosseous artery perforator flaps were used. there were 16 cases of extensor or flexor tendon 
defect in the wounds, and 21 cases were treated with tendon transplantation at the same time as the skin flaps. 11 cases 
were complicated with metacarpal and phalangeal bone defects. 4 cases were treated with bone grafting and internal 
fixation at the same time as the skin flaps. 7 cases were treated with second-stage bone grafting. the minimum area of 
skin excision was 2.0 cm×3.0 cm, and the maximum area was 10.0 cm×21.0 cm. After 3 weeks, 1.5 months, 3 months, 6 
months, 1 year and 1.5 years of follow-up, the healing of wound, the appearance of skin flap and the recovery of finger 
function were observed. results: in clinic, 35 of 37 flaps survived smoothly, but 2 flaps appeared arterial crisis after 
operation. one case underwent surgical exploration and one case survived after conservative treatment. there were 2 
cases of hand wounds disunion. After dressing change and drainage, the wounds healed, and the remaining wounds were 
primary healing. follow-up of 6-18 months, all of wounds showed good healing, soft skin flaps and good recovery of hand 
function. conclusion: According to the condition of hand hot-pressing injury, we timely debridement and escharectomy 
of the wound. then we carried out 1-2 times continuous negative pressure suction, combining with a variety of free flaps 
to repair the wound. At last we repaired the tendon and bone in one or two stage.
keywords: Hot crush injury; debridement; vacuum suction; free skin flap

 
A-0649 clinicAl studying on tHe reconstruction of extremity skin defect by free iliogroin skin flAp
weiwen zhang, xiaofeng wang, jianwu Qi
Ningbo Sixth Hospital, China

objectives: to investigate the clinical effect of free iliogroin flap in repairing soft tissue of extremities or combining 
bone defect.
materials and methods : from january 2010 to june 2017, 75 cases performed with free iliogroin flap to repair skin and 
soft tissue defect of extremities, including 42 cases of superficial circumflex iliac artery flap (13 with ilium superficial 
circumflex iliac artery flap), superficial 18 were epigastric artery flap, 15 cases of superficial circumflex iliac artery and the 
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superficial epigastric artery combined the flap (lobulated flap in 7 cases). 49 cases of hand and skin soft tissue defects were 
repaired, 26 cases of foot of skin and soft tissue defects were repaired (18 cases were toe reconstruction), and the smallest 
area was 5.0 cm × 7.0 cm, the largest was 11.0 cm × 23.0 cm. All repair superficial circumflex iliac vein or superficial 
circumflex iliac vein (21 cases of repair and a concomitant vein). the donor site is directly sutured through flexion and 
hip flexion. the occurrence of arteriovenous crisis were observed within 1 weeks after the operation. After 3 weeks, 1.5 
months, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year and 2 years follow-up, we observed the healing of the donor site and the appearance 
and sensory recovery of the skin flap, and summarized the clinical application characteristics and experience of the flap.
 results : in 75 cases of skin flap, 72 cases survived smoothly, 1 cases had arterial crisis, 2 case had venous crisis, and 
skin necrosis occurred after conservative treatment. After two stage eschar, subcutaneous soft tissue survived and skin 
graft survived. A flap cut was removed after a week straight walk for area after two incision dehiscence and suture after 
healing, healed more than. After 0.5 - 1.5 years of follow-up, the skin flap was soft, mild and bloated, and the sensation 
recovered s2-s3, and the line scars in the abdominal donor area were small.
conclusions : the use of free iliac inguinal flap transplantation to repair skin and soft tissue defects of extremities is an 
axial skin flap. it has a constant blood vessel and easy cutting. it does not damage main vessels. the operation time is 
short, the flap is large, the donor area can be directly sutured, and the scar is small and hidden. it is one of the better 
methods to repair the soft tissue defects of the extremities.

 
A-0650 repAir of complex digitAl soft tissue defects using tHe free composite ulnAr Artery perforA-
tor flAp of tHe volAr wrist
Hong chen, jianwu Qi
Department of Hand Surgery, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

Abstract:digital skin defects are often associated with defects in the extensor and flexor tendons as well as those in the 
digital nerve. the repair of complex tissue defects requires the graft of multiple tissues to both reconstruct the tendons 
and nerves and to cover the flap. this procedure inevitably causes multiple injuries and significant damage to the donor 
site. the current study proposes a technique to repair the digital defects of the composite tissue on the dorsal side of 
the palm. first, multiple tissues were cut and collected from the donor site. then, the flexor carpi ulnaris tendon was 
transplanted to repair the tendon defect, and a medial forearm nerve graft was used to repair the digital nerve defect. 
finally, the flap was covered. this paper reports 31 cases of digital defects in composite tissues, with defect areas of 1.0 
cm-3.0 cm×2.0 cm-6.0 cm. excluding one patient who presented with postoperative arterial crisis in the flap, all other 
survived without vascular crisis, flap necrosis, or wound infection. the postoperative flaps were similar in texture, and 
the extension and flexion functions as well as sensation were well restored. the effects on grip strength, wrist flexion, 
and forearm sensation were minor; the hand function total active motion(tAm)rate was excellent(96.77%); and the flap 
sensation rate was also excellent (83.87%). the present technique facilitates the repair of multiple digital soft tissue and 
tendon nerve defects on the dorsal side of the palm, there by greatly reducing the damage and destruction of the donor 
site and significantly improving surgical repair.
keywords: complex tissue defect; ulnar artery perforator; free flap; transplantation, donor site

 
A-0651 tHe repAir of skin tissue defect of HAnd defects witH individuAlized free ilioinguinAl flAp
Hong chen
Department of Hand Surgery, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

objective  to investigate the clinical effect of individualized free ilioinguinal flap in repairing skin and soft tissue of hand 
defects or combined with bone defect .
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method   from january 2014 to june 2019, 97 cases were treated with individualized free ilioinguinal skin flap for repair 
of skin tissue defect in hand defects.there were 63 cases of superficial iliac circumflex artery flap, 15 cases of superficial 
abdominal artery flap and 19 cases of combined flap of superficial iliac circumflex artery and superficial abdominal artery.
the minimum area of skin donor was 4.0cm×6.0 cm, and the maximum was 11.0cm× 23.0cm. free superficial iliac 
circumflex arteriovenous vein and its accompanying vein or abdominal wall superficial arteriovenous and accompanying 
vein during operation.end to end anastomosis of flap artery to end branch of radial artery in 5 cases, end to side anastomosis 
to radial artery in 58 cases, end to side anastomosis to ulnar artery in 20 cases, anastomosis to common digital artery in 
14 cases;repair of superficial circumflex iliac vein or superficial abdominal vein. donor area can be directly sutured by 
flexion hip and knee flexion, without skin graft, incision indwelling drainage, postoperative flexion hip flexion in bed 
for one week, three weeks recommended bending to walk.the survival rule of the flap, the occurrence of arteriovenous 
crisis and the principles of management were observed within 1 week after operation.the healing of the flap and the 
appearance and sensory recovery of the area flap were observed during the follow - up period . the clinical application 
characteristics and experience of the flap were summarized at 3 weeks , 1.5 months , 3 months , 6 months , 1 year and 
2 years after operation .
rsults 94 cases survived successfully in 97 cases of flap.Arterial crisis occurred in 1 case after operation and venous crisis in 
2 cases,2 cases received surgical exploration and 1 case received conservative treatment. 1 case survived smoothly. 2 cases 
showed necrosis. subcutaneous soft tissue survived after secondary escharectomy and survived after skin grafting,one 
case of abdominal donor area walked upright one week after combined flap excision. the incision was split and healed 
after secondary suture. the remaining donor area was healed in one stage. following up from 0.5 to 1.5 years, the skin 
flap was soft, slightly bloated, feeling recovered to s2-s3 grade, and the line scar in the donor area of abdomen was small.
conclusion According to the situation of skin tissue defect in the recipient region of the hand, the individualized free 
ilioinguinal flap was used to meet the different needs of the recipient area. the donor area is concealed, and the cutting 
area is large. the donor site can be directly sutured. it belongs to the axial flap, with constant blood vessels, convenient 
cutting, no damage to main vessels and short operation time. it is an ideal method to repair skin and tissue defects of limbs.
keyword: free;individualized;ilioinguinal flap;perforating branch flap; Hand skin tissue defect.

 
A-0652 HistologicAl AnAlysis of tHe tfcc: An exAminAtion on tHe meniscus Homologue, ulnAr col-
lAterAl ligAment And ligAment subcruentum
toshiyasu nakamura1, david l nelson2

1International University of Health and Welfare, Tokyo, Japan; 2Private Practice, San Francisco, USA

purpose 
the components of the tfcc were originally defined by palmer and werner in 1981, including the meniscus homologue 
and the ulnar collateral ligament, among other structures. nakamura et al. in 1996 examined the tfcc anatomically and 
histologically, and defined the functional ulnar collateral ligament as the sheath floor of the ecu and surrounding loose 
ligamentous structures. kleinman in 2007 described the ligamentum subcruentum as the deep layer of the rul. to clarify 
existence and nature of these 3 structures, a, histological analysis was again performed. 
methods
A histological analysis was performed using 6 fresh frozen cadavers (age 17-44). before sectioning, each upper extremity 
was fixed in the neutral position of the forearm and the wrist using multiple k-wires to prevent changes in the ulnar 
variance or rotation of the druj or wrist position. the wrist was cut 6 cm proximal to the druj, preserved in phosphate 
buffered 10% formalin, embedded in paraffin, and 10μ coronal sections were made to obtain serial sections from dorsal 
to volar. sections were stained with Azan, and light microscopic observation was made. 
results
the meniscus homologue was noted as internal wall area of distal component of the tfcc, which faced to the triquetrum. 
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these are loosely oriented fibers mostly showing a thickened joint capsule and in the very palmar area the well-oriented 
fibers to the triquetrum was seen, corresponding to the ulnotriquetral ligament. no meniscus-like structure was found, but 
there were fibrocartilaginous tissue against the triquetrum in one specimen. this may be fibrocartilaginous transformation 
by the pressure from the triquetrum. there is no meniscus homologue of the wrist in this analysis.
there were loosely-oriented fibers from the ulnar styloid to the triquetrum, without ligamentous insertion neither to 
the ulnar styloid or the triquetrum. there was adipose tissue just beneath the not well-oriented fibers inside. there is 
no ligament on the ulnar side of the tfcc based on histology. 
our histological examination showed vacant space between the styloid fibers and fovea fibers of the radioulnar ligament 
which may confirm Henle’s description of bundles of vessels between the superficial and deep radioulnar ligaments.
summary
contrary to papers of palmer, nakamura and kleinman, there was no ulnar collateral ligament or meniscus homologue 
in the human wrist, and the term ligamentum subcruentum should be used as it was originally, for a vascular structure 
and not as a term for the deep ligament. 

 
A-0653 ApplicAtion of free superficiAl circumflex iliAc Artery perforAtor flAp for skin And soft-
tissue coverAge of tHe HAnd defects in end-to-side AnAstomosis
jianwu Qi
Department of Hand Surgery, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

Abstract  objective  to explore the clinical application and effects of free superficial circumflex iliac artery perforator flap 
for skin and soft-tissue coverage of the hand defects in end-to-side anastomosis.  method from january 2016 to june 
2019, 21 cases of the hand defects were treated with free superficial circumflex iliac artery perforator flaps which ranged 
from 5.0cm×8.0cm to 10.0cm×15.0cm. As the diameter of the superficial circumflex iliac arteries are less than 1 mm, 
they were anastomosed with the dorsal branches of radial arteries in end-to-side anastomosis. All superficial circumflex 
iliac veins were anastomosed with the cephalic veins in end-to-end anastomosis. the accompanying veins of radial artery 
were anastomosed with the superficial veins of free flaps in 15 cases, including 11 cases in end-to-side anastomosis and 
4 cases in end-to-end anastomosis, and not anastmosed in other 6 cases. results  21 cases of all flaps survived with no 
occurrence of vascular crisis . follow-up from 3 to 18 months, All flaps recovered with satisfying appearance and quality. 
conclusion As the vascular diameter of superficial circumflex iliac artery perforator flaps are relatively small, the superficial 
circumflex iliac artery could be anastomosed with the dorsal branches of radial arteries in end-to-side anastomosis. it was 
nothing serious about inconsistency of the blood vessel diameters in the donor and recipient site. the surgery is simple 
and reliable without sacrificing the primary arteries and veins. it’s especially suitable for free superficial circumflex iliac 
artery perforator flap with small pedicle vessels.
keywords  superficial circumflex iliac artery; perforator; free flap; anastomosis; end-to-side

 
A-0654 AnAtomicAl study And clinicAl ApplicAtions of tHe Anterior tibiAl Artery perforAtor bAsed 
propeller flAp in lower leg reconstruction
weiwen zhang, xiaofeng wang, Huizong yuan
Ningbo Sixth Hospital, China

objectives: to explore clinical effect of repairing distal lower leg skin defect using the anterolateral propeller flap pedicled 
with anterior tibial artery perforator
materials and methods: the location, external diameters, anastomosis and distribution of perforators from the anterior 
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tibial artery in the anterior septum of the lower leg were observed on cadaveric specimens. clinically, 6 cases of skin 
defect of the lower leg and the foot were repaired with the propeller flap pedicled with anterior tibial artery perforator, 
the area of the skin defect ranged from 6cm×4cm to 12cm×4cm.
results: An arterial chain is formed by the interconnection of the anterior septocutaneous perforator from distal part, 
the middle part and the distal part of the anterior tibial artery. it runs in the anterior septum and goes parallel with the 
superficial peroneal nerve to supply blood to adjacent fascia and skin. the external diameters of the three perforators 
are 1.41mm, 1.03mm and 0.96mm respectively. the area of the flaps ranged between 7 cm×5 cm and 13 cm×5 cm. All 
flaps survived totally without diabrosis and swelling. 
conclusions: the anterior tibial artery perforator propeller flap is a good choice for surgeons to repair distal lower leg 
skin defect.

 
A-0655 functionAl Assessment of tHumb opposition AssociAted witH severe cArpAl tunnel syndrome
naomi Hanaka1, masatoshi takahara1, mikirou kondou1, Hiroshi satake2, michiaki takagi2

1Izumi Orthopedics Hospital, Sendai, Japan; 2Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Yamagata University Faculty of Medicine, 
Yamagata, Japan

purpose   the indication of opponensplasty is unclear for patients with severe carpal tunnel syndrome (cts). it is important 
to assess preoperative function of thumb opposition. based on the assessment, the indication should be determined. the 
shape of perfect o represents the appearance of tip pinch between the thumb and the index finger, and can be used to 
assess thumb opposition. the shape of perfect o was graded into four: excellent, circle; good, oblong; fair, semicircle; and 
poor, crescent. the grading of perfect o shape was reported to reflect the severity of cts. the purpose of this retrospective 
study was to examine the perfect o shape in patients with severe cts as the compound muscle action potential of the 
Apb (Apb-cmAp) was undetectable. 
methods   between january 2015 and july 2019, we performed carpal tunnel release (ctr) on 247 hands. we retrospectively 
selected cts patients with undetectable Apb-cmAp on preoperative nerve conduction studies. thirty-seven hands (15%) 
of 34 patients were included in this study. the mean age of the patients was 70 years (range, 46-88); 5 men and 32 women; 
23 right and 14 left hands were included.
35 hands underwent endoscopic ctr and 2 hands underwent ctr with opponensplasty. 
the following preoperative data were collected: presence or not of pinch disorder, muscle atrophy of Apb, mmt of thumb 
palmar abduction, and perfect o shape. 
results   31 hands had pinch disorder, and 2 hands had not. the grade of muscle atrophy of Apb was low in 7 hands, 
moderate in 9, and severe in 20 according to the classification of gelberman. thumb palmar abduction strength was 
graded mmt0-1 in 27 hands, mmt2 in 7, and mmt4 in 2. perfect o shape was excellent in none, good in 6 hands, fair in 
20, and poor in 11, according to the previously reported classification.
conclusion   in this study, there were 29 (76%) patients who had not complete functional loss of thumb opposition 
although the Apb-cmAp was undetectable. sixteen (43%) patients had low and moderate grade muscle atrophy of Apb, 
9 (24%) patients had mmt two or more of thumb palmar abduction, and 26 (70%) patients had good and fair assessment 
of perfect o shape. 
we consider that opponensplasty is not necessary for severe cts patients who had not complete functional loss of thumb 
opposition. in these cases, ulnar nerve may innervate superficial head of flexor pollicis brevis and opponens pollicis.
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A-0658 free posterior interosseous dorsAl perforAtor flAp for soft-tissue coverAge of tHe finger
panfeng wu, juyu tang, zhengbing zhou, fang yu, xiaoyang pang
Xiangya Hospital affiliated to Central South Universtiy, Changsha, China

Abstract objective to introduce the clinical experience and surgical methods of soft-tissue coverage of the finger using a 
free posterior interosseous dorsal perforator flap. methods from may 2014 to october 2018,20 patients of soft tissue defects 
of the finger were treated.According to the distance between the defects of the 1 to 3 digits,the posterior interosseous 
artery perforator flap was designed by combining cutaneous branches of different regions.single-leaf flap was applied 
for soft tissue reconstruction of single finger skin defects in 10 patients.double paddle flaps were applied for soft tissue 
reconstruction of two fingers skin defects in 7 patients.three patients with three fingers skin defects, two of which were 
repaired with a trilobal flap and one patient was reconstructed with a double paddle flap and a single-leaf flap.results 
twenty-seven flaps survived uneventfully.venous crisis occurred in 2 flaps. one of which had complete necrosis and the 
other had partial epidermal necrosis. After 12 to 24 months’ postoperative follow-up, all patients achieved a cosmetically 
acceptable result. conclusion it is a good method to repair skin defect of the finger using a free posterior interosscous 
dorsal perforator flap without including the deep fascia. because of the added advantage of reducing donor-site morbidity, 
posterior interosseous perforator flaps have become the authors’preferred option in reconstructive cases of the fingers.
key words  surgical flaps; finger injuries; posterior interosseous vessel

A-0660 usAge of contrAlAterAl cervicAl seventH nerve root trAnsfer in tArgeted reinnervAtion for 
myoelectric control of multifunction ArtificiAl Arm
juntao feng1, yansong wang2, Huawei yin1, yundong shen1, wendong xu1

1Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China; 2State Key Laboratory of Mechanical 
System and Vibration, School of Mechanical Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Dongchuan Road, Shanghai, China

targeted reinnervation (tr) technique provided abundant myoelectric signal for the control of artificial arm in amputees and 
lower trunk brachial plexus injury patients, but total brachial plexus injury has always been regarded as a contradiction for 
tr surgeries. this study provided possible solution for total brachial plexus injury patients accompanied with transhumeral 
amputation.
  A patient suffered from a terrible accident was amputated at the proximal upper arm and accompanied with a total brachial 
plexus injury. A brachial plexus exploration surgery proved rupture of all the five nerve roots. to restore the muscle signal 
for prosthesis control, three nerve grafts were applied: anterior division of contralateral cervical sevenths (cc7) nerve 
was transferred to the medial pectoral nerve to innervated the clavicular head of pectoralis major; posterior division of 
cc7 nerve was transferred to musculocutaneous nerve and lateral pectoral nerve, to innervate the sternocostal head of 
pectoralis major and biceps; the third and fourth intercostal nerve were transferred to anterior branch of the axillary nerve 
for innervation of the deltoid, while the sixth intercostal nerve was transferred to the motor branch innervating triceps. 
two years after the nerve transfer surgery, all muscles acquired cmAp and recovery in motor function. five signals were 
used as sources in pattern recognition, and patients acquired intuitive control of a multifunction prosthesis composed of 
four freedoms of forearm and one freedom at the shoulder. daily tasks including drinking, dressing, and bimanual tasks 
such as opening bottles and cutting boards could be accomplished. 
  these results provided promising chance in building a new strategy for treating total brachial plexus injury with highly 
functional artificial arm and challenged the conventional contraindication of targeted muscle reinnervation surgery.
keywords: contralateral c7 nerve transfer; central neurological injury; spastic arm paralysis; tendon transfer.
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A-0661 modified pull-in suture tecHniQue in treAtment of mAllet fingers
jinrok oh, jisu park, jinyoung Han
Wonju Severance Christian Hospital, South Korea

mallet finger injuries are common, and still the treatment options are diverse with controversy. it involves disruption of 
the tip of the extensor tendon over distal interphalangeal joint. it causes discomfort to patients and treatment failure 
with extensor lag often occurs. even with pull-in suture techniques, there have been modifications by ulusoy et al. and 
lu et al. but we will introduce different modification to the pull-in suture technique which can potentially reduce the 
limitations of the former techniques.
from october 2012 to january 2019, 26 mallet fingers were treated using this technique by a single surgeon. of the 
patients, 19 were men and 7 were women. their ages ate the time of the operation ranged from 18 to 68 years (mean 
50.1 years). the length of the time from the injury to operation ranged from 0 to 242 days (mean 40 days). According the 
doyle’s classification, there were 20 type i, 2 type ii, and 4 type ivb cases. As to the surgical technique, running sutures 
are done with pds 4-0 at the tip of the remaining extensor tendon at the dorsal side of the distal interphalangeal joint. 
the suture is passed to the volar side through the 21-gauge needle. then the suture is passed transversely to the opposite 
volar side, passing through the flexor tendon. it is passed again to the initial dorsal side and the tie is done followed by 
closed pinning with kirschner’s wire in the distal interphalangeal joint.
follow up period ranged from 54 days to 271 days (mean 92.5 days). All patients were pain free and no specific wound 
infections or skin necrosis occurred. the mean extensor lag of the distal interphalangeal joint was 10.6 degrees (range, 
0 to 35 degrees). According to crawford’s evaluation criteria, 7 patients showed excellent, 6 as good, 11 as fair, and 2 
with poor grades.
this technique allows feasible fixation of the extensor tendon to the distal phalanx without requiring any passing the 
suture through the bone. by anchoring the suture with the flexor tendon of the volar side instead of the bone, it reduces 
the rate of the suture loosening. it doesn’t need any additional k-wire fixation other than the ones required to fix the distal 
interphalangeal joint. volar stab incision and knot over the skin is eliminated so the possibility of soft tissue necrosis or 
altered sensibility is reduced. However, the results could be affected since the average time from injury to operation was 
40 days (0 – 242 days). other factors attributable for the adverse effects could be flexion tendon shortening contractures 
(flexion deformity due to chronic mallet finger), lack of rehabilitation. limitations include less controlling such factors, 
and comprehensively analyzing them.

 
A-0665 ArtHroscopic treAtment of Avulsed dorsAl intercArpAl ligAment from tHe lunAte 
toshiyasu nakamura1, koji Abe2

1International University of Health and Welfare, Tokyo, Japan; 2Abe Clinic, Tokyo, Japan

dorsal surface of the lunate is the inserting site of the dorsal intercarpal (dic) ligament. Avulsion of the dic ligament with 
the capsule may indicate dorsal wrist pain. we arthroscopically treated avulsion of the dic ligament with the capsule 
in 17 wrists.
patients and method: there were 17 wrists of 17 patients who were diagnosed as dorsal capsular detachment by midcarpal 
or radiocarpal arthroscopy. male were 11 and female 6, right 12 and left 5 with a mean age of 40 (range: 14-56). mri 
delineated avulsion of the dorsal capsule from the lunate in 7, and Ag-ct indicated dye inclusion in 11 out of 12 wrists. 
All cases indicated dorsal wrist pain and 7 patients complained ulnar side wrist pain. one case demonstrated recurrent 
dislocation of the midcarpal joint. wrist arthroscopy indicated avulsion of the dorsal via midcarpal arthroscopic view in 
16 cases and via radiocarpal arthroscopy in 1. radiographic assessment, arthroscopic findings and clinical outcome with 
modified mayo wrist score were evaluated.
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results: the scapholunate angle was average 44° (range: 33-56°), radiolunate angle was average 2° (range: -7-11°), 
and radioscaphoid angle was average 50° (range: 34-66°). there was no disi or visi deformity, and no widening of the 
scapholunate or lunotriquetral gap. Arthroscopy indicated dorsal capsular avulsion from the lunate in all wrists. there 
was no dorsal capsular scapholunate septum (dcss) rupture. partial tear of scapholunate or lunotriquetral ligament injury 
was seen in one wrist each. nine wrists had tfcc injury. Arthroscopic suture anchor reattachment of the dic ligament 
with dorsal capsule to the lunate was done in 9 wrists (7: isolated dic avulsion and 2 with tfcc injury) eight wrists 
underwent debridement of the dorsal lunate surface with 5 weeks cast immobilization. second look arthroscopy was 
performed in 6 wrists that confirmed repair of the capsule to the lunate and tfcc. modified mayo wrist score obtained 
15 excellent and 2 good.
conclusion: dic ligament detachment from the lunate can be a cause of dorsal wrist pain, may be related with midcarpal 
instability and well treated under arthroscopic control.

 
A-0666 decellulArized nerve grAft for inbred rAt sciAtic nerve regenerAtion
ji-won lee1, seung-Han shin1, yang-guk chung1, jae kwang kim2

1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, College of Medicine, the Catholic University of Korea, Seoul, South 
Korea; 2Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea

introduction: nerve defects are still unsolved clinical challenge. despite development of surgical technology and new 
materials, the functional outcomes are still unsatisfactory. decellularized nerve allograft is one of the treatment options 
for nerve defect. However, the most efficient decellularization method has not been established. the aim of this study was 
to evaluate the biocompatibility of our newly developed decellularization method using rat sciatic nerve defect model. 
materials and methods: forty-five genetically identical, inbred male lewis rats, weighing 200 to 300 g and 49 to 56 days 
old were used. the animals were divided into two groups. group i (the autograft group, n = 25) had a unilateral 10-mm 
sciatic nerve gap repaired with an ipsilateral reversed autologous graft. group ii (the decellularized isograft group, n = 
20) had the same gap reconstructed with a 10-mm decellularized nerve isograft.  the decellularized nerve grafts were 
prepared with our newly developed methods of amphoteric detergent and nuclease treatment. inflammatory reaction was 
analyzed using measurement of serum cytokine level(il-1, il-2, il-4, il-12, ifn-γ, and tnf-α) and histologic evaluation for 
inflammatory cell infiltration on H&e stained specimens at 6 weeks. the nerve regeneration was evaluated by histologic 
examination at 16 weeks after grafting and the functional outcomes, using measurements of maximum isometric tetanic 
force and muscle weight of tibialis anterior muscle. in addition, ankle angles at toe-off phase were measured too. each 
outcome of experimental group was compared to those of reversed autograft group.
results: there were no significant differences among repair groups for serum cytokine levels except ifn-γ, il-1α and 
il-2 at right after surgery (???? < 0.05). At two weeks and four weeks after grafting, all inflammatory markers were 
not statistically significant (???? > 0.05). the histologic examination of H&e stained specimen at 6 week also showed 
no substantial inflammatory cell infiltration in both groups. the histomorphometric results of 16 week specimen in the 
autograft group did not differ significantly from those in the isograft group with regard to any of the histomorphometric 
parameters (myelin fiber diameter, axon diameter, myelin thickness, and g ratio). the recovery of tibialis anterior isometric 
tetanic force at six weeks was 16.5% ± 9.4% in group i (reversed autograft), 14.0% ± 5.9% in group ii (decelluarized 
nerve isograft) (p > 0.05). At sixteen weeks, group i presented 57.6% ± 22.6% recovery, 45.4% ± 7.0% in group ii(p > 
0.05). there were no difference in mean tibialis anterior muscle weight and ankle angle at toe-off phase between two 
groups (????>0.05) also. 
conclusion: our newly developed decellularized nerve graft was fairly biocompatible from the points of inflammatory 
cytokine elevation, inflammatory cell infiltration, axonal regeneration and functional outcomes, which will be suitable 
for nerve reconstruction as an alternative to autograft.
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A-0667 pyrodisc interposition ArtHroplAsty for AdvAnced tHumb cmc joint osteoArtHritis
ji-won lee, seung-Han shin, yang-guk chung
Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, College of Medicine, the Catholic University of Korea, Seoul, 
South Korea

introduction 
the osteoarthritis of the thumb cmc joint is one of the common medical problems in middle years of life. management of 
advanced thumb cmc osteoarthritis is challenging. resection arthroplasty and arthrodesis have been used traditionally and 
implant arthroplasty are gaining popularity recently. since sep 2013, we performed pyrodisc interposition arthroplsties 
for advanced eaton-littler stage iii thumb cmc joint osteoarthritis and analyzed the clinical result of them. 

material & methods
we analyzed 13 patients who had undergone pyrodisc interposition arthroplsy for thumb basal joint arthritis in our 
hospital from september 2013 to march 2017 and had a minimum 6 month follow-up. All patients were women and the 
mean age at diagnosis was 64.4 (range: 54-75) years. All 14 joints in 13 patients revealed eaton stage iii osteoarthritis. 
the symptomatic improvement, the position and survivalship of implant and the stability of reconstructed joints, and 
any secondary procedure performed were evaluated. the mean follow up period was 28.3 (6-56) months.

result
the pain was completely relieved in 7 joints and improved in remaining 7 joints. the positions of implants were good 
in 9 and fair in 3 and poor in two joints. one of joint with poor position revealed a progressive medial subluxation with 
accompanied swan neck deformity, which required revision of cmc arthroplasty and mp joint fusion. the other joint 
with poor position showed dislodgement of pyrodisc which might be associated with rupture of fcr tendon sling and 
repositioning and stabilization with tendon allograft was performed. All pyrodiscs implanted were surviving at last follow 
up. the stability of reconstructed joints was maintained in 12 joints. two patient complained hypesthesia on thenar area. 
the average Quick dAsH score in 10 joints was 17.1(5-39).

discussion
resection of arthritic articular cartilage and interposition of pyrodisc provided pain relief reliably. However maintenance 
of proper implant position and joint stability were not easy especially in cases with swan neck deformity preoperatively. 
in such cases, holding the pyrodisc using one sling of half slip of fcr was not sufficient. double allograft tendon slings 
might provide better stability. stabilization of mp joint with arthrodesis would be the prerequisite for successful thumb 
basal joint arthroplasty in advanced arthritis with fixed deformity.
the limitation of this study were small sample size, absence of objective criteria for clinical stability and no preoperative 
functional evaluation data available.

conclusion
the pyrodisc interposition arthroplsties was one of the reliable options in advanced thumb cmc joint osteoarthritis. to 
obtain good functional result, a proper surgical technique is mandatory. further study with more cases will define the 
clinical relevance of pyrodisc arthroplasty for thumb basal joint arthritis. 
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A-0668 evAluAtion of ulnAr vAriAnce from simple rAdiogrApH: wHAt level we select -compAred to 
computed tomogrApHy?
jin-woo kang, ji-won lee, yang-guk chung, seung-Han shin
Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, College of Medicine, The Catholic University of Korea, Seoul, 
South Korea

introduction
 ulnar variance is the relative lengths of the distal ulna and radius, which is closely associated with various wrist pathology. 
measurement of ulnar variance need to be not only reliable, reproducible but also three dimensionally appropriate. 
However, perpendicular method, which is most popular, comes from distance of two set points located in different coronal 
planes. the objective of this study was to compare two techniques for ulnar variance measurements on plain radiographs 
(perpendicular method and our modified central reference point [crp] method) to measurements using 3-dimentional 
computed tomography (3d ct) images.

material & methods
we evaluated the ulnar variances on wrist plane radiographs and 3d ct scans of patients who had undergone surgery for 
scaphoid fracture or nonunion retrospectively and selected 22 patients with radiographs and ct scan on wrist neutral 
position at same time point. three examiners measured the ulnar variance of each images with three different methods 
(perpendicular method, modified crp method, 3d ct method) at 2 time points with a delay of 2 weeks. considering 
standard volar tilt configuration, we set modified crp as proximal 1/3 (not one half) of the distance between volar and 
dorsal ulnar corner of distal radius. And we measured ulnar variance on coronal ct image which revealed most protruded 
ulnar head distally. the measurements of two techniques on plain radiographs were compared with those on coronal ct 
images. for statistical analysis, intraclass correlation coefficient (icc), and 95% confidence intervals (ci) were calculated 
and blant-Altman plot was used in analyzing the agreement of each methods.

results
the interccs of perpendicular, modified crp, and 3d ct methods were 0.776, 0.806, and 0.791, suggesting good to 
excellent reliability. 
mean of modified crp method (0.27 (95% ci, -1.7~2.2)) was more close to that of 3d ct method (0.18 (95% ci, -2.0~2.4)) 
than that of perpendicular one (1.65 (95% ci, -0.7~3.9)).
iccs of modified crp and 3d ct method from 3 observers are 0.773-0.884, which means good to excellent reliability. 

conclusions
 there is still controversy about standardization of ulnar variance measurement. perpendicular method was most popular 
technique because of its high reproducibility and simplicity. our study shows that perpendicular, modified crp, and 3d ct 
methods have all clinically acceptable intra and interobserver reliability. However, when comparing with that measured 
from 3d ct, modified crp method reflects real anatomical ulnar variance more accurately than perpendicular one

 
A-0669 suitAbility of An inertiAl-bAsed sensor system for tHree-dimensionAl motion AnAlysis of 
tHe wrist
gabriella fischer1, michael wirth1, jorge verdú2, lisa reissner1, simone balocco2, maurizio calcagni1

1Division of Plastic Surgery and Hand Surgery, University Hospital Zurich, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; 2Department 
of Mathematics and Informatics, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

objectives: optoelectronic motion capture systems (omc) are often considered the laboratory gold standard for motion 
analysis of human joint kinematics due to their high accuracy. However, these systems are complex to use and time 
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consuming in post-processing, which is why they are rarely used in clinical practice. inertial measurement units (imu) based 
on accelerometers, gyroscopes and/or magnetometers have been proposed as a cost-efficient and easy-to-use alternative. 
they are successfully being used for motion analysis of different joints. However, a joint and task-specific validation is 
required as the accuracy and reliability of imu-based measurements depends on the intended application. the aim of 
this study is to compare an imu device (dycare® lynx) against an omc system (vicon®) for motion analysis of the wrist.
methods: ten healthy volunteers with right dominant hands were included in the study. each volunteer was assessed 
twice on two different days. in each measurement session, thirteen reflective skin markers for the omc measurement 
and two imu sensors were applied dorsally to the hand and forearm. then, five trials, each consisting of three cycles of 
wrist flexion-extension and radial-ulnar deviation, were recorded simultaneously with the imu and omc.
kinematic evaluation of the omc data was calculated according to an established protocol. imu data were analysed using 
the integrated software. maximum range of motion (rom) and mean absolute difference between the two systems were 
calculated and compared.
results: the mean absolute difference of the rom between the imu and the omc was 10° (± 4°) for flexion-extension 
and 2° (± 1°) for radial-ulnar deviation.
the mean flexion-extension rom amounts to 126° (± 19°) when measured with the imu and 136° (± 18°) with the omc. 
for the radial-ulnar deviation, the mean rom was 50° (± 9°) and 51° (± 8°). A wilcoxon rank sum test (α = 0.05) resulted 
in no statistical differences between the methods (p-values of 0.24 and 0.62, respectively).
conclusion: the dycare® system has shown an excellent accuracy for the radial-ulnar deviation. A higher rom in flexion-
extension puts the higher mean absolute difference in perspective (8.5%). the results of the investigated imu system are 
even more precise in comparison to similar studies, where differences between 14° and 27° for flexion-extension and 
between 6° and 17° for radial-ulnar deviation were reported. 
recent developments in commercially available imu systems and software allow accurate analysis and display of kinematic 
data in real-time without requiring in-depth knowledge of motion analysis for their application. the absence of marker 
occlusion and no need for post-processing are important advantages of the imu, which are even more pronounced in the 
analysis of more complex tasks. However, the use of imu to assess coupled wrist movements needs further investigation. 
imu-based systems, based on our results, are within acceptable margins of error for wrist angle measurement. therefore, 
this study highlights the potential of imu systems for wrist motion analysis as well as clinical assessments of the wrist rom.

 
A-0670 suspensionplAsty witH mini tigHtroup And ArtHroscopic Hemiresection of trApezium for 
osteoArtHritis in tHe cArpometAcArpAl joint of tHe tHumb
ryotaro fujitani1, naoki Hayami1, shohei omokawa2, yasuhito tanaka2

1Ishinkai Yao General Hospital, Yao, Japan; 2Nara Medical University, Kashihara, Japan

suspensionplasty with mini tightroup is one of the procedure for carpometacarpal joint (cmj) of the thumb. we use this 
method with arthroscopic hemiresection of trapezium.
the purpose of this study our clinical and radiographic results in performing suspensionplasty using mini tightroup and 
arthroscopic hemiresection of trapezium for osteoarthritis in the cmj of the thumb.
material and method
fifteen patients were performed by this procedure between 2015 and 2017. there were 8 women, 7 men. Average age 
was 69 (range, 60 to 77). they were evaluated both clinically and radiographically. All thumb had osteoarthritis which 
were classified as stage iii (eaton’s classification). single linear regression analysis was conducted to elucidate association 
between radiographic parameter and range of motion. A p value of <0.05 was considered significant.
result 
the disabilities of the arm, shoulder, and Hand (dAsH) score averaged 33 before surgery and 13 at final follow up. the 
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mean improvement in key pinch was 2.3kg, 7.0kg in grip strength and 43mm in a visual analogue score (vAs).
the first metacarpal subsidence was 2.8mm (13.1mm in postoperatively and 10.3mm in final follow up period).
 At the final follow-up evaluation the radial abduction was 40°. A articular angle, which is measured as an angle formed 
between the proximal articular surface and bone shaft axis in the 1st metacarpal lateral view, was 30°.
 A linear regression analyses revealed that the surface angle of the 1st metacarpal had a significantly negative correlation 
with the range of radial abduction. (r2=0.6, p<0.05)
conclusion
this study showed that mini tightroup suspensionplasty and arthroscopic hemiresection of trapezium has a favorable 
outcome for painful osteoarthritis of cmj.
patients having this method may be at a risk for 2mm of the first metacarpal subsidence.
there were a significantly correlation between the surface angle of the 1st metacarpal and the range of radial abduction.   
more than 3mm section of trapezium resection may be needed for the good range of motion 

 
A-0672 diAbetes mellitus As A risk fActor for compression neuropAtHy - A longitudinAl, prospective 
coHort study from soutHern sweden
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1Department of Hand Surgery, Lund University, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; 2Department of Translational 
Medicine – Hand Surgery, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 3Department of Vascular Diseases, Lund University Skåne University 
Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; 4Department of Internal Medicine, Clinical Research Unit, Lund University, Malmö, Sweden; 
5Department of Internal Medicine, Lund University, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden

introduction
compression neuropathies (cn) in the upper extremity, the most common being carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) and 
ulnar nerve entrapment (une), are frequent amongst patients with diabetes mellitus (dm). earlier studies have shown 
contradicting results regarding dm as a risk factor for cn. thus, the aim of the present population-based, prospective 
study was to explore potential associations between dm, cts and une during long-term follow-up.

method
A total of 30466 participants age 46-73 from the population-based malmö diet and cancer study (mdcs) were included. 
data on incident cts and une, and on relevant confounders, were extracted from swedish national Quality registries. 
Associations between prevalent dm at baseline and incident cts or une were calculated using cox proportional hazard 
models, adjusted for confounding factors. HbA1c and fasting plasma glucose levels were measured in a subgroup of 5508 
participants and related to incident cts and une in age and sex adjusted binary logistic regression models.  

results
A total of 1081 participants developed cts and 223 participants developed une during median follow up of 21 years. 
participants with incident cts or une had higher body mass index (bmi), lower blood pressure, and more often dm at 
baseline. using univariate kaplan meier plots, there was a significant shorter cts and une-free time in participants with 
dm compared to participants without dm (log rank test p < 0.001) (figure 1). using cox regression models, adjusted for 
sex, age at study entry, smoking, hypertension, and bmi, prevalent dm at baseline was independently associated with 
both incident cts (Hr 2.14; 95% ci 1.69 – 2.70 p < 0.001) and incident une (Hr 2.42; 95% ci 1.48 – 4.98 p < 0.001). Higher 
levels of HbA1c and plasma glucose were associated with an increased risk for cts, but not for une. 

conclusion
this study establishes dm a major risk factor in the development of both cts and une. furthermore, hyperglycemia 
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seems to affect the median and ulnar nerves differently. finally, hypertension might work as a protective factor for 
development of cn. 

 
A-0673 body mAss index And tHe risk for cArpAl tunnel syndrome – A prospective coHort study 
mattias rydberg1,2, malin zimmerman1,2, Anders gottsäter3, peter nilsson4,5, olle melander5, lars b dahlin1,2

1Department of Hand Surgery, Lund University, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; 2Department of Translational 
Medicine – Hand Surgery, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 3Department of Vascular Diseases, Lund University Skåne University 
Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; 4Department of Internal Medicine, Clinical Research Unit, Lund University, Malmö, Sweden; 
5Department of Internal Medicine, Lund University, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden

introduction
carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) is the most common compression neuropathy in the upper extremity. different body 
composition and anthropometry have earlier been explored as both potential risk and protective factors for the development 
of cts. thus, this study aims to explore the effect of body mass index (bmi) on incident cts during long-term follow-up. 

method
data from the population-based malmö diet and cancer study (mdcs) and data on incident cts from swedish national 
Quality registries were used in this study. between 1991-1996, a total of 30466 subjects were recruited to the study and 
were followed to either endpoint, i.e. cts, emigration, death or end of study at 2016-12-31. cox proportional hazard 
models, adjusted for known confounders, were used to calculate potential association between bmi and incident cts. 
confounders included hypertension, smoking habits, age, sex and both prevalent and incident diabetes mellitus (dm). 
furthermore, bmi were stratified into quartiles (<20, 20-25, 25-30 and >30) and group comparisons were calculated 
using bmi <20 as reference. 

results
during a median follow-up of 21 years, 1081 subjects (3.5%) developed cts. At baseline, participants with incident cts had 
higher bmi, lower blood pressure, and more often dm. using cox regression models adjusted for sex, age at study entry, 
smoking, hypertension, prevalent dm and incident dm, increasing bmi was independently associated with incident cts (Hr 
1.07; 95% ci 1.05 – 1.08 p < 0.0001). in the bmi quartiles, both bmi 25-30 (Hr 1.97; 95% ci 1.34 – 2.90 p = 0.01) and bmi 
>30 (Hr 2.66; 95% ci 1.78 – 3.98 p < 0.0001) were associated with a marked risk increment compared to bmi < 20 (figure 1). 

conclusion
increasing bmi is associated with the development of cts, independently of age, sex, hypertension, smoking and dm. 
these results may be used when advising patients searching for weight loss, or before choosing cts treatment.

 
A-0677 functionAl reinnervAtion of tHe lower limb After contrAlAterAl lumbAr to sAcrAl nerve 
trAnsfer for Hemiplegic pAtients
yanqun Qiu, mao-xin du, bao-fu yu, wendong xu
1Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China; 2Department of Hand and Upper Extremity 
Surgery, Jing’an District Center Hospital, Shanghai, China; 3Shanghai Clinical Medical Center for Limb Function Reconstruction, 
Shanghai, China; 4Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Jing’an District Center Hospital, Shanghai, China

objectives: contralateral c7 nerve transfer has been successfully applied to improve upper-limb motor function for 
patients who had arm paresis that had ceased to improve after rehabilitation. similar strategy possibly exists in the 
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lower limb. this study was designed to explore a new procedure for unilateral lower limb dysfunction due to stroke and 
traumatic spinal cord injury.

methods: four patients were enrolled in the study. the first suffered from permanent muscle weakness in his left leg 
after right cerebral infarction. the second had spasticity and hemiplegia in both upper and lower limbs on the right after 
a left cerebral hemorrhage. the other 2 patients are with incomplete lower limb paraplegia due to traumatic spinal cord 
injury caused by spinal fracture. After spinal canal decompression procedure, these two patients mainly manifested as 
unilateral lower limb dysfunctions. All four patients underwent contralateral lumbar to sacral nerve tranfer to improve 
lower-limb motor function. the procedure mainly consists of transferring 50% of the proximal contralateral lumbar 
ventral l5 to 50% of the distal ventral s1 nerve (or s1+s2). selective posterior rhizotomy was performed together in 1 
patient with spastic lower limb paralysis. motor function of lower limb was assessed preoperatively and postoperatively.

results: 20 months after surgery, all these patients experienced significant improvement in ambulatory status. motor 
function of unaffected lower limb was not impaired by transferring 50% of the proximal lumbar ventral l5.

conclusions: this pilot study demonstrates the possible benefits of contralateral lumbar to sacral nerve transfer for 
hemiplegic patients. this surgical approach could provide a new means for lower-limb motor functional recovery. further 
research, including long-term follow-up and a randomized controlled trial, is required.

 
A-0678 impAct of using An AnimAted explAnAtory video As pArt of tHe informed consent process for 
cArpAl tunnel decompression surgery
dimitris reissis1, lydia ioannidi2, effie katsarma2

1Royal Free Hospital, London, UK; 2Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London, UK

background: 
A signed consent form is itself not legally binding evidence of valid informed consent. there is significant variation in 
the quality of discussions between doctors and patients pre-operatively, which may have significant implications in the 
post-montgomery (2015) era of surgical consent. only 9% of consent discussions assessed are valid and only 19% of 
patients report that they are satisfied with discussion alone as part of their consent decision for surgery. using video is 
one proven method of improving patient understanding and retention of information.

Aim:
to assess whether providing patients access to an animated video about their procedure can facilitate patient understanding 
and involvement in their decision to undergo carpal tunnel decompression surgery. 

methods:
24 patients were randomized into two groups. the control group (n=12) were consented according to current standard 
practice using verbal discussion alone. the study group (n=12) were provided with access to an animated video about 
what to expect before, during and after their procedure.  
patient understanding and satisfaction with their consent process and overall care, were assessed using questionnaires 
at 3 time points in hospital – pre-operatively in clinic, pre-operatively on the day of the procedure, and post-operatively 
at their follow up clinic visit (2-3 months post-operatively). time-efficiency in clinic and theatre was also assessed using 
log sheets completed by nurses and doctors measured at the same time points. 
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results: 
there was a statistically significant increase in patient understanding (p<0.05) and satisfaction (p<0.05) in the study/
video group, compared with the control group. there was also a statistically significant reduction in time spent discussing 
the generic aspects of the procedure pre-operatively and increased available time to discuss more specific details with 
each individual patient.

conclusions:
the use of animated videos as part of the informed consent process for carpal tunnel decompression surgery can empower 
patients to become appropriately informed, involved and comfortable with their decision to undergo surgery. patients’ 
understanding of the procedure, patients’ satisfaction and efficiency in clinic and theatre significantly increased, with 
more time available for specific patient-doctor discussions to facilitate a more collaborative patient-focused decision 
about the most appropriate treatment for them.

 
A-0679 tHe feAsibility And survivAl mecHAnism of A lArge free flAp supported by A novel Hybrid 
perfusion mode
Hede yan, xiaobin luo
Department of Orthopedics, Division of Plastic and Hand Surgery, The Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital 
of Wenzhou Medical University, Key Laboratory of Orthopedics of Zhejiang Province, The Second School of Medicine, Wenzhou 
Medical University, Wenzhou, Zhejiang, China

objectives: in this study, we presented a novel hybrid perfusion mode in an attempt to provide a new strategy to improve 
the survival of an extended large flap and discuss its possible mechanisms. materials and methods: A 14 × 10 cm flap was 
designed on the rabbit abdomen. rabbits were randomly divided into three groups based on the flap perfusion mode: 
control group i (con 1, physiological perfusion mode with bilateral deep inferior epigastric vascular pedicles intact), 
control group ii (con 2, physiological perfusion mode with single deep inferior epigastric vascular pedicle intact), hybrid 
nourished group (physiological perfusion as in con 2 combined with arterialized venous nonphysiological perfusion mode, 
referred to as a hybrid perfusion mode). flap survival, status of vascular perfusion, microvasculature and histopathology 
were assessed in each group. results: the results of “hybrid nourished” flaps were similar to the traditional flaps in terms 
of flap survival, level of vascular perfusion and microvasculature except the status of metabolites. conclusions: the 
feasibility of this novel hybrid perfusion mode will greatly extend the indications of flap transfer and efficiently improve 
the survival reliability of large flaps. in a sense, this mode will be an ideological emancipation for the field of flap surgery. 
in addition, pilot clinical study has also been performed and achieved expected satisfactory outcomes.

 
A-0681 tHe effect And mecHAnism of dexmedetomidine on tHe survivAl of iscHemic flAp tHrougH tlr4 
/ nf-κb signAl pAtHwAy
miao-jie fang1,2, dingsheng  lin1,2

1Department of Hand Surgery, The Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, 
Wenzhou, China; 2The Second School of Medicine, Wenzhou Medical University, Wenzhou, China

objective: flap necrosis is a common complication of plastic surgery. in order to make the flap survive successfully in 
the process of transfer, the length width ratio of the flap is usually limited (2-1.5:1). to improve the survival rate of local 
flap, the key is to improve the tolerance of tissue to ischemia and inflammation, accelerate angiogenesis and reduce 
tissue edema. dexmedetomidine is a highly selective α2-adrenergic receptor agonist with good sedative, analgesic and 
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anti anxiety effects. it can also inhibit sympathetic excitation, stabilize hemodynamics, reduce the level of oxidative 
stress response, and thus reduce the ischemia-reperfusion injury. the purpose of this study was to observe the effect of 
dexmedetomidine on the survival of ischemic flap and explore the related mechanism.
methods: 90 male sd rats were used to establish the model of mcfarlane ischemia flap. rats were randomly divided into 
control group, dexmedetomidine low dose group (dex-l group), dexmedetomidine high dose group (dex-H group), 30 
rats in each group. rats in dex-l group and dex-H group were intraperitoneally injected with dexmedetomidine 10 μg/
kg/d and 20 μg/kg/d respectively. on the second day, superoxide dismutase (sod) and malondialdehyde (mdA) were 
detected in three groups. on the 7th day, the survival rate of the flap was evaluated directly and visualized by transparent 
square paper, the level of inflammation was examined by hematoxylin and eosin staining (H&e), and the expression of 
vascular endothelial growth factor (vegf) was analyzed by immunohistochemistry. the levels of tnf-α and il-6 in serum 
were detected by elisA. real time-pcr was used to detect the transcription of tlr4/nf-κb pathway related genes (tlr4, 
nf-κb, galectin-3, mnsod, tnf-α, il-6, vegf).
results: the average survival area of flap in dex-H group was significantly larger than that in dex-l group and control 
group, which showed that it was dose-dependent. H&e staining section showed that dex-H group could significantly 
inhibit inflammation, and the levels of il-1β, il-6 and tnf-α inflammatory factors in serum were low. the same result 
was confirmed by elisA. dexmedetomidine promotes angiogenesis, increases blood perfusion and vegf expression. 
At the same time, the sod activity of dex-H group increased significantly, while the mdA level decreased significantly, 
indicating that it has the ability to reduce oxidative damage. the results of real time-pcr showed that the expression 
of tlr4/nf-κb pathway related genes, especially tlr4 and nf-κb, was significantly inhibited in dex-H group compared 
with the control group and dex-l group, so as to promote flap survival.
conclusion: this study shows that dexmedetomidine can effectively improve the survival of ischemic flap, and its mechanism 
may be related to the inhibition of tlr4/nf-κb signal pathway and other mechanisms.

 
A-0682 reconstruction of reflux in fingertip replAntAtion by AnAstomosis of nAilfold vein
gang zhao, yongjun rui, jingyi mi
Wuxi Ninth People’s Hospital, Wuxi, China

objective  to explore the clinical efficacy of anastomosis of nailfold vein in reconstruction of reflux of fingertip replantation. 
 methods  from november 2016 to december 2017, 18 patients with 23 fingers of fingertip amputation in ishikawa Ⅱ 
area (from middle nail to nail root plane) were replanted. the parathyroidal longitudinal incision was used to explore 
and anastomose the nailfold vein to reconstruct the severed finger reflux, and the clinical efficacy was followed up.  
results  the follow-up period ranged from 8 to 15 months, with an average of 11.1 months. twenty-one of the 23 fingers 
survived and two were necrotic. the survival rate was 91.3%. the protective sensation was restored in all surviving 
fingertips. the two-point discrimination was (8.8±2.4) mm. the active range of motion of distal interphalangeal joint 
was (49.8±12.3)°, which was 63.4% of the healthy side. the average blood perfusion volume of finger pulp was 89.3% of 
the healthy side. the complications included cicatricial contracture (5/23), nail deformity (7/23), nonunion (1/23), distal 
interphalangeal joint dysfunction (4/23), and cold intolerance (4/23). 
conclusion   the nailfold vein can provide reliable venous reflux in fingertip replantation and restore the good appearance 
and function of replanted fingertips.
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A-0683 effectiveness of different tHumb And tHumb-wrist ortHoses on reducing joint mobility
maarten vanneste1,2, filip stockmans1,3, evie vereecke1
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introduction
thumb and thumb-wrist orthotics are widely used to relieve pain in patients with early stages of osteoarthritis (oA) 
of the radiocarpal, scaphotrapeziotrapzoidal (stt) or trapeziometacarpal (tmc) joint. the effectiveness of an orthosis 
lies in the immobilization and stabilization of the affected joint(s). long opponens type orthoses are typically used as 
conservative management of radiocarpal oA, while short opponens type orthoses are used for tmc oA. in case of stt oA, 
an orthosis which immobilizes both thumb and wrist will be prescribed, with a severe impact on hand function. despite 
the wide use of thumb and thumb-wrist orthotics, little is known about the biomechanical impact of these braces on the 
joint dynamics. in this study, we use in vivo ct-scanning to quantify the effect of custom-made (imf) vs. prefabricated 
(prefab) orthoses on the 3d kinematics of the scaphoid and trapezium, in case of thumb-wrist orthotics, and of the first 
metacarpal (mc1), in case of thumb orthotics. 

methods
eighteen healthy female volunteers between 18 and 60 years of age, were selected for ct-scanning. each subject was 
scanned in four active thumb positions (maximal extension and flexion, abduction and adduction) and four active wrist 
positions (maximal extension and flexion, ulnar and radial deviation). radiolucent rigs were used to standardize the 
movements. for each subject, the hand was scanned in three conditions: without orthosis (n=18), with a thumb orthosis 
(either imf, n=6, or prefab, n=12) and with a thumb-wrist orthosis (either imf, n=6 or prefab, n=12). between each set 
of positions, the rotations and translations relative to the more proximal bone were calculated using in-house developed 
python code and expressed in a joint-specific coordinate system (cs). the radius cs was defined using anatomical 
landmarks, the cs of the scaphoid used the principal axes of inertia, and the trapezium cs was based upon the curvature 
of the articular surface of the trapezium and mc1.

results 
without orthosis, the largest rotations of the trapezium were observed during radioulnar deviation of the wrist and were 
significantly lower during wrist flexion-extension. thumb motion induced only little rotations of the trapezium (<=10°). All 
tested orthoses caused significant reduction of the range of motion in comparison to motion without orthosis. no significant 
differences were observed between prefab and imf orthoses, except for the imf thumb-wrist which outperformed the 
prefab thumb-wrist orthosis in terms of immobilization of the radiocarpal joint. Additionally, the imf thumb orthosis 
immobilized the tmc joint significantly better than the prefab thumb orthosis during thumb abduction and adduction.

conclusions
we found that different types of thumb and thumb-wrist orthotics are effective in reducing joint mobility. while this 
reduction tends to be higher using imf compared to prefabricated orthoses, this effect is only significant for the radiocarpal 
and tmc joint. the finding that thumb movements do not induce large rotations of the trapezium might suggest that the 
thumb does not need to be immobilized in case of isolated stt osteoarthritis.
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A-0684 ApitAte osteotomy And trAnsposition for type iii kienböck’s diseAse
juyu tang, yuling wang, panfeng wu, zhengbing zhou, fang yu, yongbing xiao, ding pan, rui liu, lei zeng, liming Qing
Hand and Microsurgery Department, Xiangya Hospital Central South University, Changsha, China

purpose
to evaluate  outcomes of capitate osteotomy and transposition for type iii  kienböck’s disease.
metHods
medical records of 14 men and 3 women aged from 18 to 55 (mean, 37) years who underwent capitate osteotomy and 
transposition for type iii kienböck’s disease were reviewed. the objective parameters examined included  postoperative 
range of motion (rom), grip strength, stahl index, and carpal height index (cHi).the subjective parameters examined 
included dAsH and vAs .
results
At the final follow-up for a mean of 30 months (range 2-68 months) after surgery, the mean visual analogue scale score 
was 1.2 (range 0-5).the mean dAsH score was 13.8. the mean grip strength was 82% of the unaffected side. the mean 
active rom in the operated wrists was 35º dorsiflexion, 58º palmar flexion, 14º ulnar deviations, 10º radial deviations.
there was no significant difference between preoperative and postoperative carpal height ratios . one patient developed 
a damage of the processus styloideus radii. there were no other complications of the surgery.
conclusion
 our results show that capitate osteotomy and transposition is a reasonable method for the management of stage iii 
kienböck’s disease, which remove the pain and remain most of wrist function at the same time.
keywords 
lunate necrosis; kienböck’s disease; capitate ; osteotomy.

 
A-0686 treAtment of neurogenic tumors Around tHe brAcHiAl plexus
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introduction
surgical treatment of neurogenic tumors that occur around the brachial plexus is challenging because it can cause a wide 
and severe neurological defect. in this study, based on the medical record, we examined the pathological diagnosis, the 
site of occurrence and the remaining paralysis, and outcome, retrospectively.
method
subjects were 13 cases treated in our department. the average age was 51 years old, three males and ten females, and seven 
cases occurred on the right. patient’s complaints were cervical masses in four cases, pain and numbness radiating to the 
upper limbs in ten cases, motor paralysis in two cases, and 1 case of malignant tumor diagnosis. the pathological diagnosis 
was nine schwannomas, two neurofibromatosis type 1 concomitant neurofibroma, and two malignant peripheral nerve 
sheath tumor (mpnst), respectively. there were 4 cases of root, 3 cases of trunk, 1 case of division, 2 cases of cord, and 3 
cases immediately after branching to the proper peripheral nerve, respectively. the mean follow-up period was 6.1 years.
result
with the exception of one case of schwannoma, the capsule was preserved under a microscope and nucleated. the 
remaining one patient underwent autologous nerve graft after the c6 nerve resection. we performed marginal resection 
for neurofibroma that occurred in the periphery of the brachial plexus cord and wide resection for mpnst. the cases of 
schwannomas showed mild pain, numbness, and the tinel signs at the final examination, but there were few cases that 
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interfered with daily life, and no obvious motor paralysis was observed. in addition to sensory impairment, some cases 
of neurofibroma remained with some motor paralysis and received nerve transfer surgery. one case of schwannomas 
and one case of mpnst recurred 3 months and 6 months after the operation, respectively. the case of schwannoma has 
undergone reoperation, but has recurred and is currently being followed. the case of mpnst has undergone scapular 
amputation and is being followed for recurrence.
summary
we reported the treatment of neurogenic tumors around the brachial plexus and the outcomes. many schwannomas tended 
to occur proximal part of the brachial plexus, but when enucleation was performed, no apparent motor paralysis occurred.

 
A-0687 distAl rAdius reconstruction witH vAsculArized proximAl fibulAr AutogrAft After en-bloc 
resection of giAnt cell tumor
yuling wang, juyu tang, panfeng wu, zhengbing zhou, fang yu, yongbing xiao, ding pan, rui liu, lei zeng, liming Qing
Hand and Microsurgery Department, Xiangya Hospital Central South University, Changsha, China

Abstract
purpose:
to evaluate outcomes of wide resection and reconstruction of the distal radius with vascularized fibular autografts for 
giant cell tumor (gct) of bone.
metHods:
medical records of 2 men and 5 women aged 19 to 47 (mean, 35.6) years who underwent wide resection of the distal 
radius and reconstruction with vascularized fibular autografts for gct of bone were reviewed. the mean length of the 
resected radius was 9 (range, 7-11) cm.  pain was assessed by vAs. wrist joint and forearm movements were measured 
using a goniometer. 
results:
the mean follow-up was 83.2 (range, 26-125) months. All patients achieved radiological union after a mean of 14 (range, 
12-16) weeks. the mean active range of movement in the operated wrists was 33.5º dorsiflexion, 45.0º palmar flexion, 
15º ulnar deviations, 12º radial deviations, 58.5º supination, and 65.0º pronation. 90% of the patients were  satisfactory 
with the wrist appearance and function. no patient had recurrence after 2 years. no infection, nerve or vessel injury or 
nonunion occurred. one patient had distal radioulnar dislocation, which was resolved with fixation by kirschner wires. 
conclusion:
vascularized fibular autografts for reconstruction of the distal radius after resection of a gct of bone achieved good 
cosmetic and functional outcomes. However, its long-term effect remains to be seen.
keywords:
autografts; fibula; giant cell tumor of bone; radius

 
A-0688 extended indicAtions for retrogrAde intrAmedullAr percutAneous screw fixAtion in pHA-
lAnx frActures. wHere Are tHe limits?
sergi Alabau-rodriguez, sergi barrera-ochoa, gerardo méndez, ignacio esteban-feliu, tryno munoz-perdomo, xavier 
mir-bullo
icatMA, ICATME, Hospital Universitari Quiron - Dexeus, Barcelona, Spain

purpose: to present extended and limit indications and outcomes in the treatment of unstable phalangeal fractures with 
retrograde intramedullary cannulated headless screws (ricHs).
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methods: this retrospective study reviewed (n=21) patients with  phalanx fractures, including 9 spiral and 6 long oblique 
fracture patterns treated with ricHs. 2 spiral shaft phalanx fractures presented an articular involvement and were treated 
with a combined fixation. A single case of subchondral fracture was also treated with ricHs.  clinical outcomes were 
assessed bilaterally with rom and grip strength. time to union and radiographic parameters were assessed during 5,2 
(sd +/-  2,6; range 3-12 months) of follow-up. the development of complications, pain (vAs), disability (QuickdAsH) and 
return to full activities were reported. secondary procedures were also reported.

results: All fractures healed in 5,2 (sd +/- 1,1 ; range 3-7) weeks within accepted radiological parameters. A bone 
shortening > 6mm was not detected in any case and all patients demonstrated full active metacarpophalangeal and 
interphalangeal rom. grip strength was 94,2 % of contralateral hand at 3 months. complications were not detected and all 
patients returned to full activities at 6,1 weeks (sd +/- 2,2; range 3-10 weeks). mean vAs was 0,8 (sd +/-1,4) ( range 0-1) 
and QuickdAsH was 6 (sd +/- 2; range, 0-12). no secondary procedures were needed and any revision case was reported.

conclusions. non axial-stable fracture patterns (spiral, long oblique) of phalanx are amenable to ricHs fixation. spiral 
shaft phalanx fractures with articular involvement and subchondral phalanx fractures could be treated with ricHs but 
require and individualized focusing.  

 
A-0689 tHe cAse for skin cAmouflAge
laura Adamson, Anna selby
Pulvertaft Hand Centre, Royal Derby Hospital, Derby, UK

normal appearance of the hand often goes unnoticed; however, the scarred or deformed hand often draws attention 
often reinforcing the patient’s barriers to everyday life. upper limbs are vital for everyday tasks and hand therapists focus 
on the restoration of function primarily. However, for some patients the change in appearance of their hands or upper 
limb can have an equally debilitating effect.
in 2015 we began offering the opportunity for patients affected by the appearance of scars to their upper limbs to have a 
consultation with our skin camouflage trained hand therapist. we observed that patients who accessed this service felt 
more confident and were able to overcome psychosocial barriers through the use of skin camouflage products.
However, skin camouflage is not routinely offered to patients nationally and there are very few skin camouflage trained 
therapists.
funding was awarded from the british Association of Hand therapists (bAHt) and ethical approval was granted.  A case-
series study aimed to present the treatment and experiences of four patients who have undergone a skin camouflage 
appointment for an upper limb scar according to the cAre case report guidelines.
patients were identified in a therapy outpatient clinic and given a trial invitation letter and patient information sheet.  
After informed consent was obtained at the initial appointment patients completed patient rated outcome measures 
(proms); michigan Hand Questionnaire and the derriford Appearance scale (dAs24).  A detailed medical history and 
vancouver scar scale were also completed.  the skin camouflage intervention was applied and a prescription request 
was sent to their g.p.  pre and post application photographs were taken.

the follow up proms were completed at 1 week post intervention.  full data set was collected on four participants.  the 
average mHQ aesthetic baseline score was 14 increasing to 44 at 1 week.  All participants reported increased confidence 
in social and work based activities.  three out of the four participants reported a reduction in pain from baseline to one 
week (an average change of 9 points on the mHQ).
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the conclusion drawn from these case studies are that skin camouflage intervention can have a positive impact on patients 
who are psychologically affected by the appearance of their upper limb scar.

 
A-0690 severe And complicAted finger infection: more freQuent tHAn expected And mostly of iAtro-
genic cAuse
Alexandre dorfmann1,2, sylvie carmès1, olivier kadji1, max uzel2, christian dumontier1

1Hand Center, Guadeloupe; 2Orthopedic Department, University Hospital of Guadeloupe

introduction: After inoculation, evolution of a hand  infection stages from the « inflammation stage » to the « abscess 
stage » whose treatment is surgical. in finger infection,  some patients present late at the « complication stage » with 
extension of the infection to the synovial sheath, bones or joints. it was reported that about 5% of finger infections 
present at the « complication stage ». our experience was different with many patients presenting at this « complication 
stage ». our hypothesis was that an inappropriate management  was responsible for the complication of their infection.
methods: we performed a retrospective review of all patients surgically treated for a hand infection. A « complicated 
case » was defined as an initially localized finger infection that has extended to skin necrosis, proximal migration of the 
infection, a secondary osteitis, osteoarthritis, or  flexor tendon sheath involvement. An osteoarthritis or a flexor tendons 
sheath infection due to direct inoculation was considered « non complicated », as well as any infection that stay localized. 
results: over a 16 months period we operated on 125 patients for a hand infection. there was 77 males (62%, mean age 
49 years old) and 48 females (38%, mean age 55 years old). 
41 cases (33%) presented at the « complication stage » including 39% with an extension of the infection, 37% with a 
secondary flexor sheath infection, 16% with an osteoarthritis, 15% with an osteitis and 12% with extensive skin necrosis 
(total is superior to 100% as some patients presented with multiple complications). 
wounds (23 cases), vegetal puncture (21 cases) and unknown cause (25 cases) was the three most frequent cause. there 
was no difference between groups.
staphylococcus aureus was found in 34% of cases. it was more frequently observed in the non-complicated group (p 
= 0,04). there was no difference between groups in the gram negative, polymicrobial samples, sterile culture or rare 
germs groups although some bg- seem more aggressive then others (serratia marcescens and morganella morganii).
delay between onset and surgery was 12 days in the non-complicated group versus 30 in the completed group, a highly 
significant difference ( p< 0,001). 40% of patients had antibiotics prescribed in the non complicated group versus 56% 
in the complicated group (p = 0,09). if the patient had consulted his general practitioner (gp), he was prescribed an 
antibiotic in 67% of cases. if he had seen first an emergency doctor (ed), 20% had an antibiotic prescribed. if the patient had 
nsAid’s prescribed, 50% became complicated cases. if he had a incision made by the ed 50% became complicated cases. 
After surgery, 94% of the non-complicated group and 87% of the complicated group had no recurrence of the infection, 
the difference being non significant.
conclusion - An inappropriate care of finger infected patients with prescription of antibiotics, nsAid’s, delays the surgery 
and lead patients to present with a more severe infection. education of the first intervenant, whether a gp or a ed, is 
mandatory.

 
A-0692 compArAtive study on tHe effect of ulnAr sHortening osteotomy At metApHysis or diApHysis 
for ulnA impingement syndrome
gang zhao, yongjun rui, jingyi mi
Wuxi Ninth People’s Hospital, Wuxi, China

objective to compare the clinical outcome of ulnar impingement syndrome treated by shortening osteotomy at metaphysis 
or diaphysis of the ulnar.
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methods: a retrospective analysis was performed on 19 patients with ulna impingement syndrome, including 12 patients 
underwent diaphysis of ulna osteotomy and fixed with hook plate (group 1) and 7 patients underwent metaphysis ulna 
osteotomy fixed with lcdcp plate (group 1). the comparative study was performed in between incision length, operation 
time, shortening distance, preoperative pain, bone healing time, postoperative pain, wrist motion function, mayo wrist 
function score, and quick-dash score.
results: there was no significant difference in age, gender, preoperative vAs pain score and ulna positive variation between 
the two groups (p>.05). in the metaphyseal osteotomy group, the incision length, operation time and postoperative 
vAs score within 3 days after surgery (p<0.05) were better than those in the diaphysis osteotomy group. there was no 
significant difference between the two groups in terms of bone healing rate, vAs pain score at the last follow-up, wrist 
movement function, mws score, quick-dash score, prwe. (p>, 0.05).
conclusion: compared with diaphysis osteotomy, diaphysis of ulna osteotomy and fixed with hook plate was a better 
and easier way to treat ulnar impingement syndrome, in view of less surgical trauma, less early postoperative pain, and 
good wrist function.

 
A-0693 using ssm to study tHe geometry deviAtion of HeAltHy trApeziums
tianyun yuan1, gerald A kraan2, nina mc mathijssen2, i blom2, yu song1, richard Hm goossens1

1Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands; 2Reinier de Graaf Hospital, the Netherlands

objectives/interrogation: patients suffer from thumb-based osteoarthrosis (oA) have pain and limited range of motion at 
the thumb. the shape changes of the degenerated bones can be a reason for these symptoms. for a better understanding 
of those changes, knowledge on the deviations of the healthy trapezium shape is the basis. in this study we aim at 
understanding the shape deviations of the trapezium using a statistical shape model.
methods: the proposed statistical shape model (ssm) of the healthy trapezium was built on 3d models of thirty right hand 
trapezium bones (15 male and 15 female), published by brown university (moore, crisco, trafton, & leventhal, 2007). 
shape analysis methods, such as rigid and non-rigid deformation algorithms were used to align those models. principal 
component analysis (pcA) was applied to analyze the shape variance for building the ssm, which is a mean shape model 
with its statistically dominated variation modes. the first three components were extracted for the analysis and shape 
changes led by these three components were described for the group as a whole, as well as regarding different genders. 
differences between female and male were also highlighted. in the description of the changes, features of the trapezium 
introduced in the study of (Humes et al., 2004), e.g. ulnar lip, trapezial ridge, and dorsoradial tubercle, was used as the 
basis in the analysis of the deviations of trapeziums.
results and conclusions: the result suggested that the first component accounted for around 61.7% of the total variance 
of the bone shape and mainly showed the variance regarding the size. the next component was the shape variation of 
the trapezial ridge at scaphoid facet and the dorsoradial tubercle, which accounted for 12.0% of the total variance. the 
trapezial ridge shifting in the dorsal (-σ) and volar (+σ) direction. the following component, accounted for 6.9% of the 
total variance, was the deformation along transversal axis (proximal-distal direction), which is presented by ulnar lip, 
and slightly along the longitudinal axis (radial-ulnar direction).
regarding the difference between genders, in general, male bones were larger than female bones, which is in accordance 
with a previous study (schneider et al., 2015). similar variation modes were presented in the ssm of the healthy trapezium 
of each gender, while the deformation of trapezial ridge of the male trapeziums was more obvious than that of female 
trapeziums.
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A-0695 supermicrosurgery in tHe treAtment of HAnd degloving injuries
guodong zhong1, chensong yang1,2, guixin sun1,2

1Heze Branch of Shanghai Institute of Hand Surgery, Shandong, China; 2Departments of Traumatology, Shanghai East Hospital, 
Tongji University, Shanghai, China

objective: to summarize the advanced supermicrosurgical treatment of hand degloving injury and investigate the 
curative effect.
methods: 178 patients with hand degloving injury had treated by supermicrosurgery during 2002 to 2018 in this study. 
the injury classification were several types as follow: skin avulsion, tear off the fingertips and dissociate the finger with 
the tendon drawn. the treatment follows the “5c” principle which include clean, cover, correct, connect and comment 
of early motion. the operation was performed using supermicrosurgical techniques.
results: the patients were followed up from 12 months to 58 months (average, 30 months) in which skin avulsion (68 
cases) were completely recovered; fingertips tear off (87 cases)  were completely survived 81 fingers , whereas six had 
finger necrosis;  23 cases with the tendon drawn dissociated the fingers were fixed by  using supermicrosurgical techiques. 
All patients got function restored except finger transplant by toe reconstruction (3 cases) was functional  recovered in 
basic self-care level.
conclusion: Hand degloving injury can be classified into different types according to the injury degree. the appropriate 
microsurgical treatment based on these types. it can produce better curative effect. supermicrosurgical techniques make 
it possible to save serious hand degloving injured fingers that were previously not salvageable.

 
A-0696 tHe cost AssociAted witH tHe evAluAtion And conservAtive treAtment of tHumb cArpometA-
cArpAl ArtHritis before operAtive intervention
corey spencer, Alexander m dawes, beau m mcginley, eric r wagner
Emory University Orthopedics Upper Extremity Center, USA

the conservative treatment prior to  carpometacarpal (cmc) surgical intervention often lacks standardization and 
evidenced based algorithms. the purpose of this study is to evaluate what modalities are being utilized for preoperative 
evaluation and nonoperative treatment, as well as costs associated with these interventions prior to operative intervention.
methods: we queried truven marketscan® database, a national insurance database, to identify patients using common 
(cpt) codes for cmc arthroplasty from 2010 to 2017. All associated cpt codes for each patient during the 1 year preoperative 
period were collected matching using diagnosis codes relating to cmc arthritis. the codes were then categorized. the 
frequency and associated cost for each category was determined.
results: there were 44,676 patients who underwent cmc arthroplasty during the study period. overall, 51% of patients 
did not receive injection prior to cmc arthroplasty, while the average number of injections in the 49% who received an 
injection was 1.72. patients who were employed full time were more likely to receive two or more injections prior to 
surgery compared to patients who had retired (47% of full time workers vs. 34% of retirees). patients visited the surgeon 
a mean 2.51 (95% ci, 2.49-2.52) times in the office in the year leading up to the surgery. patients in the north central 
region saw the surgeon in clinic 2.30 times, which was significantly less than the rest of the regions. overall, 41,990 
patients did not do any physical therapy (pt), while of those who did attend pt, the mean number of visits was 23.1 
(95% ci,22.4-24.0)patients with exclusive provider organization plans were associated with an increased number of pt 
visits having a mean 2.28 (95% ci, 1.59-2.97) pt visits compared all other provider types that had a mean of 1.46 (95% 
ci, 1.39-1.52) pt visits. the mean costs per patient in the 1 year prior to intervention was $589 per patient. the highest 
contributing category to overall cost was office visits (42.1%), followed by injections (13.5%), and then physical therapy 
(11.1%). patients over 65 tended to be treated more aggressively having significantly (p<.0001) lower utilization of injection 
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compared to patients below 65 with a mean 1.48 (95% ci,1.43-.53) injections when compared to all other patients who 
had a mean 1.77 (95% ci, 1.74-1.79)  injections.  patients living in the south utilized injections as nonoperative treatment 
mechanism with a mean of  1.88 (95% ci,1.84-1.92) significantly more (p<.0001) than patients located in the rest of the 
country with a mean of 1.62 (95% ci, 1.59-1.65) diagnostic modality was x-ray, which was performed in 75% of patients 
and made up 11.0% of total costs. 
conclusion: there is wide variability in the modalities used for the preoperative evaluation and conservative treatment of 
cmc arthritis. surprisingly, despite the established evidence supporting clinical benefits, many patients do not undergo 
corticosteroid injections and even less utilize physical therapy. with office visits being the largest contributor to overall 
costs, the reduction of multiple visits and efforts to combine visits, can help to reduce cost.

 
A-0699 tHe cArpAl scApHoid AvAsculAr proximAl pole nonunion: tHe role of core decompression And 
biopHysicAl treAtment in bone union
pier paolo borelli1, Alessandro fagetti2

1Casa di Cura Frati San Camillo, Cremona, Italy; 2Ospedale di Circolo, Varese, Italy

there is a general consensus about the indications of a vbg, but up to now there is no evidence for technique superiority 
between vascularized bone grafts (vbgs)  and non vascularized bone grafts (nvbgs). since some years, arthroscopy has 
been proposed for proximal pole nonunion, even with vascular impairment, using  a cancellous nvbg to fill the emptied 
proximal pole. 
it is well known that the metaphyseal core decompression of the distal radius can incite hyperaemia and, more recently 
underlined, can stimulate regional bone regeneration factors, the bone morphogenetic protein-2 bmp-2 to accelerate 
revascularization of a necrotic lunate or even of a scaphoid avascular proximal pole non-union (Appn). even the biophysical 
treatment has been recognized to be able to stimulate bmp-2. 
methods: 
15 patients, between 18 and 30 years, with scaphoid Appn confirmed at surgery by the absence of bleeding points, 
with obvious need for volar grafting detected by ctcb, has been treated through a mini-invasive volar approach , or an 
arthrocopic approach (2 pts.), characterized by:
-a volar nvbg, cancellous (corticocancellous only in case of shortening of the bone), harvested from distal radius, which 
also produces a metaphyseal core decompression.
- a stable fixation by means of an headless screw with a short leading thread, or 2 kirschner wires, when the proximal 
pole, after debridment, in nearly emptied making impossible a volar screw fixation. technical details of the kirchner 
wires stable fixation, are shown. 
- an early biophysical treatment (ccef) therapy, for at least 2 months. 
the arthroscopic bone graft ( 3 pts. ) was based on the same technical aspects: stable fixation with 2 k wires and removal 
of cancellous bone from the dorsal distal radius.
results 
radiological union was achieved in all patients,  with obvious proximal pole revascularization, detected by cbct or mri, 
with gadolinium when need, except 1 of the patients treated with arthroscopy, currently asymptomatic. 
optimal rom recovery was observed, without any functional limitation, even when kirschner wires have been left in 
place, in some cases even for many years.     
conclusions
the technical aspects of this approach are similar to the increasingly popular Arthroscopic bone graft in Appns, 
but performing a longstanding stable fixation is easier with a mini-invasive open surgery.  in practice, as long as the 
proximal pole is intact and the cartilage is good it is possible to have its revascularization even with a nvbg, open or 
arthroscopically.
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vbg still remains a correct indication after failed fixation with nvbg, but it is not an absolute indication.
A-0701 sAfety And efficAcy of A syntHetic cArtilAge implAnt for treAtment of eAton-littler stAge 
ii or iii osteoArtHritis of tHe first cArpometAcArpAl joint At two yeArs postoperAtive: A prospective, 
multicenter clinicAl triAl
l chris bainbridge1, philip sauvé2, sanjay miranda3, paul binhammer4, grey giddins5, david lawrie6, Andrew trenholm7, 
erin brown8

1Royal Derby Hospital, Derby, UK; 2Queen Alexandra Hospital, Hampshire, UK; 3The James Cook University Hospital, 
Middlesbrough, UK; 4Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, Toronto, Canada; 5Royal United Hospital, Bath, UK; 6Woodend 
Hospital, Aberdeen, UK; 7Dalhousie University and Queen Elizabeth II Health Sciences Centre, Halifax, Canada; 8University of 
British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

introduction: A polyvinyl alcohol hydrogel with water content, tensile strength and biomechanical properties similar 
to healthy cartilage is the first new arthroplasty implant material developed in 20 years and is fdA-approved for use in 
the great toe. A prospective, multicentre, clinical trial evaluated the safety and efficacy of this implant for treatment of 
first carpometacarpal joint osteoarthritis.
metHods: fifty patients ≥18 years with eaton-littler stage ii or iii first carpometacarpal joint osteoarthritis and pain vAs 
≥40 were enrolled across 9 centres (5 in united kingdom, 4 in canada). the 8mm diameter by 8mm long implant was placed 
in a precision reamed central cavity in the base of the first metacarpal, stabilized by friction fit, and positioned 1-3mm 
proud. the thumb was immobilized in a short arm cast for six weeks, followed by physiotherapy until functional plateau. 
radiographs, range of motion (rom), pinch and grip strength, pain vAs, michigan Hand Questionnaire (mHQ) and Quick 
disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand (QuickdAsH) were assessed at baseline, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperatively. 
forty patients were reconsented for 24-month postoperative evaluation. two patients declined consent for follow-up.
results: eight of 50 patients (16%) underwent implant removal and conversion to trapeziectomy due to persistent and/
or returning pain, instability, or signs of osteolysis at mean 11 months (range: 4-18 months) postoperatively. thirty-seven 
of 42 (88%) patients were evaluated at mean 24.8 ±1.84 months. pain vAs improved from mean 76.2 ±12.1 at baseline to 
23.9 ±24.0 at 12 months and 15.84 ±19.94 at 24 months follow-up. QuickdAsH scores improved from mean 50.5 ±17.01 
preoperatively to 23.1 ±21.0 at 12 months and 17.4 ±18.6 at 24 months postoperatively. mHQ scores improved from mean 
44.7 ±17.4 preoperatively to 75.3 ±21.5 at 12 months and 80.3 ±18.4 at 24 months postoperatively. clinically meaningful 
improvements in pain vAs (≥30% decrease), QuickdAsH scores (≥15.9 point decrease) and mHQ scores (≥10.8 point 
increase) were reported by 92%, 100% and 86% of patients, respectively, at final follow-up. grip and pinch strength were 
2 standard deviations below age- and gender-matched healthy norms at baseline and improved to normal at 12 and 24 
months. percent improvement in key pinch strength (56%) and tip pinch strength (61%) at 24 months follow-up were 
larger than published improvements for lrti (15% and 19%, respectively) or trapeziectomy (13% and 19%, respectively). 
percent improvement in grip strength (44%) at 24 months follow-up was also better than published improvements for 
lrti (35%) and trapeziectomy (27%). flexion rom was maintained and extension rom improved significantly from 
baseline (23.6° ± 16.7°) to final follow-up (28.8° ± 17.0°; p=0.003). no serious device-related adverse events and no 
implant failures were reported. At 2 years follow-up, 36/37 patients (97.3%) stated they would have the procedure again.
conclusion:  the implant is safe with low risk, supporting approval to proceed with a pivotal randomized clinical trial. 
this prospective study of the synthetic cartilage implant for treatment of first carpometacarpal joint osteoarthritis 
demonstrated good outcomes with improved function, improved strength, and reduced pain at 24 months.
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A-0704 pitfAlls in fixAtion of distAl rAdius volAr rim frActures: our clinicAl experiences And tecH-
niQues
chung-wei lin, yung-cheng chiu, Hsien-te chen
Department of Orthopedics, China Medical University Hospital, Taichung, Taiwan

introduction
volar rim fractures (vrf) are a subset of unstable distal radius fractures caused by shearing forces. However, the volar 
rim of the lunate fossa is the only sector of the articular surface responsible for preventing volar carpal translation. in 
addition, the volar margin of the lunate facet is the anchorage point for the short radiolunate ligament important in 
carpal stability. following fracture, if not properly stabilized, joint subluxation in a volar direction often occurs. thus, 
the purpose of this study is to raise attention about this fracture pattern and report our clinical experience and results. 

materials and methods
we performed a retrospective chart review of all patients with volar rim fractures or malunion. from 2016 to 2018, 8 
patients were included. there are 4 vrf and 4 malunion vrf respectively. group 1 consisted of fresh vrf, and group 2 
was made up of malunion vrf. All patients were treated by a single surgeon in single medical center. the demographic 
data, time from injury to operation, operation time and follow-up periods were collected. radiographic parameters and 
early functional outcomes were analyzed.

results
of 4 patients with fresh vrf (3 male, 1 female), all patients underwent orif and showed bone union with an average 3.2 
months follow-up. mean time from injury to operation was 10 days. mean operation time was 70 minutes. of 4 patients 
with malunion vrf (2 male, 2 female), all patients underwent volar opening extension osteotomy followed by orif and 
bone graft augmentation. mean time from injury to operation was 50 days. mean operation time was 106 minutes. All 
patients in malunion vrf group showed bone union with an average 4.6 months follow-up. there was no difference 
among age between two groups. perioperative radiographic measurements including radial inclination, tilt, and ulnar 
variance all improved after surgery. dAsH scores at final follow-up were 0 to 4.1 in group 1 and 0 to 5 in group 2. 

discussion
the volar aspect of the lunate fossa bears more load then the scaphoid fossa when wrist is in a position of function. the 
force transmission makes it more difficult to control volar rim fracture fragment with a volarly applied plate. vrf are 
often avascular, they fail to heal and are then resorbed. when this happens, the wrist subluxates palmarly, assuring 
an unsatisfactory clinical result. we only studied the outcomes in the practice of a single surgeon, which may not be 
generalizable. despite an insufficient length of follow-up, they all exhibited satisfactory outcome at the last available visit.

conclusions
the experience brings attention to the fact that we should always heed the presence of a small vrf fragment. in addition, 
malunion vrf leads to satisfactory results with volar opening extension osteotomy.
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A-0706 effectiveness of tHe reHAnd tAblet App in trAumAtic And ortHopAedic pAtHology of tHe wrist, 
HAnd And fingers
Alejandro suero-pineda1, pablo rodríguez sánchez-laulhé2, jesús blanquero villar1, maría de los Angeles gacía-frasquet3, 
manuel rodríguez-pinero3, Antonio galván4

1University of Seville, Seville, Spain; 2FISEVI, Seville, Spain; 3Hospital Virgen de la Macarena, Seville, Spain; 4Hospital Virgen 
del Rocío, Seville, Spain

introduction: the pathology affecting the wrist, hand and finger segment has a high incidence in the world of work 
accidents and due to the loss of functionality and productivity cause great costs to the social and sanitary systems. 
its treatment is a challenge and in the last 10 years the scientific literature highlights the need for the inclusion of the 
sensorimotor system in both surgical and rehabilitative approaches and the importance of active exercise programs. 
reHand is a telerehabilitation tool to prescribe monitored exercise programs based on sensorimotor approach.

objectives: to evaluate the clinical effectiveness of the “reHand” tablet app in subjects with traumatic and orthopaedic 
pathology of the wrist-hand-finger segment.

material and methods: A multicenter, controlled, longitudinal, prospective and single-blinded clinical trial is presented. 
the hand surgery and hand therapy services of 3 hospitals selected the pathologies with the highest incidence: metacarpal 
fractures, scaphoid fractures, distal radius fractures, carpal tunnel release and surgically intervened dupuytren and 
rhizartrosis. from june 2018 to july 2019, 151 patients who were on sick leave due to any of the above-mentioned 
pathologies were recruited. patients were recruited in an early phase, no more than 7 days after surgery or after removal 
of immobilization, for the measurement by a blinded evaluator. then, patients were included in one of the study groups. 
the control group (cg) received conventional treatment based on recommendations and a paper home exercise program. 
the experimental group (eg) received recommendations and a home exercise programme using the reHand app. At the 
beginning, at 4 weeks and 3 months the grip strength was evaluated using a jamar dynamometer and the functionality 
using the Quickdash and prwe scales.

results: eg obtained statistically significant differences in all the study pathologies compared to the control group in the 
functionality variable at 4 weeks (Quickdash: eg mean difference (md): -24.5 points versus cg md: -15.89 points, p=0.001; 
prwe eg md: -20.12 points versus cg md: -13.63 points, p=0.003) and at 3 months (Quickdash eg md: -41.22 points versus 
cg md: -29.22 points p=0.001; prwe eg md: -46.58 points versus cg md: -27.25 points p=0.0001), as well as in the grip 
strength variable at 3 months (grip strength eg md: +22.84 lb versus cg md: +16.90 lb, p=0.005).

conclusion: our results suggest that the use of the reHand digital tool is more effective in the treatment of study pathologies 
than the methods currently employed. clinical and cost-effective results with higher sample and long-term assessments 
are forthcoming.

 
A-0707 trAumAtic rAdiocArpAl instAbility - A rAre And potentiAlly devAstAting injury of tHe wrist
moritz scholtes, mario bonaccio
Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery, Kantonsspital Frauenfeld, Switzerland

introduction: radiocarpal dislocations and fracture dislocations are severe and potentially devastating injuries to the 
wrist, that usually arise from high-energy traumas. radiocarpal instability is one type of carpal instability non-dissociative 
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(cind-rc), that may occur in rheumatoid arthritis, featuring ulnar drift of the carpus. the traumatic form requires 
disruption of all radiocarpal ligaments. 
cind-rc in the absence of radiocarpal dislocation may be missed on initial radiographs, leading to delayed diagnosis and 
treatment. even if treated early, the outcome is not favourable. subsequent surgery is often required.
we present a case of traumatic cind-rc with timely diagnosis and intervention showing a favourable early outcome.
case report: A 41 years old mechanic was referred to our hand surgery department one week after a motorcycle accident. 
initial wrist radiographs showed an undisplaced ulnar styloid fracture and a mild ulnar drift of the carpus. suspecting 
cind-rc, dynamic radiographs and mri were obtained and confirmed the diagnosis. operative exploration showed 
avulsion of the dorsal and palmar radiocarpal ligaments, a stable tfcc and a palmar scapholunate ligament tear. the 
carpus was reduced and fixed with a radiolunate k-wire, all ligament avulsions were repaired with bone anchors. the 
k-wire was removed after 6 weeks, unloaded wrist mobilization was initiated after 8 weeks. short term follow-up at 
10 weeks showed a decreased range of motion, but correct position the carpus with the lunate in the lunate fossa. pain 
was never a problem.
conclusion: traumatic radiocarpal instability is a rare, but serious injury to the wrist, potentially leading to stiffness and 
often a painful wrist. recognition of this injury pattern in the absence of obvious joint dislocations is crucial for early 
treatment. joint reduction and ligament refixation is an appropriate treatment for acute injuries. Alternatives for delayed 
treatment include ligament reconstruction or partial wrist fusion. our case presents an acute injury treated early with a 
favourable early outcome, outlining the importance of awareness of this serious wrist injury.

 
A-0708 influence of post trAumAtic deformities of tHe distAl rAdius on muscle control of tHe cAr-
pus.  A biomecHAnicAl study in cAdAver
núria fernández noguera1, marc garcia-elias2, mireia esplugas2, manuel llusá-pérez3, Alex lluch-bergadà2,4, inma puig 
de la bellacasa5, guillem salvà-coll6,7, Ana carreno delgado28

1Hospital Josep Trueta, Girona, Spain; 2Institut Kaplan, Barcelona, Spain; 3Departamento de Anatomía de la Universitat de 
Barcelona, Spain; 4Hospital Vall d’Hebrón, Barcelona, Spain; 5Hospital Universitari Mutua Terrassa, Barcelona, Spain; 6Hospital 
Son Espases, Mallorca, Spain; 7IBACMA, Mallorca, Spain; 8Hospital Clínic de Barcelona, Spain

key words: distal radius, carpal kinetics, malunion, muscle control.

objective:
for a joint to remain stable, ligaments need to have adequate strength, joint stabilizing muscles need to be active, and 
the sensorymotor system needs to control the above within aceptable limits. in the wrist, particular important muscle 
stabilizers are the so-called intracarpal supination muscles [Abductor pollicis longus (Apl) and extensor carpi radialis 
longus (ecrl)] and pronation muscles [extensor carpi ulnaris extensor (ecu)]. the balance between these muscles has 
a direct influence in the scapholunate joint stability. the effects of angular malalignment and/or shortening of the distal 
radius on carpal stability has not been previously investigated in the biomechanical laboratory.
mAteriAl And metHods:
we studied the effects of individual isometric muscle loading of Apl, ecrl and ecu muscles on the transverse alignment 
plane of the capitate of 9 cryopreserved arms, in 6 different conditions of inclination and shortening of the radius: 
unmodified, 20º volar inclination; 20º dorsal inclination; 4mm shortening radius, and combining the shortening with 
the dorsal and volar inclination.  A custom made jig able to allow free capitate rotation about the longitudinal axis of the 
forearm was utilized. An external fixator made in 3d printing and an electromagnetic motion tracking device (fastrak®) 
with a sensor attached to dorsal part of capitate.
we analyzed these data by comparing the medians of each condition with respect to the position prior to the osteotomy 
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with a wilcoxon signed-rank test.  we consider the significant differences with p <0.05.
results:
-shortening of the radius does not cause statistically significant changes in the muscular effect on the midcarpal joint.
- dorsal malunion of the radius, either isolated or associated with shortening of the radius, decreases significantly the 
pronation effect of the ecu muscle on the midcarpal joint (p<0.005), wheras decreases the midcarpal supinator effect 
of the Apl and ecrl muscles (p=0.03).
conclusions:- post-traumatic dorsal radial malunion, particularly when associated with shortening, significantly modifies 
the stabilizing effect of the muscles that controls transverse midcarpal rotations.. 
these findings suggest that consolidation of a fracture of the distal radius associated with a lesion of the scapholunate 
ligament in dorsal angulation of 20º and shortening of 4 mm nullifies the stabilizing effect that have the Apl muscles 
and ecrl on the scapholunate space. As a result, in these cases, the scapholunate stabilization also requires associating 
a corrective osteotomy of the distal radius.

 
A-0710 clinicAl And economic impAct of tHe implementAtion of tHe digitAl solution for tAblet re-
HAnd in reHAbilitAtion services
Alejandro suero-pineda1, eva calvo bonacho2, paloma martínez munoz2, noemí díaz macas2, elena gómez-patricio2, 
jesús blanquero villar1

1Universidad de Sevilla, Spain; 2Ibermutua, Spain

introduction: the pathologies of wrist, hand and fingers represents one of the main injuries in europe, occurring annually 
in europe more than 800,000 occupational accidents affecting the wrist-hand-finger segment (26% of the total) and being 
one of the injuries that generates more costs. According to the last scientific literature, the anatomical and biomechanical 
approach that has been carried out until now is incomplete for the recovery of these kind of injuries. the sensorimotor 
sphere is gaining importance and its approach is a priority in surgery and therapy. reHand solves the needs of current 
therapeutics in these pathologies: the approach of the sensorimotor system, together with the reinforcement of adherence 
to the patient’s treatment and monitoring by the healthcare professional, with the aim of reducing recovery times and, 
with it, the resources consumed.

objectives: to evaluate the clinical effectiveness and resource management of the digital solution for tablet reHand in 
subjects with traumatic pathology in the wrist-hand-finger segment.

material and methods: simple blinded, randomized and prospective study is presented. A total of 64 patients with hand 
traumatic or orthopaedic pathology causing temporary disability were selected (31 in the experimental group, 33 in the 
control group). in both the experimental group and the control group the conventional physiotherapy procedure and 
conventional exercise program executed by the physiotherapy and occupational therapy units was performed, with 
the only difference from the home exercise program: in the control group the conventional exercise program was used, 
while in the experimental group the digital solution for tablet reHand was used. two types of variables were measured 
blindly: those related to clinical effectiveness (grip and pinch strength, dexterity and functionality through Quickdh) 
and those related to cost estimation.

results: the most frequent diagnoses according to cie 9 mc have been phalanx fracture(s), distal radius fracture, metacarpal 
fracture(s), non-traumatic extensor tendon rupture. As for the comparison between the experimental group (eg) and 
control (cg), we found the following differences in the mean duration of the sick leave or days of temporary disability 
(94.9 ± 32.6 days in the cg versus 78.3 ± 35 days in the eg; difference of 16.6 days; p=0.027) and in the number of 
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physiotherapy sessions received (26.6 in the cg versus 19.4 in the eg; difference of 7.2 sessions; p=0.01). regarding the 
percentage of patients with sequelae, only 3% of the eg had compared to 21% of the cg.

conclusion: the results show that the integration of the application for tablet reHand in rehabilitation services is effective 
in the management of resources consumed by hand trauma pathology.

 
A-0711 outcome of cubitAl tunnel releAse in pAtients witH normAl nerve conduction studies
nicola fine1, rachel mahoney1, oliver donaldson2, dougal russell1

1Swansea Bay University Health Board, Swansea, UK; 2Yeovil District Hospital, Yeovil, UK

Aims: nerve conduction studies (ncs) are frequently used in the assessment of patients presenting with symptoms of 
ulnar nerve compression, the second most common compressive neuropathy of the upper limb. the aim of this study 
was to assess whether patients presenting with ulnar nerve compressive symptoms, with a normal ncs benefit from 
cubital tunnel release surgery.
methods: this retrospective review of patients with cubital tunnel symptoms but normal ncs that underwent cubital 
tunnel release was performed over 2 time periods (2006-2011 and 2015-2019). each patient was reviewed by telephone 
interview at a minimum of 3 months post-operatively to assess function and any residual symptoms using the modified 
bishop score and Quick dash score, they were also asked to give ‘Annoyance factor’ of symptoms out of 10 pre- and 
post- operatively.
results: A total of 326 cubital tunnel releases were performed over the data collection periods, 60 of these had normal 
pre-operative nerve conduction studies. mean modified bishop score post-operatively was 9.3 (out of 12), with only 3 
patients scoring <4, and there was an average Quick dAsH score of 16.1/100 (higher score indicating greater disability). 
there was a mean improvement in ‘Annoyance factor’ of 4.8, with only 2 patients reporting an increase in annoyance factor. 
conclusion: our results show that despite a normal ncs, patients who present clinically with symptoms of cubital tunnel 
syndrome still show functional and symptomatic benefit from ulnar nerve decompression. 

 
A-0712 joint distrAction As novel treAtment for pAtients witH tHumb cArpometAcArpAl osteoAr-
tHritis
janna ottenhoff1, Anne spaans2, Assa braakenburg2, teun teunis2, paul van minnen3, Aebele mink van der molen1,2

1Plastic, Reconstructive and Hand Surgery Department, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands; 2Plastic, 
Reconstructive and Hand Surgery Department. St. Antonius Ziekenhuis, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands; 3Department of Plastic 
Surgery, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Adelaide, Australia

background: joint distraction is a novel treatment for relatively young patients (<65 years) with symptoms of 
carpometacarpal osteoarthritis of the thumb joint (cmc1 oA). the purpose of this proof-of-principle study was to evaluate 
if patients have better physical function and less pain after cmc1 joint distraction.
methods: we enrolled 20 patients with a median age of 54 years (range 41-64 years). A distractor device was placed over 
the affected cmc1 joint. intra-operatively the cmc1 joint was distracted 3 mm and left in situ for the following 8 weeks. 
disabilities of the Arm, shoulder, and Hand (dAsH) score, michigan Hand outcome Questionnaire (mHQ), visual Analogue 
scale (vAs), and grip strength were recorded preoperatively and 3, 6, 12 and 24 months postoperatively.
results: At one-year follow up, median dAsH, mHQ and vAs scores had improved significantly compared to baseline: 
dAsH 48 (interquartile range [iQr]: 24-57) to 20 (iQr 4-49; p<0.001), mHQ 56 (iQr 41-62) to 77 (iQr 62-95; p<0.001), and 
vAs pain 50 (iQr 37-71) to 15 (iQr 0-37; p=0.003). one year after joint distraction, 12 patients (60%) reached a minimal 
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clinically important difference (mcid) in dAsH score and 15 patients (75%) in mHQ score. two years after distraction, 
dAsH, mHQ and vAs scores of the first five patients were remained better compared to baseball measurements.
conclusions: this study demonstrates that cmc1 joint distraction provides pain  reduction and improved physical function 
after one year. preliminary results after 2 years show maintained improvement. future, larger comparative studies are 
needed to assess the value of cmc1 joint distraction in the treatment of cmc1 oA.
level of evidence - ii, prospective study
key words - osteoarthritis; thumb; carpometacarpal joints; external fixators; treatment

 
A-0714 corrective osteotomies for mAlunited foreArm frActures HAppened in cHildHood
fernando del canto Alvarez1, manuel rubén sánchez crespo1, Higinio Ayala gutierrez1, maría Ángeles de la red-gallego1, 
josé couceiro otero1, juan rodríguez fernández1, maria jose perez-ubeda2

1University Hospital “Marqués de Valdecilla”, Santander, Spain; 2Clinical Hospital, Madrid, Spain

introduction. because of the appearance in our consultation of several cases of malunion of fractures of forearm happened 
in paediatric age with important loss of the prono-supinación, we considered the possibility of practise corrective 
osteotomies. previously we checked the related bibliography, specially concerning to the preoperative planning. 

objectives. our aim was to value the functional results after carrying out several corrective osteotomies of this type.

material and methods. we show eight cases of malunion of ulna and/or radius after fractures happened in childhood, in 
which the degree of postraumatic deformity did not correct with the bone remodelling, which caused major or minor 
aesthetic deformity close to a functional significant disturbance in the prono-supinación and/or radio-ulnar incongruity. 

results. we operated on eight cases, three by means of isolated osteotomy on the radius, the other five by means of 
combined osteotomies of both bones. in the eight cases the consolidation of the corrective osteotomies was obtained in 
a better anatomical situation and they improved their preoperative complaints, six after increase their range of mobility, 
one after stabilize then druj and one after improve her supination although without increase the total arch of movement.

discussion. it is known that ulna and radius form a real functional unit. when the forearm fractures happen in patients of 
infantile age, it is necessary to be demanding with the reduction and not to entrust everything to the bone remodelling 
since, according to the age of the child and the degree of deformity, marked angulations as well as malrotation cannot 
be sufficiently corrected, which may result in functional impairment in prono-supinación, radio-ulnar incongruity and/
or an aesthetic deformity. these three consequences are the main indications to carry out corrective osteotomies of 
the forearm. when the indication is the loss of mobility, most of patients wins prono-supinación. if the reasons for the 
osteotomy are the radio-ulnar instability or the deformity, it may result in some loss of mobility. 

 
A-0717 tHe effect of Hypermobility on pAin And posturAl problems in violoncello plAyers
burcu semin Akel1, güleser güney2, berkem bursal3

1İstanbul Kültür University, Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, Turkey; 2Hacettepe University, Department of 
Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey; 3Hacettepe University, State Conservatory, Ankara, Turkey

recently, joint hypermobility is shown as a possible antecedent to pain hypersensitivity and central sensitization 
syndromes in adolacents. joint hypermobility is very common in musicians. we therefore aimed to investigate the 
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effect of hypermobility on pain and postural problems in individuals playing violoncello. methods: we asked voluntary 
participation of students playing the instrument. High school and bachelor students were firstly evaluated with beighton 
hypermobility score to find the presence of hypermobility. posture analysis was done during performance. from anterior, 
posterior and lateral view, participants were videotaped. Afterwards 2 therapists and one professional player watched 
the videos and awkwards movements were noted. excessive angles were calculated from snapshots of video record. pain 
was assesed with mcgill pain questionnaire.  the correlation of hypermobility with assessment results was analyzed. 
students were grouped accoding to hypermobility presence. results were compared between groups. results: from 14 
students, 7 had hypermobility. the correlation was significant between hypermobility and awkward wrist and index 
finger positioning (p<0.05). pain intensity was not correlated with hypermobility (p>0.05), however back pain had 
relation with hypermobility (p<0.05). the pain intensity was not differed between groups (p>0.05). discussion: wrist 
and index finger positioning is mostly effected by hypermobility. As wrist pain is common in violoncello players, wrist 
stabilization exercises can be introduced to students. it is also important to protect index finger during playing. it seems 
like hypermobility does not directly effect pain, however may harm joint in longer time. 

 
A-0719 stt osteoArtHritis And different treAtment concepts - direct compArison in A single institution
moritz scholtes, mario bonaccio, joachim ganser
Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery, Spital Thurgau AG, Frauenfeld and Münsterlingen, Switzerland

introduction: osteoarthritis (oA) of the scapho-trapzeium-trapezoid (stt) joint is known to be a complex degenerative 
pathology of the wrist, often with midcarpal malalignement. failure of conservative management leads to operative 
options including arthroscopic or open partial resection arthroplasty either of the distal scaphoid pole or the proximal 
articular surfaces of trapezium and trapezoid, with or without interposition arthroplasty, alloarthroplasty or stt joint fusion.
we present a series of patients treated for stt-oA by various operative techniques.

methods: patients treated for stt-oA in our institution between 2012 and 2019 were reviewed retrospectively based 
on patient charts an photodocumentation. radiographs were analysed for signs of carpal instability before and after 
treatment. complications like fcr tendinitis or operative complications were noted. decision on type of operation was 
based on patient factors and surgeon preference. 

results: eight patients (6 female and 2 male) with nine operated stt-joints were included. one stt joint fusion, 1 
arthroscopic and 4 open resections and 3 alloarthroplasties (pyrocarbon spacer) were performed. no tendon interposition 
arthroplasty was performed.
mean patient age at operation was 69.3 years (range 47-83). mean follow-up time was 12 months (rand 1-49). All patients 
had either mild or no pain at final follow-up. range of motion and weight bearing were satisfactory in all patients. 
radiolunate angles were similar pre- and postoperatively with 12.4 (mean, sd 17,1) degrees of extension before and 
10.6 (mean, sd 18.1) degrees after treatment.
After stt joint fusion this one patient developed symptomatic radioscaphoid imingement that was treated by four corner 
fusion, followed by total wrist fusion due to malunion. one patient had steroid injection for trapeziometacarpal arthritis 
that was not symptomatic at the time of resection-alloarthroplasty. one patient had superficial radial nerve irritation 
following arthroscopic stt resection, which resolved spontaneously.

conclusion: treatment of stt-oA is complex in that the stt joint links the proximal and distal carpal row and degenerative 
changes in this joint affect both rows, leading to a midcarpal instability. various operative treatment options have been 
described, each with their own spectrum of advantages and disadvantages.
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despite a small number of patients, our study shows in examples, that different operative treatment options can lead 
to satisfactory results, in spite of the one patient with stt fusion and several subsequent operations. obtaining a large 
number of patients with sufficient statistical power to compare these many treatment options will be a future challenge.
the strength of this study is not so much a statistical analysis of medical evidence, but rather a concise overview over 
some of the current treatment concepts with examples for each kind of operation.

 
A-0720 tHe cAse for A posterior ApproAcH to suprAscApulAr nerve trAnsfer After trAumAtic brA-
cHiAl plexus injury: Are we missing pAtHoAnAtomy At tHe suprAscApulAr notcH? 
devanshi jimulia, richard jones, lewis turner, samuel george, tahseen chaudhry, dominic power
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

background:
spinal accessory nerve (sAn) to suprascapular (ssn) nerve transfer is an established method of restoring function to the 
rotator cuff following brachial plexus injuries (bpi). the anterior approach, although popular, is associated with denervation 
of the lateral trapezius and poor restoration of external rotation. con-comitant pathology of the ssn at the notch may be 
missed resulting in poor reinnervation of the rotator cuff. the posterior approach allows decompression and visualisation 
of the ssn at the notch and nerve transfer coaptation closer to the motor point with shorter reinnervation distances. the 
medial sAn branch may be used, preserving lateral trapezius function. 

methods:
A retrospective review of 23 patients from 2013-2018 who underwent sAn to ssn nerve transfer via a posterior approach 
was performed. A subset of 19 patients with traumatic bpi were also evaluated for ssn pathology and clinical outcomes.

results:
7/19 (37%) of patients had pathology identified at the suprascapular notch during the posterior approach. there were 2 
suprascapular nerve ruptures, 2 neuromata-in-continuity and 3 ossified suprascapular ligaments, 2 of these had evidence 
of scarring around the suprascapular nerve.

conclusions:
spinal accessory to suprascapular nerve transfer using a posterior approach allows direct visualisation of the nerve and a 
nerve coaptation close to the target muscles. following trauma, 37% of cases have posterior pathology identified during 
nerve transfer. these findings may explain why some patients have a poor functional outcome from surgery performed 
through the anterior approach.

 
A-0722 posttrAumAtic enterobActer cloAcAe infections in upper extremity 
lena fuest1, vera fischer2, rahel meier3, esther vögelin4

Department of Plastic and Handsurgery, University Hospital Bern, Switzerland

introduction: posttraumatic infection with enterobacter cloacae (ec) as an only pathogen is a rare entity. recent 
accumulation of cases with severe complications caught our attention. retrospective analyses were performed on 
complications, treatment strategy and outcome of posttraumatic ec infection in upper extremity.
methods: patients charts for ec infections were reviewed that were treated in our center from 2008 – 2017. the nature of 
trauma, location, injured structures, time from trauma to surgery, pathogens, number of surgical treatment, antimicrobial 
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therapy, complications and outcome were assessed.
results: in the 10 year period 11 patients were identified with ec infection, 6 of them with isolated ec infection. the 
following investigation focuses on these 6 cases. 100% of the patients were male, the median age was 38 (iQr 29-42) 
years. the trauma was categorized as severe trauma in 2 (33%) and as mild trauma in 4 (67%) cases. digits and/or 
palma manus were affected in 4 (67%) cases, the forearm in 2 (33%). in addition to soft tissue injuries, in 3 (50%) cases 
tendons/muscles were involved, in 4 (67%) cases neurovascular structures had to be repaired and in 1 (17%) case bone 
injury occurred requiring osteosynthesis. the 2 severe cases were initially treated by surgery at the day of trauma, the 
4 milder cases with a delay of at least one day (range 1-3). the infection occurred with a mean of 30 (range 3-120) days 
after trauma. in 4 (67%) cases the infection was successfully controlled by one surgery. the other two cases required two 
or three surgeries respectively. in two cases a flap was necessary to resolve the infection. All patients had preoperative 
antimicrobial therapy with amoxicillin/clavulante. the median duration of correct antibiotic treatment with cefepime/
ciprofloxacin was 30 days (iQr 23-78). A total of 4 (67%) patients developed one or more complications (range 1-3) with 
at least one subsequent required surgery (range 1-8), caused by 3 flexor tendon adhesions, 2 re-rupture of flexor tendon 
repairs, 2 nerve compressions due to scarring and one extensor tendon adhesion. 2 patients presented a crps in due course. 
conclusion: posttraumatic ec infections in upper extremity are rare but may lead to complications with the need of 
several surgeries and a certain loss of hand function. taking initial tissue samples at time of trauma has to be considered 
to early detect contamination with ec and to enable immediate treatment with the correct antibiotic therapy. therefore 
further studies are needed.

 
A-0724 functionAl outcomes of mediAl triceps nerve trAnsfer to AxillAry nerve in HigH energy 
sHoulder trAumA
devanshi jimulia, caroline miller, colin shirley, samuel george, tahseen chaudhry, simon tan, dominic power
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

background:
radial to axillary nerve transfer is an established method of restoring function to the deltoid and teres minor following 
brachial plexus injuries. the use of the long head of triceps branch was reported by somsak leechavengvongs and remains 
a popular choice among peripheral nerve surgeons. our preferred method is to use the medial triceps branch, which 
allows coaptation closer to the denervated muscles and maintains the stabilising function of the long head of triceps by 
avoiding denervation to this essential muscle. where possible we also perform a coaptation to the main axillary nerve 
trunk in order to reinnervate the posterior branch of the axillary nerve and teres minor as well.

methods:
we performed a retrospective review of 40 patients from 2012-2018 who underwent medial triceps to axillary nerve 
transfer. A subset of 22 patients with high energy trauma (Het) was evaluated for clinical outcomes. 

results: 
our patient demographics were made up of 37 male and 3 female patients. the mean age was 43 years (range, 16-80 
years). mechanism of injury included high energy trauma in 22 patients, of which 20 were from motor vehicle collisions, 
1 from a gunshot wound and 1 from a rocket propelled grenade blast. 7 patients had spinal pathology,4 had simple falls, 
2 had neuritis and 3 had other pathology. the Het subset mean age was 33.6 whereas that of the 6/7 patients with spinal 
degenerate problems was 68. overall, 21/40 (52.5%) patients had adequate follow-up with 67% achieving ≥ grade m4 
power according to the british medical research council (bmrc) scale. within the Het subset of 22 patients, 16 (73%) 
had shoulder girdle fractures (10 scapula; 1 acromion; 1 glenoid; 3 humerus; 5 clavicle). the mean time from injury to 
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transfer was 6.7 months. 11/22 completed follow-up with a mean of 18.5 months (range, 8-36 months). 82% of these 
patients achieved ≥ grade m4 power of deltoid shoulder abduction and 83% (n=6 with adequate follow up) achieved 
≥ grade m4 external rotation. 

conclusions:
over 50% from our cohort of patients had high energy trauma and the majority of these had fractures of the shoulder 
girdle. despite this, over 80% achieved functional recovery of abduction and external rotation. 

 
A-0725 glomus tumours - clAssic And rAre locAtions in tHe HAnd
moritz scholtes, mario bonaccio, joachim ganser
Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery, Spital Thurgau AG, Frauenfeld and Münsterlingen, Switzerland

introduction: glomus tumours are rare and benign tumors arising from the glomus body, a neurovascular structure involved 
in body temperature regulation. the classic and typical location in the hand is below the nail bed, where these tumours 
cause pain and cold sensitivity. diagnosis is based on patient history and clinical testing elicitinig pain by either pressure 
or reperfusion after transient ischemia. radiography, ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging are helpful adjuncts 
to diagnosis. complete excision is the treatment of choice and recurrence rate is low. surgical exposure for subungual 
tumors is possible through the nail bed (transungual) or nail unit sparing (periungual).
our case series includes glomus tumors at classic and rare locations in the hand.

methods: patients operated for glomus tumours were analysed retrospectively by evaluation of patient charts and photo 
documentation. tumor location and operative technique were noted. clinical follow-up included painless function and 
nail growth disturbance as well as recurrence.

results: 11 patients were operated between 2002 and 2019. diagnosis was suspected in 9 cases, 1 case (intraosseous 
glomus tumour) was preoperatively diagnosed as painful ganglion cyst, 1 case was an unclear subcutaneous tumor.
locations included the nailbed in 8 cases, finger pulp in 1 case, medullar cavity of the distal phalanx of the thumb in 1 
case and thenar eminence in 1 case. 
6 of the 8 subungual tumors were resected via a transungual approach and 2 were resected by a periungual approach, 
both of which had scar pain, that resolved unter conservative treatment.
one subungual tumor was found only in a secondary surgery performed for persistent symptoms. one patient with 
subungual glomus tumor of the thumb had recurrence, which required a secondary operation and subsequent nail bed 
reconstruction due to relevant nail growth disturbance. no patient was noted to have further symptoms of a glomus tumor.

conclusion: in addition to the classic subungual location, this retrospective case series reports also on rare locations of 
glomus tumors in the hand, including bone, finger pulp and thenar. Hand surgeons must be aware of possible atypical 
locations, as well as serious differential diagnoses like subungual melanoma. surgical resection leads to good results with 
low recurrence rates if the preoperative diagnostic studies are complete and carefully evaluated. nail growth disturbances 
are rare after transungual excision.
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A-0727 tHumb osteoArtHritis And AssociAted morpHologicAl cHAnges of trApezoid, 2nd metAcArpAl 
And scApHoid
faes d kerkhof1, marco ty schneider2, Arnold-peter c weiss3, douglas c moore3, joseph j crisco3, Amy l ladd1

1Stanford University, Stanford, CA, United States; 2Auckland Bioengineering Institute, Auckland, New Zealand; 3Warren Alpert 
Medical School of Brown University, Providence, RI, United States

introduction: the focus of thumb base osteoarthritis (oA) research has primarily been on the trapezium and first 
metacarpal (mc1). the trapeziometacarpal (tmc) joint, however, is part of a larger kinematic chain, with other joints 
affected when changes in thumb dysfunction occurs.  recent research has shown that that there are distinct morphological 
changes of mc1 in early oA patients compared to healthy controls. Additionally, carpal bone shape is known to affect the 
development of arthritis in the scaphoid-trapezium-trapeziod (stt) joint. differences in carpal morphology may influence 
tmc kinematics and thus loading of the tmc joint. our goal is to map associated morphological changes of the scaphoid, 
trapezoid and second metacarpal in tmc oA patients. by comparing 3d bone models of healthy controls and tmc oA 
patients, we aim to examine if a correlation exists between changes in shape and this disease. 
 
metHods: After internal review board approval and obtaining informed consent, 58 patients (30 males, 28 females) 
with moderate to severe thumb oA (eaton≥2) and 35 healthy controls (18 males, 17 females) from a larger ongoing 
longitudinal study were included. to quantify morphological variations, a statistical shape model (ssm) was created. 
3d surface models based on computed tomography images from the scaphoid, trapezoid and second metacarpal where 
used to “train” the ssm. this yielded the features that best explain the variation within the three bones: the principal 
components (pc). these principal components where then tested for significant differences between the patient and 
control group using an AnovA. Additionally, a combined ssm model, entailing all three bones, was created. to statistically 
test this model, a logistic regression was performed. in a stepwise fashion, principal components where added until the 
model no longer improved significantly. 
  
results: no shape components of the scaphoid or trapezoid significantly correlated to tmc oA. for mc2, only a single 
principal component was significantly (p = 0.035) linked to oA. However, the combined model showed that with one 
principal component of each of the bones, we could classify oA with an accuracy of 0.77. the three principal morphological 
changes entail, 1) trapezoid: volar side of the articular facet connecting to mc2 is more prominent in a beak-like fashion. 2) 
scaphoid: volar edge of the convex surface connection to the lunate is raised. 3) mc2: the ulnar half of the saddle shaped 
articular facet connecting the trapezoid is more bulbous, thereby deepening the joint. 
 
conclusion: we managed to classify oA with an accuracy of 0.77 and affirm that thumb base oA is not limited to the 
trapezium and first metacarpal.
this supports the concept that an interrelationship exists between the shape of tmc and mc2 as shown in comparative 
anatomy, and suggests a need for further investigation regarding peri-trapezial anatomy (second metacarpal, trapezoidal 
or scaphoid), and clinical relevance in patients with early tmc oA. A question remains whether altered kinematics of the 
entire kinematic chain drive morphological changes or vice versa. 
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A-0728 sonogrApHicAlly guided percutAneous A1 pulley releAse in trigger finger – tHe bern experience
damian sutter, Aline treier, esther vögelin
University Hospital, Bern, Switzerland

introduction: After the development of a safe alternative to cannula mediated percutaneous A1 pulley release in stenosing 
tenosynovitis using a hook knife and custom designed guiding instrument, we would like to present our clinical experience 
(n=33 in 26 patients, as of november 2019). Additionally, we will expand on intraoperative observations as well as the 
postoperative course and complications. All patients presenting in our out-patient clinic with stenosing tenosynovitis, 
wishing for operative treatment, were offered percutaneous instead primary open A1 pulley release. percutaneous release 
was readily welcomed. the novelty of the procedure was clearly stated beforehand.

methods: preoperatively, the A1 pulley and its relationship to the flexor tendons was assessed sonographically in a 
transverse and longitudinal plane. in an attempt to sonographically confirm successful pulley release cross-sectional 
area measurements of the tendon were taken at the level of the mcp joint in an extended and flexed position of the pip 
and dip joint before and after pulley release. patients were operated on in wide awake local anaesthesia. percutaneous, 
sonographically controlled pulley release was performed using a hook knife and a grooved probe, designed to insert 
the hook knife into the flexor tendon sheath. postoperative sonographic assessment was performed immediately 
postoperatively or within a week of the operation.

results: 33 A1 pulleys in 26 patients were released sonographically. clinically, sufficient flexor tendon release was achieved 
for all 33 fingers. A conversion to an open procedure was necessary eight times, due to an unfavourable knife position at 
risk for flexor tendon injury. After conversion superficial blemishes of the superficial flexor tendon were present in 5 cases, 
though there were no relevant injuries visible. unfortunately, two patients presented with flexor tendon phlegmona after 
surgery. in both cases, insertion of the hook knife was difficult, but ultimately placement of the knife was satisfactory and 
conversion was not necessary. one case presented on day 10, the infection was treated in due course and the patient suffers 
of no sequelae. the other patient had late infection starting three weeks postoperatively on only one of two adjacent 
fingers operated. despite adequate treatment, flexion deficit due to A2 pulley insufficiency remains at 5 months postop. 
upon revision surgery both patients showed fully released A1 pulley and lesions to the flexor tendons were not present.

sonographically, successful A1 pulley release proved to be difficult to assess. the measurement of the cross-sectional 
area in an extended and flexed position of the pip and dip joint tends to show an increase after the release (mean 10%, 
range 0-25%). if residual pulley fibers are suspected, dissector test can easily be performed. 

conclusion: despite two major complications in a relatively small patient cohort as well as a steep learning curve requiring 
conversion in 8 cases, results are overall very promising. 

 
A-0730 perilunAte dislocAtions And frActures-dislocAtions of tHe wrist
giancarlo caruso1, sara montanari2, laura martini1, lorenzo preziuso1, silvia sargenti3, massimo corain2, Andrea vitali1

1Palagi Hospital Hand Unit AUSL Toscana Centro, Florence, Italy; 2Verona Hand Unit University Hospital, Verona, Italy; 3Palagi 
Hospital Upper Extremity Rehabilitation AUSL Toscana Centro, Florence, Italy

objectives:fracture dislocations of carpal bones are rare but complex wrist injuries. their management has changed in 
last decades, passing from a conservative to a reparative and reconstructive treatment, the latter almost always with 
an open approach. A correct  as well  as timely diagnosis  is  necessary in order to reduce the fracture and correctly stage 
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the treatment, but unfortunately diagnosis can  be  incorrect  and  delayed  in up to 25% of the cases.methods:etween 
2006 and 2016, 50 patients (47 males and 3 females, range 18-65yrs, average 36,3yrs) with perilunate dislocations and 
fracture dislocations of  the carpal bones were surgically treated. the mechanism of  injury in all  cases involved  wrist  
impacting  the  ground  with  an  hyper-extension mechanism. diagnosis of lunate dislocation was early and correct in 44 
cases, late in 6 cases (12,15,19,21,23&50 days after trauma). scaphoid fracture (25 cases) was always correctly diagnosed 
at the time  of  presentation. lunate  dislocation  was open  in  3  cases. we performed  reparative  and reconstructive  
surgery  in all  cases  except  1 (proximal row carpectomy). we  applied  temporary kirschner(k.) wires  for intercarpal  
and  radiocarpal  stabilization.in  cases  without  scaphoid fracture(25 cases). in the 25 cases with associated fracture of 
scaphoid we applied temporary k. wires for intercarpal and radiocarpal stabilization in 12 cases and the fracture of the 
scaphoid was fixed with a  screw in all cases. we performed an  open  dorsal  approach in 28 cases, open volar approach 
in  9 cases, combined open approach (volar and dorsal) in 5 cases, percutaneous technique (scaphoid fixation with 
screw and carpal stabilization with k.wires) in 8 cases. we repaired the scapho-lunate ligament in  22  cases, the luno-
triquetrum ligament in 6 cases. we  removed  k. wires  on  average 52 days after surgery (min40-max62).results and 
conclusions:results  were   evaluated  in  44/50 patients (mean follow-up of  18 months, min3-max34) according  to an 
algorithm based on  analysis  of  radiographic  measurements, mayo wrist score, jamar  test  and  dreiser test. results: 
optimal  in  25 patients, good in 12,  fair  in  7.  only  4  patients  didn’t resume  the  same  level of activity they exercised 
before the trauma. complications: superficial k.wires infection (5 cases), stiffness (6 cases), local osteoporosis without 
clear crps (3 cases), post-traumatic arthritis (13 cases), scaphoid nonunion with avascular necrosis of the proximal 
fragment (1 case). A correct diagnosis is necessary to provide early and appropriate treatment. unfortunately, we  found  
an  high  rate  of missed and  incorrect  diagnosis. longer  follow-up studies  are  necessary  to confirm the validity of 
these findings.keywords:  lunate dislocation, scaphoid fracture, wrist fractures-dislocations.

 
A-0731 posttrAumAtic extrinsic HAnd stiffness secondAry to trAcHinus rAdiAtus (stArry weever 
fisH) sting: splinting And reHAbilitAtion treAtment: A cAse study
martina pollwein
Centro de Fisioterapia y Terapia De la Mano PhysioCnarias, Santa Cruz De Tenerife, Spain

introduction:
the sting of a weever fish, with natural habitat in the eastern Atlantic, mediterranean sea and also northern sea coast 
up to norway and ireland, should not be underestimated due to various symptoms it causes. its peptide neurotoxin can 
provoke general and local clinical effects like nausea, syncope o bradycardia, intense pain, oedema and possible local 
necrosis if not treated immediately.
the importance of this case study is to present the instance of a severe extrinsic hand stiffness caused by toxic-inflammatory 
reaction following weever fish sting and its complex treatment to regain functionality in the affected hand.
case presentation:
A 56-year-old man suffered a trachinus radiatus / starry weever fish sting in his left index finger with consecutive 
development of severe pain, significant oedema in the back of the hand and disability of a posttraumatic extrinsic hand 
stiffness. one month after the sting he presented an extrinsic extensor tightness hand with reduced rom and grip 
strength as well as positive littler test. the tAm represented in the index finger 145°, in the long finger 190°, in the ring 
finger 195° and in the small finger 170°.
the patient was treated with initial application of static nocturnal resting splint and during daytime dynamic splinting with 
“outrigger plus crane” splint in “intrinsic plus position” and concomitant medication to relieve pain related to crps. once 
the oedema was reduced the controlled follow-up treatment included a consistently practised home training programme 
focusing on strengthening intrinsic and extrinsic muscles, mobilisation of joint stiffness and progressively incorporating 
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Adl and coordinative tasks. physical therapy applied in the therapist ś sessions consisted of manual therapy joint gliding 
techniques and traction mobilisation, treatment of extensor tendon adhesions with flossing and hooking device plus 
specific treatment with the “canadian board” / mAps therapy to regain balance between antagonistic flexor and extensor 
muscles as well as between intrinsic and extrinsic muscles. At any time it was recommended to avoid applying heat to 
prevent reactivation of inflammation or oedema in the hand.
management and outcome:
Arom, grip strength (jAmAr hand dynamometer in position 2) and littler test were assessed every two weeks at the 
clinic. After a 20-week follow up the patient had increased significantly the Arom and was able to finally close a full fist. 
compared to baseline tAm the final outcome tAm assessed was for the index finger 235°, for the long finger 255°, for 
the ring finger 255° and for the small finger 270°. grip strength improved from 18 kgs initially to 46 kgs compared to the 
not affected (dominant) hand of 55 kgs.
conclusion :
Accidental envenomation by weever fish sting can cause extrinsic hand stiffness and severe loss of hand functionality. 
A successful treatment has to be a well-balanced and multi-faceted combination of pain management, dynamic and 
resting splints, soft tissue and joint mobilisation, improving muscle flexibility and strength as well as coordination to 
regain good hand dexterity for Adl.
key words:
extrinsic hand stiffness, littler test, dynamic splinting, trachinidae sting, intrinsic plus position

 
A-0732 AnAlysis of spectrum And outcomes of HAnd infection in A tertiAry cAre centre in soutH indiA
subashini rajendiran, srivignesh manohar, lokesh suryanarayanan, thamilchelvan Akshayalingam
Sri Ramachandra Institute of Higher Education and Research, Porur, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India

objectives-
Hand infections are one of the common presentations to hand surgery department and being an emergency condition, 
the patient is most of the time unprepared for facing the consequences. the retrospective study was made to understand 
and document about the hand infections in our region.
methods-
retrospective study done in the 58 patients who presented to our department from november 2018 to october 2019. the 
cause of the infection, clinical features, medications prescribed and surgeries performed were taken from the medical 
records and analysed.
results and conclusions-
of the 58 patients,  male were 74.14% and female were 25.86%. the minimum age was 36years and maximum age at 
presentation was 72 years. 37.93% had diabetes mellitus. the diagnosis were
1. cellulitus – 13.79%
2. paronychia- 12.07%
3. felons- 15.52%
4. necrotising fasciitis- 22.41%
5. flexor tenosynovitis- 15.52%
6. Actinomycosis- 1.72%
7. tuberculosis- 1.72%
8. bite injuries - 6.90%
9. septic artritis- 3.45%
10. deep hand space infections- 6.90%
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27.59% got treated by non operative management. 72.41% underwent surgical procedures. 10.34% had to undergo 
multiple surgeries. one of the significant problem noted was late presentation to the department leading to multiple 
surgeries and lengthy hospital stay. Hand infections are increasing burden and timely intervention give good outcome.
 
 
A-0734 intrAArticulAr reconstruction in distAl rAdius frActures. is possible to reduce surgicAl 
dorsAl ApproAcH? volAr “extended” ApproAcH
giancarlo caruso, laura martini, lorenzo preziuso, Andrea vitali
Palagi Hospital Hand Unit, AUSL Toscana Centro, Firenze, Italy

introduction: 
the surgical treatment of distal radial fractures with open reduction and internal fixation (orif) using angular stability 
systems is increasingly widespread. this procedure  provides a stable reduction and accurate intra-articular reconstruction. 
the volar approach is the most used; in some cases the dorsal approach is necessary. the authors describe cases in which 
they used a particular volar approach to achieve intra-articular reconstruction in severely comminuted or dorsally dislocated 
fractures: this approach is alternative to the dorsal approach which has a greater incidence of complications. the first 
surgical step is in common to Henry’s classic approach between the flexor carpi radialis (frc) and radial artery (rA).the 
following steps entail sectioning the brachioradialis (br) muscle and pronating of the proximal fractured radius (orbay). 
this maneuver allows to correct even marked intraarticular defects or severe dorsal joint dislocations. 
materials  and methods: 
orif was performed in 9 patients, 2 males  and 7 females. everyone had a distal radial fracture with severe dislocation or 
comminution.in 2 cases the joint fragments were impacted into the bone marrow. only in 2 cases the fracture was acute 
(surgery occurred within 5 days of trauma) while in other cases it was performed  at an average of 22.8 days after the 
trauma (range 15 –  28 days). in all of these cases we performed the technique recommended by orbay, by preserving 
the branches of the interosseous artery along the ulnar aspect.
results: 
patients were followed for a mean length of 19 months, with an algorythm that included radiographic parameters 
(fracture consolidation, volar and dorsal tilt, radial shortening) and clinical-anamnestic parameters (mws mayo wrist 
score) resulting in 4 patients with good and 5 with optimal results. All fractures healed well and we did not observe 
major complications. in one case we had a local osteoporosis with stiffness, not fulfilling criteria of a true crps (complex 
regional pain syndrome).
discussion
the volar orif approach is the most widely used; the dorsal and combined approaches are  still used, particularly in 
severely comminuted fractures along the dorsal radial aspect with intact volar radius, or when approach to the dorsal 
carpal ligaments is desired. However, the dorsal approach presentes greater technical challenges, both for the dorsal 
anatomy of the distal radius and for the insertion of the mechanical devices.
conclusions: the extended approach can achieve satisfactory reduction in radial fractures with severe dorsal dislocation 
and in those cases with marrow impaction of intraarticular. good or optimal reduction, especially in intraarticular 
fractures, is necessary to avoid long-term degenerative complications. the results obtained in this preliminary study 
and the absence of major complications encourage us to continue to consider this surgical approach in the future as well.
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A-0735 post trAumAtic vAsculAr AnomAlies
subashini rajendiran, lokesh suryanarayanan, srivignesh manohar, thamilchelvan Akshayalingam
Sri Ramachandra Institute of Higher Education and Research, Porur, Chennai, Tamilnadu, India

objectives-
vascular anomalies following trauma are seen in the hand surgery department. we discuss about four different types  
of post traumatic vascular anomalies presented to our department.

metHods-
descriptive study of four case reports.

results And conclusions-
cAse-1-   32 year old male presented with pulsatile swelling in right forearm, he gave history of penetrating injury 
before one month and underwent suturing in a nearby hospital. He was found to have radial artery pseudoaneurysm 
associated with congenital ulnar artery hypoplasia. He underwent excision of the pseudoaneurysm and reconstruction 
with saphenous vein graft.
cAse-2- 22 year old male presented with enlargement of left ring finger, he gave history of penetrating trauma before 
1 year. He was found to have arteriovenous malformation of digital vessels. He was treated by reduction of Avm and 
sclerotheraphy.
cAse-3- 63 year old female presented with swelling in left palm for past one month associated with pus discharge and 
cellulitis. History  of penetrating  trauma for which she took treatment in near by hospital. History of incision and drainage 
present. she had capillary hemangioma and underwent excision biopsy.
case-4- 20 year old male presented with swelling in dorsum of hand increasing in size. History of blunt trauma present. 
underwent excision of the venous aneurysm.

post traumatic vascular lesions can vary in presentation and surgery is the treatment of choice. mri Angiogram plays a 
significant role in characterising the lesion. 

 
A-0736 pollicisAtion: A systemAtic literAture review of outcomes
nabeela farooq, dariush nikkhah
London, UK

introduction thumb hypoplasia can be an isolated condition or associated with other congenital malformations of the 
upper limb. Historically, surgical correction for types iiib – v has been with pollicisation, but a toe-to-hand transfer can 
offer a modern microsurgical alternative. methods this systematic review has been performed in accordance with the 
prismA guidelines and aims to review the cosmetic, functional and procedural outcomes for these two techniques and 
compare the results obtained. embAse, medline, cochrane and web of science databases were systematically examined 
for studies, and those that compared the methods of pollicisation and toe-to-hand transfer have been included in 
this review, leaving seven cohort studies for inclusion. results three studies showed that toe-to-hand transfer offers 
greater aesthetic results. overall, strength was also greater with a toe-to-hand transfer procedure. patients undergoing 
pollicisation have greater mobility of the thumb and pinch-grip abilities, and sensation is also superior in these patients. 
operation time is considerably shorter in this procedure when compared to toe-to-hand transfer and less complications 
were reported. Analysis of results obtained was difficult due to the heterogeneity of outcome measures used and the 
use of subjective and descriptive assessments. conclusions the evidence presented suggests that both procedures are 
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suitable for the reconstruction of a hypoplastic or aplastic thumb and the results obtained are comparable. due to the low 
quality of evidence available, a conclusive decision in favour of one procedure over the other cannot be made. multi-centre 
prospective studies with greater sample sizes are needed to adequately compare the two methods.

 
A-0739 nAturAl History of elbow flexion contrActure in obstetric brAcHiAl plexus injury
tim Hems
Scottish National Brachial Plexus Injury Service, Queen Elizabeth University Hospital and Royal Hospital for Children, Glasgow, UK

Aim
flexion contracture of the elbow is a common complication of obstetric brachial plexus injury (obpi). it is not present 
at birth but develops during childhood. A study was undertaken to investigate the severity and progression of flexion 
contracture of the elbow in patients with obpi.

methods
our service provides management of children with obpi from the whole of scotland. range of movement measurements 
are recorded at each clinic visit and entered into a database, which has been maintained prospectively since the 1990s. 
we aim to review children who have a persisting deficit after obpi at least until skeletal maturity (Age 16 years), with 
clinic visits every one to two years. some patients are also reviewed at an older age.  we reviewed measurements of 
flexion contracture of the elbow, in patients who had not had repair of nerves innervating elbow flexion, together with 
information on the severity of the initial injury and recovery of shoulder movement.

results
results were available for 159 patents with a mean age of 12 years at last follow-up. there were 56 patients with narakas 
group 1 lesions, 66 group 2, 27 group 3, and 10 group 4, with a mean age of recovery of elbow flexion of 4, 5, 7, and 11 
months respectively.
mean fixed flexion of the elbow at last clinic follow up was 14° (range 0 – 40) for narakas group 1, 15° (0 – 50) for group 
2, 19° (0 – 45) for group 3, and 24° (10 – 40) for group 4. sixty-six patients had a contracture of 20° or more, 21/56 (38%) 
of group 1, 25/66 (38%) group 2, 13/27 (49%) group 3 and 7/10 (70%) group 4. thirty-one had a severe contracture 
of 30° or greater, including 7/56 (13%) in group 1, 12/66 (18%) group 2, 8/27 (29%) group 3, and 4/10 (40%) group 4.
shoulder function was worse in children who had more extensive nerve lesions with mean active abduction of 156° for 
narakas group 1, 129° for group 2, 96° for group 3, and 77° for group 4. mean active external rotation of the shoulder 
was 24° for group 1, 19° for group 2, 7° for group 3, and 8° for group 4.
in cases with severe elbow contracture, analysis of progression with age indicated that the contracture started by the 
age of 5 and increased up to the age of 10 before stabilising.

conclusions
children with more extensive obp lesions with poorer recovery at the shoulder are more at risk of severe elbow flexion 
contracture, which starts to develop before the age of 5 but does not appear to increase substantially beyond the age of 10. 
this information may help to inform management of elbow contracture. the cause of the contracture remains uncertain.

keywords: obstetric brachial plexus injury, elbow, contracture
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A-0742 utilisAtion of AvAnce processed nerve AllogrAft in A nAtionAl centre for peripHerAl nerve 
injuries
joel schneider, rizwana imran, tahseen chaudhry, samuel george, dominic power
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

background
AvAnce processed nerve allograft is available for use in nerve reconstruction. the use in sensory nerve gap reconstruction 
and the management of neuroma are well established with comparable efficacy data to autologous nerve grafting. 
the absence of donor site morbidity is a major advantage. other advantages include single limb anaesthesia, day case 
surgery and shortened surgery duration. the use of nerve allograft in mixed and motor nerve reconstruction confers 
similar advantages, however the efficacy is less well documented. this paper reviews the developing trends in AvAnce 
utilisation in a specialist centre.

methods
A review of all AvAnce implantations at a specialist pni service between july 2015 and August 2019 was undertaken 
after searching human tissue bank records. A review of pre- intra- and post-operative data was undertaken to better 
understand the indications for allograft utilisation in the nerve reconstruction.

results
the pni service has treated 99 nerves in 74 patients with AvAnce over a 4-year period to August 2019. the predominant 
indication is for painful neuromas in sensory nerves. AvAnce is used in complex cases requiring acute digital nerve gap 
reconstruction. in 2016 we started to use AvAnce to treat mixed and motor nerve injuries. reconstruction of the ensuing 
nerve gap following nerve biopsy was commenced in 2019 as part of a new service with 6 patients treated to date.

conclusions
AvAnce has established indications with excellent efficacy. the availability in a specialist pni unit has increased utilisation 
with novel applications developing including reconstruction after nerve biopsy.

keywords: allograft, autograft, pni, peripheral nerve injury, nerve repair, allograft indications, sensory nerve injury, 
mixed nerve injury, motor nerve injury

 
A-0743 triceps brAcHii rupture of A young bodybuilder - A clinicAl cAse report
elpida-theodora boutzareli1, georgios-michail kontorinis2, basiliki kouli1, Anastasios mourikis2, michael seferiadis3, 
georgia petta1,4

1University of West Attica, Physiotherapy Department, Athens, Greece; 2Laikon General Hospital of Athens; 3Physiolab–Kypseli, 
Athens, Greece; 4Research Laboratory of Musculoskeletal Physiotherapy, University of West Attica, Geece

AbstrAct
bAckground: bodybuilding is a sport which involves weight training and its main goal is visual muscle distinction 
development. the tendon rupture of triceps brachii is an extremely rear type of rupture and is caused either by injury or 
fall when the limb is extended. According to studies, bodybuilders that have been taking anabolic-androgenic steroids 
for years are threatened by tendon ruptures to a greater extent than bodybuilders that have never taken such substances. 
Aim: the paper aims at presenting a clinical study which focuses on the complete tendon rupture of triceps brachii muscle 
of a young bodybuilder. it discusses and analyzes the clinical incident of a 28 years-old athlete who was diagnosed with 
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complete tendon rupture of triceps after a physiotherapy assessment and imaging tests.
metHod & mAteriAl: the athlete was surgically treated with a functional technique for high-level athletes.the synthetic 
allograft unit material is formed from a bundle of polyester fibers which are constrained by a partial braid of polyester, 
forming a “criss-cross” configuration. the rupture strength was 3300 nt.the attachment of the graft was performed initially 
via a transverse drill hole at the olecranon close to the anatomical footprint of triceps tendon insertion.then the free ends 
of the graft were sutured in a “criss-cross” fashion to the distal third of the muscle up to the level of the musculotendinous 
junction. the post-operative physiotherapeutic rehabilitation was divided into two phases: the immediate stage of high 
protection and the ultimate stage of mobility and returning to physical activity. in the high protection stage, the joint 
was protected with a functional elbow splint. the athlete’s rehabilitation moved from passive to active training aiming 
at progressive muscle strengthening. the initial program involved rom exercises with a passive flexion limitation to 
90 degrees for the first six weeks. from the forth to the seventh week, active exercises entered the strength training 
program, while up to the end of the eighth week resistance training exercises have been, also, introduced. from the ninth 
to twelfth week, functional gym rehabilitation has been taken place. then, in the second and last stage, rehabilitation 
therapy involved gradual weight addition and higher complexity of exercises having as main objective the reintegration 
of the athlete in his previous activity without discomfort or constraints. 
results & conclusion: the post-operative assessment included the isokinetic endurance measurements for elbow 
flexion and extension at various angular velocities. Hence, two slow and two faster tests were applied to flexor,extensor 
muscles as well as in pronation-supination. the final isokinetic strength test involved elbow extension-flexion of 30-
45-90-180ο/s and pronation -supination of 90ο/s και 180ο/s. the endurance of both limbs was tested through constant 
movements of elbow extension-flexion of 90ο/s. eighteen months after the operation, the highest isokinetic strength 
rate of the operated brachium was higher than its healthy counterpart in extended elbow position of 13%-23% and flexed 
position of 20%-30%. the final assessment indicates that after eighteen months the athlete was capable of returning to 
his sport without any sort of pain or other symptoms.   

 
A-0744 AnAtomicAl bAckground for minimAlly invAsive plAte osteosyntHesis of tHe metAcArpAl bones 
igor o golubev1, maksim e sautin2

1Priorov National Medical Research Centre for Traumatology and Orthopedics, Moscow, Russia; 2European Clinic of Sports 
Traumatology and Orthopaedics, Moscow, Russia

introduction
osteosynthesis of metacarpal bones is now became a standard method of treatment of fractures and post-traumatic 
hand deformities prevention. the most common techniques include stabilization of the fracture by k-wires or by plate 
fixation. both methods have their pros and cons.
in our work, we turned to those advantages of k-wire fixation (minimally invasive, less damage of soft tissues) and tried 
to combine them with the advantages of plate stabilization. the key point was the need to cover metal fixator with soft 
tissues to avoid direct contact with the tendons.

materials and methods
we went through an anatomical study of 16 metacarpal bones. A pathanatomical study was performed. Autopsies were 
made without special preparation. A skin flap was removed from the level of carpal-metacarpal joints up to the level 
of the proximal phalanges in the distal direction on the dorsal surface of the hand. surgical approach to the extensor 
tendons of 2-5 fingers.
transverse surgical approach 5 mm from the proximal articular surface of the metacarpal bone and 10 mm from the distal 
articular surface of the metacarpal bone were performed.
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the position of the surgical approach according to the extensor tendon was different:
it is located radially to the extensor of the 2nd finger both proximally and distally;
it is located radially to the extensor of the 3rd finger both proximally and distally;
it is located ulnarly to the extensor of the 4th finger both proximally and distally; 
it is located ulnarly to the extensor of the 5th finger proximally and from the radial side of the tendon distally;
An 1.5 mm Alps plate was used.
the metal fixator was positioned on the bone after tunnel formation using an elastic guide.
finally extensor tendons were removed and preservation of the soft tissue between the tendon and the plate was checked.

results
it was found that the plate can be positioned on the bone, under the tendon without damaging the soft tissue between 
the tendon and fixator. this is important, as we consider that it is necessary to separate the plate from the tendon.
the tissue it was possible to put the fixator under is fascia which is covering an interosseous muscles and passing between 
the metacarpal spaces through the dorsal surface of the metacarpal bone.
elevating of the periosteum did not allow to make a tunnel wide enough to put the guide under it. when forming surgical 
accesses, it should be taken into account the different position of the extensor tendon according to the metacarpal bones.

conclusions
this study can be a background for the formation of the concept for minimally invasive plate osteosynthesis of the 
metacarpal bones. the volume of soft tissues along the dorsum of the metacarpal bone is sufficient to cover the plate 
and to separate it from the extensor tendon, even if it is necessary to fix 2-5 metacarpal bones simultaneously.

 
A-0748 An diAgnostic metHod of ultrAsonogrApHy bAsed on multiplAne side-to-side contrAst for 
unilAterAl cubitAl tunnel syndrome
xueyuan li, miao yu, xiaoling zhou
Department of Hand Surgery, Department of Plastic Reconstructive Surgery, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

objective  to introduce a novel ultrasonic diagnostic method based on multiplane side-to-side contrast for the diagnose 
and therapeutic selection of unilateral cubital tunnel symdrome -cuts patients. 
methods  the cross sectional area swelling rate -csAsr diagnostic cut-off value was caculated statistically based on the 
maximum csAsr values of patient group and control group by drawing receiver operating characteristic -roc curve. the 
csAsr therapeutic cut-off value was caculated statistically based on the maximum csAsr values of conservative treatment 
group and surgical treatment group by drawing roc curve. the disease was diagnosed taking the csAsr diagnostic cut-off 
value as reference, while the therapeutic method was selected taking the csAsr therapeutic cut-off value as reference.
results  the csAsr diagnostic cut-off value was 1.51 and the csAsr therapeutic cut-off value was 1.67 according to the 
statistical calculation of 42 patients with cuts .the sensitivity and the specificity were 91.2% , 93.3% for the diagnostic 
cut-off value and 100%, 79.4% for the therapeutic cut-off value. the maximal csAsr value of the patient’s ulnar nerve 
was negatively correlated with the value of nerve electrophysiological conduction measurement. 
conclusion  the ultrasonic diagnostic method proposed in this study can maximally reduce the effect of individual variation, 
reflect the trend of neuromorphological changes and determine the range of the neuropathy and treatment. this study 
provide a novel method for diagnosis, treatment selection, and therapeutic range demarcation of cuts.
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A-0751 differentiAls diAgnosis of idiopAtHic brAcHiAl plexus neuritis And peripHerAl nerve entrAp-
ment witH AuxiliAry exAminAtions
li xueyuan, yu miao, zhou xiaoling, zhang Hui, chen Hong, zhang weiwen
Ningbo University, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo City, Zhejiang, China

objective:
to review 21 patients with upper limb pain , numbness and weakness, the key points of distinguishing idiopathic brachial 
plexus neuritis from peripheral nerve entrapment were discussed.
methods:
from march 2018 to june 2019, a total of 21 patients (18 males and 3 females) with sudden pain or no pain  with muscle 
atrophy in different parts of upper limbs were involved . Age 31-65y.the history, predisposing factors, and physical 
examination including sensory and muscle strength were recorded. in this group, 7 cases presented with upper trunk 
involvement .5 cases presented with radial nerve injury, with mild involvement of median nerve and ulnar nerve. the 
posterior interosseous nerve injury was occurred in 5 cases, the anterior interosseous nerve was involved in 2 cases, and 
the whole brachial plexus was involved in 2 cases. Auxiliary examinations include emg to determine the severity of nerve 
damage, nerve ultrasound and mri of brachial plexus to provide changes in nerve morphology and compression. special 
tests such as the scalene muscle compression test, the roos test, the tinel sign, etc., help with diagnose for peripheral 
nerves compression disease incidence.
results: 
mri of cervical brachial plexus showed mild enhancement of signal in 4 patients within 3 months of onset, and 2 with 
supraclavicular lymph node enlargement.radial nerve and posterior interosseous nerve ultrasound showed swelling in 
7 patients, with obvious constriction in 2 patients and typical hourglass changes in 2 patients. ten of them underwent 
neurolysis or nerve repair. brachial plexus neuritis is characterized by acute onset of muscle weakness and atrophy in 
very short period. emg examination showed no significant specificity. the course of nerve entrapment disease is chronic 
with muscle atrophy at very late stage. physical examination is helpful for further elimination. 
conclusion:
 to make a diagnosis between brachial plexus neuritis and peripheral nerve entrapment disease was still struggling, since 
the clinical manifestations are overlapping, but careful analysis of the characteristics of the disease, especially with the 
help of imaging examination, is helpful in differential diagnosis.

 
A-0754 treAtment of subunguAl glomus tumors tHrougH tHe mArgin of nAil bed ApproAcH under 
surgicAl microscope
peiji wang, yong zhang, jiaju zhao
The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, Suzhou, China

objective: subungual glomus tumor is a rare soft-tissue tumor. the only effective treatment is complete surgical excision. 
many surgical approaches had been reported to excise the tumor, but they all have certain limitations. Herein, we describe 
a novel approach: the margin of nail bed approach. this study is to evaluate the feasibility and treatment outcome of 
curing subungual glomus tumors by using this approach.
methods: from june 2005 to january 2014, seventeen patients who were diagnosed with subungual glomus tumor in 
our hospital underwent complete excision using a margin of nail bed approach under surgical microscope. the tumors 
were subjected to pathological examination.
results: postoperative wound smoothly healed and pathology confirmed the diagnosis of glomus tumor in all patients. At 
a mean follow-up of 31.4 months (range 12-56 months), all patients had complete postoperative relief of pain, the nails 
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recovered completely with normal shape, and there were no complications and recurrences observed. 
conclusions: in treatment of subungual glomus tumors with the margin of nail bed approach is a simple, feasible and 
effective new method with a low complication and recurrence rate. this approach can sufficiently expose and completely 
excise tumors at any subungual region. it also has the merits of little trauma, secluded incision, which leaves no obvious 
scar and is expected to be an excellent alternative approach for the excision of subungual glomus tumors. 
key words: glomus tumor;  digit;  nail bed;  microsurgery

 
A-0755 repAir of complex bone And soft tissue defect of limbs witH free double folded fibulAr com-
posite tissue flAp
peiji wang, bo jiang, kailong zhou, yong zhang, jiaju zhao
The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, Suzhou, China

objective: this study is to report the method of repairing complex bone and soft tissue defects of limbs with free double 
folded fibular composite tissue flap in one stage, and to observe the clinical effect.
methods: there were 13 cases suffering from massive bone defect and exposure of the tibia reconstructed with free 
double folded fibular composite tissue flap. the length of the tibial defect ranged from 6cm to 10cm. the size of the skin 
and soft tissue defect was 4cm×5cm to 7cm×18cm. there were 2 cases suffering from skin and soft tissue defect with 
metatarsus and cuneiform bone defect reconstructed with free double folded fibular composite tissue flap. 1 case was 
reconstructed with free double folded fibular composite tissue flap to repair the skin and soft tissue defect and the large 
segmental defect of femoral shaft. the design of the skin flap was taked, osteotomy of both ends of the periosteum, 
expose the peroneal vessels, and dissected to the peroneal artery origin from the distal end to confirm bone flap has 
good blood supply after pedicle, continuity of periosteum, the fibula folded or bone defect after dressing, block fixation, 
anastomosis blood vessel to reconstruct blood circulation.
results: All flaps survived well. the colour and elasticity of the flap was satisfied. the patients were followed up from 
12 to 26 months postoperatively. postoperative x-ray showed bone union was reconstructed well. the repaired limbs 
started weight-bearing at the third to fourth postoperative month. 
conclusion: free double folded fibular composite tissue flap to repair complex bone and soft tissue defect of limbs is 
reliable and effective method to repair the limbs of complex bone and skin and soft tissue defect, which has a short 
course of treatment, good effect and is worthy of clinical application.
key word: double folded fibula; free composite tissue flap; tissue defects; transplantation

 
A-0756 clinicAl clAssificAtion of sHoulder Anterior dislocAtion witH brAcHiAl plexus nerve injury 
And eArly treAtment strAtegy
chen Hong, li xueyuan, yu miao, zhou xiaoling, wang xin, zhang weiwen
Department of Hand Surgery, Ningbo Sixth Hospital

objective to investigate the differential diagnosis of brachial plexus injury after reduction of anterior dislocation of shoulder 
joint and the selection of surgical treatment time, follow up and analyze the prognosis.methods from january 2015 to june 
2019, 25 patients with anterior dislocation of shoulder joint with brachial plexus nerve injury were admitted, including 
16 males and 9 females.the average age was 47.After detailed medical history, physical examination, x-ray, emg and mri 
examination of the shoulder joint, the nature of the injury, the fracture of the shoulder joint, rotator cuff injury, and the 
involvement of different brachial plexus nerve injuries were recorded.the nerve recovery was evaluated every two weeks. 
when the nerve recovery was found to be stagnant for more than two weeks, early surgical exploration was performed.
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postoperative follow-up was performed for prognosis.results among the 26 patients, there were 10 patients with high 
energy injury and 15 patients with low energy injury.there were 12 cases of shoulder joint fracture and 2 cases of rotator 
cuff injury requiring surgery.All the patients had brachial plexus nerve injury located below the clavicle, with a maximum 
of 12 cases of axillary nerve, 9 cases of radial nerve involvement, 6 cases of median nerve involvement, 6 cases of ulnar 
nerve involvement, 4 cases of musculocutaneous nerve involvement, and 5 cases of total brachial plexus involvement.
thirteen patients recovered satisfactorily after conservative treatment, and 12 patients underwent surgical exploration 
within 3 months.postoperative follow-up ranged from 6 to 26 months, with an average of 10 months.According to gu 
yudong’s criteria for functional evaluation of brachial plexus injury, there were 7 excellent , 4 good and 1 fair.conclusion 
the brachial plexus nerve injury caused by the anterior dislocation of shoulder joint is mainly located in the bundle branch, 
the axillary and the radial nerve involvment were common. early diagnosis and identification, early rehabilitationand 
surgical exploration and repair when necessary are conducive to the full recovery of upper limb function.

 
A-0757 clinicAl efficAcy compArison And AnAlysis of wrist ArtHroscopic ulnAr HeAd wAfer resec-
tion And ulnAr sHortening osteotomy for treAtment of ulnAr impAction syndrome
Hong chen, xiaofeng teng, Huizong yuan, jian ruan
Hand Surgery Department, Ningbo No.6 Hospital, China

objective to explore the application and clinical efficacy of wrist arthroscopic-assisted ulnar head wafer resection and 
ulnar shortening osteotomy in the treatment of ulnar impaction syndrome. methods from march 2012 to february 2017, 
45 patients with ulnar impaction syndrome were treated in our department and divided into two groups according to 
different surgical methods. preoperative x-rays were used to evaluate the height of positive ulnar variances and mri 
was used to initially assess the damage of triangular fibrocartilage disc complex (tfcc), semilunare and triquetrum. 
the arthroscopic examination of intra-articular conditions was firstly performed with the debridement of hyperplasia 
synovial membrane and the repair of injured triangular fibrocartilage disc complex (tfcc). in the ulnar head wafer 
resection group, the patients underwent arthroscopic ulnar head wafer resection, and in the ulnar shortening osteotomy 
group, the patients underwent open ulnar shortening osteotomy and plate fixation. the platelet-rich plasma (prp) was 
injected into the wrist joints in all cases after operation. the patients were followed up regularly and radiographs were 
taken to observe the healing of ulna. the wrist function was evaluated according to modified mayo scoring system. 
results twenty-two patients in the ulnar shortening osteotomy group were followed up with an average time of 14.3 
months. All of them reached bony union with a mean healing time of 12.7 months. three patients had slight pain within 
six months of follow-up. According to modified mayo scoring system, the mean score was  (85.1±5.9) points. there 
were 6 excellent cases, 14 good cases and 2 fair case, and the good and excellent rate was 90.9%. twenty patients were 
followed up in the ulnar head wafer resection group with an average time of 13.7 months. According to modified mayo 
scoring system, the mean score was (80.3±6.2) points. there were 6 excellent cases, 11 good cases and 3 fair cases, and 
the good and excellent rate was 85.0%. there was no statistical difference in the mean scores of modified mayo scoring 
system between the two groups. conclusion the treatment of ulnar impaction syndrome with wrist arthroscopic ulnar 
head wafer resection can obtain better clinical results.
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A-0759 vAlidAtion of ergonomic suggestions of wrist positions on keyboArd typing
jenna ng1, Heidi wong2, Amanda lam3, cherry Au4, catherine fung5, josephine wong6, kenneth fong6

1Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastern Hospital; 2Kwai Chung Hospital, Hong Kong; 3Queen Mary Hospital, Hong Kong; 4Tai Po 
Hospital, Hong Kong; 5the Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs Association, Hong Kong; 6Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

objective 
office ergonomics serves as a safety guideline for office workers who work at computer workstations. it aims at sustaining 
health and productivity at work by preventing absenteeism, occupational illness, company’s burden on worker’s 
compensation scheme. regarding local guidelines, the use of wrist pad is suggested to keep wrist at neutral position 
during typing. However, few attempts to date have been made to verify the effectiveness of wrist neutral position and 
the wrist pad by taking into account the relationship between wrist position and level of forearm muscle activity.
this study aims to investigate the guidelines of office ergonomics of (1) keeping wrist at the neutral position and (2) 
using a wrist pad during typing task by establishing a relationship between wrist position and forearm muscle activity. 
we hypothesised that the forearm muscle activity could be reduced when typing at wrist neutral position with the 
application of wrist pad.

methods 
this study has recruited 18 female participants aged 20-25 with right-hand dominance and 10-digit typing pattern. 
participants in this study typed a randomized-word passage in a standard computer workstation in 4 different conditions 
in a randomised sequence: wrist neutral with or without wrist pad, and wrist 30’ extension with or without wrist pad. 
electromyographic (emg) activity of the extensor digitorum communis (edc) and flexor digitorum superficialis (fds) 
muscles was measured with surface electrodes, while wrist neutral and 30 ’extension angles were measured with 
goniometers. typing speed (in word per minute) and accuracy (in %) were also measured for each subject in each trial 
using an online software. After the typing task, all participants were asked to fill in a psychophysiological questionnaire 
to evaluate the subjective feeling during typing at different wrist angles and wrist support conditions 

results 
wrist neutral position in keyboard typing has resulted in significant reduction in muscle activity of edc only, while the 
use of wrist pad has significantly reduced muscle activity of edc and fds in neutral position. 
while wrist neutral position did not show significant difference in objective typing performance (i.e. typing speed and 
accuracy), it showed significantly better subjective typing performance at wrist neutral position with wrist pad.
in addition, wrist neutral position shows significantly higher personal preference with wrist pad.  

conclusion
this study found that wrist neutral position and the use of wrist pad have both significantly reduced the muscle activity 
of forearm extensor. the results validate ergonomic suggestion of wrist positions in keyboard typing. this may help 
occupational therapists and ergonomists inter evaluations of computer keyboard workstations. However, the results of 
this study may not be directly applicable to male typists since only female participants were recruited in this study. further 
studies should examine the effect of wrist position by recruiting both males and females as the ergonomic guidelines 
were designed for both gender.
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A-0762 compArison between direct repAir And HumAn AcellulAr nerve AllogrAfting during con-
trAlAterAl c7 trAnsfer to tHe upper trunk for restorAtion of sHoulder Abduction And elbow flexion
liang li, wen-ting He, ben-gang Qin, xiao-lin liu, jiantao yang, li-Qiang gu
Department of Orthopedic Trauma and Microsurgery, the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, 
Guangdong, Province, China

direct coaptation of contralateral c7 to the upper trunk could avoid the interposition of nerve grafts. we have successfully 
shortened the gap and graft lengths, and even achieved direct coaptation. However, direct repair can only be performed in 
some selected cases, and partial procedures still require autografts, which are the gold standard for repairing neurologic 
defects. As symptoms often occur after autografting, human acellular nerve allografts have been used to avoid concomitant 
symptoms. this study investigated the quality of shoulder abduction and elbow flexion following direct repair and 
acellular allografting to evaluate issues requiring attention for brachial plexus injury repair. fifty-one brachial plexus 
injury patients in the surgical database were eligible for this retrospective study. patients were divided into two groups 
according to different surgical methods. direct repair was performed in 27 patients, while acellular nerve allografts were 
used to bridge the gap between the contralateral c7 nerve root and upper trunk in 24 patients. the length of the harvested 
contralateral c7 nerve root was measured intraoperatively. deltoid and biceps muscle strength, and degrees of shoulder 
abduction and elbow flexion were examined according to the british medical research council scoring system; meaningful 
recovery was defined as m3–m5. lengths of anterior and posterior divisions of the contralateral c7 in the direct repair 
group were 7.64 ± 0.69 mm and 7.55 ± 0.69 mm, respectively, and in the acellular nerve allografts group were 6.46 ± 
0.58 mm and 6.43 ± 0.59 mm, respectively. After a minimum of 4-year follow-up, meaningful recoveries of deltoid and 
biceps muscles in the direct repair group were 88.89% and 85.19%, respectively, while they were 70.83% and 66.67% in 
the acellular nerve allografts group. time to c5/c6 reinnervation was shorter in the direct repair group compared with the
acellular nerve allografts group. direct repair facilitated the restoration of shoulder abduction and elbow flexion. thus, 
if direct coaptation is not possible, use of acellular nerve allografts is a suitable option.

 
A-0763 free-style concept for designing AnterolAterAl tHigH flAp witH obliQue brAncH
li xueyuan, Hu Haoliang, tian mintao, li yi, chen Hong
Ningbo No.6 Hospital, Ningbo, China

objective to explore the feasibility of applying free-style concept in the treatment of skin and soft tissue defect of limbs 
with oblique branch pedical of  Alt flap. methods between january 2014 and june 2019, 36 out of 157 Alt flaps were 
reviewed  in which the oblique branch were used as the pedical of the flap. with application of freestyle concept for flap 
dissection, the vascular pedicle were identified first, the dissection stopped when the required length and anastomosis 
of vessels diameter (0.5 mm diameter or greater) available. no need to trace the vessels source.the donor vessel were 
anastomosed end-to-side or end-to-end with recipient vessel.in this study, the  flap area ranged from 10.0 cm x 6.0 
cm ~ 18.0 cm x 9.0 cm, the donor site were closed primarily in 24 cases, skin graft were applied for 12 cases.results 35 
cases survived successfully, and 1 case survived after an arterial crisis.postoperative follow-up was conducted for 6 to 12 
months, with an average of 9 months. the appearance of the donor and recipient areas was satisfactory.conclusion for 
patients with oblique branch  as the main perforator in anterolateral thigh flap, with freestyle concept for flap design 
and dissection, anastomosis of the vessel by either end-end or end-to-side way can achieve a better clinical prognosis.
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A-0766 tHe effectiveness of specificAlly pHrenic nerve trAnsfer to suprAscApulAr nerve combined 
contrAlAterAl c7 nerve root trAnsfer in upper brAcHiAl plexus injury: A clinicAl retrospective study
wen-ting He, jin-tao fang, jiantao yang, yi yang, ben-gang Qin, li-Qiang gu
Department of Orthopedic Trauma and Microsurgery, the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University, Guangzhou, 
Guangdong, Province, China

contralateral c7 transfer is a treatment in upper brachial avulsion plexus with incomplete lower trunk damage. transfer 
of the phrenic nerve suprascapular nerve is a common procedure to restore shoulder abduction. However, the outcome 
of combine surgery remain unknown.the data of patients between 2007 to 2016 who had upper brachial plexus avulsion 
injury with incomplete lower trunk damage and take surgery in our department were collected and summarized. 32 
patients received contralateral c7 transfer and/without the phrenic nerve transfer to the suprascapular nerve were 
followed-up. the mobility of elbow and shoulder, the muscle strength of elbow flexion, shoulder abduction and rotation 
were observed. based on the comparison of the british medical research council (bmrc) scoring system, dAsH score and 
sf-36.the mean follow-up time was 31.97±19.33 months, the total effective recovery of shoulder abduction and elbow 
flexion, meaning m3 or more muscle strength, was observed in 17 of the 32 patients(46.88%), 15 of the 32 patients(53.13%) 
, respectively. the effective of shoulder abduction in contralateral c7 transfer group was 10 of the 16 patients(62.50%), 
while the effective of elbow flexion was 6 of the 16 patients(37.50%). when combined with the phrenic nerve transfer 
to the suprascapular nerve, the effective were 9 of the 17 patients(52.94%), 8 of the 17 patients(47.06%).contralateral 
c7 transfer with specifically nerve transfer from phrenic nerve to suprascapular nerve can enhance the function of both 
elbow flexion and shoulder activities in upper brachial avulsion plexus with incomplete lower trunk damage.

 
A-0768 tHe effectiveness of modified oberlin, contrAlAterAl And ipsilAterAl c7 nerve root trAnsfer 
in repAir of upper brAcHiAl plexus injury: An experimentAl study in rAts
wen-ting He, jin-tao fang, jiantao yang, yi yang, ben-gang Qin, li-Qiang gu
Department of Orthopedic Trauma and Microsurgery, the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University, Guangzhou, 
Guangdong, Province, China

the modified oberlin surgery, contralateral and ipsilateral c7 nerve transfer surgery are the most commonly used 
treatments in upper brachial plexus root injury. the aim of this study was to compare the effectiveness of these surgeries.
seventy-eight sd rats were randomized into five groups. seventy-two rats underwent upper brachial plexus root avulsion 
of right brachial plexus. in group A, rat were treated by modified oberlin surgery, in group b, rats underwent contralateral 
c7 nerve transfer. in group c, rats underwent ipsilateral c7 nerve transfer. group d and e were negative and normal 
control. functional outcomes were measured by behavior studies, histological studies of the nerve regeneration and 
target muscles, electrophysiology studies in four, eight, and twelve weeks postoperatively.Histological studies showed 
earlier nerve regeneration and larger cross-sectional area of the muscle fiber in group A and c compared with group b 
(p<0.001). twelve weeks postoperatively, functional outcomes were observed no significant difference between group 
A, b and c, but they still had obvious differences compared with the normal control.experimental comparison of different 
nerve transfer treatment based on the upper brachial plexus root avulsion rat showed there were differences on the 
recovery speed but finally the functional recovery of both nerves and muscles were similar.
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A-0770 HyponycHiAl invAsion in tHe subunguAl melAnomA is AssociAted witH increAsed risk of me-
tAstAsis And lower overAll survivAl rAte
Hyeonwoo kim1, yoonjin kwak2, sung tack kwon3, Hak chang3, ji-ung park1, julong Hu3, byungjun kim3

1Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Seoul National University Boramae Hospital, Seoul, South Korea; 2Department 
of Pathology, Seoul National University College of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea; 3Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery, Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul, South Korea

introduction 
there is still controversy in the pathological risk factors of subungual melanoma. the aim of this study is to identify 
pathological risk factors that worsen the clinical outcome. 

methods 
44 patients of subungual melanoma were retrospectively analyzed. the pathological slides of the patients were reviewed 
and described by our pathologist. the nail unit was divided into proximal nail fold, proximal nail matrix, distal nail matrix, 
nail bed, and hyponychium. the brestlow thickness and invasion depth of each part of the nail unit were measured. the 
prognosis of the patients was also investigated as to whether the lesions recurred or metastasis occurred. 

results 
the invasion depth of the melanoma were significanly deeper when there are invasion in the hyponychium (p=0.024). in 
the patients with hyponychial invasion, metastasis were occurred more significantly (p=0.021) and the overall survival 
rate was lower significantly (p=0.031). 

conclusion 
in conclusion, this study shows that the hyponychial invasion was associated with deeper invasion of melanoma, more 
common metastasis, and lower survival rate.

 
A-0771 treAtment of cHronic elbow dislocAtion witH Hinged externAl fixAtion And no ligAment re-
construction
Alvaro caicedo1, elvin rodas2, Alvaro kafury1, juliana rojas1

1Hand and Upper Extremity Surgery, Imbanaco Medical Center, Cali, Colombia; 2Hand and Upper Extremity Surgery, Honduran 
Social Security Hospital Tegucigalpa, Honduras

retrospective descriptive study, case series between february 2013 and february 2018. we review the results in seven 
patients with chronic elbow dislocation with no previous treatment. All the cases were presented with deformity and 
marked limitation in the range of motion of the affected elbow. the cases were treated with open reduction, ligament 
release and use of hinge external fixator, without ligament reconstruction. 

they were 4 male and 3 female patients, which had a time interval between trauma and surgery of 2 to 6 months. we 
measure the range of motion pre and postoperative, we also take x-rays and ct-scans to demonstrate the elbow luxation 
and bone and associated soft tissue injuries. All the patient started an immediate postoperative rehabilitation program. 
After the external fixator removal, we found the recovery of the elbow range of motion, flexion-extension of about 30° 
to 120° of complete mobility, with better scores of vAs for pain, better scores of the dAsH, and adequate elbow stability 
in varus and valgus. the hinge external fixator was taken off between the 6 and 8 weeks. no postoperative complications 
were found. the follow up for all the patients were 12 months.
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in the treatment of the unreduced chronic elbow dislocations, we recommend the use of a hinge external fixator after an 
open reduction of the joint without performing ligament reconstruction. this technique offers a stable reduction, early 
mobilization with an acceptable postoperative range of motion, and an elbow joint without functional limitations or pain. 

in the treatment of this condition, our series offers a larger number of patients than in other series previously published 
in the literature.

 
A-0772 study on correlAtion between motor function recovery And cognitive function cHAnges in 
pAtients witH centrAl Hemiplegic After contrAlAterAl seventH cervicAl nerve trAnsfer
tie li1, yanqun Qiu2, zhaori bi1, wenjun Qi1, juntao feng1, yundong shen1, wendong xu1, yudong gu1

1Huashan Hospital Fudan University, Shanghai, China; 2Jing’an District Central Hospital, Shanghai, China

background:
central neurologic injury (cni) causes dysfunctions not only in motor but also in cognitive ability. we applied a novel 
contralateral seventh cervical nerve transfer (cc7) surgical procedure to restore limb function. this innovative surgery 
revealed a feasible and effective way to maximize the potential of one hemisphere in controlling both limbs, which has 
been validated by preliminary animal experiments and clinic trial. recently, any studies on central hemiplegic suggest 
that the cognitive ability has been changed correspondingly during the function recovery of paretic limb. 
objectives:
in the present study, we aim to explore the possible correlation between motor function recovery and cognitive function 
changes in patients with central hemiplegic after cc7 surgery.
methods:
38 central hemiplegia patients divide into 2 groups randomly, the experiment group with cc7 and the control group 
treated with conventional rehabilitation. the paretic limb function and the cognitive ability was measured by using 
dAsH, Adl score and neuropsychological tests. mismatch negative(mmn), as an electrophysiological probe to examined 
the processing of the duration of auditory stimuli. 
results:
After treatment, both the Adl and dAsH score of patients were improved with different degrees. As the neuropsychological 
tests outcomes show, there were no significant changes in mmse, whereas the scores of mes, tmt, sdmt is very sensitive 
among the three groups. mmn results: there are significant differences in the mmn latency and amplitude among the 2 groups.
conclusion:
cc7 nerve enhanced the ipsilateral pathway to control paretic limb, the ipsilateral motor cortex could then be actived 
by the increasing improvement of paretic limb. High lever central nerve system could be induced to coordinate and 
enhanced the connectivity among the other surrounding areas with motor cortex, and then the cognitive ability changes 
appropriately, eventually provide a “positive feedback” model to adapt the cortex changes to promote paretic limb 
function recovery constantly. 

 
A-0773 contrAlAterAl c7 to c7 cross nerve trAnsfer for treAting spAstic Arm
wendong xu, yudong gu
Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China

objective: the application of contralateral c7 transfer in treating central hemiplegia has achieved favorable results in our 
previous report. the aim of this study was to introduce the authors’experience with contralateral c7 transfer in patients 
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with spastic arm paralysis in a larger number  and to analyze the functional outcomes after over 1-year follow-up.
method: from 2008 to 2017, a retrospective study of upper limb function in patients with spastic arm paralysis caused 
by central nervous system injury with a follow-up of more than one year post-operatively were carried out in the hand 
surgery department of Huashan Hospital. evaluation methods include fugl–meyer upper-extremity scale, modified 
Ashworth scale and the active range of motion, which were compared before and  consecutively throughout 1-year after 
operation. through subgroup analysis, the etiology affected postoperative functional recovery and the spasm degree 
such as gender, age, and affected side were analyzed.
result: since 2008, over 200 spastic arm paralysis patients received  contralateral c7 nerve transfer surgery in our center. 
in retrospective analysis,  we found that there was a significant increase in the mean  fugl–meyer score from the baseline 
to 1-year postoperatively. in the grouped analysis stratified by age, there was an obvious tendency that younger patients 
acquired higher scores. in the etiological analysis, cerebral palsy patients acquired the largest increase in total fugl-meyer 
score comparing to other groups. there was no significant difference in the functional recovery between paralysis side 
and gender. changes in spasticity from baseline to 1-year as measured on the modified Ashworth scale significantly 
increased in all joints.    
conclusion: in a large cohort retrospective study, we observed similar functional improvement in patients with different 
etiology, age, gender and paralyzed side. generally, cerebral palsy patients were expected to have the best functional 
improvement comparing to other subgroups.  
key words: stroke; spastic arm; nerve transfer

 
A-0774 3d printing Assisted percutAneous fixAtion of scApHoid frActure And undisplAced nonunion
wendong xu, Huawei yin, yundong shen, yudong gu
Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China

objective this study summarizes the clinical effect of arthroscopic wafer and ulnar shortening osteotomy in the treatment 
of ulnar impaction syndrome, and reports the effect of secondary ulnar shortening osteotomy in patients with ulnar impact 
syndrome who failed to achieve long-term satisfactory results after arthroscopic wafer procedure. 
methods A retrospective case series study was performed to analyze the clinical data of patients with ulnar impact 
syndrome. inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria were set. 96 patients with ulnar impaction syndrome were included 
in the study, of which 41 cases underwent ulnar shortening osteotomy and 55 cases underwent arthroscopic wafer 
procedure. the visual analog scale (vAs), grip strength, the wrist range of motion, the mayo modified wrist score (mmws) 
and patient-rated wrist evaluation (prwe) were recorded preoperatively and postoperatively, respectively. 
results All patients were followed up for 14 to 36 months, with an average of 18 months. no wound infection or bone 
nonunion occurred in all patients after operation. At the last follow-up, the pain symptoms of patients in arthroscopic 
wafer procedure group and ulna shortening osteotomy group were significantly improved compared with those before 
operation. Among them, 6 patients undergoing arthroscopic wafer operation had poor long-term follow-up effect. the 
vAs score was more than 4 after over postoperative one year. ulnar shortening osteotomy was performed in the second 
stage after postoperative average 18 months. the results of long-term follow-up showed the pain symptom relieved 
and function of wrist improved significantly than those before the surgery. 
conclusion both arthroscopic wafer procedure and ulnar shortening osteotomy can relief wrist pain and improve wrist 
function in patients with ulnar impaction syndrome on the whole. for patients with ulna impingement syndrome whose 
symptoms appear again after arthroscopic wafer procedure, the second stage ulnar shortening osteotomy is still an 
optional and effective treatment.
key words: ulnar impaction syndrome; wafer procedure; ulnar shortening osteotomy
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A-0775 ArtHroscopy Assisted pArtiAl wrist fusion: clinicAl cAse series
Huawei Howard yin, yundong shen, yudong gu, wendong xu
Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China

purpose: severe osteoarthritis of the wrist following trauma or degenerative injury is a common and challenging issue. 
partial wrist fusion could be a salvage procedure to preserve joint motion, increase function, and reduce wrist pain. 
four-corner fusion and scaphotrapeziotrapezoid fusion are frequently used procedures. in this study, we report clinical 
experience of arthroscopy assisted partial wrist fusion in treating scapholunate advanced collapse (slAc), scaphoid 
nonunion advanced collapse (snAc), or kienböck disease. 
methods: nine patients diagnosed as slAc or snAc underwent Arthroscopy assisted four-corner fusion, and 8 patients 
diagnosed with kienböck disease of lichtman stage iiib were treated with arthroscopy assisted stt fusion in this study. 
All patients were evaluated preoperatively and postoperatively by using x-ray, magnetic resonance as imaging evidence. 
visual Analogue scale (vAs), range of motion, grip strength, patient rated wrist evaluation (prwe) and modified mayo 
wrist score were used for evaluating pain and function of the affected wrist. the patients were regularly followed up. 
results: one year after operation, all arthrodeses of both four-corner fusion and stt fusion group were radiologically 
healed. postoperatve pain degree were obvious relived, with a significant reduction of vAs value. range of motion tended 
to be preserved, with a trend toward an increase in flexion-extension degree after surgery. grip strength and modifified 
mayo score improved signifificantly, and prwe score decreased signifificantly. no arthroscope associated complications 
were observed in the follow-up. 
conclusion: Arthroscopy assisted partial wrist fusion is a reliable procedure for patients with severe osteoarthritis of the 
wrist. Arthroscopy assisted four-corner fusion and stt fusion can considered to be effective procedures in treating slAc 
or snAc, and iiib kienböck disease.
key words: Arthroscopy; partial wrist fusion; four-corner fusion; scaphotrapeziotrapezoid fusion

 
A-0776 protection tHe dorsAl brAncH of tHe ulnAr nerve during ArtHroscopic repAir of triAngulAr 
fibrocArtilAge complex injuries
Huawei Howard yin, yundong shen, yudong gu, wendong xu
Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China

opject: the ulnar-sided approach for arthroscopic peripheral triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) repair may be 
associated with injury to the dorsal branch of the ulnar nerve (dbun). the goal of this study was to develop a small 
incision to help minimize dbun injury. 
methods: ten cadaveric upper limbs were used to measure the anatomic parameters of the dbun. based on these measured 
anatomical relationships, a 20 mm longitudinal incision with the ulnar styloid process as the midpoint was designed to 
explore and protect the dbun. three additional cadaveric upper limbs were used to test the feasibility of this method. 
then this method was applied in 15 patients with tfcc injury (ib type). 
results: in 10 cadavers, the dbun was located volar to the ulnar styloid process. the mean linear distance between the 
dbun and the ulnar styloid process was 8.04 mm (range: 7.02–8.82 mm) in the transverse-volar direction and 13.78 mm 
(range: 11.06–16.02 mm) in the longitudinal-distal volar direction. in three additional cadavers, the dbun was successfully 
explored and retracted with this incision, creating a safer space for passing sutures and tying knots. this modified method 
was used successfully in 15 patients, and the dbun was protected during surgery. there were no complications, and most 
importantly, no injuries to the dbun at the 6-month follow-up visit.
conclusion: we recommend that a 20 mm longitudinal incision with the ulnar styloid process as the midpoint be made 
prior to passing sutures during the arthroscopic repair of tfcc tears to avoid injuring the various branches of the dbun.
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A-0777 Artery-only replAnts: tecHniQue And outcomes in 56 consecutive cAses
travis j miller1,2, walter c lin1, rudolf f buntic1, Andrew j watt1, gregory m buncke1, bauback safa1

1The Buncke Clinic, San Francisco, USA; 2Stanford University, Department of Surgery, Division of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery, Palo Alto, USA

purpose
very distal digital replants (tamai zones 1 and 2) can lead to excellent cosmetic and functional outcomes. However, 
for cases where only arterial repair is possible, surgery can be technically demanding, and post-operative recovery can 
be intensive. these challenges may discourage some centers from providing artery-only digital replantation. we here 
describe a tertiary hand referral center experience for artery-only digital replants. 

methods
consecutive cases utilizing artery-only digital replantation at a single center in the emergent setting were identified. 
patients were kept on an anticoagulation protocol until replanted digits demonstrated venous competence. patient 
age, handedness, mechanism of injury, level of amputation, and type of repair were noted. survival of the replant, days 
hospitalized, need for blood transfusions and/or leeches, and need for revision surgeries were recorded as outcome 
measures. 

results
56 cases with 64 distal artery-only replants were performed over 26 years. A higher frequency of cases was noted later 
in the collection period, with 78.6% of cases occurring in the past 10 years. 57.8% of replants were tamai zone 1, and 
the remaining 42.2% were tamai zone 2. the most common artery-only replanted digit was the thumb, which made 
up 29.7% of cases. for successful replantations, inpatient stay ranged from 7 to 12 days. 92.2% of replants survived.  

conclusions
Artery-only replants in the proper setting have a high success rate and can be considered reliable. patients should be 
offered the option for artery-only replantation if they are willing to undergo the initial hospital stay and recovery. 

 
A-0779 fds tenotomy in tHe treAtment of pip contrActure AssociAted to trigger finger
elvin rodas1, Alvaro kafury2, juliana rojas2, Alvaro caicedo2

1Hand and Upper Extremity Surgery, Honduran Social Security Hospital Tegucigalpa, Honduras; 2Hand and Upper Extremity 
Surgery, Imbanaco Medical Center Cali, Colombia

the trigger finger is a pathology that often requires surgical release. in some cases, especially in chronic ones, it presents 
with a contracture of the proximal interphalangeal joint. sometimes, after the release of the A1 pulley, this contracture 
is not recovered and, in many cases, there is a deformity in residual flexion contracture. fibrosis and degeneration of the 
superficial flexor have been described as the main cause in this situation. complete resection of the superficial flexor 
tendon is an option sometimes described and practiced in the management of this condition. in our experience, during 
the last 2 years we have treated 12 patients with pip contracture associated with trigger finger, with superficial flexor 
tenotomy, in addition to the release of the A1 pulley. the contracture of the pip preoperative in the patients was an average 
of 22 degrees, being associated with pain and limitation in the performance of their daily activities. After surgery, the 
contracture was less than 5 degrees, with a significant decrease in dAsH and return to their daily activities in a period 
less than 3 months and without pain.
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A-0781 does motor or sensory problems effect coping strAtegies in individuAls witH peripHerAl 
nerve injury?  
gamze yildirim1, cigdem öksüz1, burcu semin Akel2

1Hacettepe University, Department of Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey; 2Istanbul Kültür University, Department of 
Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, Istanbul, Turkey

the hand is a special part of the human structure used to perform activities. An upper extremity peripheral nerve injury 
causes motor or sensory problems effecting individuals’ life physically, functionally and psychologically. knowledge of 
the sources of problems that effect coping strategies can help hand therapists to evaluate individuals with peripheral 
nerve injuries. therefore, we aimed to know that if motor or sensory problems effect coping strategies more in individuals 
with peripheral nerve injury. the study sample comprised of 29 individuals with peripheral nerve injury, aged between 
18-65 years. the semmes weinstein monofilament test (swmt) to evaluate sensory impairment, grip dynamometer 
and pinch meter to evaluate hand strength were used. we used brief - cope to evaluate coping strategies, including 5 
following strategies: self-help, avoidance, approach, accommodation, and self- punishment. in addition, a qualitative 
interview was used to state coping strategies of individuals. the study showed that coping with “weakness of muscles” 
and “pain and tickling” were most frequent. However, there was not statistically significant correlation between muscle 
strength and coping strategies (p>0.05).  there was a significant positive correlation between self-help and sensory 
function (p=0.03). sensory functions effect individuals’ coping strategies such as seeking emotional and instrumental 
help.  we concluded sensory loss is the main problem for patients with peripheral injury, they may cope well if they have 
only decreased grip strength. sensory reeducation starting from the first day of treatment, education of the patient to 
cope with symptoms of sensory loss may add a value in hand therapy program. 

 
A-0782 tHe usefulness of ultrAsonogrApHy in diAgnosing tHe cArpAl tunnel syndrome
mihaela pertea1,2, s ursu3, p ciobanu1,2, r tudor4, diana Al khazaleh2, oxana madalina grosu1,2

1“Grigore T. Popa” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iasi, Romania; 2Clinic of Plastic Surgery and Reconstructive Microsurgery, 
“Sf. Spiridon” Emergency Hospital, Iasi, Romania; 3Clinic of Othopaedics and Traumatology, Public Medical-Sanitary Institute, 
Chisinau, Moldova; 4Department of Othopaedics and Traumatology, Emergency Hospital Vaslui, Romania

background 
the aim of the paper was to analyze the usefulness of ultrasonography in diagnosing the carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) 
using the ultrasonographic index, calculated by the formula simnct (sonographic index of median nerve in the carpal 
tunnel) =100% (1-g2/g1). based on simnct, we dare to propose the development of a diagnostic algorithm.
methods
we studied a group of 400 patients with cts symptoms and we examined the musing the ultrasound method. in all the 
cases, we measured the vertical thickness of the nerve at the entrance and exit into and from the carpal canal, comparing 
the values with the ones measured in the healthy hand, which we considered as normal. using the simnct, we established 
as normal the simnct =16%.
results
we showed a statistically significant sensitivity of simnct at the carpal tunnel level (p<0.0001), compared with cross-
sectional area and flattening ratio in the diagnosis of cts. Analyzing simnct, elaborated by us, with a value of more than 
16%, we demonstrated a sensitivity of 94.81% and a specificity of 99.66% in establishing the diagnosis of cts. thus, we 
proposed a classification of cts severity according to the simnct value: normal = 16%, mild = 16-19%, moderate = 
19-28%, severe = 28-50%, very severe over 50%.
conclusions
ultrasonography in diagnosingthe cts has a proven efficiency by studying the morphology of the nerve, as well as the 
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possible etiologies of the disorder.the sonographic index of the median nerve at the level of the carpal tunnel is a valuable 
and practical indicator which can be used in the diagnosis of cts and also may be of help in determining the severity of 
the lesion. the simnct has a higher value compared to the flattening ratio (sensitivity 4.49%, specificity 97.95%) and 
cross-sectional area (sensitivity 88.76%, specificity 32.08%).

key words: median nerve, ultrasonography, sonographic index.

A-0784 conversion of externAl fixAtion to internAl fixAtion in distAl rAdius frActure witH severe 
comminution
jinrok oh, jaewoong um 
Wonju Severance Christian Hospital, South Korea

background 
fractures of the distal radius are common injuries. low-energy or high-energy mechanisms may be involved. unstable 
distal radius fractures present a challenge to orthopedic surgeons to treat. external fixation has been used for the treatment 
of distal radius fractures for more than 60 years. external fixation is a valuable instrument for fracture reduction and 
stabilization. limited open incisions, early range of motion, treatment of complex comminuted fractures, and treatment 
of soft tissue injuries are a few of the benefits of external fixation. the aim of the study is to determine the outcomes in 
patients who underwent conversion from an external fixator to an internal fixation device in distal radius fracture with 
severe comminution.

materials & method
 from february 2013 to september 2019, comminuted distal radius fractures were treated using external fixation then 
conversion to internal fixation by two surgeons. of the patients, 10 were men and 8 were women. their ages at the time 
of the operation ranged from 32 to 93 years (mean 63.5 years). the length of the time from the injury to operation of 
external fixation ranged from 0 to 9 days (mean 2.7 days). the length of the time from operation of external fixation to 
that of internal fixation ranged from 3 to 56 days (mean 31.1 days). According to Ao/otA classification, there were 1 of 
type b2, 1 of type b3, 2 of type c1, 6 of type c2, 8 of type c3. 11 had soft tissue injuries involving open fractures and 7 
had no soft tissue injuries. As to the surgical technique, external fixation was done making reduction. internal fixation 
method was plate and screws. times until internal fixation makes comminuted fragments to stick together making easier 
to perform open reduction and internal fixation.  

results 
outcome was regarded as good if the patients attained bony union on x-ray; bad if the patients had any complications 
like pin site infection, malunion, nonunion and etc. 15 of 18 patients attained bony union on x-ray without complication 
or further surgery. 1 patient had a pin site infection and 2 patient underwent further operation due to implant failure 
and malunion.

discussion & conclusion.
this is a retrospective review of patients who underwent conversion from external to internal fixation and it showed that 
this technique allows feasible fixation of the severe comminuted distal radius fracture. limitations include that sample 
size was small, and that we didn’t take functional results into account such as range of motion, pain and so on. one of 
the reason why we didn’t consider functional results such as rom was some of the patients had multiple trauma so that 
there were people who didn’t get proper rehabilitation. However, some of the patients who didn’t have any accompanied 
injuries that can disturb rehabilitation showed excellent results on range of motion, pain and so on at follow ups.
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A-0786 compArison of bending strengtH between plAte fixAtion, steinmAnn pin fixAtion, And HeAd-
less compression screw fixAtion group for proximAl ulnAr sHAft frActures in sAwbones
jinrok oh, jinyoung Han, jaewoong um
Wonju Severance Christian Hospital, South Korea

background
plate osteosynthesis is commonly used for proximal ulnar fractures. However, steinmann pin or headless compression 
screws can also be good and simple fixation methods since the diameter of the ulna is short. the objective of this study was 
to compare the bearing forces of each fixation methods by applying bending forces to ulna saw bones fixed in various ways.

method
transverse type fractures (Ao / otA 2u2A3a) were made intentionally at the distal 7 cm from the proximal end of ulna 
saw bones. total 21 saw bones were used and were separated to three groups by fixation methods, 7 pieces for each. 
three groups were as follows; plate fixation group (ulna osteotomy plate, large, 8 hole, thickness 2.5 mm, self-tapping 
cortical screws, outer diameter 2.5 mm; jeil medical, korea), headless compression screw fixation group (Arix cannulated 
headless compression screws, diameter 6.0 mm, length 120mm; jeil medical, korea), steinmann pin fixation group (two 
steinmann pins, diameter 3.2mm; solco biomedical, korea). the load to failure curve was obtained by applying bending 
forces using instron e3000.

result
Average ultimate tensile strength for each group were as follows; 521.7n (range, 339.5 to 675.8n) for plate fixation group, 
706.4n (range, 662.9 to 725.2n) for headless compression screw fixation group, and 812.6n (range, 794.0 to 832.7n) for 
steinmann pin fixation group. with the kruskal-wallis test, average tensile strength between three groups showed 
significant difference(p value <0.001). post-hoc test was done to compare each combination of two groups. significant 
difference was seen in tow combinations; steinmann pin versus plate fixation group(p values<0.01), steinmann pin versus 
headless compression screw fixation group(p valuse 0.047). there was a significant trend in one combination; headless 
compression screw versus plate fixation group(p values 0.064)

conclusion
the average tensile strength in steinmann pin and headless compression screw fixation group were even higher than the 
one in plate fixation group. this study has limits; saw bone study with small numbers, isolated fracture type and location. 
However, it still suggests that fixation methods other than plate osteosynthesis such as steinmann pin and headless 
compression screw fixation can be possible alternatives for fixation in proximal ulnar shaft fractures. 

 
A-0787 vAsculArized bone grAft for reconstruction of upper extremities
Hiroyuki gotani, yoshitaka tanaka, Hirohisa yagi, yutaka kubota
Osaka Hospital of Japan Sea Affairs and Relief Association / Shizuoka Institute of Science and Technology University

introduction
severe injuries including open fractures or amputated fingers can be the cause of non-union or large bone defect. for the 
treatment of that cases in upper extremities lesions, techniques of vascularized bone grafts are indispensable.
(materials and methods)
the patients ranged in age from 23 to 73 y.o. (mean : 47 years).
cases: 
1. clavicle non-union : treated with fibula 1, medial epicondyle from femur2
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2. Humerus : fibula2, medial epicondyle from femur 3
3. radius and ulna : fibula 7 (double folded 2), medial epicondyle from femur 3, rib with serratus anterior 1
4. thumb : fibula 1(metacarpal), medial epicondyle from femur 2, radius with forarm flap 3 (pedicled)
5. fingers : medial epicondyle from femur 3, metacarpal bone 6 (1 pedicled, 5 free), vascularized joint transfer 5 from 
2nd toe.
in some cases, 3d plastic models were used during operation to decide size of the graft.
results
bone union observed in all cases ,but in some cases additional operation was necessary.
Additional operation :  secondary iliac bone graft for 2 cases from 9 fibula 
 grafts. 2 addiotional plating for fibula grafts. 3 additional wire fixation and 2 free skin graft after 11 medial epicondyle 
grafts.
discussion
in cases of humerus, radius and ulna non-union, or large size bone defects ,vascularized fibular graft or graft from medial 
epicondyle of femur recommended according to the size of graft needed. in cases of thumb metacarpal bone non-union 
or defect, short fibula graft possibly match the size of defect. in finger reconstruction cases, small free vasculalized bone 
graft from hand and foot lesion is useful using short pedicle.

 
A-0788 A cAse report surgicAl resection of giAnt intrAtHorAcic cellulAr scHwAnnomA of tHe brA-
cHiAl plexus by tHorAcotomy And literAture review. 
tao li, zhenbing chen
Department of Hand Surgery, Wuhan Union Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology

schwannomas arising from the brachial plexus are usually extrathoracic tumours located in the supraclavicular region. 
An intrathoracic growth of these tumours is extremely rare and only few cases have been reported in the literature. we 
present a 3-year-old child intrathoracic brachial plexus schwannoma and its difficult surgical treatment.

A 3-year-old child’s parents complained of a non-painful palpable mass at his left supraclavicular fossa with a rapid growth 
in 3 months from may 2018. the patient was submitted to surgery for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.subsequent 
computed tomographic (ct) scan showed a unclear-circumscribed, irregular mass, measuring approximately 7cm length 
and 5cm width, located close to the left thoracic outlet.the mass appeared to a giant range from supraclavicular fossa to 
the upper pulmonary parenchyma.the upper lung ,thyroidwas,trachea were all obviously compressed.sternum,clavicle 
and ribs showed a wide range of invasion by tumors.ctA showed the left subclavian artery a totoal surround by the 
tumor from initial part of left common carotid artery to initial part of axillary artery. mri showed a t1 isointensity and 
t2 hyperintense lesion around left c5-t1 brachial plexus nerve roots and truncks.

A preoperative biopsy was performed and a pathologic diagnosis of cellular schwannoma with aggressive cellular growth 
was presented 1week later.A multidisciplinary team(mdt) was built for diagnosis and treatments including a variety 
of experts from Hand surgery,oncology, neurosurgery,thoracic surgery, cardiac surgery, pediatric surgery, imaging, 
pathology and Anesthesiology department,etc.

the surgical approach was defined as a one-stage combined supraclavicular incision followed by left thoracotomic incision 
under a general anesthesia,infant endotracheal intubation and unilateral pulmonary ventilation.the sternum was open 
for a thorough exposure of the mediastinum and cervical portion.the tumor had a difficult but thorough resection.the 
left brachial plexus inferior roots and trunks were all left continuity.However the left subclavian artery can’t be separated 
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from the giant tumor so that had a ligature at the initial part of left common carotid artery and initial part of axillary 
artery to avoid massive hemobilia.left clavicle was treated with the hyperthermia induced by microwave iv vivo and 
then replanted in situ with internal fixation.the postoperative course was uneventful with only a transient strength 
deficit in the left shoulder but a good recovery 6 months later. pathological examination revealed a aggressive cellular 
schwannoma.postoperatively the left extremity had a good blood circulation.However the upper lung had a half volume 
atelectasis but only two-third volume recovery until one year. no tumor recurrence occurred until one year’s follow-up.

As for the literature review, an intrathoracic growth of this type of tumor is extremely rare and only few cases have been 
reported in the literature.it should be considered a differential diagnosis with malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor 
(mpnst).A combined supraclavicular approach followed by a safe thoracic access is the procedure of choice.A good mdt 
group including hand surgery is so important that the surgeons are able to manage for combined surgical teams since 
the preoperative period.

 
A-0789 cArpAl tunnel syndrome cAused by bifid mediAn nerve And persistent mediAn Artery in An 
Adolescent 
sun young joo
Incheon St. Mary’s Hospital, the Catholic University of Korea, South Korea

carpal tunnel syndrome in children and adolescent and mostly associated with mucopolysaccharidosis and mucolipidosis. 
we report our case of carpal tunnel syndrome caused by persistent median artery in an adolescent. A 13-year-old girl 
presented with right hand pain and paresthesia with no history of trauma. she also complained of right thenar muscle 
atrophy. on physical examination of her right hand, a tinel’s sign was present at wrist and phallen sign was positive. there 
was slight atrophic change of her right thenar muscle area. electromyography and nerve conduction velocity demonstrated 
incomplete median neuropathy. ultrasonography and mri of her right wrist showed bifid median nerve with persistent 
median artery. she underwent open transverse carpal ligament release. After operation, wrist was immobilized for 2 
weeks. one year following surgery, her symptoms had resolved with no evidence of recurrence.

 
A-0793 AnAlysis of tHe bone morpHology of tHe distAl rAdius in rHeumAtoid pAtients witH ruptured 
extensor tendons
daisuke kawamura, yuichiro matsui, norimasa iwasaki 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Faculty of Medicine and Graduate School of Medicine, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

background: spontaneous extensor tendon rupture in the wrist is a common comorbidity in patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis (rA). untreated extensor tendon ruptures tend to progress in a sequential manner causing rupture of adjacent 
radial extensor tendons. surgical results are generally better with one or two extensor tendon ruptures than with multiple 
extensor tendon ruptures. we hypothesized that there was specific bone morphology at the distal radius relating to 
the number of ruptured extensor tendons. methods: overall, 32 patients with rA (38 wrists) with wrist lesions with or 
without extensor tendon ruptures were enrolled. patients’ age ranged from 36 to 84 years (mean, 60 years). patients 
were divided into two groups based on the number of the ruptured extensor tendons: group A patients with 2 or less 
ruptured tendons (20 wrists), group b with more than 3 ruptured tendons (18 wrists). degree of joint deterioration of 
each wrist joint was graded using the larsen grade with plain wrist x-ray film. we also reviewed axial and sagittal ct 
images. we measured the maximum and minimum width of the dorsal cortex from the tip of the lister’s tubercle to the 
ulnar cortical edge with the axial images. then, we measured width of the lunate facet with the sagittal images. the 
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measured maximum and minimum width was standardized by indexing it to the width of the volar cortex of the radius 
at the proximal end of the lister’s tubercle (wmax, wmin, wsag). non-parametric multiple comparisons were conducted 
among the groups. correlation analyses were then conducted between the number of the ruptured tendons and larsen 
grade, wmax, wmin and wsag. results: Average wmax and wmin in group b was significantly lower than that in group 
A. wsag in group A was significantly lower than that in group b. there was no correlation between the number of the 
ruptured tendons and larsen grade. we found a strong negative correlation between the number of the ruptured tendons 
and wmin; there was a weak negative correlation between the number and wmax. discussion: the risk factors for the 
extensor tendon rupture were reported by several authors. However, there were no reports on the relationship between 
the bone morphology at the distal radius and the number of ruptured extensor tendons. A scallop sign on radiographs, 
dorsal subluxation of the ulnar head and carpal supination are characteristic bone morphology that can be risk factors 
for extensor tendon rupture. A scallop sign is difficult to quantitate. the degree of dorsal subluxation of the ulna was 
assessed on a lateral radiograph. However, it was difficult to obtain a true lateral radiograph of the wrist especially in the 
patients with rA. the width of the dorsal cortex of the distal radius which forms the gliding floor of the extensor tendons 
was negatively correlated with the number of the ruptured tendons. morphology of the dorsal cortex at the distal radius 
could be a useful prognostic factor for extensor tendon ruptures in patients with rA.

 
A-0797 resurfAcing And sensAtion reconstruction of complex skin defect in finger witH free distAl 
ulnAr Artery perforAtor flAp in single stAge
feiya zhou, weiyang gao, Hede yan
The Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, Wenzhou, China

summary background 
complex skin defect in finger remains challenging and not rare in the hand injury. the large defect size, the multiple 
tissue loss and the exposed vital structure compose the complexity of reconstruction. surgical reconstructions of all the 
tissue loss in single stage, particularly in sensation reconstruction, are difficult but essentially related to the function of 
final hand. An ideal compound flap should be well met not only in resurfacing the medium-size skin defect but also in 
restoring the digit nerve defect in the same stage, with minor deformity in the donor site. 
purpose the aim of this study is to introduce the procedure of raising the ulnar artery perforator flap for resurfacing and 
the sensation reconstruction of complex tissue defect in the single stage.
methods: A total of 8 patients with complex skin defect in medium size and digit nerve loss were treated with free distal 
ulnar artery perforator flap transfer. the involved fingers were four index fingers, three long fingers and two ring fingers. 
All the flaps were raised from the ulnar lateral wrist of injured hand. the donor sites were covered with full thickness 
skin graft or closed by straight suture. 
results All flaps survived completely without any necrosis during the 6-18 months follow-up. the patients were satisfied 
with the finger motive ability, the sensation function and the aesthetic appearance. 
conclusion in terms of repairing complex defect in finger in medium size and with digit nerve loss, reconstructions of 
soft tissue and sensory function in single-stage are necessary for the early functional exercise and rapid recovery. As 
an alternative and a suggested method, for the severely injured finger with medium size skin defect and sensation 
reconstruction required, using free distal ulnar perforator flaps is a reliable treatment to gain the satisfied outcome.
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A-0798 modified neurovAsculAr unilAterAl v-y AdvAncement flAp for reconstruction of volAr fin-
gertip defects
zhou feiya, gao weiyang, yan Hede
The Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, Wenzhou, China

purpose: to introduce our experience of using the neurovascular unilateral v-y advancement flap for reconstructing of 
volar fingertip defect.
methods: 29 fingertips in 28 patients underwent fingertip reconstruction, with a mean follow-up of 12 months (range, 
6-18months). the flap sizes ranged from 4.5cm×1.3cm to 5.0cm×1.5cm and the defect sizes were from 1.5×2.5cm2 to 
2.0×2.5cm2.
results: All flap survived completely and restored satisfied sensation and contour. mean static 2-point discrimination 
was 5 mm (range, 4–6mm). the proximal and distal interphalangeal joint was preserved in normal motion at final 
follow-up after 3-4 weeks postoperative rehabilitation training. no patients complained of cold intolerance, pain and 
scarring contracture. 
conclusions: for the defect size within 2.5 cm2 in distal finger pulp, the unilateral neurovascular pedicle v-y advancement 
flap is a reliable, safe, and simple method to achieve natural fingertip reconstruction with nearly normal sensibility, no 
skin graft needed. it has advantage in safety performance and popularity of application. when consider restoring the 
soft tissue defect in volar distal digit within 2.5cm2, the unilateral modified neurovascular pedicle v-y flap is a simple 
treatment with optimized procedure to gain the satisfaction in cosmetic appearance and sensory function.

 
A-0799 reconstruction of composite distAl finger soft tissue defect  witH pArtiAl toenAil flAp 
trAnsfer 
feiya zhou, weiyang gao, Hede yan
The Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, Wenzhou, China

summary background: composit tissue defect in distal finger is common in hand injury. the methods in coverage of the 
defect are various, but restoration in regaining both the functional and cosmetical satisfaction is challenging for the 
surgeons. partial toenail flap transfer is a reliable way which can antomically repair all the tissue loss in one stage, with 
low damage to the donor site.  
objective: the aim of our study was to introduce the reconstruction procedure of finger-pulp and perionychium defect 
in distal fingers with partial toenail flap transfer. 
methods: from october, 2015 to january, 2019, 7 cases -5 thumbs,1 index finger and 1 middle finger with composite 
soft tissue defects ,were treated with partial toenail flap transfer. the flap sizes raised during the operation ranged from 
4.5cm×3.0~3.0cm×1.5cm. the toe phalanx shortening, the v-y advancement flap and the local pedicle flap transfer 
were performed to cover the donor site, without skin graft. 
results: 7 flaps in 7 cases completely survived without any necrosis. All the wounds at the donor sites healed well. the 
average followed-up was17.2 months(from6-39 months).the motive, sensor and cosmetic result were satisfied. in sensory 
function, the stacic two-point discrimination distance could restore to be 4-6mm.
conclusions: when pulp tissue and perionychium were concomitantly defect in the distal part of thumb, index finger and 
middle finger, partial toenail flap transfer which was in an ideal balance of satisfied restoration and minimized donor 
mobidity, was a reliable method for restruction of this composit defect in fingertip, anatomically restored the distal digit 
sensor function, with cosmetic contour. when considering restoring the composite soft tissue defect in distal finger, 
particularly in thumb, index finger and middle finger, with nail loss, the mini toenail flap transfer is a suggested way to 
regain the motive, sensory function and satisfied cosmetic appearance.
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A-0803 tHe protective effect of citicoline on iscHemic flAp survivAl in sd-rAt model
miao-jie fang1,2, dingsheng lin1,2

1Department of Hand Surgery, the Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’shospital of Wenzhou Medical University, 
Wenzhou, China; 2the Second School Ofmedicine, Wenzhou Medical University, Wenzhou, China

background: 
random flap has been an essential and frequently-used procedure in plastic and reconstructive surgery. rigid length-to-
width ratio ensures the survival of flap. the length-to-width ratio of random flap depends on the blood supply of donor site. 
in this study, we explored the effect of citicoline, used for treating cerebral trauma in clinic, on ischemic skin flap in rats.
materials and method:
40 rats were divided into two groups. citicoline was injected into the test group, and the same concentration of saline 
was injected into the control group. we calculated the survival area of the animal model on the 7th day after flap surgery. 
Histopathological conditions were examined by hematoxylin and eosin staining to measure microvessel density (mvd). 
lead angiography was used to detect angiogenesis, and blood perfusion was detected by laser doppler imaging. the 
expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (vegf) and inflammatory factors including interleukin (il)-1β, il-6 and 
tumor necrosis factor-α (tnf-α) was detected by immunohistochemistry. tnf-α and il-6 levels were determined by 
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. malondialdehyde (mdA) and superoxide dismutase (sod) kits are used to measure 
lipid peroxide levels.
results:
compared with the control group, the average survival area of the flaps injected with citicoline (test group) was significantly 
larger than that of the control group. the mvd of the flap of the experimental group was higher than that of the control 
group, and there was less ischemia and necrosis. the expression of vegf and sod were increased in the experimental 
group, and the levels of tnf-α, il-6 and il-1β, mdA were significantly decreased.
conclusion:
injecting citicoline after random flap operation is beneficial for flap survival. the mechanism may be related to anti-
inflammatory, anti-oxidation, promoting angiogenesis and inhibiting ischemia-reperfusion injury.

 
A-0805 A novel strAtegy of limb sAlvAge for severe segmentAl crusH injury of tHe upper extremity: 
use of A vAsculAr flow-tHrougH skin tube  
jianhua zhang, zhenjun xie
Henan Provincial People’s Hospital, Zhengzhou City, China

background & purpose:vascular injuries and soft tissue defects are commonly seen in severe crush injuries of the 
upper limbs. vascular injuries may result in distalis limb ischemia sometimes, so flow-through flap or superficial vein 
transplantation combined with flap repair need to have been used for revascularization acutly .However, in patients with 
a severely contaminated wound, tissue further necrosis and further infection are likely to develop under the flap. in this 
case, grafted vessels are at risk of embolization, rupture, and other complications, which can even lead to failure of limb 
salvage. we propose a novel strategy that vsd was applied to recovery  the wound and simultaneously a flow-through 
skin tube, an advanced flow-through flap(the free flap is rolled into a skin tube so that it wraps around the vascular 
bundle),  was used as a bridge above the vsd  to restore the blood supply. during the second-stage surgery, the skin 
tube is unfolded to cover the wound, which is considered clean and sterile after serial debridement and vsd treatment.
methods: from january 2017 to february 2019, six patients, who presented with large, contaminated crush wounds of 
the upper extremity with segmental soft tissue and arterial defects, underwent vascular and soft tissue reconstruction 
with the above-mentioned strategy. 
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results: All ischemic upper limbs were successfully reperfused, and there were no perfusion issues. complete healing of 
the wounds was achieved in all six cases. 
conclusion: this novel strategy is a satisfactory alternative in the treatment of severe segmental crush injury of the 
upper extremity with ischemia, especially large contaminated crush wounds. it avoids exposure of the vascular graft to 
an extensively contaminated and inflammatory environment and allows the surgeon to perform thorough and sufficient 
debridement of the wound before flap coverage.

 
A-0807 bilHAut-cloQuet procedure: effect of surgicAl tecHniQues on nAil deformities
gao weiyang, ding jian, wang Anyuan, zhou zongwei, zhang chenxi
Department of Orthopaedics, the Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, 
Wenzhou, China

purpose: this retrospective review aims at discussing the factors affecting the cosmetic results after bilhaut-cloquet 
procedure in patients withdysplasia of thumb duplication. 
methods we developed standard technique of performing bilhaut-cloquet procedure: including precise nail incision design; 
nail fold plasty; management of distal phalan; precise repair of nail bed and lunula and so on. 47 patients with unilateral 
thumb duplication underwent nail fusion plasty between february 2005 and march 2013. 38 thumbs of 38 patients were 
followed up more than 1 year. they were divided into two groups according to when their surgery was done.17 patients 
in group A were treated with non-standard surgery before december 2009. the average age of the patients at the time 
of the initial surgery was 27.65 months (range, 7-120 months). the 17 patients included 11 boys and 6 girls. there were 
8 duplications of the left thumb and 9 duplications of the right thumb. According to the wassel classification, 1 case was 
wassel type i, 6 cases were wassel type ii, 2 cases were wassel type iii, and 8 cases were wassel type iv. 21 patients in 
group b were treated with standardised surgery which was introduced by us to reconstruct nails after january 2010. the 
average age of the patients at the time of the initial surgery was 34.43 months (range, 9-216 months).the 21 patients 
included 12 boys and 9 girls. there were 7 duplications of the left thumb and 14 duplications of the right thumb. According 
to the wassel classification, 6 cases were wassel type ii, 4 cases were wassel type iii and 11 cases were wassel type iv. 
the results of nail reconstruction were assessed by a scoring system which was devised by wang-gao.
results: the overall deformity was 100% in group A and 90.48% in group b. there was no significant difference between 
group A and group b.the occurrence of the different deformities are as follows: longitudinal ridge or gap deformity was 
91.18% in group A and 66.67% in group b; malposition of the lunula was 44.12% in group A and 28.58% in group b; 
dehiscence of nail or growth failure was 23.53% in group A and 14.29% in group b. there were no significant difference 
between group A and group b in all three types of deformity. malposition of the nail fold happened in 73.53% in group 
A and 35.71% in group b. there was significant difference between these 2 groups . According to the scoring system 
of wang-gao(maximum 12 points), the average score was 7.41±2.34 in group A and 10.31±0.66 in group b. there was 
significant difference between them. According to our criteria, 14.71% of the patients had excellent results,52.94% had 
good results, 20.59% had fair results and 11.76% had poor results in group A. whereas 88.1% of the patients had excellent 
results and 11.9% had fair results in group b.
conclusion:  our bilhaut-cloquet procedure is an effective operation to treat hypoplastic thumb duplication. 
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A-0808 tHe coping strAtegies And its relAtion witH symptom severity, functionAl And demogrApHic 
stAtus in peripHerAl nerve injury
gamze yildirim1,2, cigdem öksüz2, burcu semin Akel3

1Ankara Diskapi Yildirim Beyazit Training and Research Hospital Ankara, Turkey; 2Hacettepe University, Faculty of Health Sciences, 
Department of Occupational Therapy; 3Istanbul Kültür University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Physiotherapy 
and Rehabilitation

the understanding of coping strategies and conditions affecting these strategies can give the knowledge to propose 
comprehensive intervention to hand therapists. therefore, the study is aimed the investigation of coping strategies 
of individuals with upper extremity peripheral nerve injury. the effect of injury severity, demographic properties and 
functional status of individuals on coping strategies were analyzed within this aim. the study sample comprised of 29 
individuals with peripheral nerve injury, aged between 18-65 years. we used the Hand injury severity score (Hiss) to 
classify injury severity and, disabilities of the Arm, shoulder, and Hand (the dAsH ) and 9 Hole peg to evaluate functional 
status. Additionally, we used the turkish version of brief – cope which includes 32 items that explore the following 5 
coping strategies: self-punishment, approach, avoidance, accommodation, and self-help. the study showed that individuals 
with peripheral nerve injuries in different demographic, functional and physical conditions used many different coping 
strategies. there was a positive correlation between functional status and coping strategies (r=0,47). in addition, a 
relation was found between alcohol consumption and avoidance strategies (p<0,05), smoking and accommodation 
strategies (p<0,05). there was no correlation between coping strategies and Hiss and 9 Hole peg test. this study showed 
habits play a great role in coping; patients may have changed habits because of the injury or their habits may affect 
their coping strategies. dAsH was the main instrument correlated with coping strategies, this showed dAsH not only 
reflects disability parameters like pain, limitations but also coping. we concluded that hand therapists must be aware 
that coping strategies depend on individuals’ properties. Hand therapists can work in a holistic and client-centered way 
to find a way to meet perfect intervention.

 
A-0809 clinicAl report of utilizing trAnsverse v-y nAil beds And soft tissue flAp for wounds repAir 
After nAil mAtrix nevus (nmn) excision
jianhua zhang, zhenjun xie
Henan Provincial People’s Hospital, Zhengzhou City, China

objectives: to investigate the clinical effect of utilizing transverse v-y nail beds and soft tissue flap to repair wounds 
after nail matrix nevus (nmn) excision. methods: from september 2017 to july 2019, 13 patients(7 males and 6 females) 
with nmn were admitted to our department, aged from 3 to 54 years old (with an average age of 38.7 years old); Among 
all the patients, 10 patients had nmn on fingers (4 on thumbs and 6 on other fingers), 3 patients had nmn on toes (2 on 
big toes, 1 on other toes), the width of tissue defect after nmn excision ranged from 3 to 8mm. during the operation, 
v-y advanced flap were harvested from the side with less nail bed residue. results: the 13 cases of the tissue flaps in 
this group survived well without necrosis. nail grew back in all the cases and in 2 of the cases, longitudinal dents were 
observed on the nail. All the patients were satisfied with the appearance after surgery. the sensory function of advanced 
flap recovered well. According to tosti and other pathological criteria, 9 of the 13 patients had compound nevus and 4 had 
junctional nevus. All cases were followed up for 6 months and no recurrence was found. conclusion: the new method 
significantly improved the appearance of the finger after surgery and is worthy of clinical application.
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A-0811 surgicAl treAtment for pAtients wHo fAil to conserve tHe complete rupture of tHe collAt-
erAl ligAment in tHe proximAl interpHAlAngeAl joint
young Hwan kim
Soonchunhyang University Bucheon Hospital, Bucheon-Si, South Korea

the purpose of this study was to compare the preoperative and postoperative outcomes of surgical treatment for patients 
who fail to conserve the complete rupture of the collateral ligament in the proximal interphalangeal(pip) joint. 
A complete rupture of the collateral ligament was confirmed by radiologist using ultrasound or mri for patients who 
had symptoms after 4 weeks of conservative treatment. twenty-one patients underwent operative collateral ligament 
repair using an anchor. All patient was followed up for at least 12 months postoperatively. we evaluated clinical outcomes 
preoperatively and at 12 months follow-up: 1) range of motion of the pip, 2) joint stability, 3) vAs score, and 4) fusiform 
index of the pip joint.
there was no instability in the lateral stress test at 12 months follow-up. the ranges of motion of the pip were not 
statistically different between preoperative and at 12 months follow-up. patients had less pain but cosmetic appearance 
of the pip joint did not improve.
surgical treatment for patients who fail to conserve the complete rupture of the collateral ligament in the proximal 
interphalangeal joint can provide good joint stability, functional recovery.

 
A-0813 eArly exercise tHerApy witH dorsAl cAst for tHe proximAl pHAlAngeAl epipHysiolysis
kazuma wada1, ryosuke sato2, naohito Hibino3, Akihiro nagamachi1, koichi sairyo4

1Takamatsu Municipal Hospital, Kagawa, Japan; 2Tokushima Municipal Hospital, Tokushima, Japan; 3Tokushima Prefecture 
Naruto Hospital, Naruto, Tokushima, Japan; 4Tokushima University Graduate School, Tokushima, Japan

objectives
the purpose of the study was to assess the outcomes of early exercise conservative therapy with dorsal block functional 
cast for the proximal phalangeal epiphysiolysis.

methods
we retrospectively reviewed the medical records and radiographs of patients from january 2015 to october 2019 with a 
diagnosis of the proximal phalangeal epiphysiolysis.
the treatment was performing closed reduction under the digital nerve block and starting the exercise therapy with 
dorsal block functional cast just after closed reduction. outcome was analyzed in terms of the alignment of the proximal 
phalangeal bones, %total active motion(%tAm), and grip strength at the time of injury and 4 months later after treatment.

results
ultimately, 10 fractures in 10 patients (mean age 9.9 years(range=8-13 years), female/male 7/3) were enrolled. fractures 
affected little finger (n=10) and the type of fractures were all salter-Harris type 2. the alignment at the time of injury and 
the 4 month later after treatment were volar-dorsal angulation: 12.7, 1.1°, lateral angulation: 14.1, 1.9°. the mean %tAm 
after the treatment was 98.7% and all cases were excellent. grip strength was 1.04 in comparison with the opposite site. 
no cases occurred rotation deformity with accompanying overlapping finger.

conclusions
this treatment is capable of contributing to not only the reduction of physical burden but also early exercise with retaining 
good alignment. early exercise leads to early recovering the muscular strength and early return to play sports.
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A-0814 sHort to medium-term functionAl And pAtient-reported outcomes of distAl rAdio-ulnAr 
joint ArtHroplAsty
david warwick, sherif fetouh, barbara frank
University Hospital Southampton and University of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom

purpose: to evaluate the functional outcomes for the semi-constrained scheker druj arthroplasty to address druj 
arthritis, instability and salvage of failed fusion or distal ulna resection.
metHods: we studied 17 patients who underwent druj replacement between 2012 and 2019; all were performed by the 
senior author. preoperative and postoperative wrist and forearm range of motion, QuickdAsH score, visual analog scale 
pain score, grip strength, and radiographic examination were analyzed. we recorded the complications and the need for 
subsequent surgical procedures. patient satisfaction was quantified with a questionnaire.
results: in all cases, the druj arthroplasty was performed after at least one unsuccessful surgery intended to address 
druj pain or instability (median 6 previous surgeries). the median follow-up period was 28 months (range, 6m-7.2y). 
there was an average 15° increase in prono-supination post-operatively. grip strength increased from an average of 28% 
of the normal side to 47%. A 14% improvement in the average QuickdAsH score and 3.2 points reduction on the visual 
pain analog scale compared to the preoperative findings. one patient had an implant-provoked inflammatory reaction 
that required explanation 13 months after surgery which resulted in acute relief of the pain. no infection or metal allergy 
could be detected with biopsies, cultures and metal ions analysis. minor complications included one superficial wound 
gapping controlled by antibiotics, one dorsal ulnar sensory nerve numbness, and two patients had extensor carpi ulnaris 
tendon irritation although no intervention was warranted. one implant demonstrated evidence of radiological loosening 
around the radial plate peg on the 5-year follow up visit, but without clinical symptoms. we noticed consistent thickening 
of the radial cortex of the ulna around the stem in long-standing implants. eighty eight percent of the patients answered 
‘would definitely have the surgery again’ and ‘would definitely recommend it to a friend’, while 60% thought the surgery 
‘exceeded their expectations’. 
conclusions: our results, in a limited patient series, show that in selected indications scheker druj replacement is a 
promising option to restore prono-supination, recreate a sense of stability to the forearm and to salvage failed surgeries 
of the druj, with a relevant functional improvement.

 
A-0819 selfie (sAp) in HAnd trAumA 
omer salahuddin,  fs fahmy
Countess of Chester Hospital, Chester, UK

introduction
mobile devices with particular reference to photography convey clinical information and supplement medical records. 
in 2011 in usA, 84.5 million owned a smartphone. According to recent statistics by pew centre usA, everyday 93 million 
selfies are uploaded and 10 selfies are posted on instagram every 10 seconds. in recent years, mobile device and mobile 
app use among health care providers has mirrored that of the general population. regular mobile device usage will be 
the future in medicine, with particular reference to images.
plastic and Hand surgery is such an emerging visual discipline. the functionalities that mobile devices offer and the 
potential to revolutionize the way we practice medicine is becoming a reality, particularly where visual examination 
is a principal step in assessing patients. the readily available high-resolution devices have simplified photography, 
without the need to carry a camera. this application is in keeping with the rapidly developing mobile technology and 
the expectations of patients. 
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our plastic surgery department introduced medical selfie as a valuable tool in the daily management of hand trauma. 
this compliments our initial assessment of patients, assisting triaging trauma cases, offering convenience to patients, 
ensuring smooth handover between members of the team, facilitating the educational discussions and surgical planning 
between juniors and seniors. selfie images uploaded on patients’ records provide visual documentation for present and 
future reference. 

methods
this prospective study was over a period of six months. All trauma patients referred to our department were considered 
and verbally consented. patients were advised to take more than one selfie of the injured parts.  the A&e staff/ gps were 
provided with similar instructions. A secure nHs email address with written instructions was handed to the patients, to 
which the selfies were emailed while maintaining pseudo anonymity.
the exclusion criteria were patients with learning disability, lacking mental capacity and any identifiable areas or private 
regions.

results
251 patients were referred to the plastic surgery department. 176 patients emailed images using their phones.  interestingly, 
the majority of patients have already taken selfie, prior to our request. the overall quality of pictures was satisfactory.  
the overall number of visits to A&e and number of dressings were reduced. the ease of communication amongst members 
of the team in the handover was greatly facilitated.

conclusion
our current generation sees mobile technology as a second nature and an expected means of communication in everyday 
occurrence. medicine is no different in that. this is balanced against the challenge of maintaining patient’s confidentiality 
and personal data. selfie addresses some of the confidentiality issues in taking and transferring images, without additional 
resources. 

selfie in the era of smartphone and digital technology is a very useful aid in triaging and improving the patient 
management. it is a valuable visual tool for safe and efficient handover. our data and results confirm reduction in the 
number of dressings and hospital visits which amounts to between £124-400/visit. this is of significant value, particularly 
in children where additional dressing changes can cause anxiety and additional stress for the whole family.

 
A-0820 HAnd dexterity According to tHumb interpHAlAngeAl joint degree of freedom: A pilot, cross-
over preliminAry study
laurence grüber, robin diot, sebastien durand
Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois, Lausanne, Switzerland

osteoarthritis of the thumb interphalangeal (ip) joint is a common pathology seen in elderly individuals. today’s surgical 
options for pain relief include ip arthrodesis, and more recently, ip prosthesis. However, the benefit to de patient of a 
motion preserving surgery of this joint is not known. the aim of this study was to evaluate manual dexterity, in healthy 
volunteers, according to the degree of freedom of the thumb ip joint. dexterity is defined as fine, voluntary movements 
used to manipulate small objects during specific tasks. many different tools exist to evaluate the functional outcome 
in hand surgery. we have chosen to use the nine Hole peg test and the mini-sollerman test. both tests are designed to 
assess fine motor function, and seem to be the most valid tools for outcome measurement in our vounteers. 
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30 healthy volunteers aged from 18 to 50 yo were enrolled. mini-sollerman and nine Hole peg tests were recorded with 
and without thumb ip blockage (with personalized splint), on the dominant and non-dominant sides, before and after 
training. custom thumb splints were made by specialized hand therapist, to block the ip joint in 20° of flexion. the splint 
were designed out of thermoformed material, and held with scratches around p1, and with a tape on the nail. volunteers 
were assigned randomly to the sequence of the test: group A or b. on each recorded session, group A performed the 
tests first with the ip joint blocked, and then with the ip joint free. group b started the tests with the ip joint free, and 
then with the ip joint blocked. 
1/ mini-sollerman and nine Hole peg tests are significantly better in group “without splint” (p<0.05).
2/ nine Hole test is significantly better in group dominant hand (p<0.05).
3/ mini-sollerman and nine Hole peg tests are significantly better after training with splint (p<0.01).
4/ no statistical difference is observed between thumb without splint with no training and thumb with splint after 
training concerning mini-sollerman and nine Hole peg tests.

A simulated arthrodesis at 20° of flexion hinders the dexterity of the hand, but even a short session of exercising helps 
improve the abilities of the volunteers. A likely compensation for the loss of ip mobility by the carpometacarpal and 
metacarpophalangeal joints, and a different positioning of the hand in space is believed to be the reasons for this 
improvement in dexterity. An upcoming study testing patients with either thumb ip arthrodesis or ip arthroplasties will 
have to further assess the dexterity in these specific groupes of patients.

 
A-0822 tHe stAndArdizAtion of jesss (josHi externAl sigHt stAbilizAtion system) Assembly in differ-
ent HAnd frActures pAtterns 
simona odella, federica olivero, Alessandro crosio, michele lombardo, federica meta, ugo dacatra, pierluigi tos
ASST PINI CTO, Milano, Italy

introduction
jess external fixator consists of kirschner wires and steel clamps, it’s a very ductile fixation system, easy and cheap; 
doctor joshi developed it in india in ‘90.
the objective of present study is to review in 225 phalanxes fractures and 285 metacarpals fractures to establish an 
algorithm in kirschner wire positioning and mounting of ex-fix for each pattern of fracture, considering the breaking 
point in different type of assemblies. we also analyze, time of healing, the number of complication as non union, defect 
of rotation or residual stiffness.  

mAteriAls And metHods  
in turin university we are performing stress test to evaluate the braking point in different fracture patterns treated with 
different type of frame, the work is still in progress. 
we reviewed the mounting of 410 frame for metacarpals and phalangeal fracture operated between 2012 and 2017 
in our unit (285  metacarpals and 225 phalanx). the mean age of the patients is 37 years (min 12 years max 75 years) 
with a 3/1 man-woman ratio; 213 metacarpal fractures and 166 phalanges fractures (with an oblique course, spiroid 
or comminuted) were treated by reduction and percutaneous synthesis with kirschner wires and positioning of joshi 
external fixator, under scopic control. 
kirschher wires were positioned parallel in case of 5th 4th and second metacarpal, in few cases a inter-fragmentary 
k-wire has been also positioned to effort more stability.
in case of p1 base fracture k-wires have been positioned crossed, fixing the fragment to the diaphysis, or parallel in case 
of diaphyseal fracture, in case joint pip fracture the jess has been used as a distractor in case of bush fractures to avoid 
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k-wire migration in ishiguro technique.
the ef was removed after a 40-days (min 35 max 45 days) from the surgical treatmentp; the patient was started to actively 
mobilize the joints from the day after the surgical treatment.
we evaluated, at 6 months follow up, in 200 pts rom and eventual complications. 

results
the treatment of metacarpal and phalangeal fractures using jess resulted in an average radiographic healing time of 
40 days, allowing the patient a complete recovery of the range of motion in 75 days in the case of metacarpal fractures; 
we found greater rigidity in extension recovery in the case of phalangeal fractures, especially in case of pip, no case of 
deep infection occur or a superficial irritation at the insertion site of the k wires, the patient underwent a control every 
10 days until the ef removal.  
in case of multiple metacarpal fracture we observed there could be a delayed x ray healing and stiffness, we had in one 
head p2 fracture 1 mm mal-rotation but the patient was satisfied about functional result.

conlcusion And discussion
jess external fixator system permits to treat hand fractures without performing open access preserving soft tissues, 
exposing the patient to a lower risk of joint stiffness. the disadvantage is represented by the wide exposure to ionizing 
radiation during surgery.

 
A-0823 postoperAtive mAnAgement of flexor tendon repAirs in zone i/ii witH relAtive motion flexion 
splint
özge buket cesim1, egemen Ayhan2, can emre bas2, cigdem öksüz1

1Hacettepe University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey; 2Hand Surgery-
Orthopaedics and Traumatology, University of Health Sciences, Diskapi Y. B. Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

objective: relative motion splint (rms) was used to accelerate postoperative rehabilitation after repair of extensor tendon 
injuries. the use of rms in extensor tendon injuries allows the injured tendon to be exposed to less load as a result of 
positioning it at 15-20° extension relative to adjacent tendons and to exploit the quadriga effect. similarly, the same 
approach can be applied to flexor tendon repairs because flexor digitorum profundus and superficialis (fdp and fds) 
muscles also have multiple tendons and interconnections. the purpose of our study is to present the results of relative 
motion flexion splint (rmfs) in postoperative management of flexor tendon repairs in zones i and ii.

materials and methods: patients who had one-stage flexor tendon repair under wAlAnt with a 4-strand core suture were 
included. A forearm-based dorsal blocking plaster splint was applied after surgery. during the 3-7 days of immobilization 
period, we advised elevation of the injured extremity. At initial hand therapy appointment, static dorsal wrist-hand-
finger orthosis (wHfo) was performed with the wrist in neutral, mcp joints in 40° to 50° of flexion, and ip joints in full 
extension. patients used this splint up to 3rd week after surgery. in this period; passive flexion of all digits, active ip joint 
extension with mp joint blocked in flexion and active flexion up to one third to half of a fist with 10 repetitions every 
waking hour was done by patients. After removal of wHfo, patients started to use rmfs which positioning the injured 
finger at 30-40° flexion relatively to the adjacent tendons full-time up to 6th week after surgery and use their hands for 
light activities. total active motion (tAm) at 8th and 12th weeks were evaluated as excellent (100%), good (>75%), fair 
(50-75%), poor (<50%). the number of therapy sessions ranged from 1-3 days per week.

results: patients were 4 males and 3 females with a mean age of 32 (16-54 years). the types of injuries were sharp in 
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zone 1 (n=3) or zone 2 (n=2) and closed rupture due to fall in zone 1 (n=2). one patient had flexor tendon grafting with a 
palmaris longus tendon. four patients had accompanying digital nerve injuries. one patient had both fdp and fds repairs. 
time from injury to repair was 11 days (2-47). mean tAm of uninjured fingers was 271° (245°-285°). mean tAm of injured 
fingers at week 8 was 198° (155°-230°: %59-%85). mean tAm of injured fingers at week 12 was 215° (175°-240°: %67-%88). 

conclusions: we achieved satisfactory results with no tendon ruptures, good rom results and early functionality. Although 
some patients had extensor lag at 6 weeks, our results at 12 weeks are quite good compared with the literature. we 
cannot generalize the results due to short follow-up period and small sample size, however we think that the use of rmfs 
in postoperative management of flexor tendon repairs in zone i/ii is safe and easy for patients.

 
A-0824 tHe lucerne cAst in tHe treAtment of metAcArpAl frActures - first step to A pArAdigm-sHift 
of tHeir conservAtive treAtment
moritz scholtes, joachim ganser
Department of Hand- and Plastic Surgery, Spital Thurgau AG, Frauenfeld and Münsterlingen, Switzerland

objective: there are two principal problems in hand fracture treatment. first: the concern of the patient to harm his 
hand restrains him to use it at all. second: the spontaneous intrinsic minus position of an injured hand results in early 
joint stiffness.
while a regular follow-up is strongly recommended in the conservative treatment of hand fractures, a secondary fracture 
dislocation rarely happens. most so-called secondary dislocations result more likely from a slightly changed x-ray projection 
than from a dislocation of fracture fragments.

methods: we report 30 patients with all kinds of metacarpal fractures treated in the lucerne cast (luca). this well-
established type of splint immobilizes the metacarpophalangeal joints in a position of flexion, leaving the more proximal 
and distal interphalangeal joints (pip and dip joints) completely free. in the case of proximal metacarpal fractures, the 
wrist was partly incorporated into the luca, but always allowing complete pip and dip joint motion. motion and load 
were completely left to the patient’s convenience and were never restricted formally.

results: the early functional outcome of fracture treatment in the luca was superior to our conventional immobilization 
regimen which was a static splint configuration. we did not encounter any significant secondary fracture dislocation or 
any non-union.

conclusion: the luca provides physical and, perhaps more important, psychological protection of the fracture site and 
prevents the undesirable intrinsic minus position at the same time. we describe the main advantage of this treatment 
protocol which distracts the focus from fracture healing and put the stress on preventing the imminent stiffness, the 
latter representing the claimed paradigm shift. especially the treatment of elderly and disabled patients is tremendously 
simplified. meanwhile, we are treating most of our metacarpal fractures by applying a luca.

 
A-0825 upper extremity disorders in flute plAyers
taro nagai, jun nishida, takanori Hatanaka, takashi koyama, toshiyuki tateiwa, kengo yamamoto
Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan

background
A large number of people perform music activities. According to a survey by the japanese government, 7.0% of citizens 
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perform music. it is well known that many musicians have upper extremity disorders induced by perfuming music.  However, 
scientific studies and interventions for musculoskeletal disorders associated with performance activities have not been 
implemented, and there are many performers who visit the hospital after the disorder has progressed.  we investigated 
the upper extremity disorders of players of flute, one of the main music instruments that induce musculoskeletal disorder 
of the upper extremity. 
material and methods
A questionnaire survey was done in 62 fruit players, 31 each professionals, and amateurs, respectively.  the average age 
was 43.5 years, 17 men, and 45 women. evaluated items were subjective symptoms, history of hospital visiting, surgical 
history, visual analogue scale (vAs), and average activity time per day. the mann-whitney’s u test was used to compare 
the players with subjective symptoms and without symptoms.
results
the number of players with subjective symptoms was 38 out of 62. eleven of the players with subjective symptoms had 
histories of hospital visiting. one player had a history of surgery for cubital tunnel syndrome. the average vAs of these 
players was 2.4. the overall average daily activity time was 2.1 hours, 3.6 hours for players with subjective symptoms and 
1.2 hours for players without symptoms. the most common symptom among the players with subjective symptoms was 
finger pain, which was observed in 19 players and elbow and shoulder pain in each 12 players. only the average activity 
time per day was significantly longer in the players with subjective symptoms than that of players without symptoms.
discussion
the flute is said to be a devil’s instrument due to neck pain relating to the asymmetric playing postures, and digits pain 
caused by supporting the instrument only with fingers. in this study, the rate of players with subjective symptoms was 
more than 60%, which may represent the strong load on the human body especially the upper limbs during playing flute.  
upper extremity disorders of performers are a serious problem, but the higher the level of performance, the more they 
may hesitate to visit the hospital because of fears of time consuming, prohibition of performance, loss of social position 
in performance activities. in this study, there are only 11/38 players has a history of hospital visiting (29.0%), and it will be 
necessary to prepare an appropriate environment so that hand surgeons can start correct treatment through early stages.

 
A-0827 clinicAl ApplicAtion of tHe free flAp bAsed on tHe superficiAl pAlmAr brAncH of tHe rAdiAl 
Artery from tHe wrist creAse AreA 
lei xia, yuben xu
Department of Hand Surgery, Xi’an Honghui Hospital, Xi’an Jiaotong University Health Science Center, Xi’an, China

objective  to discuss the operational technique and clinical efficacy of repairing hand tissue defect by the flap based on 
the superficial branch of radial artery from the wrist crease area.
methods  from April, 2014 to may, 2018, 18 cases of fingers tissue defects(3 thumbs, 4 index fingers, 6middle fingers, 
4 ring fingers, and 1 litter tinge) which were repaired with the free wrist crease flap based on the cutaneous branches 
of superficial palmar branch of the radial artery. combined fracture in 4 cases. combined rupture or defect of the flexor 
tendon in 6 cases. combined vascular nerve injury in 4 cases. the maximum area of the flap was 5,5 cm×3,2 cm, and the 
minimum was 2,0 cm x 1,5 cm. regular followed—up was performed after operation. 
results superficial palmar branch of the radial anery came from the level of radial styloid process ulnar palmar then 
through ulnar of tubercle of scaphoideum and tended to the thenar muscle. it gave 1—3 branches of the direct skin 
perforators at distal wrist crease and the anatomical location was constant. the vascular pedicle length could achieve 
2,0—3,2 cm. All flaps were survived uneventfully. twenty—four cases were
followed-up for 6-29 months(mean, 18.6months), and the appearance
and functional recovered satisfactorily. flap sensation recovered to s3+. the 2 point discrimination was 8-13 mm. there 
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was no complication in donor area. According to the fingers total active motion(tAm)method to assess: excellent in 16 
cases, good in 12cases, fair in 5 cases. the excelient and good rate was94.4% .
conclusion the wrist crease cutaneous branches of superficial palmar branch of the radial artery anatomical location is 
constant. And the flap based on the artery has a reliable blood supply. the vascular pedicle flap is long enough and the 
operational technique is easy and safe. the postoperative effect is satisfied. it is an ideal method for repairing finger 
tissue defect.
keywords: finger injury; flap;radial artery superficial palmar branch;

A-0828 use of relAtive motion splint in extensor AppArAtus repAirs
özge buket cesim1, ilkem ceren sigirtmac1, egemen Ayhan2, can emre bas2, cigdem öksüz1

1Hacettepe University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey; 2Hand Surgery-
Orthopaedics and Traumatology, University of Health Sciences, Diskapi Y. B. Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

objective: relative motion splint (rms) has been developed to accelerate postoperative rehabilitation by encouraging 
immediate full active function of the hand. the relative motion extension concept was defined as follows: when the 
injured finger’s metacarpophalangeal joint was positioned 20° to 30° of more extension than adjacent fingers, it will 
experience markedly less force than adjacent extensor tendons from a shared muscle. this case series examines the 
efficacy of relative motion extensor splint (rme) in extensor tendon repairs.

materials and methods: two patients with extensor juncture repair, 1 patient with sagittal band repair, 3 patients with 
zone 5 extensor digitorum communis (edc) tendon repair and 1 patient with zone 7 edc tendon repair were included. At 
the initial hand therapy appointment rmes was made by hand therapist. for patient with zone 7 edc repair, to prevent 
passive tension at the repair site an additional wrist splint which positioned the wrist at 20° extension was used for first 3 
weeks. patients were allowed to use their hands in the light daily living activities with the rme splint. edema management 
was initiated from the first day. scar massage, active composite wrist and finger flexion exercise, active digital extension 
exercises, half fist exercise and tendon gliding exercises were initiated from the first week and progressed as tolerated. 
the number of therapy sessions ranged from 1-3 days per week. four weeks after surgery, patients were allowed to use 
hand in medium activities and strengthening exercises were initiated. total active motion (tAm) was assessed at 4th 
and 8th weeks.

results: patients were 6 males and 1 female with a mean age of 23 (16-38 years). time from injury to repair was between 
1 day and 11 months.  immobilization period was 4-21 days after surgery. patients used rmes 4-6 weeks full time. the 
tAm at 4th and 8th weeks for extensor juncture repair patients were respectively 270 to 275 and 125 to 185. the tAm for 
sagittal band repair patient was 285-300. the tAm for zone 5 edc repair patients were 75 to 250, 285 to 295 and 190 to 
240. the tAm for zone 7 edc repair patient was 163 to 195 at 4th and 8th weeks.

conclusions: in our study, active movement with rmes is allowed immediately after surgery. the rme program supported 
safe and earlier recovery of hand function and motion. All patients were able to perform activities of daily living while 
wearing the rmes. no complication (such as tendon rupture or tendon lag) was noted in our cases. patient satisfaction 
with the splint was high. on the other hand, simple and inexpensive fabrication of rms enhanced therapists and patient 
preference. 
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A-0830 nAtionwide community bAsed emergency centers reveAl impAct of HAnd trAumA
shai luria1, guy liba1, deena zimmerman2, gabriel polliack2, ronit calderon-margalit1

1Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel; 2Terem Emergency Care Centers, Israel

background
in our medical system, community based emergency centers (cbec) care for a large number of patients that do not need 
in-hospital services such as admission, urgent surgery or intensive care. care at these facilities also incurs less expense 
to the national health insurance. our hypothesis was that the rate of hand trauma, which may be easier to manage in 
the community compared to other injury types, would be higher in these facilities and that there would be differences 
in the epidemiology of these injuries in comparison with the hospital emergency department (ed). 
methods 
we retrospectively examined all trauma patients treated during the 2017 calendar year at any branch of a nationwide 
cbec with forearm, wrist, hand and finger injuries.  Age and gender were cross tabulated with location of injury, treatment 
given and the rate of hospital referral. we compared the data with that of our recent report of a specific hospital ed hand 
trauma epidemiology. 
results
of 153,087 patients treated for trauma in the cbec, 53,574 (35%) were treated for forearm, wrist and hand injuries. the 
majority of patients were male (62%), yet this was a lower rate in comparison to 74.6% in the hospital ed. in the hospital 
ed and cbec around this hospital, there was a higher rate of young adults (ages 16-24) versus teens (24 vs. 14.5%, 
respectively), in comparison to the national rates in cbec (14.5 vs. 20.4%, respectively) (p<0.05).
contusions comprised a much higher percent of patients in the cbec – 80% vs. 56% in the hospital. the rate of lacerations 
was much lower in cbec than hospital (10.3 vs. 26.1%, respectively). crush injuries and amputations were diagnosed 
rarely out of the hospital (less than 0.05% each, vs. 14.2% in the hospital ed). dog bites accounted for 1.5% of injuries 
under the age of 10. 
females were treated more with pain killers as well as narcotics, especially over the age of 65 (6.9 vs. 4.2, respectively) 
(p<0.05) with great variability between treatment centers. over 65, more contusions were diagnosed in females, not 
fractures. 
discussion and conclusions
the rate of hand trauma treated in cbec is significantly greater than hospital eds (35% vs. 20%, respectively) with significant 
differences in age, gender, and types of injury. the data demonstrates differences in local versus national rates of hand 
trauma which could partially be explained by socioeconomic differences in population subgroups. 
the rate of dog afflicted injuries greatly exceeds the rates in hospitals. upper extremity injuries of this type are related 
to high rates of infection and need for operative intervention. the need for public education and other measures may be 
greater than acknowledged previously. 
due to the high rate of hand trauma in cbec, specific protocols are needed for these patients, including referral indications, 
use of immobilization and pain management. the use of narcotics should be specifically addressed. in addition, the 
evaluation of hand trauma in hospitals may significantly underestimate the national impact of hand trauma. 

A-0832 tHe AdvAncement of muti-type speciAl Altp flAps for reconstructing muti-type wound defects
tao li, zhenbing chen
Department of Hand Surgery, Wuhan Union Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, 
China

the perforator flaps have been developed and improved widely for wound repair and reconstruction. Altp flaps were one 
most common used workhorse flaps in china.we presented our cases of muti-type different Altp flaps for reconstructing 
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muti-type wound defects in five years, including flow-through perforator flaps, supper-thin elevated perforator flaps, 
multi-skin paddle perforator flaps,combined perforator flaps and chimeric perforator flaps.the new flap techniques were 
evolution developments of flap surgery and had better effects for wound reconstruction.At the same time the new Altp 
flaps are challenging, requiring experiential consideration of functional outcome, appearance, donor-site morbidity, 
and patient satisfaction. 

A-0833 prospective coHort study to investigAte fActors AssociAted witH continued immobilisAtion 
of A nondisplAced scApHoid wAist frActure
Anne eva bulstra1,2, laurent Hendrickx1,2, inger sierevelt4, geert A buijze2, gino kerkhoffs2, david ring3, ruurd l jaarsma1, 
job n doornberg1,2

1Flinders Medical Centre, Flinders University, Department of Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgery, Adelaide, South Australia, 
Australia; 2Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam UMC, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 
3Dell Medical School, the University of Texas at Austin, Department of Surgery and Perioperative Care, Austin, the United 
States; 4Specialized Centre of Orthopedic Research and Education (SCORE), Xpert Orthopedics, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

background: 
in clinical practice, the decision to continue immobilisation of a nondisplaced scaphoid waist fracture is often based on 
the assessment of 1) fracture tenderness and 2) radiographic appearance of union. this runs counter to evidence that 
radiographs are unreliable to assess scaphoid union and pain intensity among patients with upper extremity conditions is 
largely affected by patient psychosocial factors, such as depression and coping strategies. based on these misconceptions 
and mounting evidence that nondisplaced scaphoid waist fractures heal with less than the conventional 8-12 weeks 
of immobilisation, patients may be immobilised for longer than necessary to enable shorter immobilisation time and 
adopt reproducible guidelines in clinical practice, we need a better understanding of factors affecting surgeon decision 
to continue immobilisation (>6 weeks) of a nondisplaced scaphoid waist fracture.

Questions: 
1)what factors (patient demographic, clinical, radiological, psychological) are associated with continued cast immobilisation 
(>6 weeks) of a nondisplaced scaphoid waist fracture; 2) what factors are associated with greater fracture tenderness 
on clinical exam after 6 weeks of immobilisation; 3) what factors are associated with surgeon concern about fracture 
consolidation on radiographs after 6 weeks of immobilisation.

methods:
between may 2018 and september 2019, we prospectively included 46 patients with a nondisplaced scaphoid waist 
fracture treated with cast immobilisation. At our institution patients with a nondisplaced waist fracture are immobilised 
for an index period of 6 weeks. immobilisation may then be (dis)continued upon clinical and radiological review. After 6 
weeks of immobilisation surgeons assessed 1) fracture union on radiographs; 2) fracture tenderness rated on a numerical 
rating scale (0-10) for four scaphoid tests (palpation of the anatomic snuffbox, scaphoid tubercle, axial thumb compression 
and ok-sign). patients completed measures of 1) less effective coping strategies in response to nociception (promis pain 
interference, pain self efficacy Questionnaire); 2) symptoms of depression (promis depression). we used multivariable 
regression analysis to investigate factors associated with the primary outcome measure 1) continued immobilisation; 
and secondary outcome measures: 2) fracture tenderness on exam; 3) surgeon concern about radiographic consolidation.

results: 
Higher promis depression scores and perceived inadequate radiographic healing were independently associated with 
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continued immobilisation. for every single point increase in promis depression, the chance that immobilisation was 
continued, increased by 1.1, or 10% (1.1; 95%ci: 1.0-1.2 ; p=0.026). patients with perceived inadequate radiographic healing 
were 7.6 times more likely to be further immobilised (95%ci: 1.7-34 ; p=0.009). older patient age was independently 
associated with greater fracture tenderness at clinical exam ((0.11; 95%ci 0.027-0.20; p=0.011). there were no factors 
associated with surgeon concern about radiographic consolidation.

conclusion: 
patients with higher symptoms of depression are more likely to receive additional immobilisation of a nondisplaced 
scaphoid waist fracture. surgeons furthermore rely on unreliable measures of fracture union such as radiographic fracture 
appearance to recommend additional cast immobilisation. this may result in unnecessary prolonged immobilisation in 
some patients with a nondisplaced waist fracture. 

A-0834 10-yeAr review of outcomes from wrist denervAtion 
nicolas g rabey, Alexandra frances Hazlerigg, Henk p giele, christopher little, ian mcnab, n riley, michelle spiteri
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, UK

introduction:
wrist denervation by excision of the anterior interosseous (Ain) and posterior interosseous (pin) nerves proximal to the 
wrist is a procedure commonly used to alleviate pain in wrist instability and degenerative conditions. its main indication 
is when conservative measures have failed as a motion preserving alternative to more invasive salvage procedures which 
will reduce range of motion. we reviewed the outcomes and conversion rates of this procedure at a single centre over 
a ten-year period.

methods:
A retrospective review of all wrist denervation procedures at our institution was made over a period of ten years from 2009 
to 2018. procedures performed under the care of five consultant hand surgeons were included. patient demographics, 
diagnosis, success of a pre-op local anaesthetic block, post-operative results at 6 weeks, 3, 6 and 12 months, and conversion 
rate to a salvage procedure were recorded.

results:
in total 75 wrist denervation procedures were performed with an average follow-up of 15 months (range 1-106). the mean 
patient age was 52 years (range 19-86). indications were 29% slAc wrist, 17% snAc wrist, 20% radiocarpal osteoarthritis 
(rcoA), 12% inflammatory arthritis and 9% kienbock’s. 69% of patients had a pre-operative local anaesthetic block for 
assessment, with a positive response in all cases. 82% of patients reported improvement post-operatively and 15% 
required a subsequent  salvage procedure at a median of 14 months following the denervation procedure.  8 patients 
(11%) had  recurrence of symptoms at a median of 15 months following surgery. of these only 2 patients proceeded to 
have salvage surgery at 9 and 12 months.

of those who underwent salvage procedures, conversion rates were 0% for inflammatory arthritis 7% for rcoA 15% for 
snAc wrists 18% for slAc wrist and 43% for kienbock’s. 
All these patients had reported initial improvement with a pre-operative local anaesthetic block. 

conclusion:
our results support the continued use of wrist denervation with 83% of patients showing  improvement such that  only 
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15% required subsequent salvage procedures. However, the procedure was only successful in 57% of patients with 
kienbock’s indicating the need for adequate patient counselling preoperatively in this difficult group. we recommend 
preoperative assessment with a local anaesthetic block to assist a successful outcome.

A-0835 brAcHiAlis muscle trAnsfer for reconstructing fingers And tHumb flexion After brAcHiAl 
plexus injury And trAumAtic foreArm injury
yundong shen, xuan ye, wendong xu
1Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Shanghai Medical College, Fudan University, Shanghai, China; 2Department 
of Hand and Upper Extremity Surgery, Jing’an District Central Hospital, Shanghai, China

objective: to investigate the clinical effect of brachialis muscle transfer in treatment of restoring finger (and thumb) flexion.
methods: 12 patients with lower brachial plexus injury or forearm injury patients were treated in our center. All patients 
had fingers (and thumb) flexion impairment before surgery. patients were followed up for 1-5 years. the middle-finger-
to-palm distance and grasp strength were assessed before and after surgery. post-operative strength of elbow flexion 
was recorded.
results: the middle-finger-to-palm distance had significant improvement with or without secondary tenolysis surgery 
(p < 0.05). the grasp strength increased compared to that before surgery. elbow flexion was not apparently injured in 
all patients. no complication was occurred.
conclusion: brachialis muscle transfer is an effective surgery in reconstructing finger (and thumb) flexion for patients in 
late stage after brachial plexus injury who lost opportunity for nerve repair, and in traumatic forearm injury with limited 
forearm donor muscles
key words: brachial plexus injury, brachialis muscle transfer, digital flexion, forearm injury

A-0836 mAcHine leArning AlgoritHm to estimAte tHe probAbility of A true scApHoid frActure Among 
pAtients witH clinicAl signs of A scApHoid frActure
Anne eva bulstra1,2,*, geert A buijze2, c court-brown3, job n doornberg1,2, A duckworth3, jc goslings2, laurent Hendrickx1,2, 
ruurd l jaarsma1, w mallee2, mAm mulders2, margaret mcQueen3, m moran3, david ring4, nwl schep5, e steyerberg, m 
walenkamp5

*On behalf of the Machine Learning Consortium; 1Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, Australia; 2Amsterdam UMC, Amsterdam, 
the Netherlands; 3Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, UK; 4Dell Medical School, Austin, USA; 5Maasstad Hospital, Rotterdam, the 
Netherlands

introduction:
in patients with clinical signs of a scaphoid fracture, clinical prediction rules may aid clinicians in selectively identifying 
patients requiring (advanced) imaging, while preventing unnecessary imaging and immobilisation in others. machine 
learning (ml) algorithms are increasingly being used for the development of clinical prediction models, including those 
used in emergency department triage. the aim of this study were 1) to develop a machine learning (ml) algorithm to 
estimate the probability of a true scaphoid fracture among patients with clinical signs of a scaphoid fracture.
2) to design a ml derived clinical prediction rule to initiate advanced imaging in selected patients.

methods:
databases of two prospective cohort studies including a total of 422 patients with clinical signs of a scaphoid fracture were 
combined. random forest algorithm was used to identify the most important predictors of a scaphoid fracture among: 
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clinical examination (pain at/on: anatomic snuffbox (Asb), scaphoid tubercle, Asb pain on ulnar deviation, longitudinal 
thumb compression, thumb-index pinch), mechanism of injury, and patient age and gender.  ten-fold cross validation 
was used to train five supervised ml-algorithms in recognising patterns associated with a true scaphoid fracture: 1) bayes 
point machine; 2) boosted decision tree; 3) penalized logistic regression; 4) neural network; 5) support vector machine.  
the predictive performance of the algorithms was evaluated and compared based on 1) discrimination (area under the 
curve, Auc) 2) calibration (slope and intercept) 3) overall model performance (brier-score). the best performing algorithm 
was deployed as an online open-access tool. 

results:
the prevalence of a scaphoid fracture was 27.7%. the most important predictors of a scaphoid fracture included for 
algorithm development were: Asb pain on ulnar deviation, gender, age and mechanism of injury. the best performing 
algorithm (boosted decision tree) yielded an Auc of 0.77. the model had a calibration slope of 0.84 and intercept of  -0.02, 
reflecting good correspondence between the predicted and actual probabilities. the brier score was 0.159. the algorithm 
was deployed as an online open-access tool: https://traumaplatform-ai-prediction-tools.shinyapps.io/scaphoid-fractures/. 
employing a >10% probability threshold to initiate advanced imaging in patients with negative radiographs only (n=318), 
the algorithm yielded a sensitivity of a 100% and specificity of 38% in this cohort. the number of patients undergoing 
mri or ct would reduce from 323 to 222 (31% reduction).

conclusion:
the machine learning algorithm accurately predicted the probability of a scaphoid fracture based on patient age, sex, 
mechanism of injury and Asb on ulnar deviation. A simplified prediction rule including only four input variables may 
allow for a more reliable and efficient work up of patients presenting with a suspected injury to the scaphoid. future 
studies should aim to externally validate the model, including the proposed probability threshold in a prospective setting. 

A-0837 ArtHroscopic treAtment of intrAosseous gAnglion of tHe wrist
yundong shen, Huawei yin, wendong xu
1Department of Hand Surgery, Huashan Hospital, Shanghai Medical College, Fudan University, Shanghai, China; 2Department 
of Hand and Upper Extremity Surgery, Jing’an District Central Hospital, Shanghai, China

objective: to investigate the clinical effect of minimally invasive resection and bone grafting in the arthroscopic treatment 
of intracarpal ganglion cyst.          
methods: the arthroscopic resection of intracarpal ganglion cyst was carried out with the combination of bone grafting 
in 6 cases. All patients were followed up for 10 months to 1 years. before operation, every patient has a fixed tenderness 
point on the wrist, with or without pain during wrist movement. the intracarpal ganglion cyst was diagnosed by mri 
and ct. preoperative and postoperative dAsH scores, vAs scores, grip strength, wrist flexion and extension angle were 
assessed. the occurrence of joint lesions and complications were recorded. 
results: All the patients were treated by arthroscopy. there were no complications related to the operation. At the last 
follow-up, the average vAs pain score, the average grip strength have both improved significantly (p < 0.05). 
conclusion: the method of arthroscopic minimally invasive resection and bone grafting in the arthroscopic treatment 
of intracarpal ganglion cyst is an effective method with small trauma and short recovery period and could provided 
excellent outcome.
key words: intraosseous ganglion; wrist arthroscopy; bone graft
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A-0838 A rAre cAse of AneurysmAl bone cyst in tHe triQuetrum of A HeAltH cAre professionAl
ng rabey, A Hazlerigg, t cosker, n riley
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, UK 

introduction
Aneurysmal bone cysts (Abcs) are benign bony tumours which are uncommon in the hand and wrist. of those reported 
in the hand, most occur in the metacarpals or phalanges. we present a case of Abc arising in the triquetrum of a surgeon 
and discuss its presentation, diagnosis and management. 

case report
A 48-year-old left-hand dominant surgeon presented to our service with a three-month history of right ulnar-sided wrist 
pain. initially pain occurred intermittently, but this developed into a constant ache which was affecting his work. He had 
no history of trauma or other conditions of note.

examination revealed triquetral and ulnar fovea pain. He had lost 10 degrees of wrist flexion had lost ulnar deviation, but 
maintained full extension and radial deviation. x-ray demonstrated a lytic lesion of the triquetrum. further imaging with 
ct and mri with gadolinium demonstrated an expansile lesion of the triquetrum with a well-defined sclerotic margin 
but multiple cystic locules and fluid layers consistent with an Abc. 

fluoroscopic-guided needle biopsy gave aspirate for cytology and allowed contrast injection revealing no communication 
with the adjacent carpal joints. once aspirated to dryness, the cyst was injected with fibrovein 3% foam scleroscent. the 
results from histopathology were equivocal.

initially, the pain improved. However, after two months the discomfort returned. A ct showed persistence of the Abc. 
the lesion was thoroughly curetted under direct vision in theatre and intra-operative histology was obtained. the defect 
was filled with distal radius cancellous bone graft. Histology confirmed Abc. A ct 6 weeks post-operatively confirmed 
good take of the graft, and the patient’s pain had subsided. 

discussion
Abcs are rare benign bony tumours that account for 5% of bone tumours, but of these less than 5% are in the hand or 
wrist. Authors have previously reported curettage and grafting, cryosurgery, cautery, steroid injection, sclerotherapy or 
total excision and there remains a high risk of recurrence of up to 60%. in addition, these lesions may be confused with 
enchondroma or giant cell tumour. management therefore should focus primarily on diagnosis, and subsequently on 
removal whilst minimising chances of recurrence. 

this case shows that with modern imaging techniques Abcs may be diagnosed accurately and treated initially with 
non-invasive means if indicated. Here, treatment with sclerotherapy proved unsuccessful, but thorough curettage and 
bone graft cleared the lesion and resolved the patient’s symptoms.

conclusion
Although extremely rare, it is important to consider Abcs when presented with tender, lytic lesions of the wrist. this 
case highlights the importance of imaging in confirming a diagnosis and considering a multimodal treatment in their 
management as recurrence is common.
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A-0839 tHe effect of frActure locAtion And comminution on displAcement of Acute scApHoid frAc-
tures –   tHree-dimensionAl computed tomogrApHy AnAlysis
Anne eva bulstra1,2,3, rami Al dirini4, Arthur turow1,2, miriam ge oldhoff5, kimberley bryant2, miryam c obdeijn3, job n 
doornberg1,3, ruurd l jaarsma1,2, gregory i  bain1,2

1Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, Australia; 2Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia; 3Amsterdam UMC, location AMC, University 
of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 4Medical devices Institute, College of Science and Engineering, Flinders University, 
Adelaide, Australia; 5Delft University of Technology, Delft, the Netherlands

background: 
the aim of this study was to assess the effect of fracture location and comminution on displacement patterns of acute 
scaphoid fractures using three-dimensional (3d) computed tomography (ct).

methods: 
ct-scans of 51 patients (>18y) with an acute scaphoid fracture were retrospectively included. scans were segmented to 
create 3d models of the scaphoid and distal radius. scaphoid fragments were virtually reduced. fracture location was 
assessed on the 1) dorsal and 2) volar side of the scaphoid and was expressed as a percentile of the total scaphoid length. 
A customized code was used to compare the position of scaphoid fragments relative to the distal radius pre- and post-
virtual reduction. spatial transformations required to achieve reduction were calculated. displacement was expressed as 
translation (radial, proximal, volar) and angulation (flexion, pronation, ulnar deviation) of the distal fragment relative to 
the proximal fragment. the correlation between fracture location, comminution and displacement was analyzed through 
multivariable linear regression analysis.

results: 
dorsal fracture location and comminution were associated with displacement pattern. As dorsal fracture location became 
more distal, translation (ulnar, proximal and volar, p<0.01) and angulation (flexion, pronation, p<0.01) increased. 
correcting for comminution in multivariable regression analysis, a 1% increase in dorsal fracture location corresponded 
to a 0.07mm increase in volar translation (95% ci 0.04 to 0.11, p<0.01); a 0.04 mm increase in proximal translation; and 
a 0.03mm increase in ulnar translation (0.06 to 0.02) (table 2). in total, translation of the distal fragment increased with 
0.07mm (95% ci 0.04-0.11, p<0.01), per 1% increase in dorsal fracture location. displaced fractures distal to the scaphoid 
apex typically translated in the volar, ulnar and proximal direction. they also flexed and pronated. fractures proximal 
to apex did not displace or displaced in the opposite direction by dorsal, radial translation and supination. comminuted 
fractures had more translation (proximal, p<0.01) and angulation (flexion, pronation, p=0.02) than simple fractures. 
there was no correlation between displacement and volar fracture location.

conclusion: 
dorsal fracture location and comminution are important determinants of acute scaphoid fracture displacement. fractures 
distal to the apex displaced in the volar, ulnar and proximal direction and angled by flexion and pronation. comminuted 
fractures had more displacement. fractures proximal to apex did not displace or displaced in the opposite direction.

clinical relevance: 
dorsal fracture location and the presence of comminution may aid clinicians in recognizing displacement patterns of 
acute scaphoid fractures and understanding its pathophysiology. 
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A-0840 preliminAry AnAlysis of tHe curAtive effect of wrist ArtHroscopy for treAtment of Aseptic 
necrosis of lunAte bone
Hong chen
Department of Hand Surgery, Sixth Hospital of Ningbo, China

this study aims to explore the use of wrist arthroscopy for treatment of aseptic necrosis of lunate bone and its curative 
effect. methods: from march 2012 to january 2016, 12 patients with aseptic necrosis of lunate bone underwent necrotic 
lunate bone extirpation assisted by wrist arthroscopy, and the scaphoid joint was treated with fusion-stabilization. 
postoperative x-ray examination was regularly carried out to observe the healing of the fractures. All patients were 
followed up for a mean duration of eight months, in which the wrist function of patients was evaluated by the modified 
mayo wrist score. results: in all patients, the scaphoid joint healed by first intention, and average healing time was 10 
weeks. the modified mayo wrist score was good in eight patients, acceptable in three patients, and poor in one patient. 
conclusion: for patients with aseptic necrosis of lunate bone, the combination of wrist arthroscopic assisted extirpation 
of lunate bone and scaphoid joint arthrodesisis an effective and feasible treatment.

A-0841 prevention of symptomAtic neuromA in trAumAtic digitAl AmputAtion: A rAnd/uclA Appro-
priAteness metHod consensus study
Alessandro crosio1, erika Albo2, ignazio marcoccio3, roberto Adani4, maddalena bertolini5, michele rosario colonna6, 
nicola felici7, matteo guzzini8, Andrea Atzei9, michele riccio10, paolo titolo5, pierluigi tos1

1Hand Surgery and Reconstructive Microsurgery Department. ASST Gaetano Pini CTO, Milan, Italy; 2Orthopaedic and Traumatology 
Department. Università Campus Bio-Medico, Rome, Italy; 3Orthopaedic Microsurgery and Upper Limb Surgery, Istituto Clinico Città 
di Brescia, Brescia, Italy; 4Hand Surgery Department, Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria di Modena, Modena, Italy; 5Orthopaedic 
and Traumatology 2 Surgery for the Upper Limb and Reconstructive Microsurgery, AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza, PO CTO, 
Turin, Italy; 6Plastic Surgery Department, Policlinico di Messina, Messina, Italy; 7Reconstructive Surgery of the Limbs. AO San 
Camillo-Forlanini, Rome, Italy; 8Orthopaedic and Traumatology Department, AOU Sant’Andrea, Rome, Italy; 9Hand Surgery, 
Koelliker Hospital, Turin, Italy; 10Reconstructive and Hand Surgery Department, AOU Ospedali Riuniti di Ancora, Ancona, Italy

introduction: chronic neuropathic pain due to symptomatic neuroma is a devastating consequence of finger amputation. 
A painful digital neuroma could affect the patient’s quality of life, limiting the overall function of the upper limb. the 
prevention of neuroma formation is one of the most challenging clinical problems in hand surgery. the biological 
mechanisms underlying neuroma development are mostly unknown. different preventing procedures have been proposed 
without certain results. in this paper, a panel of italian hand surgeons have been asked to express appropriateness about 
potentially preventive techniques of neuroma formation following the rAnd/uclA appropriateness protocol.rnmetHods: 
a literature review was preliminarily performed identifying the latest available scientific evidence about methods for 
painful neuroma prevention. Afterward, the selected panelists were asked to score the appropriateness of each procedure 
in a double scenario: in case of a sharp amputation (scenario 1) or a tear injury (scenario 2). the appropriateness was 
evaluated according to the rAnd/uclA protocol.rnresults: nine italian hand surgeons were included in the panel, 
in particular, 5 orthopedic surgeons and 4 plastic surgeons. panelists reached consensus for 9 questions in scenario 1 
(56%) and 6 questions in scenario 2 (38%). three procedures were identified as appropriate in both scenarios: revision 
amputation should be done in the operating room, the neurovascular bundles should be identified and it is mandatory to 
treat surrounding soft tissues. only in case of clean-cut amputation, it was appropriate to perform a proximal extension 
of the dissection in healthy tissue, to use diathermocoagulation and coverage with local flaps. After avulsion amputation, 
these techniques provided doubtful results. in both scenarios, shortening of the non-tensioned nerve stump, implantation 
of the nerve end in the soft tissue, shortening in tension of the nerve stump, bone shortening, treatment in the emergency 
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box and end-to-end neurorrhaphy are evaluated as uncertain. three procedures were always considered inappropriate: 
epineural ligation, epineural flap, and epineural graft.rndiscussion: in order to prevent the formation of a distal stump 
neuroma few methods were judged appropriate. it is mandatory to identify the neurovascular bundles and treat also the 
surrounding tissues, but uncertain results could be obtained with local flap, bone shortening, and other ancillary surgical 
acts. the divergence that emerges between the appropriate and uncertain procedures in guillotine and avulsion amputation 
groups is confirmed by the literature. if it is known that a painful neuroma is more frequent in avulsion amputations, it 
could be stated that all the procedures aimed at neuroma prevention did not assure good outcomes in both scenarios.
rnconlusion the identification of the neurovascular bundles, the use of the operating room for amputation stump 
revision and debridement of surrounding soft tissues are the unique procedures defined as appropriate for symptomatic 
neuroma prevention by the panel members. However, even if promptly applied, these techniques could not assure the 
prevention of neuroma formation and symptoms discontinuance.rn

A-0842 long-term outcomes of corrective osteotomy for mAlunited frActures of tHe distAl frAc-
tures. our experience
david gonzález1,2,3, manuel montero Acebal1

1Hospital Universitario de Torrevieja, Alicante, Spain; 2Hospital Vithas Perpetuo International Alicante, Spain; 3Traumasport 
Clinic Alicante, Spain

introduction and objectives: 
distal radius fracture is the most common in adults, with an incidence of 26 per 10.000 person-year. in displaced distal 
radius, malunion is one of the most common complications, which can caus pain problems, decrease in the range of 
mobility, impeding the activities of daily life. the objective of our study is to evaluate clinical, functional and radiographic 
outcomes of wedge corrective osteotomy for malunion after a distal radius fracture.

material and methods:
we reviewed 13 osteotomies of the distal radius in 12 patients (one patient with bilateral osteotomy), with an average 
prospective follow-up of 26,46 (6-60) months. the mean age was 59 years (39-73) with 76,9% women and 23,1% men. 
the dominant hand was involved in 5 cases (38,46%), all of them the right hand. the non-dominant hand was involved 
in 8 cases (1 right han and 7 left hand). All patients were treated by volar approach with wedge corrective osteotomy, 
using autologous bone graft in 9 patients (69,2%). we evaluated range of motion, radiographic parameters, spanish 
version of the short disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand scale (Quick dAsH) and pain using the visual Analogue 
scale (vAs), all before and after surgery.

results:
the flexion-extension arc improved from 76,69º to 144,62º (p=0,001), pronosupination arc from 110,85º to 169,08º 
(p=0,003) and radial-ulnar deviation from 30,08º to 56,54º (p=0,001). the average improvement of the distal radioulnar 
index was 3,90 mm (-2,31-7,16), of the radial inclination 4,05º (-3,41-9,94) and of the palmar tilt 20,7 (-3,39-38,45). complete 
healing was obtained in all patients. the vAs decreased from 8,54 to 0,92 (p=0.001) and Quick dash improved from 59,43 
to 22,39 (p=0,001). there were complications in two patients (15,4%), who were reoperated ( one superficial infection 
and one tenolisis and carpal tunnel realese)

conclusions:
corrective distal radius osteotomy is a good treatment of malunion in distal radius fractures, demonstrating an improvement 
in the range of mobility, radiological and clinical parameters.
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A-0843 locked volAr dislocAtion of tHe distAl rAdioulnAr joint witH delAyed presentAtion
giuseppe broccoli1,2, saskia jm kamphuis1, michael bauer1, florian j jung1, Abdul r jandali1

1Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery, Cantonal Hospital Winterthur, Switzerland; 2Department of Traumatology, Hand 
and Orthopedic Surgery, Regional Hospital Nordstadt Hannover, Teaching Hospital of the Medical School Hanover, Germany

introduction:
A dislocation of the distal radioulnar joint (druj) is usually accompanied by a fracture of the distal radius. A volar dislocation 
of the druj is a rarely occuring injury, which is often overseen in initial presentation. we present the case of a three month 
locked volar dislocation of the druj and the treatment that followed. 

case:
A 23-year old male presented in the emergency room after a backwards fall onto the supinated and extended hand. 
conventional radiology and a ct scan were deemed without injuries. An mri showed in addition to the ct scan a locked 
volar dislocation of the druj with a fracture of the ulnar styloid process, a dorsal impression fracture of the ulnar head, 
ulnar avulsion of the tfcc, a traumatic separation of the dorsal radioulnar ligament and the sixth extensor compartment 
floor and a luxation of the ecu tendon. clinically a fixed 60-degree supination of the forearm was seen. 
three months post-trauma, a reconstruction of the druj was performed via a dorsoulnar approach of garcia-elias. massive 
scar tissue was seen around the druj and the tfcc was retracted. After reduction of the ulna into the  sigmoid notch a 
persisting volar instability of the ulnar head was seen. the ulnocarpal disc was reinserted in the ulnar fovea. then, the 
ulnar styloid process was reduced and fixed to the ulnar head, followed by fixation of the tfcc to the ulnar styloid, the 
capsule and the floor of the sixth extensor compartment. then the ecu tendon was rerouted in the dorsoulnar notch of 
the ulnar head. the volar instability was addressed using the Herbert sling procedure and the operation was concluded 
by transosseous kischner wire fixation of the ulna and the radius in anatomical position. postoperatively an upper arm 
cast was applied. 
After 8 weeks the kirschner wires were removed and mobilization was started. After 16 weeks weight bearing was begun.
 
results 4 and 6 months after surgery: 
vAs at rest 1 and 0, vAs with load 3 and 1, grip strength 320 units and 420 units, relative grip strength compared to the 
unaffected side 82% and 110%, pronation 40° and 45°, supination 25° and 45°, extension 60° and 75°, flexion 55° and 
60°, radial deviation 15° and 20°, ulnar deviation 35° and 30°, relative active rom compared to the unaffected side 61% 
and 71%, dAsH score 22 and 10, mayo wrist score 70 and 80, krimmer wrist score 65 and 80.
there were no complications and the patient could take up his normal work and sport activities again.   

conclusion:
in case of persisting limitations in range of motion of the wrist after trauma, even in apparently proper x-ray, serious 
pathology of the druj could be present. care should be taken to plan complex reconstruction surgery and the 
aftertreatment to reach a satisfactory result for the patient with initial missed druj dislocation. 

A-0844 tHe primAry mAnAgement of complicAted HAnd injuries witH composite tissue defects
zhijie li, Hede yan
Department of Orthopedics (Division of Plastic and Hand Surgery), the Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital 
of Wenzhou Medical University, Key Laboratory of Orthopedics of Zhejiang Province, the Second School of Medicine, Wenzhou 
Medical University, Wenzhou, Zhejiang, China

Abstract 
our hands are unique in comparison with all other creatures in the world. they are the most exquisite organs among all 
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parts of our body. As known, the work has created the hands, without which the modern civilization can’t be achieved. 
unfortunately, all kinds of hand injuries are precisely taking place every minute in the world, resulting in severe disability 
and unacceptable disfiguration, especially when confronting complicated hand injuries with composite tissue defects. we 
reviewed our experience in primary management of more than one thousand such cases in our department during the 
past ten years, including treatment of composite tissue defects in single fingers, multiple fingers, mutilated injuries to the 
forearm and the hand and various severe injuries with finger or hand amputations. A variety of reconstruction methods, 
including different perforator flaps, pedicled or free ones and individual chimeric flaps and composite flaps have been 
developed and utilized with satisfactory outcomes. in our experience, as hand surgeons we are obliged to spare no efforts 
to deal with such patients both physically and mentally despite of the facts that this work is indeed time-consuming and 
low return. we need our passion and professionalism to serve the patients and achieve our deserved respect.

A-0845 treAtment of non union of pHAlAnges And metAcArpAls of tHe HAnd by Autologous bone 
grAfting, externAl fixAtion And biopHysicAl stimulAtion
pier luigi bonucci1, e gerace1, A celli1, s columbo2, m massarella3

1Unit of Hand Surgery Department of Orthopeadics Hesperia Hospital Modena; 2Fisioter Pescara; 3Hand Unit Villa Stuart 
Roma, Italy

the complex traumas of the hand simultaneously affect both the skeletal component and the surrounding soft tissues 
(skin, tendons, vessels, nerves, ect). often they are associated with important losses of substance of the integuments with 
soft tissue pollution both at superficial and deep level. the presence of skin damage, the loss of tendinous substance and 
recent skeletal contamination and do not contraindicate the possibility of carrying out an internal synthesis. in this type 
of case the use of external fixation allows to reconstruct even complex skeletal lesions reducing the risk of infection and 
tissue necrosis and allows the reconstruction of skeletal segments and at the same time also cutaneous or tendinous.

reason for the study: report the results obtained using our technique which involves the interposition of a cortico-cancellous 
bone graft generally taken from the ipsilateral olecranon, the use of external fixation associated with biophysical therapy 
in the post-operative period.
the external fixation we use involves the use of an axial fixation, which offers an ease of installation associated with 
very low plant costs.
the key points of the success of the reconstructive intervention proposed by us are represented by the consolidation of 
the fracture and the filling of the bone defect obtained in a short time, by the absence of complications such as infections, 
necrosis ect, by the absolutely contained technical costs.

materials and methods
we present our technique of interposition of a cortico-cancellous bone graft, the use of external fixation associated with 
biophysical therapy in the post-operative period. from 2013 to 2018 we treated 18 cases with recent outcomes of complex 
trauma to the hand treated urgently at other sites and with the presence of an important bone defect with associated 
damage to the surrounding soft tissues.
in 8 cases a 2nd surgical tenolysis or teno-arthololysis time was performed with the use of the antiaderenzial dynavisc (in 
order to reduce pain and facilitate tendon and joint sliding) to implement the motility of the affected mf from complex 
stiffness prior to our reconstructive treatment;
the subsequent rehabilitative treatment of tenolysis or teno-arthrolysis in our patients was carried out intensively and 
promptly.
in our study we report a series of complex cases illustrating the various applications of our technique.
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results
we have obtained in all our patients the complete osseointegration of the graft and the skeletal consolidation in a short 
time (average 60 days; min 30 days max 90 days), a healing of the skin and soft tissues in physiological times and without 
any case of complications .

conclusions
this type of synthesis means to maintain a high compression at the level of the graft and the loss of skeletal substance, 
guaranteeing together with biophysical stimulation the consolidation in a short time, the absence of complications and 
the optimal healing obtained in all treated cases demonstrates the goodness of the technique used by us.
the positioning of the synthetic means is fundamental in the success of the intervention and the biophysical stimulation 
(igea) allows us to increase the success rates and to reduce the times of osseointegration of the graft.

A-0847 tHe cAse series of postoperAtive correction loss following volAr locking plAte fixAtion for 
distAl rAdius frActure witH volAr lunAte fAcet frAgment
Hideyuki ota, kentaro watanabe, yuki fujihara, satoshi niwa
Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Nagoya Ekisaikai Hospital, Nagoya, Japan

introduction
some studies have reported difficulties reducing and fixing the volar lunate facet (vlf) fragment with a volar locking 
plate (vlp). because the fracture pattern of the lunate facet is a risk factor for fixation failure, we reviewed cases of vlf 
fragment re-displacement after plating in our institution. 

materials and methods
we reviewed altogether 531 patients who underwent operative fixation of distal radius fractures in our institution between 
january 2014 and september 2019 and identified cases complicated by vlf fragments. to assess the adequacy of fixation 
on initial postoperative radiographs and at the final visit, we evaluated the fracture type according to the Ao classification 
scheme, plate coverage of the vlf fragment, the number of screws placed within the vlf fragment, wrist range of motion 
(rom), and grip strength. we compared postoperative data between patients who underwent early mobilization (group 
1: 9 cases) and those who underwent casting for more than one week after the operation (group 2: 8 cases).

results
the final study population consisted of 17 patients with 17 fractures (6 males and 11 females). patient ages ranged from 
39–72 years, with a mean age of 60 years. in this case series, there were two cases of Ao b3 fractures and 15 cases of 
Ao c3 fractures. thus, there were five patients with loss of reduction in group 1 and one patient in group 2. loss of the 
vlf fragment reduction was diagnosed at 11 days (7–14 days) after surgery. in all cases of re-displacement, fewer than 
two screws were inserted into the vlf fragment, and the volar locking plates provided a buttress that affected < 50% 
of the vlf fragment. At the final visits for these cases, we noted wrist rom limitations and 55% grip strength, compared 
with the contralateral side. 

discussion
Although we apply early mobilization following vlp fixation, this approach is based on the premise of a stable fracture 
site. our results indicate that early mobilization was effective in cases where the vlp provided a buttress effect of > 50% 
of the vlf fragment and where more than two screws were inserted. However, among cases where the vlp provided a 
buttress effect of < 50% of the vlf fragment, and fewer than two screws were inserted, the addition of supplemental 
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fragment-specific fixation—in addition to volar locked plating, screws, or wire placement—may reduce the possibility 
of re-displacement.

A-0848 ApplicAtion of A corticAl bone screw AllogrAft for osteosyntHesis in intercArpAl fusions. 
A cAse series
klaus pastl
Klinik Diakonissen Linz, Austria

background
circulation-friendly surgical procedures are gaining more and more importance. A screw made of human cortical bone 
exhibits osteoconductive properties, allows rapid connection to the bearing bone via many bone canals and is integrated 
into the recipient bone by the continuous bone remodeling process, thereby leading to full conversion into autologous 
bone. it completely eliminates hardware removal in addition without damaging the surrounding tissue. the aim of this 
study was to determine the efficacy and safety of the graft in intercarpal fusions such as four corner fusions and stt 
fusions and to evaluate the clinical significance of the product. 
methods
A single-surgeon case series of 11 patients who had undergone an intercarpal fusion with the application of screw 
transplants made of human cortical bone (shark screw®, surgebright) with an average follow-up time of 59 (28-108) months 
is reported in this retrospective follow-up. 6 patients had a four-corner fusion and 5 patients had a stt fusion. clinical data 
of these 11 patients were reviewed to evaluate the satisfaction and pain levels of the patients and the frequency and type 
of complications occurring during the healing process. routine radiography and computed tomography were reviewed 
to determine the fusion rate, the ingrowth behavior of the transplant and the possible occurrence of transplant failure. 
results
A high patient satisfaction was paired with low postoperative pain and a low complication rate. All patients were pain 
free within 15 weeks of surgery. bony consolidation was achieved in all cases, no wound healing disorder occurred. in all 
cases, osseointegration of the graft was observed. there was no case of graft failure or graft loosening.
conclusions
the use of cortical bone screw allografts result in a fusion rate of 100% with little patient stress. it has sufficient stability 
and meets all the requirements for an ideal biointelligent graft.
in addition it is osteoconductive and it is remodeled without scarring. within a few months it is transformed into the 
patient’s own bone, which is no longer visible on the x-ray. it has been shown histologically that centripetal vascularization 
occurs within 60 days. on its surface we have found a primary bone healing with the formation of elastic lamellar bone. 
it is safe and well suited for osteosynthesis of the wrist. patients save on complications, especially a second surgery.

A-0849 peripHerAl nerve regenerAtion using A nerve conduit witH olfActory ensHeAtHing cells  in A 
rAt model – An extended study 
sang-uk lee, yong-suk lee, won-woo kang, youngho kim
Incheon St Mary’s Hospital, South Korea

introduction 
peripheral nerve defects in large length can be caused by a variety of events, including trauma, neuroma excision, and 
tumor resection, if it occur, autologous nerve graft has been known as the gold standard treatment. the purpose of this 
animal study is to investigate the compatibility between the poly[e-caprolactone] (pcl) and the olfactory ensheathing 
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cells (oecs) in vitro and evaluate the effect of the pcl conduit filled with oecs on a defect of the sciatic nerve in rat models.  

materials and methods
thirty-two 8-weeks old f344 rats were used, which were assigned into four groups of eight as follows; (1) pcl only 
(group 1), (2) pcl with Asc (adipose stem cell) (group 2), (3) pcl with oec (group 3), and (4) autogenous nerve graft in 
reverse fashion (group 4). All rats have undergone an operation that their sciatic nerve was resected in 10mm length and 
then sutured with 4 different methods according to each group, which were pcl only, pcl with Asc, pcl with oec, and 
autogenous nerve graft. under direct visualization of the sciatic nerve, nerve conduction velocity (ncv) was evaluated 
at postoperative 12 weeks. in addition, the histologic study was also evaluated. statistical analyses were done for the 
ncv results and histologic findings.

results
we found the excellent attachment of oecs to pcl on a confocal microscope and electron microscope. the average of 
nerve regeneration rate about the gastronecnemius and tibialis anterior muscle were 37.4% ± 14.3% and 39.1% ± 
20.4% in group 1, respectively. in addition, the following data also was obtained; 46.1% ± 19.9% and 33.9% ± 14.6% in 
group 2, and 30.1% ± 14.0% and 27.7% ± 11.4% in group 3. the kruskal-wallis test for the ncv results shown that the 
three groups were not same in terms of the sample size. there was no significant difference between the group 1 and 
2 (p > 0.05). in the other hands, there were significant differences between the group 1 and 3, and the group 2 and 3, 
respectively (p < 0.05). 

conclusion
this study demonstrates that pcl conduit with oecs enhances the regeneration of peripheral axons across a gap of 10mm. 
the pcl conduits with oecs may be useful for repairing severe peripheral nerve injuries.

A-0850 tHe effectiveness of ultrAsonogrApHic elAstogrApHy in tHe diAgnosis of cArpAl tunnel syn-
drome
ki jin jung
Soonchunhyang University Cheonan Hospital, South Korea

instruction
the aim of the current study is to investigate the diagnostic role of shear-wave elastography and diffusion tensor imaging 
in patients with carpal tunnel syndrome. the diagnosis can be established by a combination of symptoms, physical 
examination and electrodiagnostic studies. electrodiagnostic studies have a confirmatory role with 85% sensitivity and 
95% specificity. However electrodiagnostic studies are invasive in nature and can be uncomfortable for the patients. 
imaging methods, such as ultrasonography may be more convenient modalities in imaging median nerve. the aim of 
the current study is to investigate the diagnostic utility of ultrasound elastography and diffusion tendor image (dti) in 
carpal tunnel syndrome (cts). 
material and methods: 
the study included a total of 65 wrists with carpal tunnel syndrome. elastography of the median nerve was performed 
by defining the boundaries of a segment of the nerve at sagittal plane at the level of proximal carpal row. Additionally, 
the cross-sectional area of the median nerve was evaluated. fractional anisotropy and apparent diffusion coefficient 
measurements were carried out by placing region-of-interest at three levels: at pisiform bone (carpal tunnel inlet), mid 
carpal tunnel, and hook of hamate (carpal tunnel outlet). 
results: patients with cts were further subgrouped based on the severity of cts into mild cts and moderate-severe cts. 
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in mild cts patients cross-sectional area (csA) of median nerve was 11.5 mm2 ; iQr 10.5–13.5 mm2 and swe values of 
median nerve were 47.0 kpa; iQr 34.5–58.5 kpa; in moderate-severe cts patients csA of median nerve was 21.0 mm2 
; iQr 14.0–25.5 mm2 and swe values of median nerve were 79.5 kpa; iQr 620–97. kpa. patients with moderate-severe 
cts had significantly higher csA and elasticity value of median nerve compared to patients with mild cts. (p < 0.05) 
conclusion: shear-wave elastography and diffusion tensor imaging are helpful imaging modalities in diagnosing carpal 
tunnel syndrome and assessing its severity.

A-0851 mission in indiA 
pier luigi bonucci1, valentina corni2, emmanuelle richard3, marcella brazzoni4, bruno dottore4

1Hand Unit Department of Orthopeadics Hesperia Hospital Modena; 2Oberengadin Hospital, Samedan, Switzerland; 3Department 
of Orthopeadics and Traumatology of Nimes, Nimes France; 4Department of Anesthesiology Santa Maria della Misericordia 
Hospital Udine, Italy

gicAm volunteers: dates: 21 -29 september 2019 / jamkhed the comprehensive rural Health project - mahaharastra india 

this mission provide upper extremity care to patients young for a wide variety of diagnoses, including congenital, burn, 
and trauma. many families travel a long distance to receive care that they otherwise would not be able to access. 
pediatric Hand surgery mission to Hospital jamkhed india
- 21-29 september 2019
- 80 pediatric hand surgery patients evaluated 
- 35 surgeres performed

procedures included: 
- radial longitudinal deficiency correction 
- polydactyl excision
- syndactyly releases
- first web reconstruction by caroli’s technique in post traumatic retraction 
- constriction band release 
- digital contracture release 
- neurolysis of nerve 
- plastic post burn 
- tendon release 
- reconstruction for traumatic injuries 

caroli’s technique is a personal technique is described for reconstruction of the first web-space in congenital hand 
deformities but is use with excellent results in post trauma and post burn cases. 
the technique is based on the use of two local rotation flaps, one designed on the thenar area an the other on the radial 
half of the back of the hand.
the clinical case subjected to reconstruction of the first space was also treated by degreasing the abdominal flap previously 
performed on the back of the hand. using the double flap according to the caroli’s technique, the complete opening of 
the 1st space was achieved with the aesthetic improvement of the back of the hand.
this experience was very educational to me in terms of understanding barriers facing global surgical patients and inspires 
me to continue to devote efforts to improving hand surgery care going forward.
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contributors team members included: 
volunteers Hand surgeon dr. pier luigi bonucci, dr. valentina corni, dr. emmanuelle richard
Anesthesiologists: dr. marcella brazzoni, dr. bruno dottore 
nurse gianluca pittis, gemma biffoli, bianca Hoffman, manuela roecher

Anesthesia for hand surgery in rural areas
in all patients after having established a peripheral venous access, monitoring included ecg, nibp and spo2. 
After sedation with midazolam 1-2 mg according to body weight, ketamine iv 1or 2 mg/kg and propofol 2 mg/kg patients 
were placed in the correct position to perform  upper or lower limb peripheral nerve block (pnb). ventilation was assisted 
with a facial mask during pnb and when recoverd the spontaneous breathing sedation was maintained with continuous 
infusion of propofol 1% , with doses of 2-3 mg/kg/h. with the help of the ultrasound machine and a linear 12 mHz 
ultrasound transducer, we performed axillary nerve block or femoral/sciatic nerve block. we used echogenic needles 
(echoplex +, vygon) and local anaesthetics (lA)solution was  levobupivacaine 0,25% + mepivacaine 1%, 0,5 ml/kg. the 
lA was equally distributed around the target of the brachial plexus, or the femoral/sciatic nerve.  
there was no need for conversion to general anesthesia and awakening was sweet with perfect postoperative pain 
control. meal pick-up was rapid, with no nausea.
we can conclude that peripheral regional anaesthesia associated to hypnosis is effective, safe and feasible also in a difficult 
operatory setting with little resources and has given great satisfaction to both doctors and patients.

A-0852 subcutAneous trAnsposition witH fAsciAl sling for cubitAl tunnel syndrome: preliminAry 
study
young-Ho kim, sang-uk lee, yong-suk lee, won-woo kang
Incheon St Mary’s Hospital, South Korea

introduction: cubital tunnel syndrome (cuts) is second common compressive neuropathy of upper extremity. subcutaneous 
transposition has shorter incisions, reduced operation time, less pain after surgery, and fewer complications than other 
transposition procedures. However, ulnar nerve slippage after surgery that is relatively common in subcutaneous 
transposition can cause recurrence of symptoms. we introduce the subcutaneous transposition of ulnar nerve using the 
fascial sling technique which can stabilize the ulnar nerve at the transposed position.
material and methods: between october 2016 and february 2017, nine patients with subcutaneous transposition were 
included. right side was affected in seven cases, and left side was affected in two cases. mean age at the time of operation 
was 59 years (range; 20-84 years). mean time from initial symptoms to surgery was 23 weeks (range; 6-52 weeks). mean 
follow-up period was 32 weeks from surgery (range; 24-40 weeks). five patients had diabetes. All patients were classified 
into three grades of ulnar nerve entrapment according to the mcgowan grading system. the surgical technique includes 
releasing entrapped ulnar nerve from the cubital tunnel, and stabilizing the ulnar nerve with fascial sling. surgical release of 
ulnar nerve is performed by conventional techniques. However, the distal portion of medial intermuscular septum attached 
to the lateral condyle is not released. And fascial sling is made using this distally attached medial intermuscular septum.
results: preoperatively, two patients were grade i, three patients were grade ii, and four were grade iii ulnar neuropathy. 
five patient had comorbidity at elbow. three cases had elbow arthritis, and one had a ganglion in the cubital tunnel. 
After surgery, eight patient had resolved tingling sensation (complete resolution; five, partial resolution; three). one 
patient associated with diabetic neuropathy, cervical radiculopathy, and carpal tunnel syndrome continued to complain 
ulnar neuropathy symptoms. sensory impairment was improved only one patient. weakened muscle power and muscle 
atrophy were unchanged during follow-up. there was no recurrence for resolved patients.
discussion: Anterior transposition of ulnar nerve is ultimate technique to resolve compression of ulnar nerve. the 
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submuscular transposition has provided new bed for the nerve and prevented nerve slippage, but the formation of scars 
might become a new potential cause of ulnar nerve entrapment. subcutaneous transposition has several advantages 
over submuscular transposition, but nerve slippage can make recurrence of symptoms. in current study, no ulnar nerve 
slippage or recurrence of symptoms occurred. in conclusion, subcutaneous ulnar nerve transposition with fascial sling 
effectively resolves ulnar nerve symptoms and prevents nerve slippage. 

A-0853 tHe minimAlly invAsive treAtment of subunguAl glomus tumor
dacun li1, dongmei li1,2

The Hospital of Shuyi District Beijing, China

background—glomus tumor is kind of benign glomus hamartoma, which most usually occurs in the subungual regions 
of digits. the treatment of subungual glomus tumors consists of complete surgical excision, either by the periungual 
or transungual approach.the common postoperative complications are tumor recurrence, nail dystrophy and dressing 
pain.to observe 
objective—to research postoperative pain, nail appearance and tumor recurrence rate of subungual glomus tumor after 
adopting minimally invasive treatment.
methods —A retrospective analysis was conducted on 23 patients who underwent minimally invasive treatment between 
August 2017 and february 2019. the visual analogue scale (vAs) was used to evaluate the degree of postoperative pain. 
to observe nail appearance and tumor recurrence rate of subungual glomus tumor .
results—the patients were fol-lowed up for one year. there were no significant differences in the nail appearance before 
surgery and the final post-surgery check up (all p>0.05). there was statistically significant difference in vAs scores (all 
p<0.05). no recurrence occurred in 23 cases.
conclusion—our study showed that minimally invasive excision with the microsurgical approach is an effective treatment, 
without permanent damage to the nail unit that gives relief of pain and improves life quality. 

A-0854 3d computer-Assisted corrective osteotomies for pAediAtric mAlunited diApHyseAl foreArm 
frActures: is AnAtomic correction AssociAted witH A greAter functionAl gAin?
kasper roth1, eline van es1, edwin oei1, gerald A kraan2, jan verhaar1, filip stockmans3, joost w colaris1

1Erasmus University Medical Centre, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 2Reinier de Graaf Hospital, Delft, the Netherlands; 3KU 
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

objective
diaphyseal both-bone forearm fractures in children are frequently treated conservatively,  which can result in malunion with 
impaired forearm rotation. A severe limitation of pro-supination (≥40°) is seen in 7%  of patients at 6 months follow-up 
after a conservatively treated both-bone paediatric forearm fracture. for symptomatic malunions, a corrective osteotomy 
may be considered.three-dimensional (3d) planned corrective osteotomy has been described as a promising technique 
for accurate reconstruction of these malunions. the objective of this study is to evaluate the functional ouctome and 
accuracy of the achieved correction after 3d-planned corrective osteotomies for malunited forearm fractures in children.

methods
prospective study in which patients with paediatric malunited diaphyseal both-bone forearm fractures underwent 
3d-planned corrective osteotomy. inclusion criteria were a paediatric both-bone forearm malunion with impaired 
pro-supination, unsatisfactory improvement after conservative treatment and a minimum age of 10 years. exclusion 
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criteria was an osseous deformity of the contralateral forearm. A 3d-planned corrective osteotomy was performed 
according to the following steps: (1) ct scans of both forearms were obtained; (2) the location and degree of deformity 
was determined by overlaying a virtual model of the malunited bones on a mirrored version of the contralateral side; (3) 
virtual cutting planes were set to best match the contralateral side; (4) patient-specific guides were 3d-printed and used 
during surgery. our primary outcome measure was the gain in pro-supination at 6 & 12 months follow-up. our secondary 
outcome measure was the accuracy of the achieved correction on ct relative to the pre- operative planning. AnovA was 
performed to assess the relationship between various factors and gain in pro-supination after corrective osteotomy. 

results
15 participants underwent 3d-planned corrective osteotomies. there was a median age at trauma of 10 years and a 
median time until osteotomy of 6 years. pre-operatively there was a mean pro-supination of 67° compared to 153° of 
the contralateral side (44% of contralateral). At 6 months follow-up there was a mean pro-supination of 119° (78% of 
contralateral). At 12 months follow-up there was a mean pro-supination of 132° (88% of contralateral). An anatomical 
correction (<1° deviation) in coronal, sagittal and axial direction was achieved in 26 out of the 30 operated forearm 
bones. there were 2 non-anatomic reconstructions of the ulna (respectively 2 & 4° dorsal deviation) and 2 non-anatomic 
reconstructions of the radius (respectively 9° radial deviation; and 9° radio-dorsal deviation). AnovA revealed that a 
statistically significant greater gain in pro-supination was seen if there was a time between trauma and osteotomy <2 
years (86°±24° vs. 59°±23°; p = 0.047). the difference in gain of pro-supination in patients with an anatomical correction 
(72°±27°) and patients with a non-anatomical correction (50°±12°) was not statistically significant (p =0,121). 

conclusions 
this prospective study demonstrates that 3d-planned corrective osteotomy using patient-specific guides for paediatric 
malunited diaphyseal both-bone forearm fractures provides an accurate correction and leads to a reliable improvement 
in pro-supination, especially if performed within 2 years after trauma. the relationship between anatomic correction 
and functional result will be further assessed in our continued prospective study. 

A-0855 postoperAtive recovery of tHe tHenAr AtropHy in cArpAl tunnel syndrome Assessed by ul-
trAsonogrApHy
issei nagura1, takako kanatani2, yoshifumi Harada2, fumiaki takase2, Atsuyuki inui3, yutaka mifune3, ryosuke kuroda3

1Ako City Hospital, Hyogo, Japan; 2Kobe Rosai Hospital, Hyogo,Japan; 3Kobe University of Medicine, Hyogo, Japan

purpose
the recovery of thenar atrophy in carpal tunnel syndrome (cts) one-year postoperatively was assessed by ultrasonography.
methods
forty-one patients with cts who had a carpal tunnel release procedure (11 males and 30 females) with a mean age of 
68.7 years (range; 36-87 years) were included in this study. they were classified according to the electrophysiological 
severity scale (stage 1-5) by nerve conduction test(1). the abductor pollicis brevis (Apb) and opponens pollicis (opp) 
muscles were evaluated by ultrasonography (snible, konicAminoltA, tokyo, japan): the transducer was applied onto the 
palmer surface of the hand perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of the first metacarpal bone. then, both muscles were 
measured their thickness: the “Apb depth” (from the inserted prominence of the opp muscle above the first metacarpal 
bone to the palmar surface) and the “opp depth” (from the ulnar prominence of the first metacarpal bone to the palmar 
surface of the opp) at preoperative time and postoperative one year. the transitional change of Apb and opp depths 
were analyzed by the ratio (one year postoperative / preoperative) and compared among the electrophysiological stages. 
wilcoxon rank-sum test was utilized for statistical analysis (p<0.05).
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results
electrophysiologically, they were classified; stage 3: 5 hands, stage 4: 18 hands, stage 5: 18 hands. the average of the 
ratio of Apb and opp were; stage3: 1.0±0.2 and 0.8±0.1, stage4: 1.3±0.6 and 1.1±0.2, stage5: 1.4±0.6 and 1.1±0.3. 
there were no significant differences among the stages, but the atrophy of both Apb and opp muscles were improved 
at postoperative one year. 
discussion
carpal tunnel release is the gold standard procedure because the recovery of thenar atrophy could be obtained even in 
advanced cts. However, most physicians evaluate the recovery visually and objectively, and this is not precise. therefore, 
we developed an objective evaluation of thenar muscle using ultrasonography. ultrasonography is becoming more 
common in the fields of hand disorder because of its simple, safe and reasonable-cost. in this study, we demonstrated 
the recovery of Apb and opp atrophy at one year postoperatively in stage 4 and 5. 
the limitation of this study is the small number of the patients because we analyzed the only surgical cases. 
conclusion
our ultrasonographic assessment of thenar atrophy in cts could be a useful tool for evaluating the recovery of thenar 
atrophy. 

references
(1) kanatani t, et al. electrophysiological assessment of carpal tunnel syndrome in elderly patients: one-year follow-up 
study. j Hand surg Am. 2188-91, 2014.

A-0856 wrist HemiArtHroplAsty. A rescue treAtment due to tHe fAilure of tHe initiAl treAtment in 
distAl rAdius frActures in elderly
daniel valverde vilamala, Aleix sala pujals, paula serrano chinchilla, joan cebamanos celma, enric dominguez font
Parc de Salut Mar, Barcelona, Spain

objective
the failure of the initial treatment in fractures of the distal radius is a challenge for the orthopedic surgeon. Although 
there are limited therapeutic options for rescue treatment, these usually represent complex procedures with variable 
results. distal radius hemiarthroplasty has shown good results as a treatment in cases of radiocarpal arthropathy. 
similar to the treatment of complex fractures in the shoulder an elbow, there are studies in the literature where the use 
of hemiarthroplasty is proposed as an initial treatment for fractures of the distal radius in elderly patients, although this 
option is not mentioned as a treatment of rescue after the failure of initial treatment in this type of fractures.
the objective of this study is to present 4 clinical cases treated with hemiarthroplasty as a rescue treatment due to the 
failure of the initial treatment in distal radius fractures.

material and methods
review of 4 cases of patients afected of distal radius fractures. there are 2 cases initially treated by osteosynthesis (1 male 
65 years old, 1 female 74 years old). we observed a failure of the initial synthesis, with loss of reduction and collapse at 
the joint level which determines an important functional limitation and pain.
the 2 remaining cases are two women (83 and 74 years old) with failure of conservative treatment of the distal radius 
fracture, secondary collapse of the distal radius without midcarpal involvement.
different options for rescue are proposed, as intra-articular osteotomy and reosteosynthesis, arthtodesis and arthroplasty 
( total or partial ). we decided to perform proximal row carpectomy and distal radius hemiarthroplasty ( kinematx).
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results
At the end of follow-up ( from 1-2 years) the mean evA decreased from 8 to 4, the mean
range of motion improved from 40º ( 10º of extension - 30º of flexion) to  90º ( 60º of extension - 30º of flexion). the 
final grip strengh achieved was 27% less than the contralateral hand ( jamar dinamometer). 

in one case, initially treated conservatively, there was a postop hematoma at the dorsum of the wrist that requiered 
surgical debridement with no further complications.

conclusions
distal radius hemiarthroplasty with proximal row carpectomy is a valid rescue option in failure of initial treatment of 
fractures of the distal radius. in our experience, it is a reproducible option with good funtional results.

A-0858 tHe tHumb HypoplAsiA score (wimmecss) – introduction of An Assessment tool for congeni-
tAl HypoplAstic tHumbs
konrad mende1,2, michael Alan tonkin2,3,4

1Department of Plastic, Reconstructive, Aesthetic and Hand Surgery, University Hospital of Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 2Department 
of Hand and Peripheral Nerve Surgery, Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney, Australia; 3The Children’s Hospital at Westmead, 
Sydney, Australia; 4Medical School, University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia

introduction: 
for reconstruction of congenital hypoplastic thumbs surgical techniques vary and the empirical evidence to evaluate 
the results is scarce. uncontrolled, retrospective and descriptive studies with a low level of evidence are available, which 
vary considerably in terms of inclusion criteria, study populations, and the use of grading systems. furthermore, the lack 
of standardized outcome measures prohibits a comparison of the results by means of meta-analyses and standardized 
guidelines are missing. both the pre-operative assessment and intra-operative findings of all thumb elements - bone, 
joints, and soft tissues - should be considered for the surgical decision-making to choose the surgical technique required 
depending on the degree of underdevelopment of each element of the thumb.
methods: 
based on our results from previous studies we developed a score that measures the specific anatomical anomalies as 
described in the blauth grading, which is applicable in the very young and non-cooperative patient as well as in older 
and cooperative individuals and permits  comparison of pre- and post-operative functional status and the results from 
different studies.
results: 
A 5-category score based on the anatomical variations of the width of the first web (w), intrinsic function / anomalies - 
ability to oppose (i), metacarpophalangeal joint stability (m), extrinsic function / anomalies (e), cmc joint / first metacarpal 
base (c), with the acronym wimec is proposed. the anatomical deficiencies in each category are scored from 5 (normal 
thumb) to 0 (absent thumb). three additional assessment categories - metacarpophalangeal joint mobility, strength 
of pinch, strength of grasp – may be added to achieve a more global functional assessment in cooperative patients, 
represented by the full acronym wimmecss. strength and motion measurements are expressed as a comparison with 
the normal contra-lateral hand when possible, or with age-related normative values.
conclusion: the thumb hypoplasia score would enable to objectively assess and compare the pre- and postoperative 
status of hypoplastic thumbs, taking into consideration the anatomical deficiencies as described by blauth (wimec), 
including intra-operative findings independently of the patients age and cooperation, and therefore may be useful to 
describe and grade the improvement gained from surgical reconstruction. the full score (wimmecss) makes objective 
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evaluation and comparison of different techniques possible, for instance two different types of opposition plasty and 
thus the results from different surgical units. the establishment of a multi-centre trial to determine the validity and any 
alteration in weighting of parameters is intended.

A-0859 A distAl rAdius metAstAsic lesion treAted by one bone foreArm tecHniQue
Aleix sala pujals, daniel valverde vilamala, joan cebamanos celma, nere goikochea sadaba, enric dominguez font
Parc de Salut Mar, Barcelona, Spain

introduction
bone metastatic lesions are seen in 25-30% of renal cell carcinomas. After the lung, bone is the most common localization 
for this metastasis. these osteolytic lesions can be painful and can be presented as pathological fractures or nerve 
compressions. they also represent a negative impact in the global survival for patients affected of renal cell carcinoma.
one bone-arm technique was first described as a rescue procedure for severe instabilities of the forearm caused by 
traumatisms, tumors, congenital deformities or infections. ulno-carpal arthrodesis has been described as a valid option 
when a wide resection of distal radius is performed to treat a forearm lesion.
material and methods
67-year-old man with renal cell carcinoma and lung metastasis presented to our clinic with unique distal radius bone 
metastasis. examination concluded a painful forearm and decreased wrist range of motion. x-rays revealed an epiphiso-
metaphisal osteolytic lesion with disruption of the medial cortex of the radius. mri confirmed a 4-centimeters neo-
formative lesion with no affection of tendons or neurovascular structures. surgical treatment was decided in consensus 
with the oncology service.
An ad integrum resection of distal radius was performed under regional anesthesia. the resection was performed 7 
cm proximal to distal radio-ulnar joint. lunate was resected and used as autograft in the arthrodesis site.  both join 
surfaces were prepared and arthrodesis was performed with an arthrodesis plate (medartis) fixed in the ulna and the 
third metacarpal. the proximal radius stump was stabilized with a screw (footmotion).
results
union was achieved at 8 weeks. patient was pain free and with mild limitation for daily live activities.
conclusions
we consider ulno-carpal is a valid technique for the treatment of lesions with an important distal radius bone defect. 

A-0860 sHort-term results After trApeziectomy And cApsulAr suture sHrinkAge for tHe treAtment 
of tHumb cArpometAcArpAl joint osteoArtHritis
giuseppe broccoli1,2, saskia jm kamphuis1, michael bauer1, florian j jung1, Abdul r jandali1

1Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery, Cantonal Hospital Winterthur, Switzerland; 2Hand Surgery Unit, Helios Mittelweser 
County Hospital, Teaching Hospital of the University of Hamburg, Nienburg Weser, Germany

introduction:
since the first description by gervis in 1949, resection arthroplasty with or without additional suspension or interposition 
techniques has been established as therapy for thumb carpometacarpal (cmc) joint osteoarthritis, although no surgical 
technique seems superior to another. the aim of our retrospective study was to assess the short-term clinical outcomes of 
15 patients who underwent the classic gervis surgery with an additional capsular suture shrinkage of the thumb cmc joint.

patients and methods:
patients were examined for thumb function preoperatively, two and five months after resection arthroplasty for pain in 
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rest and pain under load, grip and pinch strength, thumb opposition and restriction of daily living. furthermore, x-rays 
were taken to quantify the stage of osteoarthritis according to eaton and littler.
technically, the trapezium was completely removed after sharp mobilization via a dorsal approach with t-shaped 
capsulotomy and the thumb cmc joint was closed by means of a capsular suture shrinkage. the affected thumb was then 
rested with a splint over 4 weeks. pain-oriented exercise was started after 8 weeks. in one case, a superficial wound 
healing disorder occurred, which healed by conservative means.
included were 14 women and one man (mean age 58.3 years). the left hand was affected twelve times, eleven times the 
thumb cmc joint osteoarthritis was on the non-dominant hand. twice radiologically a stage iii was found after eaton and 
littler, twice there was a stage iv and once there was a stage ii. 

results:
preoperatively 13 patients were unable to work, after 5 months 7 patients returned to work. on average, the following 
features changed from preoperative to 5 months postoperatively as follows: pain at rest from vAs 3.47 to 0; pain with 
load from vAs 7.93 to 1.33; grip strength from 11.07 kg to 16.67 kg; key grip strength from 2 kg to 3.23 kg; two-point 
grip strength from 1.4 kg to 2.7 kg; three-point grip strength from 2.33 kg to 3.2 kg; kapandji score from 6.6 to 8.4 and 
dAsH score from 61.87 to 32.53.

conclusion:
some authors certify the isolated trapeziectomy according to gervis a good pain reduction, however the methods lecks of 
functional thumb restoration. in contrast to these observations we found in our study 5 months after surgery a subjective 
and objective improvement of the thumb function.

A-0861 surgicAl options in tHe treAtment of cArpomAtecArpAl fArcture-dilocAtions of tHe 4tH And 
5tH rAys
enric dominguez font, Aleix sala pujals, jorge Amestoy ramos, ignacio stacey, daniel valverde vilamala
Parc de Salut Mar, Barcelona, Spain

introduction
Hamate fractures represent only 2% to 4% of all carpal bone fractures and can be associated to a carpal-metacarpal 
dislocation. these type of fractures are usually unstable and will need an stabilization of both the hamate fracture and 
the carpal-metacarpal dislocation. there is no consensus about the best fixing technique. k-wires, lag screws or locking 
plates have been used.
our experience and bibliographic research in hamate fracture treatment is presented

mAt&metHs
retrospective review of 7 cases of body hamate fracture treated in our center between 2016-2018. A cmc dislocation of the 
fifth finger was associated in all of them. two of them presented with a dislocation of the cmc of the fourth finger also.
three patients were treated with a headless compression screw and the other four with a 1.5mm locking plate. in two 
cases a fixation of the cmc dislocation was performed with k-wires. in one case, an external fixation was needed.  

results
consolidation of the body hamate fracture was achieved and reduction of cmc joint was maintained in all cases.
grip strength and pinch was decreased in one case. range of motion of the wrist and fingers was complete in all cases 
after fracture consolidation. dolor
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conclusions
carpal-metacarpal dislocations are common when associated with a body hamate fracture. surgical treatment is crucial 
to achieve a congruent joint. both lag screws and locking plates are valid treatment options in these cases with good 
mid-term results

A-0862 reconstruction of tHumb HypoplAsiA witH nonvAsculArized bone grAft from contrAlAterAl 
tHumb duplicAtion
jianghai chen, Hanling liu, zhenbing chen
Union Hospital, Wuhan, China

in the chinese population, many parents of children with thumb hypoplasia prefer to 5-digit preservation instead of 
pollicization. in the present study, five children with thumb duplication and contralateral thumb hypoplasia were treated 
with ablation of lesser counterpart in duplication, and reconstruction of thumb hypoplasia simultaneously. nonvascularized 
bones harvested from ablated thumb were grafted to reconstruct hypoplastic thumbs. An average follow-up was 16 
months. by use of the jebsen hand function test, the hand function of all patients was good. the pinch power and 
grip strength of hand with hypoplastic thumb were weaker than the contralateral hand. there was no fracture or bone 
nonunion in the host site. linear growth of the transferred bone was detected radiologically. we concluded that free 
bone transfer from duplicated thumb is a feasible method to attain a 5-digit hand in patients with thumb hypoplasia 
and contralateral thumb duplication.

A-0864 intrAmedullAry corticAl plug grAft for treAtment of unstAble nonunions
jong-pil kim, jong-Heon yang, jeongsang kim, jaewook park
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Dankook University Hospital, Cheonan, South Korea

background: nonunions are still difficult to treat whether in upper or lower extremities although a variety of surgical 
techniques have been suggested. the purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of intramedullary cortical 
plug graft for the treatment of unstable nonunions.
patients and methods: between november 2013 to April 2018, a total of 12 patients who underwent osteosynthesis with 
intramedullary cortical plug graft for unstable nonunions were enrolled. they were 8 male and 4 female with an average 
age of 49.6±10.3. bone debridement was performed longitudinally using a burr to create a slut for intramedullary cortical 
plug graft. cortical bone graft was harvested from the iliac crest and placed into the intramedullary slut which crossing 
the proximal and distal fragment. the recipient bone was fixated using a plate in the tubular bone or tension band wiring 
in epicondyles. radiological union was assessed at every 2 weeks follow up examination until union. in addition, clinical 
outcomes including visual analogue scale (vAs) score, disabilities of arm, shoulder, and hand (dAsH) questionnaire, range 
of motion were collected at 3, 6, and 12 months after surgery.
results: Average time taken for union was 15.73±6.64 weeks. (range: 8 to 32) clinical outcome measures were 
significantly improved at each follow-ups. functional assessment by dAsH score improved from 59±24.7 (range: 10 to 
96) preoperatively to 27.4±19.1 (range: 0.8 to 53) at last follow-up. (p=0.001) the average range of motion was recovered 
83.5% to contralateral side. there was no complication such as loss of reduction, nonunion, metal failure, and infection.
conclusion: this straightforward cortical plug autograft technique predictably restored bone alignment with a 100% union 
incidence. the technique can be a reliable option providing excellent functional result in patients with unstable nonunion.
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A-0865 ApplicAtion of ArtificiAl dermAl templAte in tHe congenitAl syndActyly reconstruction 
witHout skin grAfts
jianghai chen, zhiwei liu, Hanling liu
Union Hospital, Wuhan, China

congenital syndactyly is one of the most common deformities of upper extremity. A great number of surgical approaches 
have been described for treating congenital syndactyly without skin graft. However a few types of congenital syndactyly 
still need to be treated with skin graft or flap surgery. Herein, we present a one-stage approach for releasing syndactyly by 
treatment with artificial dermal template (Adt). from july 2015 to november 2018, 51 patients with congential syndactyly 
were treated with one-stage Adt technique with an average follow-up of 29 months. All skin defects after syndactyly 
release were recovered with Adt treatment. we assessed the outcomes with the vancouver scar scale(vss), the patient 
and observer scar Assessment scales (psAs, osAs), and visual analog scale (vAs). All patients gained satisfactory results 
both in aesthetics and functionality. in conclusion, this procedure is safe, simple and effective with less invasion, which 
provides a good alternative for syndactyly reconstruction.

A-0866 compArison of A smAll centrAl versus A lArge peripHerAl perforAtor in A rAt model of ex-
tended dorsAl tHree-vAsculAr territory perforAtor flAp
jian ding, xiaoliang feng, weiyang gao, Hede yan, xianyao tao, long wang, maolin tang
Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery the Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital of Wenzhou Medical, China

background: selection of proper perforator is critical for post-reconstructive surgery outcome. this study aims to compare 
a small central versus a large peripheral perforator flap in a rat model of extended dorsal 3-vascular territory perforator 
flap. methods: the intercostal artery (icA) perforator flap (icA-flap) with a territory based at the icA and extended 
leftward to the thoracodorsal artery (tdA) and rightward to the deep circumflex iliac artery (dciA) was used to model 
small central perforator flap. the dciA-flap with a territory based at the dciA and then extended to the icA and tdA 
sequentially was used to model larger peripheral perforator flap. flap viability, angiography, and perfusion were compared. 
results: icA-flaps showed significantly higher relative viable area than dciA-flap (98.5±3.2% vs. 87.1±7.3%, p<0.01). 
Angiography revealed that the anatomical (icA and dciA) and the first adjacent territories (dciA and tdA in icA-flap and 
icA in dciA-flap) were captured successfully in both types of flap, but the second adjacent territory (tdA) of dciA-flaps 
was not captured, thus ultimately leading to flap necrosis. perfusion at the anatomical and the first adjacent territories 
of both types of flap increased for 3 days significantly and became stable 5-7 days after the surgery (p<0.05). perfusion 
at the second adjacent territory tdA of dciA-flap reduced continuously. conclusion: A small central perforator flap may 
capture a larger vascular territory than a larger peripheral perforator flap. both the size and the location of a perforator 
should be considered for optimizing the design of an extended perforator flap.

A-0868 osteoid osteomA of second metAcArpAl bone. A rAre cAse of HAnd pAin
daniel valverde vilamala, Aleix sala pujals, paula serrano chinchilla, enric dominguez font
Parc de Salut Mar, Barcelona, Spain

introduction
osteoid osteoma is a very uncommon benign tumor in the upper extremity, only  5-15% are located in the hand and the 
carpus, however it’s a severely symptomatic primary bone tumor. in the last 20 years, radiofrequency ablation by tAc 
has been the gold standard treatment in substitution of the classical surgical excision. this is a less aggressive procedure 
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for the patient (more safety and effective) that minimized hospitalization period.
material and method
28 years old male with  hand pain located in the 2nd metacarpal bone. that pain was constant and improved with Aines 
treatment. patient had suffered a bennet fracture of his thumb treated by an iselin technique with kw previously.
the hand was not swollen and the range of motion of the metacarpo-phalangeal (mcp) was complete. it was a cortical 
thickening of the 2nd metacarpal in the x-ray and a nidus in the middle of the metacarpus showed by tAc.
the procedure consisted in the application of local radiofrequency guided by tAc under regional anesthesia.
result
the patient was completely asymptomatic with no pain and complete range of motion after fifteen months of follow up. 
the radiological studies was normal with no signs of recurrence.
conclusions
the application of radiofrequency in the hand osteoid osteomas is an effective and secure method of treatment. it allows 
an early daily activities reincorporation.
on the other hand this procedure may be technical challenging and recurrence may  occur if there is an insufficient 
tumor ablation.

A-0871 use An islAnd AdipoAdipofAsciAl flAp to improve tHe contour And volume of tHe recon-
structed tHumb in wAssel II-IV polydActyly
jian ding, long wang, weiyang gao, Anyuan wang, zongwei zhou
Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery The Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s hospital of Wenzhou Medical 
University, Wenzhou, China

objective: to investigate the use of an island adipofascial flap which tailored in a narrow strip of the skin and large bulk of 
the fascia in wassel II-IV polydactyly.we hypothesized that such a flap could real improve the contour and volume of the 
reconstructed thumb,because we speculate the tip and the pulp not the interphalangeal and the metacarpophalangeal 
joint had the real discrepency between the bilateral thumb. 
methods: we operated on 15 thumbs of wassel II-IV polydactyly. preoperative doppler ultrasonic examination was 
assigned to observe the amount and distribution of princepspollicis artery of the radial duplication. the width and 
girth of each duplicate was measured at different level of the thumb including the tip,pulp,nail, interphalangeal and 
the metacarpophalangeal joint and the data was compared with the opposite side. then the size of the fascila flap was 
designed by the discrepancy between the ulnar duplication and the opposite thumb.we used the procedure that included 
the dissection of an island adipofascial flap which harvested on the radial side of the radial duplication,the flap was 
tailored in a narrow strip of the skin and large bulk of the fascia.most times ,we need blunt dissect the neurovascular 
pedicle of the radial duplicate to advance the adipofascial flap to the top of the finger tip.furthermore, we evaluated 
the function by tata scoring system.children,caregivers,and the investigator assessed the overall cosmetic result using 
a visual analog scale score.
results: the existence of the neurovascular bundle was verified in all the cases and all flaps fully survived.we confirmed 
the tip and the pulp has the real discrepancy which need to improve the volume and the interphalangeal and the 
metacarpophalangeal joint need to reduce the size. the average of the reconstructed tip and pulp relative to the healthy 
contralateral thumb increased which ranged from 95% to 110%.And the interphalangeal and the metacarpophalangeal 
joint reduced from 100% to 110%. the tada score were excellent in 10 patients, good in 5.the mean visual analog scale 
score was 8.2(children),8.5(caregivers),and 8.8(investigator).
conclusions:An island adipofascial flap proved to be viable and effective in improving the volume and contour of the 
reconstructed thumb.
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A-0873 A biomecHAnicAl compArison of gliding resistAnce between modified lim tsAi And Asymmet-
ric repAir tecHniQues in zone ii flexor tendon repAirs
khian wan sarah joy Huan, rebecca Qian ru lim, yoke rung wong
Singapore General Hospital, Singapore

purpose
gliding resistance in zone ii flexor tendon repair can be affected by three factors: tendon sheath interface, tendon loading 
and the inclined angle the tendon makes with the sheath. for successful early active mobilization after tendon repair, the 
repair technique should enable minimal gliding resistance within the tendon sheath to prevent repair rupture. different 
repair techniques with their unique suture knots and exposure on the superficial of tendon sheath interface could affect 
gliding resistance.

previous studies have shown a significant difference in biomechanical performance between the modified lim tsai 
and asymmetric repair techniques based on static and cyclic testing. this study aims to compare the gliding resistance 
between the two techniques. we hypothesise that there is also significant difference of gliding resistance between the 
two repair techniques.

method
we plan to compare 12 index/middle/ring fingers harvested from 4 fresh frozen cadaveric hands. the cadaveric fingers 
will be randomly assigned to 2 groups using lim tsai or asymmetric repair technique. exclusion criteria include previous 
surgery, disease or lack of full range of motion. 

the fdp tendons were transected completely distal to the sheath known as A2 pulley and repaired separately by using 
modified lim tsai or asymmetric repair technique. for the modified lim tsai repair, the technique was as described by gan 
et al (2012), while the asymmetric technique was performed as described by wong and tay (2017). the core repair was 
done with supramid 4/0 looped sutures, and circumferential epitendinous sutures were done with nylon monofilament 
prolene 6/0 sutures.

the gliding resistance was tested according to the methods previously described by wong et al (2017). firstly, the gliding 
resistance of intact tendons was recorded pre-repair. secondly, the tendons underwent repair by either of the two 
techniques as described earlier. the gliding resistance was measured again for each tendon repair.

results
to date, one asymmetric and one modified lim-tsai repair each has been performed on middle fingers. the gliding 
resistance for the asymmetric repair was 1.05n while the modified lim-tsai was 3.12n, leading to a friction coefficient 
of 0.43 and 1.27 respectively.

conclusion
preliminary testing result shows that the gliding resistance for the modified lim-tsai repair is generally higher than 
asymmetric. more data will be collected to demonstrate if this is significant.
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A-0874 open in situ decompression for cubitAl tunnel syndrome using mini skin incision
shu guo xing, tian mao, guheng wang
Affiliated Hospital of Nantong University, Nantong, China

objective
cubital tunnel syndrome is the second most common entrapment neuropathy of the upper extremity next to carpal tunnel 
syndrome. recently, the minimally invasive surgical procedure for cubital tunnel syndrome has become a novel technique. 
the purpose of this study is to report the results of the minimal invasive technique with simple in situ decompression 
for idiopathic cubital tunnel syndrome. 

methods
A total of 32 consecutive patients with cubital tunnel syndrome were treated using minimal skin incision technique. the 
mean age of the patients was 51.3 (range: 38-76) years. the average follow up period was 23.6 months (range: 12-36 
months). the severity of ulnar neuropathy was classified according to the mcgowan classification: there were 9 in grade 
i, 21 in grade ii and 2 in grade iii. the procedure consists of a 1.0-2.0 cm incision with decompression of the ulnar nerve 
under direct visualization. the improvement of symptoms, reoperation rate and patient satisfaction were evaluated 
through telephone follow-up survey.

results
All operations were carried out under local anesthetics. the mean duration of the operation was 16 minutes. there were 
no operative or postoperative complications. the greatest improvement in all patients was the reduction in sensory 
symptoms including pain, numbness, and paresthesia. 84% of the patients were completely satisfied with the procedure 
taking into consideration their symptoms and esthetic. the reoperation was not need to perform in all the patients.

conclusions 
minimal skin incision is a simple, safe and effective method to treat patients with cubital tunnel syndrome. this technique 
demonstrates less morbidity for patients with optimal patient satisfaction.

A-0875 clAssificAtion And individuAlized reconstruction for soft tissue defect in distAl pHAlAnx 
of tHe tHumb
yongjun rui, jingyi mi, gang zhao
Wuxi Ninth People’s Hospital, Wuxi, China

objective soft tissue defects in distal phalanx of the thumb are very common injuries, which must be precisely repaired 
to restore the good appearance and integrated function. the purpose of this study is to elucidate the classification and 
clinical outcome of individualized reconstructive way for the soft tissue defects in distal phalanx of thumb. 
methods from 2015 to 2018, 389 patients with the soft tissue defect in distal phalanx of the thumb were enrolled in the 
retrospective study. According the affected area, these defects were classified into four types. type I was defined as the 
volar pulp defect, type II was the dorsal defect with nail bed affected, type III was transverse defect, type IV was the 
degloving defect. patients’ medical records were reviewed and analyzed. At the final follow-up, flap sensation and joint 
motion were assessed. systematic evaluation of flap appearance and function of the affected hand were performed with 
Quick dAsH (disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand) questionnaire and mHQ (michigan Hand outcomes Questionnaire).
results for type I injuries (n=158), variety of the innervated flaps were applied including ulnar neurovascular single/
double v-y flap (n=23), innervated dorsoradio/dorsoulnar flap (n=56), dorsal perforate flap of digital artery (n=21), 
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reversed thenar flap (n=26), free medial pulp flap of great toe (n=32). for type II injuries (n=67), the thin flaps were 
used including free nail-skin composite flap (n=26), dorsal perforator flap of digital artery (n=25), reversed thenar flap 
(n=16). for type III injuries (n=128), kinds of mini island flap were employed including modified volar advanced flap 
(n=55), innervated dorsoradio / dorsoulnar flap (n=32), dorsal perforate flap of digital artery (n=28), reversed thenar 
flap (n=13). for type IV injuries (n=36), double-paddle neurovascular flap (n=15) and modified great toe wrap-around 
flap (n=21) were applied. the average follow-up term was 13 months (rang 6-18 months). All flaps survived totally. 
Average two-point discrimination of all patients was (7.5±2.8)mm, free flaps including medial pulp flap of great toe with 
(3.8±2.1)mm and modified great toe wrap-around flap with (4.2±2.6)mm were the best two groups, the innervated 
dorsoradio/dorsoulnar flaps were the best island flaps (6.5±3.8)mm. there were no significant differences in thumb rom 
(range of motion) between four types. Quick dAsH score in type I was 26.3±7.3, in type II was 31.7±10.3, in type III was 
29.4±5.2, in type IV was 40.5±5.2. the better scores of michigan Hand outcomes Questionnaire were identified as the 
free medial pulp flap of great toe was better for type I (93.4±3.2), the free nail-skin composite flap for type II (90.4±4.4), 
the modified volar advanced flap for type III (88.1±5.6), modified great toe wrap-around flap for type IV (83.8±6.6). 
conclusion based on this study, we draw up a elementary principle of the classification and optimal reconstructive flap 
for soft tissue defect in distal phalanx of the thumb.

A-0876 rescue of A HeAdless screw four-corner fusion witH A dorsAl plAte
daniel valverde vilamala, enric dominguez font, Aleix  sala pujals
Parc de Salut Mar, Barcelona, Spain

introduction
four-corner arthrodesis is a reliable method of treatment to achieve a pain-free and stable wrist in stage ii and iii wrist 
arthritis while preserving adequate motion.
different fixation techniques have been used to achieve fusion: staples, k-wires, screws, and plates.
Although satisfactory improvements in pain and subjective outcome measures have been reported with each of these 
methods, potential complications such as continued pain, nonunion, dorsal radiocarpal impingement, hardware problems, 
and late arthritis still exist.
material and methods
40-year-old man presented to our clinic with a snAc ii wrist due to a scaphoid nonunion. scaphoid excision and four-
corner fusion was performed using  two headless screws. the evolution was not satisfactory and patient continued with 
a painful wrist. the ct-scan revealed a luno-capitate nonunion and a proximal extrusion of one of the screws, injuring 
the radius cartilage. 
the screws were removed and the luno-capitate nonunion was treated with bone graft and a spider dorsal plate. union 
was achieved at 3.5 months and patient was pain free at the end of the follow-up (one year).
conclusion
dorsal locking plates can be a good salvage procedure when a nonunion is developed after a four- corner arthrodesis 
performed with headless screws. this is a reliable option against total wrist arthrodesis that maintain the range of 
motion of the radio-carpal joint.

A-0877 ApplicAtion of duAl-pAddles AnterolAterAl tHigH flAp reconstructing soft tissue defects of 
tHe mAngled upper extremity
yongjun rui, jingyi mi, yongqiang kang
Wuxi Ninth People’s Hospital, Wuxi, China

objective to assess clinical efficacy of dual-paddles anterolateral thigh flap reconstructing large area soft tissue defects 
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of the mangled upper extremity. 
methods from january of 2013 to december of 2018, 26 patients ranging from 36 to 59 years old with complicated upper 
extremity traumatic injuries were treated with dual-paddles anterolateral thigh flap transfers. they were 18 males and 8 
females , 19 cases were gustilo type III b and 7 gustilo type III c. by Ao classification, 16 ones type b and 10 ones type c. 
All patients were treated by primary internal fixation plus secondary transfer with dual-paddles anterolateral thigh flap. 
the defect areas is 28cm×10cm~11cm×10cm. preoperative perforator positioning of the anterolateral thigh flap through 
the method of ct angiography(ctA) combined color dopplerultrasound(cds). All dual-paddles anterolateral thigh flap to 
repair soft-tissue defects at second stage(5~29 days). skin flap survival and complications were observed within 2 weeks 
after operation. long-term follow-up of 7 indexes of the flaps was used to evaluate the efficacy. 
results  All limbs saved successfully. three of anterolateral thigh perforator flaps partly necrosed, 3 case encountered 
arterial vascular complication which survived after successful vessel exploration. 4 patients were infected with wound 
around flap with no deep or bone infection, three healed after dressing but another one not heal until debridemented 
in operating room in few days later. All the donor sites were primary healing but 1 cases of scar hyperplasia obviously. 
26 patients were followed up with an average duration of 17.3 months(ranged from 6 to 33 months). All the fractures 
got united after 4 to 14 months(average, 8.6 months). nonunion happened
in 2 patients who were treated with autologous iliac graft 8 months after operation. the evaluation of the flaps were 
excellent of 7 cases, good of 14, fair of 3, and worse of 2, and the fineness rate was 80%. At the last visit in follow-up, 
the color and texture of flaps were good. 
conclusion dual-paddles anterolateral thigh flap for reconstruction of large area soft tissue defects of the mangled upper 
extremity can prompt wound healing and decrease complications by conversion length to width. perforators positioning 
technique can makes precise preoperative planning and intraoperative accurate cutting. 

A-0878 wrist ArtHrodesis witH non spAnning plAtes
enric dominguez font, daniel valverde vilamala, elisenda gimenez valero, Aleix sala pujals
Parc de Salut Mar, Barcelona, Spain

introduction.
total wrist fusion is a palliative treatment technique in final stages of wrist osteoarthritis. the aim of this treatment is 
to release the pain ssacrifing the range of movement. the total wrist fusion with spanning plates has been widely used 
during years. recent implant designs with non spanning plates have achieved high rate of fusion without sacrifice the 
third carpe-metacarpal (cmc) joint.

objective.
we present the results of our series of 7 patients with non spanning total wrist arthrodesis.

material and method
retrospective review of 7 cases of patients treated with non spanning plates (medartis) in our hospital between 2014 
and 2018 .
pain release, rate of fusion achieved, grip strength and complications were registered.

results
we observed a fusion rate of 86%. patients referred great decrease of the pain ( evA from 8 to 2 ) with good functional 
results. the mean of the grip strength was 23% less than the contralateral hand. in 1 case there was a failure of an 
arthrodesis performed with a spanning plate with loosening of the implant that was treated with a new arthrodesis 
using a non spanning plate.
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discussion.
total wrist fusion is a palliative treatment technique in severe wrist osteoarthritis. during recent years the use of non 
spannig plates is increasing with good clinical and radiological results.
fusion rate is similar with the use of both kind of plates, but with the use of non spanning plates we avoid complications like 
third extensor tendon rupture, fractures at the base of the third metacarpal or loosening of plates at the third metacarpal, 
all of them related to the use of spanning plates. in addition the cmc joint movement is preserved.

conclusion
functional results after total wrist fusion with non spanning plates are similar to those achieved with spanning plates 
but avoiding complications related to fixation of the plate at the metacarpal bones. we consider the use of non spanning 
plates a good option to perform this surgical technique.

A-0881 determinAtion of mAl-rotAtion of tHe fingertip After metAcArpAl frActure
simon oeckenpöhler, Hendrik schöllmann, Andre frank, martin langer, michael raschke, britta wieskoetter
University Hospital Münster, Germany 

introduction
metacarpal fractures are very common- 30-40% of all hand fractures. one complication is loss of function caused by 
overlapping of the fingertips because of malrotation after metacarpal fracture. in literature there is no evidence if 1°of 
rotation at the metacarpal results in 5° or 20° of rotation at the fingertip, leading to 0.5 cm or 2  cm of digital overlap 
in the closed fist. 
the aim of our study was to evaluate the exact  amount of mal-rotation of the fingertip after metacarpal fracture.

methods: ten human hands (5 pair) were used. A metacarpal transverse fracture was set on the 2nd-5th metacarpal 
and the degree of rotation of 10° and 20° to the ulnar and to the radial side was determined (photography, x- ray, 3- d- 
evaluation with industrial measurement arm).

results: the grade of overlapping of the fingertip depends on the metacarpal itself- we found a difference between 
2nd-5th metacarpal and between the radial and ulnar side of rotation. on average10° of metacarpal rotation leads to 7° 
and 20° to 15° of malrotation of the fingertip.

conclusion: our preliminary results show that it is possible to determine the exact amount of malrotation. compared to 
literature, the effect of each degree of malrotation is less than expected.

A-0882 double percutAneous screw fixAtion witHout bone grAfting for delAyed union And nonun-
ion  scApHoid wAist frActure
yang guo
Jishuitan Hospital, Beijing, China

A retrospective study was performed to review the outcome of the double percutaneous screw fixation without bone 
grafting of consecutive 10 patients with delayed union and nonunion scaphoid waist fracture from jan 2018 to feb 2019. 
the indications for percutaneous fixation were minimally displaced scaphoid waist fracture of grade i, ii, an iii according 
to slade classifications. All patients were symptomatic pre-operatively and the wrist pain was measured by a visual 
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analogue scale (vAs). grip strength, pinch strength and range of motion [rom] were evaluated by an independent hand 
therapist. mayo modified wrist score and prws (patient-rated wrist and Hand evaluation) were used to evaluate the 
pre-operative and post-operative wrist function. 
nine males and one female patient with an average age of 28 years (range: 16–48 years) were included in this study. the 
average time between first injury and surgery was 5 months (range: 3–12 months). double screws fixation were achieved 
by a commercially available robot navigation system (tirobot , tinAvi medical technologies, beijing, china). the tirobot 
consists of a surgical planning workstation, a stereotactic robotic arm and an optical tracking device. the mean total 
operative time was 66 min (range 58– 75). two guide wire insertion attempts were needed for two guide-wires insertion 
in each patient. we did not place any splint to the hand and the patients were allowed to actively move the wrist joint 
gently and to hold small objects such as chopsticks after surgery as tolerated. wrist x-rays were performed at around 
6 weeks postoperatively and then repeated every 4 weeks until radiographic union is noted and then ct scans were 
obtained to confirm the consolidation at the fracture site. radiographic union was obtained in all patients at an average 
follow-up of 12.8 months (range: 6–15 months), and then daily activities and non-contact sports were resumed gradually. 
no complications from the percutaneous technique were noted. the post-operative average vAs, mayo score and prwes 
were improved significantly at final follow up. the flexion and extension arcs of the injured wrist were 88% and 90% 
of the uninjured side. 
our study showed the double screws fixation aided by robot navigation system achieved fracture union with satisfactory 
wrist scores and without major complications for patients with non-displaced scaphoid waist delayed union or nonunion 
without substantial bony defect or carpal malalignment. 

A-0884 new osseous-ArticulAr bone flAp using A vAsculArised bAsAl Hemi-metAtArsAl for proximAl 
pHAlAnx reconstruction
richard Atkinson, roisin t dolan, Henk p giele
 Oxford University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

objectives/interrogation:
extensive phalangeal defects involving an articular surface can be reconstructed in various ways.  techniques involve 
either bone grafts or vascularised bone for osseous replacement. joint surface reconstruction can also be undertaken 
with additional arthroplasty or non-vascularised or vascularised toe joint transfers.  ray amputation may be required 
with extensive loss of bone or joint surfaces. 
we describe the novel utilisation of a vascularised basal hemi-metatarsal bone transfer, including the proximal articular 
cartilage, for phalangeal bone and basal articular surface reconstruction. 

methods:
the basal 2nd hemi-metatarsal bone flap is harvested through a longitudinal incision over the 2nd metatarsal. dissection 
of the first dorsal metatarsal artery and proximal dorsalis pedis is performed and its vascular supply to the base of the 
2nd metatarsal is maintained.  the metatarsal is split longitudinally, harvesting the dorsal, proximal portion of the bone 
including the basal articular surface of the metatarsal, which will become the articular base of the neo proximal phalanx. 

this technique is demonstrated in the case of a 17-year-old right hand dominant female who presented with an expansile 
giant cell tumour of the right middle finger proximal phalanx.  pre-operative denosumab was utilised to reverse cortical 
thinning and increase the chance of surgical salvage of the phalanx and metacarpophalangeal joint.  three-quarters of the 
proximal phalanx including the proximal articular surface was resected.  this was reconstructed with a free hemi-second 
metatarsal bone flap allowing salvage of the articular surface of the proximal phalanx and the finger in a young patient.  
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results and conclusions:
through sound oncological resection of a tumour and preservation of soft tissue supporting structures around the base 
of the proximal phalanx a free hemi-metatarsal bone flap was able to salvage a finger with excellent functional results.  

the novel use of a basal 2nd hemi-metatarsal bone flap in salvage reconstruction of a proximal phalanx of a finger 
enables reconstruction of the cartilaginous base of the proximal phalanx, bony defect and maintain a functional 
metacarpophalangeal joint without sacrificing a toe.  this technique involves little donor site morbidity when comparing 
it to alternative vascularised bone and joint transfer options. 

A-0885 lympHAngiogenic effects of Adipose tissue-derived microvAsculAr frAgments in A mouse 
lympHedemA model
florian s früh1,2, laura gassert1, Andreas müller3, claudia scheuer1, emmanuel Ampofo1, pietro giovanoli2, nicole 
lindenblatt2, claudia e rübe4, michael d menger1, matthias w laschke1

1Institute for Clinical and Experimental Surgery, Saarland University, Homburg/Saar, Germany; 2Division of Plastic Surgery and 
Hand Surgery, University Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; 3Clinic of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Saarland 
University Medical Center, Homburg/Saar, Germany; 4Department of Radiotherapy and Radiation Oncology, Saarland University 
Medical Center, Homburg/Saar, Germany

background
secondary lymphedema of the upper extremity is a severe complication following destruction of the lymphatic system, 
commonly caused by cancer treatment. in the last decades, reconstructive microsurgery of the lymphatic system has 
significantly improved the long-term prognosis of lymphedema. for instance, the transplantation of vascularized of lymph 
nodes or lymphovenous anastomoses are emerging strategies to address lymphatic dysfunction. in the preclinical setting, 
cell-based treatment approaches, such as the transplantation of adipose tissue-derived stem cells, have already been 
investigated. the present study introduces adipose tissue-derived microvascular fragments (ad-mvf) for the treatment 
of lymphedema in a mouse hindlimb model.

material and methods
secondary lymphedema was induced in the hindlimb of c57bl/6 mice (n=30) by means of irradiation with 20 gy and 
popliteal lymphadenectomy. surgery was performed 10 days after irradiation. three days after surgery, ad-mvf were 
implanted into the popliteal lymphatic defect. for this purpose, ad-mvf were isolated from the epididymal fat of transgenic 
green fluorescent protein-positive c57bl/6 mice. collagen hydrogel was used as carrier material. Hence, 3 experimental 
groups were investigated: sham, collagen hydrogel and ad-mvf/collagen hydrogel (each group n=10). limb volume 
was assessed every second day by means of paw thickness measurements and lymphatic regeneration was visualized by 
magnetic resonance (mr) lymphography at day 14 and 28 after lymphadenectomy. At the end of the experiments, the 
animals were sacrificed and histological and immunhistochemial analyses were performed for the evaluation of blood 
and lymphatic vessel density as well as inflammatory cell infiltration. the healthy contralateral hindlimb was used as 
intraindividual control. normally distributed data were analyzed with one-way AnovA and in case of non-parametric 
distribution the kruskal-wallis test was used.

results
in the sham group, the combined ablation of the lymphatic system resulted in a significantly increased paw thickness 
throughout the 28-day course of the experiment when compared to the non-operated control limb. paw thickness 
evaluation in the ad-mvf group revealed a statistically significant decrease on day 28 after lymphadenectomy compared 
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with the sham group (2.36 ± 0.19 mm vs. 2.89 ± 0.33 mm, p < 0.05). moreover, mr lymphographic analyses revealed 
a faster regeneration of the popliteal lymphatic network and drainage into the inguinal lymph node. interestingly, we 
also found a statistically significantly reduced dermal backflow in the ad-mvf group from day 14 to day 28. finally, 
immunohistochemical analyses of the implantation zone revealed that ad-mvf were not only associated with an increased 
microvascular (ad-mvf 185 ± 52 mm-2 vs. collagen 147 ± 55 mm-2  vs. sham 87 ± 24 mm-2; p < 0.05) but also lymphatic 
vessel density (ad-mvf 35 ± 16 mm-2 vs. collagen 23 ± 9 mm-2 vs. sham 17 ± 8 mm-2; p < 0.05).  

conclusion
the present study indicates that ad-mvf are a promising strategy to enhance lymphatic regeneration after ablation of 
the lymphatic system in a mouse hindlimb model. However, from a translational perspective, future studies are required 
to further elucidate the role of ad-mvf as angiogenic and lymphangiogenic units.

A-0888 pilot study: elAstogrApHic AnAlysis of tHenAriAns And HypotHenAriAns muscles
ergys gjika, sana boudabbous, jean-yves beaulieu
Geneva University Hospital, Switzerland

introduction:A section of the anterior annular ligament (AAl) is conventionally performed during the treatment of 
carpal tunnel syndrome(cts).However,2/3 of the thenar and hypothenar muscular attachments found on the AAl,the 
ligament section induces a redistribution of musculature forces possibly at the origin of the pilar pain.the objective of our 
study was to evaluate the feasibility of selective elastographic analysis(swe) of the thenar and hypothenar muscles in 
order to establish a valid measurement protocol that we could use in a patient population with this painful complication.
we also wanted to perform a morphological us analysis of the carpal tunnel(ct) in order to compare our results with the 
literature.mAteriAl And metHod:we performed bilateral wrist measurements on a population of 6 healthy volunteers.
mode b us had allowed morphological measurements of the ct through the distance between the trapezius tubercle 
and the hamatum hook,the antero-posterior diameter,the area, and the palmar curvature of the AAl.for the analysis 
of the median nerve we had collected its anterior displacement,surface and size in transverse section.the thenar and 
hypothenarian muscles were evaluated to individualize and specify their length.the swe was use to appreciate the 
median nerve at different levels,as well as the hardness of the whole carpal tunnel.finally,we analyzed the contraction 
of the thenar and hypothenar muscles at rest and at various strength values.during sonographic and elastographic 
measurements,we characterized the measurement feasibility(yes, no)and also established a difficulty score based on the 
difficulty of finding the benchmarks and doing the measurements,as well as on the reproducibility.results:All ultrasound 
measurements of the ct had been feasible.As part of the morphometric analysis,we found an average distance of 28.5mm 
between the trapezium ridge and the hamatum hook;an anterior-posterior diameter of 10.5mm;an area of   171.4mm2 in 
the hamatum-trapezium axis and a AAl curvature of 0.9mm.Analysis of the median nerve revealed an average posterior 
displacement of 0.2mm.measurements on the median nerve resulted in an average surface area of   8.4mm2(hamatum) 
and 8.5mm2(pisiform) then an anteroposterior and transverse diameter of 1.9mm and 5.9mm respectively.during b-mode 
identification,fdm and odm had been difficult to individualize.the measurement of their length under ultrasound was not 
possible,technically limited by the probe.the measurement of selective strength of the muscles was not possible given to 
the ergonomics of the dynamometer during some specific movements.swe found average median nerve hardness of 55 
kpa at the entrance of the ct and ct overall of 75kpa.the average measure of hardness at rest was respectively 52.2 kpa 
and 30.7kpa for Apb and op and 188.7kpa and 148.2 kpa in maximum contraction;while the mean values   for Adm and 
fdm were respectively at rest of 32.5kpa and 41.8kpa;and 355kpa and 287.9kpa in maximum contraction.discussionr:our 
pilot study demonstrated the possibility of distinguishing 4 of the 6 muscles of the thenar and hypothenarist space in a 
reproducible and standardized way, in both mode b ultrasound and elastographic measurement, at rest and contraction. 
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our study had analyzed a set of ct morphometric measurements by us as described in the literature,and showed some 
disparities which should be confirmed by a wider series,including also patients with cts.

A-0896 compArAtive bone QuAlity of vAsculArized grAfts: zAidemberg And bAse of m2
lucille Auberson, ergys gjika, sana boudabbous, jean-yves beaulieu
Geneva University Hospital, Switzerland

introduction: 5-15% of scaphoid fractures are complicated by nonunion. restoration of bone architecture and 
consolidation are the main goal of treatment. it exists many vascularized bone grafts such as zaidemberg or the base of 
m2 wich are both performed by dorsal approach.the purpose of this study was to establish a reproducible method for 
measuring donor sites and compare these two grafts in terms of size, and bone stock based on ct analysis.mAteriAl And 
metHod: we conducted a retrospective cohort from 2017 to 2018, by analysis wrist ct of patients between 20 and 50 
years old. we excluded radial styloid or m2 fractures. we standardized the measurement technique with various markers 
in order to be reproducible. for each ct, we determined a region of interest to define maximum size and bone density on 
the radial styloid and the m2 base. we performed the analysis using a t-test to conclude on a difference between both 
sites.results: 32 patients met the inclusion criteria. the average size was 67 mm2 (ds15) for the radial styloid and 78mm2 
(ds9) for m2. the statistical analysis found a significantly smaller maximum size for the radial styloid, with an average 
difference of 11.02 mm2 (p <0.005). the average bone density of the radial styloid was 213 Hu (ds 73) and 127 Hu (ds 
108) for the base of m2. According to these values, the bone density of the radial styloid is statistically higher, with an 
average difference of 86 Hu (p <0.005).discussion: the zaidemberg graft is one of the most commonly vascular grafts 
used nowadays, but the one from the base of m2 has the advantage of a larger pedicle. However, in our experience, m2 
presented hazards in the bone stock. thus, our ct results show that m2 is the largest graft size but with inferior bone 
quality to zaidemberg. However, other criteria should be studied, such as the difficulty of sampling and comparison with 
other sites of engraftment, which would guide the choice of graft.

A-0897 long-term outcomes of screw fixAtion for mAllet frActures 
tomoko kobayashi, sinobu saito, rita sasaki, masanori takahashi
JCHO Tokyo Joto Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

introduction and objectives
there have been numerous reports on short-term outcomes of surgical treatment for mallet fractures and the outcomes 
are relatively good, however long-term outcomes have been rarely reported. the objective of this study is to investigate 
long-term outcomes after surgical treatment of mallet fractures. 
materials and methods
we sent a letter to all 81patients, who underwent surgical treatment with screw fixation for mallet fracture more than five 
years ago and had finished follow-up with fracture union once, and asked them to participate in this study. Questionnaire 
survey by mail could be obtained in 36 digits of 31 patients who agreed with this study, and clinical and radiological 
examinations were performed in 23 digits of 19 patients out of 31 patients. we assessed pain in daily life and in sports 
and hard work etc, subjective and objective nail deformity, active range of motion at the distal interphalangeal joints 
(dip), overall clinical outcomes (crawford’s criteria), degenerative changes on the radiographs at dip in the affected digits 
compared to contralateral digits and complications. 
results
the mean duration between surgery and this study was 8 years and 11 moths in questionnaire survey and 8 years and 7 
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months in clinical and radiological examinations. out of 36 digits, 3digits presented pain in daily life and 7 digits presented 
pain in sports and hard work etc. subjective and objective nail deformity was observed in 3 out of 36 digits and 2 out of 
23 digits respectively. extension loss of dip was observed in 11 digits out of 23 digits. the average active extension of 
dip was -3.3°and the average active flexion was 74.8°. outcomes, as assessed using crawford’s criteria, were excellent 
in 7 digits, good in 8 digits, fair in 5 digits, and poor in 3digits.  degenerative changes at dip in the affected digits were 
observed in 6 digits out of 23 digits. in one digit, screw back-out occurred and thus mass was formed on dorsal side of dip.
discussion 
compared to the time when follow-up had been finished once, the average active flexion of dip was improved at this 
study. regarding a crawford’s criteria, the result obtained in this study were same in 13 digits, improved in 7 digits, and 
got worse in 3 digits. the present study showed that function and radiograph could change in some digits over the long 
time after surgical treatment for mallet fractures.

A-0899 postoperAtive clinicAl clAssificAtion of tHe ArteriAlized venous flAp And its nursing strAtegies 
Hede yan, bin zhao, xiaobin luo, zhijie li
Department of Orthopedics, Division of Plastic and Hand Surgery, the Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital 
of Wenzhou Medical University, Key Laboratory of Orthopedics of Zhejiang Province, the Second School of Medicine, Wenzhou 
Medical University, Wenzhou, Zhejiang, China

Abstract
objective: to classify different clinical manifestations after arterialized venous flap transfer in order to take targeted 
nursing interventions for improvement of flap survival. methods: All the cases reconstructed with free arterialized 
venous flaps in our hospital during the past 10 years were collected. systematic analysis was carried out in terms of 
the color and tension of the flaps, the degree of swelling, the formation of blisters and the congestion status. routine 
anticoagulation, intermittent suture removal for drainage and hyperbaric oxygen treatment were adopted individually 
according to different clinical features. the survival of the flaps was taken as the main evaluation parameter. results A 
total of 64 cases including 68 arterialized venous flaps were included. According to their postoperative features, they 
were divided into three types: the normal physiological flap type (npf type, n=27), the blister formation type (bf type, 
n=18), and the congestion swelling type (cs type, n=23). Among them, all the npf type survived uneventfully; only 
one partial flap loss occurred in the bf type and two partial and one total flap loss were encountered in the cs type after 
active conservative management. conclusion: the clinical manifestations of arterial venous flaps are quite different. it 
is necessary to take targeted postoperative nursing interventions according to different clinical types with special care 
for patients with congestion and swelling to improve their overall survival.
key words: artertialized venous flaps; clinical classification; postoperative nursing

A-0900 impAct of pAtient-reported Allergies on eArly postoperAtive opioid use And outcomes fol-
lowing AmbulAtory HAnd surgery
francesca r coxe1,2, claire i verret1,2, jeffrey g stepan2, joseph t nguyen3, duretti t fufa2

1Weill Cornell Medicine, New York, NY, USA; 2Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Hospital for Special Surgery, New York, NY, 
USA; 3Biostatistics Core, Hospital for Special Surgery, New York, NY, USA

background:
patient-reported allergies (prA) have been associated with suboptimal outcomes following orthopedic surgery, including 
lower satisfaction, function, and increased pain. it is posited that prAs serve as a proxy for mental health, as studies 
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have shown a correlation between prAs and increasing psychosomatic burden, distress, and maladaptive coping. while 
mental health disorders are a known risk factor for increased opioid use, less is known about the relationship between 
prAs and opioid use after orthopedic surgery. the purpose of this study was to investigate the association between prAs 
and postoperative opioid use, pain, and satisfaction in patients following ambulatory hand surgery.

methods:
this retrospective cohort study included patients undergoing ambulatory hand surgery at a single institution from may 2017 
to march 2019. preoperatively, patients completed the pain catastrophizing scale (pcs), mindfulness Attention Awareness 
scale (mAAs), and patient reported outcome measurement information system (promis-10 v1.2). postoperatively, 
patients completed a pain diary for 2 weeks, including number and type of pain medication used, satisfaction, and visual 
analog scale (vAs) pain scores. opioid consumption was converted to oral morphine equivalents (ome) using standard 
conversions. prA, demographic, and operative data were recorded from patient charts. patients were divided into two 
groups based on presence (≥1) or absence (0) of prAs. the primary outcome was ome. secondary outcomes were vAs pain 
and satisfaction scores. measures were compared via independent sample t-tests. pearson correlations were performed 
to evaluate the association between prAs and postoperative opioid use.

results:
A total of 137 patients were included. At baseline, the ≥1 prA group (n=73) had significantly higher female composition 
(p<.001), lower mindfulness (p=.039), and higher pain (p<.001) than those without prAs (n=64). there was no significant 
difference in postoperative ome consumption or average pain between groups. However, among patients with ≥1 prA, 
increasing number of allergies was significantly correlated with increasing ome consumption across all time points (week 
1, p=.016; week 2, p=.001; total, p=.005). 

discussion:
in this cohort, presence of prAs did not result in significantly greater postoperative narcotic usage. However, there was 
a correlation between increasing numbers of allergies and higher narcotic use. these results may have implications for 
postoperative pain management in this population, however further research in a prospective manner is warranted to 
corroborate these findings and better understand their impact on outcomes following hand surgery.

A-0901 ivory ArtHroplAsty for trApeziometAcArpAl joint osteoArtHritis in men: A prospective AnAl-
ysis of clinicAl outcome And implAnt survivAl
bert vanmierlo1, tom gryson2, francis bonte2, kjell van royen3, tim vanmierlo4,5, jean f goubau6,7

1AZ Delta, Roeselare, Belgium; 2AZ Sint-Jan AV Brugge–Oostende, Campus Brugge, Brugge, Belgium; 3AZ Damiaan, Oostende, 
Belgium; 4Biomedical Research Institute; (Biomed) Hasselt University, Hasselt, Belgium; 5School for Mental Health and 
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purpose 
to investigate functional outcome, pain and radiographic outcome after total trapeziometacarpal joint replacement with 
the ivory prosthesis in male patients.

methods
between 2005 and 2012, the ivory arthroplasty was inserted in 21 male patients with primary degenerative 
trapeziometacarpal osteoarthritis, of which fourteen patients (three patients had bilateral arthroplasties) were found 
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eligible for inclusion. mobility (opposition, retropulsion, metacarpophalangeal motion, opening first web space), grip 
strength, patient self-assessment (pain; QuickdAsH) and radiographic outcome were measured. twenty-two female 
patients (two patients had bilateral arthroplasties) that received an ivory arthroplasty between 2005 and 2007, were 
included based on the same criteria and were submitted to the same evaluation with a minimum of five years of follow-up.  
Age at primary surgery, survival rate of the implant and clinical outcome (opposition and retropulsion) were compared 
between the two groups.

results
in both groups, QuickdAsH score and mean pain sensation improved significantly. the improvement in opposition and 
retropulsion only obtained significance in the female group. in the male group, seven arthroplasties failed, after a mean 
follow-up of 65 months. in the female group, three out of 24 arthroplasties failed after a mean follow-up of 123 months. 
kaplan-meier survival analysis demonstrated a significant lower implant survival in the male group.

conclusions
progressive sarcopenia and decline in muscle mass and grip strength that postmenopausal women tend to experience, 
might explain the significant difference in implant survival between sexes. in four out of seven failed arthroplasties in 
the male group, no surgical revision was required. the trapeziometacarpal arthroplasty, even after radiographic failure, 
still served as a spacer, avoiding collapse of the thumb base. nevertheless, the failure rate of the ivory arthroplasty in 
the male patient is high, and an alternative treatment should be considered.

A-0904 opponensplAsty using flexor digitorum superficiAlis to tHe ring finger combined witH en-
doscopic cArpAl tunnel releAse for severe tHenAr AtropHy secondAry to cArpAl tunnel syndrome
kinya nishida, yong Ho che, kazuhiro uesugi, Akane maeda
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Teine Keijinkai Hospital, Sapporo, Japan

objective
the objective of this study was to review the surgical technique and the clinical outcomes of opponensplasty using 
flexor digitorum superficialis to the ring finger (fds (iv)) combined with endoscopic carpal tunnel release (ectr) for the 
treatment of severe thenar atrophy resulting from carpal tunnel syndrome (cts).
surgical technique
under local or brachial plexus anesthesia, a pneumatic tourniquet was applied and ectr was performed with modified 
chow technique.  the incision of the entry portal at wrist crease was extended ulnarly by 1 cm, and fds (iv) and flexor 
carpi ulnaris (fcu) were identified.  A small transverse incision was made on the A1 pulley of the ring finger and fds (iv) 
was cut and pulled proximally.  Another small incision was made at the dorsal side of the metacarpophalangeal (mp) 
joint of the thumb and fds (iv) was passed through a subcutaneous tunnel to this incision using fcu as a pulley near its 
insertion into the pisiform.  fds (iv) was split in two and each tendon was sutured to extensor pollicis longus distal and 
proximal to the mp joint of the thumb to restore the opposition of the thumb.  postoperatively, a short arm splint was 
applied for approximately 3 weeks.
case series
four female patients (mean age, 71 years) with severe thenar atrophy and lack of thumb opposition resulting from severe 
cts were treated with this technique.   mean follow-up period was 1 year and 9 months.
results
At final follow-up, the mean percentage of tip-to-tip pinch to the unaffected side (% of tip-to-tip pinch) and the mean 
% of key pinch were significantly recovered from 54% to 115% and from 71% to 101%, respectively.  However, in only 
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one case, % of grip strength was decreased from 114% to 93%.
discussions
thumb opposition is essential for accurate grasping and complex hand movement.  when treating of severe cts with 
thenar muscle atrophy and lack of thumb opposition, opponensplasty would be needed.  Although various techniques of 
opponensplasty have been reported, some of them have disadvantages such as a large skin incision, a lack of strength and 
length, or inadequate direction of transferred tendon.  opponensplasty using fds (iv) combined with ectr is a minimally 
invasive technique which needs only four small incisions.  fds (iv) has an adequate strength, a substantial length, and 
an appropriate direction and excursion to restore the opposition of thumb.
conclusion
opponensplasty using flexor digitorum superficialis to the ring finger combined with endoscopic carpal tunnel release 
for severe thenar atrophy secondary to carpal tunnel syndrome is a minimally invasive and efficient technique.

A-0906 extrA-ArticulAr extrA-tendinous pAlmAr tenodesis for tHe correction of swAn neck de-
formity
my-van nguyen1, florent métairie1, marc leroy2, etienne gaisne2, philippe bellemère2

1Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nantes, Nantes, France; 2Institut de la main Nantes Atlantique, Saint-Herblain, France

 the swan neck deformity is frequently ignored, but it leads to functional impairment when associated with a snapping 
finger. there are various initial mechanisms but the clinical presentations differ only by the reducibility of the deformity.  
many operative correction procedures have been described, with various long term success rates. 
the authors report here the use of the goretex cv-0 as an extra-articular extra-osseous tenodesis in correcting swan 
neck deformities, without distinction of the initial cause. 
     
A retrospective chart review identified reducible swan neck deformities with snapping fingers that underwent this 
procedure. the preoperative diagnosis, hyperextension of the proximal interphalangeal (pip) joint and flexum of the 
distal interphalangeal (dip) joint were collected. the surgical procedure uses the goretex cv-0 as an artificial ligament, 
to create a figure 8 at the volar part of the pip joint. this artificial ligament is used as a double spiral oblique reticular 
ligament (sorl) configuration : it is fixed in an extra-tendinous way at the A2 and A4 pulley level at their insertion lateraly 
on the phalanx, with the center of the 8 at the A3 level. At the dorsal part of the middle phalanx, the artificial ligament 
runs transversaly palmarly to the extensor apparatus. if the initial cause of the swan deck deformity is chronic mallet 
finger, the artificial ligament is inserted at the distal phalanx level. 

8 patients with 10 procedures were reviewed. they underwent the surgical procedure between 2016 and 2018. diagnosis 
included 2 cases of rheumatoid arthritis, 3 cases of chronic mallet finger, 4 cases of hypermobility, and 2 deformities post 
pip joint tactys® arthroplasty.
in average, the age of the patients was 43.4 years old. the mean follow up was 29.7 months. At the pip joint, the pre-
operative hyperextension mean was 30.5°. the flessum mean of the pid joint was 35.5°. post-operatively, there were 2 
recurrences of snapping fingers. one of them was due to an untied knot and underwent the same procedure. 
there was a mean significant improvement of 22.5°  (p< 0.001) at the pip joint and 27° (p< 0.0003) at the pid joint.  All 
the patients’ cases except 2 were functionally improved.

this low invasive procedure allows us to manage all kinds of swan neck deformities, regardless of the etiology and the 
initial deformity. this technique has the avantage to be tendon- and joint-sparing. As we have noticed in a cadaveric 
study, a solid fixation of the material on the pulley A2 and a strong locking of the knot is required to avoid faillure.
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A-0907 wAlAnt tecHniQue in HAnd surgery - tecHnicAl considerAtions And pAin outcomes
mihaela pertea1,2, diana Al khazaleh2, p ciobanu1,2, s lunca3, r tudor4, oxana madalina grosu1,2

1“Grigore T. Popa” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iasi, Romania; 2Clinic of Plastic Surgery and Reconstructive Microsurgery, 
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of Othopaedics and Traumatology, Emergency Hospital, Vaslui, Romania

background  
the aim of the study is to establish some technical considerations regarding the use of the wide awake local anesthesia 
no tourniquet (wAlAnt) technique in hand surgery and to evaluate the utility, safety and benefits of using this technique 
and to encourage its use all over the world for as many different hand and wrist surgeries as possible.
material and method
the study was conducted in a group of 325 patients, aged 24 to 76 years, admitted to our institution starting with january 
2017. we accounted 125 patients with carpal tunnel syndrome (cts), 82 diagnosed with dupuytren disease (dd), 47 with 
trigger finger. the other 71 cases are represented by acute pathology: fingers trauma with digital collateral nerves and 
flexor tendons section in zone ii. the anesthetic used in all cases was a solution of lidocaine 1% with 1:100,000 epinephrine. 
we used thin injection needles in all cases, respecting the injection method, but ice was placed on the insertion site to 
minimize injection pain. in no case was the anesthetic solution buffered with 8.4% sodium bicarbonate. the amount 
of anesthetic solution used did not exceed 20 ml for cts and 15 ml for each digital ray affected by dd. we managed to 
reduce the dose of the anesthetic. in the dd cases, we started with 8 ml of anesthetic (not 10 ml) injected in the palm, 
followed by 2 ml injected at the proximal phalanx. for the surgical cure of the carpal tunnel syndrome we used 10 ml 
of anesthetic in 46 cases, 8 ml in 19 cases and in 17 cases only 5 ml were necessary. onset of anesthesia took 6 to 15 
minutes, being checked by subjective testing of the patient and by monitoring for skin color change at the injection site.
results 
we did not record vascularity changes. Hospital stay was of at least 6 hours. 5 patients stayed in hospital for 48 hours, 
but due to their neglected associated diseases (diabetes, hypertension and fibrillation). we did not registered incidents 
or accidents, intraoperative or postoperative, immediate or delayed. patients satisfaction was highest in all the cases.
conclusions
local anesthesia technique using 1% lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine solution in hand surgery is safe and efficient, 
providing a bloodless field and is cost-saving. it avoids the application of tourniquet and sedation without affecting the 
accuracy of surgery. complications such as digital necrosis are excluded when 1% lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine 
anesthetic solution are not exceeding the safe zone of 7mg/kg is used. 

key words: local anesthesia, pain, hand surgery

A-0908 vAriAnt AnAtomy of tHe triQuetro-HAmAte joint
igor o golubev1, bella m gazimieva2, maksim e sautin3

1N.N. Priorov Central Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics, Department of Microsurgery and Hand Trauma, Moscow, 
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it has been proved numerous times that the anatomy of the wrist is highly variable, and also that the exact type of bones 
and joints anatomy can cause a specific biomechanical pattern of movement in pathology and normally. thus, fully 
knowing anatomy of the ulnar column of the wrist is essential to understanding its biomechanics. 
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the purpose of the study was to analyze the radiographic anatomy of the articular surfaces and joint space of the triquetro-
hamate (tH) joint.

we analyzed the radiographs of 500 patients with plain anterolateral view of the wrist. we included patients aged from 
18 to 86, mean - 43. 
Among them, 252 were male, 248 - female. 

tH joint was divided into 3 types: 
if the articular line curved into hamate - joint was considered type plus, 
if it appeared flat - zero, 
if it curved downwards into triquetrum - then we considered it type minus. 

According to radiological findings, we attributed 460 (92%) patients to plus type, 19 patients (3,8%) to zero type, 21 
patients (4,2%) to minus type. 
we measured the vertical length of the curve in triquetrum and in hamate in plus and minus types (is was 0 mm in zero). 
in type plus, mean vertical of the curve of triquetrum was 1,4 mm, of hamate was also 1,4 mm. 
in type minus, mean vertical of the curve of triquetrum was 0,6 mm, of hamate was 0,9 mm. 
Although mean vertical to curve of triquetrum was indeed 0 mm in zero type, hamate was mostly never flat, with mean 
vertical to curve was 0,8 mm. 

lunate type was distributed in tH types as following: 
in plus – 368 (80%) patients with type i and 92 (20%) with type ii, 
in zero – 19 (100%) patients with type i and none with type ii, 
in minus – 20 (95%) patients with type i and 1 (5%) with type ii. 

ulna type distribution was as following: 
for tH plus ulna minus was found in 130 (30%) patients, ulna zero - in 211 (49%) patients, ulna plus - in 93 (21%) patients, 
with mean length of ulnar styloid of 5,1 mm; 
for tH zero ulna minus was found in 5 (31%) patients, ulna zero - in 6 (38%) patients, ulna plus - in 5 (31%) patients, with 
mean length of ulnar styloid of 4,0 mm; 
for tH minus ulna minus was found in 12 (63%) patients, ulna zero - in 4 (21%) patients, ulna plus - in 3 (16%) patients, 
with mean length of ulnar styloid of 4,5 mm.  

this study showed that there is potency for analysis of the triquetro-hamate joint anatomy as a predisposition for certain 
biomechanical pattern of wrist movement, and so it needs to be looked into more thoroughly.

A-0911 free mediAlis pedis flAp trAnsferred bAsed on superficiAl tibiAl plAntAr Artery for recon-
struction of skin And digitAl nerve defect in HAnd
chao chen, linfeng liu, zengtao wang, liwen Hao, Huanlong liu
Shandong Provincial Hospital Affiliated to Shandong University, China

objective: the purpose of this study was to report the feasibility of free medialis pedis flap transferred based on superficial 
tibial plantar artery for hand coverage.
materials and methods: from january 2017 to november 2019, 15 cases suffered soft tissue defects on volar side of hand 
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(palm, thumb or finger) were reconstructed using free medialis pedis flap based on superficial tibial plantar artery. the 
size of flaps ranged between 2.1×3.0cm and 4.5×6.5cm. these flaps were transferred based on superficial tibial plantar 
artery and superficial veins. digital artery or superficial palmar branch of radial artery were used as recipient arteries, and 
volar or dorsal superficial veins were used as recipient veins. the tibial plantar nerve of hallux, which is accompanying 
with superficial tibial plantar artery, was harvested with flap to reconstruct proper digital nerve of thumb or finger in 
4 cases. the flap was designed on medial side of the first metatarsal bone, and the axis of flap was superficial tibial 
plantar artery. All the flaps were harvested with a pneumatic tourniquet on the thigh. After outlined the flap, incision 
was started at dorsal side, and one or two superficial veins were kept within the flap as drainage veins. the fascia was 
then incised, and the tibial plantar nerve and superficial tibial plantar artery was dissected out on surface of abductor 
hallucis, and was then traced to the origin from medial plantar artery. if superficial tibial plantar artery was too tiny for 
anastomosis, the medial plantar artery was harvested with flap (3 in all the 15 patients). incised the other sides, and the 
flap was elevated with only pedicle connected. deflated the tourniquet to check circulation of flap. the medial plantar 
nerve of hallux was either separated from the artery, or was included within the flap for reconstruction of digital nerve 
in the hand. the donor site was covered with skin graft.
outcomes: All the flaps were successfully harvested within 30 mins to 1 hour. All the flaps survived totally without vessel 
crisis. the repaired hands generally had acceptable cosmetics and pinch function are also acceptable. the sensation of these 
thumb or fingers with digital nerve reconstruction using medial plantar nerve of hallux included within the flap were good.
conclusions: free medialis pedis flap can be reliable transferred based on superficial tibial plantar artery. the merits of 
the usage of superficial tibial plantar artery instead of deep branch of medial plantar artery include two aspects: first, the 
dissection of the pedicle is much easier for that the location of superficial tibial plantar artery is constant and superficial; 
second, the medial plantar nerve of hallux is accompanying with the artery, which make it easy to harvest the nerve 
together with flap to reconstruct proper digital nerve if needed.

A-0912 non-microsurgicAl reconstruction of tHe tHumb – tecHnicAl strAtegies
mihaela pertea1,2, diana Al khazaleh2, p ciobanu1,2, r tudor4, oxana madalina grosu1,2

1“Grigore T. Popa” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iasi, Romania; 2Clinic of Plastic Surgery and Reconstructive Microsurgery, 
‘Sf. Spiridon’ Emergency County Hospital, Iasi, Romania; 3Department of Othopaedics and Traumatologie, Emergency County 
Hospital, Vaslui, Romania

background
the aim of this paper is to emphasize the result of non-microsurgical reconstruction of the thumb, when microsurgery is 
not possible due to the trauma type, taking into consideration the functionality (mobility, sensitivity, strength, cortical 
reintegration), but also the esthetic results and patient satisfaction. 
material and method:
the study is based on 54 cases of thumb amputation at the level of first or second phalanx, in which microsurgical 
replantation was not possible. the mechanisms by which the trauma occurred involved avulsion, crushing, sharp tool 
or industrial machines. in 13 cases, the amputation was at the level of the first phalanx, in 19 cases at the level of 
interphalangeal joint and in 14 cases at the level of the distal phalanx. Aiming to obtain a functional, sensitive and 
aesthetic thumb, we used different techniques, associated or not. in 11 cases of interphalangeal joint amputation, we 
used mantero-bertolotti. for the other 16 cases of interphalangeal joint amputation and for all cases of the first phalanx 
amputation, we designed a modified mantero-bertolotti, which associated decortication of the amputated segment, its 
osteosynthesis to the amputation stump and coverage with a neurovascular heterodigital flap (littler), harvested from 
the nonfunctional board of the 4th finger, with the length of two phalanges. for distal amputation, we used H. rose 
technique in 5 cases, Hueston flap in 4 cases and o’brien flap for the last 5 cases. 
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results:
the best average range of motion in the metacarpophalangeal joint was in those cases in which we applied the associated 
technique (little’s flap instead of the o’brien flap in the mantero-bertolotti reconstruction) (36°). the grip-strength and 
pinch-strength results (in comparison with the non-injured hand) are approximately 60°-65°. regarding the sensitivity, 
we achieved a protective sensitivity of the new thumb. At the 2 point discrimination test, the results are between 7-11 
mm. At the light touch deep pressure test, all the patients felt the blue monofilament and 34 out of 46 felt the violet 
monofilament. concerning the problem with the cortical reintegration arose by the littler flap, 13 patients out of 21 
declared that they recognize the sensitivity as coming from the new thumb. A rating of either “good” or “very good” 
was obtained from 46 patients out of 54. 

conclusions:
Although the microsurgical replantations remains the gold standard in thumb amputation. the use of local and regional, 
single or combined, flap techniques is a proper choice for reconstructing the amputated thumb in those cases when the 
microsurgical replantation is not possible.
key word: thumb, flap, mobility, sensitivity.

A-0913 tHe mAnAgement of digitAl nerve injuries using AvAnce processed nerve AllogrAft
tae-kyung park, joel schneider, dominic power
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham, UK

objectives: the national institute for health and care excellence in the united kingdom has provided interventional 
procedure guidance on the use of AvAnce® processed nerve allograft in the management of digital nerve discontinuities. 
this study reports on the management of digital nerve injuries using processed nerve allograft in a tertiary referral hand 
surgery centre.

methods: All cases of processed nerve allograft implantation were identified through the tissue bank records and cross 
referenced with operation records and the research database. the study period was 50 months between july 2015 and 
september 2019. eligible cases for inclusion were patients with AvAnce® processed nerve allograft implantation following 
surgery to a digital or common digital nerve. the aim of the study was to establish the safety, utility and efficacy data for this 
intervention. we identified the mechanism of injury, site of injury, gap size, indication for allograft and clinical outcomes.

results: 49 nerves in 29 patients were identified from the search. the indications for AvAnce® repair included reconstruction 
of a digital nerve gap following acute injury (n=14), gap reconstruction after delayed management of a nerve injury 
(n=10) and the management of a digital nerve neuroma or nerve pain (n=25). trauma was the most common mechanism 
for digital nerve injuries (n=46). index finger digital nerves were the most frequent (n=13) followed by thumb and 
ring finger. the gap sizes that were repaired varied between 7mm to 40mm and median gap size was 15mm.  safety of 
the allograft repair for digital nerve and common digital nerves were assessed looking at wound infections, recurrent 
symptoms, failed reconstruction and cases requiring revision surgery. our data so far have demonstrated positive outcome 
in safety of using AvAnce® repair. 

conclusion: this study shows the use of AvAnce® allograft for the management of digital nerve and common digital nerve 
injuries in a single tertiary hand surgery unit in the uk. the indications we have demonstrated here were variable and 
there was no standardised patient reported outcome measurement (prom). the success of allograft repair was determined 
by looking at adverse outcomes and clinical outcome measurements with 2-point discrimination, semmes-weinstein 
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monofilament test and visual analogue scale. our data so far demonstrates allograft reconstruction is an important 
treatment modality for digital nerve repairs and can successfully repair a nerve gap up to 40mm. A standardised digital 
nerve disorder specific patient reported outcome measure (prom), such as the validated i-Hand (impact of Hand and 
nerve disorders v2, creative commons by-nc-nd 2.0 uk, university of east Anglia) may enable more robust comparison 
of outcomes for digital nerve injuries. 

A-0916 tHe use of stromAl vAsculAr frAction in electrospun nerve guide conduits for peripHerAl 
nerve reconstruction 
Hanna k frost1,2, fredrik johansson3, per ekström4, lars b dahlin1,2

1Department of Translational Medicine –Hand Surgery, Lund University, Malmö, Sweden; 2Department of Hand Surgery, Skåne 
University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; 3Departmentof Biology, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 4Department of Clinical Sciences, 
Lund -Ophthalmology, Lund University, Lund, Sweden

surgical nerve repair or reconstruction after a peripheral nerve injury often results in poor outcome, in particular when 
suitable nerve graft material for reconstruction of a nerve defect is lacking. researchers have developed alternatives to 
nerve grafts using a variety of conduits with added cells, such as adipose-derived stem cells. stromal vascular fraction 
(svf) is a minimally manipulated cell suspension derived from fat, containing among other cells adipose derived stem cells. 
svf has been delivered in hollow conduits to bridge sciatic nerve gaps in rodents, but hollow conduits are not suitable for 
most grafting applications. we used electrospinning to manufacture nerve guides with microchannels for cell infiltration 
and aligned nanofibers for topical guidance, mimicking a native nerve. we bridged a 10 mm rat sciatic nerve defect with 
the guides, and, in selected groups, added a cell transplant derived from autologous svf. nerve guides were manifactured 
in pcl (43 rats in four groups), or pllA (63 rats in four groups), and autologous svf therapy was compared to the nerve 
guide alone, autograft and to hollow silicone tube. After 28 days, the animals were sacrificed, and the sciatic nerves were 
harvested, processed  and stained for neurofilament (axonal outgrowth), s100 (schwann cells) and ed1 (inflammation). 
pcl implants had a high degree of autotomy. the  pllA nerve  conduit  supported  axonal  outgrowth in  vivo,  but  did  not  
outperform autograft. there  was  no  difference  in  the  migrating length of s-100 stainable cells between pllA nerve 
conduit, autograft and hollow tube. in svf treated groups, there was no difference in axonal outgrowth as compared to the 
nerve conduit alone, and there was a mild increase in ed1 stainable cells (i.e.macrophages) at 5mm as compared to nerve 
guide alone. schwann cell distribution was inferior in  the pllA nerve conduits with svf cells, and we observed possibly 
adverse reactions of svf-therapy, manifested as gross encapsulation in 9/30 rats  (frost et al. scientific reports, 2018). An 
in vitro model of cell transplantation in our particular microenvironment was established. serum-free co-culture of svf 
and a sciatic nerve segment on a bed of parallel pllA fibers was conducted up to five days. the phenotypic stability of svf 
in terms of s-100 and sox10, i.e. markers for the schwann cell phenotype, were examined. we investigated the secretome, 
and studied alterations in schwann cell reactions in the explanted nerve segment. After 48h of co-culture, only nerve 
segments exposed to svf were stainable for Atf3 and cleaved caspase 3. pilot experiments with mass spectrometry of 
aspirated media, also containing non-adherent cells after five days of co-culture, revealed over 50 proteins unique to the 
nerve+svf co-culture as compared to svf alone. in conclusion, svf therapy affected schwann cells, but did not improve 
axonal outgrowth. An electrospun nerve conduit can be used to bridge a nerve gap and act as a cell delivery vehicle. svf 
delivered in micro-channels interferes with ingrowth of schwann cells by unknown mechanisms.
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A-0917 zone 2 flexor tendon injuries: A compArison between 2-strAnd And 4-strAnd repAirs
jia choong, rajive jose
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham, UK

introduction: zone 2 flexor tendon injuries can present as challenging injuries to treat. early surgical intervention coupled 
with early active mobilisation protocol is the mainstay of treatment. biomechanical studies have shown comparable 
tensile strength between 2- and 4- strand repairs.

Aim: we aim to compare mid- to long-term outcomes in 2-strand and 4-strand repairs in patients with zone 2 flexor 
tendon injuries. 

methods: retrospective analysis of 85 patients with zone 2 flexor tendon ruptures recruited over 20 months with a 
minimum follow up period of three months in a high volume tertiary hand centre. 

results: 50 patients had two-strand repairs and 35 patients had four-strand repairs. four patients presented with re-
rupture, a chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the relation between the number of strands in the 
repair and the rupture rate. the relation between these variables was not significant, x2(1, n=85) =0.4535, p=0.5007. 

conclusion: the choice of repair should be carefully balanced against strength, bulk, rehabilitation regimen and surgeon’s 
technique. A randomised controlled trial comparing the in-vivo strength of 2-strand versus 4-strand repair would help 
determine which is the better repair to allow for early active mobilisation. 

A-0919 cmc1-totAl joint ArtHroplAsty: A retrospective evAluAtion of tHree implAnts over A 6-yeAr period 
michaela winkler, michael papaloizos 
CH8, Geneva, Switzerland 

introduction: degenerative arthritis of the first carpo-metacarpal (cmc1) joint is a common problem leading to pain 
and functional disability. restoration of function with a pain-free, stable, mobile joint and good strength by means 
of a prosthetic joint replacement is a reliable choice nowadays with constant results in several studies. single and dual 
mobility prostheses are available. we reviewed our patients to report the mid-term outcome. the primary objective was 
to assess the survival rate, complications and overall results. the secondary interest was to compare single versus dual 
mobility designs and their functional and radiological differences. 
patients and methods:  74 patients were operated from 2011 to 18 by a single surgeon with implantation of 83 prostheses, 
8 bilateral.  the mean age was 67 y (61-80).  3 models of tmc prosthesis were successively implanted, a single mobility 
(sm) and 2 double mobility (dm) designs. 37 sm and 46 dm prostheses were implanted. 48 patients (11 m, 37 f) including 
53 prostheses could be examined retrospectively by the junior author with assessment of strength, mobility, pain and 
xrays. the mean follow-up was 3.4 yrs  (5 mo- 8 y).
results: in the dm group all implants survived. two sm prostheses had to be changed at 5 and 6 y for dislocation. 7 
dislocations occurred, 2 in the dm group and 5 in the sm group. one aseptic loosening for a sm implant was observed. At 
follow-up, 42 patients were very satisfied, 8 satisfied, one disappointed (dm group 83% very satisfied , 14% satisfied and 
one disappointed; sm group:  72% very satisfied, 28 %  satisfied, 0 disappointed). 47 patients would do the intervention 
again (31 dm, 16 sm group), one would not. mean key pinch was 6.7 kg in the dm group for 6.3 in the sm group, jamar 
respectively 25.7 for 22.1 kg.the mobility was excellent in both groups with one ip flexum and one adduction deformity 
in the sm group. 22% of radiologic aseptic losening  was observed without clinical correlation. in the sm group 33% of 
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cup migration was observed and 33% of stem migration. in the dm group 22% of cup migration was seen and 40% of 
stem migration.  pain measured by vAs was comparable in both groups (min 0, max 6).
conclusion: both implants have good mid-term outcomes and survival rates with high patient-rated satisfaction and a 
trend for better force and stability in dm implants. radiological changes do not correlate with clinical outcomes.

A-0920 continuous closed irrigAtion of wrist by ArtHroscopy for septic ArtHritis - surgicAl tecHniQue
suraj sajeev, muntasir mannan choudhury 
Sengkang Health, Singapore City

this case pertains to a middle aged right hand dominant man with a 3 day history of fever and  right wrist pain. A diagnostic 
wrist arthrocentesis yielded gram positive organisms so decision to perform a therapeutic arthroscopy was performed to 
perform a liberal lavage, synovial biopsy and to establish a continuous closed catheter irrigation of wrist. under general 
anesthetic, arm tourniquet and chinese finger trap traction, 3-4 and 4-5 radiocarpal portals were setup to explore the 
septic radiocarpal joint with a 2.7mm 30 degree arthroscope and lavage with 2 litres saline.mcr and mcu portals were 
established which showed a non septic midcarpal joint. After this two 8f catheters were passed into the radio carpal 
joints under arthroscopic guidance through the same portals and secured with knots. these were connected to a bag of 
0.9% normal saline delivered through a pump driver for continuous irrigation at a rate of 10 ml/h postoperatively until 
72 hours at the first wound inspection.the tubes were removed with the tips sent for aerobic culture.the portals were 
closed under local anesthetic at 72 hours and a removable splint was placed.intravenous cefazolin was administered 
till the 10th postoperative day and oralized to co-amoxiclav for 3 weeks for staphylococcus aureus .the wounds healed 
uneventfully and patient gained satisfactory range of motion at 3 weeks.
further intricacies of the technique will be visualised in the poster provided with surgical images.
little literature is published on the technique of continuous closed irrigation of wrist by arthroscopy for septic arthritis. 
this simple method of establishing drains for the same can be easily reproduced in clinical practice.

A-0921 #HAndsurgery – tHe potentiAl of sociAl mediA in HAnd surgery, A new frontier
inga s besmens, marco guidi, semra uyulmaz, nicole lindenblatt, maurizio calcagni
Department of Plastic Surgery and Hand Surgery, University Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

social media play an important role in everyday life including medical professional life. societies like the fessH are 
acknowledging social media’s importance by establishing designated social media committees. there are limited data 
to guide medical professionals’ social networking practice. no recent publication exists on the use of social media in 
hand surgery. the aim of this study was to analyze the current use of specific hashtags on instagram. the first top 100 
posts using the hashtags “#handsurgery”, “#handsurgeon” and “#fessh” published on instagram in july 2019 were 
assessed by several parameters. video posts received the highest median number of likes and comments educational 
posts represented an independent predictor for a number of likes above the median. our study demonstrates that hand 
surgeons and therapists publish the majority of hand surgery-related instagram posts. there is a potential application 
of social media as an educative tool which medical professionals should embrace
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A-0922 feAtures of peripHerAl nerves gunsHot injuries
Andrii lysak, serhii strafun, igor kurinnyi, vasyl gaiovych, igor gaiovych
State Institution ‘Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics of Nams of Ukraine’, Kyiv, Ukraine

Aim: to specify the features of peripheral nerves gunshot injuries.
methods: during 2014-2019, in department of “microsurgery and reconstructive surgery of upper extremity” si “ito of 
nAms of ukraine” surgery were performed to 74 patients (68 (91.9%) - men, 6 (7.1%) - women, mean age - 29.5 ± 7.8 
years) with peripheral nerves gunshot injuries.
results: 46 patients (62.2%) underwent neurolysis of the affected nerves due to severe fibrosis of the surrounding tissues, 
21 patients (28.4%) with complete anatomic nerve damage underwent autoneuroplasty, and 7 patients (9.4%) with 
partial injuries of peripheral nerves underwent autoneuroplasty of damaged fascycles.
conclusions: features of peripheral nerves gunshot injuries include: primary defects of the peripheral nerves requiring 
autoneuroplasty, area of molecular concussion in gunshot injuries is characterized by further severe tissue fibrosis, which 
require restoration of peripheral nerve sliding system by lipofilling.

A-0924 trAction neuropAtHies And tHeir prevention: our experience in experimentAl surgery And 
revision of clinicAl litterAture
Alessandro crosio1, giulia ronchi2, francesco maria locatelli1, benedetta elena fornasari2, stefania raimondo2, simona 
odella1, stefano geuna2, pierluigi tos1

1Hand Surgery and Reconstructive Microsurgery Department. ASST Gaetano Pini - CTO, Milan, Italy; 2Clinical and Biological 
Sciences Department, University of Turin, Turin, Italy

introduction: the perineural scar that occurs after both open and closed traumas can lead to traction neuropathies. this 
pathological situation causes a chronic ischemia that, in the long run, can cause axonal degeneration and the onset of 
neuromas. in recent years, numerous products have been developed with anti-adhesion activity, but their effectiveness has 
never been compared and there are no studies, nowadays, that show the best method for the treatment and prevention 
of post-surgical or post-traumatic pathological tissue formation.
mAteriAls And metHods: in the last 5 years different anti adhesion devices was tested and compared on a mice sciatic 
nerve model for post surgical scar formation. A carboxy-methyl-cellulose based gel and the centrifugated human fat 
were applied around the burned sciatic nerve and the scar histology and biomechanical properties fibrous tissue were 
tested after one month. 
A systematic review of the literature of the last 10 years has been conducted in clinical and pre-clinical studies evaluating 
various parameters related to the application of anti-adhesion gels: type of lesion, site of injury, anti-adhesion employed, 
timing of application, post-operative analysis method, macroscopic and microscopic results in terms of reduction of the 
perineural scar.
results: both the tested anti-adhesion devices reduced fibrosis around sciatic nerve after their application, no statistical 
differences were identified between the two strategies.
All the studies analyzed showed the reduction of perineural scar tissue. only a small percentage reports both macroscopic 
and microscopic results. post operative analysis methods are very different between studies. the results in terms of 
effectiveness are not comparable. in clinical setting a review of literature showed no differences between anti-adhesion 
devices, but best results with local flap especially for scarred median nerve at the wrist. 
conclusions: our results in preclinical setting showed morphological and biomechanical effectiveness, without a 
prevalence of one product on the other. 
the interest in anti-adhesion devices is remarkable in the literature. the anti-adhesion devices tested are very different 
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in chemical composition, however, in pre-clinical models, they all show good efficacy. A unique model for the study of 
perineural adhesions does not currently exist, therefore it is not possible to compare the effectiveness of the different 
devices so as to indicate which is the most effective. few reports are present in clinical literature and no comparison 
between items could be obtained. in this field also local or free flap are considered with good results in term of pain 
reduction and nerve function improvement. However the authors concluded that local flaps or anti-adhesion devices 
have to be considered in secondary procedures. 
this work resumes the most employed methods for pre clinical studies of traction neuropathies, offering a wide view 
for researchers in order to standardised investigation methods and shows how the anti-adhesion devices are employed 
nowadays.

A-0925 functionAl outcome And neuroplAstic cHAnges following nerve trAnsfer of tHe Anterior 
interosseous nerve (Ain) to tHe motor brAncH of tHe ulnAr nerve in pAtients witH A proximAl ulnAr 
nerve injury
erika nyman, torbjörn nyman, carin rubensson, magnus thordstein
Department of Hand Surgery, Plastic Surgery and Burns and Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Linköping 
University, Linköping, Sweden

objectives
the main objectives were to study functional outcome and neuroplasticity following nerve transfer of the anterior 
interosseus nerve (Ain) to the motor branch of the ulnar nerve in patients with a proximal ulnar nerve injury.

methods
two patients with a complete ulnar nerve injury in the proximal forearm, and severely impairment of intrinsic motor 
function in the hand, twelve- and ten-months post injury, respectively, were included in the study after ethical approval 
and oral and written consent. the distal end of the Ain was transferred end-to-side through an epineural and perineural 
window to the motor branch of the ulnar nerve 8-9 cm proximal to the wrist crease and secured with interrupted 9-0 
epineural sutures and fibrin glue. patients were evaluated using questionnaires and clinical examination [e.g. disabilities 
of the Arm, shoulder and Hand (dAsH) score, rosen score, and Active range of motion (Arom)], pre nerve transfer and 
at three-, six-, twelve- and 24-months post nerve transfer. neurography, electromyography (emg), sensory evoked 
potentials (sep), and navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (ntms) were performed pre nerve transfer and at 
three- and twelve-months post nerve transfer. 

results
both patients markedly improved their intrinsic motor function as well as dAsH scores after surgery. one patient initially 
lost range of motion regarding pronation following nerve transfer, probably due to prior direct damage to the pronator 
teres muscle, but this recovered to almost normal function over time. for both patients the neurography and emg 
demonstrated progressive motor reinnervation of hand muscles innervated by the ulnar nerve postoperatively as well 
as complete reinnervation of the pronator quadratus. the amplitude of the sep from stimulation of the ulnar nerve was, 
for both patients, reduced at the first, but increased to the last, time point postoperatively. latency was unaltered. 
corticospinal excitability, assessed as resting motor threshold separately for one index muscle per nerve (the ulnar nerve, 
the median nerve and the radial nerve), was increased for the hand muscle innervated by the ulnar nerve preoperatively in 
both patients. thereafter it decreased to reach that of the muscles innervated by the median and radial nerves at twelve 
months postoperatively. for both patients the ntms demonstrated movement of the hot-spot (optimal stimulation 
location) for the abductor digiti minimi muscle in anterior-posterior direction. 
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conclusions
surgery with nerve transfer of the Ain to the motor branch of the ulnar nerve following a proximal ulnar nerve injury 
considerably improves intrinsic motor recovery of the hand and induces neurodynamic changes such as recruitment of 
motor nerve fibres to denervated targets and widespread neuroplasticity, both peripherally and centrally. we will consider 
the procedure in similar cases for augmenting motor recovery. 

A-0927 A new tecHnic of mobilisAtion After tHe lesion of tHe extensor AppArAtus At tHe level of tHe 
mediAl bAnd witH surgery protocol
jean-claude rouzaud, jean-luc roux, gero meyer zu rechendorf, suheyla barthes, bouali Amara, célia boukari, yves Allieu
Institut Montpelliérain de la Main, Clinique Saint-Roch, Montpellier, France

introduction :
lesions of the extensor system in zone 3 are often of an unfavourable prognosis. most authors propose an immobilization 
of 6 weeks to ensure healing of the injured tendon, which often causes stiffness in extension of the pip.
we wanted to present a new method of early mobilization following this type of lesion which would be treated surgically. 
the technique has been verified in the anatomy laboratory.

material and method :
we performed a cadaveric study at the nîmes faculty of medicine laboratory on a fresh corpse. the extensor system was 
dissected in its dorsal part until the dip.
displacements of the medial and lateral bands were filmed and measured with the mcp in flexion, pip and dip in extension, 
then mcp in flexion, pip in flexion and dip in extension and finally, mcp, pip and dip in flexion.
flexion of the mcp causes a displacement of the medial band.
the tensioning of the various bands was tested.
we applied these results on a cohort of 41 patients, 42 tendons with core sutures with multiple strands. 

results :
62% of the patients obtained a flexion greater than 90 ° at the level of the pip with a flexion of the dip greater than 50 ° 
in 48% of the cases. All patients were treated according to the principle of fast track surgery. 79% of patients achieved 
active extension between 0 and minus 10°.
there was no rupture in the series.

discussion :
flexion of the mcp leads to progress of medial band by advancing the intrinsic system and release totally the mobility of pip. 
this displacement makes it possible to flex without tension the pip up to 90 ° and without risk of damage to tendon repair.

conclusion :
the recovery of the flexion of the pip without risk avoids stiffness in extension of this key-link of the digital chain. it is 
carried out without risk by maintaining the flexion mcp during treatment.
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A-0930 seven yeArs experience of trAvelling surgery in developing countries:tHe need of flAp courses
stefano lucchina1,3,4, ilaria papini2, cesare fusetti3, marco guidi3, marco lanzetta4

1Locarno Hand Center, Locarno, Switzerland; 2Humanitas Clinic, Milan, Italy; 3Locarno’s Regional Hospital, Locarno, Switzerland; 
4Italian Institute of Hand Surgery, Monza, Italy

HypotHesis: congenital anomalies and injuries of the hand are often undertreated in poor countries. A few exclusively hand 
surgery mission have been reported with the aim of better focusing the efforts and to render humanitarian missions and 
volunteerism more cost-effective. we report our experience of 7 years of travelling surgery  in low-middle income countries.
metHods: g.i.c.A.m. (groupe international chirurgiens Amis de la main) is a hand surgery mission organization founded 
in 1998. its basic model is to take short-term surgical teams multiple times per year. A retrospective review of 165 patients 
in g.i.c.A.m. database who underwent operative treatments between April 2012 and october 2018 was conducted. Hand 
surgery and orthopaedic teams from italy, switzerland and Australia  travelled 7 times in 7 years between April 2012 
and october 2018 to burkina faso, ghana,  benin, kenya, togo and india. each surgical team travelled a total of 9-15 days 
(ave.11),  working on site 5-12 days (ave. 8). the mean number of hand surgeons participating was on average 3.6 (range, 
two to five). the mean total numbers of volunteers including surgeons, nurses, anestehtists, orthopaedic physician 
assistants, operating room circulating staff per trip was 8.6 (range six to eleven). in the majority of cases, local doctors 
assisted the hand surgeons  in the theatre to reinforce the bidirectional information flow.
results: the 165 patients were predominantly male (one-hundred and seven male patients and fifty-eight female 
patients), with  a mean age of 19.6 years (range 1 to 61 years). patients were affected by burn contractures in 56% of cases, 
congenital malformations in 19%, bone affections in 17%, miscellaneous in 9%, nerve palsies, infections and spasticity 
in 7% of cases respectively. orthopaedic trauma procedures on bone/joints were performed on 50 patients (30%) and 
soft tissues procedures in 115 (70%). flap reconstruction was required in 46 patients (28%), skin grafts only in 22 (3%), 
tendon procedures in 17 (10%), miscellaneous procedures in 15 (9%), nerve procedures in 13 (8%) and miscellaneous in 
15 (9%). the 94% of performed flaps were local or regional and performed to cover skin losses after burn contractures 
and limb traumas.
summAry: this study confirms that due to high number of post-burn contractures and skin loss after limb traumas soft 
tissue reconstruction is mandatory to reduce functional sequelae. due to the social impact and feasibility of most local and 
regional flaps, humanitarian mission  more focused on organizing flap courses to educate local surgeons are mandatory.

A-0931 towArds best prActise in digitAl replAntAtion: multidisciplinAry guidelines And tHe devel-
opment of A novel self-directed microsurgery trAining fAcility
Andrew mckean, nadine Haram, brian fu, tim Halsey, gill smith, kate owers
Hand Management Unit, Department of Plastic Surgery, Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London, UK

introduction:
Achieving optimal outcomes in digital replantations requires a high degree of technical expertise, and a range of resources 
for the immediate, peri-, and post-operative care of the patient. interdisciplinary cooperation between appropriately 
trained surgical teams, experienced anaesthetic and theatre staff, specialist nursing care, operating room and high 
dependency resources, and intensive hand therapy input is vital. Although surgical protocols are well established,  
collaborative guidelines between various departments for optimising the patients’ outcome  and simulation training in 
a ‘microlab’ have previously been lacking in our institution. we present our experience in developing new cooperative  
replantation guidelines based on audit  data at a tertiary referral hand trauma unit and the implementation of a novel 
self-directed microsurgical training and assessment facility.
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metHods:
A retrospective casenote and radiographic review was undertaken of digital replantation and revascularisation cases 
between 2016 and 2018 in our unit. clinical outcomes, complications, re-operations, and details of in-hospital journey were 
assessed. A questionnaire targeting surgeons of all levels was utilised as an assessment tool for microsurgical experience 
and training needs. using locally sourced funds a microsurgical training facility (microlab) was created and a validated 
self-directed 12 week training programme for surgeons (mi-4) was introduced. the coursework and assessment comprised 
a series of timed tasks aimed at the delivery of improved instrument handling, spatial awareness, operative flow and 
judgement, as well as targeted clinically translatable goals such as nerve repair and vessel anastomosis. finally, locally 
ratified guidelines for the optimal in-hospital assessment and management of digital replantation/revascularisation cases 
was developed for use within the emergency room, plastic hand surgery unit, operating theatres, high dependency unit, 
wards, and hand therapy department. 

results:
14 digits in 12 patients were studied. there were 4 replants and 10 revascularisations. mean age 40 (15-69). there were 
8 male and 4 female, m:f ratio 2:1. 2/12 patients were children (17%). mean time to surgery was 7 hours (range 3-36). 
mean length of stay 5 days (2-9). there were 4 re-operations including 1 fdp repair, 1 debridement and ipj stabilisation 
with a wire and 2 cases resulting in terminalisation. late reoperations included 1 tenolysis and pulley reconstruction, 
and 1 tenolysis and dipj fusion. 

following the introduction of a self-directed learning programme for training and a 24h-access microsurgical skills 
lab, the majority of respondents of all levels said they would use the laboratory both in and out of hours, and that they 
felt their skills improved. improvements in laboratory access, skills training, and materials increased laboratory usage.  
improvements in mean assessment scores were seen in junior surgeons completing the 12 week self-directed microsurgery 
training programme. 

discussion: the collaborative development of multi-disciplnary guidelines and the introduction of a microsurgery skills 
lab in our unit has resulted in improved patient care, a more standardised approach, and has helped surgeons of all levels 
improve their technique. we recommend this approach in all units undertaking digital replantation/revascularisaton 
work and supports the concept of “get is right first time” (girft) in a highly specialised field in which caseload is low.

A-0933 peripHerAl nerve AllogrAft fAilures: cAse reports And criticAl review
calum thomson, joel schneider, dominic power
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

introduction
the use of acellular nerve allograft (AnA) occupies an increasingly prominent role as a surgical treatment option for 
peripheral nerve repair. to date, the literature reporting on the outcomes of AnA grafting has been encouraging. However, 
reasons for graft failure are not clear. we report the clinical findings from AnA graft failures at our institution and use 
critical case review to discuss possible failure mechanisms.

method
our institution is a tertiary centre for peripheral nerve surgery, offering treatment for complex injuries. A prospective 
database of patients undergoing AnA procedures is maintained in line with the recommendations of the national institute 
for Health and care excellence interventional procedure guidance on the use of processed nerve allografts. demographics, 
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injury details, reconstruction and relevant outcomes are recorded for each nerve. entries span from 2015 to 2019.
we consulted this database to identify patients in whom AnA grafting had “failed” to deliver the planned objectives of 
the reconstruction. patients for whom nerve related pain and dysesthesia were the primary indication for surgery were 
deemed to have failed if the patient reported no subjective improvement in symptoms. in respect to motor and sensory 
nerves, we adopted the criteria employed by a previous large outcome study which cited mrcc scale s3 and m3 as objective
thresholds below which AnA grafting could be considered to have failed. in addition, any AnA procedure in which patients 
subsequently underwent revision surgery at the site of the allograft for the same indication was deemed to have failed.

results
the database included 93 separate allograft records on 73 patients. eight allografts were deemed to have failed by the 
criteria set out in our methodology. nineteen allografts had undergone insufficient follow up at the time of writing to make 
a definitive assessment of final outcome. twenty-four allografts had no further follow up planned but had insufficient 
information to make a definitive assessment, including 6 patients who failed to keep appointments, and 1 patient who 
had died. the group of failed allografts included procedures for two tibial nerves, two superficial radial nerves, two 
median nerves at the wrist, one digital nerve and a lateral cord brachial plexus injury. there were five males and three 
females, with an age range from 24 to 54 years. three patients had revision nerve reconstruction at the same site, with 
two patients undergoing sural nerve autograft and one patient opting for revision AnA allograft. we will present the 
technical details from these cases and the subsequent clinical course and histological findings.

conclusion
nerve gap reconstruction remains a challenge. typical reported failure rates for autologous nerve graft vary between 28% 
and 44%. in our series 8 cases in 50 nerve reconstructions completing adequate follow up “failed” representing a rate 
of failure of 16%. use of AnA avoids donor morbidity from autologous harvest. the reasons for failure will be discussed 
with technical recommendations for surgeons unfamiliar with this technique.

A-0934 importAnce of secondAry stAbilizers for scApHolunAte stAbility illustrAted by A cAse of 
scApHoid luxAtion
flavien mauler1,2, philippe cuénod3

1Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland; 2Kantonsspital Aarau, Aarau, Switzerland; 3CH8 – Centre de Chirurgie et 
Thérapie de la Main, Geneva, Switzerland

introduction:
the central role of secondary stabilisers of the scapholunate joint has been emphasized in recent studies. luxation of the 
scaphoid is a rare injury with no long-term follow-up in the literature. we present a case at 25 years after treatment of 
a scaphoid luxation, which illustrates the major role of the so-called secondary stabilizers.

case report:
A 48-year-old, right-hand dominant man presented after a paragliding accident with swelling and tenderness of the right 
wrist, and paraesthesia in the territory of the median nerve. radiographs showed a trans-styloid perilunate dissociation 
with associated luxation of the scaphoid. An anterior approach with opening of the carpal tunnel was performed. After 
reposition, the scaphoid and lunate were pinned together for 8 weeks, and the anterior ligaments sutured. At 4 months 
postoperatively, the patient was able to work again as a tile setter.
At the last follow-up, 25 years postoperatively, the patient reported to be pain free, very satisfied, and had a patient-
rated wrist evaluation (pwre) and Quick disabilities of the Arm, shoulder and Hand (dAsH) scores of 0. He showed a grip 
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strength of 39 kg on the right side and 41 kg on the left side, and a wrist motion of 60-0-45° of flexion/extension on the 
right side and 70-0-60° on the left side. the watson test was negative. radiographs showed a physiological alignment 
of the scapholunate joint, a well preserved radiocarpal joint, but mediocarpal arthritis and sclerosis of the scaphoid, and 
on the lateral view, no sign of instability.

conclusion:
the evolution of this case showed that a non-repaired scapholunate interosseous ligament (slil) has a healing potential if 
the anterior ligaments are well sutured, and allowed a good functional and radiological result. in this case, asymptomatic 
degenerative changes developed in the mediocarpal joint, and not in the radiocarpal joint, underlining the stability of 
the scapholunate joint. this case highlights the importance not only to focalise on the slil, but also to assess and repair 
the so-called secondary stabilisers.

A-0935 tecHnicAl ingenuity using ArtificiAl bone molded like A rugby bAll  in tHe surgicAl treAt-
ment for distAl rAdius frActure witH lArge frActure void
kazutoshi kubo, keikichi kawasaki, katsunori inagaki, tetsuya nemoto, Hiroaki tsutsui, gaku niitsuma, yutaka kubota, 
wakako sakamoto
Showa University Hospital Tokyo, Japan

As a problem for distal radius fractures, it is often difficult to  intraoperatively reduce fracture fragments and maintain the 
good position. if there is a large fracture void or joint surface is broken into pieces, especially patients have osteoporosis, it 
is much difficult in intraoperatively keeping the good reduction position. there is a concern that correction loss may occur 
if plate installation and screw insertion fixation are not secure.  we have taken a block-type artificial bone in the shape of 
a rugby ball for such a case, and it is relatively easy to perform an intraoperative procedure by filling it directly into the 
bone defect (rb method). we will report that we have been able to maintain the reduced position and can operate stably.
75 cases were targeted in which rb method was performed for patients with relatively large fracture void or comminuted 
fracture among distal radius fractures operated between 2015 and 2019.
bone fusion was obtained in all cases. Average time of surgical operation was 63 minutes, tourniquet time was 53 minutes 
and x-ray irradiation time averages 2.5 minutes. these were all shortened times compared to the method without the 
rb method. there was no difference with respect to the loss of correction between rb method and without rb method.
the rb method is relatively simple, facilitates intraoperative performance, can improve the problem of operation time 
and x-ray irradiation time, and as a result, seems to be a good method that contributes to the reduction of patient burden.

A-0937 intrAmedullAry cAnnulAted HeAdless compression screws osteosyntHesis for metAcArpAl 
And pHAlAngeAl frActures
Alessandro fagetti1, francesca fissore2, pier paolo borelli3, denise girotto2, mario cherubino1, michele francesco surace2

1Microsurgery and Hand Surgery, Circolo and Macchi Foundation Hospital, Varese, Italy; 2Orthopaedics and Traumatology, 
Department of Biotechnology and Life Sciences, University of Insubria, Varese, Italy; 3Casa di Cura Frati San Camillo, Cremona, Italy

introduction
intramedullary fixation of metacarpal and phalangeal fractures using cannulated headless screws is an effective technique 
with several theoretical advantages, among which minimal local invasiveness and early mobilization. the aim of our 
study is to evaluate the functional results and subjective evaluation.
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materials and methods
53 patients with a total of 69 fractures (46 metacarpal and 23 phalangeal) were surgical treated by the same surgeon 
with intramedullary cannulated headless screws. 
6 patients had multiple fracture and they were all treated with this technique and in 5 cases there were severe soft 
tissue injury associated. patients were followed prospectively until bone radiographical healing and a last evaluation 
was performed with a minimum 6 months follow-up.
functional results were evaluated in terms of arom, grip force and pinch key, mHQ and vAs.

results
At the latest follow-up (average 13 months, range, 6 to 40) the mean total active motion (tAm) was 233° (range,  105° to 
280°), 248° (range, 150° to 280°) for metacarpals and 215° (105-280) for phalanges. excluding patients with soft tissue 
associated traumas, the average tAm for metacarpal fractures was 258° and for phalangeal fractures was 240°. even if 
the technique requires a violation of the extensor tendon, the mean extension lAg at the mf was 1° and 2° at the pip 
(excluding patients with associated soft tissue traumas). patients with transverse and short oblique fractures obtained 
both better objectives and subjectives results than patients with comminuted fractures.
no cases of secondary displacement, malunion or non-union, rotational defects, infections or crps have been recorded. 
complications in terms of decreased range of motion and functional poor results were observed only in 3 of the 5 patients 
with associated soft tissue trauma.

conclusions
despite intramedullary devices for treatment of metacarpal and phalangeal fractures have been known for a long time, 
the use of intramedullary compression cannulated headless screws has recently increased. in our experience and according 
to literature, this technique leads to better results in transverse and short oblique fractures and allows early mobilization 
and faster coming back to activities.

A-0940 motion AnAlysis of scApHoid And lunAte in scApHolunAte instAbility using 4d ct
melanie Amarasooriya1,2, gregory i bain3

1Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, Base Hospital Diyatalawa, Sri Lanka; 2Visiting Lecturer, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka; 
3Professor of Upper Limb and Research, Department of Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgery, Flinders University and Flinders 
Medical Centre, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia

background
scapholunate instability( sli ) has been extensively studied using cadaveric and static imaging studies on living subjects. 
it is known that the, scaphoid and lunate show more ‘flexion- extension’ than ‘radioulnar deviation’ during the radio ulnar 
deviation (rud) of the normal wrist. However, this has not been accurately quantified in vivo in the entire spectrum of sli.

Aims
the primary aim of this study was to describe the motion patterns of scaphoid and lunate in scapholunate instability, 
using 4d ct.

patients and methods.
4d ct scans performed on 7 patients with sli have been used to track motion of the scaphoid, lunate and 3rd metacarpal 
in radioulnar deviation (rud) of the wrist. images were analyzed using 3d slicer, a software for medical image analysis. 
image segmentation, registration and transformation matrix were used to calculate displacement of fiducial markers 
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applied on each bone, in relation to the neutral wrist position. spatial arrangement of the scaphoid and lunate were 
then calculated using x, y and z coordinates, according to euler angle principles and plotted against time points. motion 
pattern of scaphoid and lunate in sli were compared with that of 02 normal wrist 4d ct scans.

results. 
seven patients with sli included dynamic sli (n=2), static sli (n=3) and scapholunate advance collapse. (n=2). the 
scaphoid had more radioulnar deviation(rud) than flexion from its already flexed position in sli.(rud=28+/-8° and 
flexion=19+/-11°). Also, the scaphoid showed more radial deviation than ulnar deviation. compared to static sli, in dynamic 
sli this difference between rud and flexion was less prominent; scaphoid flexion was still lesser than radioulnar deviation.
the lunate however was less consistent with this behavior .
while this was consistent between sli patients, slAc patients showed the most remarkable change between rud and 
flexion of the scaphoid. they had a rud arc of scaphoid of 19° and 16° and flexion arc of 4° and 8°)

discussion.
this is the first study describing scaphoid and lunate motion in the entire spectrum of sli in vivo using 4d ct and image 
registration techniques. this allows carpal motion to be studied in 0.25 s time increments. 
scaphoid and lunate in sli had more radioulnar deviation than flexion-extension during wrist rud. this contrasts with 
the findings on the normal wrist using similar techniques.

conclusion. in sli, the scaphoid deviates more radially and moved less into flexion from its starting position. this finding 
becomes remarkable with advanced disease.

A-0942 preliminAry AnAlysis Among A longitudinAl trApeziometAcArpAl osteoArtHritis coHort: cAn 
we differentiAte pHenotypes bAsed on plAsmA inflAmmAtory cytokine profiles?
Anusha ratneswaran1, daniel Antflek2, jason rockel1, konstantin shestopaloff1, mohit kapoor1, Heather baltzer1,2

1Krembil Research Institute, Toronto, Canada; 2Toronto Western Hand Program, Toronto, Canada

purpose: A tremendous interest exists in defining the role of inflammatory cytokines in patients with symptomatic 
osteoarthritis (oA) for prognostic, personalized therapeutic and regenerative purposes. our overall objective is to 
discover which cytokines are capable of differential disease stratification through the longitudinal characterization of 
trapeziometacarpal (tm) oA patients. 

method: this prospective, longitudinal cohort of tm oA patients collects clinical outcomes (patient-reported pain and 
function), demographics, and plasma at multiple timepoints. baseline plasma inflammatory cytokine panel screening 
was performed using multiplex analysis. principal component analysis (pcA) was used to identify cytokine clustering 
patterns. baseline inflammatory cytokines were compared between surgical and non-surgical cohorts of patients. in 
surgical patients, inflammatory cytokine levels were compared from baseline to 3 months post-surgery and correlated 
to patient-reported pain (mcgill pain Questionnaire).  comparative analyses used independent sample t tests and χ2 tests 
as appropriate. the pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for correlative relationships.

results: the cohort (n = 73) was primarily female (74%), mean age of 58.9 (±17) with median eaton-littler radiographic 
score = 3.   An unbiased subset of clustered cytokines in plasma may represent an inflammatory phenotype among a tm 
oA subpopulation (elevated g-csf, il-1b, tnfa, il-10, il- 17A, il12p70, mcp-1, il-6 and vegf). within this cohort, surgical 
patients had significantly elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines (gm-csf, il-7, ifnγ, il1-rA and mcp-1) compared with 
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non-surgical patients (p < 0.05). Among the surgical patients, numerous inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines 
were changed after intervention and showed significant correlation to improved pain scores (e.g. ip-10, r2=0.23; vegf, 
r2=25; p<0.05).  At one year following surgery, two circulating cytokines (gm-csf and il-7) changed to levels comparable 
to the non-surgical cohort at baseline (p<0.05).
conclusions: these preliminary data suggest that there may exist tm oA phenotypes based on cytokine profiles.  observed 
cytokine responses demonstrate different potential phenotypes that may be useful for predicting response to treatment. 
definitive associations of cytokine expression profiles to disease phenotype and treatment response will require a greater 
number of patients as this longitudinal tm oA cohort and biobank continues to grow. 

A-0946 investigAtion of grAsping pAtterns in HeAltHy Adults: A pilot study 
merve sariipek1, Ali kitis1, mustafa Alper sariipek2

1Pamukkale University, School of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation, Denizli, Turkey; 2Pamukkale University, Faculty of 
Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Denizli, Turkey

objective: the aim of this pilot study was to investigate the surface area of grasping patterns in healthy adults.

methods: 12 cases (4 females, 8 males) with a mean age of 37,75±10,12 enrolled into the study. four of the cases were 
academicians (33.3%), three were workers (25%) and five were secretaries (41.7%). ten of the cases had right (83.3%), 
two of the cases had left  hand dominancy (16.7%). solidworks® cAd program was used to evaluate the surface area in 
grasping patterns. to evaluate the volar surface area, cases were sit on a standard chair and a standard table was used to 
position the hand. cases was positioned their elbows 90o flexed, forearm 90o supinated, wrist and fingers full extension. 
to evaluate the grip patterns; cases were asked to grasp the finger-painted materials one by one, and after each grasping 
the hand was photographed and cleaned. the grasping patterns specified for this process were: cylindrical grasp (large 
diameter), cylindrical grasp (small diameter), adducted thumb grip, pulp pinch, spherical grasp, extension type grasp, 
distal type grasp, tripod pinch and tip pinch. images were transferred to solidworks® cAd program version 2013 through 
windows. the volar surface area of the hand was calculated by a mechanical engineer. the entire surface area of the hand 
and the painted surface area were converted into percentages.

results: the mean volar surface area of healthy adults dominant hand was: at cylindrical grasp (large diameter) 22.34±8.49, 
at cylindrical grasp (small diameter) 23.52±7.98, at adducted thumb grip 30.98±10.18, at pulp pinch 1.21±0.30, at 
spherical grasp 30.05±8.99, at extension type grasp 13.18±5.30, at distal type grasp 4.66±2.24, at tripod pinch1.78±0.89 
and at tip pinch 26±0.14.

conclusion: in this study, an objective method was developed for the investigation of grasping patterns. the solidworks® 
cAd program is an objective assessment method for biomechanical and rehabilitation studies. grasping patterns are 
characteristic more specific assessments and larger sample sizes are needed to establish norm values in healthy individuals.

A-0948 distAl pArt tHe interosseous membrAne reconstruction for tHe essex-lopresti injury - cAse report
marcio Aurelio Aita1, diego l fernandez2, eduardo gasparotti1, luis gustavo rodriguez gómez3, carlos eduardo saenz4, 
gustavo mantovani ruggiero5

1Faculdade de Medicina do ABC, Santo Andre; 2Siloah Hospital, Bern; 3Clínica de la mano de Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires; 4Hospital 
Marcelino Champagnat, Curitiba; 5Universita Degli Studi Di Milano, Milan

we report a patient with sport injury, submitted previous to radial head Arthroplasty  and percutaneous screw for 
scaphoid fracture but, evaluated with essex-lopresti injury (eli) and showed gross instability and deformity of distal 
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radio-ulnar joint (druj). we performed ulna shortening and ligament reconstruction of the distal part of interosseous 
membrane (track band) using brachioradialis tendon graft and augmentation. the surgical technique is described as well 
the follow-up after 1 year from the surgery showing a good outcome.

A-0950 A preliminAry study of AwAkening AnestHesiA And intrAoperAtive electricAl stimulAtion 
for neuropHysiologicAl monitoring during contrAlAterAl seventH cervicAl nerve trAnsfer in pA-
tients witH centrAl HemiplegiA
tie li1, wenjun Qi1, zhaori bi1, xuehu wang2, yanqun Qiu2, yundong shen1, wendong xu1, yudong gu1

1Huashan Hospital Fudan University, Shanghai, China; 2Jing’an District Central Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China

background:
we applied contralateral seventh cervical nerve transfer (cc7) surgical procedure to restore limb function in patients 
with central hemiplegic and achieved good clinical results. However, the effect of brain electricity activity changes after 
bilateral c7 root neurectomy is unclear. this study combined with awakening anesthesia and intraoperative electrical 
stimulation for neurophysiological monitoring before and after the c7 neurectomy, the sensory evoked potentials (sep) 
and related physiological indexes after stimulating the single brachial plexus (c5-t1) root were recorded and analyzed. 
objectives:
to investigate the applied value of the electroencephalogram(eeg) monitoring combining awakening anesthesia and 
intraoperative electrical stimulation during cc7 in patients with central hemiplegic.
methods:
patients with central hemiplegia who meet the surgical indications of cc7 were recruited to this study. before and after 
c7 root neurectomy, stimulate the c5-t1 root respectively, and observe the sep changes of different electrodes in the 
whole brain. meanwhile, the brain electricity activity of the active movement of nonparalyzed limb after c7 neurectomy 
during awakening anesthesia.
results:
the sep signals from sensorimotor cortex were affected after c7 neurectomy. the amplitude and latency of the sep were 
significantly different before and after the c7 neurectomy when stimulating the c7 root, whereas these indexes were not 
significantly different when simulating the c5/c6,c8/t1. in addition, the eeg signals generated after the active movement 
of the nonparalyzed limb during awakening anesthesia were not significantly different before and after the c7 neurectomy.
conclusion:
the nerve regulation of sensorimotor cortex for upper limbs, including neural processing of somatosensory input and 
motor control, which were unified by the brain network. the somatic function area of c7 in the cortex can be compensated 
by the surrounding cortex.

A-0952 surgicAl treAtment of isolAted frActures of tHe body of tHe HAmAte
josé sous, rubén maestro, carlos rodríguez, sandra ballester, javier cervera, emilio calvo
Fundación Jiménez Díaz University Hospital, Madrid, Spain

Hamate fractures represent only 2-4% of all carpal fractures. Among them, fractures affecting the coronal plane of the 
body of the hamate are extremely rare. the purpose of this paper is to present a clinical case with this uncommon type 
of fracture and to review the literature about this topic.

An open reduction and internal fixation of the fracture was performed using 2 micro compression screws (Acutrak 
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2-Acumed), obtaining an adequate reduction and stability of the cmc 4-5 joint.
At 15 months follow-up since the procedure, the patient does not feel any pain and his hand has a full range of motion 
without clinical residual dysfunction and a grip strength nearly identical to the contralateral hand. radiological controls 
showed adequate bone consolidation.

in conclusion, it is important to consider this type of fractures in cases of direct trauma on the hand with a clenched fist. 
it is advisable to complete the radiological study with a ct scan. treatment depends on degree of comminution, stability 
and joint involvement. surgical treatment has been shown to have the best clinical and functional results. in order to 
minimize any deformity and residual dysfunction, it is recommended to perform an open reduction and internal fixation 
in cases of displaced complex fractures that are associated with metacarpal subluxation.

keywords: hamate fracture, coronal plane, management, outcome

A-0954 A prospective, experimentAl, single center, observAtionAl study to AnAlyze tHe concentrAtion 
of tHe Antiseptic octenisept® in HAnd wounds due to ultrAHigH performAnce liQuid cHromAtogrApHy
susanne langen, patrick lötscher, rahel meier, esther vögelin, carsten surke
Inselspital, Bern University Hospital, Bern, Switzerland

introduction
due to its low tissue irritation and its painless application octenisept® is the antiseptic of choice for disinfecting open 
wounds in our clinic. However, toxic reactions such as chemical serositis, persistent subcutaneous edema and aseptic 
necrosis can appear after pressure flushing of octenisept® in soft tissue pockets. because these inflammatory reactions 
mimic bacterial infections this may, if misdiagnosed, lead to repeated surgical interventions and prolonged hospitalization 
as well as unnecessary antibiotic therapies.  

Aim
the aim of this study is to determine the concentration of octenidin-2Hcl in the soft tissue of open wounds before 
and after disinfection with octenisept® using ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass 
spectrometry (uHplc-ms). the null-hypothesis is, that octenisept® does not penetrate damaged soft tissue through 
standardized disinfection.

methods
19 patients with open wounds of their hands (bite wound, open fractures, lacerations, cutting injuries) were included 
prospectively. patients who received disinfection prior to inclusion in the study were excluded. After the start of anaesthesia 
a first sample of subcutaneous tissue (3x3x3 mm) was taken from the depth of the open wound prior to disinfection. 
thereafter disinfection with octenisept® was performed following our in-house standards. After sterile covering, the 
second sample (3x3x3 mm) was taken from the open wound. samples were analyzed by uHplc-ms. two and six weeks 
after surgery a physical examination was carried out and the patients were asked for any adverse events.

results
17 patients were included. two patients had to be excluded due to sampling errors. in 13 out of 17 patients (76%) a positive 
octenidin-2Hcl concentration after disinfection was detected (threshold value < 10 pg/ml/ml). the concentration of 
octenidin-2Hcl was mean 0.53 pg/ml/mg (+/- 0.8 pg/ml/mg) before disinfection and mean 206 pg/ml/mg (+/- 400.9 
pg/ml/mg) after disinfection. so far no adverse events were observed.
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discussion
this study shows that the disinfection of open wounds with octenisept® leads to a quantifiable concentration of the 
disinfectant in open wounds using uHplc-ms. thus the null-hypothesis can be discarded and a threshold for the detection 
of octenidin-2Hcl could be defined. on the basis of the current data we cannot make any statement on the concentration 
of octenisept® in tissue after pressure injection, which is to be investigated in a future project. 

clinical implication
in suspicious cases, the use of octenisept® as an antiseptic should be avoided and Hplc recognized as a standardized 
diagnostic agent for the detection of octenidin-2Hcl. thus lengthy and incorrect treatment cycles due to octenisept® 
contamination may be avoided in the future. 

A-0955 surgicAl mAnAgement of “ring finger” trAumA – A reAl cHAllenge
mihaela pertea1,2, p ciobanu1,2, diana Al khazaleh2, oxana madalina grosu1,2

1“Grigore T. Popa” University of Medicine and Pharmacy Iasi, Romania; 2Clinic of Plastic Surgery and Reconstructive Microsurgery, 
‘Sf. Spiridon’ Emergency Hospital, Iasi, Romania

background 
the aim of this paper is to highlight the complex treatment of the specific lesions in “ring-finger” injury, treatment which 
may include a wide variety of surgical techniques. due to the complexity of the lesions produced in this type of trauma, 
the microsurgical replantation of the amputated segment represents a real challenge for every hand surgeon.  

material and method
our study is based on 12 patients, 5 men and 7 women, aged between 31 and 57 years old, who suffered a ring finger 
trauma: 8 urbaniak ii and 4 urbaniak iii. the microsurgical replantation was performed in 11 out of 12 cases with a termino-
terminal anastomosis on both digital arteries in 7 cases and only on one in 4 cases. in all cases, we managed to realize only 
one venorraphy. in one case of urbaniak iii, the patient refused the finger replantation, choosing the amputation instead. 

results
in all cases, the results at distance were good. the venous insufficiency was present in 9 cases. in 6 cases, this complication 
was treated with medicinal leeches, on the 5th postoperative day being observed the venous stasis remedy. in the other 
cases, we chose to use the “biochemical leech”: a dermic window with mechanical stimulation and heparinization at 
preestablished periods of time. Also, all patients received systemic anticoagulation therapy. in all cases, the evaluation 
was realized periodically with very good results at 1 year postoperative, both from functional and esthetic point of view. 
the average range of motion at the metacarpophalangeal joint is 42° and at the interphalangeal joint is 17°. when 
appreciating the strength and resistance forces, we compared the results with the ones in the healthy hand, obtaining 
values of 72% and 70%. from the sensitivity point of view, the discriminative distance between 2 points is, on average, 8 
mm. the semmes weinstein monofilaments test proved the regaining of the protective sensitivity (purple monofilament), 
as well as the fine touching (blue monofilament). cold intolerance was observed in 6 out of the 11 cases. in the amputation 
case, the stump healed completely, being suitable for a prosthesis. 

conclusions
the microsurgical replantation in ring finger injury is still the first line surgical technique, with very good results both 
from functional and esthetic point of view. 

keywords: ring finger, replantation, amputation
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A-0956 recognize toucH - films As tHerApeutic tool for re-leArning sensibility After peripHere 
nerve injuries in HAnds.
torunn nessa
Stavanger University Hospital, Norway

recognize touch - films as therapeutic tool for re-learning sensibility after periphere nerve injuries in hands.

the project was supported with innovation funds by the western norway region Health Authority, and consists of film material 
aimed at patients and health professionals. the production is a co-work of an artist, two dancers, a film-photographer and 
an occupational therapist, and intends to assist in the patientś  process of rehabilitation after nerve injuries. 

knowledge of the plastic brain and cortical reorganization in re-learning sensibility is essential for the development of 
this clinical tool (1).

the importance of conscious use of other senses, like hearing, for developing tactile gnosis, is shown in literature and 
studies (2).

focusing on gaining function through training in a natural, meaningful context of daily activities is central to occupational 
therapy theory.

the adaptation process of dealing with loss of function and strategies for coping is described in qualitative studies (3). 
discomfort and disturbed sensation, associated with the reinnervation-process, is addressed in the films by highlighting 
pleasant touch.

materials and methods.
patients and colleagues participated in the development of the films. A test film of 15 min was shown to patients with 
traumatic injuries to n. ulnaris and n. medianus. in a group-interview i asked for advice on several aspects of the film. 
i used the recommendations in the production of further films. i also showed the film to my colleagues at the annual 
seminar of Hand therapy for review.

results
one patient said «i wish i got to watch this film once i was injured». Another patient said «the film somehow shows the joy 
of touching». A colleague said «i think the film might be especially helpful for patients we might struggle with helping».

conclusions
based on response from patients and colleagues we continued the project. the final production includes a voiced intro-film 
and 5 films accompanied by the sounds of touching in daily activities. the clinical usefulness of the films is to be studied 
further. the films are available for use for patients and therapists on «sus.no a kjenne igjen».

references
1. g. lundborg ; nerve injury and repair regeneration reconstruction and cortical remodeling 2e 
2. lundborg, g. & rosen, b. 2003. enhanced sensory recovery after median nerve repair:
effects of early postoperative artificial sensibility using the sensor glove system. j Hand surg [Am] 28 suppl 1, 38-39.
3. chemnitz,A, dahlin,l, cArlsson, i; consequences and adaptation in daily life-patients’ experience three decades after 
a nerve injury sustained in adolescence, bmj musculoskeletal disorder, 2013.
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A-0957 surgicAl decompression of tHe upper limb exertionAl compArtment syndrome: outcome Af-
ter mini-open fAsciotomy
ines regas1,2, isabelle pluvy1,2,3, francois loisel1,2,3, basile fuchs4, Harisson Haight1,2, fiona sakek1,2, pierre tuphe1,2, etienne 
schmitt5, fabrice michel5, laurent obert1,2,3, daniel lepage1,2

1Orthopaedic and Traumatology Surgery Department, Besancon University Hospital, Besancon, France; 2Besancon University 
Hospital, Medical and Pharmaceutics Sciences Medicales, Besancon, France; 3Nanomedicine Lab, Imagery and Therapeutics; (EA 
4662), SFR FED 4234, University of Franche-Comte, Besancon, France; 4Public Health Department, Nantes University Hospital, 
Nantes, France; 5Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Besancon University Hospital, Besancon, France

objective : evaluate efficacity of our mini-open fasciotomy for upper limb chronic exertional compartment syndrome 
(cecs) and to study information degree and non surgical technique used by our patients before and after surgery.

design : retrospective study. level of evidence : 4

setting : besancon university Hospital and vesoul Hopital

participants : thirty patients identified from surgical data-base who had been operated for upper-limb cecs between 
2008 and 2019

interventions : mini-open fasciotomy for forearm cecs, thenar cecs and interosseus cecs.

main outcome of mesure : patients characterics : pain (visual analog scale) functionnal scores (Quick dash) at 8 months 
at least after surgery, level of satisfaction with the outcome, time to return to full activity after surgery.

results : thirty patients were included after mini-open fasciotomy : 26 forearm cecs, 3 thenar cecs, 1 first dorsal 
interosseous cecs. 87% are motocross racers, 50% bodybuilders, 20% racketsport players, 20% swimmers and 7% kayak 
rowers. no international level athletes were included, 30% competed at national level, 67% at regional level, and 30% as 
a hobby. before surgery, 96.7% (29/30) were restricted in basic activities of daily living, 90% (27/30) were manual workers 
with 77% (23/30) restricted in professional activity involving professional reconversion for 17% (5/30) patients. others 
diagnosis were suspected for 60% patients, delaying cecs diagnosis. patients are diagnosed 5 years and 3 months after 
beginning of symptoms. before surgery, 37% changed sportive equipment, 60% reevaluated sportive conditionnement, 
43% consulted physiotherapists for reeducation. post operative visual analog scale was 1,9/10 and Quick dash 6,055 (0-
31,8). 77% (23/30) had very good results, 13% (4/30) good results and 10% (3/30) satisfaisant results. Anyone had bad 
results. 63% patients recovered (19/30) and 33% (10/30) described reduced recurrent symptoms. 50% improved physical 
performance, 77% (23/30) patients were very satisfied or satisfied after 5 years and 8 months of follow up. the time to 
return to work was 1 month after surgery and to full sportive activity 3 months.

conclusion : gold standard is surgical treatment with successfull results and few complications. unlike previous studies 
in literature, our study reveals that cecs syndrom has a non-trival impact on professional and basic activities of daily 
living. finally, a better knowledge of the syndrom by sport medical specialists, family doctors and sportspersons might 
reduce the delay of diagnosis.  

keywords : chronic exertional compartment syndrom ; fasciotomy ; mini-invasive fasciotomy ; upperlimb ; tissue 
pressure measurement ;
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A-0958 scApHoid long Axis computAtion And tHe evAluAtion of scApHoid frActure displAcement  
ophir Aruse1, igor immerman2, omar badir1, sereen yonatan schwartz1, shai luria1

1Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel; 2University of California San Francisco, CA, USA

background 
russe’s classification of scaphoid fractures correlated the angle of the fracture with its stability. our aim was to examine 
this correlation with a computer model, using fracture displacement as an indication of fracture instability.  our hypothesis 
was that measuring the fracture angle or inclination in relation to different scaphoid axes, will prove russe’s classic 
assumption regarding fracture stability. 
methods
the ct scans of all patients with scaphoid fractures during the study period were evaluated. using a 3d computer model, 
we computed 4 axes – 1. principal component analysis axis taking into account the outer surface area of the bone 
(surface-pcA); 2. pcA taking into account the density of the scaphoid (density-pcA); 3. longest axis measured within the 
scaphoid outer boundaries (maximal length); and 4. the axis of the smallest cylinder enclosing the scaphoid (cylinder). 
for each of these axes, two angles were measured – 1. the angle between each axis and the fracture plane - depicting 
fracture angle; 2. the angle between the axis and the volar-dorsal vector marked on the distal radius articular surface, 
as projected on the fracture plane – depicting fracture inclination. 
results
of 133 fractures analyzed, 17 were in the distal third, 82 in the waist and 34 in the proximal third. when examining 
all fractures, displacement was correlated with the fracture angle in the surface-pcA axis (mean angle of 44° with 
displacement and 53° without, p=0.037) and with fracture inclination in the density-pcA, cylinder and maximal length 
axes (p=0.016, 0.014 and 0.025, respectively). 
examining both fracture location and displacement, a significant correlation was found only with proximal fractures 
measured using the surface-pcA axis. displaced fractures had a mean angle of 36.7° while non-displaced fractures had 
a mean angle of 48.5° (p=0.046). in the distal fractures, significant differences in inclination were found in the displaced 
fractures, although only 3 displaced distal fractures were included. no such correlations were found for the waist fractures 
angle or inclination using all axes. 
there were significant differences in the distance of each axis from the center of the fracture as well as the axis length. 
the maximal length axis was longest (27.5 mm) but also significantly distant from the center of the fracture (6.3 mm)
(p<0.001). the surface-pcA was closest to the center in all fractures as well as the waist fractures, with a mean of 4.6 
mm from the center (mean rank p<0.001) and minimally shorter (26.2 mm for surface-pcA) (mean rank p<0.001). 
discussion 
we found a correlation between the fracture angle and displacement. yet this was found to be significant only for the 
proximal and distal fractures. waist fractures, which were the majority, were not found to have different angles or 
inclinations when displaced. 
we found significant differences between the examined axes of the scaphoid. the surface-pcA axis could demonstrate 
significant differences between displaced proximal fractures and between fracture locations. it was also ranked closest 
to the fracture center. 
According to this study, fracture angle and inclination are minor factors in the displacement of most scaphoid fractures.  
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A-0959 swAn neck deformity correction: littler’s distAlly bAsed lAterAl bAnd tecHniQue combined 
witH tHe zAncolli’s fds-pAlmAr plAte ligAment pulley for tHe jAccoud ArtropAtHy
m francés, c navarro, palacios j fernández, d elliot
Hospital Universitario de Gran Canaria Doctor Negrín, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain

swan neck deformity consists in proximal interphalangeal (pip) joint hyperextension and flexion of the distal 
interphalangeal (dip) joint. this is due to an injury in the extensor mechanism, typically a central slip damage. this results 
in a lax volar plate. the laxity of the volar plate causes an hyperextension of the pip joint, and the intrinsic contracture 
relates to the imbalance of forces on the pip joint and dip joint
jaccoud arthropathy (jA) shows joint deformities analogous to those seen in rheumatoid arthritis but generally with 
a “reversible” pattern, that is, reducible to passive movement with preservation of the joint structure. in long-term 
deformities, there is limitation of the joint range of motion because of the contraction of the soft tissues of the joint.
our patient is a 62 years old women with systemic lupus erytematosus (sle) and a long-term hand arthropathy presenting 
with swan neck deformity on fingers 2nd-5th and a z thumb compatible with jaccoud’s arthritis. she also presented ulnar 
subluxation of the pip joint with degenerative overload signs. in the dip joints she presents mild flexion deformities with 
ulnar deviation in fingers 2nd-5th. she also presents subluxation of the 1st mcp joint and  diasthasis of the radioulnar 
joint sindesmosis. 
surgical technique: we performed a dorsal curvilinear incision. the lateral band on the ulnar side of the finger was 
dissected from the central slip and divided proximally just distal to the mcp joint level. the flexor sheath was incised at 
the level of the pip joint and a pulley created by suturing the lateral edge of the palmar plate to the lateral edge of the 
fds tendón. the ulnar lateral band was passed through this pulley and its proximal end was attached to the proximal 
phalanx. the the pip joint is set in 30º of flexion
A dorsal extensor blocking splint was applied overnight and postoperative rehabilitation was started the following day 
in 30º dorsal pip extension blocking splints applied individually to each finger. these were worn for 6 weeks. patients 
were seen weekly for therapy. they exercised the pip joints actively and passively into flexion only from these splints 
throughout this period.
At a 6 month-follow up, swan neck deformity is corrected in all operated fingers, with an improvement of the overall hand 
function specially on the grasp and pinch and a better aesthetic appereance. she is now ready to have the contralateral 
hand operated. 

A-0960 tHe d-system: A novel wAy to streAmline HAnd trAumA
kavish maheshwari, Andrew Hart-pinto, Hazem Alfeky, sandip Hindocha, Ali yousif
Bedford Hospital NHS Trust, UK

introduction: Hand trauma is a common cause for attendance to the accident and emergency (A&e) department, accounting 
for nearly 10-30% of all patients coming in the emergency setting. it is essential that accurate treatment and management 
is done as the implications of mismanagement are long term, which may lead to disability, loss of work and income, 
livelihood, and even psychological issues. the annual estimated treatment cost is over £100 million in the uk for these 
hand injuries with an additional loss of £600 million to the uk economy from functional impairments that occur from 
absence or inefficiency at work and thus reducing productivity. the presence of a specialised hand surgeon is essential 
for management of these injuries, but in the A&e setting this seldom happens and there is a need for an efficient triage 
system even though these injuries are non-life threatening. it is important that these patients are recognised by frontline 
staff to prevent delayed care which can result in significant morbidity. we created a simplified system to efficiently triage 
these patients, called as the d system, where the d stands for the day up to which they must be seen by a specialist hand 
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surgeon. methods: we did an audit in our department and found a delay in the referral of patients from the A&e to our 
trauma clinic, which was quite expected due to a high patient inflow. many patients got seen earlier with relatively 
simpler injuries needing no intervention compared to some fractures, which had already started maluniting at their first 
consultation with us. we thus devised a trauma pathway for the A&e department, known as the d-system which outlines 
for the A&e, till what day from trauma is a particular hand patient safe to be sent to the hand clinic or who needs an urgent 
referral to a higher trauma centre. the pathway is in the form of a simple flowchart, which is easy to understand even 
for junior members of the team. we intend to do another audit after implementation of the pathway to assess change in 
practice. Here we present our d-system. conclusion: it is essential to have simplified pathways for non-specialist areas 
in order to streamline treatment and offer the best care to hand trauma patients, in the limited availability of resources, 
especially at smaller hospitals. our aim is to develop one such system and assess it’s effective in our district hospital.

A-0961 improving outcomes of trigger finger steroid injection by eAstwood percutAneous needle 
releAse
fernando dávila fernández1, jorge enrique ruiz zafra2, Homid fahandezh-saddi diaz2, david manuel ferreno márquez2, 
fátima bebea2, javier de la fuente1

1Clínica Pakea-Mutualia, San Sebastian, Spain; 2Hospital de Alcorcón, Madrid, Spain

introduction 
recent evidence suggest that percutaneous procedures can achieve similar results than open surgery for triger finger 
resolution with isolated steroid injection been less effective. 
the aim of this study is to determine the effect of the percutaneous needle release associated to steroid injection. 

objectives 
to describe the results and complications of two percutaneous procedures for trigger finger treatment. 
Analyze the differences in outcomes between steroid injection and steroid injection plus percutaneous needle release.

material and methods
prospective cohort study. inclusion criteria: patients diagnosed with Quinnell stage ii-iii trigger finger older than 18 
years old without improvement with conservative treatment over 3 months. exclusion criteria: previous infiltration of 
the affected finger or trigger finger of the thumb associated with basilar osteoarthritis eaton ii or greater. two types of 
treatment techniques were used. intraseath pulley injection with 25g needle and volar approach of 6mgr betamethasone 
+ 2ml mepivacaine 1% or infiltration associated with percutaneous 21g needle release according to eastwood technique. 
All procedures were performed by 5 general orthopedic surgeons with more than 10 years of experience using the same 
technique. the allocation of one method or another depended on the day of the week the patient went to the clinic. 
variables were recorded: dominance, laterality, profession, affected finger, starting date, Quinnell’s stage, as well as 
presence of hypothyroidism, dupuytren’s disease, diabetes mellitus or previous carpal tunnel opening. After the procedure 
the patients were evaluated at 30 days, 3 months and year recording the result and complications appeared. for statistical 
analysis the qualitative variables were compared using the non-parametric test. the quantitative variables were compared 
with the student and pearson t-tests. the statistical significance was defined as p<0.05.

results 
52 patients (19 males and 32 females) were included. mean age 63 years ( range 37-85 years). 38.4% involved manual 
workers and 86% were over 50 years of age. the most affected fingers were 3 (35%), 4 (29.4%), 1 (25.5%), 2 (5.9%) and 
5 (3.9%). All were presented in stages 2 (15.2%) and 3 (84.7%) of Quinnell. there were 5 complications (3 transient 
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paraesthesia and 2 ecchymosis) resulting in an overall complication rate of 9.6%. there were no signs of infection or 
permanent neurological deficits. there were no statistically significant differences in complications based on finger 
distribution( p=0.107) or technique used (p=0.296) the overall success rate per year was 80%. when comparing both 
techniques percutaneous needle pulley release  associated with injection had a higher success rate (93%) than isolated 
infiltration (60%) p= 0.008. 

conclusion
percutaneous needle pulley release associated with steroid injection improves the results of isolated injection for trigger 
finger treatment without increasing complicatioǹ s rate.

A-0962 trAffic ligHt system to demonstrAte HAnd tHerApy protocols to improve communicAtion be-
tween surgeons, HAnd tHerApists, And pAtients
kavish maheshwari, tarek eltantawy, Hazem Alfeky, roxana chiru, sandip Hindocha, Ali yousif
Bedford Hospital NHS Trust, UK

introduction:
post-surgery hand therapy remains the keystone for a successful outcome of any hand surgery. An effective communication 
between the surgeon and hand therapist is needed for proper rehabilitation of the hand and resumption of all normal 
activities by the patient in a timely manner. the patients also need clarity on the rehabilitation and hand therapy plans 
over the course of next few weeks to months for them to follow them properly and be aware of the expectations. materials 
and methods: we developed a traffic light system at the department of plastic surgery at bedford hospital in conjunction 
with the department of hand therapy to standardise our hand therapy protocols. the four phases of rehabilitation, 
namely immobilisation, active joint movements only, active and passive joint movements, and gradual progressive 
strengthening exercises were coded by different colours on a timeline and displayed at our outpatient and hand therapy 
clinics to guide all people involved with patient care and the patient themselves to understand the way forward. this is 
done with the hope to improve communication and compliance. A survey was done amongst hand therapists and hand 
clinic healthcare personnel to see if such a system would be efficient in improving patient management. conclusion: in 
the survey we conducted, it was found that such a system can ease communication, improve patient flow, and reduce 
unnecessary follow up appointments. we intend to bring this in to practice and display it at the clinics and hand therapy 
centres. communication is key to a good outcome in any clinical scenario. we need such communications in hand surgery 
for better outcomes.

A-0964 suture button suspensoplAsty witH ArtHroscopy osteopHytes resection in cmc ArtHritis 
marcio Aurelio Aita1, gustavo mantovani ruggiero2, pedro j delgado serrano3, ricardo kaempf de oliveira4, leohnard 
roger bayer4, bruno gianordoli biondi1

1Faculdade de Medicina do ABC, Santo André; 2Universita Degli Studi di Milano, Milan; 3Hospital Universitario HM Monteprincipe, 
Madrid; 4Santa Casa de Porto Alegre, Porto Alegre

we report a first 50 patients, submitted arthroscopy osteophytes resection of the trapezium, reduction of the dorsal 
dislocation of the first thumb  with suture button suspensoplasty percutaneous in cmc joint arthritis - stage ii and iii 
by eaton classification. the surgical technique is described as well the follow-up after 1 year from the surgery showing 
a clinical and functional good outcomes.
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A-0965 functionAlized neurotubes in peripHerAl nerve regenerAtion : literAture review
ines regas1,2, francois loisel1,2,3, Harisson Haight1,2, fiona sakek1,2, pierre tuphe1,2, gauthier menu1,2, laurent obert1,2,3, 
isabelle pluvy1,2,3

1Orthopaedic and Traumatology Surgery Department, University Hospital of Besancon, Besancon, France; 2Besancon University 
Hospital, Medical and Pharmaceutics sciences medicales, 19, rue Ambroise Pare, 25000 Besancon, France; 3Nanomedicine Lab, 
Imagery and Therapeutics (EA 4662), SFR FED 4234, University of Franche-Comte, Besancon, France

introduction: functionalized neurotube are new generation of conduits with chemical or achitectural bioactivity developped 
for axonal proliferation. chemical induction can be incorporated as luminal additives into biomaterial conduits. our 
objective was to determinate how chemotactic or structural features influence and provide a better environnement for 
peripheral nerve regeneration.
methods: our literature review relate all kind of conduits corresponding to functionalized neurotubes in peripheral nerve 
regeneration. we developped chemotactic or structural features promoting each conduit.
results: we choose 152 abstracts  among 11081 published in medline databas e (pubmed access). we classified 
functionnalized neurotubes in four conduits properties: (a) neurotrophic factors, (b) cell therapy, (c) extra cellular 
proteins, (d) biengineering. functionnalized neurotubes result of combinaison of conduits properties as bioimplants.
discussion: many studies are small clinical trials or studies. we included all studies regardless of effectives to evaluate 
quality of reinnervation with modern tubulization.
conclusion: functionnalized neurotubes promote basic conduits for peripheral nerve regeneration. thanks to 
bioingeeniering and microsurgery improvement, further neurotubes could promote best level of regeneration and 
fonctional recovery to successfully bridge a critical nerve gap. 

keywords : bioengineering, growth factors, luminal additives, microsurgery, neurotube.

A-0966 All ArtHroscopic scApHoid excision 4-corner ArtHrodesis for snAc wrist using two HeAdless 
compression screws
mehmet Ali Acar, Ali özdemir, ebubekir eravsar
Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Faculty of Medicine, Selcuk University, Konya, Turkey

purpose: the aim of this study is to describe all arthroscopic scaphoid excision and 4-corner arthrodesis and to present 
the results of patients treated with this surgical method.

maherial and methods : 9 patients (7 males and 2 females) who underwent all arthroscopic scaphoid excision with four 
corner arthrodesis were evaluated retrospectively. radiographs, ct and mri images, pinch strength and grip strength, range 
of motion, mAyo wrist, prwe, Q-dAsH and vAs scores were assessed preoperatively and postoperatively. contralateral 
wrists were taken as control group when evaluating range of motion.
in our surgical technique, standard portals were used. An additional portal was not required for the removal of the 
scaphoid and an enlarged midcarpal portal was used for excision.

results: it was observed that carpal bone union occurred after arthrodesis in all patients. postoperative range of motion 
was compared and it was found that the range of motion of the operated side was decreased compared to the contralateral 
side. However, there was a significant improvement in functional assessment and pain scores in follow up examinations.

conlusion:. we expect that this surgical technique is a reliable technique although the learning curve is long and requires 
experience.
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A-0967 tHe evidence for tHe effect of diAtHesis fActors on functionAl outcome of dupuytren’s  dis-
eAse surgery is limited And flAwed
luke geoghegan1, julian man2, Abhilash jain3, jeremy n rodrigues3

1Section of Vascular Surgery, Department of Surgery and Cancer, Imperial College London, London, UK; 2Imperial College School 
of Medicine, Imperial College London, UK; 3Nuffield Department of Orthopaedics, Rheumatology and Musculoskeletal Science; 
(NDORMS), University of Oxford, UK

introduction
conventional factors associated with dupuytren’s diathesis are ethnicity, family history, bilateral and ectopic disease. 
disease recurrence is not the only cause of poor outcome following intervention. this systematic review aimed to identify 
all factors that have been investigated for a potential association with the development, progression, recurrence and 
outcome of treatment in dupuytren’s disease.

methods
A systematic review of medline, embAse and cinAHl was conducted using a prismA-compliant methodology up to 
september 2019. Abstract screening and data extraction were performed in duplicate. prognostic studies were defined as 
those which examine predictive variables and assess their influence on a defined outcome within a population.  included 
prognostic cohort studies were quality assessed using the Quality in prognosis study tool.  

results
the search revealed 2,301 records from which 48 articles met full inclusion criteria reporting data related to 14,100 
patients with dupuytren’s disease. collectively, 15 studies investigated association between conventional diathesis 
factors and disease outcome, as measured by three patient reported outcome measures (dAsH, quick-dAsH and eQ-5d), 
three functional measures (grip strength, joint angle correction and range of motion) and treatment complications. the 
quality of included studies varied, and the generalisability of studies was low. 

two studies used multiple univariate statistical techniques and found no significant association between diathesis factors 
and disease outcome. six studies used multiple univariate statistical techniques and found significant association between 
age, alcohol intake, occupation, diabetes, gender, emotional factors, previous surgery, length of follow up and type of 
intervention with complications, functional and patient reported outcomes. 

conversely, 32 studies investigated association between conventional diathesis factors and disease development, 
recurrence and progression. eight studies used multiple univariate statistical techniques and found significant association 
between family history, ectopic and bilateral disease with disease development, genetic risk and disease recurrence. 
eleven studies used multiple univariate statistical techniques and found significant association between age, alcohol 
intake, diabetes, gender, hypercholesterolaemia, ischaemic heart disease, occupation, previous hand trauma, tubiana 
stage, hypertension, smoking, affected fingers, degree of baseline contracture and previous treatment type with disease 
development, genetic risk, progression and recurrence. 

conclusions 
this systematic review challenges conventional notions of diathesis factors and provides a comprehensive appraisal of 
factors associated with poor outcome following intervention for dupuytren’s disease. the existing evidence demonstrates 
that traditional diathesis factors are significantly associated with the development and recurrence of dupuytren’s disease, 
however they may not be significantly associated with poor outcome following intervention. 
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A-0968 immobilizAtion protocols following trApeziectomy for rHizArtHrosis: 2 weeks versus 4 weeks
liliya efremova, yuka igeta, juan josé Hidalgo diaz, stéphanie gouzou, sybille facca, philippe liverneaux
Department of Hand Surgery, SOS Hand, CCOM, University Hospital of Strasbourg, FMTS, University of Strasbourg, Icube CNRS 
7357, Strasbourg, France

objectives/interrogation: the aim of this study was to compare the clinical outcomes of post-trapeziectomy protocols 
according to their duration. the main hypothesis was that there would be no significant difference in the post-operative 
function whether the immobilization duration was 2 or 4 weeks. the secondary hypotheses were that there would be 
no significant difference in the post-operative pain, mobility and strength whether the immobilization duration was 2 
or 4 weeks.

methods: a total of 40 trapeziectomies was retrospectively reviewed, with an average patients age of 60.25, operated 
between 2017 and 2019. post-operative commissural immobilization with a synthetic splint was put for 2 weeks. After 
this period, patients were divided in two groups. for the first 20 patients (group i), the immobilization was taken off. for 
the next 20 patients (group ii) it was replaced by a thumb cast brace and left for another 2 weeks. 
we evaluated pre- and post-operatively (between 10 and 20 weeks) the function, the pain, the mobility and the strength 
in the two groups and compared the average results of those variables. the QuickdAsH score measured the physical upper 
limb function, the visual analog scale (vAs) reflected the intensity of the pain, the kapandji score assessed the apposition 
and counter-apposition of the thumb and finally, the palmar pinch test evaluated the strength of the thumb grasp.
 
results and conclusion: the average post-operative upper limb function did not differ significantly whether the 
immobilization duration was 2 or 4 weeks (p=0.920). the average difference between pre and post-operative QuickdAsH 
between the two groups did not either (p=0.780). 
the average post-operative pain did not differ significantly whether the immobilization duration was 2 or 4 weeks 
(p=0.830). the average difference between pre and post-operative vAs between the two groups did not either (p=0.950). 
the average post-operative thumb mobility did not differ significantly whether the immobilization duration was 2 or 
4 weeks (p=0.080). the average difference between pre and post-operative thumb mobility between the two groups 
did not either (p=0.430). 
the average post-operative strength of the thumb grasp did not differ significantly whether the immobilization duration 
was 2 or 4 weeks (p=1.000). the average difference between pre and post-operative strength of the thumb grasp between 
the two groups did not either (p=0.670).
our clinical results show that there is no use in immobilizing after trapeziectomy longer than 2 weeks.

A-0969 upper extremity pAin in violoncello plAyers; is it relAted witH psycHosociAl stAtus? 
güleser güney1, burcu semin Akel2

1Hacettepe Unıversıty, Faculty of Health Scıence, Department of Occupatıonal Therapy, Ankara, Turkey; 2Istanbul Kultur 
Unıversıty, Faculty of Health Scıences, Department of Physıcal Therapy and Rehabılıtatıon, Istanbul, Turkey

instrument training is a challenging process that takes many years of physical and psychological burdens. in this process, 
performers experience stress due to their long working time, inadequate resting breaks and excessive working time. 
Accumulated stress and increased anxiety levels can let individuals live different somatic experiences. it is thought that 
increased anxiety level may stress the musculoskeletal system and cause repeated muscle contractions and spasms. the 
aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between anxiety levels and upper extremity pain experiences of 
individuals studying violoncello. nineteen bachleor and high school degree students between 13 and 28 years (18,05±4,156)  
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volunteered to participate to the study. to determine pain with its region, mc gill melzack pain questionnaire was 
administered. visual Anolog scale was also used to detect pain intensity before, during and after the performance. beck 
Anxiety Questionnaire was used to evaluate anxiety levels. spss 20.0 program was used for statistical analysis. descriptive 
statistics of demographic characteristics, pain and anxiety severity of the individuals were determined. pearson correlation 
analysis was used to determine the relationship between pain severity and anxiety levels.
the beck Anxiety scale scores showed that 52.6% of the participants had mild anxiety, 31.6% had moderate anxiety, and 
15.8% had severe anxiety. in addition, 94.7% (18 individuals) of these individuals stated that they had pain problems. 
the pain was most common in the wrist, shoulder and scapular region. there was a positive correlation between anxiety 
and resting pain severity (r =, 507, p <0.05); however there was no correlation between the severity of pain and anxiety 
during the performance (p> 0.05).
it was determined that the level of anxiety caused individuals to experience pain during rest without mechanical stress. 
individuals who experience pain due to psychosocial experiences, especially the upper extremity, may cause individuals to 
be vulnerable. the fact that the relation was not found during performance may be due to the activation of different factors 
during playing violoncello. if the pain resulting from psychosocial problems becomes cumulative, it may adversely affect 
the musician’s hand functions in the future. further studies including long-term follow-up of upper extremity functions 
and psychosocial status of musicians with negative psychological experience such as stress anxiety are recommended.

A-0970 influence of 10 cycles of sterilizAtion on tHe mecHAnicAl properties of silicone sH42 plAtine 
for digitAl tourniQuets
juan josé Hidalgo diaz1,2, Hamdi jmal2, nadia bahlouli2, philippe liverneaux1,2, sybille facca1,2

1Service de Chirurgie de la Main, Hôpitaux Universitaires de Strasbourg, FMTS, Strasbourg, France; 2Laboratoire Icube, Université 
de Strasbourg, UMR 7357, CNRS, Equipe MMB, Strasbourg, France

introduction
finger tourniquets are in daily used by hand surgeons but the use of not-dedicated medical devices for this purpose can 
lead to severe complications as vascular or nerve injuries, even necrosis. the dedicated finger tourniquets must show good 
mechanical properties during their whole useful life, which for some of them includes several sterilization cycles as they 
are used several times for different patients. one of them, forgetmenot® by Arex®(bp n° 20 / 3 allée du clos tonnerre, f 
91125 pAlAiseAu cedex, is performed in silicone sh 42 platine, an elastomeric silicone. the aim of our study is to describe 
the influence of the sterilization cycles on their mechanical properties.

material and methods
20 samples of 50 mm length silicone sh 42 platine were cut off from real forgetmenot® tourniquets and separated in four 
groups: group 0 or control group not sterilized, group 1 sterilized during two cycles, group 2 sterilized during five cycles 
and group 3 sterilized during ten cycles. every cycle was performed following the real-life protocol: a pre-cleaning, a 55°c 
cleaning by mediclean®, a rinsing by mediklar®, a heat disinfection up to 90°c during 3 minutes and a final drying. then, 
the product is prepared in a sterile dedicated package. finally, it is sterilized by water vapor at 134°c during 20 minutes.
A tensile test was performed for every sample. the tensile tests were performed in a universal electromechanical tensile/
compression 3345 series machine with 100 n load cells (instrom® elancourt, france). A digital recording of the tensile test 
was performed using a dedicated program (bluehill 3 instrom® elancourt, france). for each sample, a cyclic mono-axial 
tensile test in longitudinal direction is performed in a protocol of five tensile cycles until macroscopic engineering strains 
of 50% of engineer, and then until rupture. A digital recording of force in newtons and displacement in centimeter was 
performed. 
then, a strain/stress curve in order to calculate the different elastic modulus from the different areas of the curve for 
every cycle.
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results
the strain/stress curve showed a classic mullins effect.
for the first area in first cycle the mean of the elastic modulus was 1.51 +/- 0.02 mpa for group 0 and 1.25 +/- 0.16 mpa 
for group 3, and for the second area was 1.25 +/- 0.16 mpa for group 0 and 0.61 +/- 0.29 for group 3. for the first area in 
the third cycle the mean of the elastic modulus was 1.25 +/- 0.4 mpa for group 0 and 0.92 +/- 0.22 mpa for group 3, and 
for the second area was 0.32 +/- 0.01 mpa for group 0 and 0.33 +/- 0.03 mpa for group 3.

discussion
After these results we are able to assume that the sterilization cycles have an influence on the elasticity of the silicone 
sh 42 platine so it gets stiffer and stiffer, especially on the first cycle of tensile test. further studies should study the real 
influence of this change on real clinical situations.

A-0971 peripHerAl intrAvenous cAtHeter - AssociAted pHlebitis: propHylAxis And surgicAl mAnAgement 
dan cristian moraru1,2, Angela tecuceanu1,2, irina mihaela jemnoschi-Hreniuc1, bogdan iosip2, ioana tamas1, costel dobre2, 
catalina pintilie1,2, clara larisa popa1,2, iuliana Andor1,2, camelia tamas1,2

1‘Grigore T. Popa’ University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iasi, Romania; 2‘Sf. Spiridon’ Emergency County Hospital, Iasi, Romania

backgroumd: peripheral intravenous catheter - induced phlebitis represents a frequent and important problem in the 
clinical practice of a great range of specialties. it is caused by the inflammation of the vein at a cannula access site. it can 
have a mechanical, chemical or infectious cause. 
material and method: our study involves 73 cases of peripheral phlebitis localized in the upper limb, evaluated in the 
plastic surgery department during a spam of 60 months. clinical assessment and diagnosis was determined according 
to the vip score (visual infusion phlebitis score). 
results: from the total of 73 cases, 24 of the cases, levels 1 to 3 vip, were treated conservatory, while the rest of 49 cases, 
levels 4 to 5 vip, required surgical management. 
95% of the patients suffered from: hematological disorders (7 cases), cardiologic pathology (19 cases), gastroenterological 
pathology (37 cases), and neuropsychological disorders (5 cases).  catheter size no. 20 was used in 57.3% of the cases, 
catheter size no. 18 were used in 35.61% cases, and no. 22 in 6.84% cases. in 76.7% of the cases the catheters were 
inserted through the forearm antecubital surface, of which 40 patients required surgical treatment. the remaining 17 
cases (33.3%) had multiple peripheral catheter puncture sites: the dorsal surface of the hand, the forearm region and the 
arm region. we note that 5 patients developed peripheral catheter phlebitis in both upper limbs. our assessment of the 
cases resulted that iv infusion of Amiodarone clorhidrate was most irritating for the venous endothelium and favored 
the development of chemical injuries (19 cases). we also note that the perfusion of hyperosmolar solutions and kcl fluid 
increases the risk of venous inflammation (25 cases). 
in all surgical cases loco- regional anesthesia (infraclavicular block) was used, and the affected area of the upper limb 
was explored along the trajectory of the superficial vein. excision of the thrombosed venous segment (between 5 and 20 
cm in length) was performed and samples were sent to the laboratory for microscopic examination. 81.6% of the cases 
showed no sign of bacterial growth, in 6 cases s. epidermidis strains were identified, while only 3 patients presented 
pathogenic colonization: 1 with mrsA and 2 with Acinetobacter.
conclusions: our clinical study has highlighted the significant relationship between the presence of chronic associated 
pathology, duration of the catheterization period and type of fluid perfused, and the development of superficial venous 
phlebitis, overruling the contribution of bacterial pathogens in the overall evolution of the injury.   
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A-0972 design And evAluAtion of A new syntHetic wrist simulAtor (wristsim®) for trAining for dis-
tAl rAdius frActure fixAtion by volAr plAting
priscille lazarus, juan josé Hidalgo diaz, emilie pire, cécile sapa, laetitia ruffenach, maurise saur, philippe liverneaux
Department of Hand Surgery, SOS hand, CCOM, University Hospital of Strasbourg, FMTS, University of Strasbourg, Icube CNRS 
7357, Strasbourg, France

introduction
legislation concerning work load of surgical trainees and pressure to reduce learning curves from suing both tend to make 
us reconsider surgical training. our goal was to evaluate a synthetic simulator for teaching orif of distal radius fractures.

material & methods
twenty surgeons used a synthetic simulator (wristsim®) for orif of drf by volar plate (newclip technics®). the evaluation 
consisted of noting accuracy of the simulator compared to a cadaver.
computarized analysis of the various components of the wrist was previously made: distal radius, radial artery, tendons 
of fpl, fds and dp, br, pQ, anterior radiocarpal ligaments, skin and subcutaneous tissue.

results
the wristsim® was noted 5.10/10, compared to 8.18/10 for the cadaver specimen for introduction of the plate under 
pronator quadratus. for reproduction of the fracture, wristsim® scored 6.40/10, the cadaver specimen scoring 7.15/10. 
for fracture reduction, wristsim® scored 5.62/10, the cadaver specimen scoring 7.38/10. plate application was scored 
7.05/10 for wristsim® and 8.23/10 for the cadaver. drilling was scored 6.60/10 for the wristsim® and 8.23/10 for the 
cadaver. screw fixation was scored 7.40/10 for the wristsim® and 8.12/10 for the cadaver.

discussion & conclusions
our results demonstrated wristsim® is yet inferior to a cadaveric specimen for teaching open reduction and internal 
fixation by volar plate of distal radius fracture. A new development of wristsim® is under study especially concerning 
pronator quadratus thickness, passive rom in flexion/extension and the size of the bone.

A-0973 risk fActors for nonunion After distAl pHAlAngeAl frActure of tHe HAnd
christin kammerhofer1, céline bratschi1, Andreas weber1, thuan v ly1, claudia meuli-simmen1, flavien mauler1,2

1Kantonsspital Aarau, Aarau, Switzerland; 2Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland

introduction 
A fracture of the distal phalanx is one of the most common fractures in the hand. Although the majority of these fractures 
may heal without complication, regardless of treatment modality (conservative versus operative treatment), a certain 
percentage of patients develop a symptomatic nonunion. this complication can lead to chronic pain and ongoing 
dysfunction, and remains challenging to treat. published literature on this topic is lacking recent data about risk factors 
for nonunion of the distal phalanx. the goal of this study is to look for special risk factors for developing a nonunion after 
a distal phalanx fracture in the hand. this information would ultimately further the understanding of this process and 
ultimately improve the treatment of these common fractures.
methods 
A retrospective review was performed for all adult patients treated in our clinic for a fracture of a distal phalanx between 
january 2015 through december 2018, and with a minimum follow-up of 1 year. bony avulsions of the extensor or flexor 
tendons were excluded. nonunion was defined if there were no signs of consolidation in the follow-up radiographs at 
>9 months post-trauma. 
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results 
A total of 258 patients (279 fractures of the distal phalanx) were included. the gender and age of the patients, the 
mechanism of injury, type of fracture and type of surgery or nonsurgical treatment were recorded. the most common 
comorbidities that could affect the bony union were also analyzed and include: diabetes mellitus, peripheral vascular 
disease, immunosuppression, and smoking.
discussion 
the objective of this study is to identify risk factors that might contribute to patients developing a nonunion with a focus 
on examining fracture pattern, type of treatment, and comorbidities. this would be important information to provide 
to patients regarding the estimated risk for a nonunion and to improve the treatment of future patients with a fracture 
of the distal phalanx.

A-0974 biomecHAnicAl properties of An innovAted nerve guide conduit
mohamed swaisi, bérénice baille, nadia bahlouli, santiago botero salazar, philippe liverneaux, sybille facca
Hand Surgery, Strasbourg University, CNRS, UMR 7357, Strasbourg, France

background 
in the presence of a nerve gap where end-to-end suturing is not possible, autologous nerve grafting remains the “gold 
standard” with good functional recovery . However, there are multiple complications of using autograft lead to develop 
alternatives strategy, for these reasons, new alternative strategies for peripheral nerve regeneration like nerve guidance 
conduits (ngcs) becomes by far a clinical necessity which are under study and development. to improve the function 
of ngcs, this study has focused biomechanical properties of a newly developed ngc which processed in our laboratory 
from poly-(ε-caprolactone) pcl material, by testing tensile and flexural properties. because of the requirement on any 
implanted biomaterials must be sterile, also we tested the influence of the hydration and different methods of sterilization 
by using uv radiation and by vaporization Hydrogen peroxide, on the physical and mechanical properties of the ngcs.

material and methods 
to evaluate the biomechanical properties of an innovated nerve guide conduit fabricated from biodegradable  polymeric 
materials of poly-(ε-caprolactone) pcl ,and reinforced by adding absorbable monocryl suture, we tested the effects of 
hydration in physicomechanical properties of the guides, also we tested the influence of different methods of sterilization 
include uv light and heat-based hydrogen peroxide on the physical and  biomechanical properties by using 2 methods 
of mechanical testing (tensile and flexural bending test) ,we compared our results with commercially available nerve 
guides and with rat sciatic nerve.

results
we found that the effects  of hydration improve the mechanical properties of our fabricated guide, the flexibility and 
young’s modulus were increased with no significant changes in physical properties the effects of  the uv sterilization 
softening the nerve guides and increase the flexibility reverse to  the utilization of  heat-based hydrogen peroxide which 
had deleterious effects on the nerve guides materials., reverse the utilization of heat-based hydrogen peroxide which 
had deleterious effects on the nerve guides materials.

conclusion 
we concluded that newly innovated pcl nerve guides have physical properties (length and diameter) are very stables, 
the changes in the dimensions after 5 min of hydration is less than 2%. Also presents a motived mechanical property, 
which are more closed to the mechanical properties of rat sciatic nerve, comparing to the commercial nerve guides. 
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A-0975 obstetricAl brAcHiAl plexus pAlsy (obpp) – 10 yeAr outcomes of more tHAn 200 cAses – new 
outcome meAsurements : 3d volume And A motion cApture tool (vectrA wb360; kinelyze).
elisabeth m Haas1, Astrid blaschek2, konstantin koban1, wolfgang müller-felber2, riccardo giunta1, mortimer Hladik1
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obstetrical brachial plexus palsy (obpp) – 10 year outcomes of more than 200 cases – new outcome measurements: 3d 
volume (vectrA wb360) and a motion capture tool (kinelyze).

introduction:
At the munich interdisciplinary center more than 200 patients with obstetrical brachial plexus palsy (obpp) have been 
diagnosed and treated by the senior authors within the last 10 years. the incidence rate of obstetrical brachial plexus 
palsy is commonly reported at about 0.4 – 4/1000 births. up to 90% of all cases merely present minor overextension 
injuries, which, in most cases disappear completely within a few days to weeks. severe rupture injuries recover only very 
slowly, if at all, due to a dislocation of the ruptured nerve ends. in these cases, surgery is indicated. early interdisciplinary 
examination is essential to identify those babies who need surgery. new innovative and non-invasive measurements are 
testes in a 10-year follow-up to show the encouraging postoperative results. 
materials & methods:
in a retrospective analysis we analyzed the demographics of all patients (operative and non-operative therapy) seen in our 
outpatient clinic. patients are scheduled after a standardized interval. pre and postoperative investigations were done by 
the same examiners and the operations were performed by one surgeon. postoperative the anatomical improvements and 
mallet scores were measured. we additionally analyzed the operated outcome with a new motion capture tool (kinelyze) 
and did a 3d volume measurement (vectrA wb360) of the extremity. the patient satisfaction in daily life was evaluated 
by the health-related quality of life (HrQol) score with the kidscreen-27 questionnaire. 
results: the majority of injuries resulted in an upper brachial plexus palsy. in 32% of all cases an operation was needed 
and the most frequent operation was the neurotization of the accessory nerve to the suprascapular nerve. both gender 
and the affected arm (left/right) were equally distributed. the kidscreen-27 supports the good functional outcomes and 
showed a good quality of life in the operated group. the majority of the HrQol scores of the children were “very good” 
and “good”.  this validates the analyses of the non-invasive capture of conducting movements – kinelyze program. the 
operated arm showed a “satisfied” to “good” range of motion and a good use in daily life. the 3d volume measurement 
of the affected arm was significantly different compared to the contralateral one.
conclusion: the results suggest that new technologies (kinelyze, vectrA wb360) are a reliable and a valid tool to measure 
functional outcome procedures more precise and reproduceable and thus can be recommended even for application on 
children. 

A-0976 experience witH tHe HemiArtHroplAsty in elderly pAtients witH complex distAl rAdius frAc-
tures - A cAse series
stefan benedikt, peter kaiser, markus gabl, kerstin stock, gernot schmidle, rohit Arora
University Hospital Innsbruck, Department of Trauma Surgery, Innsbruck, Austria

introduction: recently, fracture prostheses were introduced in the treatment of distal radius fractures. they are a possible 
alternative for complex intraarticular fractures if conservative therapy does not seem to be acceptable and osteosynthesis 
is not feasible. data reporting the clinical outcome is sparse. therefore, this case series investigated the clinical and 
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radiological outcome using hemiprosthesis in complex distal radius fractures of elderly patients.

patients and methods: A total of ten patients (mean age 74.3 years) were retrospectively evaluated regarding their mid-
term outcome with at least a one-year follow-up after surgery. objective and subjective clinical parameters as well as 
the radiological outcome and complications were analyzed. 

results: the mean follow-up period was 2.8 years. All patients suffered from a complex intra-articular distal radius 
fracture Ao type c3. the mean relative range of motion compared to the healthy side was 73.9% and 50.0% for extension 
and flexion, respectively and 87.8% and 86.7% for pronation and supination, respectively. the mean grip strength was 
82.7% compared to the opposite side. six patients were very satisfied and four patients stated to be partly satisfied with 
the result. the dAsH-, prwe-, mHQ- and lyon-scores averaged 37.8, 35.6, 66.4 and 65.7 points, respectively. the mean 
visual Analogue scale score was 1.2 at rest and 3.1 during load. perioperative complications included one dissection of 
the extensor pollicis longus tendon, one heterotopic ossification and two cases of an ulnar impaction syndrome because 
of subsidence of the prosthesis. there was no case of radiocarpal dislocations. mean cast fixation was 3.3 weeks. 

discussion: the prosthetic treatment of complex distal radius fractures with the hemiprosthesis led to clinically and 
radiologically good results. the main advantages are the short postoperative immobilization period, an early start with 
physiotherapy and consequently a quick functional improvement. the hemiprosthesis still does not represent a gold 
standard but can be regarded as a promising rescue option for complex distal radius fractures. 

A-0977 primAry ArtHroscopic debridement of tHe dorsAl cApsule in intrAArticulAr distAl rAdius 
frActures: does it provide superior outcomes?
gernot schmidle, stefan benedikt, rohit Arora, markus gabl 
Medical University Innsbruck, Austria

introduction
distal radius fractures (drfs) are very common. the incidence of intra-articular fracture patterns can be as high as 57%. 
one of the most significant complication after intra-articular drfs is arthrofibrosis with loss of joint motion and pain.
wrist arthroscopy has become increasingly popular in the treatment of drfs with the advantage of good visualization 
of the joint surface and soft tissue injuries. 
concerning soft tissue injuries the question remains which of these injuries lead to worse outcomes if left untreated. 
in intra-articular drfs injuries of the dorsal capsule are a characteristic finding. in the present study we investigated if 
arthroscopic debridement of the dorsal capsule provides superior outcomes compared to treatment without debridement. 

material and methods
between 2013 and 2017 we included 42 patients with intra-articular drfs in a prospective randomized controlled study. 
in group A the dorsal capsule tears were debrided during primary surgery, while in group b these were left in place. 
Active range of motion (Arom), grip strength, subjective outcomes (vAs, dAsH, prwe) and radiographic examination 
were assessed 3, 6 and 12 months after primary surgery as well as 3 and 6 months after implant removal. subgroups 
according to fracture severity assessed by the Ao classification and patient age were formed.

results
Arom in group A showed better results than in group b. this was statistically significant for extension at the 12 months 
follow up.  
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in group A patients > 60 years had statistically significant better results for Arom after 12 weeks (pronation), 6 months 
(extension, flexion and ulnar abduction) and 12 months (sagittal plane). 
After implant removal in group A patients > 60 years had statistically better results for extension at the 12 weeks follow up.
vAs, dAsH and prwe scores in group A had better results than in group b. the differences were statistically significant 
in the subgroup > 60 years for the dAsH score after 12 months and at the 12 weeks follow up after implant removal.   
 
conclusion
primary arthroscopic debridement of the dorsal capsule in intra-articular drfs has an impact on Arom and subjective 
outcome parameters especially in patients over 60 years.

A-0980 is tHere A need for initiAl closed reduction for unstAble distAl rAdius frActures reQuiring 
pAlmAr plAting?
steffen löw1, marion papay2, christian spies3, frank unglaub3, christoph eingartner2

1Clinic for Hand Surgery and Trauma Surgery, Bad Mergentheim, Germany; 2Clinic for Orthopedic and Trauma Surgery, Caritas-
Krankenhaus, Bad Mergentheim, Germany; 3Clinic for Hand Surgery, Vulpius Clinic, Bad Rappenau, Germany

rationale: initial treatment of unstable distal radius fractures consists of closed reduction and cast immobilization. it 
has been shown that the reduction maneuver may be accompanied by significant pain. therefore, the question arises, if 
closed reduction is necessary, if the patients are scheduled for surgery, anyway. we hypothesized that omitting closed 
reduction would not lead to increased pain at the days prior to surgery and that this would not lead to worse clinical or 
radiographic results or to a higher occurrence of secondary nerve problems.
patients and methods: in this prospective, randomized study, 47 consecutive patients with unstable distal radius fractures 
were included who were scheduled for open reduction and palmar locking plate fixation. At initial presentation, the patients 
were randomly assigned to two groups: 22 patients received closed reduction prior to cast application, accompanied 
by i.v.-analgesics. 25 patients received cast application without initial reduction. patients rated their pain on vAs prior 
to presentation, during reduction, during casting, as well as for every day until surgery. surgery was performed in a 
standardized manner. radiographic parameters included ulnar and palmar tilt of radius and ulnar variance and were 
assessed at initial presentation, after casting, as well as after surgery. plate prominence was rated according to soong. 
four to five weeks post-op, patients were clinically and radiographically examined. dAsH and krimmer wrist score and 
radiographic parameters were assessed at three and twelve months post-op. results of both groups were compared.
results: the two groups did not differ with respect to age, gender, affected side, associated injuries, used plate or initial 
radiographic parameters. the patients, whose fractures were reduced prior to casting experienced a mean initial pain of 
4.73 on vAs. the cast reduced their pain by a mean of 0.45, 0.73, 1.24, 1.67, 2.56 and 2.50 at the evening and the following 
days until surgery. those patients, whose fractures were not reduced prior to casting experienced a mean initial pain of 
5.84 on vAs. the cast reduced their pain by 0.4, 1.48, 2.00, 2.22, 1.75 and 2.40. for days one to three, mean pain reduction 
was more effective, when the radius was not reduced. non-inferiority for omitting reduction could significantly (5% 
level) be proven for days one and two after initial treatment for the absolute pain levels, as well as for the pain reducing 
effect of the cast. At three and twelve months post-op, the krimmer score rated 83 and 91, respectively 77 and 92 for 
the patients with and without reduction (p=0.151; 0.865). the dAsH scores rated 22 and 14, respectively 24 and 14 for 
the patients with and without reduction (p=0.823; 0.758). there was no difference with respect to the radiographic 
parameters or to secondary median nerve problems.
conclusions: initial reduction of unstable distal radius fractures does not lead to more effective pain reduction during 
cast immobilization prior to surgery. As there is no rationale for reducing those fractures regardless of whether they are 
treated surgically or by pure immobilization, the necessity of routine reduction is questionable.
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A-0981 microsurgery trAining on new simulAtors
sybille facca, nadia bahlouli, naji kharouf, stéphanie gouzou, philippe liverneaux
Hand Surgery, Strasbourg Hospitals University, CNRS, UMR 7357, Strasbourg, France

introduction
training microsurgical techniques is still necessary for residents. but training on rats is it still relevant?
models for learning microsurgery in 2020 should be updated.

context
new models should be developed and used ; first of all,because of 3r rules (reduce, reuse, refinement) described by 
w. m. s. russell and r. l. burch in 1959 ; furthermore because of cost and evolution of european society (protection of 
animals, vegan people..).

material & methods
All old and new biologic  and synthetic models (nerves and vessels) have been compared and tested in comparison with 
gold standard models (on rats) during several years with students in strasbourg university during microsurgery diploma. 
Also different models of evaluation systems and way of magnification (camera, smartphones...) have been tested.

results
microsurgery simulation on different levels of simulators is nowadays essential for microsurgery training of juniors and 
before to operate rats. students were more successful and number of animals died decreased.

discussion and conclusion
microsurgery simulators should be more developed with different levels of progression during training, with reproduction 
of patency-test and fluid system (blood simulator), but in future european residents will probably learn microsurgery 
techniques only on simulators. 

A-0982 treAtment of isolAted lunotriQuetrAl instAbility witH ArtHroscopic dorsAl cApsulodesis
mehmet Ali Acar, ebubekir eravsar, Ali özdemir
Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Faculty of Medicine, SelçukUniversity, Konya, Turkey

Aim: the aim of the present study was to determine the clinical and functional outcomes of patients treated with 
arthroscopic dorsal capsulodesis for the isolated lunotriquetral(lt) tears which are rarely seen in the literature.

materials-methods: patients with lt ligament rupture who underwent atroscopic dorsal capsulodesis were found in the 
hospital records. the patients’ files, direct radiographs, mr images and arthroscopy records were examined preoperationally 
and postoperationally. patients with additional injuries such as previous carpal, radial or ulnar fractures, ulnar impaction 
syndrome, carpal artrhrosis, tfcc rupture, scapholunate rupture, chondral injury, and druj instability were excluded from the 
study. 10 wrists of 10 patients (6 males, 4 females) with chronic lt tears who underwent artrhoscopic dorsal capsulodesis 
between november 2016-november 2018 were retrospectively evaluated.  After splint removal, wrist exercises were 
initiated at 6-8 weeks postoperation. pinch strength, grip strength and range of motion(rom), reagan’s ballotement test 
were evaluated using the contralateral wrist as a control. functional evaluation was assessed using the patient-rated 
wrist evaluation score (prwe), Quick dAsH score, vAs score and mayo wrist scoring system. 
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results: there was no statistically significant difference between the range of motion compared to the control wrist in the 
control examinations one year after the operation. there was a significant improvement in all four functional evaluation 
scores along with the improvement in rom during follow-up assessments. patients using their hands stated that they 
returned to work in an average of 6-9 weeks, and those who work at the office preferred to start working in a shorter 
period of time. none of the patients developed complications and no further surgery was required. patients clearly stated 
that their complaints relieved in functional tests.

discussion: ulnar-sided wrist pain is still unclear and tfcc rupture, ulnocarpal impaction, and lt instability are among 
the causes of this pain. isolated lt rupture is not well studied in the literature. the initial treatment of acute injuries is 
conservative treatment, and further surgical interventions may be considered in patients who are not relieved from 
symptoms. in previous studies, debridement and pinning of lt ligament was generally mentioned as a treatment 
methods. but also other surgical interventions that can be conducted in patients with lt injury are reported to be 
ligament reconstruction, ulnar shortening osteotomy and lunotriquetral arthrodesis. the studies in which the ligament 
was treated with arthroscopic dorsal capsulodesis are not found in the literature.

conclusion: Arthroscopic dorsal capsulodesis is a minimally invasive method for the treatment of patients with isolated 
chronic lt injury. According to our study, functional scores of the patients are quite successful and we emphasized 
that it is a less invasive treatment. recently, treatment with arthroscopic dorsal capsulodesis has been prominent in 
scapholunate injuries, but case series where isolated ligament injury, a similar injury, has been treated with arthroscopic 
dorsal capsulodesis is not available in the literature. this study of 10 patients is of great importance for guiding the 
treatment of lt ligament injuries.

A-0985 treAtment of dynAmic scApHoid instAbility witH cArpAl cHondromAlAciA
Houshang seradge, kamran steppe, winfred parker, carrie baer, Ashley mckinzie, kian steppe
Seradge Medical, Oklahoma City, USA

objective
we report on the prevalence of patients in our practice exhibiting garcia elias (ge) stage iii with concomitant 
chondromalacia, and the efficacy of arthroscopic treatment alone versus arthroscopy followed by ligament reconstruction 
and/or other indicated procedures.  

metHods
from 191 consecutive wrist arthroscopies, 71 (37%) were diagnosed with dynamic scaphoid instability, ge stage iii, with 
additional chondromalacia, radial styloid impingement, lunotriquetral ligament tear, and/or tfcc tear. the chondromalacia 
was present in the following locations: 25% hamate, 16% triquetrum, 13% lunate, 11% capitate, and 8% ulnar head.  of 
the 71 wrists, there were 33 males and 38 females. 94% were right hand dominant. 56% had surgery on their dominant 
hand. the average age at time of arthroscopy was 45 years. After arthroscopy the patients were followed for an average 
of 6.8 years, with 58% of the patients followed for over 5 years. 
All of the 71 wrists were treated with an initial arthroscopic surgery including debridement and synovectomy and when 
appropriate, abrasion arthroplasty, ulnar shortening, tfcc excision, and/or radial styloidectomy.  the patients were then 
followed to see if additional surgery was required.

results
of the 71 wrists diagnosed with ge stage iii with additional chondromalacia, 61% (43) did not require a subsequent 
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secondary surgery and were treated only with arthroscopy. 
during the 6-year average follow-up, additional secondary surgeries were required in 28 wrists (39%).  of these, 18 
received the dynadesis procedure. the other 10 wrists received a partial or total wrist fusion. the majority of secondary 
surgeries occurred within 5 months of the arthroscopy. 

conclusion
dynamic scaphoid instability of ge stage iii can be associated with chondromalacia and other wrist pathology.  we suggest 
this group be called stage ge3+.  the currently accepted algorithm suggests partial or complete wrist fusion as treatment 
when a concomitant cartilage lesion is present.  However, we found arthroscopic treatment alone was successful in more 
than 60% of the patients with an average of 6.8 years follow-up.  of the cases that required additional surgery, the 
majority of operations were performed within 5 months. therefore, even when concomitant chondromalacia is present, 
medium term relief can be accomplished by arthroscopic surgery alone. Acknowledging the natural history of uncorrected 
scaphoid instability and the fact that it happens in a younger, active age group, we recommend a longer follow-up period.

references
1.  garcia-elias m, lluch A, stanley j. three-ligament tenodesis for the treatment of scapholunate dissociation: indications 
and surgical technique. j Hand surg Am. 2006;31A:125-134.
2.  seradge H, baer c, dalsimer d, seradge A, shafi r, parker w. treatment of dynamic scaphoid instability. j trauma. 
2004;56:6:1253-60

A-0987 flexor pollicis longus tendons repAir in zones i vs ii-iii from 2014-2018: A multicenter coHort 
study
marco guidi1, vera beckmann-fries1, bernadette tobler-Ammann3, elisabeth oberfeld2, lorena schrepfer3, sebastian H 
Hediger3, Alexandre kämpfen3, esther vögelin2, maurizio calcagni1

1University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland; 2University Hospital Bern, Switzerland; 3University Hospital Basel, Switzerland

background and purpose
there are few reports on primary repair of the flexor pollicis longus (fpl) tendon compared with flexor tendon repair 
in the other digits with a paucity of high quality evidence. in order to gather enough data for a meaningful statistics, a 
multicenter register of flexor tendon repairs was established with surgical, clinical and rehabilitation data of patients 
treated in 2014 to 2019. the controlled active motion (cAm) regimen was used in all patients after surgery. the purpose was 
to (i) measure fpl surgery outcomes in the three centers, (ii) evaluate potential influencing factors on therapy outcomes.

methods
inclusion criteria were age between 18 and 75 years, over 50% injury of fpl tendon in zone i-iii after 01.01.2014 and 
treatment at one of the specialized clinics. we repaired the lacerated fpl with core suture repairs using a 4- or  6-strand 
m-tang method without circumferential sutures. exclusion criteria were no signed informed consent, replantation, complex 
concomitant injuries, tendon avulsion, degenerative disease and primary and secondary tendon reconstructions. the 
data collection comprised demographics, injury, surgery and post-operative rehabilitation and outcome measurements 
at baseline and weeks 6, 12, 26 and 52. the latter included measures of body function (e.g., range of motion, kapandji 
score, strength, sensibility) and patient rated outcome measurements (e.g., disability of the Arm, shoulder and Hand 
(dAsH) questionnaire). 

results
in total, 36 patients (16 male and 20 female with an average age of 35 years) with fpl injuries were treated at the three 
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university clinics from january 2014 to december 2018.  tendon injuries were localized in zone i in 12 patients (33%), zone 
ii in 22 patients (61%), zone iii in 3 patients (5.6%). the dominant hand was injured in 44% of the cases (16 patients). 2 
patients (5.6%) ruptured their repair during their rehabilitation. Associated nerve injuries in 16 patients were treated 
during hand therapy. All patients had on average 22 (8.5) therapy sessions. no significant differences existed between 
functional results obtained from patients with and without associated neurovascular injuries. there was no statistical 
significance in terms of dAsH score, thumb strength, satisfaction and return to work between the tendon sutured with 
4 and 6 strands. there was no difference between the blue and the white collar workers subgroup in terms of return to 
work [within 6 months in 30 patients (83%)].  

conclusions
early primary repair with a strong core suture without peripheral sutures followed by a cAm rehabilitation program yields 
good functional results in patients with fpl tendon injuries. 

A-0988 A structured review And content AnAlysis of functionAl And QuAlity of life meAsures used 
to evAluAte tHe outcome After tsA: An icf linking ApplicAtion
steve lu, joy c macdermid
Hand and Upper Limb Centre, London, ON Canada

background: total shoulder arthroplasty (tsA) is considered as the standard reconstructive surgery for patients suffering 
from severe shoulder pain and dysfunction caused by osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, rotator cuff tear, etc. multiple 
patient-reported outcomes (proms) have been developed and validated that can be used to evaluate tsA outcomes. A 
formal analysis of outcome measure use in tsA is lacking. therefore, the current study aims to summarize what prom are 
commonly used to assess tsA outcomes, to classify the type of measure (international society for quality of life (isoQol) 
definitions of functioning, disability, and health (fdH), quality of life (Qol) and health-related quality of life (HrQol)) and 
to compare the content of these measures by linking them to the international classification of functioning, disability 
and Health (icf) framework.

methods: A structured literature review was performed in three databases including medline, embAse, and cinAHl 
to identify which prom were used in tsA studies. meaningful concepts of the identified measures were extracted and 
linked to the relevant second-level icf codes using standard linking rules. outcome measures were classified as being 
fdH, HrQol or Qol measures based on the content analysis.

results: thirty-five measures were identified across 400 retrieved studies. twelve proms were kept into conceptual 
analysis. the most frequently used prom was the American shoulder and elbow society score accounting for 21% (246) 
of the total citations, followed by the single item pain-related scale (17%) and simple shoulder test (12%).  one hundred 
and ninety individual items were linked to36 second-level icf codes. most codes (65%) fell under activity and participation 
categories. the top 3 most predominant codes were: sensation of pain (13%), hand and arm use (13%), recreational activity 
(8%). ten proms included in this study were categorized as fdH measures, one as HrQol measure, and one as unknown. 

conclusions: our systematic review demonstrated that there is an inconsistency and lack of clarity in conceptual frameworks 
of identified outcome measures. despite this, common core constructs are evaluated. decision-making about individual 
studies or core sets for outcome measurement for tsA would be advanced by considering our results, patient priorities 
and measurement properties.
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A-0989 tHe debAteble ArcAde of strutHers: is it still time to consider it?
marco guidi1, stefano lucchina2, florian s früh1, inga s besmens1, esin rothenflu1, maurizio calcagni1

1University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland; 2Regional Hospital Locarno, Locarno Hand Surgery Center, Switzerland

purpose: the aim of this research is to understand the historical steps linked to the creation of the term Arcade of struthers 
and to investigate its morphology and its potential role in compression neuropathies of the ulnar nerve.

methods: in 54 fresh specimen dissections (26 female, 28 male), with ages at death from 45 to 83 years (67 years), the ulnar 
nerve was dissected with the same protocol from the brachial plexus to the ulnar groove of the medial epicondyle. careful 
dissection was done to respect the fascial layers of the medial aspect of the upper arm and the medial intermuscular septum. 
 
results:. muscolar fibers from the medial head of the triceps was identified in 12 dissected arms (24%). no evidence of 
compressive structure as typically described was found.  the extension of this structure was 34mm (min 20mm,  max 51mm) 
and its distance from medial epicondyle was 61mm (min 25mm, max 80 mm). in all specimens the nerve had no signs of 
compression at the proximal opening of the canal between the intermuscular septum and the internal brachial ligament. 

conclusions: the findings of this study are not supportive for the presence of a real arcade as previously reported. Although 
this structure was reported to be a rare site of ulnar nerve compression at the elbow, it was not described by struthers. 
the terminology “Arcade of struthers” should be abandoned because it is doubtful and  and misleading.

A-0990 Anteroposterior rAdiogrApH of tHe wrist. normAl pArAmeters in A portuguese populAtion
daniela pereira, sérgio figueiredo, vítor rodrigues, carlos ferreira, António sá
Centro Hospitalar de Leiria, Leiria, Portugal

this study aimed to characterize different normal imaging parameters in the anteroposterior wrist radiograph in the 
portuguese population and to investigate changes with age and gender.
cross-sectional study with a sample of 90 subjects randomly selected from the total number of individuals aged 18 
to 60 years undergoing anteroposterior radiograph of the wrist in the context of emergency department in 2017 for 
trauma resulting in no fractures or dislocations. those with sequelae of previous traumatic or surgical episodes, as well 
as those with degenerative pathology or bone immaturity were excluded.  Age, sex and laterality, as well as radiological 
measurements of radial inclination and height, cubital variance and carpal height by nattrass technique were collected. 
Analysis of covariance (AncovA) with age and gender as independent variables and each individual measurement as 
dependent variable, assuming statistical significance whenever p <0.05.
females constituted 48.9% (n = 44) of the sample and the left hand was analyzed in 44.4% (n = 40). the median age was 
35.5 years. the median radial inclination was 24.3o (iiQ = 25.7-22.7o), radial height of 12.0mm (iiQ = 12.8mm - 10.9mm), 
and cubital variance of 0.0mm (iiQ = 1.47mm - 0mm) and carpal height of 1.56 (iiQ = 1.59-1.54). in the multivariable 
construction, although a joint observation of independent variables found statistically significant evidence of a lower 
radial height with age (p = 0.049), it was not observed after isolation of contributions to the model (age, p = 0.243; 
gender , p = 0.119).
despite the limitations inherent to the technique performed at the emergency service, as well as the sample consisting 
of individuals who suffered wrist trauma, values   were considered normal in all parameters. in this study, a negative 
cubital variance was observed in 20% of patients. the precise role of a ulna minus in the development of kienböck’s 
disease remains uncertain.
ethnicity may influence ulnar variance, so the value found may serve as a reference for the portuguese population. carpal 
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height is a way of assessing and quantifying carpal collapse. the nattrass technique has a normal value of 1.57 ± 0.05, 
similar to our study.
Although there were no consistent imaging findings related to gender and age of the patients, this study allowed a 
description of normal radiological parameters for the portuguese population.

A-0991 dynAmic scApHoid instAbility: tHe effectiveness of ArtHroscopic debridement And dynAmic 
stAbilizAtion
Houshang seradge, kian steppe, winfred parker, carrie baer, Ashley mckinzie, kamran steppe
Seradge Medical, Oklahoma City, USA

objective
we report on the efficacy of arthroscopic treatment for dynamic scaphoid instability (dsi) garcia elias (ge) stage iii.

metHods
79 patients with dsi, confirmed through arthroscopy, were classified as garcia elias (ge) stage iii.
All 79 wrists were treated with arthroscopic debridement and synovectomy. the average age at time of arthroscopy 
was 38 years old. there were 32 males and 47 females. 94% were right handed and 56% had surgery on the dominant 
hand. if the wrist pain continued, a secondary procedure of scapholunate ligament reconstruction was performed after 
the initial arthroscopy. 
the average follow-up was 6.2 years (range 1-11 years) with 44% followed for at least 7 years.  

results
Arthroscopic debridement alone was sufficient in 43 patients (54%) and an additional secondary surgery was not required. 
the average follow-up for these patients was 6.3 years with 40% of patients followed for over 7 years.
dynamic stabilization of the scaphoid (dynadesis) was required as a secondary procedure in 36  patients (46%).  the 
average time from arthroscopy to dynadesis was 3.6 months, with 92% occurring within 6 months from arthroscopy. 

conclusion
According to the commonly accepted algorithm, the recommended procedure for the treatment of non-acute scapholunate 
ligament tears (ge stage iii) is open surgery. However, in our study, more than 50% of patients diagnosed with dynamic 
scaphoid instability, experienced medium-term relief (average 6 years) after arthroscopic treatment alone and did 
not require a subsequent open surgery.  All of the patients within our study that continued to have symptoms after 
the arthroscopy received a secondary surgery within 15 months of arthroscopic debridement.  the natural history of 
uncorrected dsi is believed to be progressive.  therefore, we recommend a longer-term follow-up. 

references
1.  garcia-elias m, lluch A, stanley j. three-ligament tenodesis for the treatment of scapholunate dissociation: indications 
and surgical technique. j Hand surg Am. 2006;31A:125-134.
2.  seradge H, baer c, dalsimer d, seradge A, shafi r, parker w. treatment of dynamic scaphoid instability. j trauma. 
2004;56:6:1253-60
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A-0992 biomecHAnicAl study of An osteocHondrAl AllogrAft implAnt for treAtment of bAsAl joint 
ArtHritis
seth c shoap1, chia wu1,2, kelly r esposito1, christina e freibott1, dimitrios skouteris1,3, linda effiong1, silvio torres betancur1, 
thomas gardner1, melvin p rosenwasser1

1Columbia University Medical Center, USA; 2Baylor University Medical Center, USA, 3Asklepieion Voulas General Hospital, Greece

background: osteoarthritis (oA) of the thumb carpometacarpal (cmc) joint can cause significant disability and functional 
limitations. surgical treatment of advanced thumb cmc oA has been total trapeziectomy with or without interposition 
or suspension. However, these resection arthroplasties don’t reproduce thumb rotation and cannot restore physiologic 
pinch strength. prosthetic arthroplasties have not been reliable with high revision rates, thus resection arthroplasty has 
remained the gold standard based on reliable pain relief. osteochondral allografts have been used to successfully repair 
large articular defects in the knee, ankle, and shoulder, but haven’t yet been utilized in the thumb. using a published loading 
thumb cmc protocol, and the nonoperated cmc joint as a control, our novel bending cartilage (cartibend) technology 
replicates the unique trapezial articular surface, with the potential to provide a biologic resurfacing arthroplasty.
methods: the allografts are harvested from the femoral trochlear notch and then undergo precise subchondral bone cuts 
guided by finite element models to create a saddle shape, via bending, to replace the articular surface of the trapezium. 
cadaveric wrists are screened for pre-existent arthritis of arthritis via fluoroscopy and manipulated documenting normal 
passive motion of the thumb cmc joint. the Apl, Abpb, Adpb, fpl, epl, and epb are identified and sutured to cables 
which have prescribed loads. the thumb cmc joint is exposed dorsally, and a tekscan™ sensor is sutured into the joint 
space.  retroreflective balls are placed into the proximal metacarpal to record the kinematic data with six motion-capture 
cameras. A series of eight thumb positions are simulated by hanging combinations of 1 and 2 kg weights from the tendons 
to simulate physiologic motions of abduction-adduction and flexion-extension. A hemitrapeziectomy is performed and 
the resurfacing allograft is screwed to the native trapezium and the sequence of loads and kinematic recording repeated. 
results: to date two thumbs have been experimented.  the first specimen, reproduced the normal kinematics following 
allograft arthroplasty, with the exception of one tested position in the abduction/adduction range of motion. the second 
specimen had more scatter in the recorded values which was ascribed to the variation in placement of the target balls. 
refinements in placement to improve consistency in kinematics and contact pressure values have been finalized.  within 
specimen kinematic precision was high for the two tests with the average standard deviation for the native and repaired 
hands across all trials being ±1.33° and ±2.30° respectively.  
conclusion: A biologic solution to thumb cmc arthritis which can reproduce joint mechanics has been lacking. fresh, 
never frozen, osteoarticular allografts bent into a trapezial shape with high precision holds the promise of restoring 
joint motion and function to a more natural state. this could obviate the need for ever complex stabilization procedures 
utilized with the gold standard resection arthroplasty. our protocol mimics published reports which have measured the 
kinematics and contact pressure of the cmc joint.  we feel that this study, which will include 10 specimens, will provide 
information supporting the hypothesis that human fresh osteochondral resurfacing will reproduce more physiologic 
motion than resection arthroplasty.

A-0995 evAluAtion of rAdiologicAl instAbility signs in tHe distAl rAdioulnAr joint  in cHildren witH 
ArtHroscopicAlly-verified tfcc teArs
florian schachinger1, sascha wiener2, marcos f carvalho3, michael weber4, rudolf ganger1, sebastian farr1

1Orthopedic Hospital Speising, Department of Pediatric Orthopaedics and Adult Foot and Ankle Surgery, Vienna, Austria; 
2Herz-Jesu Hospital, II Orthopedic Department, Vienna, Austria; 3Pediatric Hospital of Coimbra - CHUC, EPE, Department 
of Pediatric Orthopaedics, Coimbra, Portugal; 4Departement of Biomedical Imaging and Image-guided Therapy, Medical 
University Vienna, Austria

this study aimed to determine predictive radiographic factors for the presence of acquired tfcc tears in children 
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and adolescents. three observers retrospectively assessed the radioulnar ratio technique in axial mri sequences and 
the pisoscaphoid- and radioulnar distances in lateral wrist radiographs of 18 adolescent patients (22 wrists) with 
arthroscopically confirmed tfcc tears, and compared them to a control group of 28 patients with no pathologies in 
their respective wrist joints (28 wrists). the inter- and intrarater iccs showed substantial to mainly almost perfect 
agreement. when the three core groups (peripheral, central tear, controls) were compared to each other regarding the 
radiographic instability parameters, only the mri shift revealed a statistically significant difference. comparisons revealed 
significant differences between patients and controls and peripheral tears vs. controls. Hence, children and adolescents 
with peripheral tfcc tears showed significantly increased instability parameters in mri compared to controls. these 
techniques are no replacement for a thorough clinical examination but may be helpful for indicating diagnostic wrist 
arthroscopy in ambiguous cases.

A-1000 epidemiology of upper extremity nerve injuries in finlAnd between 1998 to 2016
kirsi wiman1,2, sina Hulkkonen2,3, juha Auvinen4,5, jouko miettunen4,5, jaro karppinen5,6, jorma ryhänen3

1Department of Surgery, Central Hospital of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland; 2University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; 3Department 
of Hand Surgery, Helsinki University Hospital, Helsinki, Finland; 4Center for Life Course Health Research, University of Oulu, 
Oulu, Finland; 5Medical Research Center Oulu, Oulu University Hospital and University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland; 6Finnish Institute 
of Occupational Health, Oulu, Finland

the purpose of this study was to investigate the epidemiology of upper extremity nerve injuries in in finland between 
1998 and 2016. the main focus of the study was on the incidence rates of injuries to median, ulnar and radial nerves. 

the study population consisted of the whole population of finland, 1998-2016. in finland, all citizens are assigned a personal 
identification code at birth or immigration by population register centre. the code remains unchanged throughout the 
person’s lifetime. the personal identification code can be linked to other national registers, including the care register 
for Health care, which covers both public and private hospitals in finland. 

the information on diagnoses of upper extremity nerve injuries were obtained from the care register for Health care, 
specialist care data, covering both inpatient- and outpatient-based services. the diagnoses are coded according to 
international classification of diagnoses (icd), the ninth revision from 1987 to 1995 and the tenth revision from 1996 on. 
the persons diagnosed with icd tenth revision groups s44, s54 and s64 were identified; their gender, age and year the 
diagnosis occurred for the first time was collected from 1998 to 2016. we excluded persons, who had the same diagnosis 
before, coded the same in tenth revision of icd, or the analogous diagnosis in ninth revision of the icd (group 955). the 
finnish population number and population structure in age groups was obtained from statistics finland. incidences of 
nerve injuries in upper extremity were counted as cases per 100 000 person-years annually, both genders separately. 
the mean incidence rates were calculated for each age group, separately for both genders. 

our data formed of 16 525 upper extremity peripheral nerve injuries from 1998 to 2016. the incidence rate of any peripheral 
nerve injury to the upper extremity was 16.4 per 100 000 person-years. the mean annual incidence rates per 100 000 
person-years were 2.1 for median, 2.4 for ulnar, and 1.9for radial nerve injury.  by their anatomical site, the mean annual 
incidence rates per 100 000 person-years were  4.3 for digital nerve injuries, 3.5 for the nerve injuries of the hand/wrist, 
3.0 for the nerve injuries of the forearm, and 2.7 for the upper arm.
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A-1001 new metHod of correction of scApHoid And intrAcArpAl relAtionsHips during ArtHoscopic 
treAtment of scApHoid nonunions.
igor o golubev, grigorii g baliura, ilya A kutepov, maxim v merkulov, oleg m bushuev, gflina n shiryaeva
N.N. Priorov National Medical Research Center of Traumatology and Orthopaedics, Moscow, Russia

Abstract
treatment of the scaphoid nonunion is a serious surgical problem. in recent years, the arthroscopic technique becomes 
popular in the treatment of this pathology, but in addition to achieving consolidation, correction of scaphoid deformities 
and intracarpal relationships is often required. in this article, the authors describe their correction technique and present 
the results of treatment of patients using this technique.
materials and methods. in last three years, there were treated 24 patients with scaphoid nonunions. Average age was 
24.1 (14-36). there were 22 male and 2 females. the treatment protocol consist of arthroscopy of the midcarpal joint, 
resection of the pseudoarthrosis of the scaphoid, fixation with k-wires and bone graft by fragmented cancellous bone 
transplant from the iliac crest. in half of the cases (12) there were used additional volar portal (along the ulnar edge of 
fcr on the level of scaphoid waist) from which there were done additional distraction of the fragments and correction 
of their angulation.
results. in the group with correction of the intracarpal relationship, the average value of the intrascaphoid angle before 
surgery was 68° (from 35° to 85°), after correction 31.2° (from 20° to 40°). the radio-lunate angle before surgery is 25.8° 
(from 20° to 35°), after surgery 11.7° (from 10° to 15°). the scapho-lunate angle reached 72.5 ° (from 45 ° to 90 °), after 
the operation 45.8 ° (from 30 ° to 78 °). in the control group, the average value of the intra fragment angle before the 
operation was 81.6° (from 70° to 92°), after the operation - 68.9° (from 42° to 80°). the radiolunate angle before surgery 
is 33.5° (from 16° to 65°), after surgery 20.9° (from 10° to 32°). the scapholunate angle reached 68.3° (from 44° to 93°), 
after the operation 57.8° (from 20° to 80°). there were no any vascular of sensory complications.
discussion. scaphoid deformity in cases of it nonunion consist of flexion of it volar angulation. using the standard 
arthroscopic approach it is hard to correct such a deformity. proposed additional volar arthroscopic correction method 
allow better correcting of scaphoid shape and intracarpal relationships.

A-1002 morpHology And vAsculArity of tHe trApezium bone And becAuse it is not freQuent to HAve 
An osteonecrosis
claudia lamas gómez1,2, roger rojas-sayol1, laura velasco-gonzalez1, rosa morro-marti2, sara wahab-zuriarrain1, Alfonso 
mandia-martínez1, manuel llusá-pérez2

1Hand Unit and Upper Extremity, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Hospital de laSanta Creu i Sant Pau, Universitat Autonoma 
de Barcelona. Barcelona, Spain; 2Department of Embryology and Human Anatomy, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

background: Although the natural history of osteonecrosis of carpal bones is unknown, it is likely that the involved 
carpal bone ultimately will collapse and fracture, often with the development of osteoarthritis. the clinical incidence of 
avascular necrosis in trapezium is low.
objectives: the aim of this anatomical study was: 1) to assess the extraosseous and intraosseous vascularity of the trapezium 
bone; 2) to show some morphology or vascular association that predispose the osteoarthritis or/and osteonecrosis.   
material and methods: we studied 6 specimens in the department of embryology and Human Anatomy. for assess 
the extraosseous vascularity, each specimen was placed on metal tray and immersed in full strength bleach (sodium 
hypochlorite). After observations on the external vascularity had been made, the trapeziums were removed. the number 
and location of the entry vessels were recorded. for the intraosseous vascularity the  trapeziums were then cleared by a 
spalteholz technique. photographs of the internal vascularity were taken with the specimens immersed in a mixture of 
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oil of wintergreen and benzyl benzoate. 
results: the trapezium has three nonarticular  surfaces. the dorsal and lateral surfaces are rough and serve as sites for 
ligament attachment. palmarly, there is a prominent tubercle, from which the thenar muscles arise, and a medial groove 
containing the tendon of the flexor carpi radialis. nutrient vessels enter the trapezium through its three non articular 
surfaces. dorsally, one to four vessels enter and divide in the subchondral bone to supply the entire dorsal aspect of the 
bone. one or two vessels enter the palmar surface and anastomose with the vessels entering through the dorsal surface. 
two or three vessels penetrate the lateral surface and anastomose with the dorsal and palmar vessels. in all specimens, the 
dorsal vascular supply predominated. in the 85% of the specimens we showed frequent anastomoses of all three systems.
conclusion: the trapezium has a rich internal blood supply. several vessels enter  through its three nonarticular surfaces 
and anastomose widely within the bone. the important vascularization of the trapezium does osteonecrosis uncommon.

A-1006 tHe new prActicAl course by HAnd trAumA for generAl trAumA And ortopAedic speciAlists in 
russiAn federAtion
maria skvortsova, karen egiazaryan
Russian National Research Medical University

there is no official specialty and license sertificate “hand surgery “ in russia. Hand surgeons have  general trauma and 
orthopaedics  sertificate mostly. Hand surgery departments are  available only in a few big cities. general traumatologists 
provide care to patients with hand injuries. they do a lot of mistakes. trainings in hand surgery are not available in the 
residency program very often. we have developed and implemented a practical training course in hand trauma for 
traumatologists and residents using 3 d bone models.

A-1007 open reduction for delAyed presentAtion of dislocAtion of tHe metAcArpopHAlAngeAl joint 
of tHe tHumb in A cHild. cAse report.
blanca Arino, daniel marín, marta guillén, Ana de la torre
Clínica CEMTRO, Madrid, Spain

introduction:
dislocation of the metacarpophalangeal joint (mcpj) of the thumb is an unusual injury in children and its delayed 
presentation is even more uncommon described. we report a case of a 13 years old child that presented at our hospital 
two weeks after initial injury.

case report: A 13 year-old boy left-hand dominant presented two weeks after a traumatism in right hand, diagnosed 
initially as a sprained thumb, because of persistent pain and deformity at the thumb. radiographs showed a dorsally 
dislocated mcpj of the right thumb.
He was taken to theatre and closed reduction was unsuccessful and it was converted to an open procedure, by a volar 
approach. the volar plate was released from the joint and a successful and stable reduction was achieved. subsequently, 
the volar plate was repaired. 
At 4 months follow up, the patient had ragained full range of movement and strength.

conclusion: 
dislocation of the mcpj of the thumb is extremely uncommon in children and therefore the diagnosis can be easily missed. 
closed reduction should always be attempted first but traction maneuvers may transform simple dislocations to complex 
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ones and conversion to an open reduction may be needed, particularly if there is a delay in presentation. 
there are various surgical options for open reduction including volar and dorsal approaches. the optimal method is 
controversial. the volar plate ruptures, interposed tendon, collateral ruptures and chondral fragments should be expected in 
surgery. early concentric reduction, repair of injured structures,3 weeks of immobilization, followed by hand rehabilitation 
should provide good outcomes in most cases.

A-1009 estAblisHment of normAtive vAlues of first webspAce meAsurements in tHe pediAtric populAtion 
isaac betaharon, danielle A Hogarth, casey m codd, joshua m Abzug
Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction: congenital conditions and injuries of the hand are commonly observed in the pediatric population and often 
go unrecognized if functional limitations are not present. conditions such as thumb hypoplasia and thumb contractures 
may be optimally treated prior to the development of functional limitations. the purpose of this study was to establish 
normal values of first webspace of the hand measurement in the pediatric and adolescent populations. 

methods: A total of 308 hands were measured from 179 unique participants (101 male, 78 female; 0-18 years) recruited 
from a population of pediatric orthopaedic patients and their siblings. measurements were taken of each hand of each 
patient, unless the child presented with a history of an injury to a particular limb and/or had a known congenital hand/
digit condition, history of upper extremity surgery, brachial plexus birth palsy, or neurodevelopmental disorder. the 
measurements included the first webspace depth in centimeters, the first webspace angle in degrees, and the distance 
from the tip of the thumb to the proximal interphalangeal joint of the index finger in centimeters when the thumb was 
adducted. simple statistical means and pearson’s r-squared values were determined using microsoft excel. 

results: mean values of the first webspace measurements were established for ages 2 through 15 (mean age: 8.18 years; 
sd: 4.13 years), however, too few participants were ages 1 and 16 through 18 to establish mean values. A strong linear 
relationship was found between age and first webspace depth (r^2 =0.96) as well as age and thumb-pip distance 
(r^2=0.93), indicating both measurements were dependent on age. Average values for first webspace depth ranged 
from 2.0cm to 6.0cm. no relationship was found between age and first webspace angle (r^2= 0.03) ranging from 25 
degrees abduction to 93 degrees abduction. 

conclusions: the first webspace depth and distance from the tip of the thumb to the index finger pip joint increase 
proportionally with increasing age. first webspace angle was not found to be a function of age or change as a child 
develops. the normative values defined for the pediatric population in this study can be clinically utilized to determine 
abnormal thumb development, the presence of a first webspace contracture, and/or early identification of the presence 
of underlying congenital conditions. to our knowledge, no evidence-based normative values have previously been 
established throughout childhood for first webspace parameters in normal children. 

A-1011 estAblisHment of normAtive vAlues for meAsurements of tHe HAnd in tHe pediAtric populAtion 
isaac betaharon, danielle A Hogarth, casey m codd, joshua m Abzug
Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction: limb differences most commonly affect the distal part of the extremity.  while many of these conditions 
can be quite obvious, at times the presence of an anomaly of the hand may be difficult to diagnose.  early intervention 
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for some conditions, such as macrodactyly and brachydactylyl, may be beneficial for the child. the purpose of this study 
was to establish normal measurement values of the hand in the pediatric and adolescent populations. 

methods: A total of 308 hands were measured from 179 unique participants (101 male, 78 female; 0-18 years) recruited 
from a population of pediatric orthopaedic patients and their siblings. measurements were taken of each hand of each 
patient, unless the child presented with a history of an injury to a particular limb and/or had a known congenital hand/
digit condition, history of upper extremity surgery, brachial plexus birth palsy, or neurodevelopmental disorder. the 
measurements included the length of the volar flexion crease at the metacarpophalangeal (mcp) joint, length of hand 
from tip of long finger to wrist flexion crease, the palm width at the level of the distal palmar crease, and length of the 
wrist flexion crease. simple statistical means and pearson’s r-squared values were determined using microsoft excel. 

results: mean values of the hand measurements were established for each year of age from 2 to 15 years (mean age: 
8.18 years; sd: 4.13), with ages 0, 1, and 16 through 18 having too few participants to establish a mean value. the 
determination of each of the hand measurements were found to be dependent on age with similar mean values found 
for both male and female hands of the same age. pearson’s r values exhibited a strong linear relationship between age 
and the following parameters: longitudinal distance from tip of the long finger to the distal wrist flexion crease (r^2= 
0.97), the radioulnar width of the volar aspect of the palm at the level of the distal volar crease (r^2 = 0.98), and the 
length of the volar flexion crease at the metacarpophalangeal (mcp) joint (r^2= 0.97). longitudinal hand size ranged 
from 10cm to 22.5cm. palm width ranged from 4.5cm to 10.5cm. 

conclusions: longitudinal and radioulnar hand size measurements increase proportionally with increasing age. the 
normative values defined in this study can be utilized clinically to aid the physician when diagnosing limb differences 
that may be subtle in nature.   

A-1012 morpHoeA profundA presenting As bilAterAl cArpAl tunnel syndrome.
pauline mcgee1, smita bhat2, Alex lambah2

1St John’s Hospital, Livingston, UK; 2Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, UK

we present the case of a 49-year-old biologist referred with bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome confirmed on nerve conduction 
studies. He gave a history of sensory disturbance and stiffness in both hands for one year and recalled a tick bite predating 
symptom onset.
examination revealed stiffness of both hands and wrists. motor and sensory function of the median, ulnar and radial 
nerves were intact, provocative tests were negative. rheumatology and infectious disease opinions were sought to 
exclude systemic disease or lyme’s disease. 

Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic Antibody, Antinuclear Antibody and cyclic citrullinated peptide Antibody tests were negative as 
was serology for borrelia burgdorferi. c-reactive protein and igg levels were elevated at 13mg/l and 14.10g/l respectively. 
An eosinophilia of 4.4 x109/l was detected (range 0.0-0.4x109/l). radiographs of the wrists and hands were unremarkable. 
mri detected inflammation in the fascia of both forearms. biopsy of the skin, subcutaneous tissue and fascia demonstrated 
perivascular infiltrates in the fascia consistent with a diagnosis of morphoea profunda. oral prednisolone and methotrexate 
were commenced and resolution of paraesthesia and stiffness was noted at one year.

morphoea profunda is a rare connective tissue disorder classified as a subtype of localised scleroderma. skin, subcutaneous 
tissue, fascia and muscle may be affected. proposed aetiological factors include trauma, venous insufficiency, irradiation 
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and borrelia burgdorferi infection although this remains controversial. increases in eosinophil count, immunoglobulin g 
and m levels may occur. systemic sclerosis (ssc) autoantibodies are generally not detected. Histologically; perivascular 
and periadnexal inflammatory infiltrates consisting of lymphocytes, plasma cells, histiocytes and occasional eosinophils 
predominate. with time inflammation is replaced by sclerosis. treatment with methotrexate and / or systemic 
corticosteroids is advocated. 

carpal tunnel syndrome in this context is likely due to a compressive phenomenon secondary to inflammation. given its 
rarity, morphoea profunda may not be considered as a differential diagnosis by a hand surgeon. this case illustrates the 
importance of thorough assessment in establishing a correct diagnosis thus avoiding surgical intervention in patients 
who require medical therapy.

A-1013 lAterAl flAp in polydActyly surgery
vladimir zavarukhin, Anna firsova
St.Petersburg State University Hospital, Russia

polydactyly of the thumb can be called a state in which the “building material”, which was supposed to be one thumb, 
was divided into two. it is quite natural that during the operation the desire to reconnect these structures to obtain a 
stable, symmetrical thumb, equal in size to the normal thumb.
the aim of the study was to evaluate the results of treatment of polydactyly wassel type i–v using the lateral flap from 
the removed thumb with an axial blood supply.
materials and methods: the results of treatment of 40 patients with polydactyly wassel type i–v operated from 2016 
to 2019 are presented. the design of the surgery included the formation of a skin lateral flap from the removed thumb 
on the arterya pollicis propria.
the symmetry of the thumb relative to the axis, the symmetry of the nail folds, and the comparative width of a relatively 
healthy thumb using photometry were evaluated. the quality of the postoperative scar and the number of complications 
were evaluated. 
results: the use of a lateral flap in all cases allowed to increase the volume of the thumb, in more than 70% of cases it 
was close to the size of a normal thumb. in most cases, it was possible to create the symmetry of the nail folds.
edge necrosis of the lateral flap, not exceeding 6 mm2 in area, was detected in only one patient. in three cases, subjectively 
there were excess soft tissue on the thumb after surgery.

A-1014 AntenAtAl counselling for motHers witH ultrAsound-diAgnosed fetAl congenitAl HAnd dif-
ferences.
pauline mcgee1, orla duncan1, sarah cooper2, wee lam1

1Royal Hospital Sick Kids, Edinburgh, UK; 2Royal Infirmary Hospital, Edinburgh, UK

title:
Antenatal counselling for mothers with ultrasound-diagnosed fetal congenital Hand differences.

objectives
Antenatal counselling for women carrying a fetus diagnosed with congenital hand differences remain a challenging 
subject. Although there are well established pathways for other specialities, for example, in the context of serious life-
threatening conditions like congenital heart or organ defects, and also non life-threatening conditions like cleft lip and 
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palate defects, there is little or no guidance for the congenital hand surgeon. According to the eurocAt database, it is 
estimated that 58% of limb reduction defects (upper and lower) are diagnosed antenatally with the majority of these 
being identified between 14 and 23 weeks’ gestation. the purpose of this presentation is to examine the senior author’s 
experience following consultation with three patients and to suggest guidelines for the surgeon. 

methods
we present three cases of antenatally diagnosed upper limb abnormalities and the process involved in the consultation 
and subsequent counselling seen within the period of october 2018 to september 2019. case 1: 43 year old female with 
a positive family history of ectrodactyly at 16 weeks gestation, presenting with a diagnosis of ectrodactyly of all four 
limbs of the fetus. case 2:26 year old female referred following diagnosis of absent right distal upper limb of the fetus 
detected at 20 weeks gestation. there was no family history of congenital hand difference. case 3: 35 year old female 
with a personal medical history of bilateral synpolydactyly and multiple operations, presenting with a viable 12 week 
pregnancy and advised about a high risk of Hod13 mutation, affecting the future child’s hands. the patient was seeking 
more information about genetics and surgical options.

results 
All three women were seen in the congenital hand clinic. main questions from the mothers pertain to the future function of 
the child’s hand, the type of life the child would lead, the support available as well as future genetic risks. the consultation 
was lengthy and complex, and necessarily involve examining not just the hand surgery evidence but also other congenital 
anomalies. personal and family history heavily influenced the decision to terminate or keep the fetus, as well as family 
circumstances. 

conclusions
there are no current guidelines for antenatal counselling in these non-life-threatening hand differences where the focus 
is on function as well as cosmesis. Although the obstetrician is the first to see a patient with a newly diagnosed foetus 
with hand differences, the congenital hand surgeon is often seen as the ‘expert’ that will answer pertinent questions. 
the hand surgeon may be placed in a stressful situation to help the woman decide whether or not to keep the child. 
He or she may not be trained for antenatal counselling. this presentation shares our experience of the importance of a 
multi-disciplinary team and also to draw on experience from other specialties. 

A-1015 How long does it tAke for A dAy cAse HAnd surgery procedure?
preetham kodumuri, deepak samson, mark brewster
 University Hospitals Birmingham, UK;  University Hospital of Coventry and Warwickshire, UK

introduction
surgeons are often criticised for under-estimating the time necessary to perform a surgical procedure. the ability to 
accurately determine the duration of surgery is vital in planning theatre lists and ensures optimal utilisation of theatre 
resources. the primary aim of this study was to calculate the whole operation time (from entry into anaesthetic room 
to leaving theatre), theatre time (from entry into theatre to leaving theatre) and surgical time (from start of operation 
to finish) for day case hand surgery procedures performed at four hospitals (two level 1 trauma centres and two elective 
units) between 1 jan  2018 to 31 december 2018. our secondary aim was to identify trends for each type of operation 
with respect to the experience of the surgeon and the hospital type. 

methods
retrospective anonymised data was requested from the clinical coding department and cross-checked with the theatre 
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records to ensure no cases were missed. this was analysed using the excel spreadsheet. 

results
we evaluated a total of 766 procedures over the 12-month period. there were 448 carpal tunnel decompressions, 59 cubital 
tunnel decompressions, 76 trigger finger releases, 62 trapeziectomies and 116 for dupuytren’s fasciectomy. the mean 
whole operation time for carpal tunnel decompression was 48 minutes (range 19-59 min), cubital tunnel decompression 
was 110 minutes (range 34-257 min), trigger finger release was 50 min (range 21 – 156 min), trapeziectomy was 142 
minutes (range 64-280 minutes) and dupuytren’s single digit fasciectomy was 136 minutes (range 24-206). there was 
a wide variation in operation time for dupuytren’s disease depending on the number of digits involved and whether 
dermofascietomy was performed. 

the grade of the primary operation surgeon (consultant versus junior trainee), type of hospital (elective versus trauma) 
had no statistically significant impact on the surgical time for a day case hand surgical procedure. the results from 
dupuytren’s operation were too hetereogeneous to analyse trends retrospectively.

conclusion
our study provides accurate information on the time required for several day case hand surgery procedures. we found 
that the wide variations in ranges denote several factors such as admission process (day case ambulatory theatre setting 
versus general theatres), type of anaesthetic (regional versus local) and location of administration of anaesthetic (theatre 
versus anaesthetic room) play an important role in the theatre turnaround. close attention to these details will help 
surgeons to accurately determine whole operation time and maximise theatre efficiency. 

A-1017 tHe role of A spAnning plAte As An internAl fixAtor in complex distAl rAdius frActures 
rémy liechti1,2, urs Hug2, björn-christian link1, reto babst1, frank jp beeres1

1Department of Orthopedic and Trauma Surgery, Cantonal Hospital of Lucerne, Lucerne, Switzerland; 2Department of Hand 
and Plastic Surgery, Cantonal Hospital of Lucerne, Lucerne, Switzerland

introduction: 
minimal invasive internal fixation with a dorsal spanning plate is considered as an alternative treatment method in 
complex distal radius fractures. However, indications for its use have been subject of controversial discussions. up until 
now, patient series have only been published by American surgeons. this study aims at reporting on the clinical outcome 
of this treatment method in a single level i trauma center in switzerland. 
pAtients And metHods:
A prospective case series of all consecutive patients undergoing dorsal spanning plate fixation of distal radius fractures 
between january 2018 and july 2019 was conducted. indications for the use of this technique included radiocarpal 
fracture dislocations, very distal fractures without adequate bone stock for screw anchorage and elderly patients with a 
large metaphyseal comminution zone. primary outcome was the disabilities of shoulder, Arm and Hand (dAsH) score at 
a minimum follow-up of 6 months. secondary outcome focused on fracture healing and post-operative complications. 
results:
twenty distal radius fractures treated with dorsal spanning plate fixation were analyzed. Average age was 57.2  ± 21.6 
years (range 22-95 years). the fracture type ranged from Ao/otA type b1.1 to c3.3 and included 9 fracture dislocations. 
both 3.5 mm and 2.4/2.7 mm plates were used. in every case additional plate, screw or kirschner wire fixation was used. 
the median follow-up time was 13 months (range 4-22 months). the spanning plate was removed on average 3.7 months 
± 4.0 weeks (range 1.9-6.5 months) postoperatively. two patients refused removal. the mean dAsH score of 12 patients 
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who completed the 6 months follow-up was 32.7 (range 5.0-70.0). nineteen fractures had radiologic evidence of fracture 
healing on average 9.1 weeks after the initial operation. one patient experienced delayed union, which ultimately healed 
after 6 months. spanning plate related complications included one patient with extensor pollicis longus (epl) tendon 
rupture, one case of simultaneous rupture of the extensor indicis and second extensor digitorum tendon, and one patient 
with extensor tendon adhesions needing tenolysis. All spanning plate related complications were scattered over the first 
13 patients. there was no implant failure and no infection. 
conclusion:
the results of this study suggest the presence of a relevant but steep learning curve. despite this, the clinical outcome in 
these complex fracture patterns is remarkably good with an excellent union rate. After improvement and standardization 
of the surgical technique including additional approach to the 3rd extensor compartment with subcutaneous epl luxation 
and insertion of the spanning plate under visual control, a considerable reduction in tendon related complications was 
recorded. Advantages of the spanning plate method include early weight bearing across the injured wrist, the preservation 
of fracture biology and stable fracture bridging without the risk of pin track infection. therefore, in our opinion, this 
method represents a valuable option for the treatment of complex distal radius fractures in well-selected patients.

A-1018 re-replAntAtion of A middle finger 27 yeArs After first replAntAtion - A cAse report
rémy liechti, olga politikou, elmar fritsche, urs Hug
Department of Hand and Plastic Surgery, Cantonal Hospital of Lucerne, Lucerne, Switzerland

we present the first case of a finger re-replantation in a 43-year-old construction worker. the patient sustained a traumatic 
amputation of his left middle finger at the level of the distal interphalangeal joint in the context of a work-related crush 
trauma. His medical history revealed that the same finger was previously replanted 27 years ago 10 millimeters proximal to 
the proximal interphalangeal joint together with the index finger on the same amputation level. the index finger resulted 
in a considerably shorter and stiffer digit than the middle finger. consequently the patient was using exclusively the middle 
finger for grip function. therefore length restoration was of high importance for his profession and his overall quality of 
life. thus, the patient was opted for re-replantation. due to the lack of medical records from the previous operation, the 
perfusion status of the digital arteries was unknown. due to extensive articular damage, shortening arthrodesis of the 
distal interphalangeal joint, primary microsurgical anastomosis of both digital arteries and of one dorsal vein as well as 
coaptation of both digitopalmar nerves was performed. the further clinical course was uneventful with return to work 
after 4 weeks and kirschner wire removal after 8 weeks. As to our knowledge, this case represents the first description of 
a successful re-replantation of the same finger so far in literature. based on the clinical result and patient satisfaction in 
this rare case of amputation of a previously replanted finger, re-replantation does worth to be attempted, with respect 
to repair of both digital arteries. 

A-1021 outcomes following collAgenAse injection for dupuytren’s contrActure – 5 yeAr experience 
At A single institution.
pauline mcgee1, Alastair lowrie2, Alex lambah2

1St John’s Hospital, Livingston, UK; 2Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, UK

objective
to evaluate collagenase injection as a treatment for dupuytren’s contracture.

methods 
consecutive patients undergoing collagenase injection for dupuytren’s contracture in nHs tayside have been followed 
up prospectively since march 2013.
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results
210 digits in 135 patients were treated with a mean follow–up time of 16 months (range 1 month to 5.5 years). the little 
finger was the most commonly treated digit. the indication for treatment was contracture of pipj in 37, mcpj contracture 
in 78 and contracture of both joints in 95 digits. the pre-treatment mean angle of contracture in digits treated for single 
joint involvement was 45 o in mcpjs and 49o in pipjs. the pre-treatment contractures were similar to those digits with 
two joints involved (mcpj 47o, pipj 42 o). 

in digits with contracture affecting the mcpj only; the mean immediate post-manipulation residual contracture was 7 o 
with full correction achieved in 53%. the majority (92%) of these digits demonstrated greater than 50% improvement 
in the contracture at manipulation and this was maintained at longer term follow up in 76%.

complete correction of pipj contracture was achieved in 8% of digits treated for pipj contracture alone. over half of these 
digits improved by greater than 50% with a third maintaining this level of correction at longer term follow-up. A mean 
residual contracture of 26 o was observed at the time of manipulation with 32 o being noted at longer term follow-up.

in digits with both pipj and mcpj joint involvement similar post manipulation outcomes were achieved for pipj contracture 
(residual contracture of 25 o; 12 % complete correction) while the mcpj contractures in these digits responded more 
favourably with residual mean contracture of 5 o and 62% achieving full correction at the time of manipulation.  At 
follow-up mean residual contractures of 15 o and 30 o were observed in mcpjs and pipjs respectively.

recurrence was defined as more than 20 o of contracture recurrence in any treated joint and was observed in 18% of 
digits. no further treatment was required or declined in two thirds of recurrent cases due to satisfactory function. the 
remainder were treated with surgery and repeat collagenase injection in a small minority to good effect. the treatment 
was well tolerated with a low complication profile. skin tears were the most common complication encountered(12%), 
all cases healed with conservative measures. lymphangitis(1%) and vasovagal episodes(1%) were uncommon and there 
were no cases of flexor tendon rupture. bruising is considered as an expected side effect rather than a complication.

conclusion
collagenase injection is a safe and effective treatment option for dupuytren’s contracture.  superior outcomes may be 
anticipated in the treatment of mcpj contractures. 

A-1022 vein grAft combined witH vAcuum seAling drAinAge for sAlvAging mutilAted limb
chao chen, zengtao wang, Huanlong liu, liwen Hao
Shandong Provincial Hospital affiliated to Shandong University, Jinan, China

objective: the purpose of this study was to report the feasibility of vein graft combined with vacuum sealing drainage 
for salvage of mutilated limb.
materials and methods: from january 2018 to september 2019, 5 cases suffered high energy crushing injury to limbs(3 
upper limbs and 2 lower limbs) and circulation disorder in the distal limbs were reconstructed using vein graft combined 
with vaccum sealing drainage at emergent surgery. All of these patients had large-size skin and soft tissue defect associated 
with segmental artery defect after debridment. due to the unstable condition of the patients, emergency free flap transfer 
combined with vein graft was excluded for its long operative time. we harvested vein grafts to repair the arteries for 
the limbs, and the circulation of distal limb recovered.  the exposed vein grafts were temporarily covered with 2 layers 
of vaseline gauze. vacuum sealing drainage were applied to cover the wound as well as vaseline gauze that covered vein 
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graft. the vaccum sealing drainage were kept with 200-300 mmHg for 7 to 10 days after emergency operation, and 
were followed with debridement and replacement with a new vacuum sealing drainage or flap transfer operations. the 
wound in 2 cases were recovered with free Alt flaps at last, and free scip flaps were transferred to recover the wound 
in other 3 cases.
outcomes: All the limbs survived without vascular crisis. the vein grafts were covered by granulation tissue at 10 to 20 
days. All the flaps survived totally without vascular crisis. 
conclusions: vein graft combined with vacuum sealing drainage is a feasible alternative operation for salvaging mutilated 
limb associated with large-size skin defect, and it reduces the difficulty and operative time of the emergency operation, 
which is important when the patient  cannot endure too long operative time or an experienced microsurgeon is not 
available.

A-1024 wHAt HAppens After cArpAl tunnel releAse surgery? evAluAtion of A digitAl sensorimotor 
exercise progrAm After cArpAl tunnel releAse.
Alejandro suero-pineda1, maría de los Angeles gacía-frasquet2, maría isabel nieto díaz de los bernardos2, juan josé gil 
Alvarez3, pablo rodríguez sánchez-laulhé4, jesús blanquero villar1

1University of Seville, Seville, Spain; 2Hospital Universitario Virgen de la Macarena, Seville, Spain; 3Hospital Universitario Virgen 
del Rocío, Seville, Spain; 4FISEVI, Seville, Spain

introduction:
the latest cochrane review of 2016 points out that there is limited evidence and low quality studies about what to do after 
carpal tunnel release (ctr). the authors do not agree so it is difficult to find several studies on a single treatment. the 
european Hand guide of 2014 pointed out that in the post-surgical process of carpal tunnel syndrome active movement, 
scar care and edema control should be recommended. An update of this review in August 2018 highlights the importance 
of a sensory retraining program, which supposes to be an important factor due to the sensorimotor affectation that 
carpel tunnel syndrome patients present. A sensorimotor approach after ctr would improve functional status of the 
patient, which, in line with the lancet neurology in 2016, correlates with clinical findings and nerve conduction findings. 

objective:
to assess the clinical effectiveness of a digital sensorimotor exercise program versus conventional method in patients 
after carpal tunnel release. 

material and method: 
A multicenter, controlled, longitudinal, prospective and single-blinded clinical trial is presented. the hand surgery services 
of two hospitals selected 50 ctr intervened patients from january 2018 to july 2018. patients were recruited in an early 
phase, no more than 7 days after surgery for the measurement by a blinded evaluator. then, patients were included in 
one of the study groups. the control group (cg) received conventional treatment based on recommendations and a paper 
home exercise program. the experimental group (eg) received recommendations and a home exercise programme using 
the reHand app. At the beginning, at 4 weeks and 3 months the grip strength was evaluated using a jamar dynamometer 
and the functionality using the Quickdash.

results:
the eg showed statistically significant differences in functionality compared to the control group at 4 weeks (eg mean 
difference (md): -31.91 points versus cg md: -10.15 points, p=0.0001), in functionality at 3 months (eg md: -53.54 
points versus cg md: -29.81 points p=0.0001) and in grip strength variable at 3 months (eg md: +23.56 lb versus cg 
md: +15.20 lb, p=0.005).
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conclusions
these results suggest that the digital approach proposed is more effective than the conventional method. due to the 
high incidence of this pathology in the workplace, future research should focus on quality of life and functionality after 
returning to work and cost-effectiveness.

A-1026 exploring tHe impAct of disAbility risk fActors After distAl rAdius frActure
mohammad mahdavi1, maryam farzad2, farid n mazhar3

1University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences, Tehran, Iran; 2Western University, Ontario, Canada; 3Iran University 
of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

objectives
distal radius fracture correlates with psychological factors and disability (1). the purpose of this study was to determine 
contribution of psychological factors to disability after distal radius fracture. 
metHods
A cross-sectional study on 85 patients with distal radius fracture was performed in tehran’s shafa-yahyaian Hospital. 
the patients completed patient-rated wrist/hand evaluation (prwHe), pain catastrophizing scale (pcs), tempa scale of 
kinesiophobia (tsk), visual Analogue scale (vAs), depression & Anxiety scale and demographic questionnaire. relationships 
between psychological factors and disability were determined by multiple linear regressions.
results
the results indicated that pain diminishes to mild at least 6 month after distal radius fracture and  kinesiophobia was 
the strongest predictor of disability. 
summAry
the aim of this study was exploring the impact of disability risk factors after distal radius fracture. it was a cross-sectional 
study. the independent variables were catastrophizing pain, kinesiophobia, pain, depression and anxiety. the dependant 
variable was disability which assessed with patient-rated wrist/Hand evaluation (prwHe).
participants were brought in for study and given pain catastriphizing scale (pcs), tempa scale of kinesiophobia (tsk), 
visual Analogue scale (vAs), depression & Anxiety scale and demographic worksheet. once the data had been collected, 
the statistician then determined correlation between psychological factors and disability.
the major conclusion to this study was that the kinesiophobia showed higher correlation with disability at least 6 month 
after distal radius fracture.

A-1027 ocHrobActrum AntHropi infection of tHe HAnd: A cAse report And review of tHe literAture
céline bratschi1, flavien mauler1,2, claudia meuli-simmen1, Andreas weber1, thuan v ly1

1Kantonsspital Aarau, Aarau, Switzerland; 2Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland

ochrobactrum anthropi is an opportunistic low virulence pathogen that mostly affects immunocompromised patients. 
it is a gram-negative, aerobic, mesophilic bacteria. most of the reported cases are nosocomial infections in patients 
with indwelling or invasive medical devices (such as central venous catheters). we present a case report of an otherwise 
healthy 70-year-old male patient with a soft tissue infection of the Hand that was found to be infected with ochrobactrum 
anthropi. A review of the literature found, that this pathogen has not been described in soft tissue infections of the hand.
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A-1028 tHe role of scApHolunAte pinning in tHe mAnAgement of very smAll proximAl pole scApHoid 
nonunions
martin czinner1,2, radek kebrle2,3

1Regional Hospital Liberec, Czech Republic; 2Dr. Pírek’s Clinic, Czech Republic; 3Vysoké Nad Jizerou, Czech Republic

introduction: the nonunion of the proximal pole of the scaphoid presents a challenging problem. cases of white-white 
proximal pole nonunion, where the fracture line runs through the scapholunate interval, are the most complicated due 
to their small size, fragile blood supply, and difficult stabilization. the size of the proximal fragment is so small that 
osteosynthesis by mini headless bone screw may not be sufficiently stable or even impossible.
the study aimed to analyze the role of sl pinning in the treatment of very small proximal pole nonunions. 

patients and methods: between 2015-2019, 229 nonunions of the scaphoid have been treated in our department. out 
of them, we present a group of 9 retrospectively reviewed cases of very small proximal pole nonunions treated by 
arthroscopic (7) or open (2) partial resection, bone grafting from the distal radius and stabilization enhanced by pinning 
of the scapholunate interval, followed by casting for 6 plus 6 weeks. k wires were removed after 6 weeks. postoperative 
x-ray controls at 6 and 12 weeks were performed. the technique was evaluated according to the healing of the bone.  

results: All the patients where the scapholunate pinning was used healed within 3 months.  

conclusion: stabilization in very small proximal pole nonunions is not sufficient when applied solely to scaphoid fragments. 
tension transferred across scapholunate interval destabilizes proximal fixation and often leads to the loosening of the 
osteosynthetic material and persistent nonunion. our findings suggest that additional stabilization by the pinning of the 
scapholunate interval is a reliable way of treatment increasing stability by neutralizing forces across the scapholunate 
joint and improving chances to heal.

A-1029 volAr subluxAtion of first extensor compArtment tendons After de QuervAin’s surgicAl re-
leAse: revision surgery using pAlmAris longus AutogrAft. A clinicAl cAse And literAture review
Ana scott-tennent de rivas1, pau forcada calvet1,2, Amer mustafa gondolbeu1,2, marta bonjorn marti1,2, laura prats gispert1,2

1Hospital Universitari Arnau de Vilanova, Spain; 2Universitat de Lleida, Spain

introduction
surgical decompression of the first extensor compartment is indicated when deQuervain tenosynovitis that does not 
respond to conservative treatment. complications include injury of the radial nerve sensory branch , painful scar, incomplete 
decompression and, less frequently, anterior subluxation of the abductor pollicis longus (Apl) and the extensor pollicis 
brevis (epb).

clinicAl cAse
A 41 year old woman presented to the outpatient clinic with persistent radial wrist pain after two compartment surgical 
releases in another hospital. pain was worse with thumb abduction and wrist flexion. the magnetic resonance showed 
thickening around the extensor tendons within the first compartment (e1) as well as an abnormal anatomical volar 
position. A dynamic ultrasound study  confirmed a painful subluxation of both the Apl and the] epb
A revision surgery was done, observing complete absence of the e1 pulley. no evident sensory branch injury was found. 
intraoperative e1 tendon subluxation was confirmed when passively flexing the wrist. the pulley was reconstructed 
using palmaris longus (pl) autograft through two transosseous tunnels. the correct mobilization of the tendons was 
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checked, without having any space conflict when gliding along the compartment. An antebrachiopalmar plaster splint 
was applied. After two weeks of immobilisation,she was sent to rehabilitation for another three weeks. postoperative 
follow-up at 7 months was satisfactory.

discusion
first extensor compartment tendon subluxation after de Quervain surgery is uncommon and usually asymptomatic. if 
symptoms occur, conservative treatment normally fails. it can be prevented by trying to preserve the anatomy during 
the first surgical procedure, by opening the pulley it with a dorsal incision or with a z plasty. rescue revision surgical 
techniques that have previously been described are  mostly based on trying to restore its anatomical structure by trying 
to rebuild the pulley. According to the current literature, this may be done using different tendon autografts such as 
brachioradialis or extensor digiti quinti tendon, or even an extensor retinacular flap. we present a viable autograft 
alternative that hasn’t been described before, taking advantage of the palmaris longus tendon (pl) as a graft extensively 
used in hand and wrist surgery, through bone tunnels.

A-1031 review of Adolescent scApHoid non-union treAted operAtively
michelle spiteri, ian mcnab, christopher little
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, United Kingdom

the majority of scaphoid fractures in the adolescent population heal with non-operative intervention. in a small percentage 
of cases, non-union can occur. this review was performed to assess demographics, pre-operative radiological characteristics 
and post-operative outcomes in these cases.

patients treated surgically in a single centre between August 2007 and september 2019 were identified from hospital 
records. patient notes, radiographs and computed tomography (ct) scans were reviewed to identify the non-union site 
+/- presence and size of intra-osseous cysts at this site. patient demographics, including smoking; delay to treatment, 
any previous treatment, post-operative range of movement and return to previous level of activity were noted.

twenty-three adolescents were treated operatively within this twelve year period. the mean age at the time of surgery 
was 15.6 years (range: 11 to 17 years). the mean time from injury to surgery was 10.4 months (range: 4 to 18 months). 
two patients admitted to smoking regularly. nineteen patients had delayed presentations, noted following a more recent 
injury. three cases were treated in a cast initially and developed signs of non-union which was treated surgically at four 
months following injury in most cases. one case was a revision procedure.
70% of pre-operative ct scans showed an open physis or early signs of physeal closure; in the remaining cases, the physis 
had recently fused and was still visible on the scans as a sclerotic line across the distal radius. the site of the non-union was 
in the middle third of the scaphoid in 87% of cases. All patients had cysts at the non-union site; these were symmetrically 
distributed in both the proximal and distal bone fragments in 74% on cases; in the remaining 26%, these cysts were 
larger distally. the mean size of the cystic area from the non-union site was: 4.93mm in the sagittal plane, 4.90mm in 
the coronal plane and 5.09mm in the axial plane. 
All cases underwent curettage of cysts, bone grafting and fixation using a compression screw. bone grafting varied from 
cancellous graft, harvested from the distal radius, proximal ulna or iliac crest; to corticocancellous graft; to different 
vascularised bone grafts. All cases progressed to bony union. continued improvement in range of motion was reported 
up to nine months following surgery and patients regained near full to full range of motion when compared to the 
contralateral side; all patients returned to their pre-operative level of sport.
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this review suggests that in this uncommon cohort of adolescent scaphoid non-union, in whom the physis is still open or 
has recently fused, cyst formation has a more symmetrical distribution. the excellent union rate and post-operative range 
of motion, irrespective of the method of bone grafting and donor site, suggests a better healing potential with less stiffness 
when compared to the adult population, allowing adolescents to return to their previous level of activities and sport.

A-1033 clinicAl And rAdiologicAl results of pArtiAl cArpAl ArtHrodesis witH Hubcuptm plAte: cAse 
series And bibliogrApHic review
Ana scott-tennent de rivas1, pau forcada calvet1,2, juan Alberto cruz reyes3, Amer mustafa gondolbeu1,2, marta bonjorn 
marti1,2, laura prats gispert1,2

1Hospital Universitari Arnau de Vilanova, Lleida, Spain; 2Universitat de Lleida, Spain; 3Hospital de Vigo, Spain

objectives
partial wrist fusion using plate fixation is one of the therapeutic arsenal options for treating carpal osteoarthritis. our 
aim is to analyze the clinical and radiological results of midcarpal arthrodesis performed in our center using a specific 
plate fixation.

mAteriAl And metHods
this is a retrospective case series study of 9 patients who underwent a four-corner fusion using a Hubcaptm plate in our 
hospital between 2014 and 2017, operated by one of our three hand surgeons.
clinical and radiological results were obtained through anamnesis, physical examination and medical records. range 
of motion (rom) and strength were measured by a goniometer and a dynamometer respectively, and compared to 
contralateral wrist. pain was recorded using the visual analog scale (vAs) both at rest and during activity. functional 
outcome was estimated according QuickdAsH questionnaire. subjective outcomes were also evaluated; patients were 
asked about their satisfaction and whether to recommend the procedure to another person with a similar problem.
consolidation, radiolunate degenerative signs, loosening or failure of osteosynthesis material were assessed in postoperative 
xrays by two external observers.

results
Average follow-up was 33 months. Age was 51.33 (sd 14,47) years, 88.9% were male and 80% had dominant hand 
involvement. snAc (scapholunate advanced collapse) (56%) was the main cause, followed by slAc (wrist and scaphoid 
nonunion advanced collapse) (22%). All patients were immobilized for an average of 16 days with a cast. median rom was 
47.5% lower than contralateral wrist. median wrist strength was 21kg, similar to preoperative values, with a difference of 
42.7% when compared to healthy side. vAs scale postoperative median values were 1.7/10 (sd 2,9)  at rest, 3.9/10 (sd 2,9) 
in action. QuickdAsH average score was 40.4 (sd 37,1). 6 patients are satisfied and would recommend the intervention. 
radiological consolidation was obtained in all cases. the only complication observed was the appearance of a complex 
regional pain syndrome that required plate removal and conversion to a complete arthrodesis. our results were comparable 
to the literature reviewed.

conclusions
in our series, Hubcaptm plate fixation is effective and shows little or no complications associated with the system. it provides 
obvious improvement of pain and functionality, decreased mobility and does not cause changes in strength. However, a 
third of our patients are not satisfied, a fact that we attribute to the failure in the indication, not to the surgical procedure
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A-1035 AccurAcy of tHe ‘sHuck’ test in tHe Assessment of distAl rAdio-ulnAr joint instAbility
greg pickering1, nicola fine2, thomas knapper1, grey giddins1

1Royal United Hospitals Bath NHS Foundation Trust, Bath, UK; 2Royal Cornwall Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Truro, UK

the ‘shuck’ test (palmar-dorsal movement of the ulnar relative to the radius) is the most commonly used clinical test for 
distal radio-ulnar joint (druj) instability. we look to assess the accuracy of this test, when utilised by a group of specialist 
hand surgeons, in their assessment of druj instability.

thirty specialist hand surgeons (80% male, 80:20 orthopaedic:plastic surgery split) with a combined total of 468 years 
consultant practice (range 1-35 years) assessed for instability both drujs of four volunteers. volunteers had been previously 
tested with a validated measurement rig to assess and quantify their druj translation/instability. 

the diagnosis was correct in 142 of 240 assessments (59%). there were seven false positives and 91 false negatives. the 
sensitivity of the test was 24% with a specificity of 94%. the positive and negative predictive values were 81% and 55% 
respectively.

in conclusion the shuck test has very poor sensitivity in the diagnosis of druj instability. whilst specificity of the test is 
high, the low negative predictive value is little more than that of chance or a coin toss. further work needs to be completed 
on the quantification of druj instability and how this can be routinely measured. the validity of all research to date which 
use this method as the primary determinate of laxity and instability is brought into question.

A-1036 totAl wrist denervAtion is An effective treAtment of wrist pAin
greg pickering, rouin Amirfeyz
University Hospitals Bristol NHS Trust, Bristol, UK

HypotHesis
total surgical wrist denervation can be used as an effective treatment of chronic wrist pain, delaying the need for arthrodesis 
or arthroplasty

metHods
total wrist denervation was performed consisting of targeted neurolysis of the pin, Ain, radial and ulnar sided dorsal 
capsular branches and the sympathetic supply surrounding the radial and ulnar arteries.
25 sequential patients undergoing total wrist denervation (5 incision, targeted surgical neurolysis) were reviewed pre- 
and post-operatively (average follow up 32 months). patient parameters including age, handedness and occupation 
were recorded alongside underlying diagnosis, grading and pre- and post operative QuickdAsH scores were collected. 
outcome measures included re-operation rate, QuickdAsH scores, surgical satisfaction scores and change of occupation 
were recorded.

results
eighty percent of patient were male with a group average age of 52. pre-operative Quickdash scores improved on average 
by 39 points, with no patients reporting worsening of their score (mean pre-op score 57.3, mean post operative score19.3). 
only one patient had undergone re-operation (conversion to total wrist arthrodesis) at 3 years post denervation, a clinical 
decision based on a desire to maintain wrist hight before further collapse. 23 patients remained within the same field 
of work post operatively with 18 reporting an ability to increase the percentage of time spent performing manual tasks 
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compared to pre-op. neither patient changing occupation did so as a result of post operative problems or their clinical 
symptoms. no patient demonstrated a measurable change in range of movement of the wrist.

summAry
total wrist denervation is an effective treatment for the painful wrist
total wrist denervation produces recordable clinical improvement, prolonging the physical abilities for patients
re-operation rates remain very low and if performed are done so for practical and not necessary clinically symptomatic 
reasons

A-1037 distAl rAdius ArtHroscopic osteotomy to restore mAlunion deformity 
belén garcía-medrano1, fernando roubaud2, fernando polo simón1, pedro j delgado serrano1

1HM Montepríncipe, Madrid, Spain; 2Luis Valentín Ferrada Hospital, Maipu, Santiago, Chile

purpose: to report our experience using a volar plate in conjunction with both extra and intra-articular corrective 
osteotomy by arthroscopic control for the treatment of distal radius malunions. methods: ten consecutive patients have 
been planned to recover joint surface and orientation after malunion radius fracture. indications include intra-articular 
absence of initial reduction, mistaken radiometric measures, pain, limited range of movement or deformity.the surgical 
technique was completed by arthroscopical intra-articular osteotomy to restore the surface, adding an extra-articular 
opening wedge osteotomy of distal radius in 6 cases, fixed by volar plate. results: the average time from initial fracture 
to corrective osteotomy was 4 months (2-21). joint gaps were reduced; two cases received collagen gel suplement to treat 
chondral damage. druj was restored. bone supplement was needed in 5 cases to fill the wedge, 2 of them cancellous 
graft. the flexion-extension arc of motion increased an average of 35 degrees, specially in flexion, to a value of 87% of 
the contralateral side; the pronation-supination arc of motion increased an average of 30 degrees. pain score changes 
from 6.3 (5-8) to 2.1 (0-4). the Quick dash improves from 42 to 8. patients get to restore daily activities, with 84% grip 
strength after 6 months. conclusions: Arthroscopical restoration of joint surface in the distal radius malunion improves 
the prognosis of wrist in pain, final restoration of range of motion and prevents degenerative changes. 

A-1039  tHe effect of HAnd, wrist And foreArm position during immobilisAtion in tHe treAtment of 
distAl rAdius frActures
greg pickering, grey giddins
United Hospitals Bath NHS Foundation Trust, Bath, UK

HypotHesis
in cast position of the hand, wrist or forearm have no effect on rate of re-displacement in distal radius fractures managed 
non-opertively.

metHods
we performed a retrospective review of the radiographs of 250 patients (aged 24-96) who had sustained a closed 
extra-articular fracture of the distal radius. we assessed radiographic parameters specifically: fracture shortening; and 
dorsal tilt; and radial inclination; and the position of wrist flexion and ulnar deviation in plaster. the end points were 
re-displacement of the fractures requiring surgery or the position at bone union in particular whether the fracture united 
within or without acceptable parameters.
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results
there were 139 fractures with the wrist in neutral and 111 with the wrist flexed a minimum of 200. there was no statistical 
difference between the age, gender, injured side, initial fracture displacement and initial position following fracture 
reduction. the percentages of fractures requiring conversion to surgery or healing with displacement outwith accepted 
parameters was the same for both groups

summAry
there appears to be no benefit in placing the wrist in plaster in flexion > 200 or in any ulnar deviation over placement 
in neutral.

A-1041 Altered Axes of rotAtion And mecHAnicAl Action of wrist muscles explAins reduced grip 
strengtH following proximAl row cArpectomy, but not scApHoid-excision four-corner fusion
daniel c mcfarland1,2,3, michael s bednar3,4, wendy m murray1,2,3

1Department of Biomedical Engineering, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA; 2Shirley Ryan AbilityLab, Chicago, IL, 
USA; 3Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital, Hines, IL, USA; 4Department of Orthopaedic Surgery and Rehabilitation, Stritch School of 
Medicine, Loyola University Chicago, IL, USA

background
wrist osteoarthritis is one of the most common forms of osteoarthritis(weiss, 2004); surgical salvage procedures such as 
proximal row carpectomy (prc) and scaphoid-excision four-corner fusion (se4cf) are commonly used to relieve arthritic 
pain.  these procedures permanently decrease both wrist range of motion and grip strength(wolff, 2015) and have been 
shown to change wrist axes of rotation(nichols, 2017; blankenhorn 2007) and the mechanical actions of primary wrist 
muscles(nichols, 2015). the biomechanical changes have yet to be linked directly with the decrease in grip strength 
seen clinically. 
methods
previously developed prc, se4cf, and unimpaired musculoskeletal models(nichols, 2017; Holzbaur 2005) were augmented 
to include digits 3-5(buffi, 2014). thirty-eight muscle-tendon actuators were included; extrinsic muscles were incorporated 
as described previously(nichols, 2017; saul 2015) and intrinsic muscles were added, guided by experimental data(koh, 
2005; jacobsen 1992). the prc and se4cf models include updated bone geometry, axes of rotation, and muscle lines of 
actions to represent the surgical conditions (nichols, 2017).
grip strength was modeled as contact between the skin of the phalanges (modeled as cylinders centered on the bone 
geometries) and a massless elliptical cylinder representing the dynamometer. A simulated annealing optimization 
determined muscle activations that maximized contact force along the long axis of the ellipse. the optimization encouraged 
the maintenance of a constant wrist posture, selected to be a posture associated with maximal grip strength in healthy 
controls(o’driscoll, 1992). simulation outputs were compared qualitatively to experimental measures(wolff, 2015).
results 
simulated grip strength was 41.2kg for the unimpaired model, 40.8kg for the se4cf model, and 28.3kg for the prc model. 
experimental measures of grip strength are 46±9kg for healthy controls, 27±8kg for se4cf, and 32±6kg for prc . each 
simulation maintained wrist posture within 0.5°.
discussion
Altered wrist axes of rotation and mechanical actions of muscles can explain large decreases in grip strength seen clinically 
for prc, but not for se4cf.  rather, the se4cf model both maintained wrist posture and produced similar force as the 
unimpaired model. thus, other factors, such as muscle atrophy or a difference in wrist posture, likely also contribute to the 
loss of grip strength following se4cf. grip strength is sensitive to wrist posture(o’driscoll, 1992) ; it is possible that se4cf 
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subjects are mechanically capable of maintaining the ideal wrist posture during gripping, but choose not to due to pain or 
discomfort. model limitations should also be considered when evaluating our results. while moment arms of the primary 
wrist muscles were modeled to match experimental moment arms(nichols, 2015), moment arm data for other muscles 
(extrinsic finger muscles) that cross the wrist do not exist for either the prc or se4cf wrists. modeled paths for these 
muscles were based on modeling assumptions of how muscle paths would change following the surgeries(nichols, 2016). 
conclusion
Altered axes of rotation and mechanical action of wrist primary wrist muscles is sufficient to explain the decrease in grip 
strength following prc, but not se4cf. these simulations suggest future directions for further study; for example: do 
individuals with se4cf adopt different wrist postures during maximum gripping?

A-1043 minimAlly invAsive ApproAcH (mipo), wide indicAtions And tips, for distAl rAdius frActure 
osteosyntHesis.
belén garcía-medrano1, fernando roubaud2, fernando polo simón1, pedro j delgado serrano1

1HM Montepríncipe, Madrid, Spain; 2Luis Valentín Ferrada Hospital, Maipu, Santiago, Chile

introduction: mipo technique defends the potential improvement of distal radius fracture prognosis, reducing surgical 
damage to soft tissues, preserving the biological potential of healing and allowing early mobility. methods: prospective 
review of 16 cases of distal radius fractures, reduced with volar plate osteosynthesis by minimally invasive approach. 
displaced fractures that cannot be reduced conservatively, closed, but not only extra-articular ones, are included. All 
of them were previously planned according to Ao classification and suspected associated injuries. technically, initial 
diaphyseal fixation, passing the hardware under the preserved pronator muscle, epiphyseal secondary reduction on the 
plate to restore morphology. results: 16 women, 75% dominant wrist, average age 55 (41-80), 44% hand daily activity 
or sport. 50% A3 Ao classification fractures, 3 A2, 3 b2 and 2 cases c2. 38% with associated injuries which justified the 
arthroscopical reduction control. cast was needed only in 2 cases for those lesions. After 3 months, average pain score 
was 1.6 (1-4). the Quick dash score 26 (0-49). grip strength reduced 23% compared to contralateral in 3 patients. 31% 
cases has limited extension in last 20 grades, 3 in flexion extreme movement, one didn’t complete supination. one 
case of retarded healing, scar pain in 2 patients, one flexor and one extensor tendon ruptures were our complications. 
conclusion: we defend mipo technique preserving vascular supply, healing potential and faster recovery in distal radius 
fracture treatment.

A-1044 compArison of functionAl outcomes from A mAtcHed coHort witH processed nerve Allo-
grAft And tube conduits in peripHerAl nerve gAp repAir
bauback safa1, jason nydick2, josef zoldos3, wesley thayer4, dennis kao5, brendan mackay6, gregory m buncke1, fraser 
leversedge7

1The Buncke Clinic, San Francisco, US; 2Florida Orthopaedic Institute, Tampa, US; 3Arizona Center for Hand to Shoulder Surgery, 
Phoenix, US; 4Vanderbilt University, Nashville, US; 5University of Washington, Seattle, US; 6Texas Tech University Health Sciences 
Center, Lubbock, US; 7Duke University, Durham, US

Hypothesis: outcomes from nerve repair can be dependent upon the material used to restore the discontinuity.  to 
examine these differences, an evaluation of matched cohorts was conducted in digital nerve gap repairs with processed 
nerve allograft and tube conduits.  based on scientific evidence and historical controls, we hypothesized that processed 
nerve allografts would perform significantly better than tube conduit.  
methods: match cohorts were identified for digital nerve repair injuries in gaps up to 25 mm. subject, medical history, 
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mechanism of injury, and time to repair were matched between treatment groups. the dataset was stratified into two 
gap length groups, gaps < 14 mm and 15-25 mm. meaningful sensory recovery was defined by the mrcc scale at s3 or 
greater. comparisons of meaningful recovery were completed by repair method between and across the gap length groups. 
results: seven sites contributed matched datasets for 110 subjects with 162 injuries. Quantitative outcomes data was 
available in 113 pnA and 49 conduit repairs. meaningful recovery was reported in 88% of the pnA group as compared 
to 61% in the conduit group. in the < 14 mm gap group, pnA and conduit reported 92% and 67% meaningful recovery 
respectively. in the 15-25 mm gap length group, pnA and conduit reported 85% and 45% recovery respectively (p<0.05) 
with four revisions reported in the conduit group. see table 1 for a group demographics and summary of outcomes. there 
were no reported adverse events related to the treatment groups. conclusion:
• Processed nerve allograft performed consistently well across both gap length groups.
• Meaningful recovery for processed nerve allografts was found to be statistically better than conduits across all groups.  
• As gaps lengths increased conduit performance decreased in consistency and reliability.  
• These results should be confirmed in a sufficiently powered randomized controlled trial. 

A-1046 reconstruction of supinAtion in spAstic HAnd
ludmila fialova, katerina fajtova, iveta borges, daniela Horackova
Institute for Hand and Plastic Surgery, Vysoke nad Jizerou, Department of Plastic Surgery, Bulovka Hospital, Prague, Czech 
Republic

1. introduction - common posture of upper limb deformity in cerebral palsy is shoulder internal rotation, elbow flexion, 
forearm pronation, wrist and finger flexion, sometimes swan-neck deformity and thumb in palm deformity. the forearm 
pronation deformity is caused by spasticity of the pronator teres and the pronator quadratus muscles. A pronated position 
interferes the ability to oppose the hand in two-handed activities and also grasp. gschwind-tonkin have classified 4 
groups. our patients are mostly in group 2 and 3.

2. methods – we usually use two phases for reconstruction of forearm supination. we have started in the elbow level very 
often in last 10 years. the main purpose is better elbow extension in this phase, but we also improve forearm supination 
because of lengthening m.pronator teres. we make the tendon incision at the musculotendinous junction just to be the 
muscle lengthened, not cut. we always release lacertus fibrosus, flexor-pronator fascia, lengthen m.brachialis and we 
make m.biceps brachii z plasty. the forearm is immobilized in full supination for four weeks – the first two weeks day 
and night. the second phase is grip reconstruction. the pronator quadratus lengthening is always done – just cutting of 
thickened fascia near the ulnar insertion, but pronator quadratus is not detached from its insertion. the transfer flexor 
carpi ulnaris to extensor carpi radialis brevis improves supination more effectively. we use static splint in full supination. 
we change it for dynamic supination orthosis in 2-4 weeks. we recommend permanent splinting for 6 weeks, but we 
start supination and grasp training 2 weeks after surgery.
3. results – our methods allow an improvement of 20-30 degrees in supination in the first phase and on the average of 
about 40 degrees in the second phase. 
that is why we used the supinalization pronator teres just in group 4 gschwind-tonkin classification and very rarely.

4. conclusion - our patients are satisfied with results supination in neutral position. they have less problems with two-
handed activities, personal hygiene and grasping.  that is why we suppose the neutral position is enough for daily life. 
the posture of spastic upper limb is complex deformity. we achieve sufficient forearm supination by reducing elbow 
flexion contracture and grasp reconstruction. that is why we do not need to reconstruct supination by specific surgery – 
supinalisation pronator teres. we need it just in severe deformities – group 4 gschwind-tonkin classification.
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A-1047 dorsAl dislocAtion of tHe lunAte in A cAse of perilunAte dislocAtion
greg pickering, mark brewster
University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust, Birmingham, UK

lunate dislocation is a complex and high energy injury, when such an injury occurs the lunate classically dislocated 
palmarwards through the space of poirier. the same injury with dorsal dislocation of the lunate is extremely rare. we 
present a case and biomechanical explanation for its likely occurrence.

A 68 year old right handed gentleman was referred to the speciailiast hand service with wrist pain and abnormal 
radiographs after falling three feet onto an outstretched hand from the back fo a static lorry. the patient reported a 
history of possible injury to the wrist 12 months prior during a road traffic collision (driver, holding the stearing wheel), 
with intermittent wrist pain but no impairment of function or disruption to activities of daily living.

clinical examination noted severe pain on the dorsum of the carpus with no active or passive extension of the wrist and 
only 20 degrees of painful flexion. the hand was neurovascularly intact.

plain radiographs demonstrated a disruption to two of gilula’s lines and the lunate to b sat dorsal to the carpus, rotated 
through 90 degrees counter-clockwise. computed tomography confirmed this as an isolated bony injury.

followed closed reduction under anaesthesia wrist arthroscopy was performed, confirming complete rupture of the 
scapholuante ligament, preservation of the midcarpal articular surfaces, complete rupture of the lunotriquetral ligament 
with advanced lunotriquetral joint  space arthrosis.

pinning of the lunate in its anatomical position with a period of immobilisation resulted in ongoing ulnar sided wrist pain 
and persisting tendancy for the lunate to dislocate. following discussion with the patient a proximal row carpectomy 
was performed with complete resolution of the symptoms,

we postulate that the dorsal dislocation of the lunate occured because of staged sequential failure of the stabilising 
ligaments. we believe the lunotriquetral ligament was likely rupture 12 months prior with the establishment of a 
visi with lunotriquetral arthrosis. this the second injury ruptured the strained scapholunate ligament and the lunate 
dislocated dorsally. 

relocating the lunate to a position it had not occupied in over 12 months exacerbated the pain from the lunotriquetral 
articulation. preservation of the midcarpal joint surfaces allowed prc with a good result. 

A-1049 sAlvAge reconstruction of A mAngled foreArm. A cAse report
bisera nikolovska1, sofija pejkova1, gordana georgieva1, tomislav jovanoski1, ivana gjorgevska, clemens gstöttner2, oskar 
c Aszmann2

1University Clinic for Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Skopje, North Macedonia; 2Medical University of Vienna, Clinical 
Division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Department of Surgery, Vienna, Austria

mangled upper extremity is a severe combined and complex injury to the bones, nerves, blood vessels, skin and soft tissue 
and may be life-threatening or life altering injury. emergency treatment consists of amputation or salvage reconstruction, 
a decision which is still based on the judgement of the surgeon despite the use of multiple scoring systems. 
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we report a case of 60 years old patient who suffered a compressive injury to the right forearm from an elevator. He 
presented 6 hours post injury, hypotensive, with extensive skin and soft tissue loss of the ulnar side of the forearm, 20 
cm defect of ulnar artery and nerve and segmental bone loss the ulna (15 cm), the hand had normal perfusion(gustilo-
Anderson  type iii c, mess 8).
After an initial assessment and resuscitation, a radical debridement, copious lavage, bone fixation with k wires to the 
druj and ulna, and bone coverage with surrounding muscle and skin flaps was done. early reconstruction with Alt 
free flap, a suralis nerve graft to the ulnar nerve and stsg was done, one week post injury. early physical therapy and 
rehabilitation protocol was done with long and painful recovery period. the patient had follow up surgeries for flexor 
tendons repair and hardware removal. 
follow up on 18 months showed successful reinervation of ulnar nerve, good flexor tendon function and strength of 
the hand, satisfactory active motion of the elbow and radiocarpal joint with mild restriction of supination. despite the 
aesthetics the patient has fully functional upper extremity.
regardless of the mess, a salvage attempt should be the management of choice for upper extremity trauma unless the 
injury is life-threatening. the significant risk of a salvage of a dysfunctional upper limb still exists. An elective amputation 
and bionic limb replacement might be the future treatment of choice for the patients with salvaged but non-functional 
and insensate limbs post conventional plastic surgery treatment.
key words: mangled upper extremity, mess

A-1050 tHermAl imAging in upper limb reconstruction.
katie young, giulietta proserpio, francesco zanchetta, giorgio pajardi, luigi troisi
Ospedale San Giuseppe, Milano, Italy

introduction
Anatomical knowledge of the location of vascular pedicles and constant monitoring of vascularity are fundamental 
elements in reconstructive microsurgery. multiple methods exist for this purpose, such as the portable doppler, the angio 
computerised tomography (ct), angiography, spectrophotometry, microdialysis, and transcutaneous oximetry. in recent 
years the effectiveness of thermography has being highlighted as a valid, non-invasive, simple and reliable tool, both for 
the planning of free flaps and for post-operative monitoring.

thermography is the detection of infrared radiations emitted by a body, allowing the production of a thermogram that 
also identifies minimal temperature variations. in the microsurgical area, the thermogram can be used as a cutaneous 
marker for blood flow, making it possible to identify the perforators. its uses in reconstructive surgery have been published 
in recent years, but as yet none referring to the use in upper limb reconstruction.

materials and methods
our department started using thermal imaging cameras for the acquisition of pre-operative and intraoperative images in 
case of planning for free flaps, and post-operative images for monitoring both free flaps and digital replants. the images 
were acquired at an average distance of 40cm, with an average environmental temperature of 21 ° c, using the flirone® 
device. the acquisition times were: before the procedure (t-pre), during the procedure (t-intra) and after the procedure 
(t-post). in particular, the latter were performed at the end of the intervention and throughout the flap monitoring period. 

results
the images obtained in the preoperative evaluation of the planning of free flaps were superimposable, in the identification 
of the perforators and vascular pedicles the thermal camera were an adjunct to the ct and the portable doppler.  during 
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the intraoperatove phase the images, as soon as the anastomosis was performed, showed an instantaneous variation of 
the detected temperature linked to tissue reperfusion. during the post-operative period, a temperature was detected 
for the free flap performed or for the replanted segment, with reliability comparable to the other clinical data used for 
monitoring. furthermore, the thermal images were easy to interpret even by less experienced personnel.

conclusion
thermal imaging allows to obtain reliable data on perfusion, using an atraumatic method, which does not require direct 
contact, without the use of ionizing radiation and / or intravenous contrast medium. paying attention to any thermal 
interference or artifacts, images acquired with a thermal imager allow a rapid identification of the perforators and provide 
information regarding the vascular status of the investigated area. given the speed of image acquisition, the reliability 
and clarity of the data, the easy handling of the instrument and the possibility of being used even by less experienced 
personnel, thermal imaging cameras can be a valid support both in planning and in the execution but primarily in the 
post-operative monitoring of free and replanted digits. 

A-1051 wHAt to do witH A pAinful neuromA:  resection And reconstruction witH processed nerve 
AllogrAft provides A promising solution to tHis dilemmA
bauback safa1, ian valerio2,3, sanu jain2, john ingari4, mihir desai5, fraser leversedge6, gregory m buncke1

1The Buncke Clinic, San Francisco, US; 2The Ohio State University, Columbus, US; 3Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, US; 
4Johns Hopkins Univerisity, Baltimore, US; 5Vanderbilt University, Nashville, US; 6Duke University, Durham, US

introduction 
management of a painful neuroma, caused by untreated injury, failed repair, and/or iatrogenic injury, remains 
challenging. neuromas, which form from aberrant, uncontrolled axonal regeneration, often contribute to pain and 
functional impairment. traditional methods to surgically treat the neuroma involve resection followed by strategies 
such as traction neurectomy, burying the proximal nerve stump into muscle or bone, capping the nerve end, or targeted 
muscle reinnervation (tmr). traction neurectomy has the highest rate of neuroma recurrence and in other strategies 
while possibly alleviating painful symptoms, the resulting loss of nerve continuity to the distal stump causes an associated 
loss of neurologic function. we examined outcomes following neuroma resection with intercalary nerve reconstruction 
with processed nerve allograft (pnA). 

methods and materials
the rAnger® study is a multicenter irb-approved registry designed to collect data on processed nerve allografts (Avance® 
nerve graft, Axogen, inc). the registry database was queried for subjects presenting with painful  neuromas  in the 
upper extremity (ue) that were reconstructed with pnA and completed quantitative follow up. demographics, nerve 
injury/repair, assessments, and safety were evaluated. meaningful recovery was defined as ≥ s3/m3 on the mrc scale. 

results: 
the cohort consisted of 36 painful neuromas in 26 subjects. causation included: iatrogenic injury (14%), failed nerve repair 
(50%), and untreated nerve injury (36%). Anatomic distribution included: 20 digital nerves, 10 ue sensory, and 6 ue mixed 
sensorimotor. the mean patient age was 44±13 years and mean time-to-repair from original injury was 797±960 days. 
mean gap length was 32±12mm. mean post-reconstruction follow-up was 426±241 days. improvement in symptoms 
was reported in all repairs. return to meaningful function was reported in 94% of repairs. the mean static 2pd was 9 
±3mm.  no related adverse events were reported. 
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conclusions
treatment of painful neuromas with resection and intercalary pnA reconstruction is safe, successfully improved symptoms 
and provided meaningful functional recovery in 94% of repairs. these outcomes compare favorably to historical data for 
this condition. limitations of this study include the observational study design and lack of active controls. treatment of 
symptomatic neuromas using pnA is a reasonable method and should be considered in patients with chronic, symptomatic 
neuromas who have failed conservative treatment. this reconstruction technique provided both an opportunity to reduce 
pain and, unlike other approaches, restore function by re-establishing nerve continuity.  

A-1052 long term outcome of surgery for tHorAcic outlet syndrome (tos) using pAtient reported 
outcome meAsures
claudia bauer, reinhold stober 
Handchirurgie Kantonsspital Olten, Switzerland

objective: to assess the long term results of supraclaviclular first rib resection for thoracic outlet syndrome and to 
identify predictive factors for a poor outcome in a single center prospective observational study using patient reported 
outcome measures 
methods: All patients with tos undergoing supraclavicular first rib resection from september 2016 to october 2019 were 
enrolled. patients had to complete QuickdAsH (disability of the Arm, shoulder and Hand) and cbsQ (cervical brachial 
symptom Questionnaire) scores before operation. follow-up results were assessed by changes in QuickdAsH and cbsQ 
scores, patient-rated outcome and if patients would opt for surgery again.
results: 40 patients with tos underwent supraclavicular first rib resection from september 2016 to october 2019. As 
three patients suffered from bilateral tos 43 interventions have been performed. 76% were female, average age was 
38 years (18-66) and the vast majority of patients suffered from neuropathic thoracic outlet syndrome (9% arterial, 5% 
thoracic inlet syndrome).
An asymptomatic apical pneumothorax requiring no further treatment was the only complication. in 88% of cases 
patients would opt for surgery again (38 of 43 operations). two patients (5%) would not do the operation again and 
three are undecided. overall, patients rated the surgical outcome as 66% improvement. for 41 operations the minimum 
postoperative observation period is 3 months with 38 correctly completed QuickdAsH questionnaires (92%) and 37 
correctly completed cbsQ (90%). during follow-up (mean 12 months, range 3-24) the mean change in QuickdAsH scores 
overall was 31 points (-53%) and in cbsQ scores 52 points (-61%).
patients rated the surgical outcome as 80-100% improvement in 21 cases (55% of patient population) with a change in 
QuickdAsH scores of 52 points (-82%) and in cbsQ scores of 70 points (-85%). 8 patients (22%) rated the surgical outcome 
as 50-79% improvement with a change in QuickdAsH scores of 23 points (-30%) and in cbsQ scores of 30 points (-33%). two
patients were unable to rate the surgical outcome and two others noticed no amelioration.
four patients rated the surgical outcome as less than 50% improvement. these 8 patients showed a change in QuickdAsH 
scores of 4 points (-6%) and in cbsQ scores of 18 points(-20%). Analysis of subgroups revealed a poorer outcome for patients 
with pre-existing chronic pain syndromes, a history of multiple operations, especially of cervical spine, shoulder or carpal
tunnel, in the context of double/multiple crush syndrome, posttraumatic onset of thoracic outlet syndrome and if prone 
to hypertrophic scarring.
conclusion: QuickdAsH and cbsQ are reliable tools in evaluating long term results after surgery for tos. subgroup 
analysis revealed a good correlation between the percentage of decline in the QuickdAsH and cbsQ scores and patient-
rated outcome. supraclavicular first rib resection for tos can offer consistently good long term results with high patient
satisfaction in carefully selected patients. when patients meet criteria for potentially poorer outcome surgery for tos 
should be evaluated with care.
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A-1054 objective reproducibility of scrAtcH collApse test in cArpAl tunnel syndrome
belén garcía-medrano1, montserrat ocampos Hernández2, clarisa simón pérez3, pedro j delgado serrano1, fernando 
corella montoya2

1HM Montepríncipe, Madrid, Spain; 2Infanta Leonor Hospital, Quirón Salud Hospital, Madrid, Spain; 3Clínico Hospital, Valladolid, 
Spain

objetive: Analyze the scratch collapse test by an objective method, made with a digital dynamometer. methods: describe 
if there were differences in the strength of external rotation strength between the three attempts per patient of each 
group (moderate, severe, and without carpal tunnel syndrome), and analyzed the strength in four situations (no scratch 
test, carpal tunnel, dorsum of the wrist and shoulder). 
results: there were no discrepancy in patients with moderate pathology. that existed in severe cases. but this statistical 
difference is only 0,08 kg, clinically undetectable, insufficient to collapse the strength of external rotation. 
conclusion: scratch collapse test is not a valid diagnostic exam if the strength is measure directly by the physician. A 
small loss of strength has been detected only in severe carpal tunnel syndromes. our advice is to measure the strength 
with a dynamometer to use the test.

A-1055 A yeAr of endoscopic cArpAl tunnel decompressions.
katie young, jo Hanna reinhold, davide molinaro, elisa rosanda, luigi troisi, giorgio pajardi
Ospedale San Giuseppe, Milano, Italy

endoscopic carpal tunnel decompression has been standard practice in our department for over 20 years, performing 
over 55,000 cases. Here we report the outcomes of this procedure for a single year of procedures with a minimum of 18 
month follow up. 

methods: we included all patients undergoing endoscopic carpal tunnel decompression at our unit from the 1st of january 
2017 to the 31st of dec 2017. All demographic and outcome data, including hand therapy treatment, were obtained from 
our electronic patient record system. 

results: during the 12 months of 2017 we performed 2675 endoscopic carpal tunnel decompressions. 

the mean age of patients was 62 years (range 22 to 95). female to male ratio was 3.3:1. loss to follow up was less than 
0.05%
outcomes: discomfort and or swelling persisting longer than 3 months post surgery occurred in less than 0.05%, 
the post operative infection rate and rates of revision surgery were less than 0.01%. there were no reported tendon, nerve 
or vascular injuries. outcome was not affected by performing a concurrent procedure, such as trigger finger release, nor 
the presence of comorbidities such as diabetes or smoking.

conclusion: we have demonstrated that in a high volume unit with appropriate experience endoscopic carpal tunnel 
decompression is not only safe but also produces good long term outcomes. 
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A-1057 4tH extensor compArtment Artery vAsculArized pedicled bone grAft for kienböck’s diseAse. 
How to perform A sAfe cApsulotomy. sHort term functionAl And rAdiologicAl results
frantzeska zampeli, panagiotis kanellos, sarantis spyridonos, emmanouil fandridis
Hand-Upper Limb-Microsurgery Department, General Hospital KAT, Athens, Greece

bAckground/purpose
it has been shown that the fourth extensor compartment artery (ecA) anastomoses in most cases with the dorsal intercarpal 
arch which can be used as a source of retrograde arterial flow allowing proximal vessel ligation and mobilization of the 
4th ecA pedicled vascularized bone graft (vbg) from dorsal distal radius. However, the use of 4th ecA vbg is limited 
compared to other dorsal vbg sources partially due to these anatomic relationships close to the site of capsulotomy. the 
objective of the study is to describe the surgical technique for harvesting the 4th ecA vbg from distal radius and evaluate 
short-term functional and radiological outcomes for lichtman stage ΙΙ and ΙΙΙ kienböck disease. 

mAteriAl And metHods
five patients (mean age 31years, range 27-37) with kienböck’s disease (three patients lichtman stage ii, 1 stage iiiA, and 
1 stage iiib) were treated with 4th ecA vascularized dorsal radius bone grafts. All patients had neutral ulnar variance. 
dorsal radiocarpal ligament sparing capsulotomy directly over the lunate is performed. An l-shaped or rectangular 
shaped ulnar-based capsular flap is created with its longitudinal cut located over the lunate in order to avoid damage of 
the anastomotic branches that give retrograde blood flow from the dorsal intercarpal arch to the 4th ecA vbg and are 
located radially to the lunate. Τhe 4th ecA vbg is centered 1.1 cm proximal to the radiocarpal joint to include max number 
of nutritient vessels. the viability of the graft is checked intraoperatively by releasing the tourniquet. temporary pinning 
of scaphocapitate joint for 7 weeks was applied for all patients, and for one of them additional temporary pinning of 
the graft for 4 weeks. pain, wrist range of motion (rom) and modified mayo wrist score-mmws were evaluated pre and 
postoperatively. measurements of the radiolunate angle, radioscaphoid angle, ståhl’s index, and carpal height ratio were 
taken from presurgical and final follow-up radiographs. postsurgical magnetic resonance imaging with iv contrast agent 
were performed to examine revascularization of the lunate. 

results
At a mean follow-up of 18.3 months (range, 18-19) pain vAs score improved from 7.3 (7-8) to 1.6 (1-3) postoperatively, 
flexion-extension rom improved from 63° (55-70) to 75° (70-80), and radial-ulnar inclination rom from 18º (10-27) to 
24º (12-35). the average mayo wrist score was improved in 73 (70-75) from 62 (60-65).
evidence of lunate revascularization was shown 6 months postoperatively in mri for all patients.  At final follow up 
radiological progression of disease from stage ii to stage iiib was noted for one patient. no donor side morbidity neither 
wrist joint instability was noted.

conclusions 
the 4th ecA vascularized bone graft is an effective method to treat kienböck’s
disease lichtman stage ii and iii that demonstrated favorable functional outcome and may aid in lunate revascularization. 
the technique should aim to a capsulotomy that spares the anastomotic branches between the dorsal intercarpal arch 
and 4th ecA as well as the dorsal radiocarpal ligament. the results are short term and further follow-up is required. 
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A-1059 up-to-dAte ApproAcH in zones 1 And 2 flexor tendon repAir
yakup kuzucu1, egemen Ayhan1, zeynep tuna2, onder ersan1

1Orthopaedics and Traumatology, University of Health Sciences, Diskapi YB Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey; 
2Gazi University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, Ankara, Turkey

zones 1 and 2 flexor tendon injury management has evolved significantly over the last decade. repair with strong core 
sutures, venting of critical pulleys, intraoperative active movement testing with wide-awake surgical setting, and early 
active mobilization were the foremost developments that we have adopted. the aim of this study was to report our 
patients’ results with flexor tendon repairs in zones 1 and 2 using the above mentioned approaches. 
we operated 23 fingers of 19 consecutive patients. All patients were operated under wAlAnt and active tendon glide, gap 
formation, or entrapment under the pulleys were tested intraoperatively. tendons were repaired primarily with 4-strand 
core suture (3-0 caliber) and circumferential peripheral sutures (6-0 caliber). the pulleys that impair the excursion during 
intraoperative active movement were totally vented (13 A4, 4 A3, 1 A5) and up to half of two A2 pulleys were judiciously 
vented. we reconstructed pulley in two patients with evident bowstringing during active movement after repair. eight 
fingers had concomitant digital nerve primary repair. therapy started on the 3-5th postoperative day. every session 
started with 20 repeats of passive flexion and then followed by 10 repeats of active flexion. Active exercises progressed 
from 1/3 fist to 1/2 fist and finally to full-fist in the consecutive weeks (2nd, 3rd and 4th week, consecutively). daily use 
of hand and blocking exercises started after four weeks. the patients wore static splint day and night for the first four 
weeks and continued night splinting in the following two weeks. Assessments were performed at the 6th, 8th, and 12th 
weeks. strickland score was calculated for each injured finger and disabilities of Arm, shoulder and Hand (dAsH) were 
filled. return to work was recorded. the strickland and dAsH scores in the consecutive assessments were compared. 
two patients were excluded, one patient dropped out the follow-up and one patient had postoperative infection. we 
analysed 21 fingers of 17 (11 male and six female) patients and the mean age was 30 (16-41). there were 17 zone 2 and 
four zone 1 repairs. one finger (1/21, 4.7%) was operated again for stiffness (tenolysis) and there was no rupture. the 
mean delay in surgery was 14 (3-40) days. the mean total active motion of the fingers was 253 (225-270) degrees at 
12th week. strickland scores improved by time (64.1, 65, and 84.6, consecutively). the difference was significant between 
8th and 12th week scores (p=0.001). dAsH scores improved significantly at each assessment week (23.2, 14.8, and 6.3 
consecutively, p=0.001). the average time to return to work was 49 days. 
we observed that the recent evolutions of flexor tendon repair in zones 1 and 2 improved the outcomes. the low tenolysis 
rate, no ruptures, and improved outcome scores encouraged us for following the up-to-date way of flexor tendon repairs. 
we advise a solid and wide-awake repair of flexor tendons, which will allow tailoring of the repair according to active 
movement testing, and encourage us for early active mobilization.

A-1060 evAluAtion of Augmenting tHe nerve coAptAtion witH porcine extrAcellulAr mAtrix in pe-
ripHerAl nerve repAir
bauback safa1, brendan mackay2, fraser leversedge3, josef zoldos4, jason nydick5,  jeff greenberg6, mihir desai7, leon 
nesti8, gregory m buncke1

1The Buncke Clinic, San Francisco, US; 2Texas Tech Health Sciences Center, Lubbock, US; 3Duke University, Durham, US; 4Arizona 
Center for Hand to Shoulder Surgery, Phoenix, US; 5Florida Orthopaedic Institute, Tampa, US; 6Indiana Hand to Shoulder Center, 
Indianapolis, US; 7Vanderbilt University, Nashville, US; 8Walter Reed Military Medical Center, Bethesda, US

introduction
reinforcement of a coaptation site has been shown in the literature to decrease perineural scar formation, fascicular 
misalignment, and axonal escape after nerve repairs. this protective environment may improve recovery outcomes, 
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especially in certain high risk cases such as complex injury and mixed/motor nerve gaps. the aim of this study is to 
report clinical outcome data on the utilization of a porcine submucosa extracellular (ecm) matrix used to reinforce nerve 
reconstruction in conjunction with processed nerve allograft (pnA) to repair gap nerve injuries.
methods
clinical data were queried from a nerve registry for mixed, motor, and sensory nerve injuries repaired with pnA followed 
by nerve wrapping or connector assisted repair at the coaptation site. the cohort was further stratified into time to repair, 
nerve type, and mechanism of injury subgroups.  reported sensory and/or motor assessments included qualitative 
assessments, 2-point discrimination, semmes-weinstein monofilament (swmf) testing, range of motion, strength test. 
reported outcomes data were evaluated for safety and improvement in sensory and/or motor function. meaningful 
recovery was defined as ≥ s3/m3 on the mrc scale. 
results
there were 135 nerve injuries where a porcine submucosa extracellular (ecm) matrix (Axoguard® nerve protector or 
connector; Axogen corp, Alachua, fl) was used to reinforce nerve reconstruction with a pnA repair. the incidence 
of nerve types ranked sensory (68%) and mixed/motor (32%). the time to repair was reported at 2 (0-16,444) days. 
mechanisms of injury were pooled into laceration, complex (amputations, avulsions, blast, gunshot), and neuroma 
resection. lacerations were the most common (60.1%) followed by complex injuries (27.5%).  81% of these repairs 
reported improved sensory or motor nerve function. this included 71 sensory and 39 mixed/motor repairs. there was a 
statistically significant difference in mechanism of injury (p = 0.005) by nerve type. the response rate by nerve ranked 
sensory (77%) and mixed/motor (91%).  there was no statistically significant difference detected between response 
rates compared by nerve type by repair.
conclusions
• Reinforcement of the coaptation site can create a protective environment to prevent the potential of soft tissue 
attachments and reduce axonal escape. 
• PNA with porcine submucosa extracellular matrix resulted in improved functional recovery in complex nerve 
reconstructions.
• No revision or related adverse events were reported.  
• Additional comparative data is ongoing to further support the role of connector assisted repair in complex nerve 
reconstructions.

A-1061 giAnt, symptomAtic lipomAs of tHe HAnd
greg pickering, darren chester, rajive jose
University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust, Birmingham, UK

whilst lipomas present as the most common tumour of the human body, the presentation in the hand is rare. less than 
50 cases are reported in the literature. we review and present five separate, symptomatic cases from our unit.

All five patients had presented over a 10 year period with a distinct swelling and fullness within the affected hand whch 
was growing in size. no trauma was reported in any instance, and there was no history of symptomatic or asymptomatic 
lipoma in any other part or the patients’ bodies.

patients were investigated with local 3-dimensional imaging (mri) and were discussed in appropriate tumour 
multidisciplinary meetings. given the totally benign appearance on imaging no  pre-excision biopsies were performed. 
likewise intra-operative fresh frozen specimens were not taken, however all excised tissue was sent for routine histology 
to confirm the diagnosis. only one patient reported altered neurology of the hand, describing altered (6/10) light touch 
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and two point sensation within the ulnar digital nerve distribution of the index finger.

in all five cases the lipoma originated in the deep palmar space from the adipose tissue surrounding the deep palmar arch. 
the lipomas did not spread into the carpal tunnel (likely from the naturally higher pressure in this space). the lipomas 
all extended distally, usually along natural tissue planes, encasing neurovascular and tendinous structures as they went. 
in two instances the lipoma extended into the dorsum of the hand, following the perforating artery between the index 
and middle finger metacarpal heads.  the lipomas all spread radialwards, penetrating between the thenar muscles. the 
largest was 13 x 12 x 4cm in size.

complete excision was possible in all cases and with careful dissection all vital structures were preserved. it was not 
possible to assess excision margins as this is normal adipose tissue. we have found no cases of malignant transformation 
and no cases of recurrence  to date (follow up range 1-10 years). excision resulted in complete resolution of pre-operative 
symptoms.

in conclusion, giant lipoma of the hand is a rare, but not absent, cause of symptomatic swelling of the hand. they are 
usually palmar filling the majority of the empty space of the palm as well as occasionally pass into the dorsum. compression 
of structures is extremely rare, but careful excision is critical as neurovascular bodies are classically enveloped within 
the growing lipoma.

A-1062 long term follow-up of intrA-ArticulAr bAse of middle pHAlAnx frActures
saskia jm kamphuis, lars kern, barbara staempfli, michael wirth, julia sproedt, Abdul r jandali
Cantonal Hospital Winterthur, Zurich, Switzerland

introduction
recent studies showed very good results for treating knee joint osteoarthritis by using joint distraction. the distraction 
supposedly allows the cartilage to regenerate itself, resulting in significantly less complaints and procrastinate joint 
replacement. the same principle of distraction is found in dynamic joint bridging fixators, for example used in the treatment 
of intra-articular base of middle phalanx fractures. we present long term follow-up results of patients who were treated 
with external distraction fixators due to intra-articular base of middle phalanx fractures, compared to patients treated 
for the same fracture using other methods. 

methods
we invited patients who were treated using a dynamic external fixator for an intra-articular base of middle phalanx fracture 
at least two years ago and compared them to a group of patients who were treated for the same fracture in other ways. 
we assessed the patients using the quick dAsH questionnaire, performed a physical examination with range of motion, 
grip- and pinch strength, and evaluated osteoarthritis by conventional radiology of the involved digit. 

results
we included 14 men and 4 women with a mean follow up of 7.5 years. mean age at treatment was 46.1 years. 11 patients 
were treated using a dynamic fixator after the suzuki principle, 7 patients were treated in other ways. in the patients treated 
by an external distraction fixator, in 3 cases an open reduction was needed, in 8 cases a percutaneous disimpaction of the 
joint surface sufficed. All of these patients’ fingers were mobilized directly postoperative. in the control group, methods of 
treatment included open or closed reduction and kirschnerwire fixation, plate osteosynthesis and a hemihamate plasty. 
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At follow-up, mean quick dAsH was 2.3 in the suzuki group, 3.1 in the control group. mean vAs was 0 in the suzuki group, 
1.0 in the control group. mean range of motion (extension/flexion) of the affected pip joint was 0/7/80 degrees, in the 
control group 0/13/91 degrees. for the dip joint this was 0/12/51 degrees in the suzuki group, and 0/1/60 degrees in the 
control group. mean grip strength of the affected hand treated by suzuki fixators was 37 kg, against 36 kg in the control 
group. pinch strength of the affected extremity treated by suzuki fixator was 2.1 kg, against 2.0 kg in the control group.  
radiographical outcome could not predict better or worse clinical outcomes. 

discussion
with a follow-up of 7.5 years, our patient cohort showed good results after intra-articular base of middle phalanx 
fractures, treated by dynamic distraction fixators, but also by other methods. because hand- and finger fractures tend 
to concern younger patients, investigation of optimal treatment modality for these fractures could be useful for future 
treatments. we are expanding our study further to be able to provide better recommendations in the treatment of base 
of middle phalanx fractures. 

A-1063 timeline to pHyseAl closure After epipHysiodesis surgery About tHe wrist
danielle A Hogarth, motomi enomoto-iwamoto, masahiro iwamoto, joshua m Abzug
Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction
partial or complete physeal arrest about the wrist can occur due to a variety of pediatric and adolescent conditions. At times, 
an ephiphysiodesis is warranted to prevent more deformity and/or ulnar abutment syndrome. the purpose of this study 
was to determine the length of time until complete physeal closure following an epiphysiodesis procedure about the wrist. 

methods
A retrospective review was performed to assess time to complete physeal closure following an epiphysiodesis procedure 
about the wrist. patients were excluded if they did not return for follow-up radiographs within 1 year. complete physeal 
arrest was determined by the senior author reviewing the radiographs for bridging trabeculae across the entirety of the 
physis. simple statistics were performed.

results
fourteen patients (8 male, 6 female) were identified that underwent an ephiphysiodesis procedure about the wrist. 
64% (9/14) of the procedures were performed on the distal radius and distal ulna, 28% (4/14) were performed on the 
distal ulna only, and 7% (1/14) were performed on the distal radius only. 29% (4/14) of the patients underwent bilateral 
procedures. the average age at the time of surgery was 13.4 years (sd=1.6, range: 10.7-15.6 years). the average time to 
complete physeal closure was 3.49 months (sd=1.66 months, range: 1.6-7.2). All patients had complete closure of the 
physis following the index procedure with none requiring a repeat epiphysiodesis. no complications occurred in this cohort.

conclusion
epiphysiodesis procedures about the wrist are sometimes necessary to address various pediatric and adolescent conditions. 
this study demonstracted that the average time to complete physeal arrest following an ephiphysiodesis procedure 
was 3.5 months. this information can be utilized to counsel patients and family members regarding the recovery time 
following an ephiphysiodesis procedure.
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A-1064 Acute cAst immobilizAtion of pediAtric And Adolescent foreArm frActures – is it sAfe?
casey m codd, danielle A Hogarth, chloe grzyb, joshua m Abzug
Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction
Acute forearm fractures of the radius and ulna are common within the pediatric and adolescent populations, however, 
there is not a standardized treatment protocol for these fractures. many providers place splints or casts and subsequently 
bivalve them due to concerns regarding swelling. the purpose of this study was to evaluate the outcomes and safety of 
acute casting of these fractures.

methods
A retrospective review was performed over a 10-year period for patients under the age of 17 who had been treated 
for an isolated radial shaft fracture, isolated ulnar shaft fracture, or both bone forearm fracture (bbfA). data collected 
included patient demographics, mechanism of injury, mode of immobilization, reduction parameters, and complications.

results
73 patients were identified ranging from 11 months to 17 years of age (mean: 8.69; sd: 3.42). of the 73 participants, 41% 
(n=30) sustained isolated radial shaft fractures, 3% (n=2) sustained isolated ulnar shaft fractures, and 56% (n=41) 
sustained bbfA fractures. 51% of patients had a closed reduction performed. 46% of the cohort were placed into a cast 
and 51% were placed into a sugar-tong splint. of the casts applied 88% were long arm casts that were not bivalved, 6% 
were long arm casts that were bivalved, and 6% were short arm casts that were not bivalved. there were no patients that 
developed compartment syndrome and no patients returned to the emergency department in order to have their cast 
bivalved. A long arm cast falling off was the only recorded complication in the cohort which required the 11-month-old 
patient to return to the emergency department for reapplication of the long arm cast.

conclusions
this series supports the acute application of long arm casts in pediatric and adolescent forearm fractures without the 
need for bivalving the cast. Avoidance of bivalving a cast, particularly when the patient is under sedation, obviously 
eliminates the potential for cast saw injuries when one is bivalving a cast.

A-1065 tHe influence of modifiAble And nonmodifiAble vAriAbles on cmc ArtHroplAsty complicA-
tions
corey spencer, Alexander m dawes, kevin farley, michael gottschalk, charles daly, eric r wagner
Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta GA, USA

background: Although there has been extensive investigation into the complications associated with cmc arthroplasty, 
there remains a paucity of studies examining risk factors that are associated with complications and reoperations. the 
purpose of our study was to examine non-modifiable and potentially modifiable risk factors for adverse outcomes after 
cmc arthroplasty. 

methods: using truven marketscan® database, a national insurance database including over 240+ million patients, all 
patients who underwent cmc arthroplasty from 2010 to 2016 were identified using the common current procedural 
terminology (cpt) codes. patients were only included if they had continuous enrollment in the database for 1 year 
preoperatively and postoperatively. preoperative injections, injected medication, opioid consumption were collected using 
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cpt codes, while comorbidities were collected using the elixhauser method. fisher’s exact tests were run for statistical 
analysis. odds ratios were calculated for variables with p value <0.05.

results: there were a total of 29,896 patients included in the study. the average age of patients undergoing cmc 
arthroplasty was 59.5 (sd 8.76) years. there were 779 (2.61%) patients who required a reoperation, including incision 
and drainage, debridement, or arthrotomy, within one year of their original surgery. statistically significant risk factors 
that influence reoperation include current smokers (or 1.37; p=0.001), patients with hypertension (or 1.27; p=0.001), 
patients with diabetes (or 1.64; p<0.001), patients with congestive heart failure (or 1.83; p=0.005), and patients who 
received a cmc steroid injection within 90 days preoperatively (or 1.35; p<0.001). A total of 231 (0.8%) patients had an 
infectious complication within the first 6 weeks post operatively.  diabetes increased the risk of infection by almost 70% 
(or 1.67; p=0.002). patients with depression also had an increased risk of infection by almost 80% (or 1.77; p<0.0001). 

conclusion: this study identifies potentially modifiable factors that are associated with increased risks to reoperation 
and infectious complication including comorbidities, nonoperative management, and lifestyle factors. the increased 
risk of complication associated with modifiable risk factors such as smoking and recent cmc steroid injection should be 
considered when determining future surgical intervention.  Also, nonmodifiable comorbidities such as congestive heart 
failure, hypertension and diabetes should be optimized before proceeding with operative treatment for cmc arthritis.  
these conclusion should be discussed with patients and help to guide and influence preoperative decision making.

A-1066 potentiAl AdvAntAges of trApeziectomy followed by suspensorplAsty under wAlAnt (wide-
AwAke locAl AnAestHetic no-torniQuet) wHile treAting first cArpometAcArpAl joint osteoArtHritis
carlos ferreira, sérgio figueiredo, Ana pereira, vítor rodrigues, carlos pina, António sá
Centro Hospitalar de Leiria, Portugal

introduction: thumb carpometacarpal osteoarthritis, is one of the most common degenerative arthropathies of the hand, 
mostly on female individuals. trapeziectomy followed by suspensorplasty is still a consensual treatment, benefiting from 
great reproducibility. wide awake local anesthesia with no tourniquet (wAlAnt) allows the observation of perioperative 
kinetics and kinematics and consequent adequacy of the surgical technique.
this study aims to objectify the advantage of trapeziectomy followed by suspensorplasty when performed under wAlAnt 
compared to other anesthetic modalities.

materials and methods: it was performed a monocentric prospective cohort study gathering all 23 procedures performed 
in 22 patients between june 2016 and november 2018, either under wAlAnt or general anaesthesia. All patients had 
to have a minimum follow-up of 12 months and complete information in its regard, thus excluding 8 procedures and 
ensuring a final sample of 15 procedures in 15 individuals, 3 of the under wAlAnt. mean age at the time of surgery was 
61.8±6.7 years-old, with women representing the totality of patients. dominant hand was affected in 11 (73.3%) of 
cases. data were collected at the immediate pre-operative moment, at 6 weeks, 3, 6 and 12 months, in regards of: visual 
Analog scale (vAs), QuickdAsH, grip strength, key and tip pinch strength. groups were compared in a time-dependent 
fashion using a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (“two-way rAnovA”), with later correction according to 
greenhouse-geiser in the absence of sphericity. it was assumed statistical significance for p<0.05. 
results: pain relief was observed throughout follow-up samewise in both groups (p<0,05), the same happening when 
reviewing QuickdAsH scores (p<0,05). Although strength in all of its aspects did lower at the first post-operative 
measurement, at 6 weeks, it improved subsequentially with statistical significance for both groups (p<0.05). groups 
comparison didn’t reveal any statistically significant differences (p>0,05).
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discussion:  the benefit in pain and function of trapeziectomy followed by suspensorplasty in the treatment of thumb 
carpometacarpal osteoarthritis is confirmed, with the cost of lower objective strength in the early stages of recovery. the 
execution of wAlAnt showed no benefit in any of the variables under study, although it constitutes by itself an advantage 
with lower anesthetic risk, reducing the need for post-anesthetic recovery time, allowing intraoperative active mobility 
testing and giving convenience to the patient, avoiding fasting, tourniquet or venous access.

conclusion: trapeziectomy followed by suspensorplasty is an effective contribution to the treatment of advanced thumb 
carpometacarpal osteoarthritis and wAlAnt is a viable anesthetic alternative for the orthopedic condition under study.

A-1067 treAtment of flexion-type suprAcondylAr Humerus frActures in pediAtric pAtients
sudarshan j mohan1, danielle A Hogarth1, niyathi prasad2, casey m codd1, paul d sponseller2, christine A Ho3, joshua m 
Abzug1

1Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States; 2Department 
of Orthopaedics, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland, United States; 3Department of Orthopaedics, Texas Scottish 
Rite Hospital for Children, Dallas, Texas, United States

introduction
supracondylar humerus fractures are the most common elbow fractures in children, with flexion-type fractures accounting 
for only 2-3% of all supracondylar humerus fractures. As a result, there is a limited number of studies pertaining to this 
type of supracondylar humerus fracture. the purpose of this study was to investigate the various treatment aspects of 
flexion type supracondylar humerus fractures in the pediatric population.

methods
A retrospective review was performed surrounding the operative treatment of flexion type supracondylar humerus 
fractures at two institutions over a 25-year period. patient demographics, mechanisms of injury, diagnostic modalities, 
time to surgery, pin size and configuration, time to fracture union, and complications were recorded. simple statistics 
were performed.

results
A total of 17 patients, 3 to 12 years of age (mean: 7.55; sd: 2.56), were identified. of the 17 patients, 88% (n=15) 
sustained the injury from a fall. the time to surgery was <12 hours for 13% (n=2), 12-24 hours for 47% (n=7), and >24 
hours for 40% (n=6). 65% (n=11) of the patients were treated with closed reduction and percutaneous pinning and the 
remaining 35% (n=6) were treated with open reduction and internal fixation. the baumann’s angle following operative 
intervention ranged from 61 to 77 degrees (mean: 69.64; sd: 5.39) and the anterior humeral line was in the middle third 
of the capitellum for 31% (n=4) and the posterior third for 69% (n=9).
50% (n=8) of the pin configurations were lateral only pins utilizing 2 pins (37.5%, n=3), 3 pins (50%, n=4), and 4 pins 
(12.5%, n=1). the other 50% (n=8) were treated with a crossed pin configuration using 2 pins (37.5%, n=3), 3 pins 
(37.5%, n=3), and 4 pins (25%, n=2).
the overall complication rate was 41% (7/17). the most common complication was decreased range of motion which 
accounted for 57% (n=4) of complications. other complications included one infection (n=1), one obvious malrotation 
at the fracture site on the post-operative radiographs (n=1), and an additional surgery to replace the pin fixation with 
cannulated screws due to loss of reduction (n=1).

conclusions
there is a high complication rate associated with flexion type supracondylar humerus fractures in the pediatric population. 
further studies are needed to determine the optimal treatment of these infrequent fractures.
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A-1068 outcomes from processed nerve AllogrAft And nerve AutogrAft in upper extremity nerve 
repAirs: preliminAry findings from A propensity mAtcHed coHort study
bauback safa1, josef zoldos2, wesley thayer3, dennis kao4, gregory m buncke1

1The Buncke Clinic, San Francisco, US; 2Arizona Center for Hand to Shoulder Surgery, Phoenix, US; 3Vanderbilt University, 
Nashville, US; 4University of Washington, Seattle, US

introduction:
the historical standard for peripheral nerve gap repair has been the nerve autograft.  recently processed nerve allografts 
have been established as a viable alternative.  to examine the differences, we added contemporary control cohorts to 
an international nerve registry.  based on scientific evidence and historical controls, we hypothesized that processed 
nerve allografts would perform similar to nerve autograft in sensory and mixed nerve injuries of the upper extremity. 
methods:
the registry was queried for sensory or mixed nerve repairs up to 70mm in the upper extremity distal to the elbow 
reporting sufficient quantitative follow-up data. demographics, injury and treatment and functional outcomes were 
collected on standardized case report forms. meaningful recovery was defined by the mrcc scale at s3 or m3 for sensory 
and motor function. group characteristics were used to create a propensity matched dataset of pnA nerve repairs from 
mAtcH study centers. Quantitative outcomes were analyzed, and comparisons were made between treatment groups 
result:
the pnA group consisted of 173 sensory and 28 mixed nerves repairs. the autograft group consisted of 19 sensory and 
12 mixed nerve injuries. subject demographics, medical history, and concomitant injuries were comparable between 
groups. repair techniques varied with the pnA repairs included size matched fascicular or caliber matched epineural repairs 
while all the nerve autografts were multi-strand cabled repairs. the average nerve gap between the groups varied at 
22+11mm and 32+15 mm for pnA and nerve autograft respectively. the mean follow-up was 14 months and 19 months 
in the pnA and Autograft group respectively. in sensory nerves, meaningful recovery was reported in 81% in pnA group 
as compared to 53% for nerve autograft. in mixed nerves, meaningful sensory and motor recovery was reported in 78% 
and 64% in pnA group as compared to 67% and 61% for nerve autograft group. there were no reported related adverse 
events. these outcomes compare favorably to historical data with nerve autograft sensory and mixed repairs ranging 
between 60-88% and 57-80% respectively. 
conclusions:
processed nerve allografts can be used to repair sensory and mixed nerve injuries for return of both sensory and motor 
function. preliminary findings reveal that levels of meaningful recovery for processed nerve allografts are comparable to 
those of nerve autograft for both sensory and motor outcomes. outcomes from both groups were comparable to those 
reported in historical controls. the rAnger registry remains ongoing; additional clinical data collected from participating 
sites will allow for further comparisons of repair modalities.  

A-1069 lAcertus syndrome
egemen Ayhan1, elif cimilli2

1Orthopaedics and Traumatology, University of Health Sciences, Diskapi YB Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey; 
2Hacettepe University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey

lacertus syndrome is the compression of median nerve under lacertus fibrosus (lf, bicipital aponeurosis). patients’ 
complaints include reduction of pinch strength, sense of clumsiness, and transient paresthesis in the median nerve 
innervated region of fingers. the nerve conduction studies are generally normal in these patients and diagnosis mostly 
depends on physical examination findings; loss of flexor pollicis longus (fpl), flexor digitorum profundus ii (fdp ii), and 
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the flexor carpi radialis (fcr) strengths; pain with pressure over lf; positive scratch collapse test at the level of the lf. in 
this study, our aim was to report the results of our patients operated for lacertus syndrome.
between April 2019 and october 2019, we operated seven patients (4 females and 3 males) for lacertus syndrome. the mean 
age was 32.7 (range 19–44). the surgery was performed under wAlAnt (patient awake and no tourniquet). A transverse 
incision was done 1 cm distal to flexion crease of cubital fossa, starting 1 cm medial to the biceps tendon and extending 
medially about 4 cm length. the pronator teres fascia and laterally the lacertus fibrosus were released. pronator teres 
muscle was retracted medially and the decompressed median nerve was exposed. following release of the nerve, the 
strength of the fpl and fdp ii was tested intraoperatively before the skin was closed, and immediate return of the muscle 
strengths were usually perceived. At the 6th week follow-up, the patients were called for control and they were evaluated 
by an occupational therapist. dAsH questionnarie was assessed and patients were questioned for persistent numbness in 
the operated hand (vAs 0=no paresthesias, 10=severe paresthesias), persistent pain in the operated elbow/hand (vAs 
0=no pain, 10= extreme pain), and satisfaction with surgery (vAs 0= completely dissatisfied, 10=entirely satisfied).
All of patients were right- handed and the dominant hand treated in % 71.49 of cases. there was a significant difference 
(p=0.018) between preoperative dAsH 57.5 (44-75) and postoperative dAsH scores 13.8 (0-34) at the 6th week of follow-
up. the average vAs scores were 2 (0-10) for numbness, 1.2 (0-10) for pain, and 9.5 (0-10) for satisfaction.
in this study, an occupational therapist who was not involved in the diagnosis and treatment phases assessed the patients 
and patients reported satisfactory outcomes. Although there was a limited number of articles about lacertus syndrome 
in the literature, we had operated one patient per month. we think that this syndrome is more common than expected 
and mostly a missed one. therefore, we propose that it will be discussed more in the future when the clinicians are more 
aware about it. patients with a loss of key and tip pinch strength, with sense of clumsiness, and with transient paresthesias 
in the hand must remind the lacertus syndrome.   

A-1070 use of wAlAnt (wide AwAke locAl AnestHesiA no tourniQuet) on tHe upper limb – tHe reAlity 
of A regionAl HospitAl
carlos ferreira, Ana pereira, vítor rodrigues, carlos pina, sérgio figueiredo, António sá
Centro Hospitalar de Leiria, Portugal

introduction: 
traumatic and orthopedic pathology of the upper limb is a common condition within the daily life of the orthopedic surgeon. 
the difficulty in scheduling operative periods in the portuguese hospitals has been increasing due to several factors. 
wAlAnt (wide Awake local Anesthesia no tourniquet) is a viable alternative to regional and general anesthesia in the 
upper limb with multiple benefits for the patient and the surgeon.
this study describes the orthopeadic pathologies treated under local anesthesia and the complications associated with 
it, as well as advantages that this anesthetic alternative offers to the reality of a regional hospital. 

materials and methods:
this study included all patients from one regional hospital with traumatic or orthopedic pathology of the upper limb 
treated under wAlAnt in an operating room within a 2 years and 6 months period.
patients who required regional or general anesthesia or use of tourniquet in the limb were excluded. 
patients treated with wAlAnt in an emergency room were also not included due to the lack of records.

results:  
during the period of 2 years and 6 months, from january 1st of 2017 to may 31st of 2019, 121 surgeries were performed 
in patients under tumescent local anesthesia. 
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procedures such as nerve decompressions, tendinous transfers, wrist arthrodesis or trapeziometacarpal arthroplasties 
and wrist arthroscopic procedures were performed
over this period the study, complications were reported in two patients – 1,6% of all patients, specifically transient digital 
ischemia and hypertensive crisis; with no mid-term consequences observed.

discussion: 
wAlAnt allowed surgical intervention in a great variety of pathologies of the upper limb with no need for sedation, more 
comfort and convenience to the patient, avoiding fasting, tourniquet or venous access.
it brings benefits in terms of organization such as more scheduling flexibility, better control and maximization of surgical 
periods and the opportunity to perform surgery on patients with comorbidities who contraindicate general or regional 
anesthesia. in surgical terms, this method allows intraoperative active mobility testing and an earlier initiation of surgical 
rehabilitation. At the institutional level, wAlAnt leads to a substantial reduction of costs in pre-operative exams and 
pre-operative anesthetic appointment

conclusion: 
wAlAnt has proved to be an added value in orthopedic/traumatic surgery of the upper limb with benefits for the patient, 
for the surgeon and for the institution. 
in our concrete reality, wAlAnt overcome cancelation of surgical periods due to the lack of Anesthetist, allowed the transfer 
of some patients to ambulatory regime freeing the surgical periods with Anesthetist to more complex cases. Above all, 
it benefited the patients because it allowed us to keep a diverse and regular surgical activity during a troubled time.
wAlAnt might be the solution to overcome several difficulties inherent to the current hospital reality.

A-1071 mid- to long-term outcome After scApHoid non-union reconstruction witH non-vAsculAr-
ized bone grAft
tim cordier, philipp boucke, silvia schibli, patrik schmid, christian wirtz, mathias Haefeli
Hand Surgery, Cantonal Hospital Graubünden, Chur, Switzerland

background: scaphoid non-union reconstruction is indicated to avoid progressive wrist degeneration. the major aims 
of surgery are to achieve bony union and restoration of carpal alignment, e.g. reduction of disi malalignment, to allow 
for a well functioning wrist. 

objective: to report on the clinical mid- to long-term outcome after scaphoid non-union reconstruction with non-
vascularized bone graft of a single centre.

methods: patients who had undergone non-vascularized bone grafting and single screw fixation for scaphoid non-union 
reconstruction at our institution between 2009 and 2017 were invited for a radiological and clinical follow-up examination. 
sl-angle, natrass-index, wrist range of motion (rom), and grip/pinch strength were measured and compared to the 
non-affected side. dAsH, sf-36 and prwe questionnaires, happiness with the treatment result and the subjective wrist 
value (swv) in % of the healthy side were assessed. correlations between radiographical and clinical parameters and 
subjective outcome measures were calculated. linear regression analysis was used to determine the influence of single 
parameters on the subjective outcome.

results: of 52 operated patients, 24 were eligible for the study. two had died, 9 could no longer be located, 6 did neither 
answered to a phone call nor to the invitation letter, 2 needed further surgery and 9 refused to participate for different 
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reasons. mean follow-up for the participants was 66 months (range 14-128). All but 2 patients had a follow-up of at least 
24 months. the differences for flexion and radial deviation between the affected and the healthy side were statistically 
significant (p<0.005/0.001). grip strength was significantly reduced in the affected hand (39 vs. 47kp, p<0.003). no 
significant correlations were found between radiographic parameters and the subjective outcome measures (swv, 
dAsH, sf-36, prwe). six wrists showed some degenerative changes, which moderately correlated with more pain 
(r=0.61;p<0.003). no correlation was found between follow-up and the appearance of degenerative changes. worse 
extension moderately correlated with worse prwe (r=-0.46;p<0.033) and sf-36 (r=0.58;p<0.005) scores. reduced 
pronation moderately correlated with poorer scores of the sf-36 (r=0.58;p<0.033). decreased radial deviation moderately 
correlated with inferior prwe scores (-0.48;p<0.026). pain level moderately correlated with dAsH (r=0.58; p<0.005) and 
sf-36 (r=-.57, p<0.007) and strongly with prwe (r=0.74; p<0.0001) scores. no significant correlation was found for grip 
and pinch strength. the swv strongly correlated with wrist extension (r=0.73;p<0.0001) and moderately with pain (r=-
0.68;p<0.001), prwe (r=-0.45;p<0.034), sf-36 (r=0.61;p<0.002) and dAsH (r=-67;p<0.001). in the regression analysis, 
pain and wrist extension remained the only parameters with a significant correlation with the swv. 13 (48%) patients 
were very happy with the result of the operation, 9 were happy and 1 was neither happy nor unhappy. twenty would 
have the same operation again, 3 were not decided. the subjective wrist value was high with 85% of the unaffected side.

discussion: scaphoid non-union reconstruction in our study population achieved a high mid- to long-term satisfaction 
and most of the patients would have the same treatment again. we found that persistent pain and loss of wrist extension 
had the greatest impact on subjective outcome measures such as prwe, dAsH, sf-36 and the swv.

A-1073 vAriAbility in pediAtric foreArm frActure treAtment preferences Among ortHopAedic surgeons
devan patel1, nathan n o’Hara2, giorgina m giampaolo1, joshua m Abzug2, Aristides i cruz jr1

1Department of Orthopaedics, Brown University Alpert Medical School, Providence, Rhode Island, United States; 2Department 
of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction
forearm fractures are common childhood injuries. controversy remains on the optimal treatment for certain fractures, 
particularly in older children and adolescents. the goal of this study was to assess variation in treatment preferences 
for pediatric forearm fractures among practicing orthopaedic surgeons we hypothesized that surgeons would vary 
significantly in their treatment preferences.

methods
A survey was distributed to a convenience sample of orthopedic surgeons consisting of 48 different cases of pediatric 
forearm fractures. each case included radiographs at three different time intervals: initial injury, post reduction, and 
first office follow-up. patient age and primary sport played was also listed. survey respondents were asked if they would 
recommend non-surgical management, surgery with intramedullary nailing, or surgery with plate/screw fixation. 
surgeon demographic data included age, sex, fellowship type, and years’ experience. the primary model investigated 
the effect of the surgeon attributes on surgeons’ decision to operate. the secondary model investigated the effect of 
patient attributes on the surgeon’s decision to use plates and screws over an intramedullary nail in the subset of patients 
that they opted to treat operatively.

results
48 of 55 surgeons responded. surgery was chosen as preferred treatment in 43% of the presented scenarios. baseline 
preferences towards surgical treatment among individual respondents accounted for 18% of the variation observed in 
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the analysis. coronal plane angulation at first follow-up was associated with the greatest increase in marginal probability 
of operative treatment. for each degree increase in angulation, respondents were 5.2% (95% ci: 4.9 – 5.6) more likely to 
recommend surgery. coronal and sagittal plane angulation did not predict preferences for intramedullary nailing or plate/
screw fixation.  for each additional year of patient age, operative treatment probability increased by 3.9% (95% ci: 3.2 
– 4.5). respondents were indifferent to treatment options based on the primary sport of the patient, with the exception 
of gymnasts who were 5.1% (95% ci: 1.0 – 9.1%) more likely to have surgical treatment compared to soccer players. 
surgeons’ sex, age, years in practice, and fellowship type were not associated with variations in treatment preferences.

conclusions
this study demonstrates significant variability in treatment recommendations amongst orthopedic surgeons with regard 
to pediatric forearm fractures. patient age and coronal plane angulation at first follow-up increased the probability of 
recommending operative treatment. surgeon characteristics did not predict treatment recommendations. this study 
highlights variability in pediatric forearm fracture management and future studies should focus on refining optimal 
treatment recommendations for these injuries. 

A-1075 wHAt is tHe vAlue of nonsurgicAl interventions in tHe treAtment of pediAtric gAnglion cysts? 
carolyn shanks1, tyler schaeffer2, danielle A Hogarth3, marilyn elliot4, Andrea s bauer2, joshua m Abzug3, christine A Ho4

1UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, United States; 2Department of Orthopaedics, Boston Children’s Hospital, 
Boston, Massachusetts, United States; 3Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, 
Maryland, United States; 4Department of Orthopaedics, Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children, Dallas, Texas, United States

introduction 
the treatment of ganglion cysts remains largely understudied in the pediatric population, with the current literature 
showing variable recurrence rates following different interventions. thus, we sought to determine if nonsurgical 
management of ganglion cysts decreased the rate of recurrence, when compared to observation alone.

methods
under irb approval, we retrospectively reviewed 627 cases of pediatric ganglion cysts collected from five institutions 
in the years 2012-2017. mean age was 11.6 years (range, 0-18 years). 260 families (41.5%) were able to be contacted via 
telephone to determine the fate of the cyst at a minimum of 2 years follow-up. An additional 127 families (20.3%) had 
at least 6 months of follow-up documented in the chart. patients were grouped into 4 different treatment groups: (1) 
observation, (2) cyst aspiration, (3) removable splint, and (4) surgical excision. of the 627 patients, 313 (50%) opted for 
observation, 91 (14.5%) had their cyst aspirated in clinic, 60 (9.5%) were given a removable splint, and 163 (26%) chose 
surgical excision. 

results
the cyst resolved in 52.1% (163/313) of those who were merely observed. for those treated with aspiration, 20.9% (19/91) 
resolved, and 36.7% (22/60) of those treated with splint resolved. surgical excision (both open and arthroscopic) led to a 
resolution of the cyst in 86.5% (141/163) of patients. the difference in cyst resolution between the 4 different treatment 
groups was statistically significant (p<0.0001), with non-interventional management (observation) having higher rates of 
resolution when compared to aspiration (p<0.0001), and surgical excision having higher rates of resolution when compared 
to both aspiration (p<0.0001) and splinting (p<0.0001). the difference in resolution between observation and splinting 
was non-significant (p=0.1091). in addition, there was no significant difference between the resolution rates of cysts that 
were aspirated with or without us guidance (p=0.5812) or those that had steroid injected after aspiration (p=0.776). 
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conclusions
this study did not find evidence that initial nonoperative treatments reduced the risk of cyst recurrence when compared 
to observation alone in this pediatric population. in fact, it appears that some nonoperative interventions, such as 
aspiration, have a lower rate of cyst resolution when compared to mere observation. surgical excision had the overall 
lowest rate of recurrence. this study allows a clearer understanding of the best practices for the treatment of ganglion 
cysts, specifically indicating that nonoperative treatments are not beneficial in the treatment of ganglion cysts. these 
findings can help preserve time and resources by reducing unnecessary procedures. 

A-1076 rAtionAle for occupAtionAl tHerApy referrAls in pediAtric upper extremity frActure cAre 
megan lerner, danielle A Hogarth, joshua m Abzug
Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction 
the vast majority of pediatric upper extremity fractures heal without complications or a need for occupational therapy (ot). 
However, on occasion a child may benefit from an ot referral. the purpose of this study was to determine the frequency 
of ot referrals, evaluate the types of injuries that ultimately had an ot referral, and analyze the primary reason a provider 
referred patients to ot following an acute pediatric upper extremity fracture.  

methods 
A retrospective chart review was conducted for pediatric patients (ages 1 to 17 years) presenting to the pediatric orthopaedic 
clinic for evaluation following an acute upper extremity fracture. data pertaining to demographics, injury pattern, reason 
for ot referral, and the focus of therapy were analyzed and interpreted. patients were excluded if the primary reason 
for an ot referral was for a non-upper extremity fracture or a concomitant upper extremity injury, despite having a 
concurrent upper extremity fracture. simple statistics were performed to assess means and relative frequencies of 
characteristics within the cohort.

results 
of the 706 patients assessed with an acute upper extremity fracture, 49 (6.9%) were identified as having a referral to an 
occupational therapist. more than 60% of this subset were boys, and the average age was 11.3 years old (sd: 3.7; range: 
1-17 years). in the subset of patients referred, the right side was injured more frequently than the left side. the phalanges 
were injured most commonly (43%, n=21), with the distal phalanges (13/21) being the most commonly injured part 
of the finger. forearm fractures accounted for 24% (n=12) of the patients referred to ot, primarily both bone forearm 
fractures (33.3%, 4/12). the majority of humeral fractures referred to ot (5/9, 55%) were medial epicondyle fractures.
the most common reason for ot referral was fabrication of a custom orthosis (55%, 27/49). the second most common 
reason for ot referral was to improve range of motion (rom) (29%, 14/49). more than one focus of therapy was found for 
14% (7/49) of the cohort including custom orthosis fabrication and rom, rom and strength focuses, rom and utilization 
of modalities, and edema control and desensitization.

conclusions 
referral to ot following an acute pediatric upper extremity fracture is quite rare, with 93% of patients not having a referral 
placed. when an ot referral is prescribed following an acute pediatric upper extremity fracture, the most common reasons 
include fabrication of a custom orthosis and a goal of improving rom.
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A-1077 delAyed presentAtion of multiple cArpometAcArpAl joint dislocAtion
blanca Arino, daniel marín, marta guillén, Ana de la torre
Clínica Cemtro, Madrid, Spain

introduction
traumatic fracture dislocations of carpometacarpal joints is a rare injury that presents in less than 1% of hand and wrist 
injuries and can be associated with other fractures. most cmc can be missed because of lack of familiarity with the 
injury, severe swelling of the hand, and misinterpretation of anteroposterior and lateral radiographs. dorsal cmc joint 
dislocations are more common than volar cmc joint dislocations and little literature is available on multiple cmc joint 
fracture dislocation.

case report
we report a case of a 21 years old patient that presented at our hospital 2 weeks after a punching traumatism because 
of persistence of pain, swelling and dorsal deformity. no lateral x-ray had been done till that moment, that showed 
third to fifth carpometacarpal dislocation. computed tomography was performed to diagnose if occult or missed carpal 
bone fractures were associated. the patient underwent surgery and by a dorsal approach open reduction of third, fourth 
and fith cmc joints and internal fixation with k- wires was performed. k-wires and cast were removed after 6 weeks 
and physiotherapy was started. At 9 months follow up, the patient presents good range of movement and is painless.

conclusions
cmc joint fracture dislocation should be considered on careful examination of the hand injury, in addition to true lateral 
x-ray of wrist and hand. cmc joint fracture dislocation can be treated by close reduction immobilisation, close reduction 
and internal fixation or open reduction with internal fixation with k-wires. However, open reduction and internal fixation 
is the recommended treatment for cmc joint dislocation, as it allows vision of the reduction,  drainage of local hematoma 
and avoidance of transfixation of tendons. excellent results can be expected with normal anatomic reduction of the joint, 
as any loss of movement is compensated by the adjacent joint

A-1078 compArison of two pAlmAr locking  pAlmAr plAting for unstAble distAl rAdius frActures.
sadaaki tsutsui, keikichi kawasaki, katsunori inagaki
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Showa University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

introduction
excellent treatment results of the volar locking plate (vlp) for distal radius fractures are reported, on the other hand, 
flexor tendon injury one of the most serious complications have been seen in recent years. 
causes of this complication was pointed out such as distal placement of the vlp, floating from the palmar bone cortex, 
poor reduction, and plate shape. Anatomically there is a height difference between the ulnar and radial sides of the 
distal palmar side of the radius. there are some plates which have difference height of the distal radial and ulnar sides, 
dvr (biomet), vAtcp (synthes), AdAptive-2; Ad-2 (medartis) etc. However, there has never been a report investigating 
the usefulness of the height difference. in this study, we compared AdAptive-1(Ad-1) which have flat distal shape and 
AdAptive-2(Ad-2), which have a difference between radial and ulna height.
subjects and methods
the patients were 21:20 patients who underwent surgery with Ad-1: Ad-2 for distal radius fractures in our department. 
the mean age was 62.9: 63 years, and the mean follow-up period was 9.1: 6.8 months. the fracture types were Ao 
classification A3 type: 3 cases, b3 type: 5: 5 cases, and c type: 13:14 cases. the radiographical evaluation and clinical 
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results of these cases were investigated.
results
the average correction loss of the various x-ray parameters for both Ad-1 and Ad-2 was 0.93: 0.42 mm for upv, 0.44: 
1°for vt, and 0.1: 1 °for ri. the mayo wrist performance score was 93: 87point. As a complication, median nerve palsy 
was occurred in Ad-1 group.
discussion
the Ad-1 with a flat distal shape may theoretically cause dorsal shift of the bone fragment or rotational deformity, but 
there was no significant difference in the results, both groups were good results.

A-1079 How to eAse tHe fixAtion of cArpAl bones? twenty-four lesions treAted by 1,5 mm HeAdless 
compression screws.
Andrea poggetti1, david espen2, prospero bigazzi1, giulio lauri1

1Hand and Reconstructive Microsurgery Unit, AOUC, Florence, Italy; 2Hand Team Unit, Marienklinik, Bolzen, Italy

carpal bone lesions are common lesions, even in acute injuries or as sequalae of missed fractures. if not correctly diagnosed 
and treated, can lead to loss of function, especially in active patients. the surgical management remain difficult particularly 
in case of small, atypical or non-unions fragment. the treatment of heterogenic shape fractures should require a fragment 
specific fixation using, traditionally k-wire. this method of treatment remains the most popular but could be prone to 
some complication as: not stable fixation, need to long time immobilization and wire mobilization. to conciliate the 
versatility of k-wire and the compression action due to screws also in small bone fragment, the Authors propose the use 
of 1,5 mm headless compression screws fixation as suitable and smart technique to treat the uncommon fractures to 
achieve a stable primary fixation and allow an early mobilization.

A-1080 revision rAte of pyrocArdAn in cmc i osteoArtHritis
stefanie Hirsiger, esther vögelin
Inselspital, University Hospital Bern, Switzerland

introduction
the results for trapezectomy with or without suspension and interposition as treatment for cmc i arthritis show satisfying 
results. nevertheless, rehabilitation takes several months, force and mobility remain diminished and some patients 
experience ongoing pain. implants that allow retainment of the trapezium bone have been developed to address these 
shortcomings. one of these implants is a pyrocarbon disk (pyrocardan ®, wright&tornier, memphis/tn, usA). mid- to 
long-term results for pyrodardan in primary cmc i arthritis show high patient satisfaction and low revision rates. little is 
known about pyrocardan used in more complex situations. the goal of our study was to evaluate, if additional interventions 
at the time of implantation or the use in secondary osteoarthritis influence the risk for revision.

results
60 pyrocardan in 49 patients were implanted. 4 patients had bilateral surgery and 4 patients had a double-pyrocardan 
implantation at the stt and cmc joints. 6 implants were used for revision. mean age at surgery was 58 years. 36 implants 
(33 patients) were used for primary isolated “simple” cmc i arthritis. 6 surgeries were performed with additional ligament 
stabilization.
17 implants (16 patients) were used in “complex” cmc i joint deformities with either secondary osteoarthritis or associated 
pathologies. in this group, 2 ligament stabilizations were performed. mean follow-up time was 18 months. 
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we had to revise 15 implants in 12 patients, 3 of them twice (with implant removal). 4 revisions were in the “simple” 
group. 8 revisions were in the “complex” group: 5 patients were revised for instability, 3 patients were revised for ongoing 
pain without instability.
in summary, 4 of 36 implants (33 patients) in the “simple” group were revised, thereof 1 with previous ligament 
stabilisation. 8 of 17 implants (16 patients) in the “complex” group were revised, 3 of them twice with final implant 
removal. non of them had had ligament stabilization.

discussion
in our hands, the pyrocardan implant shows a higher revision rate if used in complex situations. if osteoarthritis was 
secondary or there were associated pathologies, we had a 47% revision rate. none of these patients had ligament 
stabilisation initially, so the latter does not seem to be a risk factor for revision. 
we conclude, that even it can be a good option in some complex cases, one should be aware of the learning curve and 
patients should be advised about a higher risk of revision surgery. 

A-1081 AccurAcy of pediAtric upper extremity diAgnoses by emergency depArtments And urgent 
cAre centers 
Anna schonover, xuyang song, Alexandria l case, joshua m Abzug
Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction
emergency departments (ed) and urgent care centers (ucc) are often the first line in diagnosing and managing acute 
pediatric upper extremity injuries. the purpose of this study was to assess the diagnoses patients receive from emergency 
departments and urgent care center visits to see if there was agreement with the pediatric hand surgeon.
methods
All patients who presented for an initial injury evaluation of the upper extremity after being seen in an urgent care center 
or outside emergency department were prospectively recruited. patients who were not given official documentation 
detailing their injury were excluded. A blinded comparison was made between the official discharge diagnosis from the ed/
ucc and the diagnosis made at the evaluation by the pediatric upper extremity surgeon. simple statistics were performed.
results
one hundred sixty patients were enrolled who were treated for upper extremity injuries. the overall correct diagnosis 
rate from the ed and ucc was 66% (105/160). one hundred patients were triaged in emergency departments and 60 
in urgent care centers. emergency departments diagnosed acute pediatric upper extremity injuries correctly in 71% 
(71/100) of patients in comparison to 57% (34/60) in urgent care centers. common diagnoses that were not agreed 
upon included misdiagnosing fractures as ligamentous sprains or contusions, and salter Harris i fractures of the hand, 
wrist and elbow. 38% (21/55) of the incorrect diagnoses occurred in multiple bone injuries when a component of the 
injury was missed (i.e. missed radial neck fracture with concomitant wrist injury; radius or ulna of both bone forearm 
fractures; monteggia variant injuries).
conclusions
ed and ucc diagnoses of acute pediatric orthopaedic upper extremity injuries are only accurate 66% of the time. ed 
providers are slightly better at diagnosing upper extremity injuries than ucc providers. better education needs to 
be provided to ed and ucc providers in order to improve the accuracy of diagnosing these injuries and providing the 
appropriate treatment and counseling to patients.
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A-1082 tHe scApHolunAte intervAl in tHe pediAtric populAtion decreAses in size As Age increAses 
timothy brandon shaver, Alexandria l case, danielle A Hogarth, joshua m Abzug
Department of Orthopaedics, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

introduction 
scapholunate instability associated with an injury to the scapholunate ligament can occur as a result of a fall onto an 
outstretched hand. these injuries are rare in children but nonetheless can occur, especially in the adolescent population.  
widening of the scapholunate interval greater than 2 mm is diagnostic of an injury in the adult population. However, 
the absolute number of 2mm cannot be used in the skeletally immature population due to the ossification of the carpal 
bones.  the purpose of this study was to determine age-appropriate normative values for the scapholunate (sl) interval 
in the skeletally immature population.
methods 
imaging databases were queried for pediatric wrist radiographs that were normal. patient records were cross-referenced 
to exclude any patients with prior wrist injuries or congenital anomalies. the scapholunate interval was measured as the 
distance between the scaphoid and lunate at the mid-joint space between the scaphoid and lunate. An initial inter-rater 
reliability assessment was completed with strong inter-rater reliability. All measurements were reviewed by the senior 
author to ensure positioning for the radiographs was appropriate regarding assessment of the scapholunate interval. 
basic statistical analysis was performed to determine average scapholunate intervals by age.
results 
the scapholunate interval was measured in 529 radiographs of children (276 males, 253 females), aged 4-17. A negative 
linear correlation between age and distance at the mid-joint space was observed. ossifying carpal bones were visible 
on radiographs in patients as young as four years old.  Average values for the scapholunate interval ranged from 9.07 
mm to 1.57 mm.
conclusions 
the distance between the scaphoid and lunate decreases with increasing age as the carpal bones ossify. the normative 
values defined in this study can be utilized to determine if a widening of the scapholunate interval is present in the 
pediatric population, leading to a diagnosis of a scapholunate ligament injury.

A-1083 corrective osteotomy of tHe distAl rAdius using volAr locked plAtes witHout bone grAfting
daniela pereira, sérgio figueiredo, carlos ferreira, vítor rodrigues, carlos pina
Centro Hospitalar de Leiria, Leiria, Portugal

malunion of the distal radius is the most common complication of extra-articular fractures of the distal radius. this 
complication can cause pain, limited wrist motion or loss of grip strength. After an open wedge osteotomy the defect 
can be filled with 3 approaches: bone grafting (structural or non-structural), synthetic graft or no bone graft.
the aim of this study was to assess the reability and outcome of corrective osteotomy using a volar locking plate without 
bone graft in the management of extra-articular malunion of the distal radius.
between 2016 and 2019 this prospective study was performed with a total of 10 symptomatic malunited extraarticular 
fractures included, either dorsally or volarly malunited.
ulnar variance, radial inclination, radial height and radial tilt were measured before and after surgery. we also evaluated 
the wrist range of motion, grip strength, vAs for pain and QuickdAsH score before surgery and at 4 points: 6 week, 3 
months, 6 months and 1 year. fixation in all patients was performed with a volar plate. 
improvement of especially radial tilt was seen in both groups. mean change of Quickdashs core was 26.9 points and vAs 
pain was 2.5. flexion of the wrist improved by 14,9º and grip strength 6.8.
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complication occurred in 3 wrists with non-union requiring a revision surgery using autogenous bone grafting, one of 
them with donor site morbidity.
All non-unions were classified as having no cortical contact between the osteotomy fragments.
other studies suggested that when a trapezoid defect is created, one should consider bone substitute or autogenous 
bone graft.
we conclude that that without the use of bone grafting, corrective open wedge osteotomy fixed by volar locked plate 
provide statisfactory outcomes, but one should consider using bone graft when a trapezoid defect is created.

A-1084 spAgHetti wrist: good prognosis from 16 to 80 
daniela pereira, carlos ferreira, vítor rodrigues, carlos pina
Centro Hospitalar de Leiria, Leiria, Portugal

spaghetti wrist consists of the severance of at least three structures, of which one is the median nerve or the ulnar nerve, 
and it is one of the most devastating injuries of the hand.
we report two cases of a 16 and 81 year-old males that presented to our emergency department with lacerations proximal 
to the distal hand crease.
the 16 year-old-male presented with a glass laceration of the right wrist involving the  median nerve and 10 flexor tendons.
under general anesthesia and tourniquet, after adequate exposure, the involved tendons were identified and the proximal 
and distal cut ends were tagged. once the identification was completed, finger flexor tendons were repaired in deep to 
superficial fashion with 4-0 prolene core suture followed by 5-0 epitenon sutures. the nerve repair was performed under 
magnifying glasses using 6-0 prolene epineural sutures. good haemostasis and wound closure in 2 layers completed the 
procedure.  fingers vascularity and cascade was checked and the wrist was immobilized with a dorsal splint for 3 weeks.
At 3 months follow up he presented with a good improvement and at final follow up the range of motion of involved digits 
and wrist was excellent. the protective sensation was recovered and corresponded simultaneously with the progressing 
tinel’s sign. two-point discrimination of 8mm returned in all 4 fingers affected. grip strength at 1 year was the same as 
the uninjured side (30 kg) with a good pinch strength, although inferior to the uninjured hand (key pinch 6.5/8.5 kg and 
tip pinch 4/4.5 kg). He had no pain and presented a Quickdash score of 2.3 and Quickdash sports score of 0.
the other patient was a 81-year-old male that fell into a sharp plate with the right wrist resulting in a laceration involving 
the median nerve and 2 tendons.
the same approach was performed and despite the longer recovery time, at the 1 year follow up he presented with 
hypoesthesia from the first to the third finger, but with two-point discrimination ranging of 4 to 6 mm in all fingers 
affected. grip strength was higher than the uninjured side (24/20 kg) with pinch strength similar to the uninjured hand 
(key pinch 7/7 kg and tip pinch 3/4 kg). He had no pain and presented a Quickdash score of 29.5.
none of the patients required neurolysis,  tenolysis or suffered tendon rupture in the follow up.
spaghetti wrist injuries are serious traumas that can have severe sequalea if not managed correctly from the start. early 
and adequate treatment can have good results, even in elderly patients. despite their relatively frequent occurrences, 
few and controversial data are available to define and propose a possible prognosis for these injuries.

A-1087 rApAir of complicAted extremities defects witH multi-metHod cHimeric trAnsplAntAtion or 
combined flow-tHougH
xiaoju zheng, baoshan wang
Fengcheng Hospital, Xi’an City, Shaanxi Province, China

According to different bone and soft tissue defects, single, demifacet, folded and a pair of fibulas(two single bones  are 
took from a fibula that have the same pedicled artery) were combined with the fibula artery flap or  use fow-though to 
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restore the blood supply to the distal end of the extremities.twenty-seven partients with extremities defects treated in 
our hospital from jan 2010 to may 2018,include 2 cases of phalanges, 3 cases of first metacarpal, 1 case of metatarpal, 
9 case of tibula,4 case of radius, 2 case of ulna,3 case of femur, 3 case of calcane, and 1 case of medial malleolus  with 
different degrees of soft tissue defects. 3 cases of no blood supply to the distal limb, flow-through vascular anastomosis 
(from fibula artery to limb blood vessels). All partients include 24 cases of traumatic, and 3 cases of osteomyelitis.the 
methods include 16 cases of single fibula graft, 6 cases of folded fibula(2 cases of repair of lower femur defect, 1 case 
of middle femur, 3 cases of calcaneus defect) ,3 cases of demifacet fibula( 1 case of repairing phalanx,1 case of pediatric 
metacarpal,1 case of head fubula) ,1 case of both ulnar and radius bone defects was treated with a pair of fibulas(two 
single bones  are took from a fibula that have the same pedicled artery).All cases were combined with flap transplantation, 
3 cases of emergency, 4 cases repaired within 2 weeks to 4 weeks , 20 cases of second-stage.

A-1088  united trAnsplAntAtion Altf cHimeric And preconstruction Avulsion of pAlm skin in situ to 
repAir of emergency pAlm HeAvy injury
xiaoju zheng, baoshan wang 
Fengcheng Hospital, Xi’an City, Shaanxi Province, China

to investigate the feasibility and clinical effect of uniting transplantation Altf chimeric  and preconstruction avulsion of 
palm skin in situ or flow-through technique in the treatment of severe palm injury.
methods : from march 2011 to April 2018, 12 cases of severe palm injury caused by various reasons,emergency repaired 
of severe palm injury were  in counted.All case used the muscle flap topreconstruct the avulsion skin of the palm of the 
hand, the flap covered the back of the hand, the blood vessels of the flap bridge between the flexor or ulnar artery and 
the finger artery to build the blood supply of the finger.then observe the survival, color, texture of the avulsed palm skin 
and postoperative function of hand.
results :1 case was failed, 11 cases were success to resereve limb.All flaps were survived.All the preconstruct the avulsion 
skin of the palm were survived except that 1 case necrosis about one third and 1 case necrosis about 4.0cm × 1.0cm liked a 
strip.After  follow-up for 4 months to 6 years , palm avulsion skin was texture soft , thick and visibleddermatoglyph.from 
3 to 6 months later, the palm of hand gradually regained my feeling.37 finger were replanted by flow-though(including 4 
thumbs), 26 fingers survived(including 2 thumbs). bone healing time was about 4 months.the grade of sensory recovery 
in 7 cases wass4, 3 cases was s3, 2 cases was s1. 11 cases can complete opposition, prehension and the daily work with 
comassisted health hand.According to the chinese medical Association Hand surgery society upper limb replantation 
function evaluation standard, the function is excellent in 6 cases, good in 4 cases, and fair in 2 cases.there were 6 cases 
of skin grafting in the donor area and 6 cases directly sutured.

A-1089 reconstruction of complex soft-tissue defects in tHe extremities witH cHimeric AnterolAt-
erAl tHigH perforAtor flAp
baoshan wang, xiaoju zheng
Fengcheng Hospital, Xi’an City, Shaanxi Province, China

introduction: the reconstruction of extensive three-dimensional defects in the extremities is a difficult challenge. many 
attempts have been made to reconstruct such defects using the chimeric flap concept, enabling flaps with larger surface 
areas to be used while maintaining economical tissue use. the anterolateral thigh (Alt) chimeric flap is one of the most 
useful tools for the reconstruction of complex threedimensional defects in the extremities. methods: from january 2010 
to march 2012, twenty-two patients underwent extremity reconstruction using chimeric Alt perforator flaps, which 
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consists of a skin component on its isolated perforator and a portion of the fascia and muscle flaps on the same pedicle 
from the descending branch of the lateral circumflex femoral artery (lcfA). the defects were in either a lower (n =10) 
or an upper extremity (n =12). the area of the soft tissue defects ranged from 43×35 cm to 19×9 cm (mean, 25×18 
cm), containing extensive, irregular, ring-like soft tissue defects or degloving injuries. results: the mean dimension of 
skin flap was 19.8  11.2 cm. the mean dimension of fascia flap was 8.9×7.1 cm. the mean dimension of muscle flap was 
11.1×7.5 cm. no total flap loss occurred. one patient presented with venous thrombosis, and re-anastomosis and vein 
grafting were performed. two
cases exhibiting partial skin graft loss at the site at which the fascia flap was inset were treated via secondary skin grafts. 
during a follow-up period of 18 monthse—30 months, patients were satisfied with the functional and aesthetic outcome. 
no serious donor-site complications occurred. discussion: chimeric anterolateral thigh perforator flap can be one of the 
best choice for reconstruction of complex soft-tissue defects in the extremities. 

A-1090 study And follow up of semi HAllux nAil flAp for fingertip reconstruction
xiaoju zheng, baoshan wang
Fengcheng Hospital, Xi‘an City, China

Abstract: to investigate the feasibility and problem for semi hallux nail flap in fingertip reconstruction. methods 69 
fingers in 64 cases with complete or partial defect, distal skin avulsion, skin tube anaplastic and replantation failure 
were included. All cases were used semi hallux nail flap for reconstruction. function and appearance of the hallux and 
finger were documented. results  After followed for 2~10 years, the pulp wass plump and flexible, nail length, width 
were similar to the uninjured side, the appearance wass nice, skin sensation recovered, two—point discrimination 
reached to 4~5 mm, finger mnction was well. 7 cases were bilateral asymmetry without nail fold, nail edge exposure, 8 
cases showed shallow nail groove compared with the contralateral side, which were analyzed the reason and improved 
the method. donor site showed nail growth, with fibular flap coverage. no discomfortable were noticed in long—term 
walking. patienu were satisfied with the shape of the toes and the reconstructed fingers. conclusion semi hallux nail 
flap is an ideal method for repairing distal finger defect. 

A-1091 tHe lessons of emergency internAl fixAtion witH flAp covering for gustilo iii b-iii c injuries 
of lower extremities
baoshan wang, xiaoju zheng
Fengcheng Hospital, Xi’an City, China

objective: to explore the effect of degree of primary internal fixation flap covering the wound healing and function of 
lower limb gustilo III b-III c injury. 
methods: there are 14 cases of gustilo III c injury, 11cases of gustilo III b11 injury, 5 middle segment injury cases and 
20 lower segment injury cases (including 3 ankle injury cases). the maximal area of skin defect was 40cm × 13cm, the 
smallest area was 15cm × 8cm,and 6 bone defect cases. twenty-one cases were treated with free tissue transplantation, 
including 20 cases of free forefoot flap, 1 case of dissociated medial skin flap, 7 cases of flap of femoral anterolateral flap 
and 13 cases of myocutaneous flap; 4 cases of pediculated skin grafting, including 3 pedicle gastrocnemius muscle flap 
cases and 1 posterior tibial perforator flap case. 20 cases were followed up for 6 months to 54 months, and the function 
was evaluated.
results: one case of free skin flap was explored. 17 pedicle flap cases was partially necrotic and the wound was healing 
in one stage (except for skin grafting on skin) . the wounds of 2 cases healed with a little secretions in 2 weeks. three 
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flaps were healed by secondly lavage.23 cases’ limb salvage had succeed,but three of them were lost. the last 20 cases 
can be classified by loway score: wonderful 15,excellent 3,good 2. All of them had no abnormal feeling. they had walked 
before 3 months to 7 months.
conclusion: open fracture with large area soft tissue defect, accompanied by limb blood supply disorders , can be treat 
with a fixed internal flap cover. this method can save the limbs and restore its function safely and effectively.

A-1092 tHe flow-tHrougH tecHniQue of AnterolAterAl femorAl flAp combined witH cHimeric trAns-
plAntAtion wAs used to repAir tHe limb witH AnnulAr tissue defect
xiaoju zheng, baoshan wang
Fengcheng Hospital, Xi’an City, China

purpose: generally, gustilo III b, III c injury, limb amputation accompanied by a large area of soft tissue defects is 
a complicated problem. the purpose of this article is to research the feasibility and significance of maintaining limb 
replanted length with those kind of injury.
method: 23 cases were included: 1 upper arm case; 13 lower limb injury cases which include 7 gustillo iiib cases, 2 gustilloiii 
c cases, 4 limb amputation cases ; 9 forearm cases include 2 gustilloiiib cases, 2 gustillo iiic cases, 5 amputation cases. 
the length of exposed bone and soft tissue defects is 5.0cm-17.0cm. tissue flaps are formed by lateral femoral circumflex 
artery passing through the flap, fascia and muscle. the size of the flap is 40.0cm × 13.0cm ~ 5.0cm × 6.0cm,and the 
size of muscle flap is 10.0cm × 6.0cm ~ 3.0cm × 4.0cm, the size of fascia flap is 15.0cm × 6.0cm ~ 5.0cm × 6.0cm.
After fracture fixation, each flap were used to cover the exposed bone and blood vessels. in order to restore or increase 
the blood supply ,we connected the descending branch of the lateral femoral circumflex artery to the limb and rebuild 
blood supply of the flap.
result: there are 22 cases survived: 16 cases are healing by first intention , 6 cases are healing after one month. one 
patients hand temperature is lower than the healthy side, other distal limb is well. 10 cases are following up more than 
two years, one of them is walking with poor posture because of the limitation of ankle extension. there are one case of 
failure of the upper limbs and one lost case, two cases returned to the previous work, seven cases can complete the daily 
life and work with the help of the healthy side. According to “chinese medical society of Hand surgery limb amputated 
limb function evaluation”, there are 5 excellent cases, 4 good cases. the flap could restore protect sensation. 20 cases 
are following up more than one year: 8 cases’ limb distal sensory are s4, 12 cases’ limb distal sensory are s3, 2 cases’ 
limb distal sensory are s2. 
conclusion: flow-through flap combined with flap transplant is an effective way to treat the limb gustilo III b-c damage, 
limb amputation accompanied by a large area of soft tissue defects, it can also retain the length of limb and recover its 
function .

A-1093 vAsculArized proximAl fibulAr epipHyseAl trAnsfer for bAyne And klug type iii rAdiAl longi-
tudinAl deficiency in cHildren
jiantao yang, ben-gang Qin, guo fu, ping li, Qingtang zhu, xiaolin liu, li-Qiang gu
Department of Microsurgery & Trauma Surgery, the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University, Guangzhou, China

treatment of bayne and klug type iii radial longitudinal deficiency (rld) with fibular epiphyseal transplantation in children 
has had limited success to date. the purpose of this investigation was to review our results of microvascular epiphyseal 
transplantation for rld. between 2007 and 2009, four children with a mean age of 4.3 years (range, 3.3 to 5.8 years) 
who had a type iii rld underwent microsurgical reconstruction of the distal radius with vascularized proximal fibular 
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transplantation, including the physis, partial superior tibiofibular joint and a variable length of the diaphysis.  All the 
grafts were supplied by the inferior lateral genicular artery (ilgA).  the range of motion of the digits, wrist, forearm and 
elbow, the length of the forearm and the deviation of the wrist were evaluated for all the patients. the mean duration of 
follow-up was 42 months (range, 24 to 65 months).  All the 4 transfers survived and united with the host bone within three 
months postoperatively.  An average correction of 28 degrees in the hand-forearm angle was obtained.  forearm length 
was 67.9% of the normal side on average at the final follow-up.  the overall range of wrist motion was approximately 
55% of that of contralateral extremity.  no major complications were observed. vascularized proximal fibular epiphyseal 
transfer, based on the ilgA, is a technically feasible method for treatment of type iii rld, which maintains hand-forearm 
alignment, provides excellent function, and minimizes the length discrepancy between the distal radius and ulna.

A-1094 cross limb vessel trAnsfer for sAlvAge of tHe extremity witH irrepArAble Artery injury
jiantao yang, canbin zheng, Honggang wang, ben-gang Qin, xiang zhou, ping li, xiaolin liu, li-Qiang gu, jian Qi, 
Qingtang zhu
Department of Microsurgery, Orthopaedic Trauma and Hand Surgery, First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University, 
Guangzhou, China

complex injuries of the extremity can be very challenging to treat. in the setting of soft tissue infection and vascular 
defect, arterial reconstructions are at high risk of failure. Historically, there have not been good options to successfully 
salvage limbs with these serious injuries. we describe our experience of utilizing a cross limb vessel transfer to salvage 
the limb. patients were identified retrospectively with complex vascular injuries of the extremity and wound infection, 
who were treated with a cross limb vessel transfer. once the infection has successfully been cleared, flow-through flap 
transfer was performed for definitive reconstruction of the arterial injury. data collated included patient demographics, 
injury and operation details, and post-operative outcomes including blood supply of the limb, wound infection and 
complications. between April 2014 and january 2017, 3 patients with an average age of 21 years (range, 16-29) were 
admitted. the median length of hospital stay was 62 days (range, 26-122). the average number of operation was 7.3 
times (range, 6-10). two patients’ upper limb had survived with limited movement, relatively minor donor site morbidity 
and confirmed flow through the vessel reconstruction using ctA, while one patient had lower limb amputation due to 
severe infection and prolonged ischemia time. this series of patients demonstrates that cross limb vessel transfer is an 
invaluable technique to salvage the limb in patients with complex vascular injury and wound infection. 

A-1097 pAtient-reported outcomes After epineurotomy And HypotHenAr fAt pAd flAp for severe cAr-
pAl tunnel syndrome
jorge boretto, javier bennice, ezequiel zaidenberg, gerardo gallucci, pablo de carli
Hospital Itlaliano de Buenos Aires, Argentina

purpose: some studies have reported clinical improvement after release of long-standing median nerve compression. 
However, controversy still persist regarding the surgical management of severe carpal tunnel syndrome (cts). the 
purpose of this study was to evaluate the outcomes of carpal tunnel release, epineurotomy and hypothenar fat pad flap 
for patients with severe cts.

methods: we retrospectively review a continuous series of patients with severe carpal tunnel release between 2011 a 
2018. inclusion criteria were: 1) severe cts, defined when the two-point discrimination test was more than 10 mm in 
all median nerve distribution, 2) minimum of 12 months postoperative follow-up, and 3) open carpal tunnel release 
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with associated median nerve epineurotomy and hypothenar fat pad flap. demographics and neurophysiologic studies 
were assessed at the preoperative period. postoperative sensibility was evaluated with static two-point discrimination 
and semmes-weinstein test by an independent researcher. grip and pinch strength were measured with a hand-held 
dynamometer. boston carpal and Quick-dAsH questionnaires were completed by the patients. finally, visual analogue 
scale for pain and patient function satisfaction were recorded.

results: during a 7-year period, 222 patients with carpal tunnel syndrome were operated on by one hand surgeon. 
seventeen patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria. two patients died by the time of the study and four were lost to 
follow-up. eleven patients (13 hands) were finally reviewed (response rate of 73%). four women and seven men with an 
average age of 70 years (range, 59-81). All patients had a severe carpal tunnel syndrome in preoperative neurophysiologic 
studies. two-point discrimination decreased from more than 10 mm to a mean of 7mm. semmes-weinstein test showed 
normal sensibility in 6 fingers, diminished light touch in 22 fingers and diminished protective sensation in 11 fingers. 
grip strength average 78% and pinch strength 72% of the contralateral side. mean Quick-dAsH questionnaire was 22 
and mean boston carpal tunnel questionnaires was 1.6. mean visual analogue scale for pain was 0.4 (range, 0-5). patient 
function satisfaction was graded as very satisfied by 7 patient and satisfied by the rest. 

conclusion: carpal tunnel release, epineurotomy and hypothenar fat flap in patients with severe carpal tunnel syndrome 
provided a good functional outcome with a high satisfaction rate. Although a complete sensory recovery was not achieved 
in all patients, a significant improvement could be expected, even in the elderly.

A-1101 ArtHroscopic treAtment of distAl rAdio-ulnAr joint instAbility After wrist trAumA in cHil-
dren - cAse report
raquel rocha Afonso, elisabete ribeiro, melanie ribau, mário baptista, pedro varanda, luis filipe rodrigues
Hospital de Braga, Braga, Portugal

there has been little discussion regarding concomitant lesions of the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) and 
scapholunate instability in pediatric population, although they have been recently treated with increasing frequency. 
few studies have evaluated wrist arthroscopy and its results in immature patients and there are only small series of cases 
reporting arthroscopically-assisted procedures to pediatric wrist.
the purpose of this study is to report a case of a child with concomitant acute tfcc and scapholunate tears, where 
arthroscopic treatment was performed.

A 11-year-old boy presented at orthopedic department after left wrist trauma, with pain and functional impairment 
of the wrist, evidencing gross distal radio-ulnar joint instability and disi-deformity. diagnostic wrist arthroscopy was 
performed, showing a tfcc tear palmer type ib/ewAs type 3 and a scapholunate lesion ewAs stage 2. foveal reinsertion 
of tfcc was arthroscopically performed with transosseous suture with a physeal-sparing technique followed by a dorsal
scapholunate capsuloligamentous repair with suture. patient maintained a sugar-tong cast splint for 5 weeks and 
transitioned to a removable orthosis.
range of motion, pain (visual analogue scale, vAs), grip strength and functional scores (modified-mayo-wrist-score, 
mmws; Quick dAsH, Q-dAsH; patient-rated-wrist-evaluation, prwe) were evaluated.

At 6 months postoperatively, flexion-extension, pronation-supination and radio-ulnar deviation arcs were complete (100% 
of unnafected side). grip strength was 95% of the uninjured wrist, pinch was 90%. the prwe decreased from 58 to 6. the 
mmws scored 95% and the Q-dAsH scored 2,3. the vAs under stress and at rest decreased from 8 and 2, respectively, to 
0. no complications were observed. patient returned to sports 2 months following surgery.
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Arthroscopic treatment of tfcc and scapholunate tears can be performed in immature patients, reducing wrist pain and 
functional impairment, yielding excellent results in the long term. Arthroscopic tfcc physeal-sparing repair seems to 
be a safe and reliable procedure.

A-1103 longitudinAl instAbility of foreArm: tHe sub-Acute presentAtion – tHe distinctive feAtures
tahir Ansari, vivek shankar
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India

52 years old man was referred to our tertiary level care center with history of road traffic accident 08 weeks back. He was 
given above elbow plaster of paris (pop) slab for pain and swelling around elbow and wrist. At the time of presentation 
his elbow range of motion was 45 degree to 100 degree and was painful. the forearm was fixed in 70 degree of pronation 
and any attempt of movement was associated with pain at wrist and elbow. His roentograms were suggestive of essex 
laprosti injury. computed tomography scans of elbow and wrist showed comminution of the radial head, dorsal dislocation 
of druj, ulnar styloid fracture and proximal migration of radial shaft. the surgical plan in cases of acute injuries has 
been of replacement of the radial head and pinning of the druj after its reduction. intraoperatively, after radial head 
replacement; the druj was irreducible. the druj was opened dorsally and the interposional tissue was found to be 
causing the obstruction. trinagular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) was found to be causing the obstruction for reduction. 
the tfcc was removed; the ulnar positive variance due to proximal migration of the radius was corrected after doing 
ulnar-shortening osteotomy. tfcc was reconstructed with palmaris longus graft as per the standard technique (Adams 
and berger, 2002). the extremity was put in pop slab for 06 weeks and was mobilized under care of physiotherapist. After 
01-year follow-up, the range of motion of elbow was pain free. the elbow movements were as: flexion 0-140 degree, 
extension: 0-10 degree, supination: 0-90 degree, pronation: 0-70 degree. 
the purpose of presenting this case is to highlight the few things that we observed as different in subacute presentation 
of essex laprosti injury. 1) in subacute presentation, even after replacement of the radial head, the druj may not be 
reducible, 2) tfcc may be an interpostional tissue which impairs the reduction, 3) pinning of druj, which is considered 
a standard procedure in acute cases of essex laprosti injury, may not be sufficient in subacute cases, 4) if tfcc is not 
repairable then reconstruction of tfcc can be done with palamris longus graft, 5) ulnar shortening may be required to 
correct the ulnar positive variance, 6) reconstruction of the central band of interosseous membrane may not be required 
in subaute presentation.

A-1107 internAtionAl experience And surgicAl electives- residents’ perspective 
Heng QH bernice
Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore 

purpose: 
currently, there is no formal mechanism for Hand surgery residents in singapore to participate in international training 
opportunities. these experiences currently require personal funding and use of leave outside of residency training time. 
Having being given the opportunity to pursue a three-month elective in india from july to september 2019, there is 
realization of the importance of broadening our medical knowledge as surgical residents and exposure to clinical skills 
beyond our local expertise. 

the barriers to pursuing such rotations may stem from personal considerations, as well as accreditation or administrative 
issues. the goal of this study was to acquire a broader understanding of current surgical residents’ interest in international 
electives.  
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method: 
A structured questionnaire was administered anonymously to all current Hand surgery trainees. the questionnaire 
elicited demographic information, and information about interest in incorporating an international surgical elective 
into the current residency programme. 

results: 
the results of the questionnaire were analysed to determine the proportion of residents who are keen to participate in 
such electives and their individual objectives pursuing an international elective. perceived barriers to such an elective 
were also collated. 

conclusion: 
international clinical rotations broaden a surgeon’s medical knowledge through exposure to patients with conditions not 
endemic to their home region, and to the more severe stages of illness seldom encountered at home. in addition, there 
may be a deeper appreciation for public health issues, professionalism, and cultural sensitivity. 

with awareness of local Hand residents’ perspectives, there may be a potential for the incorporation of international 
surgical electives into the accredited residency program in the future. 

A-1108 tHe ApplicAtion of wide-AwAke tecHnology in ArtHroscopic excision of cHildren’s wrist gAnglions
wei sheng
Huangshi Mining Bureau Hospital, Huangshi City, Hubei Province, China

objective:  to explore the application of wide-awake technology in arthroscopic excision of children’s wrist ganglions.  
methods:  from february 2017 to november 2018, 9 cases of children were treated with arthroscopic excision using 
the wide-awake technique, aged 8-12 years, with an average age of 10.5 years. 7 cases were dorsal carpal ganglion, 
2 cases were volar carpal ganglion. preoperative anesthesia was performed according to wide-awake technology. the 
3-4 portal and 4-5 portal were selected for the volar carpal ganglion, and the stt portal and the mcu portal were used 
for the dorsal carpal ganglion. intraoperative confirmation of carpal ganglion pedicle, and then the pedicles and part 
of articular capsules were removed by planer tools, postoperative wound without suture, compression dressing can be. 
results: the children were followed up for 12-15 months, with an average of 13.6 months. the wrists were normal in 
appearance and full functional without obvious scars. they returned to school the day after surgery. According to the mayo 
wrist function score criteria, excellent in 9 cases. conclusion: the application of wide-awake technology in arthroscopic 
excision of children’s wrist ganglions is safe with few complications, good appearance, faster recovery, little impact on 
children’s learning, which is conducive to clinical development.

A-1112 A novel nerve trAnsfer: tHe second pAlmAr interosseous motor brAncH of tHe ulnAr nerve 
to tHe recurrent motor brAncH of tHe mediAn nerve
gökce yildiran1, ismail bulent özcelik2, berkan mersa2, mustafa sutcu1, zeliha esin celik3, tackin özalp4

1Selcuk University Medical Faculty Department of Plastik, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery Division of Hand Surgery, Selcuklu, 
Konya, Turkey; 2IST-EL Hand Surgery, Microsurgery and Rehabilitation Group, GOP Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey; 3Selcuk University 
Medical Faculty Department of Pathology, Selcuklu, Konya, Turkey; 4Celal Bayar University Medical Faculty Department of 
Orthopaedics and Traumatology Division of Hand Surgery, Manisa, Turkey

the recurrent motor branch of the median nerve provides innervation for the wrist, index, and middle finger flexion as 
well as pronation, opposition, and pinch. 
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in high level median nerve injury and unrepairable, consequently grafted lesions, the recovery of the recurrent motor 
branch might be delayed, even not occur due to long distance. if expected spontaneous recovery time is thought to be 
achieved after the closing of motor endplates, nerve transfers are indicated2. in these cases, early restoration of the 
opposition and pinch strength can reduce the loss of hand function and improve quality of life.
the aim of this study is to investigate the clinical feasibility of transferring the second palmar interosseous muscle motor 
branch (pi-ii) to the recurrent motor branch of the median nerve (mnrb) to restore opposition and pinch force.
two fresh frozen hand cadavers were used. each dissection was started by an incision over the thenar crisis. the pi-ii 
branch of the ulnar nerve was found and revealed. mnrb was dissected from its insertion site. it was observed that 
the median nerve and ulnar nerve motor branches could be anastomosed without tension. the diameters of the two 
nerves were compatible with each other. Axon counts of the pi-ii and the mnrb were examined and identified with the 
masson’s trichrome stain and the microscope, and were counted manually and determined as 385 and 636, respectively.
two female patients (13 and 48-year-old) presented with high median nerve injury above elbow level following gunshot 
injury without any additional injury or tissue defect. the median nerves were grafted, and at the same time the pi-ii branch 
of the ulnar nerve was transferred to the mnrb for both patients. surgical procedures were very easy. because of the 
anatomical proximity closeness of the two nerves there was no need for meticulous dissection of the nerves proximally. 
clinical results were evaluated according to the scoring system defined by mehta et al. At postoperative sixth month the 
opposition scores were 21 and 20, respectively and the satisfaction was very high for both patients. 
nerve transfers are rarely used for opposition and pinch movements. in our study, the pi-ii of the ulnar nerve was transferred 
in the second web space. An important advantage of this technique is the facility of dissection both the ulnar nerve and 
the mnrb from a single thenar incision. 
the pi-ii branch of the ulnar nerve is close to the thenar muscles, is a pure motor branch, and is relatively expendable 
conforming to the general principles of motor nerve transfers.
the diameters of the mnrb and the pi-ii branch of the ulnar nerve were macroscopically congruent. Also, the axon 
numbers of both nerves were compatible. therefore, there was no need for interfascicular dissection and neurorrhaphy.
reinnervation of the thenar muscles and recovery of pinch strength by defined transfer should be demonstrated in 
clinical studies. we believe that this new nerve transfer proposal will be an important step in nerve transfer surgery.

A-1114 compArison of conservAtive treAtment And kirscHner wire fixAtion results in closed reduc-
tion treAtment of fiftH metAcArpAl neck frActures
gökce yildiran, nicat majidov, mustafa sutcu, osman Akdag, zekeriya tosun
Selcuk University Medical Faculty Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery Department Hand Surgery Division, Konya, Turkey

Although frequent, the complexities in the treatment of fifth metacarpal neck fractures are still exist. the aim of this 
study is to compare the results of conservative and k-wire treated patients with closed reduction of the fracture and to 
explain the real indication that makes the decision about which treatment method to choose.
eighteen patients with isolated fifth metacarpal neck fracture who were treated in our clinic between August 2018 and April 
2019 were evaluated retrospectively and included to the study. nine of the patients were treated conservatively(conservative 
group) and nine of them were treated with k wires(k-wire group). 
All patients in conservative group underwent closed reduction with jahss technique, buddy taping on the 4th finger, and 
fixation at 70-90 degrees of the metacarpophalangeal joint with a u-shaped plaster splint. patients in k-wire group were 
treated with closed reduction and fixation with two or more percutaneous intramedullary k wires.
patient outcomes were evaluated with total Active movement(tAm), grip strength(gs) and patient satisfaction(ps). 
the angle of the metacarp(mnA) long axis with the metacarpal head and shaft was evaluated with preoperative and 
postoperative x-rays.
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13 male and 5 female patients with a mean age of 22 years were followed for a mean of five months. in our study, the 
mean tAm of the conservative group and k-wire group were calculated as 237.7° and 241.1°, retrospectively and no 
significant difference was detected between the two groups(p=0.5713). 
in the k-wire group, the mean gs of the operated and intact hands was 34.2 and 35.6 kgw, respectively and no significant 
difference was detected between two hands(p=0.8309). in the conservative group, gs of fractured and intact hands were 
30.6 and 33.5 kgw, respectively and no significant difference was detected between the two hands(p=0.5323). there 
was no difference between the conservative and k-wire groups in terms of gs p=0.4641). 
ps in k-wire group was evaluated as excellent in six patients(66.6%) and good in three patients(33.4%). in conventional 
group; five patients(55.5%) were excellent and four patients(44.5%) were good.
mean mnA of the conservative group and k-wire group were found to be 20.06 and 42.8, retrospectively which were 
found to be statistically significant(p=0.0001).
tAm and gs between the two groups were compared to evaluate whether there was a superior technique between the 
operative and nonoperative treated groups; however, the two groups were not superior to each other. this is because the 
operative and non-operative treatment groups are well selected and both treatments are feasible.
in the both groups, no difference was found between the gripped and damaged hands in terms of gs, indicating that 
both operative and nonoperative treatment yielded the closest osteosynthesis results to the intact hand and both 
treatments were successful.
According to the mnA data in this study; if only angulation was evaluated in the preoperative period, some of the patients 
who needed operative treatment would have treated conservatively.
the significant difference between the angulations revealed that the patients in the operative and nonoperatively treated 
groups were well selected.

A-1115 two stAge tendon repAir results witH silicone rod And tendon trAnsfer
gökce yildiran, nicat majidov, mustafa sutcu, osman Akdag, zekeriya tosun
Selcuk University Medical Faculty Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery Department, Hand Surgery Division, Konya, Turkey

the presence of a scar bed in the flexor tendon system is the major obstacle to primary tendon surgery. in 1936, carl 
Henze and leo mayer reported a new technique for the restoration of the digital sheath using celloidine tubes. Hunter 
and salisbury in 1971 described 2-stage tendon reconstruction with the aid of a silicon rod as we use today.
in the first stage of this method, the aim is to prepare a flexor sheath that prevents adhesion in which the tendon can 
move freely. in the second stage, active movement of the finger is provided by transfer of the tendon advanced from 
this prepared sheath.
the aim of this study is to present the results of 2-stage tendon repair performed in our clinic for zone 2 level tendon injuries.
between january 2016 and october 2018, 10 fingers of 10 patients who underwent two-stage flexor tendon repair were 
evaluated. the mean follow-up period was 16 months(8-28 months). seven of the patients were male and three were 
female.
patient results were evaluated according to total active movement(tAm), grip strength(gs) and patient satisfaction(ps). 
tAm was calculated with strickland formula using hand goniometer. it was classified as 75-100% excellent, 50-74% good, 
25-49% moderate, 0-24% poor.
the gs in the hand operated by hand dynamometer(takei kiki kogyo, japan) was measured and compared to that of the 
intact hand. for gs measurement, 3 measurements were made by giving one minute intervals between each measurement 
and the averages were recorded. in order to evaluate ps, the patient was asked to define one of the excellent, good, 
moderate and bad expressions of the operation.
the mean success rate according to tAm system was 56.4%. five (50%) of the results were excellent, 2 (20%) were good, 
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2 (20%) were moderate and 1 (10%) was poor. the mean gs of the operated and intact hands was 22.90 and 28.01 kgw, 
respectively, but there was no statistically significant difference between the two groups(p=0.16). ps was excellent in 
four patients (40%), good in 3 patients (30%), moderate in 2 patients (20%), and poor in 1 patient (10%).
two-stage tendon repair; it is the only repair option in cases where there is no flexor sheath or if the flexor bed is scarred.
in this study, total active movement success rate was found to be 56.4%. According to the adjusted strickland formula, 
the tAm success rate was measured as good. tAm was measured as excellent in five patients and four patients’ ps score 
was excellent; suggesting that tAm results were reflected the ps. Abdul-kader et al. presented 2-stage tendon repair 
results and found the gs as 80% of the intact hand. in our study, mean gs was found to be 81.75% of the intact hand 
and was compatible with the literature.
two-stage flexor tendon reconstruction is a successful and reliable method in secondary cases where the desired results 
cannot be achieved with primary repair, in patients whose primary injury causes too much damage to the tendon bed, 
and in delayed cases. 

A-1116 extended dorsAl centrAl splitting ApproAcH for surfAce implAnt ArtHroplAsty of tHe pip 
joint Affected by osteo ArtHritis  -our recent strAtegy And eArly outcomes-
yoshitaka Hamada1,3, yoshitaka minamikawa3, takeyasu toyama1,3, ryosuke sato2, riichirou kinoshita1, emiko Horii1, 
takanori saito1

1Department of Orthopedic Surgery and Hand Center, Kansai Medical University, Osaka, Japan; 2Tokushima Municipal Hospital, 
Tokushima, Japan; 3Namba Hand Center, Osaka, Japan

introduction: there are various surgical approaches to pip joint replacement. the dorsal approach is selected for the 
cases with the need for the extensor tendon reconstruction after implant setting. the volar approach which permit early 
range of motion (rom) training is the recent mainstream. we have also been using the volar, however, experienced poor 
functional cases resultant from restricted extension, limited rom due to the remains or recurrence of osteophytes around 
the implant, dissatisfaction for poor improvement of general appearance of finger due to remains of osteophytes around 
the affected joint, or insufficiency of radial collateral ligament (col) in the index or middle fingers. we have developed 
the new surgical strategy using dorsal central splitting approach (dcsA) with some modifications for the refractory cases 
with simultaneous multiple finger affected, complete ankylosis, or sever deformity. 
method: patients who underwent surface non-constrained pip cement-less implant (self-locking finger joint {slfj}, 
teijin-nakashima, japan) surgery for osteoarthritis by this strategy using extended dcsA were 33 fingers in 20 patients. 
Among them, 29 fingers in 18 patients who can be follow-up more than 6 months after surgery were reviewed in this 
report. they were all women except one men with average age was 62 (range 49 to 91), 3-index, 10-middle, 13-ring, 
3-little fingers. Active rom exercises were started after 1-week immobilization both pip and dip in extension. we reviewed 
these pre- and post-operative clinical findings (i.e. rom, vAs, grip or pinch strength, patient satisfaction, x-ray findings). 
results/discussion: Average pip rom spread from 26°/56° before surgery to 12°/82° after surgery. general appearance was 
improved and patient satisfaction was high. implant loosening, dislocation or revision surgery were none. As an advantage 
of this extended dcsA, osteophyte, col, and osteotomy line were easily identified. radical removal of osteophytes under 
elevated col, extended osteotomy line, and the implant setting under loose tension but not too tight were important 
to obtain wide rom of the pip. the dorsal lip osteophyte insertion of the central band was also removed during en-block 
cutting of the base of middle phalanx. bone holes were created before insertion of implant to reattach central band, 
thereafter extension angle of the pip also could be adjusted. even in cases where the rom of the ulnar 3 fingers was 
severely limited with long-term immobilization and adhesion, the palmar plate could be cut and the flexor tendon could 
be released using this approach. early rehabilitation also could be done. from the previous 10-year experience, we have 
found the main cause of flexion limitation during a few years after surgery was the recurrent osteophyte formation 
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at the proximal area neighboring the implant on proximal phalanx. we speculated radical-debridement of this area is 
the key to preventing recurrence of contracture keeping wide rom. As a complication, extension lag over 20°of the dip 
joint occurred in 3 fingers, thereafter, at least one lateral-cord was released to volar-proximal direction to prevent this. 
conclusion: we introduce our most recent strategy on the implant surgery of pip joint affected by osteoarthritis with 
excellent early outcomes.

A-1121 outcomes of flexor tendons repAir in zones i-iii from 2014-2018: A multicenter coHort study
bernadette tobler-Ammann1, vera beckmann-fries2, marco guidi2, elisabeth oberfeld1, esther vögelin1, lorena schrepfer3, 
Alexandre kämpfen3, sebastian H Hediger3, maurizio calcagni2

1Klinik für Plastische und Handchirurgie und HandtherapieInselspital, Universität Bern, Bern, Switzerland; 2Klinik für Plastische 
Chirurgie und Handchirurgie und Handtherapie, UniversitätsSpital Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland; 3Rekonstruktive, Ästhetische 
und Handchirurgie, Handtherapie, Universitätsspital Basel, Klinikum 1, Basel, Switzerland

background and purpose
flexor tendon injuries have high economic costs and impact on patient’s life and on society as a whole. therefore, it is of 
utmost importance that specialized hand clinics gather treatment and outcome data to evaluate and continuously improve 
their results. standardized measurements at fixed time points are imperative to identify relevant influencing factors on 
therapy outcomes and eventually to correct the treatment accordingly. in order to gather enough data for meaningful 
statistics, a multicenter register of all flexor tendon repairs was established with surgical, clinical and rehabilitation patient 
data. the controlled active motion (cAm) protocol was administered in all patients after surgery. the purpose was to (i) 
measure surgery and therapy outcomes in the three centers and (ii) evaluate potential influencing factors on outcomes.

methods
inclusion criteria were age between 18 and 75 years, over 50% injury of one or both flexors in zone i-iii and treatment 
at one of the specialized clinics. exclusion criteria were no signed informed consent, replantation, complex concomitant 
injuries, tendon avulsion, degenerative disease and primary or secondary tendon reconstructions. the data collection 
comprised demographics, injury and surgery characteristics, and post-operative rehabilitation outcome measurements 
at fixed time points. descriptive and inferential statistics were performed.

results
in total, 874 patients with flexor tendon injuries were treated at the three clinics from january 2014 to december 2018. 135 
patients fulfilled inclusion criteria and were used for analysis. in total, 153 fingers were injured, out of which 25 (16.3%) 
fingers were injured in zone i, 95 (62.1%) in zone ii and 33 (21.6%) in zone iii. 90% were single and 10% multiple finger 
injuries. 68 (44.4%) fingers had a nerve involved and 14 (10.0%) a tendon rupture. the mean total active motion (tAm) in 
the injured fingers significantly improved over the course of therapy (week 6: mean 91°±38°; week 12: mean 121°±39°; 6 
months: mean 133°±37°; one year: mean 158°±25°). the mean tAm of the contralateral fingers was 179°±26°. the mean 
therapy sessions were 22±13. those patients with a tendon rupture (p = 0.003, mean difference 11 sessions) and those 
with multiple fingers injured (p=0.03, mean difference 9 sessions) had significantly more therapy sessions than those 
without a tendon rupture and single finger injured, respectively. whether a single or multiple fingers were injured did 
not have any influence on the dAsH score, satisfaction with the injured hand and return to work within 6 months. the 
mean dAsH score and satisfaction score significantly improved over time. there was no statistically significant difference 
between satisfaction with the injured hand at 6 month post-surgery and rupture rate, gender, age, injured finger(s), zone 
of injury, number of strands, work, hand dominance and nerve damage. 
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conclusions
using the cAm protocol has shown to be a viable option for good to excellent return of motion and strength after flexor 
tendon injuries. the presence of a tendon rupture and the amount of injured fingers extended therapy duration. patient 
satisfaction and perceived upper extremity disability did not correlate with any of the outcome variables. 

A-1123 pyrocArbon metAcArpopHAlAngeAl interposition ArtHroplAsty (HApy®) for tHe treAtment 
of long fingers osteoArtHritis: results witH A minimum follow-up of 44 montHs
c chaves, f ducournau, H Agneray, ludovic Ardouin, etienne gaisne, philippe bellemère
Institut de la Main Nantes Atlantique, Nantes, France

Hapy® is an innovative spherical pyrocarbon interposition implant used to reconstruct the metacarpophalangeal (mcp) 
joint. our aim was to evaluate the functional and radiological results of patients presenting mcp osteoarthritis (oA) of 
the long fingers treated with this implant. 
we conducted a retrospective study on 37 consecutive patients (64 implants) with an average follow-up of 5.9 years. the 
indications were: rheumatoid oA in 39 cases and degenerative oA in 25 cases (primary oA in 21 cases and posttraumatic 
oA in 4 cases). 
the study endpoints were the pain measurement assessed by an Analogical visual scale (vAs), the QuickdAsH and 
patient-rated wrist evaluation (prwe) scores as well as the radiographic result. 
one patient required revision one day after surgery because of implant migration. At the last follow-up, the average vAs 
was 0. 47 for degenerative oA and 2 for rheumatoid oA. the QuickdAsH was 11 for degenerative oA, 43.77 for rheumatoid 
oA and prwe was 8.42 for degenerative oA and 52.1 for rheumatoid oA. the average mcp postoperative range of motion 
was: 64° (+/-22.2°) of flexion and -2.9° (+/-6.4°) of extension. grip strength was 20.20 kg (range 8 – 28 kg).  the radiological 
study found no migration of the implant. thirty-one patients were satisfied or very satisfied with the surgery.
this pyrocarbon interposition implant is a reliable treatment of metacarpophalangeal osteoarthritis of the long fingers. 
it offers better results in degenerative indications. longer-term studies analysing the confounding elements related to 
the different aetiologies and involving a larger sample would be necessary to confirm our findings.

A-1125 tHe pronAtor QuAdrAtus to extensor cArpi rAdiAlis brevis nerve trAnsfer in c5-7 or c5-8 
brAcHiAl plexus injuries for independent wrist extension reconstruction
Anil bhatia1, mahmoud salama2

1Head of Department of Brachial Plexus Surgery, Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital, Pune, India; 2Assistant Lecturer, Orthopedic 
Department, Aswan University, Egypt

background: patients with lesions affecting c7 and c8 roots (in addition to c56) demonstrate loss of independent wrist 
dorsiflexion in addition to loss of shoulder abduction and elbow flexion. traditionally, this deficit has been addressed 
using tendon transfers after useful function at the shoulder and elbow has been restored by primary nerve surgery. 
confidence with nerve transfer techniques has prompted attempts to replace this method by incorporating procedures 
for wrist dorsiflexion in the primary operation itself.
Aim: the objective of this study was to report the results of pronator quadratus motor branch transfers to the extensor 
carpi radialis brevis motor branch to reconstruct wrist extension in c5–8 root lesions of the brachial plexus. 
patients and methods: twenty-three patients, averaging 30 years of age, with c5–8 root injuries underwent operations an 
average of 4.7 months after their accident. extrinsic extension of the fingers and thumb was weak or absent in two cases 
while the remaining 18 patients could open their hand actively. All patients had normal wrist extensors by examining 
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wrist extension with flexed fingers to avoid the deceiving action of finger extensor to compensate the wrist drop. After 
surgery, patients were followed for at least 12 months, with final follow-up an average of 21 months after surgery. 
results: successful re-innervations of the ecrb were demonstrated in 19 of the 20 patients. in 17 of the patients, wrist 
extension scored m4, and in 3 it scored m3. 
conclusions: the pQ to ecrb nerve transfer in c5-7 or c5-8 brachial plexus injuries for independent wrist extension 
reconstruction gives consistently good results with no donor morbidity.

keywords
pronator Quadratus, nerve transfer, brachial plexus injuries, wrist extention reconstruction

A-1126 ArtHroscopy-Assisted compreHensive treAtment of intrA-ArticulAr frActure of distAl rA-
dius by stAtic trAction
wei sheng
Huangshi Mining Bureau Hospital, Huangshi City, Hubei Province, China 

 objective: to explore the method and outcomes of arthroscopy-assisted comprehensive treatment of intra-articular 
fracture of distal radius by static traction. methods:  from september 2017 to january 2019, 23 patients with intra-articular 
fractures of the distal radius were treated by  arthroscopy without using special traction tower. After the distal radius 
intra-articular fracture is fixed with external fixation, the wrist joint space is enlarged, and the operation is performed 
directly under the wrist arthroscope. that is , the static traction technique can reduce the intra-articular fracture of the 
distal radius and remove the free bone mass under the assistance of wrist arthroscope, so as to repair the deep injury 
with the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc). postoperative fracture healing time of the patients was counted, and 
the wrist joints of the patients were evaluated by mayo score and dAsH score.results: All patients were followed up for 
10-25 months, with an average of 13.8 months. postoperative complications such as loose external fixation and needle 
infection were not found. the fracture healing time was 5-6 weeks, with an average of 5.3 weeks. According to the mayo 
wrist function score 85-94, the average score was 90.7, excellent in 20 cases and good in 3cases. dAsH score is 7-13, with 
an average of 10.7. conclusion: Arthroscopy-assisted comprehensive treatment of intra-articular fracture of distal radius 
by static traction has the advantages of less traumatic, fast recovery, excellent curative effect, few complications and 
lower operation cost, which is worthy of clinical application.

A-1128 AmAndys® versus 4 corner fusion in pAtients over 55 yeArs old: mid-term retrospective 
study for slAc, snAc or scAc grAde 3
caroline cointat1, flore-Anne lecoq2, yves kerjean2, yves bouju2, etienne gaisne2, philippe bellemère2

1Nice University Hospital, Nice, France; 2Institut de la main Nantes-Atlantique, Saint-Herblain, France

introduction
the four-corner fusion (4cf) is a classic surgical option for disabling radiocarpal and midcarpal osteoarthritis. A therapeutic 
alternative exists with the Amandys® pyrocarbon arthroplasty implant and seems particularly interesting in elderly 
patients with less bone healing potential. our objective was to compare the long-term functional results of Amandys® 
and bone arthrodesis in patients over 55 years old with radiocarpal and medio-carpal osteoarthritis.

methods
patients over 55 years of age and first-line surgery for grade 3 or 4 radiocarpal and midcarpal osteoarthritis (snAc, slAc 
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or scAc wrist) could be included. they were reviewed for clinical examination (pain (evA), mobility, strength (grip), 
Quick-dAsH and pwre functional scores, activity resumption, satisfaction index) and radiographic analysis after at least 
2 years of follow-up.

results
this study included 20 patients (10 4cf and 10 Amandys®) with an average age of 65 years at the time of surgery. the 
mean follow-up was 7 years. indolence, mobility and functional scores at last follow-up were not significantly different 
in the two groups. the increase in mobility between preoperative and last follow-up was significantly greater in the 
Amandys® group: in extension + 0.6 ° (-14 to +12) versus -10 ° (-21 to +1), in flexion + 9 ° (-6 to +25) against + 4.4 ° 
(-3 to +11), in radial inclination + 5.7 ° (-2 to +13) against -0.4 ° (-10 to +9), in ulnar inclination + 9.3 ° (+2.4 to +16) 
against -4.4 ° (-19 to +10), p <0.05. 80% of the patients were very satisfied or satisfied with the surgery. there were two 
dislocations that required repositioning of the implant within 2 months postoperatively in the Amandys® group and 4 
non-reoperated pseudarthrodesis in the 4cf group. the mean duration of immobilization was 2.6 weeks (+/- 0.8) in the 
Amandys® group versus 6 weeks (+/- 1.4) in the 4cf group (p <0.01). the return to activities was possible at 1 month in 
the Amandys® group and 2 months in the 4cf group.

conclusion 
this study does not show any difference between Amandys® and 4cf on the strength and functional and patient satisfaction 
scores. However, in the Amandys® group, functional recovery is faster and mobility improves postoperatively. this 
therapeutic option is therefore a valid alternative to the 4cf in the elderly patients.

A-1133 peroneAl nerve pAlsy due to gAnglion cysts. A cAse series 
konstantinos tolis1, ioannis papanastasiou2, emmanouil fandridis1, panagiotis kanellos1, sarantis spyridonos1

1Hand, Upper limb and Microsurgery Department, General Hospital KAT, Marousi, Athens, Greece; 2General Oncological Hospital 
Kifisias “Agioi Anargyroi”, Athens, Greece

introduction: peroneal nerve neuropathy due to compression from tumors or tumor like lesions such as ganglion cysts is 
a rare entity. the aim of this study is to present surgically treated patients with ganglion cysts arising from the proximal 
tibiofibular joint (ptfj) encasing or compressing the peroneal nerve; more specifically we aimed to give insight to the 
risk of neurological recovery or deterioration after the operation, the risk of recurrence and the need for additional 
salvage procedures.
 
methods: from 2009 to 2018 thirty patients presented for further evaluation of chronic peroneal palsy/ neuropathy due 
to ptjf ganglion cysts (intra or extraneural) on two tertiary orthopedic medical centers. most of the patients were male 
(27 out of 30) aged between 20-76 years old (mean age: 60,8 years). magnetic resonance imaging (mri) with contrast 
and electromyography (emg) were performed preoperatively in all patients. msts score was recorded preoperatively 
and 6 weeks postoperatively. 

results: Histological analysis confirmed the diagnosis of a ganglion cyst in all cases. mean follow up was 54 months 
(13-120 months). 8 patients presented with complete peroneal palsy (foot drop). only one recovered after cyst excision, 
while tendon transfer was performed in the other 7 patients. patients with advanced age were less likely to recover 
neurologically after surgical excision/ decompression (p<0.0005). for the rest twenty two patients who presented with 
less severe neuropathy, symptoms resolved, except from one patient with recurrent cyst who deteriorated neurologically 
after the operation.  msts score improved from 67% to 88,1% 6 weeks postoperatively (p<0.0005). local recurrence was 
documented in two patients at latest follow up (6% overall).
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conclusions: ganglion cysts of the proximal tibiofibular joint are rare and are frequently discovered incidentally due to 
neurologic symptoms from the common peroneal nerve. men are more frequently involved. enbloc excision is curative, 
with excellent functional outcome and low risk of lr, obviating the need for more complex reconstructive procedures. the 
risk of neurological damage is low with meticulous microsurgical technique. Advanced age and late diagnosis (established 
foot drop) are related to suboptimal results, and tendon transfers may be required to regain stability of the ankle joint.

A-1134 leArning from dAtA collected in tHe regulAr reHAbilitAtion process wHile treAting pAtients 
witH flexor tendon injury- A QuAlity project
tamara Hauri, vera beckmann-fries, christine meier, pierrette baschung
University Hospital Zürich, Switzerland

background
following flexor tendon injury, patients are treated according to the defined rehabilitation protocol of the hospital. to 
evaluate the individual treatment process and to adapt the individual rehabilitation process, various assessments were 
performed at defined points in time. so far, the use of the assessments has not been evaluated systematically. 
Aim
the aim of this quality project was to evaluate the data that were collected during the regular rehabilitation process and 
to compare the used assessment with recomendations from the current literature. 
method
the data of 75 patients treated in the hospital between march 2013 and july 2019 with flexor tendon injuries in zone 
i-v of dig ii-v were analysed. the degree of difficulty in performing day-to-day activities at weeks 13, 26 and 52 was 
reported with the disabilities of shoulder Arm and Hand questionnaire (dAsH) and hand strength with a dynamometer. 
Additionally, pain was recorded weekly using the 0-10 visual analogue scale (vAs) in the first eight weeks. All data was 
analysed descriptively (frequency of performed assessments, median and inter quartile range (iQr) of the dAsH or mean 
and standard deviation (sd) for grip strength and pain. furthermore, comparisons between the injured and the uninjured 
hand were computed for grip strength.
results
sixty percent (n: 45) of all treated patients answered the dAsH after 13 weeks, 35% (n: 34) after 26 weeks and 15% (n: 
11) after 52 weeks. the median dAsH score was 10 (iQr=5-20) after 13 weeks 9 (iQr=2-23.5 ) after 26 weeks and after 52 
weeks 2 (iQr=0-13). grip strength of 51 patients (68%) was measured with the dynamometer after 13 weeks, 37 patients 
(49%) after 26 weeks and 12 patients (16%) after 52 weeks. After 13 and 26 weeks, the injured hand was weaker than 
the uninjured hand with a mean difference of 15 and 8 kg, respectively. if the left hand was affected, after 52 weeks the 
difference remained and the patients had mean grip strength of 35 kg (sd=15) compared to the uninjured hand with 44 
kg (sd=17). if the right hand was injured, the strength of both sides was similar with 38 kg (sd=12). in the 33 patients 
who answered the pain-vAs, pain level decreased from 2 points (sd=2.1) at week 1 to 0.7 points (sd=1.3) at week 3. 
conclusion
After 13 weeks the patients had median dAsH score of 10, which corresponds to the normative data. no change was 
seen until 26 weeks. therefore, the suitability of the dAsH for this population should be discussed. in the evaluation of 
hand strength, the data of the injured hand was compared with the uninjured hand. to evaluate the outcome it could be 
more representative to compare the results with the normative data. pain levels were already very low after 3 weeks. 
A reason therefore could be, that due to the weekly monitoring, therapists are aware of the importance and changes in 
the pain level and can therefore advise patienst regarding pain medication. 
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A-1137 tenosuspension tecHniQue witH suture-AncHor in first cArpo-metAcArpAl joint ArtHritis: 
long term follow-up results
laura martini1, giancarlo caruso1, lorenzo preziuso1, silvia sargenti2, Andrea vitali1
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the thumb carpometacarpal (cmc) joint is the most common site of surgical reconstruction for osteoarthritis in the upper 
extremity. numerous techniques have been described in the literature for the surgical management of cmc joint arthritis. 
from 2007 to nowadays we have introduced a new tenosuspension technique that uses a suture anchor inserted in the 
trapezoid to lock the Apl based neo-legament.
in a pivotal part of the study (from 2007 to 2010), we reviewed retrospectively 27 patients treated with the ceruso modified 
weilby’s technique and we compared the results with 32 patients operated on with the suture anchor technique, recording 
a better outcome for the new tenosuspension technique. 
from 2007 to 2019 we operated on 242 patients with the suture anchor technique.  we  evaluated these  patients pre-op 
and at 90 days from the operation with vAs pinch and quick dash test.  
All the patients were stadied according to the eaton-littler classification.
All the patients had the same immobilization time and rehabilitation protocol.
148/242 patients with a follow-up of at least 5 years  have been re-evaluated by comparing the current data with those 
of the quick dash and vAs pinch test at 90 days post-op. to these patients a satisfaction questionnaire was administered. 
post op Quick dash score has improved  in the most of patients compared to the pre-op evaluation:  the scores decreased 
significantly a 90 gg. vAs pinch tests were improved significantly at 90 gg post-op in 88% of patients. these results have 
been confirmed in the most of cases even five years after the surgical treatment. we had 6/242 cases  of mild crps and 
5/242 cases of flexor pollicis longus (fpl) tenosynovitis, in patients with metacarpophalangeal joint instability. 
we didn’t have any major complication.over 82% of patients were satisfied with the procedures . 
in our study we recorded a good outcome of this tenosuspension technique at 90 days post op in a high number of patients. 
the  suture Anchor technique has shown a fast recovery of the patients with poor post-operative pain, improvement of 
grip strength and return to most of the daily activities at 90 days. the results remain constant over time.

A-1138 botulinum toxin for preoperAtive evAluAtion in tHe treAtment of upper limb spAsticity in 
cHildren And Adults
laura martini1, fabrizio balestrieri1, claudia biricolti2, Andrea vitali3

1Division of Hand and Upper Limb Surgery, Azienda Usl Toscana Centro - Palagi Hospital, Florence, Italy; 2Neurology Unit, 
Azienda Usl Toscana Centro, Florence, Italy; 3Phisiotherapist Unit, Florence, Italy

it is now shared by literature that the approach to the evaluation and treatment of neuromotor disabilities should be 
multidisciplinary, both for cases of cerebral palsy (pc) and for patients who develop a post-stroke spasticity.
However, the surgical approach can not disregard a synergistic intervention with neurological therapies such as botulinum 
toxin (bt) and with the physiotherapist.
According to this point of view , the visits are held together with the neurologist, hand surgeon and patient reference 
physiotherapist.
for the clinical evaluation different classifications and outcome measures are used for the adult and for the children.
After years in which the treatment with botulinum toxin and the surgical one has gone on parallel tracks, if not opposed, 
the purpose of a multidisciplinary approach is to look for a synergistic relationship between the two treatments: botulinum 
toxin can help the surgeon to predict the effect of the intervention, once they have been identified together (surgeon, 
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neurologist, physiotherapist) the muscles to infiltrate. the upper limb assessment should be repeated after botulinum 
toxin injection, to decide if the patient can achieve an improvement in quality of life with surgery.
even after surgery, the result can be refined with the botulinum toxin.
from 2008 to 2018, 1700 patients were treated for spasticity with botulinum toxin injections. the upper limbs treated were 
299 in post-stroke patients and 199 in patients with cerebral palsy. of these, in 172 patients a multidisciplinary evaluations 
were performed using the House classification system, pronation deformity classification, thumb deformity classification, 
active and passive rom evaluation, modified Ashworth scale, tardieu scale,visual Analogic scale (vAs). the melbourne 
Assessment of unilateral upper limb function was also used as the primary outcome measure to evaluate the quality of 
upper extremity function before and after injections of bt  and after surgical treatment . for the post- stroke spasticity 
evaluation, the goal Attainment scaling (gAs) was added, to define the objectives  with the patients and the care giver. 
muscles injected were individualized based on each patient ’ s particular spasticity pattern.
the percentage of surgical indications was 16.8%.
the use of botulinum toxin was indispensable in the planning of surgical interventions

A-1139 investigAtion of spontAneous Anterior interosseous nerve pArAlsy
yuta Asanuma1, yoshimasa tomita1, satoshi kawakami1, Hideyuki Hirasawa1, kouichi kusunose2

1Tokyo Rosai Hospital, Tokyo, Japan; 2Asakusa Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

introduction 
the spontaneous anterior interosseous nerve paralsy(sAinp) is a relatively rare disease. it is difficult diagnosing this 
disease and to cure, and we report the sAinp that we experienced . 
methods 
A total of 10 cases of sAinp among 29-63 year-old patients who was treated at our hospital or affiliated 
facilities from 2010 to 2018 were enrolled in this study.Among them, we examined 7 cases that we were 
able to follow up more than 1year.two men, woman f ive, age at onset an average of 44 years old (29-
63 years old). it was four operative treatment, conservative therapy three. 
the followings were evaluation items: . 
time to the appearance of recovery signs of neurological disorder after the onset of the paralysis. 
muscular strength (mmt) at the time of the last observation. 
time to operation from a paralysis appearance. 
operative finding(the number of constrictions). 
time to the appearance of recovery symptoms of neurological disorder after the operation. 
results 
1) time to the appearance of recovery signs of neurological disorder after the onset of the paralysis: An average of 8.7 
months (5-16 months). 
it was in the operative treatment for an average of 10.8 month (6-16 months). it was in the conservative therapy for an 
average of six months (5-8 months).
2) muscular strength (mmt) at the time of the last observation: flexor policis longus (fpl), inddex finger flexor digitorum 
profundus (fdp ii) recovered in three cases that they operated for to mmt5. one case was recovered in mmt4.
one case that gave conservative therapy was recovered to mmt5, and two cases were recovred to mmt3. 
3)the time to operation from a paralysis appearance: An average of 7.8 months (3-11 months). 
4)operativefinding : 
two of four cases confirmed constriction. one constriction was one case and two sites were one case. 
the period when the paralysis has begun to be recovered after an operation: two of four cases have begun to be recovoered 
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within one month after an operation. other two cases showed a recovery sign after an operation in 5~6 month. 
discussion 
operative treatment was longer than preservation treatment during the period before accepting a recovery sign from the 
onset. we waited for nerve recovery and, as a result, are more likely to have lost time operated on. there is little number 
of cases whether even preservation treatment was able to be recovered, and it is unknown whether we were improved 
for an operation.five of seven cases recovered to mmt4 or 5. 
the operation case was recovered to all cases mmt4 or 5 and was a relatively good result.  
two of three cases that gave conservative therapy recovered to mmt3. 
because there is the report to recommend early operation medical treatment, it is necessary to consider operation medical 
treatment when improvement of the paralysis is not seen in progress of 6 months. in 2 patients who were able to find a 
constriction during the operation, signs of recovery could be recognized relatively early. 
in cases where we were unable to find a constriction, recovery could have been delayed because we were not able to 
sufficiently carry out nerve detachment.there was a report that recovery was poor for 40 years old and over, and 2 cases 
where conservative treatment was done were all over 50 years old. considering the age, it is necessary to examine 
treatment methods. 

A-1141 pAtient-reported pAin And function outcomes After ulnA sHortening osteotomy As A treAt-
ment for ulnAr-sided wrist pAin
joris sebastiaan teunissen1, s Al shaer2, o zophel2,3, stefan Hummelink1, ruud w selles4, brigitte van der Heijden1,5, the 
Hand-wrist study group
1Radboudumc, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; 2Ziekenhuisgroep Twente, Almelo, The Netherlands; 3Hand and Wrist Center, Xpert 
clinic, The Netherlands; 4Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 5Jeroen Bosch Ziekenhuis, s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands

Aim: the aim of this study was to investigate the patient-reported pain and function in the first year after an ulna 
shortening osteotomy for ulnar sided wrist pain.
method: eighty-one patients were treated at the xpert clinic in the netherlands for ulnar-sided wrist pain due to ulna 
abutment, druj instability or malunion after distal radius fracture. patients filled in the patient rated wrist Hand 
evaluation (prwHe) questionnaire at baseline and at 3 and 12 months after the operation. based on pain- and function 
scores at baseline, patients were clustered in quantiles. A friedman test with posthoc pairwise wilcoxon with bonferroni 
correction was performed to test whether the patients significantly improved in the first year after surgery. 
results: of all patients, 73% had experienced a trauma in the past, 60% had a distal radius fracture in the medical history, 
and 22% had complaints of druj instability. overall, all 81 patients significantly improved in function and pain at 3 months 
and 12 months after surgery (p<0.001). moreover, every quantile of patients, ranging from low to high baseline pain and 
function, significantly improved 12 months after surgery (p<0.01).
conclusion: ulna shortening osteotomy significantly improves function and reduces pain in the first year after surgery for 
ulnar-sided wrist pain. moreover, the results of this study show also that patients with less pain and function disability 
at baseline still improve in the first year after surgery.

A-1150 AnAlysis of loAd distribution of HAnd during cylinder gripping in vArious gripping type
masakatsu takeda, junpei yokota, keisuke irie, tomoki Aoyama
Department of Physical Therapy, Human Health Sciences, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan

introduction:the information about load distribution during gripping is considered important to understand of hand 
function. recently, the study about load distribution have been reported using cylinder device which can measure force 
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applied by whole contact area of hand. However, there is almost no reports about pressure distribution in the gripping style 
other than power grip. electromyography (emg) test is commonly used as an evaluation of muscle function. therefore, 
we conducted study to clarify the load distribution in various gripping style and their relationships with muscle activities 
focusing on the first pressure sensor device in japan. 
method:15 healthy young people griped grip sensor which is a cylindrical device with a diameter of 60 mm wrapped 
around a pressure sensor sheet with a 144 x 260 pressure sensor embedded for 3 seconds in 3 gripping style (radial side 
digits grip, trans volar grip, extension grip). muscle activities of edc, ecr, fds and fdi was measured using emg. the 
whole hand contact area was classified into 7 anatomical areas, and the percent contribution of each area was calculated. 
the correlation analysis was performed on the force applied in each area and muscle activities using static analysis soft 
jump pro 14. 
result:in radial side digits grip, the large contribution of the index finger (3.2 ± 5.7%) and middle finger (29.9 ± 11.0%) 
and the relationship between the activity of the middle finger and edc (r = 0.59, p=0.03) was observed. in trans volar 
grip, the pressure was distributed throughout the fingers; index finger (23.6±11.0%), middle finger(22.5±9.6%), ring 
finger(18.5±6.5%)and small finger(12.2±5.1%). there was a relationship between all finger and fds, ecr and edc 
(r=0.5~0.7, p<0.05). in extension grip, thumb (16.5±7.3%) and thenar(18.7±6.7%)have large contribution and there 
was a relationship between force applied in index finger and muscle activities of fdi (r=0.74, p<0.01). 
discussion:there was the largest contribution of index or middle finger and then ring finger and small finger in the trans 
volar grip and extension grip that required the force applied by all fingers similar to previous study. the relationship also 
between the extensor muscle and each finger was clarified in all grasping styles. the extensor muscle group is said to play 
an important role when exerting force and is indispensable for grip movement regardless of gripping styles. in extension 
grip, it is said that the intrinsic muscle was active and in also this study, fdi muscle activity was related to load applied in 
index finger. it is suggested that the load distribution data during gripping might be useful to understand muscle functions.
conclusion:the different load distribution quantitatively in various gripping style was revealed. in all grip style, extensor 
muscle has consistently relationship with load in each finger area and fdi was associated with index finger in extension grip.

A-1151 occupAtion-bAsed interventions in tHe HAnd tHerApy setting: distribution And implementA-
tion in tHe germAn speAking pArt of switzerlAnd
lorena schrepfer, peter suter, christa wyss
University Hospital Basel, Switzerland

introduction
over time, the occupational therapy (ot) profession has passed trough various paradigms. in the original occupational 
paradigm, participation in meaningful activities formed the core of ot and was regarded to have a health-restoring effect 
and positive influence on people’s well-being. As the field of medicine developed a more scientific approach, the lack of 
such rationale was criticized in ot. medical and scientific concepts became anchored in the inner mechanisms paradigm 
and gave the ot a scientific grounding. the focus shifted from using the occupation to restore function and health to a 
biomechanical approach. thus, the core concepts and values of ot fundamentally changed. the medical and scientific 
approach forced many therapists to specialize and led to a great diversity amongst them. A common professional identity 
was missing. in order to regain this identity, the focus in the contemporary participation paradigm was placed back on 
improving health through participation in activities. occupation-based approaches are a central component of today’s 
education. nevertheless, important findings of the inner mechanism paradigm have been retained. Although the evidence 
favours occupation-based interventions, surveys show that especially the field of hand therapy predominantly uses the 
biomechanical approach. foreign studies cite costs, lack of time, lack of knowledge, lack of understanding and lack of 
infrastructure as reasons for the deficient implementation of occupation-based interventions in the hand therapy. in 
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switzerland, no data is known on the distribution and implementation of occupation-based interventions in the hand 
therapy setting.
objective
the aim is to investigate (i) the extent to which occupation-based interventions are spread in the field of hand therapy 
in the german-speaking part of switzerland, (ii) how occupation-based interventions are implemented in practice, and 
(iii) which factors promote or inhibit the implementation of occupation-based interventions.
method
An online survey will be created and sent by e-mail to therapists in the field of hand therapy in the german-speaking part 
of switzerland. the frequency of occupation-based, activity-based or purely functional interventions is surveyed (a), as 
well as (b) the form of the occupation-based approach (e.g. direct implementation, simulation, verbal/visual analysis of 
the occupation), (c) at which point in the therapy process the occupation-based approach is used and (d) the existence 
of occupation-based infrastructure. demographic data allows comparisons between practices and clinics, occupational 
groups (physiotherapy/ot) and the professional experience of therapists.
outcome
the results of the survey will be presented at the european Hand congress in basel 2020. they provide information about 
occupation-based interventions in the field of hand therapy in the german-speaking part of switzerland. comparisons 
could also be made with the distribution of occupation-based assessments as presented in the work of bach, citrini and 
tobler (2019). 

A-1153 cHArActerizing responsiveness to A dynAmic stAbility ApproAcH to tHumb cArpometAcArpAl 
pAin: A retrospective study
corey mcgee1, jennifer skye2, geneva tranchida3, virginia o’brien2

1Programs in Occupational Therapy and Rehabilitation Science, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, United States; 
2Hand Therapy, Minnesota; (M) Health, Minneapolis, MN, United States; 3Orthopaedics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 
MN, United States

purpose: 
 this study investigated responsiveness to a hand therapy dynamic stabilization program for persons with thumb 
carpometacarpal (cmc) osteoarthritis (oA), including how various patient factors influenced responsiveness

methods: 
design: retrospective cohort design. electronic medical record review of clients treated August 2009 through december 
2015.
inclusion criteria: presence of thumb pain, authorized release of records for research, attended hand therapy including 
evidence of participation and instruction in a dynamic stability approach.
exclusion criteria: only 1 therapy visit or report of QuickdAsH score, no record of dynamic stability exercise, thumb 
fractures or tendon lacerations.
measures:
 response variable: change in QuickdAsH total disability score and percent change in nrs pain score from first to last visit.
 predictor variables: radiographic staging, medical comorbidities, age, comorbidities, baseline QuickdAsH score, affect 
hand(s), interaction between hand dominance and affected hand, orthosis type, number and frequency of therapy visits, 
and total duration of therapy.
statistical Analyses:
 -descriptive statistics reported on demographics, response, and predictor variables.
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 -backwards stepwise mixed effects linear modeling analysis to test research question of predictive factors. β, standardized 
β, and the coefficient of determination.

results: 
 -265 individuals were treated for thumb cmc pain using a dynamic stability approach, ages 22 to 92.
 -143 of these had xrays, which were then staged. linear modeling analysis results were limited to the 143 clients.
 -significant predictors of QuickdAsH scores were xray staging, dominant hand being affected, and a coexisting pain 
syndrome. 
- significant predictors of percent change in nrs pain scores were xray staging, bilateral vs. unilateral presentation, and 
a coexisting metabolic condition.  
 -on average, clients with bilateral cmc oA improved in their nrs pain score by 12.8 14.3 fewer percentage points than 
those who were only affected unilaterally.
 -clients with pain syndromes and systemic conditions responded less favorably, according to QuickdAsH and nrs pain 
findings.
 -clients with the dominant thumb affected by oA on average improved by 8.3 fewer QuickdAsH points than 
those whose nondominant side was affected.
 -clients with stage 1 oA on average:
   a.  had QuickdAsH change scores 11.7 points higher than those with stage 4 whereas those with stages 2 and 3 only 
saw differences of 5.8 and 3.3 when compared to those with stage 4. eaton stage 1 QuickdAsH change was significantly 
larger than stages 3 and 4.
   b.  had 17.9% improvements in pain relative to stage 4 whereas stages 2 and 3 only experienced 5.3% and 2.7% 
improvements relative to stage 4. percent change in pain scores for clients with stage 1 eaton scores were significantly 
larger than they were in those with stages 2-4.

conclusions: 
 -new evidence suggests that clients may need to be referred early in the arthritic process. those who have pain syndromes, 
metabolic conditions, involvement of their dominant hand, and bilateral involvement might not respond as favorably.
 -results suggest that orthosis type, treatment frequency, and concurrent cortisone injections did not appear to influence 
these outcomes however the small sample size warrants that these findings be handled with caution.
 -low level of evidence (level iv); further prospective research is needed

A-1155 silkbridge™, A novel Hybrid textile-electrospun tubulAr ArcHitecture: preclinicAl vAlidA-
tion for peripHerAl nerve regenerAtion
federica fregnan1,2, luisa muratori1,2, giulia Alessandra bassani3, marco biagiotti3, valentina vincoli3, stefano geuna1,2, 
Antonio Alessandrino3, giuliano freddi3, giulia ronchi1,2

1Department of Clinical and Biological Sciences, University of Torino, Torino, Italy; 2Neuroscience Institute Cavalieri Ottolenghi, 
University of Torino, Torino, Italy; 3Silk Biomaterials Srl, Lomazzo (Co), Italy

silk fibroin (sf) was used to manufacture a nerve conduit (silkbridge™) characterized by a novel 3d architecture. the 
wall of the conduit consists of two electrospun layers (inner and outer) and a textile layer (middle), perfectly integrated 
at the structural and functional level. 
in order to assess the biocompatibility and the biomimeticity of the material in vitro experiments were performed using 
the glial rt4-d6p2t and the mouse motor neuron nsc34 cell lines. rt4-d6p2t cells were evaluated in term of proliferation 
and adhesion 2-4-6 days after culture, for nsc34, differentiation and neurites elongation were investigated 5 days after 
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seeding. direct contact assays of glial and neuronal cell lines with silkbridge™ revealed that the material is capable to sustain 
cell proliferation: glial cells increased their density and organized themselves in a glial-like morphology. neuronal cells 
showed a tendency to differentiation, with a more pronounced neuritic elongation with respect to the control conditions.
starting from these evidences, an in vivo study was performed on adult females wistar rats. A 10 mm long gap in the 
median nerve was repaired with 12 mm silkbridge™. the regenerative process was evaluated at early (2weeks), middle 
(4 weeks) and long (12, 24 weeks) post-operative time points. morphological analysis considering 2 and 4 weeks post-
surgery showed that several cell types colonized the lumen of the conduit and blood vessels were also visible between 
the different layers of the conduit wall. moreover, the presence of regenerated myelinated fibers with a thin myelin 
sheath at proximal level was observed. 
At longer time points (12 and 24 weeks), the silkbridge™ conduit led to a very good functional and morphological recovery 
of the median nerve, similar to that observed with the reference autograft nerve reconstruction. the functional recovery, 
assayed by grasping test, showed a stably motor performance of the finger flexor muscles, while morphological and 
morphometric analyses reflected the good performance of functional tests. indeed, after 24 weeks, nerve fibers size, 
maturation, and organization suggest a positive outcome of the regeneration process driven by the silkbridge™ conduit. 
Altogether, the results obtained in vitro and in vivo represent an important achievement for the implementation of clinical 
studies aimed at investigating safety and efficacy of the newly designed sf-based nerve conduit.

A-1157 A pHAse i triAl of A novel, micro-grooved, syntHetic nerve guidAnce conduit (polynerve)
ralph murphy1,2, Alessandro ferroni1, jason wong1,2, Adam reid1,2

1Blond McIndoe Laboratory, Manchester, UK; 2Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, MFT, Manchester, UK

Aims: 
to examine the first-in-man use of ‘polynerve’, a topographically enhanced nerve guidance conduit designed and made 
in manchester, to repair small sensory nerve gaps in the hand. the primary endpoint was safety and the secondary 
endpoint was degree of sensory nerve regeneration through the conduit assessed using static two-point discrimination, 
weinstein-enhanced sensory testing and locognosia testing.

method: 
eligible participants were recruited through the department of plastic surgery at manchester university nHs foundation 
trust to undergo repair of a sensory nerve-gap (5-20mm) of the hand using the polynerve device. All participants were 
followed for a period of 12 months post-surgery. 

results: 
17 patients with a mean digital nerve-gap size of 10mm had a polynerve device fitted with 14 patients completing 
12-month follow up.

(full outcome data is being finalised for completion by jan.2020 and will be presented at the conference in full)

conclusions: 
(from preliminary data) polynerve is safe to use in humans and has demonstrated excellent sensory recovery at 12-months 
post-op.
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A-1158 complex metAcArpopHAlAngeAl joint dislocAtion (kAplAn’s lesion) of tHe index finger in A 
5-yeAr-old mAle pAtient: A cAse report
carolina mesoraca, stavros georgopoulos, Arun thangavelu, jean-damien nicodeme
Reseau Hospitalier Neuchatelois, Neuchatel, Switzerland

introduction:
complex metacarpophalangeal (mcp) joint dislocations, also know as kaplan’s lesions, are mcp joint dislocations that 
are irreducible to closed manoeuvers and require surgical intervention. they occur as result of a hyperextension injury 
and considered uncommon. kaplan described the pathomechanics that block closed reduction in 1957 and proposed a 
volar approach for the surgical reduction of such dislocations. open surgical reduction for a complex mcp joint dislocation 
is usually performed through either classic volar or dorsal approach. other approaches have also been described, with 
controversy about which approach is superior. few paediatric cases of complex mcp joint dislocation have been reported. 
differences that require consideration in paediatric patients include the possibility of cartilage fractures and growth arrest.
case report:
we report the case of a 5-year-old male patient who sustained a hyperextension injury of his index finger provoking a 
complex mcp joint dislocation. After an unsuccessful attempt of closed reduction, the patient underwent open reduction 
through volar approach. the phalangeal head had buttonholed through the volar plate and blocked between the flexor 
tendons and the lumbrical muscle. the dislocation was reduced using an elevator as a lever. initially the joint was 
immobilised in 30° flexion with a palmar splint for 14 days followed by unrestricted mobilisation. At 4-week follow-up, 
the patient was pain-free and had regained nearly full range of motion of the index finger mc joint.
conclusion:
numerous techniques have been described to reduce the complex mcp dislocation as open surgical (classic volar approach 
or dorsal approach), arthroscopic approach and percutaneous technique. As demonstrated in this case, the classic volar 
approach remains a viable treatment option for complex mcp joint dislocations in the paediatric population which avoids 
the splitting of the extensor tendon and the opening of the dorsal joint capsule.

A-1159 relAtive motion flexion ortHosis for vArious conditions witH proximAl interpHAlAngeAl 
joint extension lAg
egemen Ayhan1, özge buket cesim2, can emre bas1, orhan kunu1, cigdem öksüz2

1Orthopaedics and Traumatology, University of Health Sciences, Diskapi YB Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey; 
2Hacettepe University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey

recently, relative motion flexion (rmf) orthosis has been advised for boutonniere deformity management and various 
conditions with proximal interphalangeal (pip) joint extension lag.  despite widespread use, the literature is scarce for 
the efficacy of rmf orthosis. rmf orthosis places the affected finger’s metacarpophalengeal (mp) joint in 15 to 20 degrees 
of more flexion than the adjacent fingers. thereby, the lateral band of intrinsics relaxes but the long extensor tightens. 
through the tight lateral slips of long extensors, the lateral bands are pulled dorsal to the axis of the pip joint. by this 
mechanism, mp joint flexion is supposed to decrease the pip joint extension lag. the aim of our study was to share our 
results about rmf for various conditions with pip joint extension lag.
there were 24 patients with pip joint extension lag. we recommended rmf orthosis if the pip joint extension lag was 
decreased with pencil test, which simulated rmf orthosis. At the initial hand therapy appointment, the total active 
motion (tAm) of the affected finger was measured and rmf orthosis was made by the senior hand therapist. patients 
were allowed to participate in daily living activities. patients were followed weekly for any complaint about the orthosis 
and tAm of the fingers were measured during each therapy visit. tAm score of the affected finger was compared with 
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the contralateral normal finger’s tAm score and reported in percentage. 
seven patients lost during follow-up and there were nine male and eight female patients with a mean age of 33.5 
(11-64). the cause of the pip extension lags were; acute boutonniere deformity (three patients with central slip bony 
avulsion, closed injury), chronic boutonniere deformity (one patient with closed injury, two months ago), boutonniere 
deformity due to hypermobility (one patient), surgery for digital nerve neurolysis (one patient), trigger finger surgery 
(two patients), pip joint volar plate injury conservative treatment (four patients), phalanx fracture surgery (three patients), 
and camptodactyly (two patients). the mean follow-up of was 8.2 (3-20) weeks. the mean tAm score of the affected 
fingers were 71.6% ± 14.5% in the first assessment, and it was 89.6% ± 8.1% in the last assessment. the decrease in 
the extensor lag was statistically significant (p<0.0001) between assessment scores. no significant complication was 
observed and patients adopted well to this simple orthosis.
regarding this small cohort of patients, we can conclude that rmf orthosis plays an important role to decrease the pip 
joint extension lag significantly in various conditions. pencil test is an important tool to identify if the injury is suitable 
for rmf orthosis. moreover, with its ease-of-use, patients can continue daily living activities while wearing this orthosis. 

A-1160 A systemAtic review of treAtments in distAl rAdioulnAr joint instAbility in gAleAzzi´s frAc-
ture dislocAtion
claudia lamas gómez1, roger rojas-sayol1, marta Almenara-fernandez1, manel fa-binefa1, sara wahab-zuriarrain2, 
Alfonso mandia-martínez1, gerard urrútia-cuchí2

1Hand Unit and Upper Extremity. Department of Orthopaedic Surgery. Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Universitat 
Autonoma de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; 2Iberoamerican Cochrane Centre, Biomedical Research Institute, Barcelona, Spain

background: in order to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions for galeazzi ś fracture-dislocation in adults we 
performed a systematic review. 
material and methods: the systematic review was developed in accordance with the prismA statement, using methodology 
described in the cochrane Handbook for systematic reviews of interventions. the protocol was developed prospectively 
and peer reviewed locally before registration on the prospero database (crd id148345). the medline database was 
searched from 1946 to 25 january 2019 and embAse via ovid, cinAHl databases were searched from 1974 to 25 january 
2019. neither randomised controlled clinical trials (rcts) nor prospective studies of adults were found.  case series in 
adults with conservative and surgical treatments for wrist instability associated with galeazzi´ s fracture-dislocations 
were included. data were extracted and checked for accuracy and completeness by pairs of reviewers. comparative 
treatment effects were analysed by random effects at all time points. the inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined 
prospectively during the protocol stage. studies had to contain an intervention and/or a comparator (i.e. both non-
randomised controlled trials, and randomised controlled trials, including semi/quasi randomised, cluster randomised 
trials and prospective comparative case series). conservative and surgical treatments in galeazzi fracture-dislocation 
in adults (18-90 years) were included.  retrospective observational cohorts and case series published with a number of 
patients equal to or greater than 15 were included. we evaluated the studies with process checklist and tidier checklist. 
only studies published in a peer-reviewed english-language journal and french-language journal were included. 
results: we found 1088 records identified through database searching.  we had 1053 records after duplicates were removed.  
we excluded 998 records that were not the objective of this study and 45 full-text articles were excluded with reasons 
(exclusion criteria).  studies included in quantitative and qualitative synthesis were 10. unstable dislocation of the wrist 
associated with galeazzi lesions had been treated with temporary k-wire pinning followed by immobilization with forearm 
fully supinated with a cast splint. complications associated with the surgical treatment in galeazzi fracture-dislocation 
were: postoperative palsies of the posterior interosseous nerve, chronic regional pain syndrome, nonunion, malunion, 
infection, and residual druj instability. the final functional evaluation of these studies has been carried out with three 
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different scales:  system of Anderson et al. in 5 articles, mikic ś criteria in 3 articles and mestdagh ś criteria in 2 articles. 
conclusion: there are no prospective studies comparing operative to non-operative treatment for druj instability 
associated with galeazzi fracture-dislocation. further research is necessary in order to better define which patients 
benefit from which specific interventions.

A-1161 long term effectiveness And longevity of tHe universAl 2 twA
jasja tim Hoffman, marius kemler
Department of Plastic Surgery, Martini Hospital Groningen, The Netherlands

introduction since the 1960s, the wrist arthroplasty has been an increasingly popular method for the salvage of the 
destroyed wrist. the first generations of wrist arthroplasties were flawed by complications, such as implant fracture or 
loosening and wrist instability. the current generation has been in use for well over 15 years. studies show an excellent 
survival of 93-97% in 3,5-5 years, although accompanied by a high complication rate of 28%. in this study, we examined 
longevity, effectiveness and patient satisfaction in patients treated with the universal 2 wrist arthroplasty. compared 
to previous literature, the present study concerns a relatively large group, a long follow-up period of up to 12 years and 
detailed registration of wrist function, mobility and patient satisfaction both pre- and postoperatively.
methods this study is designed as a retrospective cohort study. 55 consecutive patients who received a universal 2 
prosthesis as primary wrist arthroplasty between january 2008 and december 2018 were included. both men and women 
with either rheumatoid or traumatic wrist destruction were included. preoperatively, patients underwent physical 
examination of the wrist, including goniometric and dynamometric measurements. wrist function was assessed by the 
quickdAsH and prwHe questionnaires. the follow-up period consisted of a rehabilitation program of 6 months, followed 
by outclinic visits to assess progress and wrist function during the course of this study. the same measurements and 
questionnaires were repeated during follow-up and accompanied by radiological assessment of the wrist to monitor 
position and fixation of the prosthesis and gain insight in periprosthetic osteolysis. in addition, the number and kind of 
revision surgeries were listed. overall satisfaction was measured using the gpe questionnaire was used.
results currently, the study is ongoing: data collection and statistical analyses have yet to be performed. it is therefore not 
possible to submit any results. the study will be completed in spring 2020. results will be fully available prior to fessH2020.
we aim to present more accurate complication and survival rates. in addition, long term patient satisfaction will be shown.

A-1162 trends And utilizAtion of prescription opioid following cmc ArtHroplAsty: How mucH is too 
mucH?
corey spencer, Alexander m dawes, kevin farley, michael gottschalk, charles daly, eric r wagner
Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA USA

background: literature regarding the trends and utilization of opioids following a cmc arthroplasty is sparse. information 
on how prescribing habits and patient comorbidities effect opioid utilization is nonexistent. this study aims to identify 
risk factors associated with the need for a refill opioid prescription and determine how many opioid are necessary after 
a cmc arthroplasty. 

methods: using truven marketscan® database, a national insurance database including over 240+ million patients, all 
patients who underwent cmc arthroplasty from 2010 to 2016 were identified using the common current procedural 
terminology (cpt) codes. patients were only included if they had continuous enrollment in the database for 1 year 
preoperatively and postoperatively. opioid data was collected using national drug codes (ndc) from outpatient pharmacy 
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claims of filled prescriptions. only opioid naïve patients, defined as zero opioid prescriptions filled within 6 months 
preoperatively, were included. the original prescription associated with the procedure was defined as any prescription 
filled between the 7 days pre-procedure and 7 days postoperatively. refill status was defined as any prescription filled 
after 7 days post-procedure up to 6 months. fisher’s exact tests were run for statistical analysis. odds ratios were calculated 
for variables with p value <0.05.

results: A total of 20,731 opioid naïve patients who underwent a cmc arthroplasty were included. 5,490 (26.48%) patients 
required a refill opioid prescription and 15,223 (73.43%) patients had no refills.  patient comorbidities and modifiable 
risk factors that were significantly associated with an increased likelihood of requiring a refill were current smokers (or 
1.20; p=0.0037), patients with diabetes (or 1.16; p=0.0015), patients with depression (or 1.15; p<0.001), and patients 
who had a cmc steroid injection in the 6 month period preoperatively (or 1.16; p<0.001). the average number of pills 
originally prescribed was 27.98 (95% ci: 27.53-28.41) for those patients without a refill and 47.83 (95% ci: 47.11-48.56) 
for those requiring a refill (difference of 19.85 pills; p<0.0001). breaking down the data by year, two distinct subgroup 
became apparent, regardless of refill status. 2010-2013 formed one group and the other included 2014-2016. comparing 
2010-2013 to 2014-2016 there was a significantly large increase in the average number of opioid pills originally prescribed 
(m= 30.547, 95% ci: 30.538-30.556; m= 38.892, 95% ci: 38.863-38.921, respectively; difference of 8.345 pills; p<0.0001) 

conclusion: this data presents multiple interesting conclusions. first, patients who were current smokers, diabetics, suffered 
from depression, and those who had received a cmc steroid injection within 6 months prior to their cmc arthroplasty 
were all more likely to require an additional refill opioid prescription. secondly, patients who filled an additional opioid 
prescription were originally prescribed a significantly higher number of pills, possibly leading to increased utilization 
and prolonged dependency. lastly, although great attention has come to opioid overprescribing habits and physician 
responsibility to the national opioid epidemic, there has been an increase in the number of opioid prescribed in recent 
years.  these conclusions show that it is unnecessary to prescribe more than 30 opioid pills following a cmc arthroplasty 
and overprescribing may lead to dependence.

A-1163 tHe investigAtion of tHe effects of reHAbilitAtion on trigger finger on functionAl recovery 
processes According to stAges
seda namaldi1, cigdem Ayhan1, egemen Ayhan2, kadir mutlu Hayran3

1Department of Hand Surgery Rehabilitation, Faculty of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation, Hacettepe University, Ankara, 
Turkey; 2Department of Orthopedics and Traumatology, Division of Hand Surgery, University of Health Sciences, Diskapi Yildirim 
Beyazit Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey; 3Department of Preventive Oncology, Faculty of Medicine, Hacettepe 
University, Ankara, Turkey

the aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the physiotherapy program on the functional recovery in patients 
with trigger finger according to the triggering stages. thirty-four patients aged between 35-65 years diagnosed trigger 
finger were participated in the study. patients were divided into three groups according to their triggering stages: stage 1 
(n=11), stage 2 (n=14) and stage 3 (n=9). the physiotherapy program including splinting, exercise program and activity 
modification was applied to all groups. the follow-up period for all groups was 6 months. patients were assessed before 
treatment, at the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 6th months. the assessments included pain severity, number of triggering event, grip 
strength, upper extremity functional status, quality of life, emotional status, kinesiophobia. pain severity, grip strength, 
upper extremity functional status, quality of life and emotional status were improved in stage 1 (p<0.05). Quality of life 
increased in the 1st month, grip strength and upper extremity functional status increased in the 2nd month and pain 
severity was reduced and emotional status inproved in the 3rd month in stage 1. pain severity, number of triggering 
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event, upper extremity functional status, quality of life and emotional status were improved in stage 2 (p<0.05). pain 
severity and the number of triggering event decreased and quality of life increased significantly in the 1st month and 
upper extremity functional status and emotional status improved in the 3rd month in stage 2. number of triggering 
event, upper extremity functional status and quality of life showed significant improvements in stage 3 (p <0.05). the 
number of triggering event decreased significantly in the 1st month, pain severity was reduced and upper extremity 
functional status and quality of life increased after 2nd month in stage 3. in conclusion, physiotherapy is an effective 
approach in patients with trigger finger with stage 1, stage 2 and stage 3 and functional recovery processes is different 
in trigger finger stages.

keywords: trigger finger, functional recovery, physiotherapy, splinting

A-1168 trigger finger in extreme sport
ted welman1, sarah mee2, mel eissens1, kieron young1, max Horwitz2

1The Royal London Hospital, Barts Health NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK; 2Chelsea and Westminster NHS Foundation 
Trust, London, UK

introduction
trigger finger in ocean rowers has previously been identified by our team as a significant problem, with our recent study 
reporting a fifteen-fold increase in the prevalence when compared with the general population. these symptoms can 
be painful and debilitating, especially when combined with an endurance feat such as an ocean row and may indeed 
have an effect on performance.  in the setting of an extreme sport such as an ocean row, most of the standard trigger 
finger treatment measures are unavailable: rowers are uncontactable, unreachable and unable to seek medical advice 
and support. resting hand splints and exercises have been shown to treat early established trigger finger. we aimed 
to identify whether the prophylactic use of a splint and exercise regimen in ocean rowers can reduce the incidence of 
developing trigger finger and improve performance. 

methods
this is a prospective, interventional, cohort study. All competitors in the 2019 talisker whisky Atlantic challenge race were 
invited to participate. rowers were fitted with a thermoplastic hand-based splint to prevent flexion during rest periods 
in the dominant hand, with the non-dominant acting as the control. participants were also given a set of hand exercises 
to be performed in both hands.  weekly survey data that included a symptom score and performance questionnaire were 
collected after completion of the race.

results and conclusion
study ongoing: results available in march 2020.

A-1169 sensory integrAtion pAtterns of cHildren witH obstretric brAcHiAl plexus pAlsy
esra Ünsal1, büsra yildiz2, ilkem ceren sigirtmac2, meral Huri2, tüzün firat3, cigdem öksüz2, gürsel leblebicioglu4

1Istanbul Medipol University Health Science Faculty Occupational Therapy Department, Turkey; 2Hacettepe University Health 
Sciences Faculty Occupational Therapy Department; 3Hacettepe University Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Faculty; 4Hilal 
Mahallesi Rabandranath Tagore Caddesi 78/A Cankaya, Ankara, Turkey

literature: sensory processing is a neurological process that organizes the senses coming from our body and our 
environment. sensory processing disorder is characterized by problems in sensory, modulating, interpreting and responding 
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sensory stimulus. in sensory processing problems, developmental delays, learning difficulties and accompanying behavioral 
problems such as attention deficit and hyperactivity occur. it has been shown in the literature that behavioral problems 
such as attention deficit and hyperactivity and developmental delays occur more frequently in the obpp than in the normal 
population. the aim of our study was to investigate sensory processing patterns in children with obpp.
methods: A total of 124 children; 21 infants (0-6 months), 62 toddler (7-35 months) and 41 children (3-11 years) diagnosed 
with obpp were included in the study. sensory profile-2 was used in children aged 0-35 months and sensory profile-1 
was used in children aged 3-11 years to evaluate sensory processing problems. the results were evaluated according to 
the norm values of the test.
results: it was found that the scores of the infants, toddlers and children with sensory processing showed differences 
according to the norm values of the test. it was found that 48% of infants had different sensory processing patterns 
according to norm values. there were differences in general processing (44%), auditory processing (41%) and visual 
processing (39%). 36% of the toddlers were in the sensory avoiding quadrants, 28% in the sensory sensitivity quadrants, 
33% in the sensory registration quadrants, 21% in the sensory seeking quadrants. 63% of the children were in the sensory 
registration and seeking quadrants, 71% had behavioral outcomes of sensory processing, 64% had inactivity, 59% had 
perceptual fine motor, sensory seeking and regulation of sensory inputs affecting emotional responses, and 54% of 
children had difficulty in vestibular processing areas.
discussion: our results pointed out to the presence of disturbances in the processing of sensory information in children 
with obpp. About half of children with obpp experience sensory processing disturbances in early period. these different 
sensory processing patterns affect the general processes that require processing of visual, auditory and multiple sensory 
stimuli from the basic senses that form the basis of the learning pramide in toddler; in toddler and children, we think that 
it affects perceptual motor, sensory motor and behavioral processes as well as vestibular processing skills which are known 
to affect muscle tone / endurance and learning skills. these sensory processing patterns seem to be related to abnormal 
mechanism in the sensoriomotor network of children with obpp, as a possible result of decreased sensory perception and 
thalamocortical projections. based on the importance of the sensory integration process for motor function, learning, and 
participation to daily living activities; it is thought that presence of different sensory patterns among children with obpp 
is important to identify rehabilitation needs and goals. including sensory integration therapies to early interdiciplinary 
intervention programmes may enhance the effectiveness of rehabilitation programmes for children with obpp.

A-1170 spontAneous HeAling of A myxoinflAmmAtory fibrobAlstic sArcomA of tHe tHumb
c chaves1,2, m tallegas3, e marteau1, g de pinieux3, j laulan1, g bacle1

1Centre Hospitalier Régional Universitaire de Tours, Service de Chirurgie Orthopédique, Faculté de Médecine de Tours, Université 
de Tours, Tours, France; 2Institut de la Main Nantes Atlantique, Nantes, France; 3Centre Hospitalier Régional Universitaire de 
Tours, Hôpital Trousseau, Service d’Anatomie Pathologique, Faculté de Médecine de Tours, Université de Tours, Tours, France

myxoinflammatory fibroblastic sarcoma (mifs) is a low-grade soft tissue malignant tumour that affects mainly the distal 
extremities of the upper limb and particularly the soft tissues.  
we present a case of spontaneous healing mifs in a 72 years old patient located on the right thenar eminence. the 
lesion appeared spontaneously as a slow growing irregular node that developed cutaneous vesicles. ultrasound and mri 
explorations found an heterogenous hypervascular tissular lesion of the soft tissues. three different centres including an 
international expert team analysed the surgical biopsy and found a mifs. All infectious and dermatological examinations 
did not find any differential diagnose. 
the full body ct-scan and pet-scan showed hyperfixation at the thumb, axillary lymph nodes and nonspecific node at lower 
lobe of the homolateral lung. A biopsy of one of the lymph nodes did not shown any malignancy nor infectious disease.
the case was presented to a regional oncological multidisciplinary panel which decided of a finger ray amputation. the 
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patients refused this treatment after informed consent. 
At 3 years follow-up the lesions had completely disappear clinically and in mri without any treatment. the patient was 
in good condition, painless, with full function of the thumb and without any sign of metastasis. 
mifs is a malignant sarcoma that affects predominantly people around the 4thies and 5thies without any gender 
predilection. clinically it has a long growing period and develops as a nodular lesion associated with loss of range of 
motion, cutaneous plaques and inconstant pain. 
diagnose requires standard x-rays, mri evaluation and a specialized team of pathologist and cytogeneticists. the main 
differential diagnosis before biopsies are chronic tenosynovitis, giant cell tumour, nodular fasciitis, ganglion cyst or any 
chronic inflammatory process
its treatment requires an expert panel and is often based on surgical excision with wide margins as its main characteristics 
are local aggressivity and high recurrence rates. it might require multiple surgeries or amputation. However distant 
metastases are rather rare.
in our case we present a spontaneous healing of a mifs with a follow-up of three years. therefore we questioned the 
assessment and evolution of this tumour. in case of suspicion, such cases should be referred to international experts for 
the diagnose and treatment of choice as the consequence could be functionally devastating and life threating.

A-1171 giAnt lipomAs of tHe upper extremities. A cAse series
konstantinos tolis1, panagiotis kanellos1, emmanouil fandridis1, ioannis papanastasiou2, giannoulis filippos1, sarantis 
spyridonos1

1Hand, Upper limb and Microsurgery Department, General Hospital KAT, Marousi, Athens, Greece; 2General Oncological Hospital 
Kifisias “Agioi Anargyroi”, Athens, Greece

introduction: lipomas are benign mesenchymal tumors occurring in areas of abundant adipose tissue, representing 
about 50% of all soft tissue tumors. giant lipomas are considered those measuring more than 5 cm. literature lacks large 
series considering the upper extremities. we present the first series considering those tumors in the greek population.

materials –methods: A retrospective study from 2014 to 2019 was performed at two medical centres. 18 patients were 
diagnosed with giant lipomas or referred for surgical treatment, 10 of whom were women (55,5%). mean age was 55,3 
years. Hand was the anatomical area mostly affected (5 patients,27,7%), followed by the shoulder (4 patients, 22,2%), 
the elbow (3 patients, 16.6%) and equally the wrist, the humeral and the antebrachial area. two patients presented 
with simultaneous carpal tunnel syndrome (cts), while three patients with clinical signs of posterior interosseous 
nerve (pin) entrapment. 

mri with contrast was performed on all patients. on most cases the tumors demonstrated isointense signal to subcutaneous 
fat on all pulse sequences with high signal on t1w and t2w sequences. in cases of intramuscular lipomas (12 patients, 
66,7%) their margins seemed irregular as infiltrating the adjacent skeletal muscle. their identical signal to thin fibrous 
septa was the critical point for turning preoperative diagnosis to benign types of lipomatous lesions. 

All patients were operated under brachial plexus block, tourniquet and in a supine position.  they were discharged after 
24 hours of hospitalization. physiotherapy, in cases of nerve palsy, followed immediately the postoperative time. mean 
follow up was 3,1 years.

results: no major postoperative surgical complications were documented. en bloc excision was performed on 16 patients. 
mean maximum length of the tumor was 8,64cm.  in one case, where en bloc excision was not achieved, a recurrence 
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occurred two years postoperatively, but the patient refused reoperation. in cases of nerve entrapment, recovery was 
complete, without any neurological deficit.    

conclusion: lipomas are considered extremely rare on the upper limb, especially when their size exceeds the limit of 5 
cm. when present, giant lipomas are likely to cause nerve entrapment affecting mostly the median nerve or branches of 
the radial nerve. en bloc excision is usually performed as the treatment of choise, with low rates of recurrence. 

A-1172 extensor cArpi rAdiAlis brevis tenodesis for spAstic wrist deformities
thomas giesen, nicola Altin, susanna pagella, ivan tami
Centro Manoegomito, Clinica Ars Medica, Gravesano, Switzerland

introduction: spastic wrist deformities are a common feature of the spastic upper limb, and wrist arthrodesis, with or 
without proximal row carpectomy, is an effective treatment. we present the results of six wrists in six patients with one 
year follow up, treated with a different method to correct the deformity of the wrist:  a tenodesis of the extensor carpi 
radialis brevis (ecrb).
patients and methods: between march 2018 and june 2019, six patients presented to our unit with a non-functional 
spastic hand including a wrist deformed in flexion. there were 2 men and 4 women with a mean age of 62. five patients 
were hemiplegic while one patient had a mild tetraplegia. wrist flexion deformity was severe in one case.
the ecrb tenodesis was performed in all cases after release of the wrist flexor tendons. we exposed the ecrb tendon 
with a short longitudinal incision across the dorsal wrist, we cut it at an average of 5 cm proximally to the retinaculum, 
leaving the distal insertion intact, and we re- attached it to the dorsal aspect of the radius, after rerouting the tendon 
through the fourth compartment. we attached the tendon to the radius with two bone anchors. in one case, as the 
flexion deformity of the wrist was not corrected after releasing the wrist flexor tendons, we performed a proximal row 
carpectomy as well. the ecrb tendon was fixed to the radius holding the wrist in 20° of extension in all cases. we then 
performed the next surgical steps to correct the deformities of the fingers and the thumb.
results: we did not observe any major complication, and all tenodesis eventually healed. At one year follow up (range 
6-18 months) all wrists maintained a good correction without further operations or botulinum toxin injections. three 
wrists were at 0° one wrist at 5° and two wrists at 10° of extension. five wrists had no radial deviation while one wrist 
had a mild radial deviation of 5°. in all wrists it was possible to further extend them passively by an average of 30°.
discussion: the ecrb tenodesis appears to be an effective treatment to correct wrist flexion deformity in the spastic 
upper limb. Arguably, it is a simpler, less invasive and less time-consuming procedure when compared to a formal wrist 
arthrodesis.

A-1174 AdvAntAges of 3d printing in preoperAtive plAnning of complex tHumb polydActyly in Adult
xu lin1, Haitao tan1, keqin yang1, xiang luo1, pingou wei1, Hao Qin1

Guigang City People’s Hospital, Guigang City, Guangxi Province, China

objective:the present study aimed to explore the clinical application of preoperative precise design for 3d printing and 
complex thumb deformity in adult, which could help manage the patients with osteotomy and achieve better function 
and appearance.
methods:A 22-year-old adult with complex polydactyly of right thumb was analyzed retrospectively. before osteotomy, 
osteotomy guide plate was desigened , and three dimensional (3d) models of polydactyly, osteotomy guide plate were 
printed by 3d printer. According to the 3d models, osteotomy corrective angle was accurately designed. And the guide 
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plate could be used for accurate osteotomy during operation.
results:At 4th month follow-up, the clinical outcome was good with reasonable function of right thumb,  patient 
satisfaction and ability to return normal life.
conclusion: osteotomy design of polydactyly was more precise using preoperative digital design and 3d printing.
keywords: complex thumb polydactyly ; 3d printing; computer-assisted design; surgical

A-1179 reHAbilitAtion protocol After ArtHroscopic repAir of clAss 1 Atzei-ewAs tfcc teArs witHout 
block of foreArm rotAtion
greta colaiacovo, e laurino, flavio pellizzaro, m loi, s centaro, ll marcovici
Centro Mano Roma, Rome, Italy

purpose   disorders of the triangular fibrocartilage complex (tfcc) represent one of the most frequent causes of wrist 
ulnar-sided pain and disability. isolated tears of the distal component of the tfcc without radioulnar joint instability (class 
1 lesions according to Atzei classification) can be treated by arthroscopic suture of the tfcc to the dorsal ulnocarpal joint 
capsule. After surgery, patients’ wrists are usually immobilized in a long-arm splint to protect forearm prone-supination. 
in this study we present a rehabilitation protocol without block of prone-supination since the first day after surgery. 

methods   six wrists were treated arthroscopically for distal tfcc tears with outside-in suture repair of the tfcc to the 
ulnar capsule. After surgery wrists were immobilized with a short splint in 30° of extension with free prone-supination for 
three weeks. wrist flexion-extension began at four weeks and strenghtening began at six weeks after surgery. patients 
were evaluated with patient-rated wrist evaluation (prwe) before and after surgery; moreover range of motion (rom) 
and grip strenght were evaluated after surgery at three weeks, three months and six moths.

results   before surgery, all patients had complaints of ulnar-sided wrist pain with a stable distal radioulnar joint. All 
the wrists were available for follow-up at 6 months. there were no cases of failure of the repair and distal radioulnar 
joint laxity at final follow-up. prwe decrease from 15,75 to 2 at final follow-up. rom flexion and extension of treated 
wrists increase from 47,5% to 94,5% and from 81,8% to 100% respectively. forearm rotation was fully recovered at three 
months. grip strenght improve from 52,7% to 100% at six months. 

conclusions   isolated tears of distal component of tfcc may present as ulnar-sided wrist pain, but usually don’t create 
distal radioulnar joint laxity. outside-in repair of the tfcc to the ulnar capsule demostrated excellent outcomes. free 
prone-supination protocol after surgery showed improvements in pain, function and grip strenght in short follow-up. 
longer follow-up and a comparison with a control group is needed.

A-1183 percutAneous needle fAsciotomy in tHe digit combined witH fAsciectomy in tHe pAlm for du-
puytrens: A novel combinAtion of tecHniQues
Alexandra frances Hazlerigg, isabel teo, ian mcnab
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, UK

Aims: to demonstrate a new point of technique for treating dupuytrens using combined percutaneous needle fasciotomy 
(pcnf) with palmar fasciectomy for patients with metacarpal joint (mcpj) and proximal interphalangeal joint (pipj) 
contractures.
intervention: incomplete correction and recurrence are accepted limitations with the treatment. under local field block, 
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digital pcnf is performed whist the cord is intact and subsequent palmar fasciectomy is then performed using a palmar 
segmeuller incision for further correction of the mcpj. this can be achieved with no tourniquet.
results: the combined technique using pcnf with palmar fasciectomy is a simple technique, providing a higher level of 
contracture correction than pcnf or segmental correction alone. this offers a low complication rate, avoids anaesthetic 
complications and reduced morbidity when compared to more extensive fasciectomies.
conclusions: dupuytrens disease can have a wide range of clinical presentations. to our knowledge, this is the first time 
a combined approach has been described in the literature. combined pcnf with palmar fasciectomy is an effective 
treatment modality and we recommend that this technique be considered in the surgical armamentarium when treating 
dupuytren’s contractures.

A-1184 coordinAted finger movement pAtterns in bAll rotAtion tAsk – A kinemAtic synergy AnAlysis
Hiroshi kurumadani1, naoya goto2, Akio ueda1, shota date1, toru sunagawa1

1Hiroshima University, Graduate School of Biomedical & Health Sciences, Analysis & Control of Upper Extremity Function, 
Hiroshima, Japan; 2Hiroshima University Hospital, Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, Hiroshima, Japan

background. in the rehabilitation of hand disorders, therapists aim at the overall recovery of the functional performance 
in the involved hand or finger. the finger movement coordination is one of the functional performance of the hand and is 
required for object manipulations in activities of daily life. thus, an intervention to the finger movement coordination is 
necessary for recovering an adequate functional performance of the hand after suffering hand disorders. A ball rotation 
task is one of the methods of acquiring functional hand performance and needs high coordination of the fingers. A 
previous study showed that this task promotes the acquisition of a fine finger movement; however, it is not clear what 
coordinated finger movements exist in a ball rotation task.  
purpose. this study aimed to examine the coordinated finger joint movements in the ball rotation task. 
methods. seventeen healthy right-handed adults performed the ball rotation task in a clockwise and counterclockwise 
direction of the right hand. in this task, they rotated two wooden balls by their fingers in their palm. three-dimensional 
motion analysis system using 12 cameras captured 20 joint movements of all fingers, and we calculated 20 joint angle 
waves: thumb, index, middle, ring, and little finger and palmar arch, from the joint movements. from joint angle waves, 
mean joint angle waves were calculated based on the thumb fingertip cyclic movement during the ball rotation. kinematic 
synergy analysis using principal component analysis was used to extract the coordinated patterns of the fingers in the 
ball rotation task, which were represented by weighting components and time-varying patterns of tasks. then, to 
examine the existence of shared coordination patterns among participants, we grouped the weighting components 
of all participants in the clockwise or counterclockwise direction using a functional sorting method based on cosine 
similarity between the components. 
results. extracted kinematic synergy from 20 joint angles was two to four in each subject of each direction; thus, we found 
that a few coordinated finger movements controlled joint finger movements of the ball rotation. from the functional 
sorting analysis, we found that two synergistic patterns were shared in each direction of the ball rotation. their two 
synergistic patterns were the opposing movement between the thumb and the other four fingers and between the 
thumb-index and ring-little fingers in both rotational directions. 
conclusions. these findings suggest that the ball rotation task in both the clockwise and counterclockwise direction 
may be controlled by a few coordinated finger movement patterns with the separated movements between the thumb 
and the other fingers.
clinical relevance to hand therapy. the ball rotation task may be available as an intervention to facilitate the separated 
movements between the thumb and other fingers.
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A-1186 eArly mri emergency depArtment pAtHwAy for suspected scApHoid frActures reduces time to 
diAgnosis And Avoids unnecessAry clinic Appointments
Alexandra frances Hazlerigg, richard craig, philip Hormbrey, stephen gwilym, christopher little 
John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, Oxford, UK

Aims: to evaluate the time taken to mri and examine the number of direct emergency department (ed) discharges since 
the introduction of an early mri scaphoid pathway.

methods: previously all suspected scaphoid injuries were immobilised and referred to fracture clinic. in our newly 
implemented pathway, trained ed healthcare professionals perform initial assessment and documentation of clinical 
findings. patients with a suspected scaphoid injury but normal xrays are referred directly for mri in a wrist splint. negative 
mris or minor stable injuries are discharged from ed with advice letters and no further follow-up. patients with positive 
scans are referred onwards to specialist clinics as indicated.

time to mri, number of direct discharges from ed, unplanned re-attendances and specialist clinic utilisation were compared 
with the same metrics from previous service evaluations of 100 and 87 patients respectively.

results:  4 patients were excluded as they were inappropriately included on the scaphoid pathway. time to mri scan in 
patients with equivocal scaphoid fractures was reduced from 34 to 3 days with reduced unnecessary immobilisation. the 
new pathway meant that 41.3 % of patients were discharged directly from ed without a clinic appointment. 

conclusions: since the introduction of the new scaphoid pathway we have substantially reduced the time to mri and new 
patient clinic referrals for suspected occult scaphoid fractures by 41.3% with accurate early diagnosis allowing appropriate 
initial treatments and efficient organisation of specialist clinics.

A-1188 reconstruction of complex defect of tHe HAnd witH retrogrAde rAdiAl flAp-cAse report
margarita kateva
Sofiamed University Hospital, Sofia, Bulgaria- Clinic of Hand Surgery and Reconstructive Surgery

Aim: to present 57-year-old patient with a gunshot wound resulting in a complex defect of the dorsum of the hand-
including diaphysis of 3-rd, 4-th and 5-th metacarpal bones, extensor tendons, skin and subcutaneous tissue.
method: After preparation of the defect with vAc therapy, the missing structures were reconstructed with a radial 
retrograde composite osteocutaneus tendon flap.
result: At the end of the 2nd month, we reported bone healing, finger extension, full fist grip.
conclusion: composite radial retrograde flap is good choice of method for reconstruction of such defects of the hand.

A-1189 deep tissue infection witH mycobActerium mArinum in HAnd surgery - A cAse report
margarita kateva
Sofiamed University Hospital, Sofia, Bulgaria-Clinic of Hand Surgery and Reconstructive Surgery

Aim: to present 50-year-old patient with deep tissue infection with mycobacterium marinum resulting in proliferative 
synovitis.
method:  unlike superficial lesions, deep tissue are more destructive and require surgery in all cases, even involving the 
amputation of a finger on the hand. our surgical approach in this case involved synovectomy with following of good 
rehabilitation protocol.
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result: At the end of the 3-rd month, we observe radication of the persistent infection and full range of motion of the 
wrist and fingers.
conclusion: complicated deep tissue infections of the hand with mycobacterium marinum  require proper medication, 
surgical intervention as synovectomy and postoperative active mobilization.

A-1190 concurrent vAlidity And precision of tHe tHumb disAbility exAminAtion in persons witH 
tHumb cArpometAcArpAl osteoArtHritis 
corey mcgee, leah johnson, madison Anderson, sonya Hesse, ryan karau, maddie schlossmacher
Program in Occupational Therapy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA

background: noback et al. presented the thumb disability examination (tdx) questionnaire in 2017 as an patient-
reported outcome measure for persons with thumb carpometacarpal (cmc) osteoarthritis (oA).  their work focused on 
item development, test-retest reliability and concurrent validity with analog pain scales and the disability of the Arm, 
shoulder, and Hand scale however did not establish the precision and clinically important difference of the measure nor did 
they evaluate the concurrent validity with other hand-specific scales which have frequently been used in this population.   

objectives: this study aimed to 1) determine the precision and clinically important difference of the tdx when used with 
thumb cmc oA patients and 2) establish the concurrent validity of the tdx with the brief michigan Hand Questionnaire 
(bmHQ), an outcome measure with sound psychometrics in persons with thumb cmc oA. 
methods: A preliminary psychometric study of precision and concurrent validity was conducted on 16 individuals with 
either a diagnosis of cmc oA confirmed through medical records or a positive pressure-shear test. subjects participated 
in two separate visits ranging from 7-21 days apart where the bmHQ and the tdx were administered on the first visit and 
only the tdx was administered on the second. both the tdx and the bmHQ were administered by a trained occupational 
therapist. data were then used to assess precision and the clinically important differences of the tdx, and concurrent 
validity of the tdx with the bmHQ.

results: in total, 16 subjects were included in the analysis. the tdx demonstrated excellent concurrent validity with the 
bmHQ (spearman rho = .73, p = 0.001).  precision (standard error of the measurement) was 6.0 for the tdx total score, and 
2.9, 1.5, and 1.2 for function, pain, and satisfaction subscales respectively and the clinically important change (minimal 
detectable change) were 16.7, 8.0, 4.1, and 3.4 respectively (minimal detectable change percentage) were acceptable.  

discussion: we present early evidence to support that the tdx has strong concurrent validity with a hand-specific scale 
often used in thumb cmc oA literature. Additionally, we present preliminary evidence to describe the capacity of this 
tool to measure change over time which exceeds measurement error and is clinically meaningful. this study is ongoing 
and our findings are limited by a small and demographically homogeneous sample.

A-1195 scApHolunAte ligAment teAr – tHe breAktHrougH? A retrospective evAluAtion of An innovA-
tive surgicAl tecHniQue using A twinfix screw for intercArpAl fixAtion. 15-yeAr long-term result
rahel kohlbrenner, voja lazic, dirk j schaefer, ilario fulco
University Hospital of Basel, Switzerland

objective:
the scapholunate ligament is essential for carpal stability. rupture of this ligament can cause a scapholunate dissociation, 
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that can result in relevant carpal instabilities. while there are several surgical techniques to treat a scapholunate ligament 
rupture, no method seems to be of long-lasting effect. in this study we compare patients who underwent a novel 
surgical technique using a twinfix screw for scapholunate stabilization with four established surgical methods: “tendon 
reconstruction” according to brunelli (1995), garcia-elias’ “three-ligament tenodesis” (2006), the “dynamic tenodesis” 
according to bleuler (2008), and a modified “dynamic tenodesis” introduced by soleman et al. (2017).

methods:
sixteen patients with a scapholunate ligament rupture, who were treated with this novel technique between 2002 and 
2017, were initially analyzed. eleven patients were included in the study (group 1). the patient data were assessed by 
clinical, functional, subjective and radiological parameters. primary clinical and functional parameters such as the stage 
of scapholunate dissociation, grip strength and range of motion were noted. pain scores and questionnaires were used 
for subjective parameters. radiological aspects as the terry thomas sign, scapholunate angle, stage of scapholunate 
dissociation and presence of midcarpal or radiocarpal osteoarthritis were evaluated.

results:
All patients of group 1 were able to return to their regular work after recovery. our patients presented a range of motion 
slightly below these of two other reviews. However, a functional range of motion to perform activities of daily living 
(Adl) was achieved. radial and ulnar deviation were comparable to the results of the other studies. regarding subjective 
pain scales, our study presents a remarkable low numeric rating scales (nrs) with an average of 0.55 (0 = no pain; 10 
= worst pain). the dAsH-score (disabilities of the arm, shoulder, and hand) showed a comparable highly positive result 
with a mean score of 6.67 (0 = no disabilities; 100 = several disabilities). none of 11 patients in group 1 had signs of 
osteoarthritis prior to the surgery, and no one developed midcarpal or radiocarpal osteoarthritis during the entire 
observational time up to 15 years.

discussion:
this new surgical technique is mainly recommended for patients with an sld (scapholunate dissociation) stage iii and iv 
or an early stage v. in contrast to the other methods, the surgical technique using a twinfix screw allows simulation of the 
physiological conditions with a rotating but stable implant. Although a much easier surgical technique was performed, 
a comparable outcome with an excellent long-term result without the development of osteoarthritis is exceptional.

conclusion:
this novel surgical technique with its promising long-term outcome could achieve a breakthrough concerning the 
treatment of a scapholunate ligament injury. statistical relevance cannot be achieved in this study. However, this novel 
and well realizable surgical technique showed promising results in our small group of patients, and a follow-up study 
would be meaningful.

A-1197 compAring conventionAl ApproAcH of Home exercise progrAm And educAtion witH A digitAl 
solution in pAtients witH HAnd osteoArtHritis: A multicentre rAndomized double-blinded control 
triAl. 
Alejandro suero-pineda1, pablo rodríguez sánchez-laulhé2, francisco barrero garcía3, Ángela biscarri carbonero3, Alberto 
marcos Heredia rizo1, luis gabriel luque romero3

1University of Seville, Spain; 2FISEVI, Spain; 3Andalusian Public Health Service, Spain

introduction: 
Home exercise programs and recommendations have been shown to be efficient and effective both clinically and 
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economically in hand osteoarthritis. However, their application format is not up to date. the current paper format 
makes home exercises programs and recommendations inefficient. Among other problems, the lack of monitoring by 
the healthcare professional or the low motivation generate in the patient poor adherence to treatment, which is the 
main predictor of treatment efficiency. due to the high incidence of this pathology in the primary centres of the public 
health system, an application is developed for smartphones that includes: exercise programs adaptable to each patient 
and recommendations based on the latest scientific evidence; and enhancers of the patient’s adherence to treatment.

objectives:
to evaluate the clinical effectiveness of the digital solution proposed in comparison with the conventional method in 
subjects with osteoarthritis of the hand.

material and methods:
A randomized, controlled, multicentre, prospective, longitudinal and double-blinded study is presented. two primary 
care centres of the public health system selected 47 patients with osteoarthritis of the hand. this prospective clinical trial 
compared those who received access to the digital home exercise program (experimental group) with those enrolled in the 
conventional home exercise program guided by paper sheet (control group). At baseline and at 3 months, manual dexterity 
through nine Hole peg test (nHpt), grip strength, pain (visual analogue scale), and functionality through Quickdash and 
AuscAn were evaluated. during the study time, one physiotherapist realized telephone calls to follow up weekly during 
the process. physiotherapists could follow adherence and development of experimental group through a dashboard. they 
used this information in the follow ups to solve doubts and improve patient ś adherence and development.

results: 
experimental group showed statistically significant improvement in Quickdash (experimental group mean of difference: 
-13.31 points, control group: +1.35 points, p=0.014) and in the AuscAn (experimental group mean of difference: -7.00 
points, control group: -1.54 points, p=0.015). there was an improvement in grip strength in the experimental group 
(mean of difference: +2.44 lb) compared to the control group (mean of difference: -3.38 lb) but due to the standards 
deviation statistically difference was not achieved (p=0.15). 

conclusion: 
these results suggest that the digital solution proposed is clinically more effective than the conventional method employed. 
clinical and cost-effective results with higher sample and long-term assessments are forthcoming.

A-1198 test-retest reliAbility And precision of tHumb position sense testing using tHe intermetA-
cArpAl distAnce metHod in individuAls witH tHumb cArpometAcArpAl (cmc) osteoArtHritis (oA)
corey mcgee, kayla Adducci, erica bonte, karie francen, dan olson, Haley roe
Program in Occupational Therapy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

background: persons with thumb cmc oA have fewer mechanoreceptors in the cmc’s dorsal ligaments. this suggests there 
might be alterations in thumb position sense (jps). thumb cmc jps is often the focus of hand therapy interventions. one 
goniometric method exists for measuring thumb cmc jps but has methodological limitations and no psychometrics. the 
intermetacarpal distance (imd) method has excellent reliability when measuring maximal thumb cmc palmar abduction 
in persons with cmc oA. use of the imd method for jps has not been studied in those with cmc oA.

purposes: to determine test-retest reliability and precision of the imd for assessing thumb cmc jps in adults with thumb 
cmc oA.
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methods:
design: psychometric study of reliability.
inclusion criteria included being 18+ years old with medical diagnosis of cmc oA or positive shear test. exclusion criteria 
included steroid injections, comorbid hand conditions, cmc arthroplasty, median/radial nerve dysfunction, and treatment 
between testing sessions.

the “ironton 6-inch digital fractional caliper” and protocolized procedures were used by a certified Hand therapist. 
maximal imd measurements were taken for affected hand(s) and from this, 25% and 75% of maximal palmar abduction 
“criterion” positions established. three trials of 25% and 75% position sense tests were performed with vision occluded. 
participants returned within 2 weeks for retest; evaluator blinded to data from session 1.

Analyses:
Actual error (Ae) and relative error (re) of the 25% and 75% jps tests were calculated. reliability was assessed via the 
rwg statistic and precision (in millimeters for Ae and percentage points for re) via standard error of the measurement 
(sem), and minimal detectable change (mdc) calculations.

results:
participants: 17 total (5 male and 12 female, 23 affected thumbs), all non-Hispanic, 16 white, 1 multiracial, average 
symptom-duration of 8.5 years, average age 65 years old and returned, on average, 10 days later for re-test.
reliability coefficients for 25% tests ranged from .87 to .92 and from .94 to .96 for 75% tests. for the 25% tests, sem values 
for Ae ranged from .91 to 1.0 mm and from .73 to .96 mm for the 75% tests and for re ranged from 23.9% to 38.7% for 
the 25% tests and from 8.4% to 9.1% for the 75% test. mdc values ranged for re from 46.8% to 75.9% for the 25% tests 
and from 16.5% to 17.8% for the 75% tests.  

discussion: we provide early evidence on the test-retest reliability and precision of novel approach to evaluating jps in 
persons with cmc oA. 75% re measurements appear to have more value in measuring jps of the arthritic cmc joint. 
imd method has higher resolution and likely more responsive to change than goniometric approaches to measuring jps 
and calipers are accessible/inexpensive. After sensorimotor interventions, clients with cmc oA should, at least, exceed 
the sem and ideally should exceed the mdc of re of imd jps measures for real change to be present. significantly larger 
relative error for 25% position suggests that mechanoreceptors are relatively less active in early ranges of abduction 
than the later in this population. 

A-1199 free vAsculArized fibulAr grAft for segmentAl mAndibulAr defects: A cAse seriess
panagiotis kanellos, konstantinos tolis, sofia syngouna, emmanouil fandridis, sarantis spyridonos
Upper Limb, Hand and Microsurgery Department, General Hospital KAT, Athens, Greece

free vAsculArized fibulA flAp for segmentAl mAndibulAr defects: A cAse series

introduction
cutting edge and optimal approach for bone and soft tissue continuity defects, free vascularized flaps are used in head 
and neck, hand trauma, orthopaedic trauma reconstruction surgery. free vascularized fibula flap is considered to be the 
optimal surgical technique for reconstruction of segmental mandibular defects. we present our experience in microsurgical 
reconstruction of these defects with free fibular osteocutaneous flaps.
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pAtients And metHods
since 2014, 10 patients (7 men/3 women) with segmental mandibular defects were operated using free vascularized fibula 
flaps. Among them, 3 patients presented gunshot trauma, 5 patients mandibular tumors (2 of them osteosarcoma of the 
mandible and 3 patients other malignant tumor) and 2 patient presented osteomyelitis of the mandible. the operations 
were a collaboration between our department and the department of oral & maxillofacial surgery. we operated in a 
two team approach and our team harvests the vascularized fibular graft along with skin paddle for post-operative flap 
monitoring, after the surgical preparation of mandibular defect. the graft is temporarily fixed with anatomical plates 
and all anastomosis are performed by our team with standard microsurgery techniques. we used the facial or lingual 
artery and the internal jugular, lingual or facial vein. the mean operation time was 8 hours. 

results
in 1 case of osteosarcoma of the mandible there was failure of the flap’s revascularization due to the regional radiotherapy 
prior to surgery. in all other cases there was optimal incorporation of the graft. there were no complications from the 
donor site.

conclusion
free vascularized flaps for reconstruction of the mandible, combines a great variety of advantages, such as the quantity 
and the quality of the bone used, and is considered to be the optimal surgical approach for these cases.

A-1200 simultAneous bilAterAl distAl biceps tendon rupture And bilAterAl primAry repAir: A cAse 
report
panagiotis kanellos, george gatos, konstantinos tolis, filippos giannoulis, sarantis spyridonos
Upper Limb, Hand and Microsurgery Department, General Hospital KAT, Athens, Greece

simultaneous bilateral rupture of the distal biceps tendon is an extremely rare clinical entity with only few literature 
reports. we report a case of a 40-year-old caucasian male presented with bilateral elbow pain of sudden onset and 
bilateral loss of strength during pushing a heavy object during his labor. He presented three days after the accident and 
presented bilateral ecchymosis in the antecubital fossa, supination weakness with pain and no tendon was palpable. 
both elbows mri confirmed the bilateral rupture of the distal biceps tendon. we decided to perform bilateral surgical 
repair using a single anterior incision approach and a two-anchor tendon fixation on both arms. the patient was operated 
under general anesthesia and tourniquet, one limb after the other. we used the single mini open approach and the distal 
tendon was attached with two suture bone anchors. no complications were recorded and next day he was discharged 
from hospital. both elbow where immobilized for two weeks in a slab and physical therapy started immediately after. 
the patient mentioned full recovery of elbow motion range after 3 months and full muscle strength recovery after 5 
months with excellent dAsH and Aces scores. patient returned to his work and sport activities after 6 months. two years 
after the operation he doesn’t report any complain. concluding, we recommend this technique as a safe and promising 
therapeutic option in demanding cases. 

A-1202 introducing wrist ArtHroscopy As A stAndArd surgicAl ApproAcH for scApHoid reconstruction
iulian-daniel vilcioiu1, ioan cristescu2, dragos zamfirescu3, marius niculescu1

1Colentina Clinical Hospital, Bucharest, Romania; 2Clinical Emergency Hospital, Bucharest, Romania; 3Zetta Clinic, Bucharest, 
Romania

introduction
- wrist arthroscopy is a minimally invasive procedure that allows wrist exploration 
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- scaphoid pathology is common and the classic surgical approaches involves big incision, bone grafting, prolonged 
immobilization and complex rehabilitation of the hand.
- complications after such surgeries includes stiffness, loss of mobility and late professional integration. 

material and methods. we designed a prospective comparative study starting in october 2017 that was focused on scaphoid 
pathology and the management of such injuries, consisting in 38 patients divided in two groups A and b. All the patients 
were diagnosed with scaphoid non-unions. the patients included in group A were treated by a classic standard protocol, 
dorsal and volar approaches and the patients from group b were treated with arthroscopy assistance. for 16 patients 
the role of arhroscopy was to evaluate the associated injuries, the joint integrity and not last, shaving and debridement. 
5 patients were treated by percutaneous fixation without bone grafting and 11 patients by arthroscopy bone grafting 
(Abg). bone grafts from the distal radius and not so common from the iliac crest was used for group A and no bone graft 
or Abg technique for group b. 

results. we used minimally invasive bone graft technique for group b, in order to keep the surgery less invasive. the 
approaches were more accurate for group b due to directly view of the fracture site and no double approaches were 
needed. bone union was achieved in 36 patients after an average time of 3,5 months. the tendency of postoperative 
immobilization was shorter for group b, considering that the local biology is better preserved. the duration of the 
interventions was shorter for group A, keeping the average time less than 70 minutes. we had technical issues for the 
cases treated only by arthroscopy, due to the need for additional fluoroscopy setup. the function obtained for group b 
was close to the normal, due to small incisions and no tendons complications. 

conclusions. the worldwide tendency for minimally invasive surgery is growing fast and the hand surgeons should get 
more experience in this field, due to the progressive demand of the patients. 
scaphoid non union is historically treated as a very complex pathology that excludes minimally invasive techniques, 
despite the newest studies in this area. wrist arthroscopy combined with intraoperative fluoroscopy can lead to a longer 
operative time, but the results are really spectacular. considering that the patients are more demanding in all surgical 
fields, we think that the future for scaphoid reconstruction is wrist arthroscopy.

A-1203 A single-centre experience of open reduction And internAl fixAtion metHods in treAting 
HAnd frActures At A speciAlist HAnd surgery unit in tHe uk
parvathi varma, sanjib majumder
Pinderfields General Hospital, Wakefield, UK

background
fractures are a common presenting complaint to a trauma unit, with fractures of the phalanges and metacarpals accounting 
for 10%1. full restoration of hand function is the main aim in hand fracture management. there has been an increase in 
the use of open reduction and internal fixation (orif) methods in recent years for treatment of hand fractures2. despite 
ample literature on hand fracture management, there is little published data specifically investigating where, and how 
often, different implants are used for orif of fractures of hand bones.

Aims
the aim of the study was to ascertain the frequency of different orif methods used for hand fracture management. 
we also investigated how the choice fixation method related to fracture site and fracture pattern. this was achieved 
by retrospective data collection using the hospital information system and patients’ clinical notes in a large and busy 
hand surgery unit. 
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methods 
data was extracted from the electronic notes of 362 patients who underwent management of a hand fracture between june 
2018 and june 2019 at the hospital. 50 patients were excluded. notes belonging to 312 patients underwent further analysis.

results 
the age range of the patients was from 2 years to 88 years old. the bones most commonly   fractured (60%) was the 
fourth and/or fifth metacarpals or phalanges. the most common site of injury (35%) was the mid-diaphyseal region. 
204 fractures were stabilised using kirshner wires. the remaining 108 fractures were stabilised using orif operations 
with plates and/or screws. lag screws were used to stabilise 48 fractures. the remaining 60 fractures were stabilised 
using plates and screws.

85% of plates were straight and 7% of plates were t shape. both types of plates were most often used on transverse 
fractures of the fifth metacarpal.  l plates made up 5% of plates and were most commonly used on comminuted fractures 
of the fifth proximal phalanx. y plates made up the remaining 3% and were most commonly used on oblique fractures 
of the fifth metacarpal. 

locking and neutralisation plates were only used in 5% and 3% of fractures treated with plates and screws, respectively. 
locking plates were most often used in spiral fractures of the fifth metacarpal. neutralisation plates were more commonly 
used in spiral fractures of the fourth metacarpal.  

conclusion 
several options are available for the fixation of hand fractures, including orif methods. the choice on which orif method 
to use varies with fracture features such as site and pattern. 

references
(1)bernstein ml, chung kc. Hand fractures and their management: an international view. injury. 2006 nov;37(11):1043-8. 
Available from: doi: 10.1016/j.injury.2006.07.020
(2)greeven Ap, bezstarosti s, krijnen p, schipper ib. open reduction and internal fixation versus percutaneous transverse 
kirschner wire fixation for single, closed second to fifth metacarpal shaft fractures: a systematic review. european journal 
of trauma and emergency surgery. 2016 Apr;42(2):169-75. Available from doi: 10.1007/s00068-015-0507-y.

A-1204 volAr ApproAcH for distAl rAdius mAlunion- personAl experience
iulian-daniel vilcioiu1, ioan cristescu2, dragos zamfirescu3, marius niculescu1

1Colentina Clinical Hospital, Bucharest, Romania; 2Clinical Emergency Hospital, Bucharest, Romania; 3Zetta Clinic, Bucharest, 
Romania

introduction. distal radius malunion were historically treated by dorsal corrective osteotomy in order to obtain good 
bone reduction. even if radiological results are good, the surgical approach is too invasive for the soft-tissues, that barely 
cover the bone surface. extensor tendons irritation, implant removal and prolonged hand therapy are the most relevant 
disadvantages of this approach. 

material and methods. we present a study analysing 22 cases of distal radius malunions surgically treated in our hand 
surgery team. the standard procedure was corrective osteotomy on a volar approach with or without arthroscopically 
assistance using only angular stable titanium plates. the wrist ranges of motion, presence of pain, life quality were 
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closely observed.
results. we obtained better results by tilt and translation correction and improve the articular steps. the function was 
improved, specially for flexion-extension movements but we also identified poor early results for the patients with 
associated injuries. All the patients were satisfied with the correction and they were able to properly use the hand. 
chronic ulnar side pain was separately studied due to high frequency. 
conclusions. distal radius malunion requires good preoperative planning, wrist arthroscopy skills for articular step-offs 
and volar approach to avoid more complications. non-recognised associated injuries will lead to prolonged rehabilitation.

A-1205 flAp coverAge of gunsHot And explosive wounds of tHe HAnd
Alexander sukharev, konstantin fiodorov, sergey kheilick, Andrey litvinchick
Main Military Clinical Medical Center, Minsk, Belarus

the treatment of gunshot and explosive wounds of the hand still occupies an intermediate position in the surgery of 
injuries, as specialists in various fields are involved in the treatment of patients with this pathology: hand surgeons, 
traumatologists, microsurgeons and often specialists in purulent surgery. gunshot and explosive wounds to the extremities 
are a relevant and unresolved issue of modern injury surgery. due to the variety of damaging factors and the complex 
anatomy of the upper limb, each case can be considered unique and requires an individual approach. often with the 
explosive mechanism of injury, soft tissues are damaged throughout, making it difficult to choose a method for plastic 
closure of a soft tissue defect. especially if such a patient has several damaged areas and typical areas for the collection of 
free flaps must be preserved to cover other soft tissue defects. in this case, the pedicled flaps come to the fore. one of these 
flaps is a posterior interosseous forearm flap, with which it is possible to cover defects in the soft tissues of the dorsum of 
the hand. we have experience using this flap in 10 patients with explosive and gunshot wounds. the following features 
were identified in the treatment of hand injuries such as: the variable anatomy of the location of septum-skin perforants, 
the need for preoperative color dopplerography, as well as the marking of not only the rotation point, but the area of the 
septum-skin perforants, the posterior interosseous artery is rarely damaged with combined limb injury. using a posterior 
interosseous forearm flap is a good method of choice for combined limb injury with a soft tissue defect in the hand.

A-1206 A retrospective survey-bAsed coHort study to evAluAte instructed sculpting of tHe HumAn 
HAnd As An AnAtomy trAining tool for plAstic surgeons And Allied HeAltHcAre professionAls
thomas edward pidgeon1, rajive jose2, francis peart2

1University Hospital Coventry and Warwickshire, Coventry, UK; 2University Hospital Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, UK

introduction: Adequate knowledge of hand anatomy is fundamental to the practice of the plastic surgeon and allied 
healthcare professional. this retrospective cohort study was conducted to evaluate whether supervised wax sculpting of the 
structures of the human hand can improve anatomy knowledge and confidence in clinical practice in this professional group. 
methods: in july 2018 and march 2019, separate sculpture courses were held over two days. consultant plastic surgeons 
instructed delegates in sculpting an anatomic hand using modelling wax. All major structures of the hand were sculpted 
in phases. A survey was distributed to delegates following the course, to determine the primary outcome of how well 
delegates scored their own knowledge of clinical anatomy (100-point visual analogue scale), before and after the course. 
in march 2019 a ten-item hand anatomy test was sat by the delegates, to provide an objective measure of improvement 
in anatomy knowledge. 
results: fifteen of eighteen attenders completed the course survey. delegates included plastic surgery registrars (n=7), 
surgical senior house officers (n=2), hand physiotherapists (n= 2), nurse specialists (n=2) and a theatre assistant (n=1). 
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delegates own scoring of their knowledge of clinical anatomy prior to the course yielded a mean score of 57.7 (range 
29-80, 100-point visual analogue scale). After the course, this increased to a mean of 82.7 (range 49-96) (p<0.001). 
eight delegates agreed, and seven strongly agreed that the course would improve their clinical practice. 
the mean pre-course anatomy test score was 4.9 (range 0-9, ten-point score). the mean post-course anatomy test score 
was 7.1 (range 4-9, ten-point score) (p<0.01). 
conclusions: the use of supervised sculpture of the human hand significantly increased the anatomy knowledge of plastic 
surgeons and allied healthcare professionals, both when self-assessed and tested independently. 

A-1207 bilAterAl scApHoid non-union in professionAl HAndbAll plAyer: cAse report 
iulian-daniel vilcioiu, marius niculescu
Colentina Clinical Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

introduction. scaphoid non-union is historically treated by multiple surgically techniques. vascularized bone grafts are 
very complex and efficient types of treatment for unstable non-unions and sometimes needs prolonged immobilization 
or rehabilitation. 
material and methods. we present a clinical case of a 17 years old male playing as a handball goalkeeper and suffering 
bilateral scaphoid fractures. both of them were neglected and led to scaphoid non-union. we decided to check the injuries 
by arthroscopy viewing and to decide the surgical technique depending on the stability. 
the right wrist was treated by volar grafting from the distal radius and the left wrist was treated by mini-open fixation 
after arthroscopically bone grafting. 
results. the right wrist showed clinical healing of the fracture despite the fact that mri images demonstrated low 
perfusion at the fracture site. the left wrist has a better motion and the better imagistic parameters resulting that screw 
fixation is an ideal solution. 
conclusions. scaphoid non-unions should be treated in a modern operative manner. wrist arthroscopy should be considered 
and clinical studies of several patients should be done. 

A-1208 cAse report: A fourtH degree pAlmAr burn in A 15-montH-old girl
Andreas weber1, miliana vojvodic2, claudia meuli-simmen1, clemens schiestl2, kathrin neuhaus2

1Clinic for Hand Surgery, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Kantonsspital Aarau, Aarau, Switzerland; 2Pediatric Burn Center, 
Division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, University Childreǹ s Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

background: palmar contact burns are frequently seen in toddlers as a result of touching hot surfaces. most of these burn 
injuries are partial thickness burns and do not require surgery. in contrast, full-thickness burns require careful necrosectomy 
and skin grafting which allows for full functional restoration if appropriate rehabilitation can be provided. Although rarely 
seen, burn injuries that damage the underlying neurovascular structures are possible and are associated with greater 
contact time with the heating source and/or extremely high temperature. burns of this severity greatly complicate the 
process of decision-making for suitable surgical options and, as such, the treatment(s) utilized become far more intricate 
and challenging. there is a paucity in the literature addressing treatment options and outcomes of such deep injuries.

case report: An otherwise healthy 15-month-old female presented to the emergency department after touching an 
oven with her left palm. following initial non-surgical debridement and dressing changes, a full thickness injury was 
evident, resulting in transfer to a pediatric burn center. At this point, tangential necrosectomy was performed. during this 
procedure, the unusual finding of a fourth degree burn with the zone of necrosis reaching below the palmar aponeurosis 
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was revealed. Additionally, the common palmar digital arteries and nerves to the middle and small fingers were fibrotic 
and avital but showed continuity. 
careful wound measurements and evaluation of the nerve-/artery damage was done for planning of possible flap options. 
Although the intraoperative findings revealed avital neurovascular structures, all fingers showed a positive wrinkling sign 
and the decision was made to not resect these structures at that point. under a regimen with cadaver skin, Acticoat®, 
and v.A.c.® dressings, all structures were quickly covered with granulation tissue. the defect was then covered with a 
thick plantar split-thickness skin graft. the postoperative course was uneventful. the first dressing change showed full 
graft take. At present, four months post trauma, the patient is using both hands for playing, is grasping objects with 
the affected left hand, and does not show any obvious signs of impairment. passive range of motion is normal as well as 
palmar skin moisture. unfortunately, objective testing of sensation is still not possible due to the young age.

conclusion: palmar contact burns in children rarely extend down to neurovascular structures. when seen, the decision-
making in such cases is challenging since assessment of sensation is very limited. the current outcome in this case is 
promising, but mild-moderate impairment of sensation might not be detectable yet at this stage. long-term follow up 
and testing of sensation at the earliest possible moment is needed. 
Although necrosectomy extending down to vital tissue is, in general, warranted in any burn, the incredible regeneration 
potential of the growing child should be considered. too aggressive excision might create unintended long-term harm.

A-1209 tHe gAlAxy tHumb: HAs tHe movement of tHe cArpometAcArpAl joint of tHe tHumb  A golden 
spirAl pAttern?
thomas giesen, mario gaetano fioretti, francesco costa, pamela valli, ivan tami
Centro Manoegomito, Clinica Ars Medica, Gravesano, Switzerland

introduction: the carpometacarpal (cmc) joint of the thumb is a complex joint and has a pattern of movement that cannot 
be fully explained. its centre of rotation has been demonstrated as constantly changing for every degree of movement. 
nevertheless this joint is usually described as a double saddle joint and modern prosthetic implants are based on a classic 
“ball and socket” model. we present a motion analysis study of the cmc joint of the thumb suggesting this joint is moving 
along a constant curved pattern, close to a golden spiral.
material and methods: this prospective observational study was conducted at a training and research hospital. inclusion 
criteria of the volunteers were: age between 18 and 40 years. no pathologies or malformations to the enquired hand, 
no previous bone, ligaments, tendon or nerve injuries to the observed upper limb; no systemic disease affecting the 
locomotor apparat including psychiatric disorders. no contact allergies. All volunteers were enrolled after written consent. 
All observed limbs were set in a wood and metal frame with the elbow at 90°, the forearm resting on his ulnar border in 
neutral rotation, the wrist extended at 30°, the fingers in extension. the thumb was further set in a custom made splint 
with a protruding tip, blocking the interphalangeal (ip) and metacarpophalangeal (mcp) joint in extension. the tip of the 
splint had a led monopolar light. A professional recording camera was frontally set at 1 meter distance with fixed angles 
to the plane of the resting forearm, on the sagittal plane and on the coronal plane. the camera was set for captures in the 
dark, with according iso and Aperture values.  exposure speed was set to 5 seconds. the volunteers were asked to start a 5 
seconds continuous movement going from the most possible radial to the most ulnar possible position of the thumb. the 
camera recorded in a single picture the luminous trace left by the led monopolar light. All pictures were analysed firstly 
by superimposing a picture of a real golden spiral, then by calculating the proportion of the rays of the recorded curves.
results: forty volunteers were included in the study for a total of 79 thumbs. All thumbs but 11 (86%) recorded a pattern 
superimposable to 2 quadrants of a golden spiral. the proportions between the rays of a single curve confirmed the 
initial finding.
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discussion: this study suggests that a golden spiral can be observed recording the arc of motion of the cmc joint from 
a frontal coaxial plane. these results cannot be taken as definitive because of some degree of inaccuracy of the set-up. 
nevertheless we think that the observations made in this study, do challenge the current views about the functional 
anatomy of this joint.

A-1210 systemAtic review of tHe use of ArtHroscopy for tHe treAtment of first cArpometAcArpAl 
ArtHritis
brianna siracuse, beau m mcginley, charles daly, michael gottschalk, eric r wagner
Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA, United States

introduction: first carpometacarpal (cmc) arthritis or trapeziometacarpal arthritis is a common debilitating hand condition. 
it is particularly prevalent among post-menopausal females. various surgical techniques have been described for the 
treatment of this condition, yet no study to date has been able to demonstrate superiority of one method over another. 
minimally invasive techniques using arthroscopy have shown promising results. this study aimed to perform a systematic 
review of the use of arthroscopic techniques for the treatment of first cmc arthritis. 

methods: A search of pubmed and embase was performed. titles and abstracts were then reviewed for mentions of the 
use of arthroscopic aided techniques for the treatment of cmc arthritis. selected manuscripts were then obtained and 
analyzed to eliminate those not in the english language and those that were review articles and technique papers that 
did not specifically report on clinical outcomes.  A final list of 32 manuscripts were included in the final analysis.    

results: in total, 853 patients were analyzed in 32 studies. the majority of patients were female and those with eaton 
stage ii or iii osteoarthritis of the first cmc joint. most studies examined subjective and objective measures of patient 
function pre-operatively and post-operatively. subjective measures included visual analog scale (vAs) score and disability 
of Arm, shoulder, and Hand (dAsH) or QuickdAsH scores. objective measures included grip strength and pinch strength. 
Additionally, most studies utilized arthroscopy to perform a synovectomy and debridement of the first cmc joint followed 
by a hemitrapeziectomy or total trapeziectomy and an interposition of an autograft tendon or biological substitute. of the 
15 studies who reported vAs scores, 14 looked at preoperative and postoperative scores. All demonstrated improvements 
post-operatively with an average of decrease of 5.5 points . of the 18 studies that reported dAsH or QuickdAsH scores, all 
demonstrated either an improvement in scores or a post-operative score less than 30 demonstrating that the symptoms 
were no longer causing a major disability to the patient. Average dAsH score decreased by 56.4% of preoperative values.  
13 studies measured preoperative and postoperative grip strength, showing postoperative improvement of 20.7% 
of preoperative values. 3 studies only included postoperative grip strength relative to the contralateral side and all 
demonstrated a decrease of 89% on average. Analysis of the 20 studies that examine pre- and postoperative pinch 
strengths demonstrated an average increase of 33%. 133 patients experienced what was deemed a complication. the 
most common reported complication was a superficial radial nerve paresthesia, which often improved.  
 
conclusion: based on current literature, arthroscopic techniques seem to be a viable option for the treatment of eaton 
stage ii and  iii first cmc joint osteoarthritis. most studies have demonstrated reduced pain, improved grip strength, and 
overall patient satisfaction. complications from these procedures are rare and are mostly limited to transient superficial 
branch of the radial nerve paresthesias due to portal placement. further randomized control studies are needed to 
determine whether or not this surgical technique is superior to open techniques.  
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A-1211 outcomes After revision of tHumb cArpometAcArpAl joint ArtHroplAsty
nina fuchs, miriam marks, stephan schindele, daniel b Herren
Schulthess Klinik Zurich, Switzerland

introduction: resection-suspension-interposition (rsi) arthroplasty remains the standard intervention for treating thumb 
carpometacarpal (cmc i) osteoarthritis. the procedure is known to reproduce good, long-lasting clinical results. However, 
some patients occasionally report residual pain and/or functional deficits that require further surgery. the main reason 
for undertaking these revision interventions is instability of the metacarpal i and/or residual pain due to osteoarthritis 
at the scaphotrapezial joint. 
objective: the aim of this study was to evaluate the results of cmc i revision interventions after rsi arthroplasty and 
determine whether patients reach an acceptable symptom state (pAss) in terms of pain experienced during daily activities.
methods: patients who underwent revision surgery at the cmc i joint in our clinic between 1 and 10 years ago were invited 
to attend a follow-up examination. patients rated their pain during daily activities on a 0-10 numeric rating scale (nrs), 
where 0 indicates no pain and 10, maximum pain. the pAss was defined as a nrs score of ≤ 2.5. patients also completed 
the brief michigan Hand outcomes Questionnaire (mHQ, score 0-100 with higher scores indicating better function) and 
rated their satisfaction with the outcome of surgery on a 5-point likert scale. clinical assessments included grip strength 
and key pinch measurements. linear regression was used to assess whether the number of revisions performed, the 
technique of the initial procedure or the technique of the revision procedure determined the outcome of pain. 
results: between 2009 and 2018, 1,380 patients had a primary arthroplasty of the cmc i joint and 47 underwent one or 
more revision surgeries. twenty-seven patients (28 thumbs) with a mean age of 68 years (±8) were followed-up at a 
mean time of 5.5 years (± 2.9) after the last revision. A total of 40 revision surgeries were performed: interposition of an 
allograft (n=14), autologous tendon (n=6), silicone implant (n=2) or absorbable sponge (spongostan) (n=3); removal 
of the interposition material (n=5); and other procedures (n=10).
At follow-up, mean pain during daily activities was 2.8 (±2.9) and the brief mHQ score was 62 (±21). based on this level 
of residual pain, patients did not achieve the pAss. mean grip strength and key pinch was 18 kg (±9) and 3.0 kg (±2.0), 
respectively. overall, patients were satisfied with their outcome and indicated that their thumb was somewhat better 
than before the primary surgery. neither the surgical techniques nor the number of revisions determined pain level 
during daily activities (r2 = 0.11; p=0.4).
conclusion: Although the need for revision after rsi in cases of thumb saddle joint osteoarthritis is rare, the outcome 
after further surgery is less favorable than reported for primary cmc i arthroplasty. it is essential to thoroughly evaluate 
the reason for residual pain after rsi, and patients need to be well informed, that the results of a revision might be less 
favorable than in primary interventions.

A-1214 tHe effectiveness of pHysiotHerApy on tHe generAl HeAltH of older Adults in collerAtion of 
upper And lower limb dysfunction              
georgia petta1,2,3, michael seferiadis4, zacharias dimitriadis5, palina karakasidou2, stavroula dritsa26, maria dritsa6, 
Anastas philalithis1

1Postgraduate Study Program in Public Health and Health Care Management, School of Medicine, University of Crete Heraklion, 
Greece; 2Physiotherapy Department, School of Health, University of West Attica, Athens, Greece; 3Musculoskeletal Physiotherapy 
Research Laboratory, University of West Attica, Greece; 4Physiolab-Physiotherapy of Kypseli, Athens, Greece; 5Physiotherapy 
Department, University of Thessaly, Greece; 6Dritsa Physio Lab, Korinthos, Greece

introduction: An urban lifestyle and ageing may have negative consequences on the health, and quality of life of older 
adults. 
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the purpose of this observational research was to examine the effectiveness of physiotherapy on the general health of 
older individuals with upper and lower limb dysfunction
methods: the study was designed to be conducted with simple randomization. the data were processed at the outpatient 
services area at the internal medicine clinic of the general Hospital of patisia. three hundred questionnaires were distributed 
every tuesday and thursday to every third user appearing in the aforementioned medical services area over a 2-month 
span. A total of 201 questionnaires were answered; 90 of the questionnaires were answered by males of an average age 
of 69.57, and 111 of them were answered by females of an average age of 70.32 ninety-nine of the participants received 
musculoskeletal physiotherapy and were integrated into the physiotherapy group named group A (average age of 68.67 
years), and 102 of them were integrated into the non-physiotherapy group named group b (average age of 70.02 years) 
the inclusion criteria were as follows: age between 60 and 85 years old, and the ability to read and speak greek. only 
group A completed the physiotherapy intervention one month before enrolling in the research study, while group b did 
not have any physiotherapy within the previous two years. the duration of the data collection process was restricted to 
less than a two-month span to ensure homogeneity in exterior and interior conditions, such as weather, social events, 
work, insurance and any other changes in health services.
results: general health and sex had a marginally significant correlation (p=0.070). physiotherapy significantly affected 
individuals with upper limb dysfunction (p<0.0005) and those who used medication (p=0.001). individuals with higher 
educational levels and lower limb problems seemed to seek physiotherapy (p=0.015) to maintain social engagement. 
mental health in group A also significantly improved (p=0.055), mostly in participants with upper limb problems 
(p=0.012)..
conclusions: it can be concluded that physiotherapy in older adults with upper limb dysfunction contributes to 
improvements their general health and it is equally important compared to therapy for lower limb dysfunction. Additionally 
it can be concluded that some factors like educational level, or mental health can affected the therapeutic results and 
therefore therapists should take them into account when evaluating and assessing.
keywords: physiotherapy, older adults, health, upper limb, lower limb

A-1221 outcome domAins And outcome meAsures used in studies Assessing interventions for tHe 
mAnAgement of peripHerAl nerve injury in Adults: A systemAtic review
ralph murphy1,2, Adam reid1,2

1Blond McIndoe Laboratory, University of Manchester, UK; 2Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Department, Manchester 
University NHS Foundation Trust, Manchester, UK

objectives: to assess whether a core outcome set is required for studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions for 
peripheral nerve injury in adults.

design: survey of outcome measures used in primary studies identified by a systematic review.

data sources: ovidmedline, embAse, cochrane library and Amed databases december 2018. 

eligibility criteria: studies evaluating interventions for adult patients with a traumatic, upper limb peripheral nerve 
injury in which a measurement of outcome had been recorded. clinical, studies published in english were considered 
and databases were searched from inception until the present day. 

two reviewers independently screened titles and abstracts against inclusion criteria. All potentially eligible studies were 
obtained as full text papers and independently screened by two reviewers. disagreements were resolved via arbitration 
with a third reviewer as required. 
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results: 
4,729 titles and abstracts were screened with 235 full papers analysed. 73 studies (10 randomised control trials, 1 
randomised trial, 24 prospective cohort studies, 3 case-control studies and 35 retrospective review studies were included) 
were included in the final review, assessing three core outcome areas:

purely sensory nerve regeneration: (number of studies) tactile gnosis (s2pd)-42, cutaneous pressure threshold testing-37, 
tactile gnosis (m2pd)-22, shape detection test-10, cold detection-4, medical research council (mrc) sensory scale-4, 
electrophysiology-4, patient-reported outcome measures-3, additional (less widely used) tests-6.

purely motor nerve regeneration: (number of studies) mrc motor scale-2, louisiana state university (lsu) motor function 
grading scale-2, range of motion-1.

mixed motor and sensory nerve regeneration: (number of studies) mrc motor scale-27, mrc sensory scale-14, 
electrophysiology-11, tactile gnosis (s2pd)-8, patient-reported outcome measures-8, grip or pinch strength 
(dynamometry)-8, cutaneous pressure threshold testing-6, tactile gnosis (m2pd)-4, vibration threshold-2, lsu motor 
function grading scale-1, shape detection test-1, additional (less widely used) tests-16.

discussion:
there is a lack of consistency between studies in the outcome measures used to assess the effectiveness of interventions for 
peripheral nerve injury. A minimum core outcome set, with international consensus, should be developed in consultation 
with patients, peripheral nerve surgeons, hand therapists and those involved in supporting patients with peripheral 
nerve injury.

prospero registered: crd42018103001

A-1223 combined cmcj ArtHroplAsty & mcpj ArtHrodesis for AdvAnced cmcj ArtHritis
rami estfan, francesca Hill, greg packer
Southend University Hospital, Westcliff-On-Sea, UK

Arthritis of the first cmc joint is the commonest in the hand and causes significant symptoms and disability. many 
treatment options are available for first cmcj arthritis, once conservative measures have been exhausted, there are 
multiple operative options including trapezectomy and joint replacement.
when considering a joint replacement surgery, it is essential to have enough bone stock to contain and support the 
implants. with well-preserved bone stock on the trapezial side, there many implants options are available, metal, 
pyrocarbon, ceramic and others. However, when arthritis becomes more advanced and long standing, further deformities 
and secondary changes may affect both the trapezium in the form of bone loss and the meto-carpal phalangeal joint 
(mcp) where the adduction deformity leads to instability and potentially arthritis of the mcp joint 
we present a case series study of patients who underwent a space preserving joint replacement surgery combined with 
mcp joint fusion. A combination of implants were used, the regjointtm (scaffdex oy, finland), to address the first cmcj 
arthritis and the xmcp implant (extremity medical, nj, usA) an intramedullary fusion device for the first mcpj to address 
the instability and arthritis of the mcp.
the study objectives were to evaluate the outcome for those patients undergoing combined procedures, in terms of 
satisfaction and survivorship of implants. we have reviewed nineteen cases over the period between 2014 and 2018, with 
a minimum of one year follow up. Assessments were carried out using pre and post-operative measures. this included 
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check radiographs, dash questionnaire assessment, patient evaluation measure (pem) in addition to visual analogue 
scale for pain assessment (vAs).
overall there was good survival rate of the combinedly used implants, this has not shown any significant reaction with 
the bio-absorbable material, in addition, it has achieved solid union while maintaining good movement at the cmcj. 
patients were overall satisfied with restoration of function of the affected thumb.
we believe that this combined procedure provides a solution for difficult cases of first cmcj arthritis associated with 
instability/arthritis of the mcp, whether used in primary surgical treatment or for revision surgery for other failed implants.

A-1225 complex regionAl pAin syndrome - better to be scepticAl
egemen Ayhan1, elif cimilli2

1Orthopaedics and Traumatology, University of Health Sciences, Diskapi YB Training and Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey; 
2Hacettepe University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey

perhaps, one of the most controversial subjects of the hand surgery has been complex regional pain syndrome (crps) for 
decades. recently, it has been proposed that crps diagnosis is overused, even it does not exist at all. excluding causalgia 
and psychogenic hand conditions, it was reported that most patients labelled with cprs were either suffering from poor 
management of their real injury (bad doctoring) or suffering from irritative carpal tunnel syndrome (cts). following 
recent reports, we wanted to share our experience and management for previously diagnosed cprs patients who were 
referred us in the last four months.
between 01 August, 2019 and 01 december, 2019, five patients admitted to us with cprs diagnosed prior to referral. All of 
the patients presented with similar symptoms; stiffness (could not make a fist), burning pain disproportionate to inciting 
event, and swelling. patients’ medical history were as follows; two patients were treated conservatively for radius distal 
fracture (four and six months ago), one patient was operated (mini-incision) for carpal tunnel syndrome two months 
ago, and two patients encountered closed hand trauma without fracture (both of them three months ago). patients had 
undergone physiotherapy at least for one month and no improvement was observed. 
our in-depth examination revealed that both radius distal fracture patients have malunion, the carpal tunnel release was 
inadequate with a positive nerve conduction study, and the closed hand trauma patients were suffering from irritative 
cts. we advised corrective osteotomy for malunion patients, and carpal tunnel release for the other three patients. one 
of the radius distal malunion patients was a 65 year-old debilitated patient with systemic diseases and did not consent 
surgery. we performed corrective osteotomy with iliac bone autografting under general anesthesia for the radius distal 
malunion patient and carpal tunnel release under wAlAnt for the remaining three patients. the mean follow-up was six 
weeks. All of the patients acquired full range of motion of their fingers, the carpal tunnel release patients could actively 
make a fist intraoperatively under wAlAnt. the mean preoperative visual analog scale score improved from 7.25 to 1.25 
postoperatively during resting, and improved from 9.75 to 3.75 postoperatively during activity.
regarding our modest experience with a few cprs patients, we agree that rigorous physical examination of the patients 
will elucidate the real mechanical or physical source of their pain. moreover, irritative cts stands as a reality that the 
median nerve could be irritated with/without being compressed because of edema and inflammation. finally, the dramatic 
intraoperative improvement in range of motion of the fingers after carpal tunnel release offered us that wAlAnt is an 
assistive approach for irritative cts diagnosis. 
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A-1226 extensor pollicis longus rupture following elAstic stAble intrAmedullAry nAil fixAtion in 
pAediAtric foreArm frActures: A cAse series And review of literAture
christina lipede, yazan Ajam, rayan el-Hassan, philip Henman, brid crowley
The Great North Children’s Hospital, Newcastle, UK

introduction
forearm fractures in children are common, accounting for 13% of all paediatric fractures. Historically, these have been 
managed conservatively with closed reduction and cast immobilization. However, when non-operative management 
fails, surgical intervention is indicated. 

knowledge of potential failures of a surgical technique is essential in minimising and ideally avoiding complications. 
elastic stable intramedullary nailing (esin) was developed as an alternative method of three-point fixation to open 
reduction and plating and introduces nails via small stab incisions into the radius and ulna, achieving better cosmetic 
results, shorter operating time and excellent functional outcomes. Although soft tissue related complications are low, 
and are mostly self-limiting, a rarely reported complication with significant functional morbidity is extensor pollicis 
longus (epl) rupture. this results from either direct trauma to the epl during esin insertion, or to attrition of the tendon 
against the nail post-operatively.

the purpose of this study is to report our experience of epl rupture associated with this procedure, identify contributing 
factors, and suggest modifications to the operative technique to minimize this risk.

patients and methods
we carried out a retrospective review from 2011-2019 and identified four paediatric patients ranging from 7 to 18 years 
old who were treated at our regional trauma centre with esin for forearm diaphyseal fractures and went on to develop 
epl dysfunction. we describe their management, investigations, including ultrasound and intra-operative findings in 
addition to tendon transfer of extensor indicis proprius (eip) to epl.

results
the first patient was discovered to have epl rupture when reviewed by physiotherapists in clinic at 4 weeks. the second 
noted to have epl rupture at 9 months on removal of the esin. the third patient fell at school at 4 weeks post-operatively 
and epl rupture was confirmed. the fourth patient’s mother stated at 6 months that the child did not have extension of 
the ipj from the time of the index accident. All patients underwent uss assessment of the tendon continuity with one 
false negative result.

All four children had eip to epl transfer to reconstruct their epl with one having a rupture of the tendon transfer and the 
remaining three children being discharged with good range of motion and pain free.

discussion
Although rare, surgeons should be cognizant of the potential for epl rupture following esin insertion for forearm fractures 
and modify their surgical technique accordingly.

we advocate either a radial insertion, with care not to damage the sensory branches of the radial nerve, or placement via 
a dorsal incision to allow direct visualisation and preservation of the extensor compartment. cutting the nail close to the 
cortex and rasping of the trimmed edge of the nail after cutting should further eliminate risks of attrition and migration. 
design modifications including using a protective cap or a rounded end have been also been used.
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A-1227 AdvAntAges of using microsurgicAl metHods for plAstic surgery of post-burn defects on 
tHe Arm in cHildren
sergey i golyana, ekaterina mitrofanova, tatiana i tikhonenko
The Turner scientific research institute for children’s orthopedics, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Aim:
the thermal injury of the hand occurs in 35-40% of cases. “golden standard” in deep burns treatment is early surgery 
performed in the first few days. when choosing tactics for operative covering of wounds, we should give preference to 
the simplest techniques of skin plasty. However, if injury of deep-lying structures (tendons, neurovascular bundles, joint 
components, bones) these methods are unacceptable. in such cases, microsurgical methods are a priority.

method:
we analyzed the treatment of 148 children in the last 5 years with deep burns of the hand of 3-4 degrees. of these, 27 
patients with electric trauma had injuries of the underlying anatomical structures. in most cases, we produced plastic 
by vascularized flaps or plasty by skin flaps on a temporary feeding pedicle.

results / discussion:
All surgeries for burns of hand have the following objectives:
- restore of lost skin;
- restore the mobility of joints and tendons;
- remove the function of the damaged segment;
- prevent the formation of contractures and deformities in the future.
the use of vascularized flaps for covering extensive defects has many advantages in comparison with traditional methods:
- there is the possibility of complete excision of the damaged tissue and subsequent replacement of defect;
- reduction of surgical steps;
- the blood supply to the underlying tissues improves, which increases resistance to infection;

conclusion:
Applying the tactics of early surgical treatment with microsurgical grafts for children with deep burns made it possible 
to significantly reduce the number of post-burn deformities and finger contractures, subsequent procedures, and obtain 
good cosmetic and functional results.

A-1228 long term pAtient outcomes following botulinum toxin A injection And dosAge review in 
rAynAud’s pHenomenon
mahalakshmi nagarajan, paul mcArthur
St Helens and Knowsley NHS Trust, Liverpool, UK

introduction: raynaud’s phenomenon is a vasospastic condition affecting hands and feet which may lead to rest pain, 
ischemic ulcers and gangrene. botulinum toxin A has been shown to improve peripheral circulation, relieve vasospastic 
symptoms and aid in healing of ulcers.

methods: retrospective chart review of patients with primary and secondary raynaud’s syndrome was conducted. the 
dose of botulinum toxin A, site of the injection, symptom relief, healing of ulcers and complications were assessed.
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results:
A total of 30 treatment episodes (11 patients - 10 female, 1 male) over a 7 year period were included in this study. All 
patients had failed medical management. the average age of the patients was 53 years (range 27-67 years) and 8 patients 
had secondary raynaud’s syndrome. botulinum toxin A injection was injected at primarily at the proximity of the digital 
neurovascular bundle of the hand, though other sites injected were distal wrist, ankle and digital neurovascular bundle 
of the feet, depending on the presenting complaints. the average total botulinum toxin A dose injected per treatment 
episode was 156 iu (range 20 – 500 iu). patients were followed up for an average of 49 months (range 2.6 – 93 months). 
All patients reported improvement in symptoms and healing of ulcers. one patient reported a temporary muscle weakness 
post low dose injection. six patients had a single treatment episode with long term benefit. 
conclusions
botulinum toxin A is effective in treating raynaud’s phenomenon. Higher dose of botulinum toxin A has been well 
tolerated with no adverse effects. patients with primary raynaud’s disease and a proportion of secondary raynaud’s 
patients had long term relief with a single treatment. scleroderma patients had an average of 6 month interval between 
treatment episodes.

A-1232 mediAn nerve compression by suprAcondylAr process
luísa vital, vitor vidinha, nuno neves, pedro negrao
Hospital CUF Porto, Porto, Portugal

introduction
the supracondylar process was first described in humans by knox in 1841. it consists of a bony process which origins from 
the distal anteromedial portion of the humerus, projects itself inferiorly and continues as the struthers’ ligament, forming 
a foramen through which the median nerve can pass and eventually be compressed. Although it is unanimous that this is a 
rare anatomical structure and significantly more common in caucasians, the incidence varies widely among the literature.

material and methods
the authors report the case of a 42-year-old caucasian woman with progressive pain for 6 months, radiating from 
the elbow to the hand, with associated sensory deficit in the median nerve territory and decreased muscle strength. 
imaging studies identified a supracondylar process on the oblique x-ray of the distal humerus, with visible median nerve 
epinerve thickening on mri, suggesting nerve compression. on electromyography there was evidence of severe axonal 
demyelination of the median nerve proximal to the elbow.

results
the patient underwent surgery for excision of the supracondylar process by a distal humerus approach, with plan 
dissection and visualization of the anatomical structures. compression of the median nerve was verified and excision of 
the supracondylar process and struthers’ ligament was performed without complications. in the postoperative evaluation 
at 2 months there was an improvement in neurological symptoms and a gain in grip strength. At one year follow up, there 
was a complete regression of symptoms and recovery of strength, being at this point similar to the contralateral side.

discussion
this rare-incidence anatomical structure is usually clinically silent, but may become symptomatic and cause compression 
of the median nerve and brachial artery, causing severe hand and finger paresthesia, ischemic forearm pain, embolization 
of distal arm arteries and/or absence of radial or cubital artery pulse in the extension and supination of the forearm. the 
recommended treatment for symptomatic cases is excision as performed in the case presented here, which normally 
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presents excellent results with function and strength recovery. However, this diagnosis should be distinguished from other 
entities such as osteochondroma (which differs by its orientation not pointing to the joint and also by cortical changes) 
and heterotopic ossification (as in cases of ossifying myositis).

conclusion
supracondylar process should be considered a rare yet possible and treatable cause of high median nerve compression.

A-1233 does every syndActyly releAse need A skin grAft? 
sam meadows, li yenn yong, marta malinowska, paul mcArthur
Alder Hey Children’s Hospital, Liverpool, United Kingdom

the use of skin grafting in syndactyly release can result in significant long-term disadvantages; hyperpigmentation and 
hair growth on grafted areas can mean that serial attendances for additional treatments such as laser therapy are often 
indicated. these complications only add to the psychological distress that young patients can experience following 
operations to their hands. 

the aim of this study was to investigate whether the use of graftless syndactyly release techniques delivered equitable 
results to the more traditional use of full thickness skin grafts.

we conducted a retrospective review of all patients who had syndactyly releases of all complexities by a single surgeon 
in a single tertiary referral centre between the years of 2008-2018. All operations on patients within this cohort were 
included even if it occurred outwith this period. webcreep requiring revision surgery was our primary outcome measure. 
exclusion criteria included incomplete medical records and any patient whose primary surgery was not performed by 
the senior author.

the default operative technique used for all complexities was the dorsally based stingray flap with the exception of simple 
incomplete syndactylies that were proximal to the proximal interphalangeal joint; where the dorsally based island flap 
was used as the default technique. full thickness skin grafts (ftsg) were judiciously used to resurface any remaining 
defects if required, but the area around the flap was always closed primarily.  

there was a total of 158 webs in 84 patients. the average follow-up period was 5 years (range 0.3-13.8). 84% of webs 
were closed without the need for skin grafting. Across all complexities, revision rates for graftless techniques were 9.8% 
vs 24% in webs which required ftsg. our overall revision rate for all complexities, with or without grafting, was 12%. 

we had at total of 75 webs with simple incomplete syndactyly with an equal distribution of webs utilising the stingray 
flap and the island flap without requiring a ftsg. 3 webs required a ftsg in addition to the stingray flap. the overall 
revision rate of this cohort was 6.7%. 

in 21 simple complete webs, 4 required a ftsg with an overall revision rate of 19%.

23 complex completes webs were released with 5 webs requiring a ftsg. overall revision rate was 21.7%

39 acrosyndactyly releases were performed with 13 webs requiring a ftsg. the overall rate of revision for this cohort 
was 12.8%. 
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we therefore show that syndactyly release across all complexities with only judicious use of skin grafting is possible 
with comparable results. 

A-1237 lAte cArpAl tunnel releAse After A conservAtive treAtment of A distAl rAdius frActure: in-
cidence And risk fActors
rf westenberg, n kazemian, nwl schep, j Henk coert, nc chen
Harvard Medical School - Massachusetts General Hospital, Hand and Upper Extremity Department, Boston, USA, Maasstad 
Ziekenhuis, Hand and Wrist Expertise Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, University Utrecht - Universitair Medisch Centrum, 
Plastic- and Reconstructive Surgery Department, Utrecht, the Netherlands

Aims: what is the percentage of patients that undergo late carpal tunnel release after conservative treatment of a distal 
radius fracture? which factors are associated with late carpal tunnel release after conservative treatment of a distal 
radius fracture?

methods: 4291 patients underwent conservative treatment for a distal radius fracture between 2002 and 2018 at our 
institution. After manual review of the medical records, we identified 49 patients who underwent late ctr after a 
conservatively treated distal radius fracture. 
multivariable logistic regression analysis was done to study association with demographics (age, sex, and race) and late ctr.
to gain further insight into other possible risk factors, those 49 patients (case group) were each randomly matched 
to three control patients (control group: patients without ctr after a distal radius fracture) on age, race, and sex. we 
manually reviewed the medical charts of 49 cases and 147 controls to collect data of explanatory variables such as patient 
characteristics (e.g. hand dominance, labor), comorbidities (e.g. diabetes, smoking, bmi, rheumatoid arthritis, history 
of cervical radiculopathy, etc.), trauma characteristics, and radiographic parameters. multivariable conditional logistic 
regression for paired data was done to identify factors independently associated with late ctr in the case-control cohort.

results: 1.1% (49 of 4290) of patients underwent late ctr. the median time from distal radius fracture to late ctr was 
0.54 years (iQr 0.38 – 1.45). in multivariable logistic regression analysis, older age (or, 1.03; 95% ci, 1.01 - 1.04; se, 0.01; 
p = 0.002) was independently associated with higher odds for revision surgery.
multivariable conditional logistic regression showed that a history of ctr (or, 12.29; 95% ci, 1.16 – 132.73; se, 14.82; p = 
0.038), smoking (or, 4.57; 95% ci, 1.61-12.99; se, 2.44; p = 0.004), and a greater dorsal tilt (or, 1.06; 95% ci, 1.02-0.1.10; 
se, 0.02; p = 0.007) were independently associated with a higher odds for delayed ctr after a conservatively treated 
distal radius fracture (table 1). 
subgroup analyses of patients without a history of ctr, history of emg proven cts, or who did not undergo bilateral ctr 
after the distal radius fracture showed that smoking (or, 5.08; 95% ci, 1.30-19.88; se, 3.54; p = 0.020) and a greater 
dorsal tilt (or, 1.06; 95% ci, 1.01-1.12; se, 0.02; p = 0.014) was independently associated with higher odds for delayed 
ctr after a conservatively treated distal radius fracture (table 2).

conclusion: older age, smoking, a history of ctr, and an increased dorsal tilt after conservative treatment are risk factors 
for late ctr in patients who had conservative treatment of a distal radius fracture. A history of carpal tunnel syndrome 
or bilateral ctr suggests that there may be a systemic or genetic predisposition for carpal tunnel syndrome. However, 
smoking and a greater dorsal tilt remained risk factors after exclusion of these patients from our analysis. 

level of evidence: iii
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A-1241 clinicAl And rAdiologicAl outcome of tHe mAtortHo ArtHroplAsty for pip ArtHritis
kathleen janssens, frederik verstreken
AZ Monica SPM, Deurne, Belgium

purpose - proximal interphalangeal (pip) joint arthritis can be a disabling condition, for which surgical treatment, either 
arthrodesis or arthroplasty can be indicated. several implant designs are available, f.e. silicone interposition arthroplasty, 
surface replacement arthroplasty and, more recently, implants coated with pyrolytic carbon. However, a high rate of 
complications is reported in the literature. the matortho proximal interphalangeal replacement is a cementless cobalt–
chromium metal-on-polyethylene mobile-bearing surface replacement arthroplasty.
the aim of our study is to report the outcome and survival of this implant. methods - we reviewed all matortho proximal 
interphalangeal joint replacements performed between 12/2013 and 05/2018 by a single surgeon in a single institution. 
patient demographics, diagnosis, implant revision and other surgical interventions were recorded. subjective and objective 
outcomes were evaluated at latest follow-up, including range of motion, grip strength, patient reported outcome 
measures (vAs, QuickdAsH and pem) and radiographic assessment.
results - A total of 34 implants were inserted in 25 patients. two implants (in 2 patients) were lost to follow up. two 
implants (in 2 patients) were explanted: 1 revision due to pain at 8 months postoperative and 1 arthrodesis due to implant 
luxation at 42 months postoperative.
the mean follow up of the remaining 30 implants (in 21 patients) was 29 months (10-61). 80% were implanted in female 
patients. vAs scores improved significantly postoperatively (mean vAs pre-op 7, mean vAs post-op 1, p<0,05). concerning 
the active range of motion, there was an improvement in 89% of patients, with a mean improvement of the total arc 
of motion of 25 degrees. the mobility of 1 patient remained status quo postoperatively and 2 patients ended up stiffer 
than pre-operatively. 96.5% of patients said that they would have the surgery again.
conclusion - our results show that at least at medium term follow up, pip arthroplasty can be successful procedure with high 
patient satisfaction and functional improvement. longer follow up of these patients is planned to confirm these results.

A-1242 corticosteroid injections for stenosis tenosynovitis: influence of clinicAl And demogrApHi-
cAl pArAmeters on tHe outcome
luísa vital1, miguel relvas silva1, filipa santos silva2, joao mota da costa2, miguel botton2

1Centro Hospitalar e Universitário Sao Joao, Port, Portugal; 2Hospital CUF Descobertas, Lisbon, Portugal

introduction: trigger finger is one of the most common causes of hand pain and disability. the aim of this study is to 
analyze the results obtained with corticosteroid infiltration in the treatment of this condition.
material and methods: A retrospective analysis of patients undergoing infiltration from 1 january to 31 december 
2018 was performed. An assessment of demographic, bmi, smoking habits, diabetes and other co-morbidities was 
performed. the length of time from symptomatology to infiltration and the vAs (visual Analogue scale) pre-procedure 
was recorded. After the procedure: time to resolution of symptoms, vAs, presence of trigger, patient satisfaction and 
recurrences were recorded.
results: A total of 73 patients (73 fingers) were included - only patients with 1 finger pathology were included. the average 
age was 59 years and there were 42 female patients. eight patients were diagnosed with diabetes and other concomitant 
conditions were hypertension, thyroid disease, and cardiac disease. the average weight was 71.7kg and height 1.65m. 
nine patients were active smokers. digital distribution of pathology: 39 cases affected d1; 3 cases d2; 16 cases d3; 12 
cases d4 and 2 cases d5. the average duration of symptomatology was 7.7 months with a mean pre-infiltration vAs of 5.9 
(9-0). After infiltration 5 patients reported no resolution of complaints and in the remaining patients the average time to 
resolution was 1.3weeks, and the maximum time was 4 weeks. regarding satisfaction with the procedure 74% said they 
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were satisfied with the result achieved. recurrence occurred in 22 patients, on average 4.9 months after infiltration and of 
these 8 underwent surgical intervention. the minimum follow-up of this sample was 6months and maximum 18 months. 
in this study, age was related to the outcome of the procedure, as younger patients had a higher number of recurrences 
(p=0.008). However, it did not correlate with the time of recurrence development nor with vAs variation before and after 
infiltration. none of the relapses in this sample occurred in diabetic patients and the time to resolution of symptoms was 
similar to the remaining patients.
bmi was statistically significantly related to outcome (p=0.006) and patients with higher bmi had a higher number of 
recurrences, however, unrelated to the time of onset of symptoms. smoking habits were not related to the outcome of 
the procedure.
discussion: conservative treatment for trigger finger is an option for many patients. corticosteroid infiltration is an effective 
solution that, in some studies, has long-term success rates of approximately 69%. Although some authors have shown 
that infiltration is less effective in diabetic patients, in this study, there was no recurrence in diabetic patients. regarding 
the finger involved, the distribution verified in this study is the same described in the literature. the advantages of this 
procedure as a first line of treatment are evident: lower costs and lower risks compared to a surgical procedure that will 
always be possible if there is a clinical recurrence.
conclusion: Age and bmi in this study were related to recurrence after corticosteroid infiltration, but not with the time 
of resumption of symptoms. patients were overall (74%) satisfied with the procedure.

A-1243 A systemAtic investigAtion of pik3cA mutAtions in isolAted mAcrodActyly: indicAtion for Ac-
curAte clAssificAtion, diAgnosis And potentiAl novel tHerApeutics
jingheng wu1, guanglei tian1, kelli sumner2, douglas t Hutchinson3, yuan ji4

1Department of Hand Surgery, Beijing Jishuitan Hospital, The 4th Clinical Medical College of Peking University, Beijing, China; 
2Department of Pathology, ARUP Laboratories, University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, USA; 3Department of 
Orthopaedics, University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, USA; 4Department of Pathology, ARUP Laboratories, 
University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, USA

Hypothesis
macrodactyly, a rare congenital digital anomaly, has been challenging the hand surgery society. the recent discovery 
of somatic pik3cA mutations in a few isolated macrodactyly patients shed light on the fundamental understanding in 
pathogenesis of this disabling deformity. we set up to systematically test the association between pik3cA mutations 
with isolated macrodactyly in order to establish a molecular pathophysiology-based diagnosis, classification and possibly 
a novel therapeutic strategy.   

methods
overgrowth tissues including skin, nerve, adipose tissues from clinically diagnosed isolated macrodactyly patients (n=12) 
were removed during routine surgical debulking or correction procedures and preserved as formalin-fixed-paraffin-
embedded (ffpe) blocks. dnA recovered from these ffpe samples were tested for pik3cA mutation status using a modified 
and targeted sanger dnA sequencing method with greatly improved sensitivity for detecting low level somatic mosaic 
mutations. pik3cA mutation level, tissue(s) of occurring, type of mutations and their genomic locations were analyzed. 

results
pik3cA mutations were detected from affected tissues in 9 out of the 12 patients studied, with mutation level ranging 
from 8 to 27%. the mutations detected include p.His1047Arg (n=4), p.His1047leu (n=2), p.545glu>lys (n=2) and 
p.542glu>lys (n=1). these are codons in the pik3cA gene that are frequently mutated in cancers. in terms of the tissue 
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sources in which a mutation was found, adipose tissue has the highest mutation detection rate (100%), followed by 
nerve (83%) and skin (71%). no mutations found in bone tissues from two patients with pik3cA mutations detected in 
other tissues of the same patients. patients and/or tissues negative for pik3cA mutations are subjected to downstream 
analysis using high throughput next generation dnA sequencing. 

summary points
• A high proportion (75%) of isolated macrodactyly patients harbors activating PIK3CA mutations that lead to digital 
overgrowth as a result of abnormally activated Akt-pi3k signaling.    
• Adipose and nerve tissues provide the highest PIK3CA mutation detection yield among all the sources of affected tissues. 
• A modified Sanger DNA sequencing method is a cost-effective way to exam PIK3CA mutations in isolated macrodactyly 
patients clinically.
• Patients negative for PIK3CA mutations may harbor other PIK3CA mutations beyond the detection of our assay or due 
to different molecular mechanism.  
• To our knowledge, our study is the largest study linking PIK3CA mutations to isolated macrodactyly. 

type of study/level of evidence: therapeutic iv (observational studies without controls)
figure 1: isolated macrodactyly. 
figure 2: pik3cA mutations detected in affected tissues from isolated macrodactyly patients. 
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